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• 
AUTHOR'S PREFACE. TO THE FIRST 

EDITION. .. 
• 

• -<1>-

• 
DURIIl!G the nine years that ,have elapsed s~nce I last wrote : 
on this subject~1 . very considerable progress has been made in 
the elucidation of many of the problems that still perplex the 
slude•t of the History of Indian Architecture .. The publication 
of the five volumes of General Cunningham's. 'Arch<eological 
Keports' "'fi"as thrown new light on many obscure points, but 
general! y from an arch;eological rather than from an architectural. 
point .of view ;'·an"cl Mr Burgess's researches a'mong the western. 

caves and the structtiral.temples of the Bombauresidenc~ .. · .. 
have added grea\ly not only to our stores of information, but ":. 
to the precision of our knowledg~ regarding them .. 

For the purpose of such a work as this, however~ photo
graphy has probably done more than anything that -has bee11 
written .. There are now very few buildings in Indi~---,-of any 
i~ortance at least~which have not been photographed ··~ith 

•more or less c.ompleteness ; and for purposes of comparison 
such c~llections of photographs as ·are now available are simply 
invaluable. For detecting similarities, or distinguishing differ-• . . ' . 

ences ~etween specimens situated at distances from one 
• • •• -v -~ 

c.nother, photograph?·~ are . almost equal to actual personal 
inspection, and, when sufficiently numerous, afford a picture 
of Jlnai~n· art of the utmost i~portance to. any·one attempting . ' ... 
to descrjie it. 

1 'Histor:i of Architecture in all Countries.' 2nd ed. Murray, r867. [Now 
·'History of A'ncient ~nd Medieval.Architecture.' Jrd ed. 2 vols. Murray, 1893·] 
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These new aids, added to our previous stock of kl1{ilwl¥dge, 
are probably sufficient to justify us in treating the ar&itecture 
of India Proper in the quasi-exhaustive manner. in which it 
is attempted, in the first 6oo pages of this worlr. Its description 
might, of course, be easily extended even beyol'\d ~hese limits, 
but without plans and more accurate architectural details tl¥J.n 

• we at present possess, any such additions would practically 
contribute very little that was valuable to the infor8}ation • 
the work already contains. • 

,-he case is different when we turn to Fur~her Indfa. Instead 
of only 1_00 pages and so illustrations, both these figures o~ght 
at least to be doubled to bring that branch of the subj~ct up 
to the sa~e stage cl' -com-pleteness' as- that describing the archi
tecture of Indi~- P~oper. ·-For this, however, the materials do 
not at present exist. Of Japan we know almost nothing ~cepJ 
from photographs, without plans, dimensions, or dates; and, 
except as regards Pekin and the Treaty Ports, we know almost 
as little of China. We know a great deal about one or two 
buildings in Carpbodia and Java, but our information regarding 
all the rest is so fragmentary and incomplete, that it is hardly 
available for the purposes of a general histo~, and the same 
may be said of Burma and Siam. Ten years hence this 
deficiency may be supplied, and it may then be possible to bring 
the whole into harmony. At present a slight sketch indicating 
the relative position of each, and their relation to the styles 
of India Proper, is all that can be well accomplished. • 

0 

Although appearing as the third volume of the second edition 
of the ' General History of Architecture,' the present may be 
considered as an independent and original work. l.Q the last • 

• 
edition the Indian chapters extended only to about 300 pages; 
with 200 illustrations,1 and though most of the woodcuts 
reappear in the present volume, more than half the orlgj;lal 

• • text has been cancelled, and consequently a<t least 6~ pages 
of the present work are original matter, and 200 illustrations-

• 1 'History of Architecture' (1867), vol. ii. pp. 445-756, Woodcuts 966-u63. 
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and •he~ by far the most important-....:.h~J.Ve been added. These,. 
with the• new clironologicahind topographical details, present 
the ·subject .to the' English ·reader, in a more compact and 
complete form th!n has been attempted in any work on Indian 
architectur~ Wtherto published. It does not, as I feel only 
tol9 keenly, contain all the information that could be desired, 
but I am afraid it contains twarly all that the materials at .-. 
prese!W avail~ble will admit of being' utilised, in a general 
history of the style. • 

• • • • 
)Vhen I published my first work og J&JJj~p ;,<y:f.hi,t~_cture 

thirty ¥ears ago, I was reproached for making dogmatic asser
tions, and propounding theories which l did not even attem~t 
to sustain. The defect was,. I am afraid,·· inevitable. My 
c:wpncl•sions were based upon the examination of the actual 
buildings throughout the three Presidencies of India ~n _ 
China during ten years' residence in the East, and· to have 
placed'":'hefore the world the multitudinous details which were 
the ground of my generalisations, . would have required an 
additional amount of description and engravings which' was 
not warranted b~ the interest felt in the subject at that time. 
The numerous .engravings in the present volume, the extended 
letterpress, and the references to works of later labourers in 
the wide domain of Indian architecture, will greatly diminish, 
but cannot entirely remove, the old objection. No man can 
di~ct his mind for forty years· to the earnest investigation. 

'of any department of knowledge, and not become acquai~ted 
with a .host of particulars, and acquire a species of in~ight which 
neither time, nor' space, nor _perhaps the resources of language. 

I . 

will p~ffiit him to reproduce in their fulness. I possess, to 
~ive a single instance, more than 3,000 photographs of Indian 
buildings, with which constant use has made me as familiar 
a!> lrith. any othe~ object that is perpetually before my eyes, 
and to ~!capitulate all the information they convey to long
continued scrutiny, would be ari endless, if not indeed a_t:l 
impossibl~ undertaking. The necessities of the case demand 
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that broad results should often be given when the &vi1fnce 
for the statements must be merely indicated or greatly ~bridged, 
and if the conclusions sometimes go beyond t~e appended 
proofs, I can only ask my readers to believe &at the assertions 
are not speculative fancies, but deductions froJil. facts. My 
endeavour from the first has been to present a distinct view 

• of the general principles which have governed the historical 
development of Indian architecture, and my hop<i,is that, those 
who pursue the -subject beyond the pages. of the present work, 
will•find.~that the.principles I have enunci~ted wilr reduce to 
order the multifarious details, and that the details in turn will 

• confirm the principles. Though the vast amount of, fresh 
knowledge which has gone on accumulating since I commenced 
my investigations has enabled me to correct, modify, and 
enlarge my views, yet the classification I adopted, a~ th.i 
historical sequences I pointed out thirty years since, have in 
their essential outlines b~en confirmed, and will continue, I 
trust, to stand good. Many subsidiary questions remain 
unsettled, but my impression is, that not a few of the dis
cordant opinions that may be observed arise principally from 
the different courses which enquirers have ~ursued in their 
investigations. Some men of great eminence and learning, 
more conversant with books than buildings, have naturaHy 
drawn their knowledge and inferences from written authorities, 
none of which are contemporaneous with the events they relate, 
and all of which have been avowedly altered and falsified•in 
later times. My authorities, on the contrary, have been mainly c 

the imperishable records in the rocks, or on sculptur~s and 
carvings, which necessarily represented at the time the faith 
and feelings of those who executed them, and whit:h. retaix; c 

their original impress to this day. In such a country as India., 
the chisels of her sculptors are, so far as I can judge, 
immeasurably more to be trusted than the pens of her ill'tl1tm~J. 

0 
These secondary points, however, may well await th~olution 
which time and further study will doubtless supply. In the 
meanwhile, I shall have realised a long-cherished d1eam if I 
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have juceeeded in popularising the subject by rendering its 
principles •gel)erally intelligible, and can thus give an impulse 
to its study, •nd assist in establishing Indian architecture on, 
a s·table basis, so • that it may take its true position among 
the other g.reatt styles which have ennobled the arts of 

•"ma!!kind. 

~.publication of this volume completes the history of 
the 'Architect~re in 'lll countries, from the earliest times to 
th~ present ~ay, in fgur volumes,' and there .it must at pres~nt 
rest. As originally projected, it was intended. to have added 
;-ru:t'h .volume on 'Rude Stone Monuments,' which is still 
wanted to make the series quite complete; but, as explained 
in the preface to my work bea~ing tliat title, the subject 
was n<j:, when it was written, ripe for. a histori~al treatment, 
an•d the materials collected were consequently used in an 
argumentative essay. Since that work was published, in 1872, . 
no serious examination of its arguments has been undertaken 
by any competent authority, while every new fact that has 
come to light-especially iri India-has served to confirm me 
more and m.o~e tn the correctness of the principles I then . 
tried to establish.1 Unless, however, the matter is taken up 

seriously, -.a~d re-e~amined by those who, from their position, 
have the ear. of the public in these matters, no such progress 
will ·be made as ·wo!Jld justify the publication ·of a second. 
worl< on the same subject. I consequently see no chance of my 
~ver having an opportunity of taking ·up the subject again,. 
so as to • be able to describe its objects in a more consecutive 
or more exhaustive manner than was done in the work· just 
~lluded .to,. 

• 1 A distinguished German professor, 
Herr Kinkel of ZUrich, in his 'Mosaik 
zur I~n~tgeschichte, Berlin, I876,' has 
lat~ly adopted my views jVith regard to 

I 

• 

the age of Stonehenge without any 
reservation, though arriving at that 
conclusion by a vety different chain of 
reasoning from that I was led to adopt. 

. . 
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~late Mr. _ Fe~[~~on's ' Hi_§tory of. InditJ;n_jlnd~t:rn 
~~i_tectureJ<J:.§__nQ_W _b_e_e _ _p.~ b.~f<;?_r~, the pMblic fof more th"an 
thirty years, and was reprinted (without P-is cons~nt) it:l America, 
- -·- ""-'-~~.---..-.--- -~· - '-=·~ - --· .......... - - --··----~·. ....... ·- ~--.-

bef?re his death_i'l. I?86)._____::t~<!Jhe publishers issl1~.rep~t 
in 1891. His method of treating the subject he has thus --····p-- ~ 

described :-'.'.What I have attempted to do during the last 
forty years has been to apply to Indian Architecture th6 same 

- 0 

principles of arch<eological science which are universally adopted 
not only in England, but in every country in Europe. Since 
the publication of Rickman's 'Attempt to discriminate the 
Styles of Architecture in England' in I8IJ, style has been 
allowed to supersede all other evidences for the age of any 
building,' not only in Medi.eval, but in B~antine, Classical, 
and, in fact, all other true styles. Any accomplished antiquary, 
looking at any archway or any moulding, can say at once, 
this is Norman, or Early English, or Decorated, or Tudor; 
and if familiar with the style, tell the date within a few years, 
whether it belongs to a cathedral or a parish church, a dwelcling 
house ~r- ·~ -gr~~g~ .. ." j; ~ot of the smallest consequenc~ 
nor whether it belongs to the marvellously elaborat' quasi
Byzantine style of the age of the c;nqueror, or to the prosaic 
tameness of that of the age of Elizabeth. Owing te1 itj; perfecf 
originality and freedom from all foreign admixture or influen~e, 
I believe these principles, so universally adopted in this country, 
are even more applicable to the Indian styles than •to ~e 

0 • 

European." ~ 

The successful application of these principles to Indian 
architecture was entirely his own: no one had drt!amed of it 

xu 

0 
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• 
before. It was a st~oke of genius to trace out logically the · 
histor,cart~equences of'the Hindu monuments and make theni. 
tell their own story by means of those guiding principles .which 

• he was the first ~o apply to them, and to elucidate their 
applicability in a manner that has been borne out sirice with-• . . 

:out.exception wherever they have ~een intelligently applied. 
· Though descriptions of Indian monuments may be written in 

various.ways, no one could pretend to take up the systematic 

study of Ind!ir: .A!c~~!e.ct~e wi~qo_':!~ .. tl.I~_:<I.i.d .. Q(Jhis .. work, 
and no hist<!ry of the architecture can be scientifically written 
without approp-ri~!i~€£.th.e principles ·Mr; F:~rgusson showed how . ··-· ......... --· ··' ' . 
~o apply. · 

My close intimacy with Mr. Fergusson for twentY,_Y.ears, 
and knowledge of his opinions, may have sug,gested that I 
.might.undertake the revisal of his work; but, when it was 
~stproposed, I was engaged on the preparation of certain 
volumes of the Archceological Reports of the Indian Survey 
that had been entrusted to me and I could not then undertake it. 
On the appointment of a new director for the Surveys, at the 
close of 190.1, the materials were taken out of my hands and 
my engagement t~rminated. I was then at liberty to u·ndertake 
the revision of the work, and in doing so I naturally depended 
on the like help th~t had been afforded to Mr. Fergusson him
self in 1875, when tqe rysciun;es of the Surveys were at his 
disposal. But obstruction was. raised . where it ought hardly 
to Qave been expected, and it was due to the good offices of the 
.Right Honourable Lord Morley, Secretary of State for India, 
that this· was largely overcome. The materials in the India 

· Office ;ere at once . liberally plflced at my disposal, and the 
tGovernlJloot of India requested to favour the work. This, 
h~wever, caused delay, and subsequent severe illness has pro
tracted the preparation o( the work. 

• lJ: .would have been easy to expand this history, but, if it 
was to ·jlswer it~ purpose as a handbook, it must obviously. 
be restricted within moderate dimensions. My aim has been 
to condenee where practicable and, whilst revising, to make 
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only such additions from the accessible materials aceu~ulated 
since I 876, as seemed requisite. The Archceologic4Al Surveys 
have collected vast stores of drawings only a fr~ction of which 
has yet been published. Travellers too, influenced partly perhaps 
by the interest that Mr. Fergusson's volume hl}d. created, have 
published works that have added to our information. • • • 

The great advances made in Indian Epigraphy and Palceo- • 
graphy during the same period have further enapled uscJ:o revise • 
and fix more accurately the dates in t~e earlier chronology of 
Ittdia; but this has not materially affected the author's chrdno
metric scale of arrangement of the monuments, for where the 
dates have been somewhat altered, the relative places ~f the • 
monuments have not required to be changed,-only they have 
been better adjusted; and in many cases Mr. Fergusson, in his 
later years, had accepted these corrections. e • For much valued aid and information my thanks are due 
to Mr. Henry Cousens, Superintendent of the Western India 
Archceological Circle ; and to Mr. Alexander Rea of the Madras 
Circle, from both of whom I have received ungrudging assist
ance, relative to the districts under their charge. 

For Ceylon I am greatly indebted tt> Lord Stanmore 
and the Colonial Office, whilst Mr. J. G. Smither, late Govern
ment architect, and Mr. H. C. P. Bell, C.C.S., Archceological 
Commissioner, very kindly have read the proofs and supplied 
important advice and material for the chapter on the archi-
tecture of the. Island. • 

I owe thanks also for valued help to Babu Monmohan 
Chakravarti, M.A., relative to Orissa; and among ~thers to 
Mr. R. F. Chisholm, F.R.I.B.A.; Mr. H. C. Fanshawe, C.S.I. ; 
Dr. J. F. Fleet, C. I.E.; Professor Dr. H. Kern, UtrliCht; th•e 
Right Honble. Ameer 'Ali; Mr. G. F. Williams, State Engin~er, 
Udaypur; Lieut. Fred. M. Bailey, Indian Army; Mr. F. H. 
Andrews ; Dr. L. D. Barnett, and the Rev. Dr. W m!" MiUar, 
C.I.E. To Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, "frubner 41~d Co., I 
am indebted for the use of a number of woodcuts. 

The history of Indian Architecture has been e:x41:ended from 
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610 ~ ~.S pages, and the illustrations in the text increased 
by 98; besides the addition of 34 plates from photographs. 

The chap~ers on Further India, "Java and China have been 
edited and partly Pewritten by Mr. R. Phene Spiers, the editor 
of Mr .. Fer~us.son's larger 'work, the 'History of AnCient and 

-.· M~ieval Architecture,' published in 1893. Mr. Spiers pas 
~ recast these chapters, adding much fresh and important in

format~n to (')QCh, whilst he has a]so added a new chapter 
on the Architecture t>f Japan. For Burma, Mr. Spiers· has 

• 
herd to depend lar5'1Cly upon the few works published durtng 
the li,st thirty y~ars describing the buildings there found,. on 
the photographs in the India Office and on the somewhat 
meagre notes contained in the ' Progress ~eports' of the 
Arch~ological Survey. 

FoP Cambodia, Siam and' Java, on the other hand, were . . - ' . 
available the excellent publications of the French Arch<!!ological 
Surveys carried out at first ~nder the supervision of the Ecole 
Fran<;aise d'Extreme Orient, and now under the skilled direction 
of the Arch<!!ological Commission of Indo- China, and of th~ 
Java Surveys under the direction of the Dutch· Government 
Arch<!!ological Co~ mission. . • · 

This section occupied 100 pages with 49 woodcuts in the 
former edition; now, with the addition of Japan, it has been 
extended to 163 pages, with 67 woodcuts and 31 plates. 

• !J:DINBURGH, 

February 1910 . 

• 
• • 

J. BURGESS. • 
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ONE of the great difficulties that met every one attempting to write on Indian subjects 
forty years ago was to know how to spell Indian proper nam~. • The Gilchristian. 
mode of using double vowels, which was fashionable early last century, had•then " 
been done away with, as contrary to the spirit of Indian orthography, though it left • 
a plentiful crop of discordant spellings. On the other hand, Sir Willia~ Jones and 
most scholars, by marking the long vowels and by dots to Jistinguish the palatal • 
from the dental consonants, had formed from the Rooran alpha5et definite equivalents 
fore each letter in the Indian alphabets-both Sanskr~tic and I'ersian. Lep,iius, 
Lassen, and Max Thfuller in turn proposed various other systems, which have not 
found much acceptance ; and of late continental scholars have put forw~rd still • 
another scheme, quite unsuited for English use. In this system such names as 
"Krishna,"" Chach," "Rlshi," are to be represented by Kr~J.la, Cac, ~~i-so pedantic 

-a system is impossible both for cartographer and ordinary reader and, like others, 
it may well cease to be. 

Meanwhile a notable advance towards official uniformity has been nwde in the 
spelling of Indian place-names. When the 'Imperial Gazetteer of India' ~as 
projected, Government judiciously instructed the editor to adopt the J onesian system 
of transliteration as slightly modified by Professor H. H. Wilson, but devoid of 
the diacritical dots attached to certain consonants. The authorisation of this 
system in the new maps and Gazetteer, and its use in published works since, 
has established its claim to acceptance in a work intended for the general reader. 

In the following pages, consequently, this system has been used, as nearly as 
may be, avoiding diacritical marks on consonants, but indicating the long vowel 
sounds fl, f, il, as in Lilt, Haleb\d, Stupa, etc., whilst e and o, being almost always 
long, hardly require indication. 

Thus a 1 sounds as in "rural" ; il as in "tar" ; 
, , " fill" ; " police" ; 

u , "full" ; fl. " rude'' ; 
e ,, "there'';ando ,, '{stone". 

Only the palatal s, as in "sure," is distinguished from the dental, as in "hiss," by 
the italic form among Roman letters, as in "sikhara," "Asoka." A hundred years 
hence, when Sanskrit and Indian alphabets are taught in all schools in En~arid, 
it may be otherwise, but in the present state of knowledge on the subject it seeJ:s 
expedient to use some such simple method of indicating, at least approximately, the 
Indian sounds. Strictly accurate transcription in all cases and of well-k~wn names, 
however, has not been followed. • e 

In Burmese,-which lisps sounds likes and ch,-the spellings used itt~ Gazetteers 
of Burma have been generally adopted. • 

• 
1 The shut vowel, inherent in all consonants of the proper Indian alphabets, was formerly 

transliterated by almost any English vowel: in" Benares'' (for '' Banaras 'l e is used twice for it . 
• 

• 
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INTRODUCTION. 
' lT is in vain, perhaps, to expect that the literature or the Arts 

>f any other people can be so interesting to even the best 
rducated E~ropeans as those of their own country. Until it 
s f~rced on their attention, few are aware how much education 
:loes to concentrate attention within a very narrow field of , 
>bservation. We become familiar in the nursery with the 
1ames of the heroes of Greek and Roman history. I~ every 
;chool their history and their arts are· taught, memorials of 
their· greatness meet us at every turn through life, and their 
thoughts and aspirations become, as it were, part of ourselves. 
Sq, too, with the Middle Ages : their religion is our religion ; · 
their architecture our architecture ;· and their 'history fades so 
insensibly into our own, that we can draw no line of demarca-· 
tion that would separate us from them: How different is the 
state of feeling, when from this· familiar home we turn to such · 
a country as India! Its geography is hardly taught in schools, 
and .seldom _mastered perfectly;. its history is· a puzzle; 1 its 
literature a mythic dream ; its arts a quaint perplexity. 
But, above all, the names of its heroes and great men are so 
unfamiliat" that, except a few of those who go to India, scarcely 
any ever become so acquainted with them, that they call up 
an1111em~ries which a~e either J?l~asing or worth dwelling upon . 

• Were It not for this, there 1s probably no country-out' of · 
Eurcwe at least-that would. so well repay attention as India: 
none, where all the. problems of natural science or of art are 
pre~en~d to t1s in 'so distinct and so pleasing a form. Nowhere 
does nature show herself in such·.· grand and such luxurious . . . 

• 
l The last · ftlirty. years have ~dcied I the general .. reader ha~. ?O _longer a valid 

greatly to the .number and quahty .of ·excuse for Ignorance ,of 1t~ · .,.· 
the text-books on Indian history, and . • • .~ '· • . . i 

' .. 

.. .. ' 
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features, and nowhere does humanity exist in more tYaried and • 
more pleasing conditions. Side by side with the intellectml 
Brahman caste, and the chivalrous Rajput, a.re found the wild 
Bhil and the naked Gond, not antagonistic aAd warring one 
against the other, as elsewhere, but living now as they have 
done for thousands of years, each content w~th. his own lot, 
and prepared to follow, without repining, in the footsteps ·of 
his forefathers. 

It cannot, of course, be for one moment contended that 
India ever reached the intellectual supremacy of Gr&ece, or • 
the moral greatness of Rome ; but, though on .a lower step of 
the ladder, her arts are more original an<l more varied, anei her 
forms of civilisation present an ever-changing variety, such as 
are nowhere else to be found. What, however, really renders 
India so interesting as an object of study is that it is now a • 
living entity. Greece and Rome are dead and have passed 
away, and we are living so completely in the midst of modern 
Europe, that we cannot get outside to contemplate it as a 
whole. But India is a complete cosmos in itself; bounde<i 0111 

the north by the Himalayas, on the south by the sea, on the 
east by jungles inhabited by rude tribes, and only on the west 
having one door of communication, across the Indus, open to 
the outer world. Across that stream, nation after nation have 
poured their myriads into her coveted domain, but no reflex 
waves ever mixed her people with those beyond her boundaries. 

In consequence of all this, every problem of anthropology 
or ethnography can be studied here more easily than anywh6re 
else; every art has its living representative, and often of the 
most pleasing form; every science has its illustration, and 
many on a scale not easily matched elsewhere. But, notwith- • 
standing all this, in nine cases out of ten, India and Indian 
matters fail to interest, because they are to most people new 
and unfamiliar. The rudiments have not been mastered ~hen 
young, and, when grown up, few men have the leisure or the 
inclination to set to work to learn the forms of a new world, 
demanding both care and study; and till this is aftained, it 
can hardly be hoped that the arts and the architecture of India • 
will interest many European readers to the same extetlt eas 
those styles treated of in the volumes on ancient and medicetal 
architecture.1 • 

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, it may stijl be possible 
to present the subject of Indian architecture in such Ek r.vrm 
as to be interesting, even if not attractive. To do this, hoVi,ever, 

• 1 'History of Architecture in all ! vols. i. and ii., 3rd ed .• 1893). 
Countries from the Earliest Times.' By by R. Phene Spiers7F.S.A. 
the late Jas. Fergusson, C. I.E., D.C.L., 

• 

Edited 
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, the narrawve form must be followed as far as is compatible 
with such a subject. All technical and unfamiliar names must 
be avoided whe~ver it is possible to do so, and the whole 
accompanied with a sufficient number of illustrations to enable 
its forms to be mastered without "difficulty. Even if this ~s 
attended to, .rlQ one volume can tell the whole of so 'varied 
and so complex a- history .. Without preliminary or subsequent 
study it can hardly be expected that so new and so vast a 
subject can be grasped ; but one volume may contain a complete 

• outline l:lf the whole, and enable any one who wishes for more 
information to know where to look for it, or how to appreciate 
it wlten found. • . 

Whether successful or not, it seems well worth while that 
an attempt should be made to interest the public in Indian 

:hitectural art; first, because the artist and architect will 
tainly acquire broader and more varied views of their art 

its study than they can acquire from any other so~rce .. 
this, any one who masters the subject sufficiently 
to understand their art in its best and highest 

·ise from the study with a kindlier feeling towards 
of India, and a· higher.__:_ certainly a corrector-
of their social status than could be obtained from 

• 

ure, or from anything that now exists in their 
jodal and political position. · . , .. : 
.tanding all this, many may be inclined to ask;~Is' ·" · 
tile to master all the geographical and historical :~·"· 
;sary to unravel so tangled a web as this, and then' 

to become so familiar with their ever-varying form_:;· as not 
ly to be able to discriminate between the different styles, 
t also to follow them through all their ceaseless changes? 
My impression is th~t this question may fairly be answered 

the affirmative. No one has_ a right· to say that he under
.r1tls the history of architecture who leaves out of his view 
: works of .an immense portion of the human race, which 
> always shown itself so capable of artistic development. 
t, mote than this, architecture in India is still a living art, 
tctised on the prjnciples which caused its :wonderful develop
:n f in Europe in the I 2th and I 3th centuries ; and there, 
1sequently, and there alone, the student of archit~cture has 
:bnnce of seeing the real principles of the art in action. In 
1rope, at 'he present day, architecture is practised in a 
~n~ so anomalous and abnormal that few, if any, hav·e 
~rto been able to shake off the influence of a false system, 
d to see that the art of ornamental building can be based. 
princip!es ~f common sense ; and that, when so practised, 

~ result not only is, but must be, satisfactory. Those who 
• 
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have an opportunity of seeing what perfect bu~dings the t 

uneducated natives of India produce, will easily understaAd 
how success may be achieved, while those \gho observe what 
failures the best educated and most talented architects in 
Europe frequently perpetrate, may, by a study of Indian 
models, easily see why this must inevitably bei tthe result. It 
is only in India that the two systems can be seen practised 
side by side- the educated and intellectual European failing 
because his principles are wrong, the feeble and uneducated 
native as inevitably succeeding because his principles a;e right. • 
The Indian builders think only of what they• are doing, and 
how they can best produce the effect .they desire. Ia the 
European system it is considered more essential that a building, 
especially in its details, should be a correct cojJJ' of something 
else, than good in itself or appropriate to its purpose: hence the • 
difference in the result. 
. In one other respect India affords a singularly 
field to the student of architecture. In no other cou1 
same extent are there so many distinct nationalities, e 
ing its old belief and its old feelings, and impressir 
its art. There is consequently no country where the 
ethnology as applied to art can be so easily perr~=-· 
application to the elucidation of the various pre 
eminently important. The mode in which the 
practised in Europe for the last three centuries 
confusing. In India it is clear and intelligible. 
look at the subject without seeing its importanc 
can study the art as practised there without recogn 
the principles of the science really are. 

In addition, however, to these scientific advantages, it wuJ 
undoubtedly be conceded by those who are familiar with the 
subject that for certain qualities the Indian buildings are un
rivalled. They display an exuberance of fancy, a lavishn~s of 
labour, and an elaboration of detail to be found nowhere else. 
They may contain nothing so sublime as the hall at Karnak, 
nothing so intellectual as the Parthenon, nor so constructively 
grand as a mediceval cathedral; but for certain other qualities • 
-not perhaps of the highest kind, yet very importatJ.t ein • 
architectural art- the Indian buildings stand alone. They 
consequently fill up a great gap in our knowledge of• the 
subject, which without them would remain a void. 

0 • 

HISTORY. 0 

One of the greatest difficulties that exist._ perhaps the 
greatest-in exciting an interest in Indian antiquities arises 

• 
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from the .tact, that India has no history properly so called; 
~fore th.e Muhammadan invasion in the· 13th century .. Had 
India been a great united kingdom, like China, with a long 
line of dynas•ie; and well-recorded dates attached to them, 
the task would have been comparatively easy; but nothing 
of the sort .e~:er existed within her boundaries. On the 
contrary, so far as our knowledge extends, India has always 
been occupied by three or four different races of mankind, 
who have never amalgamated so as to become one people, 
and e~ch of these races has been again subdivided into 
numerous tribee or small nationalities nearly, sometimes wholly, 
ind~endent of each. other-and, what is worse than all, not 
one of them ever kept a chronicle or preserved a series of 
dates commencing from any well-known era.1 . 

The absence of any historical record is the more striking, 
because India possesses a written literature equal to, if not sur
passing in variety and extent, that possessed by any other nation, 
before the adoption and use of printing. The Vedas themselves, 

• wi~ their Upanishads and Brahmanas, and the commentaries 
on them, form a literature in themselves of vast extent, and 
some parts of which are as .old, possibly older, than any written 
works that are now known to exist ; and the Puranas, though 
comparatively modern, make up a body of doctrine mixed with 
mythology and tradition such· as few nations can boast of. 
Besides this, however, are the two great epics, surpassing itf 
extent, if not in merit, those of any ancient nation, and a drama 
(}f great beauty, written at periods extending through a long· 
series of years. In addition to these we have treatises on law; 
on grammar, on astronomy, on metaphysics and mathematics, 
on almost every branch of mental science-a literature extend
ing in fact to many thousand works, but in all this not one book 
that can be called historical. No man in ancient India, so far 
as -is known. ever thought of recording the events of his own 
life, or of repeating the previous experience of others, and it was 
not till shortly before the Christian Era that they thought· of 
establishing eras from which to date deeds or events. . 

All this is the more curious because in Ceylon we have, in 
~he"' Dipawansa,' 'Mahawansa,' and other books of a like nature, . . . 

l•The followin~ brief resume of the 
principal events 1h the ancient history 
of India has db pretensions to being a 
c<ftnpl~e or exhaustive view of the sub· 
ject. It is intended only as such a 
poptlar sketch as shall enable the general 
reader to griSP the main features of the 
story to such an• extent as may enable 
him to understand what follows. In 

• 

order to make it readable, all references 
and all proofs of disputed facts have 
been here avoided. They will be found 
in the body of the work, where they are 
more appropriate. But without some 
such introductory notice of the political 
history and ethnography, the artist¥: 
history would be nearly, if not wholly 
unintelligible . 
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a consecutive history of that island, with dates wl:)ich, with 
certain corrections, may be depended upon within certaifl 
limits of error, for periods extending frorl}, about B.C. 2 50 
to the present time. At the other extremity- of India, we 
have also in the 'Rajataranginl' of Kashmir, a work of the 
I 2th century, which Professor Wilson characterh>ed as "the 
only Sanskrit composition yet discovered to which the title 
of History can with any propriety be applied." 1 It hardly 
helps us, however, to any ancient historical data, its early 
chronology being only traditional and confused; but fr~m the 
beginning of the 9th Christian century, its rooterials are of 
great value.2 • 

In India Proper, however, we have no such guides as even 
these, but for written history are almost wholly dependent on 
the Purimas. They furnish us with a list of kings' names, with 
the length of their reigns, so apparently truthful that they may, 
within certain limits, be of use. They are only, however, of one 
range of dynasties- probably also sometimes contemporary 
-and extend only from the accession of Chandragupta-1:he • 
Sandrokottos of the Greeks-about B.C. 320, to the decline of 
the Andhra dynasty, about the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. 
It seems possible we may yet find sufficient confirmation of 
these lists as far back as the 6th century B.C., so as to include 
the period marked by the life and labours of Sakyamuni-the 
last Buddha-in our chronology, with tolerable certainty. All 
chronology before that period is as yet merely conjectural. 
From the period of the Gupta dynasty in the 4th century 
onwards, when the Puranas began to be put into their present 
form, in consequence of the revival of the Brahmanical religion, 
instead of recording contemporary events, they purposely 
confused them so as to maintain their pretended prophetic 
character, and prevent the detection of the falsehood of their 
claim to an antiquity equal to that of the Vedas. • 

For Indian history after the 5th century \ve ate conseqtrently 
left mainly to inscriptions· on monuments or on copper-plates, to 
coins, and to the works of foreigners for the necessary fnforma
tion with which the natives of the country itself have neglected 
to supply us. Inscriptions fortunately are more abundan't ifl • 
India than, perhaps, in any other country, and nearly all of 
them contain historical information ; and, thanks to the gl'eat 
advances made in epigraphy during the last thirty-five years, 
we are now able to piece together a tolerably accurate his!brieal 

0 

• 1 'Asiatic Researches,' voL xv. p. r. I' a valuable commentiry and notes by 
: Kalhana's 'R~jatarangin!' has been Dr. A. M. Stein, 2 vols. (London, 

very carefully translated and edited with 1900). 
• 
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outline of-.:he course of events from the 3rd century B.C.1 This 
i~more espeCially the case for the Dek;han and the north of India; 
in the Tamil cougtry so much has not yet been done, but this is 
more because rilere have been fewer labourers in the field than 
from want of materials. There are literally thousands of. 
inscriptions· •n .the south_ which have not been copied, and of 
those that have been collected only a portion have yet been 
translated;. but they are such as to give us assurance that, when 
the requisite amount of labour is bestowed upon them, we shall 
be abl~ to fix the chronology of the kings of the south with a 
degree !Jf certa~nty sufficient for all ordinary purposes.2 _ 

't is a far more difficult task to ascertain whether we shall 
ever recover the History of India before the time of "the advent 
of Buddha. Here we certainly will find no coins or inscriptions· 
to guide us, and no buildings to illustrate the arts, or to mark 
the position of cities, while all ethnographic traces have become 
so blurred, if not obliterated, that they serve us little as guides 
through the labyrinth. Yet on the other hand there is so much 

•lit~ature-such as it is-bearing on the subject, that we cannot 
but hope that, when a sufficient amount of learning is brought• 
to bear upon it, the leading features of the history of even that 
period may be recovered. In order, however, to render it 
available, it will not require industry so much as a severe spirit 
of criticism to winnow the few grains of useful truth out of the 
mass of worthless chaff this literature contains. But it does not 
seem too much to expect even this, from the severely critical 
~irit of the age. Meanwhile, the main facts of the case seem to 
be nearly as follows, in so far as it is necessary to state them, in 
order to make what follows intelligible . 

~VANS. 
~· 

•At some very remote_ppiod in the wo~'s history the -4!.~s 
or 1tryans 3-a people SQeaking an earlYform ofSansknt-

• 1 The chronological results have been· 
systematically arranged in that useful 

• · ~n<U>ook.-Duff's 'Chronology oflndia' 
(London, 1899). 

2 Almost the only person who had 
done anything in this direction till forty 
years ago was the late Sir Walter Elliot. 
Since .872 tho! labours of Drs. Fleet, 
Bu~ler, Kielhorn, R. G. Bbandarkar and 
oth«is have thrown a flood of light on the 
history of southern as well as northern 
India ; and within the last twenty years 
Dr. Hultzsch's w~rk among the Tamil 
inscriptions of Madras has yielded very 

• 

important chronological and historical 
information for the south of the penin
sula. The Mysore Government has also 
issued the great ' Epigraphia Carnatica,' 
under the direction of Mr. Lewis Rice. 

3 We have th.e word in the 'Aria' and 
' Ariana' of the Greek writers, applied 
to the country lying to the north-east of 
Persia adjoining Baktriana. The early 
Zoroastrians called their country ' Airy· 
anavaej6 '-the Arya home, and in the 
Behistun in~criptions it is styled ' Ariyati 
See Lassen, 'Indische Alterthumskunde,' 
Bd. i. Ss. 5ff . 

• 
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---,fi .... entered Indja _across the Upper Indus,_ coming frolb Central 
Asia. 1ney were a fair complexioned_people as comp.ared :w._itil 
the !\b_~r1g)Il_es,~al}d[or aJon.,K.!i!Pe they t:,.em;li~ed settled in the 
:?ari)ao, o~ og_the_ban.ks of the. S<trasvati._thel} amor~ import!J.nt 
stn!i.uri "th_~.n now,_ the mai!l bod):', ho_\\'eye~L s!iU rerpainiruUQ_the 
westward of the Indus. If, nowever, we PJay trust our 
cnronology, we find them settle_d _IiQ_O 1.0 -~-OQ9 Y~!ir§J:>s:fqre- the 
Christian Era, In Ayodhya and th~njn the _p_le!littJde_o.f_tl_l~ir 
power. Naturally we look for some light on their early history 
in the two great Indian epics-the Ramayana record~g the 
exploits of Rclma, King of Ayodhya, of the Solar race, and in 
much later times regarded as an incarna,J:ion of Vishnu ;.and 
the Mahabharata celebrating the contest between the Kurus 
and Pandus, of the Lunar family. Both are steeped in Brahman 
doctrines, almost certainly inserted in later ages among the 
original legends. It thus becomes very difficult to separate 
what belongs to the original spirit and aim of the works from 
the interpolated materials. The Ramayana is so largely 
allegorical and cast in the form it has reached us so long a~er • 
the period to which it refers that it is doubtful whether we can 
draw any inference with safety from its contents, except that it 
relates to the spread of Aryan civilisation-which had probably 
then occupied most of the country north of the Vindhyan range 
-into southern India, and as far as Ceylon.1 From a very 
early period the Aryans had, doubtless, become mixed with 
aboriginal races, and could not be regarded as pure at this 
period. But whether they formed settlements in the Dekhan 
or not, it was opened up to them, and by slow degrees imbibed 
that amount of Brahmanism which eventually pervaded the 
south. By B.C. ;oo, or thereabouts, they had begun to be 
tolerably well acquainted with the whole of the peninsula. 

The events that form the theme of the western epic-the 
Mahabharata-may have occurred almost as early as, or ~en 
severa1cerituries later than the times of Ram a. It opens up an 
entirely new view of Indian social life. If the beroes -or that 
poem were-Af}'ans at all, they were of a much less ptue type 
than those who composed the songs of the Vedas, or are 
depicted in the verses of the Ramayana. Their _polyarrdry, • 
their -~rin_kiqg bouts~_ their _gambling tastesl and love_ of_ fig!:ttin~, 
mark them as avery different_rac_e from the peace(ul_sqe_P-berd 
iinlljigr:<~:m~ -2[1~~- e£rlier- age, _al).c!_ _pqint-much mqr~ _distinctly 
ti_'Yards _a_:r art~~~ tr~ns~ H imal~yan _2~igiQ,__ than to ~h~ ~r_<!tlleeof 

• 
• 1 For some acFount of the probable I of the Dekhan,' in Bom/Jay Gazetteer 
spread of the Aryas southwards, see (1895), vol. i. pt. ii. pp._132ff. 
Dr. R. G. Bhfindihkar's 'Early History 
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the Arx:¥1 stock in Central Asia. We are. tempted to ask 
whether tlie Pil.ndavas, who conquered in the great strife, were 
not a confederac~ of hostile tribes, headed by a band of warriors 
of mixed or txm-Aryan descent.. Their h~r and counsellor, 
Krishna, is a divinity unknown to tlie eari)(Arvans,. anawith 
liim as an mc;a.rpa tioiiof\tEhnu,.th~ezS.i:v..'l,,.fl..D.fi..Ji!:_ahm_q..Q(_moJ!!:;rn 
Hil1cli'i'ism, tatre1he place of the older gods. As if to mark the 
diTference ofwhiCh-ilie warriors themselves felt the existence, 
they distinguished themselves, by name, as belonging to a 

• · Lunar. race, distinct from, and generally antagonistic to, the 
Solar race, wbich was the proud distinction of the purer and 
earLier Aryan settler~ in India.1 

By about B.C. 700, we again find a, totallY. different state of 
afftii"S m=rrtctl"'a. rife Aryans no longer exist as a se arate 
'ffii'fronautt_t and U£!tther theSolar nor the unar race are the 
rUlers of the earth. The Brahmans have become a priestly 
caste, and share the power witli.111e7"K'Sflatnyas, a race ofTarless 
puT'it)Mff''aescent:-T'heV'aisyas, as merchants and husbandmen, 

• n·~ve become a power, and even the Sudras are acknowledged 
as a part of the body politic ; and-though not mentioned in 
~he Scr.iptures-t~e fagas.l....<?r Srtaku~k! had be<;ome ~n 
mfluentlal part of-t'ne P.!!J5jlhltwn. Tlieyare=first mentwned m 
tneM:alTh15~rata, wfiere--tfie~el~y a most important P.art in 

;:F,.:using tne deaTiiof"Parik'Sh!t, wlizC1i"lea to tEe great sacrifice 
l'\..fO'r"t'11e"Ciestruction of the N agas ofTaksliaS'il'£ b\tJ anamej~a, 

wliicti practically closes the history of the time .. _Destroyed, 
however, they were not, for we find Naga dynasties ruling in 
various parts of Central India and Rajputana from the. 7th 
century B.C., till at least the 4th century A.D. 2 

• Although Buddhism was first taught probably by one belong-
ing to the Solar race, and of Aryan blood, and though its first 
disciples were Brahmans, it had as little affinity with the religion 
of<he Vedas as Christianity had with the Pentateuch, and its fate 
was the same: The one religion was taught by one of Jewish ex
traction to the Jews; but it was ultimately rejected by them, and 
adoptee! by the Gentiles, who had no affinity of race or religion 
with the inhabitants of Jud~a. Though meant originally, no 

,..,_ ~ot1bt, for Aryans, the Buddhist religion was ultimately rejected 
by the Brahmans, who were consequently eclipsed and superseded 
b)i it for nearly a thousand years ; and we hear little of them and 
their religi~n till they rise again at the court of the great Gupta 
• • 
)eOrientalists have expressed very I 

varying opj,nions as to the historical 
teachings of th~ epics. See Weber, 
' On the Ramayana,' etc. 

2 The Niga or Kirkota dynasty of 
Kashmir ruled as late as from about tee 
beginning of the 7th till the middle of 
the 9th century. 
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kings in the 4th century A.D., when their religion <:began to 
assume that strange shape which it now still retains in Indiat. 
In its new form it is as unlike the religion of the Vedas as it is 
possible to conceive one religion being to anolhcr; unlike that, 
also, of the older portions of the Mahabharata; but a confused • 
mess of local superstitions and imported myths, c~vering up and 
hiding the Vedantic and Buddhist doctrines, which may some
times be detected as underlying it. \Vhatever it be, however, it 
was invented by and for as mixed a population as probably were 
ever gathered together into one country-a people whose f~elings • 
and superstitions it only too truly represents. • 

• • 
DRAVIDIANS. 

Although, therefore, as was hinted above, there might be no 
great difficulty in recovering the main incidents and leading 
features of the history of the Aryans, from their first entry into 
India till they were entirely absorbed into the mass of the popula
tion some time before the Christian Era, there could be no grea?er • 
mistake than to suppose that their history would fully represent 
the ancient history of the country, The Dravidians are a people 
who, in historical times, seem to have been probably as numerous 
as the pure Aryans, and at the present day form one-fifth of the 
whole population of India. They belong, it is true, to a lower 
intellectual status than the Aryans, but they have preserved 
their nationality pure and unmixed, and, such as they were at 
the dawn of history, so they seem to be now. . • 

• 

Their settlement in India extends to such remote pre-historic 
times, that we cannot feel even sure that we should regard them o 

as immigrants, or, at least, as either conquerors or colonists on a 
large scale, but rather as aboriginal in the sense in which that 
term is usually understood. Generally_ it is assumed that t~ey 
entered India across the Lower Indus, leaving the cognate 
Brahui in Baluchistan as a mark of the road by which they 
came, and, as the affinities of their language seem to.be with 
the Ugrians and Northern Turanian tongues, this view seems 
probable.1 But they have certainly left no trace of their migra- ..... 
tions anywhere between the Indus and the Narbada, and all the 
facts of their history, so far as they are known, would seem to 
lead to an opposite conclusion. The hypothesis that wo~ld 
represent what we know of their history most cor~ctly would 
place their original seat in the extreme south, somewhe~e 

. 0 

• 1 Dr. Caldwell, the author of the j and most trustworthy• adv;cate of this 
'Dravidian Grammar,' is the greatest i view. 
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probablyenot far from Madura or Tanjor, and thence spread
ing fan-like towards the north, till they met the Aryans in 
the northern Dekhan. The question, again, is not of much 
importance f()r our present purposes, as we do not know to 
what degree of Civilisation they had reached anterior to the 
Christian EJea,.or when they were first able to practise the arts · 
of civilised life with such success as to bring them within the 
scope of a work devoted to the history of art,l 

It may be that at some future period, when we know more 
of the.ancient arts of these Dravidians than we now do, some 
fresh light may be thrown on this very obscure part of history. 
GeQgraphically, howt!ver, one thing seems tolerably clear. If 
the Dravidians came into India in historical times it was not 
from. Central Asia that they migrated, but from Persia, or some 
southern region of the Asia~ie continent. 

DASYUS. 

. . , In additio~ to !hese t.wo gr~at dist!nct .and opp_osite. nat~ona
ltttes, there exists m India a third, which, m pre-Buddhist times, 
was as numerous, perhaps even more so, than either the Aryans 
or the Dravidians, but of whose history we know even less than 
we do of the t\yo others. Ethnologists have not agreed on a 
name by which to call them. I have suggested Dasyus,2 a slave 
people, as that. is the name by which the Aryans· designated 
them. when they fo~nd them there on their first· entrance into 
India, and supjected them to their swax.3 Possibly they were 
partly of Mongol-Tibetan origin, and partly they may have been 
a mixed race allied to the Dravidians, and now represented by 
Gonds, Santals, Bhils, etc. 

The Dasyus, however, were not mere barbarians ; for they 
had towns, and traces of at least a partial civilisation ; they 
hatl leaders or chiefs possessed of strong fortified retreats, and 
they possessed treasures of gold and rich jewels.4 'Whoever 
they were they seem to have been a people of less intellectual 
capacitf, less muscular, and less united than their invaders. 
When the Aryans first entered India they·seem to have found 

~hem occupying the whole valley of the Ganges - the whole 

1e In the ' Ramayana' the monkey
soldiers are directed to the countries 
of th~Andhr~, Pandyas, Cholas, and 
~raJas, in the south, and are told they 
wil~ there see the gate of the city of-the 
Panayas adorned with gold and jewels. 

2 'Tree • and • Serpent Worship,' 
pp. 244·247· 

3 'Dasyu' probably meant' provincial,' 

'aboriginal,' and was used much as 
' Gentiles,' ' Pagans,' ' Barbarians,' in 
early times. They are aJso termed 
Yadvas, of which we may have a 
survival in the 'J ats.' 

4 Vivian de Saint Martin's 'Etude sur 
Ia Geographie et les populations prinei
tives du Nord-ouest de l'Inde, d'apres 
les Hymnes vediques.' . ' 
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country in fact between the Vindhya and the llfimalaya 
Mountains. At present they are only found in anything likt 
purity in the mountain ranges that bound that great plain. 
There they are known as Bhils, Gonds, ~aAdhs, Mundas, 
Oraons, Has, Kols, Santals, Nagas, and other mountain and 
forest tribes. But they certainly form the lo'"lts1 underlying 
stratum of the population over the whole of the Gangetic plain. 
So far as their affinities have been ascertained, they are with 
the trans - Himalayan population, and it either is that they 
entered India through the passes of that great mountain.range, 
or it might be more correct to say that the Tibetans are a 
fragment of a great population that occupj&d both the nortbern 
and southern slope of that great chain of hills at some very 
remote pre-historic time. 

Whoever they were, they were the people who, in remote 
times, were apparently the worshippers of Trees and Serpents ; 1 

but what interests us more in them, and makes the enquiry 
into their history more desirable, is that it was where the 
people were largely of this aboriginal stock that Buddhiem 
seems to have been most readily adopted, and it is largely 
among allied races that it is still adhered to. In Ceylon, 
Tibet, Burma, Siam, and China-wherever a people allied to 
the Mongol or Tibetan family exists, there Buddhism flourished 
and still prevails. But in India a revival of Brahmanism 
abolished it. 

Architecturally, there is no difficulty in defining the limits of 
the Dasyu province: wherever a square tower-like temple exist! 
with a perpendicular base, but a curvilinear outline above, such 
as that shown in the woodcut (No. 1), there we may feel certain 

I 

of the existence, past or present, of a people of Dasyu extrac
tion. No one can accuse the pure Aryans of introducing this 
form into India, or of building temples at all, or of worshipping 
images of Siva or Vishnu, with which these temples are fil~d, 
and they consequently have little title to confer their name on 
the style. The Aryans had, however, become so impure in 
blood before these temples were erected, and were s8 mixed 
up with the aboriginal tribes whose superstitions had so 
influenced their re1igion and their arts that they accepted their 

. temples with their gods. Be this as it may, one thing seems 
tolerably clear, that the regions occupied by the Aryans •in 
India were conterminous with those of the Da~us, or, in 
other words, that the Aryans conquered the whole oP tke 
aboriginal or native tribes who occupied the plains of nort~rn 
India, and ruled over them to such an extent as materially to 
• • • 

I See 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. iv. PP· sf. 

• 
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influence tileir religion and their afts, and also very materially · 
to-modify even their language. ,So much so, indeed, that after 
some four . thousand years of domination we should not be 
surprised if we• h~ve _some difficulty in recovering traces ~f 

• the· original . populat10n, and could probably not do . so, tf 
soine fragmeQt~ of· the'! people had not sought r_efuge. m the 
hills on the north and south of the great Gangetic plam, and 
there have remained fossilised, or at least sufficiently permanent 

• 

• 

for purposes of investigation. · · 
. ~·. ~ . ' 

• 
• -· . 

. ~ : . 

.• • • ") .: '; 1. Hindfl Temple, at Bahulara, near Bankura . 

SAISUNAGA DYNASTY, ABOUT B.C. 650 TO 318, 
- ··~ " ~ ;~ .. 

l!.eaving these, which must, for the present at least, be 
considered as practically pre-historic. times, we tread on surer 
ground when we approach the period when Buddha was born, 
and devo'~ed his life to solve the problem of suffering and 
transmigration~ There seems little reason· for doubting that ., 
~ was born a:bout the year 560, taught during the reign of 

Bi'mbisara, the fifth king of the Saisunuga dynasty, and died 
B.C."48o,l aLthe age of eighty, in the eighth year of Ajatasatr.u, 
the sixth kililg.2 • New. sources of information regarding these . . .. . . . 

1 Ilf, J. F. Fleet, in 'Journal of the 
Royaf'Asiatic Society,' 1906, pp. 984f. 

·places the d.ea~h or ~irvilna of Buddha in 
B.C. 482, with ·other connected dates in· 

· accordance ·with. it. . For our purpose 

. . 25898 
.. ~-.3 J~·N ,19GS 

the dates· given are quite near enough. 
2 The 'Matsya Purilna '·alone inserts. 

the reigns of Kanvilyana-nine years-and•' · 
Bhumimitra- fourteen years- oetween 
Bimbisara and Ajata~tru. . : 
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times are opening out, and we may before long ebe able to 
recover a fairly authentic account of the political events •of 
that period, and as perfect a picture of the manners and the 
customs of those days. It is too true, h<fw~ver, that those 
who wrote the biography of Buddha in subsequent ages so 
overlaid the narrative of his life with fables .a11d absurdities, 
that it is now difficult to separate the wheat from the chaff; 
but we have sculptures extending back to within three centuries 
of his death, at which time we may fairly assume that a purer 
tradition may have prevailed. From what has already Q,Ccurred, • 
we may hope to creep even further back than this, and eventu
ally to find early illustrations which will.enable us to exercise 
so sound a criticism on the books as to enable us to restore 
the life of Buddha to such an extent as to place it on a basis 
of credible historicity. • 

Immense progress has been made during the last fifty or 
sixty years in investigating the origin of Buddhism, and the 
propagation of its doctrines in India, and in communicating 
the knowledge so gained to the public in Europe. More, Joow
ever, remains to be done before the story is complete, and 
divested of all the absurdities which subsequent commentators 
have heaped upon it. Still, the leading events in the life of 
the founder of the religion are simple, and now sufficiently well 
ascertained for all practical purposes.1 

The founder of this religion was claimed by tradition as 
one of the last of a long line of kings, known as the Solar 
dynasties, who, from a period shortly subsequent to the advoot 
of the Aryans into India, had held paramount sway in Ayodhya 
-the modern Oudh. About the 12th or 13th century B.C. they 
were superseded by another race of much less purely Aryan ° 
blood, known as the Lunar race, who transferred the seat of 
power to capitals situated in the northern parts of the Doab. 
But the tradition of the royal birth of Sakyamuni can hl!rdly 
be sustained historically. He seems to have been born at 
Kapilavastu, at the foot of the Himalayas, as the son of 

0 

1 The most pleasing of the histories of 
Buddha, written wholly from a European 
point of view, is that of Barthelemy 
St. Hilaire, Paris. Of those partially 
native, partly European, are those of 
Bishop Bigandet, from the Burmese 

,·-:{! legends, and the 'Romantic History of 
t ,_J Buddha,' translated from the Chinese 

by the Rev. S. Beal. The ' Lalita Vis
•tara,' translated by Foucaux, is more 
modern than these, and consequently 
more fabulous and· absurd. In more 

recent years a large literature W!!' 
appeared on the subject. Prof. ~11 .. 
Olden berg's ' Buddha : his Life, his 
Doctrine, his Order,' translated. from 
the German by W. Hoey (r88z) supplies 
an able critical estime.R! of the teacher. 
Dr. H. Kern's 'History of Bu<!lihis!h in 
India' has been translated into French 
by G. Huet (Paris, 1901 · 1903f'; and 
W. W. · Rockhill's 'Li{l! of Buddha, 
and the Early Hi':itory of his Order,' 
r884, are also valuable works. 
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a petty c't~ief. -,~ For'' twenty-nine years~<he· is- represented· as-
enjd'ying the pleasu~es, and followirigjiie:occupations, .usuaL to 
the men of his ra,Jlkrand position; buL#tfhaLage; becoming 
painfullyimpre~sed.by the misery inciden(to]mman existence, 

•· he determined to ~e~ote the -,rest oL,his~. fife to an attempt 
to allt~viate it. ·•-Eor1this purpose he'--forsbok. his. parents. and 
wife, abanooned friends and the advantag'e.s' of his position, 
and, for the. Jollowing fifty years, devoted himself. steadily to 
the ·Jask he h~d set before himself. Year_s . were spent. in 

• the medi-tation and mortification supposed to be necessary 
to_ fit him for .. h;s mission;. the . rest. of his long: life ·was -
devoted to wanderi4lg from city to city, teaching . and 
pre_acliiiig, and doing· evetything . that. gentle · means _could 
!'!ffect to· disseminate the·_ doctrines _which ... he- believed were 
to regenerate the ·world, and .take the sting out of human 
misery. · - . . . · 

He. died, or, in the phraseology ·of his followers, entered 
.Nirvana or 'Parinirvana- was absorbed into -nothingness__: 
at "i:.l_lsinara, in -the eightieth year of- his age; about' 480 
years B.<;. ___ .. _ _ _ . -

With the information. that _has accumulated around.-_ the 
subject, there seems no great difficuity in surmising why the 
mission of Sakyamuni was so successful as it proved to be .. 
He was born ip. an age when the purity of the Aryan races, 
especially in eastern Inqia, had become so deteriorated by 
intermixture with aborigines, and with less pure tribes coming 
from the north, that their power, and consequently their 
distinctive influence was fading away. - At that tithe, too, the 

• native and mixed races. had acquired such a degree of civili
. satioQ. as led them to claim somet!_ling like equality with their 

Aryan masters. In such a condition of things the preacher 
· was sure of a willing· audience who ignored caste, and taught 

that t-11 men, of whatever nation or degree, had an equal chance 
of reaching happiness, and ultimately Nirvana, by. the practice-of 
'virtue: in a_word-to be delivered from the wearisome bondage 
of ritual ~r caste observances and the depressing prospect of 
i~rminable transmigration. Aboriginal or Tuni.nian Dasyus, 

·p!"!r'haps even more readily than the mixed Aryans, would 
hail him as a deliverer, and by the former the new religion 

• 

was sp~ially adopted and propagated, whilst that of the ~ 
Brahman Arl)"i-nS was, for a time at least,. overshadowed and 
obs~t~. · · ~ .. ·· 
·-··· It •s by no means clear how far Bl1dd_ha ,was successful iri -~' 
converting ~he multitude to his_ doctrines during his. lifetime. . · 
At his death, tht! first synod or council-was held at' Rajagriha, • 
and five hundred monks of a superior order, ·it is said; were ,. 

B VOL. I. 
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assembled there on that occasion,! and if so they8 must have 
represented a great multitude. But the accounts of this, arfd of 
a second convocation, said, by the southerq, Buddhists, to have 
been held one hundred years afterwards at Vaisalf, are of doubtful 
authenticity. Indeed, the whole annals of the Saisunaga dynasty 
from the death of Buddha till the accession at €handragupta, 
cir. B.C. 320, are about the least satisfactory of the time. Those 
of Ceylon were falsified in order to make the landing of Vijaya, 
the alleged first conqueror from Kalinga, coincident with the 
date of Buddha's death, while a period of some lengril elapsed • 
between the two events.2 We have annals, and we may possibly 
recover inscriptions 3 and sculptures bekmging to this period, 
and though it is most improbable we shall recover any archi
tectural remains, there are possibly materials existing which• 
when utilised, may suffice for the purpose. 

The kings of this dynasty seem to have been considered as 
of a low caste, and were not, consequently, in favour either with 
the Brahman or, at that time, with the Buddhist; and no events 
which seem to have been thought worthy of being remembered, 
except the second convocation-the fact of which is doubtful
are recorded as happening in their reigns, after the death of the 
great Ascetic-or, at all events, of being recorded in such annals 
as we possess. 

MAURYA DYNASTY, B.C. 320 TO 180. 

• 
The case was widely different with the Maurya dynasty, 

which was certainly one of the most brilliant, and is fortunately 
one of the best known, of the ancient dynasties of India. The 0 

first king was Chandragupta, the Sandrokottos of the Greeks, to 

1 See Rockhill, ' Life of the Buddha,' 
p. 156; Kern's 'Histoire du Bouddhisme 
dans l'Inde,' tom. ii. pp. 253ff. (French 
trans.). 

2 There is an error of about sixty years 
in the usual date-B. C. 543, derived from 
the Singhalese chronicles, which is else
where corrected. The revised date may 
not be precisely correct, but it must be 
approximately so. 

' We have no very early Hindu coins; 
the earliest are square or oblong punch
marked pieces, which seem to date from 
about a century before Alexander, and 
supply no historical data. The late Mr. 

• Ed. Thomas supposed a coin, bearing 
the name of Amoghabhuti, a Kuninda, 

• 
belonged to one of the nine Nandas with 
whom this dynasty closed ('Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society,' N.S., vol. i. 
pp. 447ff.). It is now kdtwn that such 

• . . 

• coins do not belong to a ~te earlier 
than about B.c. roo. The earliest coins 
of historical value for India ;!l-e those 
of the Grreco-Baktrians• and their con
temporaries or su~essors on the north· 
west frontier. 
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whom Me~asthenes was sent as ambassador by Seleukos, the 
suc~ssor of Alexander in the western parts of his .Asiatic 
empire. It is from his narrative-now unfortunately lost-that 
the Greeks acqttire~ almost-all the knowledge they possessed of 
India at that period.1 The country was then divided into I 20 
smaller prinaipalities, but the Maurya residing in Palibothra 
(Pataliputra)-the modern Patna-seems to have exercised a. 
paramount sway over the whole. It was not, however, this 
king, but his grandson, the great Asoka (B.C. 262 to 225), who 
raised th~ dynasty to its highest pitch of prosperity and power. 

l Though utterly ut1known to the Greeks, we have from native 
'sources a more comp~te picture of the incidents 'Of his reign 
:than of _any ancient sovereign of India. The great event that 
inade him famous in Buddhist history was his conversion to 
\hatJaith, and the zeal he showed in propagating the doctrines 
of his. new . religion. He did, in fact, for Buddhism, what 
Constantine did for Christianity, and at about the same distance 
of time from the death of the founder of the faith. From a 
struigling sect he made it the religion of the ·State, and 
established it on the basis on which it lasted supreme for nearly 
1000 years. In order to render his subjects familiar with the 
doctrines of his new faith, he caused a series of edicts embody
ing them to be engraved .on rocks near Peshawar, in Gujarat, in 
the valley of the Dun under the Himalayas, in Hazara, in Katak 
and Ganjam, in Mysore, and other places. He held a great 
convocation or council of th~ faithful in his capital at Pataliputra, 
ant!, on its dissolution, missionaries were sent to spread the 
religion in the Yavana country, whose capital was Alexandria, 
near the present city of Kabul. Others were despatched to 

• Kashmir and Gandhara ; one was sent to the Himawanta-the 
valleys of the Himalaya, and possibly part of Tibet; others 
were despatched to the Maharatta country, and to Mysore, to 
Van~vasi in Kanara, and to Aparantaka or the north Konkan. 
Two ·missionaries were sent to Suvarnabhumi, now known 
as Thatun on the Sitang river, in Pegu, and, tradition says, his 
own son ~nd daughter were deputed to Ceylon.2 All those 
cq,untries, in fact, which might be called foreign, were then 
so~ht to be converted to the faith. He also formed alliances 
with Antiokhos the Great, Antigonos, and with Ptolemy 
Philadel]ihos, Alexander of Epeiros, and Magas of Cyrene, 

• 

• 

1 ~or ~is period, see :M'Crindle's 
' Ancie~ India as described by .Megas
thenes· and Arrian' (1877); the 1 Inva
sion of India liy Alexander the Great ' 
(1896); and 1 Ancien!India as described 
in Classical Literature' (rgor). 

2 All these particulars, it need hardly 
be said, are taken from the 12th and 
15th chapters of the 'Mahawansa,' which 
relates the traditions of a time six centuries • 
and more before its composition. 
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for the establishment of hospitals and the prote<Jtion of his 
co-religionists in their countries. More than all this, he 'built 
innumerable topes or stupas and monasteries all over the 
country; and, though none of those now e~stiag can positively 
be identified as those actually built by him, there seems no 
reason for doubting that the sculptured rail~ qJ: Bodh- Gaya 
and Bharaut, the caves at Barabar in Bihar, some of those at 
Udayagiri in Katak, and the oldest of those in the Western 
Ghats were all erected or excavated during the existence of this j 
dynasty, if not under himself. These, with inscriptions and 
such histories as exist, make up a mass of ma~erials for a picture 
of India during this dynasty such as no qther can present ; and, 
above all, they offer a complete representation of the religious 
forms and beliefs of the kings and people, which render any 
mistake regarding them impossible.1 It was Buddhism, but 
without a deified Buddha, and with Tree and Serpent worship 
cropping up in every unexpected corner. 

There is certainly no dynasty in the whole range of ancient 
Indian history that would better repay the labour o. _an 
exhaustive investigation than that of these Maurya kings. 
Not only were they the first in historical times who, so far 
as we know, united nearly the whole of India into one great 
kingdom, but they were practically the first who came in contact 
with European civilisation and Western politics. More than 
even this, it is probably owing to the action of the third king 
of this dynasty that Buddhism, from being the religion of an 
obscure sect, became, at one time, the creed of so larga a 
proportion of the human race, and influenced the belief and the 
moral feelings of such multitudes of men in Asia. 

It is to this dynasty, and to it only, that must be applied all • 
those passages in classical authors which describe the intern.al 
state. of India, and they are neither few nor insignificant. Though 
the Hindus themselves cannot be said to have contributed tnuch 
history, they have given us, in the' Mudra-Rakshasa,' 2 a poetical 
version of the causes of the revolution that placed the Mauryas 
on the throne. But, putting these aside, their own i"rlscriptions 
supply us with a perfectly authentic contemporary account of 
the religious faith and feelings of the period; while the num~ous 
bas-reliefs of the rails at Bodh - Gaya and Bharaut afford a 
picture of the manners, customs, and costumes of the cLay, and a 
gauge by which we can measure their artistic status and judge 
h?w far their art was indigenous, how far influenced b)O for£ign 

-i- For fulier information about Asoka I 2 Wilson's ' Hindu pra~a? in his 
• reference-may be made-to E~m. Hardy's '\Y~:>rks,' vol. xii. pp. ISI ct seqr., 

'KonigAsoka,'and V. A. Sm1th's'Asoka, edJtJOn 1871. - -- • . -
the Buddhist Emperor oflndia.' 

I 
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elelllents.- -rhe dates of 'the- kirigs 6f . this· dymisty are -a:l~ 
approximately known, and the whole framework of their·history 

_ depends so comple~ly on contemporary native monuments; that 
there need be no real uncertainty regarding any Of the outlines 
of the picture when once the subject is· fairly grasped ·and • 
thoroughly Mn~led. · · · . · . 

. It isthe firmest standpoint we have from which to judge of 
Indian ciVilisation and history, whether looking to the ·past or. to 
the futun!; ·and it is one that gives a very high idea of the 

··-'Rosifion <tt which· the Hindus had· arrived ·before they came 
practically into :c&ntact with the civilisation of' the :West. · 

\. 
\ 

• 
SUNGA DYNASTY, .B.C. 180 1:0 JO. 
KANWAYANA DYNASTY, B.C. 70 TO 36. 

·History· affords __ us littie beyond. the lengths of the kings' 
reigns for the next two dynasties, and we are obliged to trust 
to the g,<:!neral correctness with which these are recorded in t~e 
Pura1-las, and by degrees we are collecting inscriptions,_and·we 
kn()w of caves that beJong to their time, so that we may hope to 
breathe life into what h<rs ·hitherto appeared orily a· dry li~t of 
names. Possiply the Kfmwas had usurped the power of th'e 
Sungas, so that the two families may have. been nominally con~ 
temporary during the period assigned to the latter, and that 
both came to an end about 40 B.C. Anyhow we know that 
the.Andhras had risen to power on the decline of the Mauryas. 
These dynasties were not, however, apparently known to the 
Greeks, and possibly, being Buddhist, are passed over in coni-

• parative silence in the Puranas. . It is thus only from their 
monuments that we can hope ·to recover their history. Up to 
the present time, the most important inscription discovered is 
that ~f aprince Dhanabhuti who _"in _the time of the Sungas" 
erected a gateway at the Bharaut stupa: · 

• 
ANDHRA DYNASTY, ABOUT B.C. 170 TO A.D. 220. 

~ . ' .. . . .. . . .· 

• 

:rhe dynasty that ruled the Dekhan at least, contemporary 
with these· Rois fairieants is --'- after the Mauryas -the most 
important of all those about this period oflndian history. To 
the classical a.pthors they are known as the Andr<!!, in the 
Pur~as-as Andhrabhrityas,and in the inscriptions as Satakarnis 
or Safl6l.vaha:nas; but under whatever name, notwithstanding 
occasional-periods of depression, they pli:tyed .a most important 
part. in the histOty of. India,. during m·ore than four .ceritut.feS~. • 
They were a South-Indian dynasty, .first · mentioned,:in a . 

• 
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Khandagiri inscription about B.C. I 50.1 Their capTtal was at 
DMnyakataka, on the lower Krishna, close to Amaravati; 
but, at a later date, they had a second ccwital at Paithan on 
the upper Godavari. They ruled over Malwa ~nd the Dekhan 
from sea to sea, but about the end of the Ist or beginning 
of the 2nd century the provinces north of th~ N arbada seem 
to have been conquered by Saka satraps, who were overthrown 
about A.D. 125, by Gautamiputra Satakarni, who raised the 
dynasty to the height of its power. The kings of this race 
have, however, left many and most interesting inscr'!:ptions in • 
the western caves, and traces of their existe~ce occur in many 
parts of India. • 

Architecturally, their history begins with the gateways 
of the Tope at Sanchi ; the southern of these was almost 
certainly erected during the reign of the first Satakarni about 
the middle of the 2nd century before our era-and the other 
three in the course of that century. It ends with the com
pletion of the rail at Amaravati, which was probably commenced 
in the Ist century, and completed before the end of the 2ndt2 

Between these two monuments there is no great difficulty 
in filling up the architectural picture from the caves, at Nasik, 
Kanheri and Ajanta, and other places in western India, and 
more materials may still eventually be discovered. 

The history of this dynasty is more than usually interesting 
for our purposes, as it embraces nearly the whole period during 
which Buddhism reigned almost supreme in India. It became 
a State religion, it is true, somewhat earlier under Asoka, but 
there is no reason for believing that the Vedic religion or 
Brahmanism then vanished. During four or five centuries, 

0 
however, after the Asoka Era we have not a trace of a Hindu 
building or cave, and, so far as any material evidence goes, it 
seems that Buddhism at the time was the predominant religion 
of the land. It is not, of course, to be supposed that the Plindu 
cult was wholly obliterated, but it was dormant, and in abeyance, 
and, to use a Buddhist expression, the yellow robes shone over 
the length and breadth of the land. • 

It was during the rule of these Andhras, though not by 
them, that the fourth convocation was held by Kanishtd, in 
the north of India, and the new doctrine, the Mahayana, 

1 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. ii. pp. 
88-Sg. 

2 For fuller details of the Sanchi and 
Amaravati Stupas, the reader is referred 

• to 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' which 
is practically devoted to a description 
of them. For a further account of 

Amaravati, and a 'ectificat\9n cj the 
dates in accordance with later dis
coveries, reference may be made to 'The 
Amanivatl and J agg~yapeta StCipas' 
(r887); and to Dl' .K. G. Bhilndarkar's 
'Early De khan Dynasties' in the Bombay 
Gazetteer, vol. i. pt. ii. 

• 
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introduceci by Nagarjuna-a change similar to that made by 
Gr~gory the Gr~at when he established the Church, as opposed 
to the primitive forms of Christianity, at about the same dis
tance of time fra:>m'~he death of the founder of the religion. This 

• convocation was probably held about B.C. 40. Certain at least 
it is, that if;, was about, or very soon after, that time that 
Buddhism was first "practicaily introduced into China, Tibet, 
and Burma, and apparently by missionaries sent out from this 
as they were from the Asoka convocation . 

. ~"' .. 

• 

• 

• 
KSHATRAPAS OF KATHIAWAR, A.D. I20 TO 3$8. 
GUPTAS, 320• TO ABOUT 535· 
V ALABHIS, ABOUT 600 TO 770 . 

The Andhras disappear· from history early in the 3rd 
century ; the Kshatrapas of Gujarat held sway in the west 
for a century and a half longer, when they were superseded 
by the Gupta dynasty who, at the end of the 4th century of 
ou• era, seem to have attained to the position of lords 
paramount in northern India. They date- their inscriptions, 
which are numerous and interesting, from an era established 
by the Gupta king, Chandragupta I., dating 242 years after the 
Saka era of A.D. 78, or in 320 ; but it was not apparently till 
under the third king, Samudragupta, about 380, that they 
really obtained. the empire of northern_ India, which they 
retained till the death of Skandagupta, about the year 465, 
<'r it may be a little later.1 

It was during the reign of the Guptas that Fah Hian visited 
lndia (A.D. 400). As his objects in doing so were entirely of 
a religious' nature, he does not allude. to worldly politics, nor 
give us a king's name we can identify; but the picture we 
gather from his narrative is one of peace and prosperity in 
so-far as the country is concerned, and of supremacy generally 
for his religion. Heretics are, it is true, mentioned occasionally, 
but thef are few and far between. Buddhism was then the 
religion of the north, especially in the north-west of India; 
qut even then there were symptoms of a change in the central 
provinces and outlying parts of the country. 

It is during their rule that we first perceive in high places 
the germs of that change which was gradually creeping over 
the religioue; system of India. That the Guptas were not 
i~imftal to Buddhism may be inferred from tbe gifts that 
AlUilrakardava, an officer of Chandragupta II., made to the 

I The Guptas \.nd their inscriptions I in his work, ' Inscriptions of the Ear~ 
have been dealt with by Dr. J. F. Fleet, Gupta Kings,' Corp. Inscr. Ind., vol. iii, 

• 
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stupa at Sanchi in the year A.D. 412, and recorded ~n the rail 
.of that Monument, but their other inscriptions, on the lat~ at 
Allahabad, ] unagadh, and Bhitarl, show a decided tendency 
towards Hinduism of the Vaishnava form, t>ut •which was still 
far removed from the wild extravagances of the Puranas. There • 
seems little doubt that the boar at Eran, and ihe buildings 
ther<t belong to this dynasty, and are consequently among the 
earliest if not the very oldest temples in India, dedicated to 
the new religion, which was then raising its head in defiance 
to Buddhism. • 

From their coins and inscriptions, we rna)' feel certain that 
the Guptas possessed, when in the plenitude of their power, 
the whole of northern India with the province of Gujarat, but 
how far the boasts of Samudragupta (370-380) on the Allahabad 
pillar were justified is by no means clear. If that inscription • 
is to be believed, the whole of the southern c~:mntry as far as 
Ceylon, together with, or up to the borders of Asam and Nepal, 
were subject to their sway. However brilliant it may have been, 
their power was of short duration. Gujarat, with Kathiawar, 
from about A.D. 500, was held by the Maitrakas of Valabhl, at 
first as feudatories of the Guptas, but, as the paramount power 
declined, the Valabhl chiefs gradually assumed independence, 
and founded a separate kingdom, which sometimes included 
western Malwa, and lasted into the middle of the 8th century. 

Although it was evident in the time of the Guptas that a 
change was creeping over the religious belief of India, it was 
not then that the blow was struck which eventually proved 
fatal, but by a dynasty which succeeded them in Central India. 

THE SIXTH CENTURY AND AFTER. 

The Gupta power seems to have given way before the 
inroads of Sakas or Huns, chiefly under Toramana and his ;on 
Mihirakula, who succeeded him about 5 I 5, and was a bitter 
persecutor of the Buddhists in the North-West. A .coalition 
was formed against him, and under Yasodharman of Ujjain he 
was totally defeated about 530. At this period the 'Raja
taranginl' describes Vikramaditya-Harsha of U jjain as sole 
sovereign of India, the destroyer of the Sakas, and patron of 
poets, who placed Matrigupta on the throne of Kash~lr. It 
is possible that this Y asodharman and Vikramadttya are only 
bzrudas or titles of the same sovereign, who may have 0rul~d 
till 550 or thereabouts.l Further, the period seems to su~est . 
• 1 Tftranatha states that Vikramaditya- I Mlechchhas, massacri•g them at Multan, 
Harsha. abolished the teaching of the and was succeeded by Sila. The Man· 

• 
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that this may .have been that Vikrainadjtya; who, by his 
libetality and magn"ificence, acquired a renown .-among · the 
Hindus, only second to that obtained by Solomon among the 
Jews.·· By·his patrtnage of literature and ·his encouragement 
of art, his fame ·spread over the length and breadth of · fhe 
land, ai1d ·to;,tbis day his name is quoted as the symhol ·of 
ali that is great and magnificent in India. · What is more~ to 
our· present purpose, he was an· undoubted ·patron of the 
Brahmanical · religion; and no tradition associates his narrie 

• directly ()r indirectly with anything connected with Buddhism; 
Unfortunately W(j have no buildings whiCh can be attributed 
to him. But the m~in fact of a Brahmanical ·king reigning 
and acquiring such influence in Central India at. that time may 
be significant of the declining position of the Buddhist religion 
'at that period; · · · · ·· · • · · 

· His successor, Pratapasila-Siladitya's reign would fall about 
the end of the 6th· century, and he -is spoken of by Hiueri
Tsiarig as a patron of Buddhisrn.1 But it was usual with Hindu 
kin!j,'i to show favour to the various sects among their subjects 
indiscriminately, ·and. the Chinese pilgrim's s~atement ·that 
during his long reign of about sixty years he honoured the 
Buddhists and their doctrines, is no proof of his personal 
religious creed. _ · 

In the beginning of the next century, after a short period of 
anarchy, we find another Siladitya, Harsha-varddhana, seated 
on the throne of Kariauj, and, during a prosperous ·reign of 
aoout forty years (606-646), exercising supreme sway in that 
country. · It was during his reign that the Chinese pilgrim, 
Hiuen Tsiang visited India, and gave a much more full and 

• graphic account of what he saw than his predecessor Fah Hian. 
Nothing can be more characteristic of the state of religious 
feeling, and the spirit of toleration then prevailing, than the fete 
give" by this king at· Prayaga or Allahabad in thf} year 643,~ 
at which the kings of Valabhi and Kamarupa (Asam) were 
present. The first days of the festival were devoted to the 
distributio~, among the followers of Buddhism, of the treasures 
accumulated during the previous five years, and . then catne the 
turh· of the Brahmans; who were treated with equal honour and 
liberality.; ·then followed the fete of the oth~r sects, among 
\vhom· tln~ J ains appear conspicuous.· All were feasted and .. . 
daso,- in~riptions of A.D. ·532- 534, . 
describe.Vasodharman as one who ruled 
from the BrahVlaputra to the western 
ocean; and to whom e\•en Mihirakula 
paid homage. King'Bhoja, the patron 
of Kitliditsa and others, may be the same 

• 

prince under a third name ; and Ba!lala
misra say:s he reigned for fifty-five or 
fifty-six years. 

1 Conf, 'journal des Savants,' Oct. • 
1905, pp. 534-548; and Beal, 'Buddhist 
Records,' voJ~ ii~ pp: z6 r; 267; · · - . : 
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feted, and sent away laden with gifts and memenroes of the 
magnificence and liberality of the great king. • 

Pleasant as this picture is to look upon, it is evident that 
such a state of affairs could hardly be sfabl~ and it was in 
vain to expect that peace could long be maintained between a • 
rising and ambitious sect, and one which was t;as.t sinking into 
decay; apparently beneath the load of an overgrown priest
hood. Accordingly we find that ten years after the death of 
Harsha troubles supervened as prophesied,1 and the curtain 
soon descends on the great drama of the history of• northern • 
India, not to be raised again for nearly three centuries. It 
is true, we can still follow the history of the Valabhls for some 
time longer, and it would be satisfactory if we could fix the 
date of their destruction with precision, as it was the event 
which in the Hindu mind is considered the closing act of the• 
drama. If it was destroyed by a foreign enemy, it must have 
been by the Moslim - perhaps by some expedition under 
Amru ibn Jamal, the general of Hasham, ibn Amru a! Taghlabi, 
who was ruler of Sindh about 7 57 to 776.2 Valabhi \'filS a 
flourishing city in 640, when visited by Hiuen Tsiang, and 
from that time, till the end of next century, the Moslims were 
in such power on the Indus, and their historians tell us the 
events of these years in such detail, that no other foreigner 
could have crossed the river during that period. If it perished 
by some internal revolution of convulsion, which is probable, 
it only shared the fate that overtook all northern India about 
this period. Strange to say, even the Moslims, then in the 
plenitude of their power during the Khal!fat of Baghdad, 
retired from their Indian conquests, as if the seething cauldron 
were too hot for even them to exist within its limits. • 

The more southern dynasty of the Western Chalukyas seem 
to have retained their power down to about 757, and may, up 
to that time, have exercised a partial sway to the north af the 
N arbada, but after that we lose all sight of them for more than 
two centuries till 97 3 when the dynasty was restored under 
Taila II.; while, as a closing aet in the great Brama, the 
'Rajatarangini' boastfully represents the king of Kashmir
Lalitaditya Muktapida (cir. 725-762)-as defeating Yasovarman 
of Kanauj, conquering India from north to south, and subjecting 
all the five kingdoms, into which it was nominally. divided, 
to his imperious sway. • 

We need not stop now to enquire whether tnis wascexactly 

• 1 'Vie et Voyages de Hiouen Thsang,' 
trans. by Stanislas Julien, tom. i. p. 2 I 5 ; 
or Beal, ' Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' p. I 56. 

0 

2 Elliot and Dowson.,s ' History of 
India,' vol. i. p. 4~4· 
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what hap{fened or not. It is sufficient for present purposes to 
kn&w that about the middle of the 8th century a dark cloud 
settled over the n~rth of India, and that during the -next two 
centuries she ,.,a.s torn to pieces by internal troubles, which 
have left nothing but negative evidence of their existence. 
During that• lteriod the Rashtrakuta kings in the Dekhan, 
having overthrown the Western Chalukyas, extended their 
dominions from the Vindhyas to the Tungabhadra and 
'{{rishna rivers, if not even farther south, waging war with 

• the Choloas. But after fully two centuries of successful domina
tion, they were •overthrown in 973 by the later Chalukyas 
of Maharashtra. In the north were a number of smaller 
kingdoms as the Chandellas in. Bundelkhand, the Kalachuris 
of Chedi, the Paramaras of Malwa, the Palas of Bengal, etc. 

• When light again appears in the middle of the IOth century 

• 

the scene is' wonderfully changed. Buddhism had practically 
disappeared in the . north and west at least, though it still 
lingered on in Bengal, and Jainism had supplanted it 'in most 
plae:es; but the mass of the people. had become followers of 
Vishnu or Siva. New dynasties had arisen which, though 
they try to trace their· lineage back to the troublous times 
when Valabhi fell, were new to Indian history. Old India 
had passed away, and the history of modern India was about 
to open. The old dynasties had become extinct, ~nd the 
Rajput races were gaily stepping forward to assume their 
places - too soon, alas ! to be engaged in a life or death 
struggle with the most implacable foe to their race and religion 
that India has ever known. It was a cruel Nemesis that 
their victories over the Buddhists should soon have been 
followed .by the fatal siege of Somnath in 1025, and the 
fight on the banks of the Ghaghar in 1193, which practically 
laid lnqia at the feet of the Moslim invader, and chang~d 
th~ whole course of her subsequent career. But, as hinted 
above, with the appearance of the Moslim on the scene, our 
chronological difficulties cease, and the subject need not there
fore be fUrther pursued in this introduction. 

· IMMIGRATIONS . 
• 

From th.e abov:e-.brief sketch of ancient Indian history it 
IT¥1Y ile gat~ered that it is doubtful wbether we shall ever be 
able• to clothe with solid flesh the skeleton of history which is 
all we possess anterior to the advent of Buddha. It is also 
possible that iJious frauds may have so confused the sequence 
of events between his death and the rise of the Mauryas, that 

• 
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there will be great difficulty in restoring that perid'd to any
thing like completeness. But for the thousand years· that 
elapsed between "the revenge of ChanakyB-" and the fall of 
Vala:bhi the materials are ample, and when sufficient industry 
is applied to their elucidation there is little doubt that the 
whole may be made clear and intelligible. h does not fall 
within the scope of this work to attempt such a task; but it 
is necessary to endeavour to make its outlines clear, as, with
out this being done, what follows will be utterly unintelligible ; 
while, at the same time, one of the principal objects of rtJ.is work 
is to point out how the architecture, which ~s one important 
branch of the evidence and the best aiel. we can have to the 
teaching of history, may be brought to bear on the subject. 

No direct evidence, however, derived only from events that • 
occurred in India itself, would suffice to make the phenomena 
of her history clear, without taking into account the successive 
migrations of tribes and peoples who, in all ages, so far as we 
know, poured across the Indus from the westward to occupy 
her fertile plains. c 

As mentioned above, the great master fact that explains 
almost all we know of the ancient history of India is our know
ledge that two thousand years or more before the birth of Christ 
a Sanskrit-speaking nation migrated from the valleys of the 
Oxus and Jaxartes. They crossed the Indus in such numbers 
as to impress their civilisation and their language on the whole 
of the north of India, and this to such an extent as practically 
to obliterate, as far as history is concerned, the origin<tl 
inhabitants of the valley of the Ganges, whoever they may 
have been. At the time when this migration took place the 
power and civilisation of Central Asia were concentrated on 
the lower Euphrates, and the Babylonian empire never seems 
to have extended across the Karmanian desert to the eastward. 
The road, consequently, between Baktria and India was op't!n, 
and nations might pass and re-pass between the two countries 
without fear of interruption from any other people. 

If any of the ancient dynasties of Babylonia extended their 
power towards the East, it was along the coast of Gedrosia, 
and not in a north-easterly direction. It is, indeed, by no 
means improbable, as hinted above, that the origin of the 
Dravidians may be found among some of the Turanian peoples 
who occupied southern and eastern Persia in aijcient times, 
and who may, either ·by sea or land, have passed ~ tll!e 
western ·shores of India. Till, however, further informatien is 
available, this is mere speculation, though probably in the 
t!irection in which truth may hereafter be founcl. 

When the seat of power was moved northwa~d to Nineveh, 
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th!'!. Assyrians seem to have occupied the country eastward of 
the-caspian in sufficient force to prevent any further migration. 
At least, after-say B.C. rooo-we ·have no further trace of any 
Aryan tribe cr~ssi~g the Indus going eastward,. and· it seems 

• mainly· to· have been a consequence of this cutting off of the 
supply of fr~sb blood that the purity of their race in India 
was so far weakened as to admit of the Buddhist reform taking 
root, and being adopted to the extent it afterwards attained.· . 

. During the period of the Akhcemenian sway (RC. 558·~334) 
• the Pers•ans certainly occupied the countries about the Oxus 

in sufficient strength to prevent any movement of the peoples. 
So essentially indeed )lad Baktria and Sogdiana 'become parts 
of the Persian empire, that Alexander was obliged. to turn 
aside from his direct route to conquer them, as well as the 

"rest of the kingdom of Darius, before advancing on India. 
Whether it were founded for that purpose or· not, the little 

Greek kingdom of Baktria was sufficiently powerful, while it 
lasted, to keep the barbarians in check; but when, abou.t or 
aft~ B.C. 160, the Yue-chi. and other cognate tribes invaded 
Sogdiana--:-:-driving out the Sakas, who next inva9ed Baktria, 

·and finally, about half a century later; the Yue~~hi conquered · 
the whole of Baktria,l they opened . a new chapter in the history 
of India, the effects of which are felt to the present day. 

It is not yet quite clear how soon after the destruction of 
the Baktrian kingdom these Turanian tribes conquered Kabul, 
and occupied the country between that city and the Indus. 
c~rtain it is, however, that they were firmly seated on the 
banks of that river before the Christian Era,, and under the 
great king. Kanishka. of the Kushana tribe had · become an 

• lndian power of very considerable importance. ··The date_ of 
this king is, unfortunately, one of those puzzles that still remain 
to be finally solved. It has been held that he was the founder 
of ~e Saka . Era, A.D .. 78, and that his reign must be placed 
in. the. last quarter of· the 1st century of our era.2 But this 
era is only employed generally in the south and east; and 
it .now set!ms almost certain that Kanishka's. reign began in 
:s.c._ 5.8:,_.the epoch of what was once known as the ' M:alava 
era,'. and later· as the 'Vikra'ma Samvat,' the reckoning in 
common. use in northern India.3 · · . . . 
: 1 See Vivien de StMartin's '·Les Huns 

blancs,' Paris,. ·1~9; Franke,< B¢itrage 
a us lthints,ischen Quellen zur- Kenntniss 
der'f:iirjvolker und skythen Centralasien' 
in' Abliandlun~en der konig. preussischen 
Academie der 'Wissenschaften,' 1904-
summarised in 'Ind\an Antiquary,' val. 
xxxv. (1906), pp. 33-47; 'Journal of the ' . 

I 
Royal Asiatic Society/ 1907, p. 676. 

2 F erguss6n, in • Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society,' N.S. xii. pp. 259-285; 

· O!den_berg in 'Indian AQ.tiq]lary,' vol. x. 
pp. 213-227. 

3 'Fleet in' Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society,' rgo6, pp. 979-992. • 
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It also appears certain that the power of these Kushan 
kings spread over the whole of the Panjab, and extended as 
far at least as Mathura on the J umna, before the commence
ment of the Christian Era. Apparently th~ lat~t of them was 
Vasudeva, who ruled at least till A.D. 42. Soon after him we 
meet with the name of a king Guduphara or.Gondophernes, 
which appears also in the legend of the Apostle Thomas : 
an inscription of the 26th year of his reign is dated in the 
103rd of the era, or A.D. 47 1-when his rule must have 
extended into the north of the Pan jab. Next there •followed · 
two (if not three) kings named Kadphises., who may have 
ruled till the end of the century, after ~hich northern India 
was divided into separate kingdoms and tribal governments 
till the rise of the Guptas in the 4th century. 

Before the end of the first century another horde, known • 
to us only from coins and inscriptions in which they call 
themselves Kshaharatas or Kshatrapas, occupied the whole of 
the province of Gujarat; one of the first of them-N ahapana, 
for whom we have dates about A.D. I I 9 and in I 24-extensled 
his power over part of Malwa and the Nasik district. He was 
overthrown by the Andhra king, Gautamiputra Satakarni, and 
deprived of the districts south of the Narbada. Soon after, 
we find another Kshatrapa, named Chashtana, ruling in Malwa, 
and his successors founded a kingdom of their own. They date 
their coins and inscriptions from the Saka Era, A.D. 78, and the 
series extends from about 140 to 388 A.D. It thus happens 
that this dynasty of Kshatrapas were only finally disposed <lf 
by the rise of the Guptas. 

• 

The whole external history of northern India, from the time 
of Kanishka to that of Ahmad Shah Durani (IJ6I) is a narrative 
of a continuous succession of tribes of Skythian origin, pouring 
across the Upper Indus into India, each more Turanian than 
the one that preceded it, till the whole culminated in the Muthal 
conquest of India, in the 15th century, by a people as distinct 
in blood from the Aryans as any that exist. 

Of the older races, it seems probable that the Yav!mas must 
be distinguished from the Turanians. They were not Greeks, 
though their name may be merely a mispronunciation of Ionian. 
The term seems to have been applied by Indian authors to any 
foreign race coming from the westward who did not b~long to 
one of the acknowledged kingdoms known to. them. The 
Kambojas seem to have been a people inhabiting the cmumry 
between Kandahar and Kabul, who, when the tide was sstting 

1 Griinwedel, ' Buddhist Art in India.' 
I 

English ed. p. 84. 

' 
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eastward, joined the crowd, and sought settlements in the more 
fertile countries within the Indus. 

The Sakas were well known to classical authors as tlie 
Sacae, or· Skythian~. They were pressed on at first by the 
Yue-chi, and became apparently most formidable during the 
earlier centuries of the Christian Era. 

· Another impor-tant horde were the Ephthalites or White 
Huns, who came into India apparently in the 5th century, and 
one of whose kings, named Gollas, if we may trust Cosmas 

· lndicople'Ustes, was the head of a powerful state in northern 
India, about the ~rear 530 .. 1 They, too, seem to have been 
conquered about the .same time by the Hindus, and, as the 
'Sakas, if not the Hunas,2 were Buddhists, it may have been 
their destruction that· first weakened the cause of that religion, 
and which led to its ultimate defeat a little more than a century 
afterwards. 

During the dark age, 750 to 950, we do not know of any 
horde passing the Indus. The Muhammadans were probably 
too itrong on the frontier to admit of its being done, and after 
that age they-and they only-conducted the various invasions 
which completely changed the face and character of northern 
India. For seven centuries they were continued, with only 
occasional interruptions, and at last resulted in placing the 
Muhammadan power supreme,. practically, over the whole of 
India, but only to fall to pieces like a ·house of cards, before the 
touch of \\7estern civilisation. All this, however, is 'written, and 
written so distinctly, in so many books, that it need not be 
recapitulated here. 

SouTHERN INDIA. 

If the records of the ancient history of northern India are 
unse!tisfactory and untrustworthy, those of the southern part 
of the peninsula are much more so. The Dravidians have no 
ancient literature like that of the Vedas. They have no 
traditions ,_,hich point to any seat of their race out of India, or 
of their having migrated from any country with whose inhabitants 
they can claim any kindred. So far as they know, they are 
indigenous and aboriginal. The utmost extent to which even 
their traditions extend is to, claim for their leading race of kings 
-the .Pandy~s-a descent from Arjuna, one of the heroes of 

• • 
1 'Chjistian Topography of Cosmas,' 

translated by .Dr. J. W. M'Crindle 
(Hakluyt Soc.), pp. 370-37I. This 
Gallas seems prob:A>Iy the same as 
Mihirakula or Mihira,ula. 

2 We can hardly hope to discriminate 
among these foreign invaders betweep 
Hilnas, Turushkas, Sakas, Shil.his; • 
Daivaputras, etc., and may·regard them 
together as Indo·Skythians .. 
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the Mahabharata. He, it is said, when on his travels, married 
a princess of the land, and she gave birth to the eponymous 
hero of their race, and hence their name. But in later times all 
the dynastic families got genealogies framed~o tre.ce their descent 
from gods and early heroes. It is true, indeed, that they pro
duce long lists of kings, which they pretend strt!tch back till 
the times of the Panda vas. These were examined by the late 
Professor Wilson in 1836, and he conjectured that they might 
extend back to the 5th or 6th century before our era.1 But all that 
has since come to light has tended to show that eveil' this may -
be an over-estimate of their antiquity. If, however, "the Choda, 
Pada, and Keralaputra" of the second edict of Asoka represent 
the Cholas, Pandyas, Cheras, of more modern times, this triarchy 
existed in the 3rd century B.C. In fact, all we really do know 
is that, in classical times, there was a " Regio Pandionis" in the 
country afterwards known as the P~mdyan, kingdom ofMadhura, 
and it has been conjectured that the king who sent an embassy 
to Augustus in B.C. 27 2 was not a Porus, which would indicate 
a northern race, but this very king of the south. Be ethis, 
however, as it may, we do know, by the frequent mention of 
this country by classical authors, that it was at least sufficiently 
civilised in the early centuries of our era to carry on a consider
able amount of commerce with the western nations, and there 
is consequently no improbability that one or more powerful 
dynasties may then have been established in the south. If one, 
that dynasty was certainly the Pandyan. The Chola and the 
Chera became important states only at a later date-preceded 
by the Pallavas. 

The discovery in I 892, by Mr. L. Rice, of a copy of the Asoka 
inscriptions so far south as Mysore, indicates that even in the 

0 

3rd century B.C., the Kanarese country was in communication 
with, and subject to, the Maurya empire; 3 and the civilisation 
of the north must even then have penetrated into the south.• 

When we turn to their literature we find little to en
courage any hope that we may penetrate further back into 
their history than we have hitherto been able tO" do. Dr 
Caldwell ascribes the oldest work in the Tamil,. or any 
southern language, to the 8th or gth century of our era/ 
and it undoubtedly belongs to the J ains, who are originally a 

1 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society,' val. iii. p. 202, 

• 
India and Rome at that time. With 
the south it seems t~ have seen .anly 
trade, but of this hereafter. 

3 ' Epigraphia Carnatica,' eo!. xi. 
pp. If. • 

2 For an exhaustive description of this 
subject see Priaulx, 'The Indian Travels 
of Apollonius of .Tyana, and the Indian 

• Embassies to Rome' (London, 1873), 
pp. 65-87.. We are now in a position to 
prove a connection between the north of , 

4 'Dravidian GJammar,' 2nd ed. 
London, 187 51 pp/' 129 et seqq. 

' 
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northern sect. According to the same authority, it was super
seded by a Vaishnava literature about the 12th or 13th century, 
and.that again made way-for one of Saiva tendency about the 
latter date. Th(ue fs no trace left of any Buddhist literature 
in the south, and. but little, consequently, that would enable us 
to connect the ,history of tlie south with the chronology of 
Ceylon or northern India, nor am I aware of the existence 
of ancient Buddhist monuments south of the Krishna river 

\which would help us in this diffi,culty.1 

1 Not l:mving passed throygh ·m.~tria, or having lived in 
contact with any people making or using coins, the Dravidians 
had none of their own, ~tnd consequently that source of informa
tion is not available. Whatever hoards of ancient coins have 
_been found in the Madras Presidency have been of purely 
!<oman origin, brought there for the purpose of trade, and 
buried to. protect them from spoliation. 

The inscriptions, which are literally innumerable all over the 
Presidency, are the one source from which we can hope that 
new Jight may be thrown on the history of the country, but, 
with the exception of the edicts of Asoka found in Mysore, 
none of these inscriptions hitherto brought to light go further 
back than the 5th or 6th century, and it is not clear that 
earlier ones may be found.2 It is, at all events, the most 
hopeful field that lies open to future explorers in these dark 
domains ; and, by the labours of epigraphists · within the last 
thirty years, most important light has been derived from them 
forethe medi;:eval history of southern India. Those on the raths 
of Mamallapuram and the caves at Badami, are in Sanskrit; 
and consequently look more like an evidence of the northern 

• races pushing southward than of the southern races extending 
their influence northward. 

From a study of the architecture of the south we arrive at 
the same conclusions as to the antiquity of Dravidian civilisation 
that Dr Caldwell arrived at from a study of their literature. 
The most important Buddhist monument yet discovered in the . . . 

1 The Buddhist tower at Negapattam, 
destroyed in r867, will be noticed in 
.Book I. chap. vi. p. 206 .. 

2 The Government of Mysore, with 
laudable befleficence, employed Mr. L. 
Rice with a staff of pandits for many 
years• co~ecting and publishing the 
inscriptions found in the state. The 
results fWl twelve volumes, forming the 
'Epigraphia Carnatica' (r886-rgos), and 
when properly studied. and analysed, 
these must yield val\J.ble results. For 
Madras, Dr. E. Hulfsch was engaged 

VOL. I. 

in 1886 to collect the Tamil, Kanarese, 
and Telugu inscriptions of the Pre
sidency, and the results of his work 
were published in six fasciculi of ' South 
Indian Inscriptions' (3 vols. r8go-rgo3), 
and, partly - with numerous Sanskrit 
records from the other presidencies,-in 
the 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. iii. et seqq. 
Previous to 1894, many Sanskrit and 
Canarese inscriptions were published in 
the 'Indian Antiquary' (vols. i.-xxiii.), • 
and in the 'Epigraphia Indica,' vols. i. 
and ii. 

c 
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Presidency is that at Amaravat1, on the Krishna ; and from that 
vicinity northwards to Orissa there are remains showing that 
there must have been flourishing communities there both of 
Buddhists and Jains in early times. Wh~theP the prevalence 
of such structures in this region was due to a colony or settle
ment formed by the northern Buddhists, at or near their port 
of departure for Java and their eastern settlements, may be 
doubted. The Andhras who ruled over the districts, were either 
Buddhists or very liberal patrons of the sect. At Guntupalle in 
the Godavari district have been found a group of rock-cut caves, 
a structural chaitya, and a stupa, whilst at Ch<!zarla, in the Nellor 
district, another chaitya has been diocovered almost entire, 
though now used as a Hindu shrine.1 And remains of stupas 
have been excavated in the Kistna district-at Jaggayyapeta, 
Bhattiprolu, Gudivada, Guntupalle and Ghantasala; 2 unfortun~ 
ately they have been utterly destroyed- some within living 
memory.3 

The rock-cut temples at Badami and Mamallapuram are the 
works of Hindus in the 6th and 7th centuries, and the struvtural 
temples of Kailasanath and Vaikunthaperumal at Conjivaram are 
of nearly the same age, and, with some others, they help materially 
to illustrate the history of the style till the 8th century. From 
that time forward their building activity was enormous. The 
style culminated in the 16th and 17th centuries, to perish in the 
18th. 

When the history of the south does acquire something like 
consistency it takes the form of a triarchy of small states. The 
eldest and most important, that of Madura- so called after 
Mathura (or Muttra) on the Jamna-was also the most civilised, 
and continued longest as a united and independent kingdom. 0 

The Cholas rose into power on the banks of the Kaveri, and to 
the northward of it, about the year 1000, though no doubt they 
existed as a small state about Conjivaram for some centuries 
before that time. The third, the Chera, were located on the 
west coast, extending from the Tulu country southwards, and 
including Malabar and most of Travankor. Tradition assigns 
to them a dynasty of kings called Perumals which ended in the 
9th century. Chola and Chalukya inscriptions speak of their 
being frequently defeated, but we have no inscriptions of any 

1 See below Book I. chap. v. p. 166. 
These very interesting structures were 
surveyed several years ago, but the results 
have not yet been fully published. The 
caves are Buddhist of an early type. 

• 

• 2 'South Indian Buddhist Antiquities,' 

3 The Gudivilda and Bhattiprolu stu pas, 
were demolished· by the Pujlic Works 
officers about thirty-six years ago, for 
bricks to use in road-making~t and the 
marbles of the latter w~re built into the 
walls and floor of the Vellatur sluice, 
or burnt for lime./-' Madras Government 
Orders,' No. 162,, of 1st Nov. 1878. 

by A. Rea, 1894 ; 'Epigraphia Indica,' 
vol. ii. pp. 323-329. 
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""" Chera: sovereign and, as yet, know very little for certain of their 
history. With the other_ southern states, they were, however, 
superseded, first by the Cholas, about A.D. 1000, and finally 
eclipsed by the • H oysala Balbllas, a century or so afterwards. 

• These last became the paramount power in the south, till their 
capital;_Hale"bid-was taken, and their dynasty destroyed by 
the Muhammadans, in the year 13 IO. 

With the appearance of the Muhammadans on the scene the 
difficulties of Indian chronology disappear in the south, as well 
as in the rtorth. From that time forward the history of India is 
found in such wor~ as those written by Firishta or Abul·Fazl, 
and has been abstractoo and condensed in numerous books in· 
almost every European language. There are still, it must be 
confessed, slight discrepancies and difficulti~s about the sequence · 
of some events in the history of the native principalities.1 These, 
however, are not of such importance as at all to affect, much less 
to invalidate, any reasoning that may be put forward regarding 
the history or affinities of any buildings, and this is the class 
of ewdence which principally concerns what is written in t~e 
following pages. 

SCULPTURE. 

In order to render tlie subject treated of in the following 
pages quite complete, it ought, no doubt, to be preceded by an 
introduction describing first the sculpture and then the mythology 
of the Hindus in so far as they are at present known to us. There 
are •in fact few works connected with this subject more wanted at 
the present day than a good treatise on thesersubjects. When 

•Major Moor published the' Hindu Pantheon' in 1810, the subject 
was comparatively new, and the materials did not exist in this 
country for a full and satisfactory illustration of it in all its 
branc~es. When, in 1832, Coleman published his 'Mythology 
of the Hindus,' he was enabled from the more recent researches 
of Colebrooke and Wilson, to improve the text considerably, but 
his illustrations are very inferior to those of his predecessor. 
Moor chose his from such bronzes or m·arbles as existed in our 
museums, and from an important private coflection he formed 
prinCipally in western India.2 Coleman's were generally taken 
from modern drawings, or the tawdry plaster images made for 
the Durg! puja of Bengali BabUs.3 By the aid of photography 

• • 1 Much information on the history of 
these stat~ will be found in Elliot and 
Dawson's ' Histt>ry of India,' and in 
other recent works. 

2 His collectio. n, brou\ht from Bombay 
a century ago, is still lreserved by his 

descendants in Suffolk. 
3 Similarly the small work-' Hindtl 

Mythology, Vedic and Puranic,' by W. J. 
Wilkins (Calcutta, 1893), is illustrated 
solely from modern hazar pictures. 

. ..:.._, 

• 
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any one now attempting the task would be able to select perfectly • 
authentic examples from Hindu temples of the best age. If this 
were done judiciously, and the examples cYarefully reproduced, 
it would not only afford a more satisfactory iKustration of the 
mythology of the Hindus than has yet been given to the public, 
but it might also be made a history of the art e,f sculpture in 
India, in all the ages in which it is known to us. 

From its very nature, it is evident that sculpture can hardly 
ever be so important as architecture as an illustration of the 
progress of the arts, or the affinities of nations. Tied down to 
the reproduction of the immutable human figure, sculpture 
hardly admits of the same variety, or th~ same development, as 
such an art as architecture, whose business it is to administer to 
all the varied wants of mankind, and to express the multifarious 
aspirations of the human mind. Yet sculpture has a history, 
and one that can at times convey its meaning with considerable 
distinctness. No one, for instance, can take up such a book as 
that of Cicognara,1 and follow the gradual development of the 
art as he describes it, from the first rude carvings o.f the 
Byzantine school, till it returned in the present day to the 
mechanical perfection of the old Greek art, though without its 
ennobling spirit, and not feel that he has before him a fairly 
distinct illustration of the progress of the human mind during 
that period. Sculpture in India may fairly claim to rank, in 
power of expression, with mediceval sculpture in Europe, and to 
tell its tale of rise and decay with equal distinctness ; but it is 
also interesting as having that curious Indian peculiarity of being 
written in decay. The story that Cicognara tells is one of 
steady forward progress towards higher aims and better• 
execution. The Indian story is that of backward decline, from 
the sculptures of the Bharaut and Amaravati topes, to the 
illustrations of Coleman's or Wilkins's 'Hindu Mythology.' 

When Hindu sculpture first dawns upon us in the r!!ils at 
Bodh-Gaya, and Bharaut B.C. 200 to 250, it is thoroughly original, 
almost without a trace of foreign influence, but quite capable of 
expressing its ideas, and of telling its story with <f distinctness 

- that never was surpassed-at least in India. Some animals, such 
as elephants, deer, and monkeys, are better represented there 
than in any sculpture known in any part of the world; so, too, 
are some trees, and the architectural details are cut with an 
elegance and precision which are very admirable. The human 
figures, too, though very different from our standard flf ~auty 
and grace, are truthful to nature, and, where grouped tpgether, 
combine to express the action intended with sin15ular felicity . 

I' Storia della Scultura, dal suo risorgimento in Italia sinclal seculo di Napoleone.' 
Venezia, r813. ' 
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- For an honest purpose-like pre-Raphaelite kind of art, there is 
probably nothing much better to be found elsewhere. 

The art had app;vently begun to decline when the gateways 
at Sanchi were ~ecuted somewhat later; but whether this was 
not mainly due to the more refractory character of the stone, 
and a different school uf workmen, it is hard to say. They may 
then have gained a little in breq.dth of treatment, but it had lost 
in delicacy and precision. Its downward progress was, how
ever, arrested, apparently by the rise, in the extreme north-west 
of India, Of a school of sculpture strongly impregnated with the 
traditions of classi~al art. The Grceco-Baktrians, driven out by 
the Yue-chi, continued to hold some sort of domination in 
Afghanistan till not very long before our era, and a vast inter
c;hange of ideas· was, at that period, carried on between the east 
and west by means of newly- opened highways. Thus Greek 
models and art became familiar, and when once a demand arose 
for such workmanship, a school of art would appear. For the 
present it is sufficient to know that a quasi-classical school of 
scul[1ture did exist in the Panjab, and to the west of the Indus 
during the first four centuries after Christ, and it can hardly 
have flourished there so long, without its presence being felt 
in India.1 

Its effects were certainly apparent at Amad.vatl in the Ist 
and 2nd centuries, where a school of sculpture was developed, 
partaking of the characteristics of both those of Central India 
arid of the west. Though it may, in some respects, be inferior 
to ~ither of the parent styles, the degree of perfection reached 
by the art of sculpture at Amara vat! may probably be considered 

.as the culminating point attained by that art in India. 
When we meet it again in the early Hindu temples, and 

later Buddhist caves, it has lost much of its higher <esthetic and 
phonetic qualities, and frequently resorts to such expedients as 
givin~ dignity to the principal personages by making them 
double the size of less important characters, and of distinguish
ing gods frq.m rnen.by giving them more heads and arms than 
mortal man can use or understand. • 

All this is developed, it must be confessed, with considerable * 
vigour and richness of effect in the temples of Orissa and of 
Mysore, down to the I 3th or 14th century. After that, in the 
north it "as checked by the presence of the Moslims ; but, in 
the south, some of the most remarkable groups and statues
and 'he' are very remarkable~were executed after this time, 

• 1 For some actount of Buddhist art in work on 'Indian ·sculpture and Painting,' 

• 

Gandhiha and of early_ Indian sculpture, 
see Griinwedel's 'Bud&ist Art in India,' 
Eng. translation (Qualitch, rgor). · A 

by Mr E. B. Havel!, has recently been • 
published by Mr Murray. 
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and continued to be executed, in considerable perfection, down _. 
to the middle of the 18th century. 

As we shall see in the sequel, th(b art of architecture 
continues to be practised with considerable success in parts of 
India remote from European influence ; so much so, that it • 
requires a practised eye to discriminate between what is new 
and what is old. But the moment any figures are introduced, 
especially if in action, the illusion vanishes. No mistake is then 
possible, for the veriest novice can see how painful\y low the 
art of sculpture has fallen. Were it not for this, some of the 
modern temples in Gujarat and Central Itidia are worthy to 
rank with those of past centuries ; but tl:\eir paintings and their 
sculptured decorations excite only feelings of dismay, and lead 
one to despair of true art being ever again revived in the East. • 

To those who are familiar with the principles on which 
these arts are practised, the cause of this difference is obvious 
enough. Architecture being a technic art, its forms may be 
handed down traditionally, and its principles practised almost 
mechanically. The higher phonetic arts, however, of scufpture 
and painting admit of no such mechanical treatment. They 
require individual excellence, and a higher class of intellectual 
power of expression, to ensure their successful development. 
Architecture may, consequently, linger on amidst much 
political decay; but, like literature, the phonetic arts can only 
be successfully cultivated where a higher moral and intellectual 
standard prevails than, it is feared, is at present to be found in 
India. • 

MYTHOLOGY. 

Whenever any one will seriously undertake to write the• 
history of sculpture in India, he will find the materials abundant 
and the sequence by no means difficult to follow; but, with 
regard to mythology, the case is different. It cannot, however, 
be said that the materials are not abundant for this branch of 
the enquiry also; but they are of a much less tangible or 
satisfactory nature, and have become so entangloo, that it is 
extremely difficult to obtain any clear ideas regarding thern ; 
and it is to be feared they must remain so, until those who 
investigate the subject will condescend to study the architecture 
and the sculpture of the country as well as its bo~ks. The 
latter contain a good deal, but they do not contain all the 
information available on the subject, and they requ\{e ~o be 
steadied and confirmed by what ts built or carved, wh1ch alone 
can give precision and substance to what is written. 0 

• It is remarkable that, with all the present day activity 
in every branch of Sanskrit research, so vely little has been 
done for the illustration of mythology, whicfi is so intimately 
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_connected with the whole literature. It would be a legitimate 
part of the duty of the Arch<eological Surveys to collect materials 
on a systematic plan ~r this object ; and the production of illustra
tions has now bet:ome so easy and inexpensive that photographs 
from original materials of a satisfactory class might readily 
be published to supply this most pressing desideratum. The 
details of the emblems and symbols of the numerous divinities 
of the pantheon could also be collected, along with the delinea
tions, by those familiar with such. symbols. All this could 
easily be-accomplished, and it is consequently hoped it may 
before long be att'empted.1 

Much of the confuston of ideas that prevails on this subject 
110 doubt arises from the ~xaggerated importance it has been 
the fashion to ascribe to the Vedas, as explaining everything 
:onnected with the mythology of the Hindus. It would, indeed, 
be impossible to over-estimate the value of these writings from 

lological or ethnologiCal point of view. Their discovery 
elaboration have revolutionised our ideas as to the migra

of races in the remote ages of antiquity, and established 
uuua''"."' of the Aryan races on a basis that seems absolutely 

; but it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that 
Aryans are a race of strangers in India, distinct from the 

ndian peoples themselves. They .may, as hinted above, have 
come into India some three thousand years 'before Christ, and 
may have retained their purity of blood and faith for many 
generations; but with the beginning of the political Kaliyug 
-~r, to speak more correctly, at the time of the events detailed 
in the Mahabharata, say 1200 years B.C.-they had lost much 
of both; while every successive wave of .immigration that has 
crossed the Indus during the last three thousand years has 
impaired the purity of their race. From this cause, and from 
their admixture with the aborigines, it may probably be with 
con~dence asserted that there is not now five per cent.-perhaps 
not one- of pure Aryan blood in the present population of 
India, nor, consequently, does the religion ofthe Vedas constitute 
one-twenti;th part of the present religion of the people.2 

With the Vedas, however, we have very little to do in the' 
present work. The worship they foreshadow is of a class too 
purely intellectual to require the assistance of the stonemason 
and th~ carver to give it expression. The worship of the 

1 ~ u~rous excellent illustrations exist 
among the materials already accumulated 
by the Jlrchreological Surveys in Southern 
and Western tndia and in the Calcutta 
Museum- but, at J?resent, there seems 
little prospect of th(\r publication. . -

2 For the mytholo!;'y of the Vedas, see 

Professor A. A. Macdonell's 'Vedic 
Mythology' in the 'Grundriss. der indo· 
arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde,' 
in Bd. iii. A useful general handbook 
is Dowson's 'Dictionary of Hindue 
Mythology.' 

• 
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Aryans was addressed to the sun and moon; the firmament _, 
and all its hosts ; the rain-bearing cloud ; the sun-ushering 
dawn. All that was beautiful in the heaveno above or beneficent 
on earth, was sung by them in hymns of elev!ited praise, and 

· addressed in terms of awe or endearment as fear or hope pre
vailed in the bosom of the worshipper.1 Had thi!; gone on for 
some time longer than it did, the objects worshipped by the 
Aryans in India might have become imaged as gods, like those 
of Greece and Rome, endowed with all the feelings and all the 
failings of humanity. In India it was otherwise; the deities 
were dethroned, but were not degraded. Tl\ere is no trace in 
Vedic times, so far as at present known,•of Indra or Varuna, of 
Agni or Ushas, being represented in wood or stone, or of their 
requiring houses or temples to shelter them. It is true indeeci 
that the terms of endearment in which they are addressed are 
frequently such as mortals use in speaking of each other; 
how otherwise can man express his feeling of love or fear, 
address his supplication to the being whose 
implores? 

The great beauty of the Veda is, that it stops short 
the powers of nature are dwarfed into human forms, and 
every man stood independently by himself, and sought 
the intervention of all that was great or glorious on the , 
or in the skies, to approach the great spirit that is beyond and 
above all created things. 

Had the Aryans been a numerical majority in India, and 
able to preserve their blood and caste in tolerable purity, fhe 
religion of India could hardly ever have sunk so low as it did, 
though it might !)ave fallen below the standard of the Veda. 
What really destroyed it was, that each succeeding immigration 
of less pure Aryan or of Turanian races rendered their numerical 
majority relatively less and less, while their inevitable influence 
so educated the subject races as to render their moral majt>rity 
even less important. These processes went on steadily and 
uninterruptedly till, in the time of Buddha, the nat\ye religions 
rose fairly to an equality with that of the Aryans, and after
wards for a while eclipsed it. The Vedas were only ultimately 
saved from absolute annihilation in India, by being connected 
with the Vaishnava and Saiva superstitions, where their 
inanimate forms may still be recognised, but painfully Begraded 
from their primitive elevation. 

When we turn from the Vedas, and try to investigate 0 the 
origin of those religions that finally absorbed the V ooas in . 

• 1 The ritual of the Veda is chiefly, if not I searches,' vol. xviil. 194; ibid., p. 6!<(. 
wholly, addressed to theelements,particu- I Conf. Bergaigne, ' a Religion Vedique'; 
larlyto fire.-H. H. Wilson, 'AsiaticRe- Oldenburg, 'Die eligion des Veda.' 
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_ their abominations, we find our means of information painfully 
s,canty and unsatisfactory. As will appear in the sequel, all that 
was written in Indijt that is worth reading was written by the 
Aryans; what ,_,as built was bqilt by Turanians and Dravidians. 
But the known buildings extend back only to the 3rd century· 
B.c., while the books may be ten centuries earlier, and, as might 
be expected, it is only accidentally and in the most contemptuous 
terms that the . proud Aryans even allude to the abject Dasyus 

• 

or their religion. What, therefore, we practically know of them _ 
is little more than inferences drawn from results, and from 'What 
we now see passin~ in India. 

Notwithstanding the admitted imperfection 'of materials, it 
seems to be becoming more and more evident, that we have 
_iti the north of India one great group of native religions, 
which we know in their latest developments as the Buddhist, 
J aina, and Vaishnava religions. The first named we only 
know as it was taught by Sakyamuni before his death about 
480 B.C., but no one I presume supposes that he was the
first•to invent that form of belief, or that it was not based 
on some preceding forms. The Buddhists themselves, accord
ing to the shortest calculation, admit of four preceding Buddhas 
-according to the more formal accounts, of twenty-four. A 
place is assigned to each of these, where ~e was born, and 
where he died, the father and mother's name is recorded, and 
the name, too, of the Bodhi- tree under whose shade he 
attained Buddhahood. The dates assigned to each of these 
art! childishly fabulous, but they may have been real personages, 
whose dates extended back to a very remote antiquity.! 

The J ains, in like manner, claim the existence of twenty-
four Tirthankars, including Mahavira the last. Their places 
of birth and death, ages and numbers of converts, are equally 
recorded, all are in northern India, though little else is told 
of them ; but, from their fabulous ages, stature, and the 
immeasurable. periods of the past when they are said to have 
lived-the~ can only be looked on as purely fabulous. The 
series ends with Mahavira, who was the contemporary of 
Sakyamuni, and is said to have died before him at Pawa 
in Bihar. 

· The Vaishnava series is shorter, consisting of only ten 
Avatclrs"; but it, too, closes at the same time, Buddha himself 
being the ninth, whilst the last is yet to come. Its fifth 

• • 
1 A llist of the twenty-four Buddhas, 

with these patticulars, is given in the 
introduction to Turn our's 'Mahilwansa,' 
introd. p. 32. See alo Spence Hardy's 
'Manual of Budhism, 2nd. ed. pp. 9_6ff. 

Representations of six or seven of their 
Bodhi-trees, with the names attached, 
have been found at Bharaut and A jan til, • 
showing at least that more than four 
were recognised. 
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Avatar takes us back to Ram a, who, if our chronology is -
correct, may have lived B.C. 2000; the fourth-N arasimha, or the 
man lion-may possibly point to the timeJ:he Aryans entered 
India. The three first deal with creation and•events anterior 
to man's appearance on earth. In this respect the Vaishnava 
list differs from the other two. They only recotd the exist
ence of men who attained greatness by the practice of virtue, 
and immortality by teaching the ways of emancipation from 
rebirths. The Vaishnavas brought their god to earth, to mix 
and interfere in mundane affairs in a manner that neither the 
earlier Aryan nor the Buddhist dreamt of, anti so degraded the 
earlier religion of India into the monstrMs system of idolatry 
that now prevails in that country. 

No attempt, so far as I know, has been made to explain. 
the origin of the Saiva religion; it was, however, most probably 
an aboriginal superstition assimilated by the Brahmans. The 
earliest authentic written allusion to it seems to be that of the 
Indian ambassador to Bardisanes (cir. A.D. 220), who described a 
cave in the north of India which contained an image of acgod, 
half-man, half-woman.1 This is beyond doubt the Ardhanarisa 
form of Siva, so familiar afterwards at Elephanta and in every 
part of India. The earliest engraved representations of this 
god seem to be those on the coins of Kadphises II. (about So to 
90 A.D.), where the figure with the trident and the Bull certainly 
prefigure the principal personage in this religion.2 Besides all 
this, it seems now tolerably well ascertained, that the practice 
of endowing gods with a multiplicity of limbs took a mtfch 
greater development in Tibet and the trans-Himalayan countries 
than in India, and that the wildest Tantric forms of Durga and 0 

other divinities or demons are more common and more developed 
in Nepal and Tibet than they are even in India Proper.3 If 
this is so, it seems pretty clear, as the evidence now stands, 
that Saivism is an aboriginal or northern superstition-pos~ibly 
introduced into India by some of the northern hordes who 
migrated into India long before the Christian Erao 

It is also only too true that no attempt has yet been made 
to ascertain what the religion of the Dravidians was before 
they adopted either the Jaina or the Vaishnava or Saiva forms 
of religion. It is possible that among the Pandu Kallus, and 
other forms of' Rude Stone Monuments' that are fourtd every-

1 Stobreus, 'Physica,' Gaisford's ed. 
p. 54 ; see also Priaulx, ' India and 
Rome,' p. I 53; Burgess, 'Rock-Temples 
of Elephanta,' 8vo ed. p. 67. 

2 Wilson's' Ariana Antiqua,' plates IO, 

I I ; P. Gardner's ' Coins of the Greek 
and Scythic Kings of Bactria and 

India,' pp. 124- rz8, plateO zs,• and 
introd. p. 50. 

3 Compare Grtinwedel's '1\~thologie 
des Buddhismus in Tibet und der 
Mongolei.' Buddjlist figures have been 

1 subjected to the fame treatment as the 
I Hindi'i gods : to make them demoniac, 
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where in the south, we may find the fossil remains of the old 
Dravidian religion before they adopted that of the Hindus. 
These monuments,.however, have not been examined with 
anything like the care requisite for the solution of a complex· 
problem like this, and till it is done we must rest content with 
our ignoranc~.l 

In the north we have been somewhat more fortunate, and 
enough· is now known to make it clear that, so soon as · 
enquirers apply themselves earnestly to the· task, we may 
know enough to make the general outline at least tolerably 
clear. When I fit-st published my work on 'Tree and Serpent 
Worship,' in 1869, r!o one suspected, at least no one had 
hinted in type, that such a form of religion existed in Bengal. 

.Since that time, however, so much has been written on the 
subject, and proofs have accumulated with such rapidity, that 
few will how be bold enough to deny that Trees were 
worshipped in India in the earliest times, and that a Naga 
people did exist, especially in the north- west, who 'had a 
stra~ge veneration for snakes. In the Buddhist legends, 
Buddha is constantly represented as converting Nagas, and 
whilst a superhuman character is ascribed to them, they 
doubtless represent people of Turanian descent.2 Further, 
snake worship is prevalent still, especially among the. lower 
castes, an9, though to a less extent, yet somehow connected 
with it, is the veneration of trees.3 It is also quite certain that 
underlying Buddhism we everywhere find evidence of a stratum 
of Tree and Serpent Worship. Sometimes it may be repressed 
and obscured, but at others it crops up again, and, to a certain 

1 extent, the worship of the Tree and the Serpent, at some 
times and in· certain places, almost supersedes that of the 
founder of the religion himself. 

The five, or seven, or thousand-headed Naga is everywhere 
• 

• 

1 A book was published in 1873 by 
the late Mr.. Breeks, of the Madras 
Civil Service, on the Primitive Tribes 
of the Nilagiris, which gives a fuller 
account of these "rude stone monu
ments" than any other yet given to 
the public. It can hardly, however, be 
accepted ,.s. a solution of the problem, 
which requires a wider survey than he 
was able to make. See also Fergusson's 
'Rlltle ~one Monuments' (1872), pp. 
455-499.· 

2 Th,Niigb~nsis of Chutia Niigpur, who 
appear to have come from about Gorakh
pur in northern Bihar, are evidently of 
an early Niiga or l;nake- worshipping 
race. 

3 In Malabar, "a clump of wild jungle 
trees luxuriantly festooned with graceful 
creepers is usually found in the south
west corner of the gardens of all respect
able Malayilli Hindus. The spot is left 
free to nature to deal with as she likes ; 
every tree and bush, every branch and 
twig is sacred. This is the 'visht1ttum 
kiivu' (poison shrine) or '1taga kotta' 
(snake shrine). Usually there is a 
granite stone (chittra kuta kallu) carved 
after the fashion of a cobra's hood set up 
and consecrated in this waste spot."
Logan's ' Malabar,' vol. i. p. 183. For 
some account of Trees worshipped in• 
Western India, see Bombay Gazetteer, 
val. ix. pt. i. pp. 382-388. 
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present in the temples of the J ains, and pervades the whole .. 
religion of the Vaishnavas.1 In the great act of creation the 
N aga performs the principal part in the ciwrning of the ocean, 
and in almost every representation of Vishnu he appears either 
as supporting and watching over him, or as performing some 
subsidiary part in the scene. It is, in fact, tlre Naga that 
binds together and gives unity to this great group of religions, 
and it is the presence of the Tree and Serpent worship under
lying Buddhism, Jainism, and Vaishnavism that seems to prove 
almost incontestably that there existed a people in the north 
of India, whether we call them Dasyus, Kotarians, or by any 
other name, who were Tree and Serpffit worshippers, before 
they adopted any of the later Hindi1 forms of faith. Nothing 
can be more antagonistic to the thoughts and feelings of a pure 
Aryan race than such forms of worship, and nothing more" 
completely ante-Vedic than its rites.2 We seem, then, almost 
forced to assume that it was an aboriginal superstition in the 
north t>f India, and it was the conversion of the people to 
whom it belonged that gave rise to that triarchy of reli~ions 
that have competed with each other in the north during the 
last two thousand years. 

This solution of the difficulty has the further advantage that 
it steps in at once clearly to explain what philology is only 
dimly guessing at, though its whole tendency, as well as 
that of ethnology, now seems in the same direction. If this 
view of the mythology be correct, it seems certain that there 
existed in the north of India, before the arrival of the Aryatls, 
a people whose affinities were all with the Tibetans, Burmese, 
Siamese, and other trans- Himalayan populations, and who • 
were not Dravidians, though they may have been intimately 
connected with one division at least of the inhabitants of 
Ceylon. 

Both the pre-Aryan races of India belonged to "the 

1 Snake worship may have been intro
duced into the south from the north ; 
and it has been remarked that snake 
images are very frequent about J a ina 
temples in Mysore and Kanara. At 
Negapatam is a temple dedicated to 
Naganath, and at Subrahmanya in South 
Kanara, at Nagarkoil, at Manihchill in 
Travankor, and elsewhere, are also snake 
temples much resorted to. No Brahman 
ever officiates in a Naga temple. See 
also Thurston, 'Ethnographic Notes in 

• Southern India,' I906, pp. 283-293. 

there does not seem to b~ny very close 
connection between Snake worship and 
Saivism, though there are some coinci
dences that may point that way ; in 
Kanara, Naga images are set up facing 
the east, under the shade of two plpal 
trees - a male and femalt: growing 
together and married with proper rites. 
Beside them grow a margosa 1nd .,ilva 
tree as witnesses; now these latter trees 
are more or less consecrated to Sioa. On 
the other hand no trace of Tree-worship 
seems to be mingled with the various 
forms of adoration«'aid to this divinity. 
The tu!asi or basil ts sacred to Vishnu. 

2 Though Siva is always represented 
with a black snake as one of his symbols 
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• Turanian group;. but, as hinted above, the Dravidians belonged 
to a different and more westerly branch of that great family 
of mankind. • -

These, however, are speculations w4ich hardly admit of 
proof in the present state of our khowledge1 and would con
sequently be• quite out of place here, were it not that some 
such theory seems indispensable to explain the phenomena of 
the architectural history of India. That- of the north is so 
essentially different from that of the south that they cannot 
possibly •belong to the same people. Neither of them are 
Aryan ; and unless we admit that the two divisions of the 
country were occupied- by people essentially different in blood, 
though still belonging to the building races of mankind, we 
cannot possibly understand how they always practised, and 
to the present· employ, styles so essentially different. Until 
these various ethnographical and mythological problems are 
understood and appreciated, the . styles of architecture in 
India seem a chaos without purpose or meaning. · Once, 
howaver, they are grasped and applied, their history assumes 
a dignity and importance far greater than is due to any 
merely a!sthetic merits they may possess. Even that, how
ever, is in many respects remarkable, and, when combined. 
with the scientific value of the styles, seems to render them 
as worthy of study as those of any other people with whose 
arts we are acquainted. 

STATISTICS. 

It would add very much to the clearness of what follows 
if it were possible to compile any statistical tables which would 
represent with anything like precision the mode in which the 
peof>le of India are distributed, either as regards their religious 
beliefs or -their ethnographical relations. The lMe census of 
1901 has a.fforded a mass of material for this purpose, but the 
information is distributed through some thirty folio volumes, 
in such a manner as to make it difficult to abstract what is 
wanted so as to render it intelligible to the general reader. 
Even, however, if this were done, the result would hardly, for 
several reasons, be satisfactory. The uneducated masses have 
hazy ideas even with regard' to their religion, and ·can hardly 
be ~x~cted to know to which of the larger sections of Hinduism 
their jlarticular sect belongs. Hence, in the tables we are given 
the enumefation of the members of numerous Hindu sects, but 
not classified uqder Saiva, Vaishnava, etc.,- though these larger• 
groups are the most .interesting for us. 

• 
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The census results for all India may be briefly stated as • 
follows: 

British Provinces in India . 
Burma . 

22!,409,000 
I0,490,000 
62,462,000 

.• 75f per cent. 

. 31 " 
Native States 2If , 

TOTAL 

Notwithstanding difficulties or defects, it may be useful to 
state here that the population of the whole of Jndia:inclusive 
of Burma-when arranged by religions-w2ts found to stand 
as follows : • 

Hindus of all sects 
Musalmans . . . 
Buddhists-mostly in Burma 
Primitive or Animistic 
Christians . 
Sikhs 
Jains . . . . 
Parsis, Jews, and others 

207,147,ooo, or 7-Joths 
62,458,ooo, or fully 1-5th 
9.477,ooo, scarcely 1-3oth 
8,584,ooo, about 1-34th 
2,923,200, about 1-99th 
z,I95,300, about 1-134th 
t,334,zoo, about r-zzoth 

242,300, about r-rzooth 0 

The tables of this census also afford us some information 
with regard to the distribution of races among the people, 
though it could not be expected that the ethnological survey 
should yet be able to organise a satisfactory census of the 
races, though the distribution of languages helps us somewhat. 
Here, however, it is to be borne in mind that, especially in 
northern India, many aboriginal or non-Aryan tribes hat'e 
changed their language for one of the Sanskritic family spoken 
by their neighbours. Hence we must regard the Indo-Aryan • 
group of languages as including a vast number of people of 
Turanian and mixed descent. The tables show that upwards 
of 22r,ooo,ooo speak Indo-Aryan tongues-including Baloch, 
Pashtu, Marathi, Bengali, etc.-that is about three-fourth~ of 
the entire population, whilst close on 6o,ooo,ooo or a fifth are 
Dravidians and Kolarians, Gonds, Brahuis, etc., which the 
census has grouped together as a Dravida- Munda group. 
Lastly, the Indo-Chinese and Malayan, including Tibetan, 
Burmese, etc., number r I,720,ooo, or about four per cent. of the 
whole. 

The first linguistic group includes, of course, the Muham
madans ; but we know that many of the Moslims of India 
were recruited from slaves purchased and brought upo in \he 
creed of their masters. In Bengal especially, where thflty are 
most numerous, they are Bengalis pure and simple, many 

• perhaps most, of whom have adopted that creed quite recently 
from motives it is not difficult to understand or explain. 
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Though there may consequently be 62,458,ooo of Musalm~ns 
·in India at the present day, we may feel quite certain that not 
one-half of this number are immigrants or the descendants 
of emigrants whQ enfered India during the last eight centuries. 

The same is probably true of the Turanian races, who 
entered India. in the first ten centuries after our era. It is 
scarcely probable that they were sufficiently numerous to be 
the progenitors of thirty millions of people, and, if they were 
so, the mother!?, in nine cases out of ten, were most probably 
natives o~ India. . 

Of the Aryans. we know less; but, if so great a number 
as forty mi'llions can trace anything like a direct descent from 
them at the present day, the amount of pure Aryan blood in 
t.heir veins must be infinitesimally small. Yet, though their 
Hlood may be diluted, the influence of their intellect remains 
so powerfully impressed on every institution of the country 
that, had they perished altogether, their previous presence is 
still an element ofthe utmost importance in the ethnic relations 
ofth~land. 

Another census may enable us to speak with still more 
precision with regard to these various divisions of the mass 
of the people of Hindustan, but meanwhile the element that 
seems to be most important, though the least investigated 
hitherto, is the extent of the aboriginal race. It has been 
so overlooked, that putting it at a hundred millions may seem 
an exaggeration. -Its intellectual inferiority has kept it in the 
baGkground, but its presence everywhere seems to me the only 
means of explaining most of the phenomena we meet con
tinually, especially those connected with· the history of the 

•architecture of the country. Except on some such hypothesis 
as that just shadowed forth, I do not know how we are to 
account for the presence of certain local· forms of buildings we 
find •in the north, or to explain the persistence with which 
they were adhered to. 

• 

When from these purely ethnographic speculations we turn 
to ask how•far religion and race coincide, we are left with 
still less information of a reliable character. As a rule, the 
Dravidians are Saivas, and Saiva in the exact proportion of 
the purity of their blood. In other words, in the extreme 
south of Jndia they are immensely in the majority. In some 
districts of the Madras Presidency they are as 6 or 7 to I of 
the ioll~wers of Vishnu, and generally in the south, z to I ; 
but as we proceed northward they become equal, and in some 
.of the 'nortl!ern districts of· the Madras Presidency the pro-
portions are reversed. • 

In Bengal, and wherever Buddhism once prevailed, the 
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Vaishnava sects are, as might be expected, the most numerous. 
· Indeed if it were not that so much of the present Hindu • 

religion is an importation into the sout~ and was taught to 
the Dravidians by Brahmans from the north, it would be 
difficult to understand how the Vaishnava religion ever took 
root there, except in succession to Buddhism. itself, which 
existed to a considerable extent, but where it, too, was an 
importation. If, however, it be correct to assume that Saivism 
had its origin to the northward of the Himalayas, among the 
Tartar tribes of these regions, there is no difficulty•in under
standing its presence in Bengal to the exlent to which it is 
found to prevail there. But, on the ather hand, nothing can 
be more natural than that an aboriginal N aga people, who 
worshipped trees and serpents, should become Buddhists, as 
Buddhism was originally understood, and, being Buddhisg, 
should slide downwards into the corruptions of the present 
Vaishnava form of cult, which is that most fashionable and 
prevalent in the north of India. 

One of the most startling facts brought out by the c~nsus, 
is that about one-third of the population of Eastern Bengal 
are Muhammadan-25,50o,ooo, out of 74,750,000-while in the 
United Provinces the Muhammadans are scarcely more than 
I-6th-4,567,000 among 25,430,000; and in Madras little more 
than 1-15th. It thus looks more like a matter of feeling than 
of race; it seems that as the inhabitants of Bengal were 
Buddhists, and clung to that faith long after it h.ad dis
appeared in other parts of India, they came in contact with 
the Moslim religion before they had adopted the modern form 
of Vaishnavism, and naturally preferred a faith which acknow
ledged no caste, and freed them from the exactions and tyranny• 
of a dominant priesthood. The Muhammadan religion is in 
fact much more like Buddhism than are any of the modern 
Hindu forms, and when this non-Aryan casteless poputa.tion 
came in contact with it and they were free to choose, after the 
mysterious evaporation of their old beliefs, they adopted the 
religion most resembling that in which they had ~een brought 
up. It is only in this way that it seems possible to account 
for the predominance of the Moslim religion in Lower Bengal 1 

and in the Panjab, where the followers of the Prophet out
number the Hindus, in the proportion of 3 to 2, or as 14,000,000 
in a popu1ation of 20,300,000. 

1 In Bihar and West Bengal, the ' 
Muhammadans number 4,oso,ooo, or 

• less than I4 per cent. of the population, 
whilst in Central, North, and East 
Bengal, they number 20,87o,ooo or 

0 .. 

quite 6o per cent., and in EjpSt Bengal 
alone, there are 66 per tcent. of Moslims 
or I I ,220,000; in several of the districts 
they form quite three·fourths of the 
population. 
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Where Saivism held its place or crept in was apparently 
among those races who were Dravidians or Turanians, or had 
affinities with the T<J;tar races, who immigrated from the north 
long before the- Muhammadan conquest. 

• To most people these may appear as rash generalisations, 
and at the p~sent stage of the enquiry would be so in reality, 
if no further proof could ·be afforded. After reading the follow
ing pages, I trust most of them at least will be found to rest 
on the basis of a fair induction from the facts brought forward. 
It might;· consequently, have appeared more logical to defer 
these statements !o · the end of the work, instead of placing 
them at the beginnin~. Unless, however, they are -read and 
mastered first, a great deal that is stated in the following pages 
~ill he unintelligible, and the scope and purpose of the work 
~an be neither understood nor appreciated.1 

1 For a fuller statement of the author's I Architecture in all Countries,' 3rd ed. 
views on Ethnography as applied to vol. i. introd. pp. 52-85. 
Archi~ctural art, see his ' History of 

2 , Naga people worshipping the Triratna emblem of Buddha, on a fiery pillar. 
(From a bas-relief at Amara vat!.) 
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Sr1 or Gaja Lakshml, seated on a Lotus, with two Elephants pouring 
water over her, (From a modern sculpture from Indor.) 
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-BOOK I. 

BUDDHIST ARCHITECTURE. 

--~---

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION AND CLASSIFICATION. 

iT may create a feeling <;>f disappointment in some minds 
whe11. they are told that there is no stone architectur~ in 
India older than two and a half centuries before the Christian 
Era ; but, on the other hand, it adds immensely to the· clear
miss of what follows to be able to assert that India owes the 
introduction .of the use of stone for architectural purposes, as 
·she does that of Buddhism as a state religion, to the great 
Asoka, who reigned from· ?-bout B.C. 265 to 228. ... · 

It is ·pot, of course, meant to insinuateAtl]at the-people of 
India had no 'architecture before that date; on· the contrary, 
it can be proved ~that they possessed palaces and halls of 
assembly, perhaps even temples, ·of great magnificence and 

•splendour, long anterior to Asoka's accession; but, like the 
buildings of the Burmese at the present day, they _were all 
in wood. Stone, in those days, seems to have been employed 
onlyefor the foundations of buildings; or in engineering ·works, 
such as· city walls and gates, or bridges or embankments; all 
else, as will appear from the sequel, were framed !n carpentry. · 
Much as wt! ·may now regret this, as all these buildings have 
·consequently perished, it. is not ·so clear, as it may it. first · 
appear, that the Indians were wrong in this, inasmuch as, 
in all respects, except durability, wood is a better building 
material than stone. It is far more easily cut and carved, 
larger spaces_ can be covered with fewer and less .cumbrous 
poin~s ot supp~rt than is p_ossible :With stone, and colour and 
gilding are much more eas1ly apphed to wood than to stone. 
For tht same. outlay twice the space can be covered, ·and 
more than twice the splendour obtained by the use of the_.. • 
more perishable material, the one great defect being. that it · 
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is ephemeral. It fails also in producing that impression of. 
durability which is so essential to architectural effect; while, 
at the same time, the facility with w~h it can be carved 
and adorned tends to produce a barbanc sp!endour far less 
satisfactory than the more sober forms necessitated by the 
employment of the less tractable material. 

Be this as it may, it will, if I mistake not, become quite clear 
when we examine the earliest "rock-cut temples" that, whether 
from ignorance or from choice, the Indians employed wood and 
that only, in the construction of their ornamental buildings, 
before Asoka's time.1 From this the infereoce seems inevitable 
that it was in consequence of India being brought into contact 
with the western world, first by Alexander's raid, and then by 
the establishment of the Baktrian kingdom in its immediate 
proximity, that led to this change. We do not yet know pr~
cisely how far the Baktrian kingdom extended towards the Indus, 
but we feel Greek influence on the coinage, on the sculpture, 
and generally on the arts of India, from an early date, and it 
seems as if we might be able to fix with precision not on~ the 
dates, but the forms in which the arts of the Western world 
exerted their influence on those of the East. Meanwhile it 
may be sufficient to state here that we know absolutely nothing 
of the temples or architecture of the various peoples or religions 
who occupied India before the rise of Buddhism,2 and it is only 
by inference that we know anything of that of the Buddhists 
before the age of Asoka. From that time forward, however, all 
is clear and intelligible; we have a sufficient number of examples 
whose dates and forms are known to enable us to write a fairly 
consecutive history of the architectural style during the rooo. 
years Buddhism was prevalent in India, and thence to trace its 
various developments in the extra Indian countries to which it 
was carried, and where it is still practised at the present day.3 

1 These remarks must not be taken as 
applying to sculpture also. It is quite 
true that no stone sculptures have yet 
been found in India of an earlier date 
than the age of Asoka ; but, as will be 
seen in the sequel, the perfection the 
Indian artists had attained in stone 
sculpture when they executed the bas
reliefs at Bharaut (B. c. 200), shows a 
familiarity with the material that could 
only be attained by long practice. 

2 No mention of temples, or, indeed, 
of buildings is, I believe, found in the 
Vedas, and though both are frequently 
alluded to, and described in the Epic 
Poems and the Pur~nas, this hardly 

t helps us ; first because, like all verbal 
descriptions of buildings, they are too 

• 
vague to be intelligible, and secondly, 
because there is no proof that the passages 
containing these descrjptions may not 
have been interpolated"' after- possibly 
long after-the Christian Era. 

3 I believe I was the first to ascertain 
these facts from a personal inspection of 
the monuments themselves. They were 
communicated to the Royal Asiatic 
Society in a paper I read on the ' Rock
cut Temples of India,' in 1842. Every 
subsequent research, and evGry iicrease 
of our knowledge, has tendea to confirm 
those views to such .an eitent that 
they are not now disputed By any one 
acquainted with the literature of the 
subject. 
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This being the case, it would be in vam to look for any 
earlier architecture of any importance in India before Asoka's 
time: such could btiJ expected only in countries where stone 
had· been in use•from the very earliest times. The Aryans, who 
were· dominant before the rise of Buddhism, wrote books and· 
expressed their ideas in words, like their congeners all the world 
over, but they do not seem successfully to have cultivated the 
resthetic arts, ·or to have sought for immortality through the 
splendour or durability of their buildings. That was the aspira
tion of the Turanian and other races, and we owe it to this 
circumstance that \ve are enabled to write with any certainty 
the history of their riSe and fall as evidenced in their archi-
tectural productions. · 

It There is no a prz'ori improbability that the Dravidian .races 
of the south of India, or the indigenous races of the north, may 
not have erected temples or other buildings at a very early 
date, but if so, all that can be said is that all trace of them is 
lost. When we first meet the Buddhist style it is in its infancy 
-a \tooden style painfully struggling into lithic forms-and we 
have no reason to suppose that other styles were then more 
advanced. When, however, we first meet them, some six or 
seven centuries afterwards, they are so complete in all their 
details, and so truly lithic in their forms, that they have hitherto 
baffled air attempts to trace them back to their original types, 
either in the wood or brick work, from which they may have 
been derived. So completely, indeed, have all· the earlkr 
examples been obliterated, that it is now doubtful whether .the 
missing links can ever be replaced. Still, as one single example 

.of a Hindu temple dating before the Christian Era might solve 
the difficulty, we ought not to despair of such being found, 
while the central provinces of India remain so unexplored as 
they are. Where, under ordinary circumstances, we ought to 
look•for them, would be among the ruins of the ancient cities 
which once crowded the valley of the Ganges; but there 
the . ruthless. Moslim or the careless Hindu have thoroughly 
obliterated all traces of any that may ever have existed. In 
the remote valleys of the Himalaya, or of Central. India, there 
may, however, exist remains which will render the origin and 
progres!? of Hindu architecture as clear and as certain .as that 
of the BuPdhist ; but till these are discovered, it is with the 
architecture of the Buddhist that our history naturally begins. 
Besides ttiis, however, from the happy .accident of the Buddhists 
very early adopting the mode of excavating their temples in 
the livin~ rock, their remains are imperishably preserved to us, 
while it is only too probable that those of the Hinau, being in • 
less durable forms, have disappeared. The former, therefore, 
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are easily classified and dated, while the origin of the latter, for 
the present, seems lost in the mist of the early ages of Indian 
arts. Meanwhile, the knowledge that th~ architectural history 
of India commences about B.C. 2 50, and that air the monuments 
now known· to us are Buddhist, or of cognate sec}s, for at least 
five or six centuries after that time, are cardinal facts that 
cannot be too strongly insisted upon by those who wish to clear 
away a great 'deal of what has hitherto tended to render the 
subject obscure and unintelligible. 

CLASSIFICATION,. 

For convenience of description it will probably be found 
expedient to classify the various objects of Buddhist art under 
the five following groups, though of course it is at times 
impossible to separate them entirely from one another, and 
sometimes two or more of them must be taken together as parts 
of one monument. 

1st. Stambhas or Ldts.-These pillars are common to cfil the 
styles of Indian architecture. With the Buddhists they were 
employed to bear inscriptions on their shafts, with emblems or 
animals on their capitals. With the J ains they were generally 
Dipdans, or lamp-bearing pillars, but sometimes supporting 
quadruple figures of a J ina ; with the V aishnavas they as 
generally bore statues of Garuda or Hanuman ; with the Saivas 
they bore the trisula symbol or were Dipdans and flag-staffs; 
but, whatever their destination, they wen~ always among•the 
most original, and frequently the most elegant, productions of 
Indian art. o 

"' 2nd. Stz2pas or Topes.-These, again, were primarily relic
, shrines, but may be dlvioed into two classes, accordingtoJlieir 

destination: first, Stu pas proper, or monuments containing re~ics 
of Buddha or of some Buddhist saint ; 1 secondly, the stup~s or 
towers erected· to commemorate some event or mark some 
sacred spot- dear to the followers of the Buddhi. I( if \vere 
possible, these two ought to be kept separate, but no external 
signs have yet been discovered by which they can be dis
tinguished from one another, and till this is so, they must be 
considered, architecturally at least, as one.2 

1 The Jains in very early times had : 
stfipas and worshipped at them. Even ! 
still the Samosaranas in some of their ' 
temples at Satrunjaya, Girni'tr, Abft, etc., \ 
are survivals of the earlier stfipas. They 
were also known as'Chaityas'-asstfipas 1' 

are still called in Nepal and Tibet.
Blihler, 'Legend of the Jaina Stupa at , 

Mathuril'; 'Epigraphia I~dica,' vol. ii. 
plates at pp. 314-321; 'Actes d~ Vienna 
Congres Int. Orient.' vol~ iii. pt. ii., 
plate at p. 142; and i'ifra P!l: II r, 130. 

2 Dilgaba is a Singalese wo~ applied to 
a stfipa, from the Sanskrit '' dhiltu," a 
' relic,' ' element,' and "garbha '' (in 
Pilli "gabbho") a 'womb,' 'receptacle,' 
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3rd. Raz"ls.-These must be recognised as one of the most 
imp"'ftfa1iMe1tures" ofl3ii'Oahist arcliitecture; Generallf"1ney 
are"foun~ surroundi"~.....!£Ees, 6ut t~ex: -are also rerui~
as-eriC!Os'mg sa.cred ti:ees, tem~tllars, and other objects. 

·· -It may be"oojectea-tl1ar-treating them separatelyis lil{eCle
scribing the -peristyle of a Greek. temple apart from the cella. 
The Buddhist rail, however, in early ages at least, is never 
attached to the tope, and is used for so many other, and such 
various purpo.ses, .that it will certainly tend to the clearness of 
what follows if they are treated separately. 

4th. ,(h.Eiftas 1 o[ A~s~mblv ... _f! r;lls~-_Ch:;}tya is a . r.p£!e 
general term than stuP.c!! ana may l5e a82ltea to any biitlamg 
of'1:ne•rrature of a rehgtous monument, 1:5ut more correctly to 
the second division of stU pas, or those commemorative of acts, 
miracles, etc., or not funerary.2 But it has further been restricted 
so as to correspond with the churches of the Christian religion : 
their plans, the position of the altar or relic casket, the aisles, 
and other peculiarities are the same in both, and their uses are 
identical in so far as the ritual forms of the one religion 
correspond to those of the other. 

sth. Y£ha1·as or Mon:aster£es.-With the Buddhists and 
Jains a V!nara~nallwh"'e'rethe.monks met and wall{ed 
aoOtit; afterwaraS"tliese halls came to be usea· as .temgles, 
ana sometimes became the centres of monastic estabfisliineiits. 
:Ci!{e1IleTliaityas, tfiey resemble very closely the corresponaing 
institutions among Christians. In the earlier ·ages they 
a<!Companied, but were detached from,· the Chaityas or churches. 
ln later times they were furnished with chapels in which the 

• service could be performed independently of the Chaitya halls 
which may or may not be found in their proximity. 

or ~shri!_u;.?~- DMtugarbha is thus the 
relic-receptacle or inner shrine, and is 
str~tly applicable only to the dome of 
the stu pa, sometimes called the " anda " 
or egg. ' DMtus' were not merely 
relics in the !~era! sense, but memorials 
in an extended acceptation, and were 
classified as-corporeal remains ; objects 
belonging to the teacher, as his staff, 
bowl, robe, holy spots, etc. ; and any 
memorial, text of a sacred book, cenotaph 
of a teacher, etc. Stu pas are known as 
~Chaityas ion N epa!, and as Digabas in 
Ceylon. 

1•The *'ord Chaitya, like Stupa, means 

• 

primadly a heap or tumulus, but it also 
means a place of sacrifice or religious 
worship, an altar-from chita, a heap, an 
assemblage, . etc. Properly speaking, 
therefore, the chaitya caves ought perhaps 
to be called " halls containing a chaitya," 
or "chaitya halls," and this latter term 
will consequently be used wherever any 
ambiguity is likely to arise from the use 
of the simple term Chaitya. 

2 All structures of the nature of 
sanctuaries are Chaityas, so that sacred 
trees, statues, religious inscriptions and 
sacred places come also under this general 
name . 

• • 
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CHAPTER II. 

STAMBHAS OR LATS. . 
IT is not clear whether we ought to cla~m a wooden origin for 
these, as we can for all the other objects of Buddhist archi
tecture. Certain it is, however, that the lats of Asoka, with 
shafts averaging twelve diameters in height, are much more like 
wooden posts than any forms derived from stone architecture, 
and in an age when wooden pillars were certainly employed to 
support the roofs of halls, it is much more likely that the same 
material should be employed for the purposes to which ohese 
stambhas were applied, than the more intractable material of 
stone. 

The oldest authentic examples of these lats that we are 
acquainted with, are those which King Asoka set up in the 
twenty-seventh year after his consecration-the thirty-first of 
his reign- to bear inscriptions conveying to his subjects the 
leading doctrines of the new religion he had adopted. The 
rock-cut edicts of the same king are dated in his twelfth yaar, 
and convey in a less condensed form the same information
Buddhism without Buddha-but inculcating respect to parents 
and priests, kindness and charity to all men, and, above all, 

0 

tenderness towards animal life.1 

The best known of these lats is that removed from Topra in 
Ambala district, and set up in 1356, by Firoz Shah Tughlak, in 
his Kotila at Delhi, without, however, his being in the least aware 
of the original purpose for which it was erected, or the contents 
of the inscription. A fragment of a second was fot\nd lying on 
the ridge, north of Delhi, where it had been set up by Firoz 

1 These inscriptions have been pub
lished in various forms and at various 
times by Sanskrit scholars, such as 
Burnouf, Kern, Senart, BUhler, etc. 
Among these reference may be made to 
E. Senart, ' Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi' 
(2 vols.) Paris, 188I-I886; Btihler, in 
' Epigraphia Indica,' vols. i. and ii.; and 
'Archreological Survey of Southern India,' 

1 vol. i. Among other things, they explain 

to us negatively why we have so little 
history in India in these days. Asoka is 
only busied about doctrine111 He do-es 
not even mention his father's name ; and 
makes no allusion to any hist(jicalovent, 
not even those connected with the life of 
the founder of the religion. jmong a 
people so careless of genealogy, history 
is impossible. 
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Shah, in his hunting lodge ; and was re-erected in 
1867.1 ~q~o~~er~e&.Jrl.~~~Qlstd£t a.t. 
Radhia, and Matliia,2 ina a fragment of another was 
recognised~i1!sed'as a roller for the station roads 
by an utilitarian member of the Civil Service. The 
most complete shaft, however, is that which, in 
1837, was found lying on the ground in the fort at 
A_llahabad, and then re-erected with a pedestal, 
Trom aaesign by Captain Smith.3 This pillar is 
more than usually interesting, as in addition to 

.the Asoka inscriptions it contains one by Samu-
dragupta (A.D. 380 to ~oo ), detailing the glories 
of his reign, and the great deeds of his ancestors.4 

It seems again. to have been thrown down, and 
~as re-erected, as a Persian inscription tells us, 
by Jahangir (A.D. 1605), to commemorate his 
accession. It is represented without the pedestal 
(Woodcut No. 4). The shaft, it will be observed, 
is ma.e than 3 ft. wide at the base, diminishing to 
2 ft. 2 in. at the summit, which in a length: of 33 ~
ft.5 J£oks ,.mQre Jik~ ,th~_!a~g::a?f ~~of.,.a, I 

• 

• 5· Assyrian honeysuckle ornament from capital 
of La.t, at Allahabad. 

.J:ree=a_d~p_dar_pine,_(or_instance-::-J:han_al)y,ihing 
desig.ned in stone. Like all the others of this class, 
this 11ith~a its crowning ornament, which 

1 'Journal of tl!e Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. vi. p. 794· It 
had been brought from Mlrath in 1356. 

2 The first of these is known as the Lauriyii-Arariij or Bakhira 
pillar, being at the village of Lauriyii about a mile from the temple 
of Mahiideva Arariij, the shaft of which rises nearly 40 ft. above 
the water level; and the second is the Lauriyii Navandgarh lilt, 
3 miles north. of Miithia. Cunningham, ' Archzeological Survey 
Repor.ts,' vol. i. pp. 67 and 73; xvi. plate 17; 'Epigraphia 
Indica,~ vol. ii. pp. 245ff. · . -

3 'Journaf'of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. vi. plate 40, at 
-p. 798. • 

4 Fleet's• Gupta Inscriptions,' pp. I·I7. 
5 These dimensions are taken from Capt. Burt's drawings pub

lished in the 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. iii. 
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probably was a Buddhist emblem-a wheel or the triratna orna
ment 1 - but the necking still remains (Woodcut No. 5), and 
is almost a literal copy of the honeysui.kle ornament we are 
so familiar with as used by the Greeks with• the Ionic order. 
In this instance, however, it i5' hardly probable that it was in
troduced direct by the Greeks, but is more likely to have been 
borrowed, through Persia, from Assyria, whence the Greeks also 
originally obtained it. The honeysuckle ornament, again, 
occurs as the crowning member of a pillar at Sanktsa, in the 
Doab, half-way between Mathura and Kanauj (Woodcut No.6), 
and this time surmounting a capital of so es~ntially Persepolitan 
a type, that there can be little doubt•that the design of the 
whole capital came from Persia. This pillar, of which the 
greater part of the shaft is lost, is surmounted by an elephant, 

but so mutilated that even in the J1:h 
century the Chinese traveller Hiuen 
Tsiang mistook it for a lion, if this is 
indeed the effigy he was looking at, 
as General Cunningham su{JPoses,2 

which, however, is by no means so 
clear as might at first sight appear. 

• 

0 

• 

6. Capital at Sankisa. (From a Drawing 7· Capital of Lilt in Tirhut. (From a 
by Gen. Cunningham.) Drawing by Capt. Kittoe.) 

Another capital of a similar nature to that la.st described 
crowns the Lauriya N avandgarh lat in Champaran-this time 
"s_urmouQt~d ];!y_a_]~ of bold-and good designo (Woodcut 
No. 7). In this instance~nowev«,.th'e norreysuckle ornament 

0 

1 'Tree and Serpent \Vorship,' plates I 2 'Archreological Reports,' vol. i. p. 
g, 10, Ioa, et passim. , 274, plate 46. 

• 
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is replaced by the more 2urely Buddhist ornament of a flock 

..£!: .the sacred· hansas _1F.:..~§.:. .!,u_2o.!!.lJEs.!ill)£~~tl:fer~ax~~ 
"'c~_grnaments_J!SS!~ as~ n~~-2.-ana);fu;.J:>ead ;;md r~eL._sQ ... 
familiar to the student ofctasstcal art. Tlie last named form 

tis also, however, found at Persepolis. These features it may 
be remarked· are only found on the lats of Asoka, and are 
never seen afterwards in India, though commorr in Gandhara 
and on the Indus for long afterwards, which.seems a tolerably 
clear indication that it was from Persia that he obtained those 
hints which in India led to the conversion of wooden archi
tecture into stone.• After his death, these classic!ll features 
disappear, and wooden· forms resume their sway, though the 
Persian form of capital long retained its position in Indian 
art. ,._Wl;_~y~r .-~-[ind~...,so:pl~~·~~?.,'Yt<.Y~r,~~~p~nge~,Jll 
the course of ttme, 15y decorative aochttOns ana modtficattOns, 
1i1'""'accoroance--wftlitne1?-oWn""tastes!""" •• '" ... - • ---' 
-To-me.,.....preceding-five~have" to add four more lats 
found in recent years. These are: (1) one at R,~mpurwa near 
Pipa~ya, also in Champaran district, ort""tHe eoge6ftheTarai, 
discovered in 1881, but not quite excavated; (2) ~gli_"IZ-ft 
in the NeRal Tarai, about 18 miles north from Chilliya in Basti 

""district, -jl=§~n_pillar, _ be~g- <;!ll~~P.tio_g .---E¥... Aso~, 
stating that it had marked the oirtliplace of Kanairaffiuni 
Buddha; (3) at Rummindel about 13 miles south-east from the 
preceding an'Ononhof~Paderiya, the lower 22 ft. of a !at, 
discovered by Dr. A. Fuhrer in 1896, and bearing an inscription 
stating that it marked the spot where Sakyamuni was born,1 

and (4) Cl; large fragment and capital found, about three years 
.ago, at Sarnath, bearing a por.tiOil'Ofan"'A'Sotra ... inscription. 

I't'is'"' more than probable that each of these Asoka lats 
stood-in frorit of, or in connection with some stupa, or building 
of s.ome sort ; but all these have disappeared, and the lats 
themselves have-some of them at least-been moved more 
than once, so that this cannot now be proved. So far, however, 
as can riow ~ ascertained,_one or two stambhas stood in front 
of, or beside each gateway of every great tope, and- one or 
two in front of each chaitya hall. At least we know. that 
six or seven can be traced at Sanchi; and nearly an equal 
number at Amaravat1,2 and in the representation of topes at 
the latte~; place, these lats are- frequently represented both 
outside and inside the rails . 

.f-t IHrle,, one still stands in front of the great cave sur-

1 Cunnillgha•~, ·, Archreological Re
ports,' vol. xvi. pp. -IIof. and plate 28; 
Fiihrer, 'Buddha Sil.kyamuni's Birth
place,' pp. 27f., 33f., and plates4-6. There 
is also a fragment of a stambha at the 

great Sil.nchi stilpa, with remains of an 
Asoka inscription on it. -

2 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' plates 
I, 5, 89 and 90. 
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mounted by.four lions, which, judging from analogy, once bore 
a chakra or wheel, probably in metal.l (Woodcut No. 8.) A 
corresponding pillar probably once stood en the opposite side of 

the entra11ce bearing some 
similar emblem. Two such 
are represertted in these 
positions in front of the 
great cave _at Kanheri, 
which is a debased copy of 
the great Karle cave.2 

8. 

The lat at Eran and the 
irc1h .r>ilfar -at Meharauli 
near 'belhi, though similar in 
many respects to those just 
described, seem certainly 
to belong to the era of the 
Guptas during the 5th 
century of our era - the 
latter about 415, and the 
former in A.D. 484 - and 
to be dedicated to the 
Vaishnava creed, and in 
consequence belong to a 
subsequent chapter. That 
a~ ;r_'!_thar! in Bhopal bears 
a much obliterated in
scription of a Rashtraktita 
king, Parabala, dated in 
A.D. 861.3 

0 
This is a meagre acCapital of the Lion pillar at Kilrl~. 

(From a sketch by Mr. H. Cousens.) count, it must be confessed, 
of Buddhist lats, which probably at one time could be counted 
by hundreds in the important Buddhist localities in Betlgal; 
but it is feared we shall hardly be able to add many more to 
our list. They are so easily overthrown and so readily utilised 
in populous localities, that all trace of most of them has pro
bably been irrecoverably lost, though one or two more examples 
may possibly be found in remote, out-of-the-way places. 

There is no instance, so far as I am aware, of a built 
monumental pillar of ancient date now standing in India. 
This is sufficiently accounted for by the ease with ~hich they 

1 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' plate 42. 
: In the description accompanying 

Daniell's view of this cave he says: "On 
1 the pillar to the right, above the capital, 

is a group of lions, from the centre of 
which a few years since arose the chakra 
. . . though not the least appearance of 

0 0 
it at present remains." 

3 'Journal of the A~iatic f;ociety of 
Bengal,'vol. xvii. pp. 305f.; Cunningham, 
' Archreological Reports,' vol. x. p. 70; 
Kielhorn, in 'Na~hrichten Gottingen 
Gesellschaft: Phil. Hist. Kl.,' 1901, pp. 
5I9f. 
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could be thrown . down and their materials removed, when 
they had lost the sanctitywhich alone protectedthem. There 
ar~, however, ~~~illars among_!~e, ~e_;_ ~f ~~b~l, and 
evidently coeval• w1tli them, now calleo tne 5urRh-'N.IJDa1' and 
the Minar Chakri (Wpodcut No. 9). Tnese""a:re ascribe"d by 
the traditions of the place to Alexander the Great, though 
they are evidently Buddhist monuments, meant to mark some 
sacred spot, or to commemorate some event, the memory of which 
has passed away. There can be little doubt that their upper 
members are meant to be copies of the tall capitals of the 
Persepolitan pillars~ which were probably common throughout 
this part of Asia," but• their shape and outline exhibit ·great 
degeneracy from the purer forms with which that architecture 
commenced in India, and which were there retained in their 
purity to a much later period than in this remote province. 
No reliable data seem to exist for ascertaining what. the age 
of these monuments may be. It probably was the 3rd ol'A!!! 
century of our era, or it may be even earlier. -· • · -·· --··~ 

9· . Mimlr Chakri, Kabul. . 
(From a Drawing by Mr. Masson, in Wilson's 'Ariana Antiqua. ') 
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CHAPTER III. 

STU PAS. 

CONTENTS. 

Relic Worship-Bhilsa Topes-Topes atSarnath aM in Bihar-Amaravati 
Stupa-Gandbara Topes-Ja:lam.ba.d ToPes-Manikyala Stupa. 

THERE are few subjects of like nature that would better reward 
the labour of some competent student than an investigation into 
the origin of Relic Worship and its subsequent diffusion over 
the greater part of the old world. So far as is at present known, 
it did not exist in Egypt, nor in Greece or Rome in cJcssical 
times, nor in Babylon or Assyria. In some of these countries 
the greatest possible respect was shown to the remains of 
departed greatness, and the bones and ashes of persons who 
were respected in life were preserved with care and affection ; 1 

but there was no individual so respected that a hair of his head, 
a tooth, or a toe-nail, even a garment or a utensil he had used, 
was considered as a most precious treasure after his death. In 
none of these countries does it appear to have occurred tq, any 
one that a bone or the begging-pot of a deceased saint was a 
thing worth fighting for; or that honour done to such things 

.was a meritorious act, and that prayers addressed to them wen! 
likely to be granted. Yet so ingrained do these sentiments 
appear to be amqng the followers of Buddha, that it is difficult 
to believe that the first occasion on which this sentiment -rose, 
was at the distribution of his remains on his attaining Nirvana 
at Kusinagara, about B.C. 480. On that occasion, eight cities 
or principalities are said to have contended for"':he honour of 
possessing his mortal remains, and the difficulty was met by 
assigning a portion to each of the contending parties, who are 
said to have erected stupas to contain them in each of their 
respective localities.2 None of these can now be identified with 

1 Examples of this may be cited in the 
reverence of the Athenians for the 
remains of Theseus and Oedipus, and 
the honours paid to those of Demetrius ; 
but this bears no analogy to the relic
worship of India and Central Asia. 

1 2 These were Rajagr\9a, o Vaisali, 
: Kapilavastu, Allakappa, Ramagrama, 
·1 Vethadlpa, Pava, and •Kusinira.-' Bud-

dhist Art in India,' p. 15; S. Hardy's 
'Eastern Monachism,' p. 221. 

The fame of this distribution seems to 
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certainty-everything in future ages being ascribed to Asoka; 
who, according to popular tradition, is said to have erected 
the fabulous number o~ 84,000 relic shrines, or towers to mark 
sacred spots.1 SGme of these may be those we now see, or are 
encased within their domes; but if so, they, like everything else 
architectural in India, are the earliest things we find there. It 
is true, the great pagoda-the Shwe Dagon at Rangun-is said 
to contain relics of all the four Buddhas of the present Kalpa, 
the staff of Kakusandho; the. water-dipper of Konagamano ; 
the bathing garment of Kasyapa, and eight hairs from the head 
of Gautama Buddha; 2 but supposing this to be true, we only 
now see the·last~analfiOJt• .. modern;-which covers over the older 
erections. This is ·at least the case with the great dagaba at 
Bintenne, near Kandy, in Ceylon, in which the thorax-bone of 
tht! great ascetic is said to lie enshrined. The' Mahawansa,' or 
Buddhist history of Ceylon, describes the mode in which this 
last building was raised, by successive additions, in a manner 
so illustrative of the principle on which these relic shrines 
arrived. at completion, that it is well worth quoting :-... The 
chief of the Devas, Sumana, supplicated of the deity worthy of" 
offerings for something worthy of worship. The Vanquisher, 
passing his hand over his head, bestowed on him a handful of his 
pure blue locks from the growing hair of the head. Receiving 
it in a superb golden casket,_ on the spot where the divine 

• teacher. had stood, he raised an emerald stupa over it and 
bowed down: in worship. 

"•The thero Sarabhu, at the demise of the supreme Buddha, 
r~ceiving at his funeral pile the Thorax-bone, brought and 
~eposited -it in that identical dagaba. This· inspired personage 
caused a dagaba to be erected twelve cubits high to enshrine~ 
it, and thereon departed. The younger brother of King 
Devanampiyatissa (B.C. 244), having discovered this marvellous 
daga~a, constructed another encasing it, thirty cubits in height. 
King Dutthagamini (dr. B.C. 96), while residing there, during his 
subjugation of the Malabars, constructed a dagaba, encasing 
that one, eighty cubits in height." Thus was the" Mahiyangana 

have reached Europe at least as early as 
the 1st century of the Christian Era, 
inasmuch as Pl11tarch (' Moralia,' p. 1002, 
Diibner, ed., Paris, 1841) describes a 
similar .partition of the remains of 
Menanaer, afnong eight cities who are 
said to have dt~Sired to possess his 
remains ; b!t as he does not hint that 
it was for purposes of worship, the 
significance of the fact does, not seem to 

have been appreciated. Conf. 'Questions 
of King Milinda ' in ' Sacred Books of 
the East,' vol. xxxv. introd. p. 20. 

1 'Mahilwansa,' p. 26, 'Hiouen 
Thsang,' tom. ii. p. 417; Beal, 'Buddhist 
Records,' vol. ii. pp. 87-88. 

2 Account of the great bell at Rangun. 
-Hough, 'Asiatic Researches,' vol. l.:iv. 
p. 270. 
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dagaba completed." 1 It is possible that at each successive 
addition some new deposit was made ; at least most of the 
topes examined in Afghanistan and thi:: Panjab, which show 
signs of these successive increments, seem also to have had 
successive deposits, one above the other. 

Of the four canine teeth of Sakyamuni, one ts said to have 
been honoured among the Devas or gods, another among the 
Nagas or water-spirits, the third was carried to Gandhara,2 and 
the fourth to Kalinga. Little or nothing is related of the first 
three ; the most celebrated is the left canine tooth. At the 
original distribution it is said to have fallel'l. to the lot of Orissa, 
and to have been enshrined in a town~ called from that circum
stance "Dantapura." This, most probably, was near the modern 
town of Kalingapatam; or possibly, as has been supposed, 
the celebrated temple of J agannath, which now flourishes "at 
Puri, may be on the site of the temple to which the tooth 
belonged. Be this as it may, it seems to have remained there 
in peace for more than eight centuries, when Guhasiva, the king 
of the country, being attracted by some miracles performed by 
it, and by the demeanour of the priests, became converted from 
the Brahmanical cult, to which he had belonged, to the religion 
of Buddha. The dispossessed Brahmans thereon complained to 
his suzerain lord, resident at Pataliputra, in the narrative called 
only by his title Pandu. He ordered the tooth to be brought 
to the capital, when, from the wonders it exhibited, he was con- • 
verted also; but this, and the excitement it caused, led to its 
being ultimately conveyed surreptitiously to Ceylon, when! it is 
said to have arrived about the year 310; and in spite of various 
vicissitudes, its representative still remains in British custod:&, 
the palladium of the kingdom, as it has been regarded during 
the last sixteen centuries.3 

Almost as celebrated was the begging-pot of Sakyamuni, 
which was long kept in a dagaba or vihara erected by Kall.ishka 
at Peshawar, and worshipped with the greatest reverence.4 After 

1 Abstracted from the 'Mahawansa,' 
chap. I. 

2 It was preserved at Nagara or 
Nagarahara near Jalil.labad, where Fah
IIian, A.D. 400, in his 13th chapter 
describes it as perfect. Hiouen Thsang, 
'Memoires,' tome ii. p. 97, describes the 
stupa as ruined, and the tooth having 
disappeared.-Beal, 'Buddhist Records,' 
vol. i. p. 92. 

3 The principal particulars of this 
story are contained in a Singalese work 
called the 'Daladil.varnsa,' translated by 
Sir Mutu Comara Swarny. See also 
'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society ' 

(N.S.) vol. iii. pp. Pg2 et seqq.; 'Tree 
and Serpent Worship,' pp. 174 et seqq.; 
S. Hardy's 'Eastern Monachisrn,' pp. 
224ff; and Dr J. Gerson da Cunha's 
' Memoir on the History of the Tooth 
Relic,' in 'Journal of the Bombay Br. 
Royal Asiatic Society,' vol. xi. pp. IIS· 
146. • 

• 'Foe Koue Ki,' ch. xii. pp. 77, 8z, 
83; Beal's 'TravelsofFal:PHiaR,'pp. 36-
37, or 'Buddhist Recgrds,' vol. i. in trod. 
pp. xxxii., xxxiii. Conf. E;:unningham, 
'Archreological Reports,' vol. xvi. pp. 
8- II, and plate 3· 
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paying a visit to Benares,1 it was conveyed to Kandahar, and is 
said to be stiU preserved there by the Musalmans, and looked 
upon even by them as 11 most precious relic.2 

All this will 1lecome plainer as we proceed, for we shall 
·find every J3uddhist locality sanctified by the presence of relics, 
and that these were worshipped apparently from the hour of 
the death o( the founder of the religion to the present ·day. 
Were this the place to do it, it would be interesting to try 
and trace the path by which, and the time when, this belief 
in the efficacy of relics spread towards the ·west, and how and 
when it was first adt>pted by the Catholic Church, and became 
with them as importa~t an element of worship as with 
the Buddhists. a That would require a volume to itself; mean
while, what is more important for our present purpose is the 
kn•owledge that this relic-worship gave rise to the building of 
these great stupas or dagabas, which are the most important 
feature of Buddhist architectural art. 

No•one can, I fancy, hesitate in believing that.Jp&Buddhist 
~Qpa i~ · t,~~jt;e.c:t.,.9_esc~ndantl:.of:..:ilie_..,.§.~R»kh.t.aF ~~~~f 
tlie Turaman races, whether found m Etruna, Ly<:ha, or among 
tli'e"SkYffis•of"flie northern. steppes. The Indians, however, 
never seem 'to have buried, but always to have burnt, their 
dead, and consequently never, so far _as we know, had any 
tumuli among them. It. may be in consequence of this that 
~tlJ.~.tUp'!:s, i_f! ~.~.~.F~ _U,rnes,,..!ook_a.!9l1nqeq .. o,r.,.domical 
.f<?!JE,_;,vege all , t!:e t!!~·~om . beilJK ..... o.~rt.h, n~cc:ss?-rily 
assumea the'""form of cones. Not only out of' ooors, "but in 
tfl.e earllest caves,"'tneforms of dagabas are always rounded; 
and no example of a straight -lined cone covering a stupa 
.has yet been discovered. This peculiarity, being so universal, 
would seem to indicate that they had been long in use before 
the e~rliest known example, and that. some other material 
than earth had been employed in their construction; but we 
have as 'yet nQ. hint when the rounded form was first employed, 
nor when it was refined into a relic shrine. ~~~I}OW,~ind~, 
_from_ the .. caves, and from_ !he ~a.rliest bas-relief~,Jh?-J: a]Lthe.., 

I 'Hioueh Thsang,' tome i. p. 83, or 
Beal, 'Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' p. 63. 

2 ·' Foe KoueciKi,' pp. 351-352; Beal's 
'Travels of Fah.Hian,' p. 161. A de
tailed ac~ountl' of its transference from 
the true Gandhar~-Peshawar-to the 
new Gandhar• in Kandahar will be found 
in a paper by Sir Henry Rawlinson, 
'Journal of the Royal Asi~tic Society,' 
vol. xi. p. 127. Conf. 'Indian Anti-

YOL. I. 

quary,' vol. iv. p. qr. 
3 The craze for relics that sprang up in 

the 5th century was largely stimulated 
by the writings of -such authorities 
as Augustine, Ambrose, Basil, and 
Chrysostom. It was strictly akin to the 
belief of the Buddhists. The reverence 
for the ·" qadam-i-rasul," and relics of 
Muhammad by his ·followers is also of 

:a similar character .. 

E 

• 
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roofs of the Indians were curvilinear-probably derived from 
the roofs of thatched huts ; and if one can fancy a circular 
'chamber with a domical roof-not in sq;Jne, of course-as the 
original receptacle of the relic, we may imagine that the form 
was derived from this.l 

The worship of stO.pas probably arose fron'l the popular 
idea that the sanctity of the relics was shared by their shrines ; 
and gradually stO.pas, simply in memory of the Buddha or 
of any of his notable followers, came to be multiplied and 
reverenced everywhere. Many were solid blocks without any 
receptacle for a relic; but in those inside! chaitya halls, the 
casket was placed in the capital or Tee, whence it could be 
readily transferred, or taken out on the occasion of a festival. 

The earlier ones were very plain, consisting of a base or 
drum and dome, with a square capital in the form of a box; 
the dome was regarded as the essential feature of a stO.pa, 
and with the "chhattra" or umbrella over it, as a symbol of 
dignity, and a surrounding path for "pradakshina" or circum
ambulation fenced off by a wall or railing, it was complete. 
In course of time they came to be honoured almost as the 
Buddha himself-had his image affixed to their drums, and 
were decked with parasols, garlands of flowers, and flags or 
long ribbons, whilst presentations of money were made for 
their service. 

, ' BHILSA TOPES. 
• 

The most extensive, and taking it altogether, perhaps the 
most interesting, group of topes in India is that known as tho: 

v ]3hilsa S!Qpas or Top~s~ tr91Jt -~_town of that name on_ the 
•, - north boroer _orBhopal, near which they are situated. There, 

within a district not exceeding IO miles east and west and 
6 north and south, ~re five or six groups of topes, cont<!ining 
altogether between twenty-five and thirty individual examples. 

1 The principal of these, known as .!;~_gr~at J~e at, -S~ 
Kanakheda, has been frequently described~ the smaller ones 

trare known from General Cunningham's descriptions oni):" ;Y but 

l Among the bas-reliefs of the Bharaut 
tope is one representing just such a 
domical roof as this (Woodcut No. 81). 
It is not, however, quite easy to make 
out its plan, nor to feel sure whether 
the object on the altar is a relic, or 
whether it may not be some other kind· 
of offeri1_1g. . I 

2 'Bhilsa Topes, or Buddhist :\fonu- : 
ments in Central India,' 1854. One I 

half of the work on 'Tree and Serpent 
Worship,' and forty-five of its plates, 
besides woodcuts, are ~evoted to the 
illustration of the great Tope; and 
numerous papers have aJIPear~ on the 
same subject in th.. 'Journal of the 
Asiatic Society' and elseweere. A cast 
of the eastern gateway is in the South 
Kens!ngton M_useum; also in Edinburgh, 
Dublm, Berhn, and Paris Museums, 

• 
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altogether they have excited so much attention that they are 
perhaps better known than any group in India. We are not 
however, perhaps, justi.fied in assuming, from the greater extent 
of this. group as "now existing, that it possessed the ~arne pre
eminence in Buddhist times: If we could now see the topes 
that once adorned any of the great Buddhist sites in the Doab 
or in Bihar, the Bhilsa group might sink into insignificance. It 
may only be that, situated in a remote and thinly peopled 'part 
of :India, they h'ave not been exposed to the destructive energy 
of opposing sects of the Hindu religion, and the bigoted Moslim 
has not wanted theft' materials for the erection of his mosques. 
They consequently rem:tin to us, while it may be that nobler 
and mor€ extensive groups of monuments have been swept from 
the face of the earth. . 

• Notwithstanding all that has been written about them, ~
;s]{now very little that is certain re arding their ob"ect and their 
'Ws~x/* ~Our usua g~i~es._tlie_ ~ inese 1!,1 grim§.J fai! us here. . ~ 

a Hian never wa_s wtJ om~ltJJrrdredswQf~miles ... of..the~placJ!; 
an 1 iuen 'ts@ng_eyer w..<lS t_here,..it was a(t.s::Llea:ving~aJg~.bhl, 
When his journal becomes so confu;;ed an,_f\_cpr.Ltb~\Yays 
difficult! sometimes imR.-ossibie, to_ follow him. He has, at all 
events, left no description by which we can now identify the 
place; and n<?thing to tell us for what purpose the great tope or 
any of the smaller ones were erected. The 'Mahawansa,' it is 
true, helps us a little in our difficulties. It is there narrated that 
Asoka, when on his way to Ujjeni (Ujjain), o£ which place he had 
been" nominated governor, tarried some time at Chetyagiri, or, as 
it is elsewhere called, Wessanagara, the modern Besnagar, close 
~o Sanchi. He there married the daughter of a chief, and by 
her had twin sons, Ujjenia and *Mahinda, and afterwards a 
daughter; Sanghamitta. The two last named are said to have 
entered the priesthood, and played a most important part in the -
introtludion of Buddhism into Ceylon.· Before setting out on 
this mission, Mahinda visited his royal mother at C4_etyagiri, 
an<Lwas., losig~ .in " a superb vihara," which had been erected 
by her-self.2 In all this there is no mention of the great tope, 
which may have existed before that time; but till some building 
is found in India which can be proved to have existed before that 
age, it may be assumed that this_is_one.of_the.8,4,QQ9~t9pes,said 
to have been erected by Asoka. Had Sl__nchi_he~n one of the .. 

1 Col~nel !<. C. Maisey was sent by 
Government in ri49 to make drawings 
of the gatew•ys and sculptures at Silnchi
Klinilkhedil. These drawings- which 
had been first U:sed in 'Tree and Serpent 
Worship,'-he re-published in 1892, with 

letterpress based on a fanciful theory as 
. to thei~ age and origin. 

2 'Mahilwansa,' chap. 13. See also 
'Tree and Serpent Worship,' pp. 99 et 
seqq., where all this· is more fully set out 
than is necessary here. 
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eight cities which obtained relics of Buddha at the funeral pyre, 
the case might have been different; but it has been dug into, and 
found to be a stupa without relics.1 It oonsequently may have 
been erected to mark some sacred spot or to commemorate 
some event, and we have no reason to believe that this was done 
anywhere before Asoka's time. • 

On the other hand, .two smaller topes at the same place 
contained relics of a historical character. That called No. 2 Tope 
contained those of some of the Buddhist teachers who took part 
in the third great convocation held under Asoka, and some of 
whom were sent on missions to the Him~U<tyas, to disseminate 
the doctrines then settled, and with th•ese were associated the 
names of others, probably contemporaries, but of whom we 
know nothing otherwise.2 No 3 Tope contained two relic 
caskets, represented in the accompanying woodcuts (Nos. fo 

ro. Relic Casket of :\Ioggallina. rr. Relic Casket of Sariputra. 

and 1 r). One of these contained relics of Maha Moggalana, 
the other of Sariputra, friends and companions of Buddha T1im
self, and usually called his right and left hand disciples.3 It 
does not of course follow from this that this dagaba is a~ 
old as the time of Buddha; on the contrary, the probability 
·seems to be that these relics were deposited there in Asoka's 
time, in close proximity to the sacred spot, which the ~reat 
tope was erected. to commemorate. The tope containing relics 
of his contemporaries may, of course, be more modern, possibly 
contemporary with the gateways.4 • 

. The general appearance of the Sanchi- Kanakheda Stupa 
will be understood from the view of !t on Woodcut No. 12, and 
its shape and arrangement from the plan and section, Nos. 13 

1 At least the excavations failed in the 
discovery of a deposit. 

2 The 'Dlpawansa' names the four 
missionaries who accompanied Kasapa· 
gota Kotiputa to convert the tribe of 
Y akkas in Himavanta, as-:- Majjhima, 
Dudubhisara, Sahadeva and Mulakadeva. 
Kasapagota, Majjhima and Dudubhisara, 
are named on relic-boxes from Sanchi and 

Sonari.-'Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society,' 1905, pp. 683ff .. 

3 Cunningham, 'Bhilsa Topes,' pp. 
297, 299 et seq f. o • 

.• The Chandraguptajnscription on the 
rail near t.h~ eastern gatew~ is a subse
quent add1t10n, and belongs to Chandra
gupta II., of the year A. D. 412. Fleet, 
'Early Gupta Inscriptions,' pp. 29-34. 
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and 14. From these it will be observed that the principal 
...............---.~ 

12. View of the grea(Tope at Sancbi, n.orth-easfside . 

• 

E w 

• 

• 
Scale 110ft. to 1 in. 

13. • Plan of great Tope at Sanchi. 
• 

Scale 50 ft. to 1 in. 

14, Section of great Tope at Sfmchi, 

.. 
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building consists of a dome somewhat less than a hemisphere, 
106ft. in diameter, and 42 ft. in height.1 

On the top of the stupa is a flatospace about 34 ft. in 
~diameter, formerly surrounded by a stone ra'Uing, some parts 
of which were found still lying there; and in the centre of this 
once stood a feature known to Indian archa::ologists as a 'Tee.'2 

· The woodcut (No. 15), from 
a rock-cut example at Ajanta, 
represents the usual form at 
this age. The lower part is 
adorned \\rit:h the usual Bud
hist rail (to be described here
after), the upper by the con
ventional window pattern, 
two features which are uni
versal. It is crowned by a 

rs. • Tee· cut in the rock on a Dilgaba at A jan til. Tid of three slabs and no 
• I 

doubt either was or simulated 
a relic casket. No tope, and no representation of a ctope
and we have hundreds-are wiffi.out this feature, and generally 
Tt 'is- of was surmounted by one or more discs representing 
"the umbrellas of state; in modern times by as many as nine 
of these. The only ancient wooden one now known to exist 
is that in the cave at Karle (Woodcut No. 70), but the repre
sentations of them in stone a'nd painting are literally thousands • 
in number. 

J'h_e _dome rests on a sloping base, 14 ft. in height by 121 
ft. in diameter, having an offset on its summit about 6 ft. 
wide.3 This, to 'judge from the representations· of topes oa 
the sculptures, must have been surrounded by a balustrade, 
and was ascended by a broad double ramp on one side. It 
was probably used for processions round the monument, which 
seem to have been among the most common Buddhist • cere
monials. :The centre of this great mound is quite sol_id, b~ing_ 
composed of bricks laid in 'mud; out the exteriQJ is faced with 
dressed stones. ··over_ these was laid a coating of cement nearly 
4-fnches in- thickness, J~hich was, no doubt, originally adorned 
~ither with painting or ornaments in low relief. 

1 These views, plans, etc., are taken l 
from a Memoir by Capt. J. D. Cunning
ham, 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. xvi. (August, 1847), pp. 
739·763. 

2 This is an Anglicised form of the 
Burmese "I-Itt," by which this member I 
is known; in Sanskrit it is called harmikr1. 
The lower part is called gala in Nepal
the "neck," and the whole childr1mani-

"the crest or crest jewel." The umbrellas 
grouped over it were termed chhattrr1-
val£, and the shaft on which they are 
supported the yashti.-F~che~ 'L'Art 
Greco-Bouddhique,' tome i. p. 97· 

a 'Journal of th~ Royal Asiatic 
Society,' 1902, pp. 29-4-f; and Gri.in
wedel's 'Buddhist Art in India,' 
(English ed.), pp. 24-26. 
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Besides the group at Sanchi, which COmflromises six or seven 
stu pas-mostly ruined, there is at Sonari, 6 miles d1stant, anotlier 
group of eight topes.. 1 wo oftli.ese are important structures, 
enclosea·in square courtyards, and one of them yielded·numerous 
relics to the explorers. · · _ , · 

At Satdliara, 3 miles further on, is a great tope 101 ft. 
in diameter, but which, like that at Sanchi, yielded no relics. 
No. 2, however, though only 24 ft. in diameter, was found to 
contain relics of Sariputra and Moggalana, like No. 3 at Sanchi. 
Besides these there are several others, all small, and very much 
ruined. 

The most numerou~ group, however, is situated at Bhojpur, 
7 miles south-east from Sanchi, where thirty-seven distinct 
topes were grouped together on various platforms. The largest 
fs 66 ft. in diameter, but No. 2 is described as one of the 
most perfect in the neighbourhood, and, like several others in 
this ·group, contained important relics. ' 

At Andher, about 5 miles west of Bhojpur, was a fine 
grou~ of three small, bul: very interesting topes. With those 
above enumerated, this makes up about sixty distinct and 
separate topes, in this small district, which certafnly was not 
one of the most important in India in a religious point of 
view, and consequently was probably surpassed by many, not 
only in the number but in the splendour of its religious edifices.1 

T Without more data than we at 12resent Qosse_s.s.,_iL!Ls>f 
/ '\:=:urse-li!T'OS'siDieto speaK witli certainty with regard to the 
. agl:-crf-tl1ts-grbUp of topes, out, so far as can be at present 

aS"certainal:-tnere seems no reason for assuming tfiat any of 
• them are eg.rlier than the age of Asoka, B.C. 2 so, nor is it 

probable fiihl any of them can be of later d~han, say, 
the first centurY._ before our era., The topes themselves seem 
'iiiF"'to 'be incluaea within these two centuries, or possibly 
ev~n less. · 

•TOPES-AT SARNATH AND IN BIHAR.· 

Not only is there no other group of topes in India Proper 
that: can be compared, either in extent or in preservation, to 
those of B!J.ilsa, but our knowledge of the subject is now so 
complete that it is probably safe to assert that only two, or 
at most "three, topes exist betwe~n the Satlaj 'and the sea, 
sumcieJJtly perfect to enable their form and architectural 

1 As t~e 'particulars regarding. all these \ 'Bhilsa ToRes .:.,Published.i.nA!..S4,jtJ.las 
topes, except those at Sil.nchi, are taken n'1rt"l:ieen tfi~ht necessary to repeat. the 
from Gen. Cunningham's wQr_k entitled reference at every statement., 

·. 
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features to be distinguished. There are, of course, numerous 
mounds near all the Buddhist cities which mark the site, and 
many of which probably hide the re~ains, of some of the 
hundreds of stupas or dagabas mentioned oby the Chinese 

--· - -=--- .----=;-
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r6. Tope at Sarnath, near Benares. (From a Photograph.) 
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Pilgrims, besides many that they failed to distinguf:!>h. • All, 
however, with the fewest possible exceptions, ha~e perished; 
nor is it difficult to see why this should be so. All, d'r nearly 
all, were composed of brick or small stones, laid either without 
mortar, or with cement that was little better than mud. They 
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consequently, when desecrated and deserted, formed such 
convenient quarries for the villagers, that nearly all have been 
utilised for· building Jmts and houses of the Hindus, or the 
mosques of th& Musalmans. Their rails, being composed 
of larger stones and not so easily removed, have. in some 
instances retrtained, and some will no doubt be recovered 
when looked .for; and as these, in the earlier ages at least, 
were the iconostasis of the shrine, their recovery· will largely 

·compensate for the loss of the topes which they surrounded. 
·· The best known, as well as the best preserved of the Bengal 
topes, is that called• Dhainek, at Sarnai!L near. Benares (Wood-

zcu t No. _r.B)~as-e'fPio(e'd-bVGenera1 cttifr'i'fiigham in 
1 'IS'J5-36, ana found to be a stupa or chaitya-not containing' 
~t erecfea to mark some s ot sanctified b the 
-~~ ~e o · Buaa 2:> or by: some act of liis_a_m:llig liisl0r1g 
'fe'"SH'lence there. In I904-0Sfllrtlier excavations were made 
Under Mr: Oertel, but the results have not yet been made 
public. It is situated in the Deer Park,_wher_e_Buddha took-:::;) 

.!..!£ his.reSiaence wltli hfSfive disciQles when he first removed~ 
from Ga)j. on claiming to have attained Buddhahood, and · 
commencea his mission as a teaclier .. Tliat it commemorates 
ffiis event, is exceeaingly probable, since that· stupa, of all 
others, would be religiously preserved and restored. There 
are several mounds in the neighbourhood, but the descriptions 
of the Chinese Pilgrims are not sufficiently precise to enable 
.us always to discriminate between them. 

,!.l}.e building_£9_!!s}s~ •. _of.a.s_!g~_.Bas~t:P!, 93ft. in diameter, 
and solidly built, ·the ~ones bei!Jg_cla~p~JC!g~h!';,r_with iron 

· to the height of 43 ft. A5ove tliat it is in oriCJ.{work, rising to 
~ height of I 10 ft. above the surrounding r~ins, and I 28 ft. 
above the plain.1 Externall~ the lower part is relieved b,:y: eight 
projecting faces, eacli2i"f't. q in. wide;allo!sft. apart. lneach
·is·:a·3flian niche, intended apparently to contain a seate~-:.figure 
o('"Budoh1l, ani:f below them, encircling .the._ monument, _is. a 
band of sculptu-red' orna:merit of the most exquisite beauty. The 

cenfr-al'"part ccrnsisls~as-wiH be· seen" oy the cut (No. i7) on 
the next page- of geometric patterns of great intricacy, but 
combined with singular skill; and, above and below, foliage 
equally well designed, and so much resembling that carved. by 
'Hindu artists on the earliest -Muhammadan mosques a~ Ajmir 
and Delhi, .as at first sight might suggest that they may not 
be ve~ d~stant in date . 

• 1 These d~ensions and details are I 'Journal Bengal Asiatic Society,' ·val. 
taken' fr.,Ql!!~G~J:MJi!gQ_a,~;~4xchEo- xxxii. -; Sherring's 'Sacred City o. f the 
l~}calReportst' vo1.i:..P,p.,..If1~~~q~;- _Hindus,' pp. 236-243. . .. . 
for "''iis;:iiC:c~JUn oltlie exnJoratloD:1~see. . 
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The carvings round the niches and on the projections have 
been left so unfinished-in some instances only outlined-that 
it is impossible to guess what ultimate term it may have been 
intended to give them. The upper part c1f the tower was 

r7. Panel on the Tope at Sarnath. (From a Photograph.) 

,possibly an addition of even later date than th~ lower part, 
and may never have been finished at all; buto from our 
knowledge of the Afghanistan topes we may .9llrmise that it 
;yas intended to encircle it with a range of pilas~rg, and then 
some bold mouldings, before covering it with a hemispherical' 

· -aome.· -

• 
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In his excavations, General Cunningham found, buried in. 
the solid masonry, at the depth of 101- feet from the summit, a 
large stone on which was engraved the usual Buddhist formula, 
"Y e dharmma M:tu," ·etc., in characters belonging, he thought, 
to the 7th century, from which he inferred that the monument 
belongs to the 6th century. But I cannot accept the conclusion; 
it seems to me much more probable that this stone may have 
belonged to some building which had fallen into decay, or to 
have been the pedestal of some statue which had been dis
used, and was consequently utilised in the erection or repair 
of this structure. One feels consequently more inclined to adopt 
the tradition preserved oy Captain Wilford,1 to the effect that 
the Sarnath monument was erected by the sons of Mahlpala, and 
destroyed (interrupted?) before its completion.2 We know that 
the Deer Park, where the Buddha preached his first sermon, was 
the site of one of the early and most sacred stupas, and the 
~x_CAY_ations recentlJ.._ mad~.haye brough_t,to_~light...!$mainU>~ 
a~_f!£..11_1 ... ~hc;t._oC As2J<~'YI\ to tht':...,!},!l;,. c;;~Il\UY-e.t.least .• 

J\n tf!scnptlon, founo long- smce, ana oateo m A.D. 1026,
records the repair of a Buddhist stupa and Dharmachakra, 
and the e!"ection of a Gandhakutl temple in the time of 
Mahlpala~probably by his sons.3 Whether it refers to ·this 
stupa · or riot, it indicates that .. large restorations did take 
place as late as the 1 Ith century, when this also was probably 
encased, as we now find it, with a modernised exterior. The 
fgr~_of_~he_rp.QD.~men}_~!~. the e~h.t..,PJ:2.i~<;!ir1g-.. [a._<;e§:f.li3J 
decorate 1ts drum, the· character of 1ts sculptured ornaments, 
the unfinished~ition in. which it is left, and indeed the 
ewhole circumstances of the case, render this date so probable 
that it may be accepted for the present at least, though it is 
quite possible that further research may require us to modify 
this opinion. 

~he only stone building yet found in India that has any 
pretension to be dated before Asoka's time is one at Rajgir, 
having~_pu1ar_n.a.rne of Jarasandha-ka-baithak,_ As will 
be seen from the annexed woodcut (No. x8),jLis in J4s;,.Jzm, 
of a platform 85 ft. square at the base and sloping ur.wards for 

'20or"18-ft.1o aplat'form measunng 74 oy;81f."'-Irls6'Uilf' 
w11olly of stones,- neatly_Jitted tog~ther without mortar j ana' 
1tsm6St re:narl{_aDiepeculi~fnatri S2!!la~rteeil ~." 
one of \,_,htch ts sliown m tlie wooacut. Tliey are from 

• • 
1 'Asiatic Re~earches,' vol. ix. p. 203, 

and vol. x.• p. -IJO. 
2 See also paper by Vesey Westmacott, 

'Calcutta Review,' vol. lix., 1874, p. 68. 
1 'Asiatic Researches,' vol. v. p. 133; 

'Indian Antiquary,' vol. xiv. · p. 139. 
The contents of this'inscription was prob
ably the basis of Wilford's statement. 

4 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. J· p. 72. 
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6 to 7 ft. in length, by about half that in breadth, and they 
are occupied at times up to the present day by J ogis whose 
bodies are constantly smeared with ash~s.I 

• 

• 

0 

r8. View and Plan of Jarasandha-ka-baithak. (From Cunningham, 'Archreological 
Survey Report,' vol. iii. plate 42.) 

The other Bengal tope existing nearly entire, also known as 
J ara.sandha- ka- baithak, is opposite to the village of Giriyek, 
about 6 miles east - north - east of the preceding. General 
Cunningham states its dimensions to be 28 ft. in diamete,. by 
21 ft. in height, resting on a basement 14 ft. high, so that its 
total height, when complete, may have been about 55 ft. A~ 
it was not mentioned by Fah Hian, A.D. 400, and is, apparently, 
by Hiuen Tsiang, A.D. 640, its age is probably, as General 
Cunningham states, intermediate between these dates, or about 
A.D. 500.2 It is a bold, fine tower, evidently earlier than•that 
at~CSarnath, and showing nothing of the tendency towards 
Hindu forms there displayed. It has, too, th~ remains of a 
procession-path, or extended basement which is wholly want
ing at Sarnath, but which is always found in the earlier monu
ments. It was erected, as Hiuen Tsiang tells us, in honour 
of a Hansa-goose-who devoted itself to relieve the wants of 
a starving community of Bhikshus.3 

The third stupa, if it may be so called, is the• celebrated 
temple or, properly, chaitya at Bodh- Gaya, whiih .~ttands 

1 ' Cave-Temples,' pp. 33f.; Cunning- ~· 
ham,_ 'Archreologi.c;~I Survey Report,' 
vol. 1. p. 20 ; vol. m. p. I 42. 1 

2 'Archreological Survey Report,' vol. i. 

• 
pp. 16-19, and plate 15. e 

3 'Hiouen Thsang,' tom. iii. p. 6o; or 
Beal, 'Buddhist Records,' vol. ii. p. r8r. 

• 
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immediately in front of the celebrated. Bodhi- tree (Ficus 
relz"giosa)1 under whose shade Buddha is said to have attained 
complete enlightenmeat in the thirty-fifth year of his age, dr. 
B.C. 525. Its history is told in such detail by Hiuen Tsiang 2 

that there seems little doubt as to the main facts of the case. 
According to 'this authority, Asoka built a small viha.ra here, 
but long afterwards this was replaced by a temple 160 ft. 
high and 6o ft. (20 paces) ~ide, which are the exact dimen
sions of the present building, ~ccording to Cunningham,3 and 
we are further told that it was erected by a Brahman, who 
was warned by M'aheswara (Siva), in a vision, to. execute 
this work.4 In this terttple there was a cella corresponding 
with the dimensions of that found there, in which the 
Brahman placed a statue of Buddha, seated cross-legged, with 
o~e hand pointing to the earth.5 The date of the erection of 
this· temple is still obscure: General Cunningham laboured, 
on rather doubtful data, to prove that it was erected in the 
reign of the Kushan king, Huvishka, in the century B.C., 
and, fftelm a· coin found in a later image, he concluded that 
_additions and restorations were made in the 4th century.6 
There are sculptures and inscriptions that must belong 
between the znd and 7th centuries, and they are numerous 
between the 9th and end of the 12th; but none of them 
help us in definitely fixing the date of the temple. From 

• .the style and what remains of the older sculptures, we can 
only assume that it may belong to somewhere about the 6th __ 
centrtry, though C91J..wie_rably_C!J..t.s<red in later tim~sllx sti_Gf::e~~ive 
restorations. · From an Arakanese inscription on the spot, first 

"(ranslatea-oy Colonel H_. Burney, we further learn that the 
1 Buchanan Hamilton,was told by the 

priests on the spot, in 1gll, that it was 
planted there 2225 years ago, or B.C. 414, 
and tl!at the temple was built 126 years 
afterwards, or in 289 B.C. :-not a bad 
guess for Asoka's age in a locality where 
Buddhism has bee~so long forgotten.-
Montgomery Martin's 'Eastern India,' 
.vol. i." p. 76. 

2 'Hiouen Thsang,' tom. ii. pp. 464-
468 ; or Beal, 'Buddhisf Record.s,' vol. ii. 
pp. ll8-121. ,, : 

3 'Archreological Reports,' vol. i. p. 5 ; 
and 'Mababodhi,' p. 18. 

4 Wassiliev, • in his work on the 
Doctrine, H~story, etc., of Buddhism, 
pp. 41-42; gives a somewhat different 
account, stating that it was erected by 
Punya, one .,f three brothers converted 
by Uttara, one of whom built a temple 
in the Deer Park at Benares, and the 
other a temple in the Venuvana garden 
at Rlijagriha. Gen. Cunningham refers 

to a story related by Tlirlinlith of two 
brothers, one of whom built the Nlilanda 
temple, and, from the resemblance in 
style, he infers that the Mahlibodi temple 
belongs to the same date, if not to one of 
the brothers. · 

5 That is in the attitude known as the 
'Bhl\misparsa mudrli ', in which Slikya
muni sat when he attained supreme 
knowledge. · ~ 

6 'Mahlibodhi,' pp. 17-25. This was 
a coin of Paslipati, Rlija of Neplil; whose 
name-possibly the Pasupreksha of the 
chronologies-is. well-known to numis
matists from his coins; :but nothing is 
certain about his date, except that most 
probably he lived sub_sequently to the 
7th century.-' Indian Antiquary,' vol. 
xiii. p. 412; Wright's, 'History of 
Nepal,' p. 113; Sylvain Levi, 'Le 
N epa!,' tome ii. pp. 108- I II ; 'J olirnal 
Royal Asiatic Society,' 1908, p. 681. 

.. 
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· place, having fallen into decay, was restored by the Burmese 
in the year I 105, and again in I298.l 

From the data these accounts afford. us we gather that the 
building we now see before us (Woodcut No. I!)) is substantially 

• 

• 

• 

19. Temple at Bodh-Gaya with Bo-tree. (From a Photograph~ Mr. Peppe, C. E.) 

that erected in the 6th century, but the niches Hiuen Tsiang 
saw, containing golden statues of Buddha, cannot be those 
now existing - most of the images round the basement are 

1 'Asiatic Researches,' vol. xx. pp. r6r
I89; RajendraHtl Mitra, 'Buddha Gaya,' 
p. 209; Phayre's 'History of Burma,' 
p. 46; and 'Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal,' vol. xxxvii. p. 97, note. Gen. 
Cunningham read the dates as equivalent 
to I079 and Io86 A.D.; 'Mahiibodhi,' pp. 

27, 28, and ]7. But tho"ugh a scholarly 
translation of the inscriptiqps h::.; yet to 
be made, the readings of the Burmese or 
Arakanese dates as 467 and 66o of their 
era, can hardly be question~d-£.e. I 105 
and I 298 A. D. 

• 
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distinctly. of Burmese· type, though some few of them appear 
to be of about the 6th century-and the sculpt11res he mentions 
find no place in the pr~ent design ; the amalakas of gilt copper 
that crowned the -whole, as he saw it, have also disappeared.1 

The changes in detail, as well as the introduCtion of rgdJ.ating 
.~r¢h~in.t.p~~nte~~ must belong to. the Burmese re;to'ra~s 
m the begmnmg of the 12th a:nd end of the 13th centunes. 
Though these, consequently, may have altered its appearance in 
detail; it is probable that, until th(! "restoration" in r88o-8 r, 
we still had before us a straight;lin~cLpy~midal nine-storeyed 
temP.le of about the()thcentury, retaining alflts e~ilOrms 

-:::::a'riOilialous and unlike-anything else we find in India, either 
before or afterwards, but probably .the parent of many nin~
storeyed towers found beyond the Him~layas, both in China' 
add elsewhere. . . 

Unfortunately, instead of carefully preserving this very · 
interesting monument, the Government of Bengal was,advised 
to "restore" it, and this was carried out under the super}ntend
ence c1f General Cunningham and his assistant, by which-as 
might have been anticipated-it was materially modified, and 
from an archceological point of view seriously injured.2 

Eventually we may discover other examples wh!ch may 
render this noble tower less exceptional than it now appears 
to be. J1t, Kes<Wy~"*i.!l.,__,&ham_pjran, about 20, miles south-

' east from Lauriya-Araraj, where one of the pillars of Asoka 
mentioned above is found, are the r_uins of what -apgears to 
have• been a very large tope. It is, however, entirely ruined 
externally, and has ·never been expl:ored, so that we cannot 
~]] what was its original shape or purpose.3 At Piprahwa also 
in the north of Basti district, on the Nep~l frontier, a mound 
containing the remains of a stupa was excavated in 1897-98, 
but, apparently, more attention was given. to the discovery of 
the t'elic casket, than to the construction and dimensions of the 
stO.pa. It seems, however, to have been about 90 feet. in 
diameter at th~ base, and about I 3! ft. fr:om the ground level ; 

· the dome began with a diameter of about 62 ft. 4 The inscription 

1 Beal's 'Buddhist Records,' vol. ii. 
pp. u8 and 136, note 2. 

2 Cunningham's ' Mahabodhi,' preface, 
p. ix. The restoration cost the Govern· 
ment somewhl!re about 200,000 rupees; 
and th~ the jfahant of the neighbouring 
monastery appropriated the renovated 
temple for his V!ishnava followers and 
consecrated jj}e image by applying to it the 
·"tilak" or fronfal mark of Vishnu, so that 
it might be worshipped as that divinity, 
whilst he set both the Buddhists and 

Government at defiance to re-occupy the 
shrine. 

3 Cunningham, 'Archreological Re· 
ports,' vol. i. pp. 64ff. and plate 24. 

4 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 
I8g8, p. 577; and 'Report on a Tour of 

"Exploration of the Antiquities in the 
Tarai, Nepal,' by Babu P. C. Mukherji, 
1899, pp. 43·47• in which the" approxi
~at.e total diameter of the whole stupa" · 
IS g1ven as 9~ ft. ; but both illustrations 
and descriptions are very unsatisfactory. 
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on one of the relic caskets has attracted much attention on the 
part of scholars as recording the deposit of relics of the Sakya 
clansmen of Buddha.! 

All along this line of country numerous Buddhist remains 
are found, all more or less ruined, and they have not yet been 
examined with the scientific care necessary to ·ascertain their 
forms. This is the more to be regretted as this was the native 
country of the founder of the religion, and the place where his 
doctrines appear to have been originally promulgated. If any
thing older than the age of Asoka is preserved in India, it is 
probably in this district that it must be lool!ed for . 

• 

AMARAVATi. 

Although not a vestige remains in situ of the central stupa 
at Amaravatl, there is no great difficulty, by piecing together 
the fragments of it now in the British Museum-as is done in 
Plates 48 and 49 of' Tree and Serpent Worship '-in ascertain
ing what its dimensions and general appearance were. 0 When 
Colonel Mackenzie first saw it, in 1797, the central portion of 
the mound was still untouched, and rose in a turreted shape to 
a height of 20 ft. with a diameter of about 90 ft. at the top, 
and had been cased round with bricks, and so may have been 
40 or 50 ft. in height. This indicates a dome of considerable • 
size; the base or drum was probably 162! ft. in diameter, and 
wainscotted with sculptured marble ; how broad it was ~hove 
we have no means of knowing, or whether there may not have 
been even a second terrace; but if, as is most probable, there 
was only one, the dome may have been 120 to 140 ft. it'! 
diameter. The perpendicular part was covered with sculptures 
in low relief, representing stupas and scenes from the life of 
Buddha. The domical part was covered with stucco, and.with 
wreaths and medallions either executed in relief or painted. 
No fragment of them remains by which it can be ascertained 
which mode of decoration was the one adoptef'l.2 

Altogether, there seems no doubt that the representation 
of a stupa (Woodcut No. 20), copied from the Amaravatl 
marbles, fairly represents the central building there. There 
were probably forty-eight such representations of dagabas on 
the basement of the stupa. In each the subject of the sculpture 
is varied, but the general design is the same throughout; and, 
on the whole, the woodcut may be taken as repre~ntit\g the 

• 
I 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' vatl Stupa, see 'Arckeolo~l Survey of 

1899, pp. 149-180; 1905, pp. 679f; and I Southern India: The Buddhist Stupas of 
1907, pp. wsf. Amariivati and Jaggayyapeta,' r887. 

2 For a detailed account of the Amara-
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mode in which a Buddhist stupa was . ornamented in the 
1st or 2nd century, at which time the style seems to have 
reached its highest p6~nt of elaboration, in India at least.1 

• 

20. Representation of a Stupa from the Rail at Amar§.vatl. (From a bas-relief in the 
· British Museum.) · 

In the Andhra country-or, at least, in the districts ·adjoining 
the deltas of the Krishna and Godavari rivers~Buddhism must 

1 The"~ece~ discovery: of the base of 
a stl1pa, about 11 ft. in diameter, outside 
where the sou¢ gate of the great Amarft
vatl stl1pa was, has revealed the style in 
which the base or drum of these eastem 

. stupas was decorated-by marble slabs 

VOL.· I. 

richly .carved with representations of 
stl1pas, placed at intervals, and with 
other sculptures ·between. . There was 

· no "inner rail" around the large stupa, 
as was at one time assumed . 
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have had a very strong hold in early times. This is abundantly 
evidenced by the numbers of their remains in the area. A Jist 
of the mounds or "dibbas "-as they are called-indicates about 
three hundred in the Kistna district alone ; •probably most of 
these cover ancient remains, and, as excavation has shown, many 
of them were stupas.1 How many may exist in neighbouring 
districts we do not yet know. Unfortunately many, including 
the largest of these, containing the most important remains, 
have been used as quarries for brick and marble-not by natives 
only-but by Government Public Works engineers, the record 
of whose vandalism in utilising the matericfls is most deplorable.2 

The stupa at Bhattiprolu, about 6 fuiles north of Repalle, was 
for long one of the best preserved in the district-presenting a 
circular mound or dome of 40 ft. or more in height, though ruined 
at the top, a marble pi1lar I 5 ft. high standing erect beside it, a.nd 
with clear indications of the procession-path round it.3 This was 
destroyed, about I 870; 4 what was left of it, on being surveyed in 
I892, showed that the dome had been about I32 ft. in diameter, 
while the basement .was of about 148 ft., the proces~on-path 
had been 8 ft. 4 in. wide and fenced on the outside by a 
marble rail-of which the bases of six piers were found z'n sz'tu. 
Towards each of the cardinal points the base projected about 
2 ft. 4 in., with a straight front, probably for the support of 
the five monoliths- represented on all the sculptured stupas 
·from Amaravati, and as was the case at Jaggayyapeta.5 The • 
sculptures of the latter stUpa, indeed, bear a close resemblance 
in their archaic character, to the only two fragments recovered 
here, and, so far as they go, indicate that this stupa may 
have been of considerably earlier date than even the groot 
rail at Amaravati. We might suppose also that the sculptures 
would be confined chiefly to the projecting fa<;:ades, whilst the 
rest of the basement was faced with plain slabs and pilasters. 

At least one relic casket had been found by th~ first 
excavators at a considerable height above the ground level ; 
but the enclosing slabs, whether inscribed or .-tot, were broken 
and cast aside, and the casket was smashed on the voyage to 
England and thrown away. During the survey, Mr. Rea dis
covered three more relic boxes at a lower level, and bearing 

1 'Madras Government Orders,' No. , 
462 of 29th May 1889. 

4 A1Zte, p. 34, note 3· 
5 'The Buddhist Stu pas of Amaravati 

and Jaggayyapeta,' p. \!fO. <irhese pro
jecting pedestals w.th their five aryaka 
(worshipful) columns, may be analogous 

2 See e.g. 'Madras Government Orders,' 
No. 467, 30th April 1888, p. 15. 

s 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. i. pp. 153, 
348, 374; ':Madras Journal of Literature 
and Science,' vol. xix. p. 225; Sewell's 
'Topographical Lists of Antiquarian 
Remains,' pp. 77-78. 

I to the chapels for the Dl!yani-Buddhas at 
the bases of the dagabas of Ceylon and of 

J the chaityas of N epiil. 
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inscriptions of considerable palceographic interest, the alphabet 
ofwhich can hardly be placed later than 200J3_~c.1 . 

_dt ... Gu~c!!vada, 20 miles north-west fromMasulipatam, there· 
was ·a "dibba ,,. ct>ntaining the remains of a stupa, which was 
also demolished by the ·-local engineers, it is said about I 860, 
and so little ~as left of it that its dimensions cannot now be 
ascertained. Four relic caskets are said to have been found, 
though we can learn nothing about their age; but considerable 
numbers ofAndhra. coins, mostly of lead, are turned up about the 
site belonging, probably, to the first three centuries of our era.2 

The stupa. at J &ggayyapeta or Betavolu, 30 miles north
we;rfrorn Amara'Vat1;-hiC1"been plundered of its rail, and of 
much of the marble casing of its basement, the dome h~d been 
destroyed, and relic casket dug out before it was surveyed 
in• x882. The basement was 3 I! ft. in diameter, and portions 
of the facing remained, chiefly on the south side where the 
slabs on the projectiop for the _support of the five stelce bore 
archceic sculptmes:-The procession-path had been about 5 ft. 
wide, setrrbunded by a rail or wall, of which every fragment 
had disappeared.s _ _ 

. At Ghant¥~la, I 3 miles west from Masulipatam, a mound 
was surveye<iby Mr. Rea in I892, and was found to contain 
the remains of a stupa with a diameter at the ground level 
of about I I I ft._ contained by a circular brick wall IS ft. thick, 
forming the drum of the stupa. Inside this was a curious 
reticulation of walls, between which the spaces were packed 
with •black earth: a circular wall of 56 ft. outside diameter 
was connected by sixteen -radiating partitions with the outer 
V:;all ; and inside this was a square of 26 ft., in the· midd~e 
of which was a column of brick ro ft. square, joined to the 
preceding by four .partitions from the middle of its sides, 
which ran right through the whole interior, while· the sides of 
the tmter square were continued to the inner circle.4 In the 
centre of the column was a well, varying in width from 9 in. 
to 2 ft. 6 }n. s~uare, in which was a relic casket, but without 
anything to indicate its age. On each of the four faces.of 
.the_b~<:! wer~p1.2j~,~ ~t)_c:ggiyyapsti:Jioout 17 ft. in 
length by 5! ft. broad and 4f ft.-fiigli. '-'Sculptured slabs were 

I 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. ii., preface, 
pp. iJI:.-xiii., and Pfl· 323-329; Rea's' South 
Indian B~ddhist Antiquities,' pp. 7-r6; 
and cont. Flei!t 'Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society,' r9t>3, pp. 99ff. 

2 Sewell, '.Topographical Lists of 
Antiquarian Remains,' p. 52 ; Rea, op. 
cit. pp. rS-23. · 

a • The Buddhist St(\pas of Amari vat! 

and Jaggayyapeta,' pp. 107-I 13, and 
plates 53-55· 

4 Rea, ' South Indian Buddhist 
Antiquities,' plate 14; a less c;omplex 
arrangement of interior partitions was 
found by Dr Fiihrer in the Kankali-Tili 
at Mathuril.-Foucher, 'L'Art Greco
Bouddhique;' tom. i. p. 95 i and V. Smith, 
'Jain St(\pa,' plates I and 3· 
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found in the neighbourhood bearing a strong resemblance to 
those of Amaravati; and some had been utilised to carve on 
them Hindu divinities.1 

I tis not quite clear how this stl!pa was c<fmpleted; possibly 
there may have been more than one platform round the dome; 
but we may suppose, as is most probable, that tlie massive brick 
wall formed the true basement or drum, faced with sculptures, 
and crowned by a procession -path round the dome, as at 
Sanchi; this latter may have had a diameter of about 84 ft., 
rising as a hemisphere to about 54 ft. from the ground.2 

At many other places, both in the ~odavari and Kistna 
districts, remains of other stupas, a~ also of rock-temples and 
other Buddhist antiquities, including some structural chaitya 
chapels, have been found-testifying to the predominance of 
Buddhism in this province, and their prosperity for some 
centuries before and after the Christian Era. J aina images 
are also met with-evidencing their spread southwards from 
Orissa.3 

GANDHARA TOPES. 
0 

The extreme paucity of examples retaining their archi
tectural form, in the valley of the Ganges, is, to some extent, 
compensated for by the existence of a very extensive range 
of examples in Afghanistan and the western Panjab. In his 
memoir of these topes, published by Professor Wilson, in his • 
'Ariana Antiqua,' Mr. Masson enumerates and describes, in 
more or less detail, some sixty examples/ or almost e-xactly 
the same number which General Cunningham described as 
existing in Bhopal. In this instance, however, they extepd 
over a range of 200 miles, from Kabul to the Indus, instead 
of only r6 or I7 miles from Sonari to Andher. To these must 
be added some fifteen or twenty examples, found at Manikyftla 

1 One slab had represented a fine 
stupa, with Buddha, having a halo about 
his head, as the central figure, and with 
the usual five stelre above ; another, 
represented a Bodhi tree, under which 
is a throne on which lie two round 
objects like cushions (perhaps relics), 
whilst, curiously enough, the figures at 
each side are not the usual worshippers, 
but Mil.ra and his hosts of Mil.rakil.yakas. 
Photographs of such sculptures would be 
preferable to pen and ink drawings.
Rea, foe. cit. plates 27 and 28. 

2 Mr Rea, foe. cit., pp. 33-41, has pro
posed a somewhat fanciful theory of the 
construction of this stupa. 

3 Since the publication of the volume 
on the Amaril.vati and J aggayyapeta stu pas 

• 
in 1886, the sole addition has been l\Ir. 
Rea's report on the excavation of three 

' sites. - Bhattipr~u, Ghantasillil., and 
Gudivil.da. Deta1led accounts of the 

! rock-temples at Guntupalle or Jilligera· 
gudem, and of the structural chaityas at 
Chezarla, Vidyil.dharapuram, Sankaram, 
etc., illustrated with photographs and 
plans, would be of great archreological 
importance. See below, page 167. 

4 Masson, however, distinguished be· 
tween topes, of which .JlOrti~ns of the 
masonry were visible, '!lnd mounds" 
that, in most instanch, cover the remains 
of stupas, such as tbe Ahin-posh Stupa, 
and in some cases at least, they cover 
whole groups of stu pas. 
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or in its neighbourhood, together with those discovered in Swat 
and on the north~west frontier within the last twenty-five years, 
and it is certain that numbers still exist undescribed, making 
altogether quite a· hundred stupas in this province. · . . 

N otwithstaqding this wealth of examples, we miss one, 
which was probably the finest of all. When Fah Hian passed 
through the province in A.D. 400, he describes the dagaba 
which King Kanishka had erected at Peshawar as "more than 
470 ft. in height, and decorated with every sort of precious 
substance, so that an· who passed by, and saw the exquisite 
beauty ·and graceful• proportions of the tower and the·· temple 
attached to it, exclaimed• in delight that it was incomparable 
for beauty" ; and he adds,·" Tradition says this was the highest 
tower in J ambudwipa." 1 When Hiuen Tsiang passed that 
way more than zoo years afterwards, he reports the tower 
as having been 400 ft. high, but it was then ruined-" the 
part that remained, a li and a half in circumference ( 1000 
feet) and 150 ft: high"; and he adds, in twenty-five stages of 
the towl!r there were a "ho "-10 pecks-of relics of Buddha.2 

No trace of this monument now exists. 
These north-western stupas are so important for our history, 

and all have so much .that is common among them; and.are 
distinguished by so many characteristics from those of India 
Proper, that it would be extremely convenient if we could 

• find some term which would describe them without involving 
either .a theory or a geographica] error. The term Afghanistan 
topes, by which they have been designated, is too moderp; 
and has the defect of not including Peshawar and the western 
Panjab. "Ariana," as defined by Professor Wilson, describes 
very nearly the correct limits of the province; for, though it 
includes Baktria and the valley of the Upper Oxus, where 
no t~es have yet been found, we know from the Chinese 
Pilgrims that in the 5th and 7th centuries these countries, as 
far as Khotan, were intensely- Buddhist, and monuments exist 
there, and have Pecently been found in Khotan both by Dr. Sven 
Hedin and by Dr. M. A. Stein.3 The. name, however, has of 
late almost disappeared in favour of Gandhata-the early Indian 
name of the eastern portion of the district under notice .. · 

When the Sanskrit-speaking races first broke up from their 
original settlements in the valley of the Oxus, they passed 
through the ~alley of the Kabul river on their way to India, 

• • 
. . 

1 Beal's 'Fah-Hian,' p. 35; 'Buddhist 
Records,' vol. i., in trod. p. xxxii. 

2 ' Vie et Voyages de Hiouen Thsang,' 
tom. i. p. S-1 ; Beal, ' Life of Hiuen 
Tsiang,' p. 63. 

3 Stein's 'Archreological Exploration 
in Chinese Turkistan' (1901); 'Sand
buried Ruins of Khotan' (1903); and 
'Ancient Khotan,' z.vols. (4to), 1907. 

. ... 
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and lingered, in all probability, both there and in the Panjab 
before reaching their first permanent position on the Saraswati 
-in the true "Arya Varta "-between the Satlaj and the J amna. 
It is also nearly certain that they remained the dominant race 
in these countries down to the time of Alexander~s invasion, and 
during the supremacy of the Baktrian kingdom. About · 150 
years, however, before the Christian Era, if we may trust the 
Chinese accounts,! the Yue-chi, and other tribes of Tartar origin, 
were on the move in this direction. Somewhat later they 
struck down the Baktrian monarchy, and appear from thence
forward to have permanently occupied their country. It is 
not clear whether they immediately, •or at what interval they 
penetrated into the Kabul valley; but between that time and 
the Christian Era successive hordes ofYue-chi, Sakas, Turushkas, 
and Hunas, had poured into the valley and the western Panj~b 
to such an extent as to obliterate, or, at least for the time, 
supersede the Aryan population, and supplant it by one of 

· Turanian origin, and with this change of race came the change 
of religion. Gandhara is, however, a local name, which c<!rtainly, 
in early times, included the best part of this province, and in 
Kanishka's time seems to have included all he reigned over, 
and, if so, is the most appropriate term we could find. 

It has, moreover, this advantage, that it is essentially 
Buddhist. In the time of Asoka, it was Kashmir and Gandhara 
to which the Buddhist Council sent its missionaries, and from • 
that time forward Gandhara is the term by which, in all 
Buddhist books, that kingdom is described, of which Taxila was 
at one time the capital, and which is, as nearly as can now be 
ascertained, conterminous with our architectural province. 

It is not clear whether Kanishka was or was not the first 
Buddhist king of this country ; but, so far as is at present 
known, he seems to have done for Buddhism in Gandhara.what 
Asoka did for that religion in Central India. He elevated it 
from its position as a struggling sect to that of being the 
religion of the State. We know, however, that •Asoka's Council 
sent missionaries to this country; 2 and, more than this, that he 
engraved a complete set of his edicts on a rock at Kapurdigiri, 
30 miles north-east from Peshawar, but we do not know what 
success they or he attained. Certain it is, as Professor Wilson 
remarks, that "no coin of a Greek prince of Baktria has ever 
been met with in any tope." 3 The local coins tltat are found ' 
in them all belong to dynasties subsequent to theedest'ruction J 
of the Baktrian kingdom, and, according to the ~arne authority1 

1 De Guigne's 'Histoire des Huns,' vol. ii. pp. 40 et seqq. 
2 Tumour's ':\Iahawansa,' p. 71. " • Ariana Amiqua,' p. 43· 
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(p. 322), "w.ere selected from the prevailing curre1;1cy, which was\ 
not of any remotely previous issue;" "while the Grceco-Baktrian 
coins had long ceased to be current, though they had not, 
perhaps, become Sb scarce as to be enshrined as rarities" (p. 44)• 
Under these circumstances, Professor Wilson arrives at the con
clusion that the topes "are undoubtedly all· subsequent to the · 
Christian Era " (p. 3 22 ). It is true that some of~ the kings 
whose coins are found in the topes, such as Hermceus, Azes, 
and others, probably lived prior to that epoch, but none 9f 
their coins show a trace of Buddhism. With Kanishka, how
ever, all this is alfered. He is represented as a Buddhist, 
beyond all doubt; he hdd the convocation, called the third by 
the northern Buddhists-the fourth according to the southern 
-at which Nagarjuna was apparently the presiding geni11s. 
Ftom about that time the Tibetans, Burmese, and Chinese 
date the first introduCtion of Buddhism into their countries; 
not, however, the old simple Buddhism, known as the Hi:nayana, 
which prevailed before, but the corrupt Mahayana, 'which, as 
a new•revelation, Nagarjuna spread from Peshawar over the· 
whole of central and eastern Asia. It was· precisely analogous 
to the revolution that took place in the Christian Church, about 
the same time after the death of its founder. Six hundred 
years after Christ, Gregory the Great established the hierarchical 
Roman Catholic system, in supers<::ssion of the simpler primitive 

• forms. In the fifth century after the Nirvana, N agarjuna intro
duced the complicatep ritualistic and idolatrous Mahayana,! 
though, as we learn from the Chinese Pilgrims, a minority still 
adhered in after. times to the lesser vehicule or H!nayana 
~~. . 

-~ Although, therefore, we are. probably safe in asserting 
~that none of the Gandhara stupas date much before the 
, Christian Era,-it is not because there is any inherent, a prian· 
d • improbability that they should date before Kanishka, as there 

is that those of India Proper cannot extend beyond Aso~a. 
There is no t!;ace of wooden construction .here: all is stone 
ii1~~~ ~coEfRlete;:allii ~c;pied~-probably from o~igit?als that 
may have _existed two _centuries earli~r. Their dates depend 
principally on the coins, wliich are almost invariably found 
deposited with the relics, in these topes. Coins have rarely 
been found in any Indian tope.2 They are found in hundreds 
in these nc;rth- western ones, and always fix a _date beyond 
whiche th~ tope cannot be carried back, and generally enable 
us to apprO'Ximate to the true date of the monument in 

1 Vassilief, 'Le Bouddhisme, ses I 2 A silver coin of one of the Andhra 
Do~1es,' etc., Paris, r865, p. 31, et kings, belonging to the znd century A.D., 
passmz. was found in the Sopitrit stupa. 
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question. If those of Kanishka are the earliest, which appears 
to be the case, the great one which he commenced, at 
Manikyala, is probably also the last to be finished in its 
present form, inasmuch as below I 2 ft. of ~olid masonry, a 
coin of Yasovarman of Kanauj was found, and his date cannot 
be carried back beyond A.D. 720. Between thesl! dates, there
fore, must be ranged the whole of this great group of Buddhist 
monuments. 

There were perhaps no great Buddhist establishments in 
Gandhara before Kanishka, and as few, if any, after the 8.th 
century, yet we learn that, during the earlie~ part of the period 
between these dates this province was as essentially Buddhist as 
any part of India. Fah Hian tells us, emphatically, that the law of 
Buddha was universally honoured, and mentions 500 monasteries,1 

and Hiuen Tsiang makes no complaint of heretics, while bo~h 
dilate in ecstasies on the wealth of relics everywhere displayed. 
Part of the skull, teeth, garments, staffs, pots of Buddha
impressions of his feet, even his shadow-was to be seen in this 
favoured district, which was besides sanctified by many actions 
which had been commemorated by towers erected on the spot 
where these meritorious acts were performed. Many of these 
spots have been identified, and more will no doubt reward the 
industry of future investigators, but meanwhile enough is known 
to render this province one of the most interesting of all India 
for the study of the traditions or art of Mediceval Buddhism. 

The antiquities of the western part of the province were 
first investigated by Dr. Honigberger, in the years I833-I834,iand 
the result of his numismatic discoveries published in Paris and 
elsewhere; but the first account we have of the buildings them
selves is that given by Mr. Masson, who, with singular per
severance and sagacity, completed what Dr. Honigberger had 
left undone.3 Those of the eastern district and about Manikyala 
were first investigated by General Ventura and M. Court, offi'ters 
in the service of Ranj!t Singh, and the result of their researches 
published by Prinsep in the third volume of his 'Journal' in 
I 830 ; but considerably further light was thrown on them by 
the explorations of General Cunningham, published in the 
second volume of his ' Archceological Reports' for I 863 - I 864 
(pp. 82 et seqq.). Since then still further additions have been 

1 Beal's translation, p. 26; 'Buddhist 
Records,' introd. pp. xxx., xxxi. 

2 Honigberger, 'Reise'; seealsoJ. G. 
Gerard's ' Memoir' in 'Jour. Asiat. Soc. 
Beng.' vol. iii. p. 321; and Jacquet's 
' Notice' in 'Jour. Asiatique' Ill e. 
serie, tome ii. p. 234; iv. p. 40! ; and 
vii. p. 385. 

3 Mr. Masson's accoJ.Int was com· 
municated to Professor Wilson, and by 
him published in his 'Ari:ma Jilbtiqua,' 
with lithographs fronP Mr. Masson's 
sketches which, though not so detailed 
as we could wish, are still sufficient to 
render their form and appearance 
intelligible, 

• 
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made to our knowledge of the Gandhara remains. In 1879 the 
late Mr. Wm. Simpson, whilst accompanying the ,British forces, 
excavated the Ahin-posh stUpa, to the south of) alah1bad, and 
his account of it f~rmed a valuable contribution to our knowledge 
of this and other remains in the valley.1 Under Major Cole 
and others, extensive excavations were also made in Yusufzai 
and Swat in search of sculptures ; but plans .of the structures 
have but seldom been secured.2 Lastly, in J 89 5-1897, a mission 
was sent out from France, under the direction of Mons. A .. 
F<mcher, to make a scientific survey of the Buddhist remains in 
the Yusufzai and S~at districts. The first volume of the results 
of this expedition was put>lished in 1905, containing an account 
of the whole subject, abundantly illustrated and thoroughly 
scientific.3 

J ALALABAD TOPES. 

The topes examined and. described by Mr. Masson as· exist
ing round J alalabad are thirty-seven in number, viz., eighteen 
disting~ished as the Daranta group, si~ at Chahar Bagh, and 
thirteen at Hidda. Of these about one-half yielded coins and 
relics of more or less importance, which proved the dates of 
their erection to extend from somewhat before the Christian Era 
to the 7th or 8thcentury_,_ · 
-oneorfl1e most remarkable of these is No. IO of Hidda or 

• Hada, which contained, besides a whole museum of gems and 
rings, five gold solidi of the emperors Theodosius (A.D. 408), 
Marc!an arid Leo (474); two gold Kanauj coins; and 202 
Sassanian coins extending to, if not beyond, the Hijra.4 This 
tope, therefore, must belong to the 7th century, and would be a 

1 ' Transactions of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects,' 1879-80, pp. 37-64. 
The p!l!ttes in Gen. Cunningham's paper, 
-'Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' 1879, pp. 205-210, supplied to 
him by Lieut. Mayne_, R.E.-do not add 
to Mr. Simpson's drawings. Mr. J. D. 
Beglar, Gen. Cunningham's assistant, was 
sent to excavate the stu pas at' All MasjLd, 
at the.same time, but no account of his 
work seems to have'been given-not even 
a plan of the stu pas excavated; a few 
photographs in the Calcutta Museum (of 
which six were po~blished in the 'Ancient 
Monuments of India,' plates 103-108) are 
the only ~viddtce of this excavation. 

2 'The way in w~ch the excavations of 
so many of these sites were conducted, 
must ever be regretted. Major Cole's 
"lointaine direction" of the excavations 
in Yusufz!li, leaving the entire supervision 

to a native jamadiir, is severely criticised 
(' L' Art Greco-Bouddhique du GandMra,' 
tome i. p. 21 ), as is also the destruction of 
interesting ancient structures by the Public 
Works Department.-Foucher, in 'Le 
Tourdu Monde, 1899,' p. 486, and' L' Art 
Greco-Bouddhique,' pp. qff, 47, etc. 

3 Foucher, 'L'Art Greco Bouddhique 
du Gandhiira,' contains a masterly account 
of the origin of the classical influence on 
Buddhist art in India· and the East, and 
is richly illustrated from his surveys and 
the sculptures stored in various museums. 

4 The length of tinie over which these 
coins range-more than 200 years-is 
sufficient to warn us what caution is 
requisite in fixing the date of buildings 
from their deposits. A tope cannot be 
earlier than the coins deposited in it, but, 
as in this case, it may be one or two 
hundred years more modern, 
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most convenient landmark in architectural history, were it not 
that the whole of its exterior is completely peeled off, so that 
no architectural mouldings remain, and, apparently from the 
difficulty of ascertaining them, no dimensio~ are quoted in 
the text.l About one- half of the others contained relics, but 
none were found to be so rich as this. 

In general appearance they differ considerably from the great 
Indian topes just described, being taller in proportion to their 
breadth, and having a far more tower-like appearance, than any 
found in India, except the Sarnath example. .They are mostly 
smaller, one of the largest at Daranta be,ng only I6o ft. in 
circumference or about 5 I ft. in diarrreter. This is about the 
usual size of the topes in Afghanistan, the second class being a 
little more than IOO ft., while many are much smaller. There 
are, however, some of larger size, for Mr. William Simpson 
found the circumference of the Ahin-posh stupa to be about 
2 50 ft., and of the U mar Khel tope at Daranta, a rough 
measurement gave 300 ft. circumference to the circular drum.2 

In every instance they seem to have rested on a osquare 
base, though in many this has been removed, and in others it_ is 
buried in rubbish; in many cases also, if not always, there was a 
deep plinth or low terrace below this base. Above this rises a 
circular drum, crowned by a belt sometimes composed merely of 
two architectural string-courses, with different coloured stones 
disposed as a diaper pattern between them. Sometimes a range ' 
of plain pilasters occupies this space. More generally the 
pilasters are joined by arches sometimes circular, sometimes 
of an ogee form. In one instance-the Red (Surkh) Tope-they 
are alternately circular and three-sided arches. That this belt 
represents the enclosing rail at Sanchi and the pilastered base 
at Manikyala need not be doubted. It shows, however, a very 
considerable change in style to find it elevated so far ur the 
monument as it is here. • 

· Generally speaking, the dome or roof rises immediately 
above this, but no example in this group retains. its termination 
in a perfect state. Some appear to have had hemispherical 
roofs, some more nearly conical, of greater or less steepness of 
pitch; and some (like that represented in Woodcut No. 21) had, 
perhaps, only a slight elevation in the centre. It seems possible' 
there may have been some connection between the shape of the! 
roof and the purpose for which the tope was raised, or the age\ 

I ' Ariana Antiqua,' p. I09-
~ 'Transactions of the Royal Institute 

of British Architects,' 1879-80, p. 53· The 
Nagara-gundi tope, at old NagaraMra, 
appears to have been also of similar size. 

0 0 

One between Cherat :nd Gt'iniyi'ir passes 
in Swat, is 140 ft. in circumference at 
the bottom of the cylindric part.
Foucher, 'L'Art Greco-Bouddhique du 
Gandhilra,' tome i. p. 65. 
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'of its erection. But we have no evidence to lead us to any 
decision of this point. 

O.!!e interestil!K .. .P.eculiaritx.' was brought to light by Mr. 
M a§ son =-in:--h-t-s 
excavation of the 
!,2Re~ at_S_ult~npur, 

.· 9 miles west of 
J alaJabad, and is 
shown in the an
nexed section 
(Woodcut No. 22). • 

i J(<:!pp.J:@_rs that the 

)moriu m:en COrlgin
ally consiS1ea"70f-a 

f -s~!L.!.~P~--9~ 
-larg<'Lsqua.r_~~_ b~~~. 
With the relic 
placed on its sum
mit. •This was zr. Tope at Bimaran. (From a Drawing by Mr. Masson, 
afterWardS in- in Wilson~s 'Ariana Antiqua.') _ . 

. creased in size by a 
second tope being built over it.l 

Among the later discoveries 
districts, the following may be 

• knowledge of these stupas. 
At ~hakp_~L rie;g_C.l}aJdarra 

in the North-West Frontier 
mentioned as adding to our 

,~~ in__the_Swat .Y~lJ~y, a 
mound was excavated by 
·Mr. A. Caddy in 1896, "in 
search of sculptures for the 
Calcutta Museum, and was 
fou11d to contain a small 
stupa in the form of a simple 
hemispherical dome, about 20 
ft. in diameter.- !his unig]:Le . 
forr:!,_RI.9Pably_oJlLoJ_t}l~ 
earliest · txRe .. s __ for--'such:....a 
structu"re, p_oints _to_ the .:derLy~t!s;>n _gf_the~e-str:uctur:es _from . 
Jhe5iiffii~_tu]!lu!1,1.§..(\Y.oodcut No. 23). · ,J'.h~_jome was 'faitjy 
~Ql,!!P~_te a!lci.w~f:!!lCi.!s:led_by the_l;>_q.~e o_fa wall abouL3Q_ft.J.!l 
·mA..t}!eter. 'fhis was evidently the remams of an outer casing 
that l!acl j)een built at a later date ove"rthe original structure
enlarging it 'and probably altering the contour. The debris of 
this-when the stones of the outer surface were carried off-

1 At Hada, near Jalalabad, Mr. Simpson found a somewhat similar inst:in~e.~ 
I Transactions of the Royal Institute of British Architects,' !879·80, P· s6. 
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had concealed and helped to preserve the original. A circular 
stone disc, of quite I I ft. 6 in. in diameter, which had formed 
one of the chhattras or umbrellas crowning the larger stupa, 

• 
.. 

-~~.:.:..~:·; 

_:-,~ ..... ,.. ____ -··. 

23- Stflpa at Chakpat. (From a Photograph.) 

and had slid down from the higher dome when first ruined, 
is seen in the illustration.! 

Half a mile below 'Ali Masjid in the Khaibar Pass, on a 
small hill, are the remains of a religious establishment sur
rounded by a group of ruined stupas of a very interesting 
character. They were excavated in 1879 by General Cunning
ham's assistant, and are said to have yielded important materials, 
never published. _Little more than the bases of these stllpas 
:emained, but they were very rich in stucco figure decoration; 
the accompanying reproduction of a photograph of ~o. 5 of the 
series (Plate I) will convey some idea of their form.2 • 

Beyond 'Ali Masjid and near Utlabeg is the Ishpola tope 
-M. Court's Pishbulak 3-placed on the summit of a rock 
projecting into, and dominating the valley. It appears about 
nearly as large as the Manikyala stllpa, and, like it, .the 
remispherical dome that crowns it, is only slightly raised 
on a short cylindrical neck resting on a square base which 
is further supported by walls forming a second and lower 
quadrangular terrace. The base had fourteen p(lasters on 

I Foucher,' L'Art Greco-Bouddhique,' 
tome i. pp. 56-59, 67, and 74· 

2 Burgess, 'Monuments of Ancient 
India,' plate ro6. Three coins of Vasu
de,•a, the third Kushan King, were found 

0 • 

here, but the stupas •can hardly be 
ascribed to an earlier date than the 3rd 
century A.D. 

3 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. v. p. 393· 

• 
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PLATE I. 

' 
'ALI MASJID STUPA NO. 5· 

[Toface page 92, Vol. I. 
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each side with· quasi-Corinthian capit~ls; and three .. of the 
interspaoes have r~cesses as if. for images of th~ Buddha, whilst 
on the lower member of the base was a continuous iJi)w of 
Buddhist figures• about· 1.8 in. high an<;!' placed close together. 
The stair leading . t~ the top .9f the base W!lS on . the east 
side,. and both the base and sowth 'side of the dome were 
still fairly entire ·in ·I 879.1 · • ' ' · ... • , 

Of the AJ_lin-_Rosh. stQ.Ea me.ntioned above, only· the base 
remained and was IOO ·ft. square' with extensions on the sides 
for the stairs, of which the principal appear to have been 
on the north and -south sides:::_those on the other 'two sides 
having been added aft~wards. Parts of the lowest course 
of the drum or dome showed that its diameter had been 
So ft., and tne base seems. to have been about 23 ft. high, 
with fourteen pilasters. on •the east· and west faces. . Under 
this base is a plinth 5! ft. high and projecting '6 ft. In the 
relic chamber. were found three Roman coins of Domitian 
(A.D. 81-96), Trajan, :'lnd the empress of Hadrian (II7-138), 
and s~enteen of Kanishka, Huvishka and Kadphises: hence 
this stupa can hardly be ascribed to an earlier date than the 
end of the 2nd, century, but probably considerably later.2 

The m;st imposing' ruin of a stupa noticed· in Swat is one 
between the passes. of .,.Cherat and Guniyar, to the south of 
Chakdarra, of which tlie circumference ofthe drum is about 
140 ft., or 45 ft. in diameter. .,bike the Isl:!.I2ola .stuE,a. its 
dome rises on a double drum, by which the vertical lines in 
theeoutline seerp. to gain in~ "importance at the cost of the 
downward· curve. The case is similar with the Barikot. tqp.e, 
about ~9 miles up the valley from Chakdarra, which, as 
M. Foucher points out, is very probably the Uttarasena stl!pa 
mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang.3 It has lost its square base 
or platform; of which the stones have been used to build 
modern walls in the vicinity, but it has preserved. the belt 
of arches which divides the cylindrical portion into two sections, 
one above the other ; and the dome is pretty entire. 

About a mile south-east from Haibatgram, in the same 
locality, is another stupa, hid away in a valley that takes 
from it the name of Top-dargt . .Jt has a circular b.<:~-s.~, about 
3 I ft. in diameter an'CI 7 ft. in height, ·introduced above the 
square base. This latter is some 'J2 ft. high and .58 ft. square, 
has nine pilasters on each face, and remains almost inta~t · .. . 

I Simpson, 'Tl'ansactions of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects,' 1879-80, 
pp. 40, 41 ; Foucher, 'L'Art Greco· 
Bouddhique,' tome i. p. 74 and fig. 14. 

2 Simpson, ut sup. p. 49· 

3 Beat's ' Buddhist Records;' vol. i. 
pp. 126 · 127, and 132 · 133; Julien, 
'Memoires,' tome ii. pp. 139, I46·I49· 
A view is given in Foucher, 'L'Art 
Gn!co-Bouddhique,' tome i. p; 67. 
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except the stair on one side ascending to the platform, which 
a trifling excavation would probably disinter.1 The height 
of this structure to the top of the dome must have been nearly 
40ft. 

Besides those already mentioned there are about twenty or 
thirty topes in the neighbourhood of Kabul, but all much ruined, 
and few of any striking appearance. So at least we are led to 
infer from Mr. Masson's very brief notice of them. No doubt 
many others still remain in spots hitherto unvisited by 
Europeans. 

In the immediate vicinity of these topes•are found caves and 
tumuli, the former being the reside!fces of priests, the latter 
partly burying- places, and partly ruined viharas, perhaps in 
some instances smaller relic-shrines. Their exact destination 
cannot be ascertained without a careful investigation by persons 
thoroughly conversant with the subject. There are still, also, 
many other points of great interest which require to be cleared 
up by actual examination. When this has been done we may 
hope to be able to judge with some certainty of their .affinity. 
with the Indian buildings on the one hand, and those of Persia 
on the other. 

MANIKYALA. 

The most important group, however, of the Gandhara topes 
is that at Manikyala in the Panjabl sitl]ated between the Jndus 
and the jehlam -or . Hydaspes, about 2o miles south-east of 
Rawalpindi. Fifteen or twenty examples are found at this 
place, most of which were opened by General Ventura and 
M. Court about the year r830, when several of them yielded 
relics of great value, though no record has been preserved of the 
greater part of their excavations. In one opened by M. Goui:t, 
a square chamber was found at a height of ro ft. above the 
ground level. In this was a gold cylinder enclosed in one 
of silver, and that again in one of copper: The inner one 
contained four gold coins, ten precious stones, and four pearls. 
These were, no doubt, the relics which the tope was intended 
to preserve. The inscription has been read, and is dated in the 
eighteenth year of Kanishka,2 so that we may feel assured it 
was erected during, or not long after, his reign. Seven Roman 
coins were found much worn, as if by long use,3• before they 
reached this remote locality ; and, as they exten~ d~wn to 

1 Foucher, loc. cit. pp. 7o, 7I and 74, i vii., I8g6, pp. I-25. 
and figs. I 7, I 8. / 3 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 

2 'Journal Asiatique,' IX• Ser., tome Bengal,' vol. iii. p. 559· 

• 
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B.C. 43,1 it is certain the monument was erected after that 
date. The gold coins were all those~of Kanishka. rhis tope, 
tl].erefore, could hardly have been erected earlier;than thirty 
years before Chr~t. To the antiquary the enquiry is of con- ·· 
sid~rable interest, 'but less so to the architect, as the tope is 
so completely ruined that neither its form nor its dimensions 
can now be distinguished. · -

Another was opened in 1863 by General 'Cunningham, in 
the relic· chamber of which he found a copper. coin, be~nging 
to 'the Satrap Z!'!ionises, who is · 
supp_osed _to ~have •governed this 
par.t of the country abou' the be
ginning of the :Chr!Sffar1Era; ana 

,...we=inay'tliere'fore assume tnat the 
tope··was erected by him or in his 
time. This and other relics were 
enclosed in a glass-stoppered vessel, 
placed in a miniature representa-: 
tion ofethe tope itself, 4! in. wide· 
at il;>ase, and 8! in. hig~ (Woodcut_ 
N o .. 24), which may be considered 
as a."-fair representation of ';"hat 
a tope was or was intended to be, 
in that d_ay. It is, perhaps, taller,! 

• however, than a structural example 
.would have, been; and the tee, 
with 1ts .four "uf!lbrellas: i~, possibly, , 
exaggerated.2 

• • , •• • • 

The p_rjricipal tope o.f the group . 
is, perhaps, the most remarkable _of 
its class~in Ind~a, though inferior 
in size . to· several in Ceylon. It· 2 4· Relic Casket frop Tope at 

Manikyala. (Found and drawn 
was •first: noticed by Mountstuart by Gen. Cunningham.) 
Elphinstone, and_ a very correct _ . 
view of i~··published ·by him, with the narrative_ of h~s mission 
to Ka bill' in. I 809.3 · It was afterwards thorough I y explored by 
General Ventura, in 1830, and a complete account of his investi
gations-published by Prinsep in the third v_olume of his 'Journal.' 

. Since th.en its basement has been cleared of the; rubbish that 
hid it to a depth of I 2 ft. to ·I 5 ft. all round, by the officers 

-~ .. ;_;.,: 4r . ~~- ~ -~· t 
1 Tho~as i~ 'J:>rinsep,' vol. i. p. r 50 ;_ . the east of· IGtbul ; Jacquet, in 'Jour.. . 

and 'Jo~rnallR. Asiatic Soc.,' vol. ix. . Asi::tique,' III• se·rie, .tome sii. pp .. 394·' .... 
(N.S.), pp. 217·21'6. · · 395; Foucher, 'L'Art Greco·Bouddhique 

2 ' Atch<eological Reports,' vol. ii. p. du Gandh~ra,' ,tome i. pp. 14f. and 7 5· • 
167, plat~ 6!) .• A similar reliquary, with . ~ Elphinstone's 'Account of Caubul,' 
five umbrellas: or chattras, was fgund by pp. 78; and 376, rst ed. · . t 
r!_.,...,....,"';J ~n th.:> llnr;_.;_u<'llr.rf.c>,.Ah tt"\T\Potn 
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of the Public Works Department. They also made careful 
plans and sections of the whole.l 

From these it appears that the dome is an exact hemisphere, 
I 27 ft. in diameter, and consequently as neatly as may be, 400 
ft. in circumference. The outer circle measures in like manner 
I 59 ft. 2 in., or 500 ft. in circumference, and is ascended by 
four very grand flights of steps, one in. each face, leading to 
p. procession-path I6 ft. in width, ornamented both above 
and below by a range of dwarf pilasters, representing the 
detached rail of the older Indian monuments. It is, indeed, 
one of ~he most marked characteristics of t~ese Gandhara topes, 
that none of them possess, or eve• seem to have possessed, 
any trace of an independent rail ; but most have an ornamental 

25. \'iew of ~Ianikyala Tope. (From a Photograph.) 

• 

belt of pilasters, joined generally by arches simulating the 
original rail. This can hardly be an early architectural form, 
and leads to the suspicion that, in spite of their deposits, their 
outward casing may be more modern than thee col'hs they 
contain; yet, on the other hand, we must admit that the simple 1 
hemispherical dome, without drum, placed on a low platform, I 

I Cunningham, 'Archreological Reports,' vol. v. pp. 75·79, and plates 21-24. 
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(as.;:tt Chakpat) must have been an early form, and that the rail 
was a feature confined to purely Indian stupas, whilst among 
those :of the Gandh~ra region it never appeared. ·* 

The·outwan;l a{>pearance of the Maniky~la tope, in its half
ruined state, may be judged offrofu the view (Woodcut No. 25). 
All that it· really requires to_ complete its outline is the tee, 
w:hich was an invariable adjunct to -these buildings_: no other 

. ~-

.. 

26. Restored Elevation of the Tope_ at Mt'lnikyil.la. Scale so ft. to I in . 

feature has wholly disappeared. The· restored elevation, half-
sectio~ half-elevation (Woodcut No. 26), to the usual scale, 
50 ft. to· I in., will afford the meahs of comparison with other 
monuments ; 1 and the section and elevation of the base; 
Woodcut No. 27, on the next page, will explain its architectural 
details in so Jar as they can be· made out. · 

· On diggi_ng into this monument, General Ventura found 
• three -separate deposits of relics, arranged at apparently equal 

distances of 25 ft. from the surface of the finished monument 
and frorri each other, and each apparently increasing in value 
or importanc~ as it descended. The first was at the base of a 
solid cubical mass of squared masonry, and contained, inter alia, 

. some Sassanian coins' and one of Yasovarman (about A.D. 720), 
and 'one of Abdullah bin H~zim, struck at Merv A. H. 66, or 
A.D.·685.2 The second, at a depth of 50 ft., confained no coins. 
The principal. deposit, at a· depth of 75 ft., was on the exact 
level o~~·th,e ;roc.ession-p~th outsid~. It corsis~ed of a ~opper 
vessel, 111 wHtcl"\' was a rehc casket ··111 brass, represented·· m the 

' ~ .. . I. 

1 • The restored elevation here, omits 
the stairs (sapai1a) in front and at the 
sides, as also the 'umbrellas that crowned . 
the whole.-See Cunningham, 'Archreo-

VOJ". I. 

logical Snrvey Reports,'. vol.- v. plates 
21 and 22. · 

2 Thomas's ' Prinsep,'' vol. i. p. 94· 

G .· 
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woodcut No. 28 on next page, containing a smaller vessel of 
gold, filled with a brown liquid, and with an inscription on the 

2J. Elevation and Section of portion of Basement of Stfipa at l\fanikyil.la. 

lid which has not yet been fully deciphered, but around •t were 
one gold and six copper coins of the Kanishka type. 

If this were all, it would be easy to assert tliat the original 
smaller tope, as shown in the section (Woodcut No. 26), was 
erected under Kanishka, or in his time, and that the square 
block on its summit was the original tee, and that in the 8th 
century an envelope 25 ft. in thickness, but following the 
original form, was added to it,1 and with the extended procession
path it assum~d its present form, which is very much lower than 
we would otherwise expect from its age. 

Against this theory, however, there is an ugly little fact. It 
is said that a fragment 2 or, as it is printed, three Sassanian coins 

1 It is not to be assumed that, when 
a stil.pa was enveloped by an addition, the 
enlarged form was symmetrical with the 
original; rather it would usually add pro
portionately more to the height than to 
the diameter. 

2 In the text it is certainly printed 
"three" with a reference to 19 in the 
plate 21 of vol. iii. The latter is un
doubtedly a misprint, and I cannot help 
believing the former is so also, as only 

one fragment is figured ; and Prinsep 
complains more than once of the state 
of the French MS. f~om which he was 
compiling his account. I observe that 
Gen. Cunningham a~pts 0 the same 
views. At p. 78, ~1. v., he says: "I 
have a strong suspicion that Gen. 
Ventura's record of three Sassanian coins 
having been found below deposit B may 
be erroneous." 

• 
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·were found at a depth of 64 ft. ( 69 ft. from the finished surface) ; 
and· if this were so, as the whole 'masonry was found perfectly 
solid and undisturbed from the surface to the 
base, the whole m~mument must be of the age 

·of this coin. As engraved, however, it is such 
a fragment 1 that it seems hardly sufficie~t to 
base much upon it. Unless the General had 
discovered it himself, and noted it at the 
tim-e, it might so easily have been mislabelled 

.or mixed up with othe~ Sassanian fragments 
belonging to the upjier deposits that its posi
tion may be wrongly desctibed. If, ho;.vever, 
there were three, this explanation will not 
suffice. It may, however, be that the princi
pal deposit was accessible, as we know was 
sometimes the case,2 in this instance at the 
bottom of an open well-hole or side gallery, 
before the time of the rebuilding in the 8th 
century,. and was then, ~nd then only, built 
up solid. If we may disregard this deposit, 
its story seems self-evident as above explained. 

/' ..

. :. 
'I . 

~' 

But whatever its internal arrangements may 28. Relic Casket, 
have been, it seems perfectly certain that its Mfmikyala. 

,p~nt,ext~rnal a~-P!.~r~l~ .. e,is due :to a rebuilding, possibly as 
• late as the early part of tlie 8th century.:-. 

General Cunningham a'tt'e"ffi·pted''~i-oidentify M. Court's tope · 
with !hat erected to commemorate the Buddha, in a previous 
stage of existence, offering his body. to appease the hunger 
of a tigress, or- according to another version-,- of its seven 
famishing cubs; 3 but this was based on a mistaken reading of 
some words in the inscription. The stupa of the "body
offering" must have been far ·to the north-east of Taxila
probably in the Hazara country.4 Unfortunately nothing of 
the exterior coating now remains on any of the sixteen topes 
at this place, and, what is worse, of all the fifty or fifty-five 
which can still be identified at Taxila. As General Cunningham 
remarks, of all these sixty or seventy stupas there is not one, 
excepting the great Manikyala t<:>pe, that retains in its original 
position a single . wrought stone of its outer facing; 5 none 

1 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. iii. plate 21, fig. 18. · 

2 'Foe•Ko.u• Ki,' ch. xiii. pp. 85· 
86; Beal, ' Buddl1ist Records,' vol. i. 
p. xxxiv. 

3 S. Julien's 'Memoire~ sur les Con
trees Occidentales,' tome i. p. 164, and 
' Vie de H. Th.' p. 89 ; or Beal's 

'Buddhist Records,' vol. i. pp. i45f.; and 
' Life of H. T.' p. 67 ; Sp. Hardy's 
'Manual of Budhism,' 2nd ed. pp. 93f. 

4 E. Chavannes, 'Song Yun' in 
'Bulletin de l'Ecole Fran<;aise de l'Ex· 
treme-Orient,' tome iii. (1903), p. 4II. 

5 'Archreological Reports,' vol. ii. p. 
172. 
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consequently, are entitled to a longer notice in a work wholly 
devoted to architecture. 

Over all India there must have been large numbers of stu pas 
in Buddhist times, though now so very ft!w remain above 
ground. There is, however, near Daulatpur in the Haidarabad 
district of Sind, a large tope, known as Thai Rukhan, fully 
50 ft. in diameter, and about the same in height. The inner 
core is of sun-dried brick cased outside with good burnt bricks
moulded for the cornices and capitals of pilasters. It has been 
surrounded by a platform about 6 yards wide, now ruined and 
covered with debris.1 The lower portion "f the stupa is much 
peeled and injured ; but above are two belts of pilasters-about 
twenty in each- with moulded bases and quasi-Corinthian 
capitals. Over the lower belt a cornice ran, above which the 
diameter of the tower is contracted by perhaps 5 ft. In t-he 
upper section the pilasters are better preserved, and though 
the top is much ruined, the dome probably began at about 
8 ft. above this. 2 The bricks are very large, measuring r6 in. 
in length by I I in breadth and 3 in. thick. The stllpa 
probably belongs to an early age, and, as M. Foucher remarks, 
in style, it appears to have descended directly from those of 
the Swat valleys and Kabul. 

In 1877 a stone box containing a crystal reliquary was 
found embedded in brick when excavating a small mound at 
Kolhapur ; the casket was broken, but the lid of the box bore • 
a short inscription in early letters, of the maker's name and of 
the person for whom it was made.3 • 

In r88z Mr J. M. Campbell of the Civil Service excavated 
the remains of a stupa at Sopara, 5 miles north of Basein. 
The dimensions of it, given by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji are 
unfortunately not consistent.4 If the diameter of the stupa was, 
as stated, 67 ft., and the circular platform on which it stood 
was 268 ft. in circumference and 18 ft. high, the ramp r~und 
the dome would be just 9ft. wide (not r8 ft.). But possibly the 

I Among the debris were found some 
27 brickS: about 7 inches square, each 
bearing a small figure of Buddha, seated 
with the legs down: these may have 
formed part of a string course. Others 
bore representations of the birth of 
Buddha and of the bedroom scene before 
his leaving home. 

2 Burgess, 'Ancient Monts. of India,' 
plate 62. Other stupas, more ruined, 
have been noted in Sindh~ At Kahu near 
Mlrpur Khlis, one. was excav~ted, f;>r 
bricks when makmg the Ha1darabad 
Umarkot railway, and ligures of Buddhas 
moulded in brick and other ornamental 

forms were found and appropriated by 
officials. At Depar, 4 miles from 
Brabmanabfid, and at Tando near Tando
l\fubammad- Khitn, are brick mounds 
which are remains of stupas.- 'Jour. 
Bombay B. R. Asiatic Soc.' vol. xix. 
P· 45· 

3 'Jour. Bombay B .• R. Asiat. Soc.' · 
Yo!. xiv. pp. I47·I5L 

• 'Jour. Bombay B. R. ~siat. ~oc.' vol. 
xv. pp. 292-31 r. It i! twice stated (pp. 
293 and 295) that the terrace was ' r8 ft. 
wide.' The plan and section on plate 
3 are evidently not drawn to any scale, 

1 and afford no help. 
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diameter of the stupa was. only 49 ft., and the height of it, 
before excavation, must have been about 50 ft. The special 
interest of the excavators, however, was in the relic caskets, 
which, with some• interesting figures of Buddhas, contained a 
silver coin of Sri Yadnya Gautamiputra, who reigned about the 
end of the 3rd century A.D.1 

1 In 1889 Mr Campbell had the Boria 
stupa, at the foot of Mount Girnar 
excavated ; but the account given in the 
'Journal of the Asiatic Socitlty of Bengal,' 

• 

vol. lx. pp. 17-23, is defective in-details. 
In April 1898 Mr. Cousens found the 
basement of another stupa at Sopara with 
the empty relic casket . 

• 29. Parinirvana of Buddha. From Cave 26 at Ajanta 
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• 

CHAPTER IV. 

/ RAILS. 

• 
CONTENTS. 

0 

Rails at Bharaut, Mathura, Sanchi, and Amaravati. 

IT is only within the last forty years or so, that our rapidly
increasing knowledge has enabled us to apprecia.t_e the irnportant 

, _ , part which Rails play in the history of Buddhist arcl}.it~_<;ture. 
/. The rail of the great Tope at San chi ~<ts1 it is true~ been jq_ng 

known; but it •- is the plainest _of those yet discover:e<;l.,_and 
without the ins~riptions which are_ found on it~ and _the_gate
ways that were subsequently added to it, presents few features 
to interest any one. There is a second rail at Sanchi which 
is more ornamented and more interesting, but it has nofYet • 
been published in such a manner as to render its features 
or its history intelligible. The great rail at Bodh ,Gaya 
is one of the oldest and finest of its kind, but, tboiign_it 
was examined and repotted on by -Rajendralal Mitra anc:l __ by 

.;.; General Cunningham, neither of them addec:l much to opr 
·previous information. 'When the Amaravati sculptures were 
brought to light and pieced together,! it was perceived that 
the rail might, and in that instance did, become one af the 
most elaborate and ornamental features of the style. In 1863 
General Cunningham found two or three rail pillars at Mathura 
(Muttra), of an early Jaina stupa, but his discovery, in 1874, 
of the great rail at Bharaut made it clear that this was the feature 
on which the early Buddhist architects lavished all the resources 
oftheir art, and from the study of which we may consequently 
expect to learn most. 

-.- The two oldest rails of which we have g,ny ~nowled,g~_in 
_, India are thos.~ at J~odh-G_aya_and at Bharaut. The Jo!mer, 

'General c--unnmgbam thought, cannot be of mtlcn lat«r date 
than A~oka.2 -- The laher has been ascribed to the periQd-of 

1 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' Preface to the First Edition. 
2 'Archreological Reports,' vol. i. p. 10. 
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;:'the Sunga dynasty, or about two centuries before the 'Christian 
/'\,Era:--t>i'itlle"'Wl:llle,""I am incTmed t'Obpls:Y,.,e tbat tfie Baclfi

Gaya rail was really erected by Asoka, or durirtg his r~~· 
A"t'"alr events, we know from the fifteenth chapter of the 
'Mahawansa' that even if he did not worship this tree, he is 
said to have reverenced it to such an extent that, as tradition 
reports, when he sent his daughter Sanghamitta to aid in the 
conversion of Ceylon to the Buddhist creed, he cu,t"off and 
entrusted her with a branch of this tre_e planted· in· a golden 
vessel. That tree was replanted with infinite ceremony at 
Anuradhapura, and• it, or its. lineal descendant; remains the 
principal numen of the is~nd to this day. Hiuen Tsiang tells 
us that Asoka built a small vihara to the east of the tree on 
the spot where the present temple stands; 1 and nothing is 
consequently more probable than . that he ·should have added 
this rail, which is concentric with his vihara, but not with the 
tree. 

There certainly is no inherent improbability that he should 
have d"ne so, for it seems hardly doubtful that this was the 
traditional tree under whose shade Sakyamuni attained 
"complete enlightenment," or, in other words, reached Buddha
_ hood; and no spot consequently could be considered more 
sacred in the eyes of a Buddhist, or was more _likely to be 
reverenced from the time forward. 

• · The Bharaut rail, according to an inscription on it, was'! 
erecteaoy a Prince <rvaTs1=j!iilra Dfiana6fi"uti, son ofliauRti-\ 
piitfa-Angaradyut, and grandson of Gargiputra Visvadeva "1 
-"Iif"'ffi'e""time of tfie :S ungas.'' 2 I iiishelps us only to a small I 
ex.l'e'fit';''"""1nalcafing, how~ver, that tliis rail is of somewhat 
later date than the time of Asoka. Some fragments of 
another rail of early date were also found at Patna - the 
ancient Pataliputra-in excavations conducted there by Dr. 
L. ~. Waddell, in 1895, which are much of the same type 
as those of Bodh- Gaya.3 As already mentioned, we have 
no complete ·set of photographs of the Bodh- Gaya rail. 
It is true the drawings by Major Kittoe, in the India 
Office Library, are very much better than those published 
by General Cunningham in his report; 4 but they do not 

1 Grlinwedel, 'Buddhist Art,' Eng. tr. 
p. 70; Julien, 'Memoires,' tome i. pp. 
464-465; Bea'l," Records,' vol. ii:·p."I zS:--

2 'Iniian .t}ntiquary,' vol. xxi. p. 227. 
3 Waddell's 'lt.cport on the Excava

tions at Pataliputra' (Calcutta, 1903), 
plates i and 3· · . 

4 'Archreological Reports,' vol. i. 
·plates 8 to I 1. In Rajendralal Mitra's 

.• , Buddha-Gaya,' plates 34·38 and 44, 45, 

a number of medallions from the rail
pillars are given; but the drawings in 

· the.,vohime- are so often inaccurate in 
details that we cannot altogether trust • 
them; In Cunningham's ' Mahabodhi,' 
plates& and 9, are given small photographs 
of a few discs. A complete survey should 
give the whole pillar in each case; of eight 
of them there are photographs in the 
Calcutta Museum and India Office. • 
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suffice for this purpose. In so far, however, as the evidence 
at present available enables us to judge, it seems nearly certain 
that the Bharaut sculptures are somewhere between those of 
the gateways at Sanchi and those at Bodh-baya; and conse-· 
quently we may, for the present at least, assume the latter 
rail to be B.C. 250, that at Bharaut B.C. 200, and the gateways; 
at Sanchi to range from about B.c. r6o to say B.C. 100. i 

The Bodh-Gaya rail is a rectangle, measuring 145 ft. by 
10"8 ft., and is very much ruined. Its dimensions were, indeed, 
only obtained by excavation.1 The pillars are apparently only 1 
6 ft. 8 in. in height, standing on a plinth, and are generallyl 
ornamented with a semi-disc top and t>ottom containing a singlel 
figure, or a group of several. They have also a central circular 
disc, with either an animal or bust in the centre of a lotus.ll 
Portions of the coping of the rail have been recovered, thei' 
inner faces of which are ornamented with long lines of animals;:' 
-elephants, deer, bulls, winged horses, makaras, centaurs, etc./ 
and the outer faces are carved with bands of flowers. The'1\ 
intermediate rails between the pillars are sculpturod with 
circular lotus flowers on both sides, some of them containing· 
busts or animals. As the most ancient sculptured monument 
in India, it would be extremely interesting to have this rail\. 
fully illustrated,2 not so much for its artistic merit as because 
it is the earliest authentic monument representing manners 
and mythology in India. Its religion, as might be expected, • 
is principally Tree and Serpent worship, mingled with venera
tion for dagabas, wheels, and Buddhist emblems. The do~estic 
scenes represent love-making, and drinking-anything, in fact, 
but Buddha or Buddhism, as we afterwards come to understand 
the term. 

BHARAUT OR BHARHUT. • 
\Vhatever interest may attach to the rail at Bodh-Gaya 

it is surpassed ten times over by that of the rail at Bharaut, 
which, taking it all in all, is perhaps the most interesting 
monument-certainly in a historical point of view-known __ to 
exist in India. The tope itself, which seems to have been 

1 Gen. Cunningham assumed that 
the original rail formed a rectangle, 
about 7 4 ft. from north to south by 54 
ft. from east to west ; but at a later 
date it was reconstructed as an enclosure 
for an enlarged temple, measuring 145 ft. I 
from east to west, and ro8 from north to 
south (' Arch::eological Reports,' vol. iii. 
p. go, and plate 25). In ' Arch:eological 

Reports,' voL i. plate 4, he gave the 
dimensions of the enclo;~re as only I 3 I 
ft. by g8; and Rajendraliil 1\Iitra 
(' Buddha-Gaya,' p. 73), cooten~ that it 
measured 154ft. by II,fft. 8 in. 

2 Major Kittoe made careful drawings 
of most of the medallions to be seen 
seventy years ago. Two of them are 
reproduced here, the first representing a 
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about 68 ft. in diameter, had entirely disappeared, having been 
utilised by the na:tives to build their village_s; but about one
half of the rail, which was partly thrown down and buried in 
the rubbish, had been preserved. Originally it was 88 ft. in 
diameter, and consequently some 277 ft. in length. It was 
divided into four_guadrants. by the Jour entrances, eac of 
which was guarded by statues 4! ft. high, of Yakshas and 

l
Yakshinis, a. nd Nagarajas carved in relief on the corner piila_rs. 
The eastern gateway only is known to have been adorned with 
a Toran-or, as the Chinese would call it, a "P'ai-lu "-like 
those at Sanchi. CJne pillar of it is shown in the woodcut 
.(N.o. 32) on next page, and sufficient fragments were found in 
the. excavations to enable General Cunningham to restore it with 
considerable certainty. From his restoration it appears to have 
been 22 ft. 6 in. in height from the ground to the top of the 
chakra, or wheel, which was the central emblem on the top 
of all, supported by a honeysuckle ornament of great beauty. 
The beams had no human figures on them, like those at Sanch~·
The lower had a procession of elephants, bringing offerings·' 
to a tree ; the middle beam, of lions similarly employed ; th 
upper beam has not. been recovered, but the beam-ends are 
ornamented with conventional crocodiles or makaras, and show . ~ 

man on his knees before an altar worshipping a tree, while a flying figare brings 
.a garland to adorn it. The other represents a relic casket, over which a seven-

30. Tree Worship; Bodh-Gaya Rail. 3I. Relic Casket: Bodh-Gaya Rail. 

headed Naga spreads his hood, and over him an umbrella of state. There are, 
besides, two trees in a sacred enclosure, and' another casket with three umbrellas 
(Woodcuts No. 30, 31). 
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elevations of buildings so correctly drawn as to enable us to 
recognise all their features in the rock-cut edifices now existing. 

The toran, most like this one, is that which surmounted 
the southern entrance at Sanchi, which I •believe to be the 
oldest of the four found there, and to have been erected in the 
middle of the 2nd celil.tury, before our era (B.C. r6o-150). This 

32. Portion of Rail at Bharaut, as first uncovered. (From a Photograph.) 

one, however, is so much more wooden and col1structively so 
inferior, that I would, on architectural grounds alone, be-inclined 
to affirm that it was the older. The age of the rail, however, 
does not depend on this determination, as the toran may have 
been added afterwards. 

The rail was apparently 9 ft. in height, including the coping, 
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and had three discs on intermediate rails. The· inner side of~ 
· the upper rail was ornamented by a continuous series of bas

reliefs, divided from each other by a beautiful flowing scroll. 
The inside also of the discs was similarly ornamented-their 
sculptures bearing an evident analogy to those on the Bodh
Gaya rail, whilst some of the pillars had bas-reliefs in three 
storeys on three· of their sides. Altogether, I fancy 'not less 
than one hundred separate' bas-reliefs were recovered, all 
representing some scene or legend- of the time, and nearly all 
inscribed I not only • with the names of the principal persons. 
represented, but with the title of the jataka or legend, so that. 
they are easily recognised •in the books now current in Buddhist 
countries. It is the only monument in India that is so 
inscribed,2 and it is this that consequently gives it such value 
fof the history not only of art but of Buddhist mythology. 

If this work profes;>ed to be a history of Indian art, including 
sculpture, it would be necessary to illustrate this rail to a much 
greater extent than is here attempted; but as architecturally it is 
hardly Itore important than others, the reader who is interested 
in it may be referred to the volume published by its discoverer.3 

Meanwhile, however, it cannot be too 'strongly insisted upon 
pthat ~ ~<;_~~e .disPlayed }~[_.e,~ indi~e~~ . .Jl£re _is 
~b~o_£tely~p9.ztr:ace . .2fL~Qtlan mfluenc~.- -~ t 1s, mdeed,,..,l!l 

every cl'e'f'aTI antagomsbc to tlia,_t art; nor 1Sfhere anx-trace of 
• ~Hi.''SSicalarf""'"Tlie capitals ofthe pillars· do resemole som!'!

Wli'at'"jlfose at Persepolis, and the honeysuckle ornaments point 
in the same direction ; 4 but, barring that, the art~_e_cially_the 
figure-sculpture belonging to the rail, seems an art elaborated 
on-~ewsg,o_DyTnc:Hans, anCI ... b)";""Tllcl!ans onlx.5 

ssuming fliese facts to be as stated, tliey give rise to one 
or two inferences which have an important bearing on our 
inve~tigations. fir'st,Jhe arcqitec_t_ur_e_ of_this .rail, .with.i .ts-!2J~, 
are more essentially wooden than even those at.S.~nch_i,~ 

1 For the translation of these inscrip
tions by Dr. Hultzsch, see 'Indian 
Antiquary,' val. xxi. pp. 225-242. See • 
also VOl. X. pp. I 18ff, 255ff. ; voJ. xi. 
pp. zsff. ; and val. xiv. PP· IJ7f. 

2 The sculptures on the walls of the 
old Papnitth temple at Pattadakal are also 
labelled ; but it ios an almost exceptional 
instance. • 

3 General Cum¥ngham's 'Stupa of 
Bharhut,' London, 1879. 

4 Whatever the early Hindlls borrowed 
from Persia or elsewhere they gradually 
modified by varying the details, until it 
became native in form. ~ 

5 The following outline (WoodcutNo.· 
33, on the next page) of one of the bas
reliefs on a pillar at Bharaut may. serve to 
convey an idea of the style of art and of 
the quaint way in which the stories are 
there told. On the left, a king with 
a five-headed snake-hood is represented 
kneeling before an altar strewn with 
flowers, behind which is a tree (Sirisa 
Acasia ?) hung with garlands. Behind 
him is an inscription to this effect :
" Erapato (Airavata) the Nitgaritja war· 
ships the blessed one (Bhagavat)." Above 
him is the great five-headed Nitga him· 
self, rising from a lake. To its right a 
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far as it goes, tends to confirm the conclusion that, at the period 
they were erected, the style was passing from wood to stone. 

man in the robes of a priest standing up to his middle •n the water, and above 
the Naga a female genius, apparently floating in the air. Below is another 
Nagaraja, with his quintuple snake-hood, and behind him two females with a single 

33· Tree and Serpent Worship at Bharatlt. (From a Photograph.) 

snake at the back of their heads- an arrangement \\·hich is universal in all 
Naga sculpture. They are standing up to their waists in water. If we may 
depend on the inscription below him, this is Erapato twice. over, and the 
females are his t_wo wives. The inscription up the side states that this is "the gift of 
Rishidatta, a preacher. "-Cunningham's 'Stupa of Bharhut,' plate 14. • 

This bas-relief is further interesting as being an epitome ofmy ~ark on' Tree and 
Serpent Worship.' As expressing in the shortest possible compass nearly all that is 
said there at length, it will also serve to explain much that is advanced in the 
following pages. As it is years older than anything that was known when that 
book was written, it is a confirmation of its theories, as satisfactory as it is complete. 

• 
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I 
On the other hand, however, the sculpture is· so sharp and clean, 
and every detail so well and so cleverly expressed in"' the hard 
sandstone in which it is cut, that it is equally evident the carvers 
were perfectly farrfiliar with the material they were using. It 
is far from being a first attempt. They must have had chisels 
and tools quite equal to carving the hardest stone, and must 
have been perfectly familiar with their use. How long it may 

~v~ tctk.e~ them to a.squire .this degree of 12erfe~tion iO"'Sttne 
carvmg, It IS of course Impossiole to guess, Without further data; 
•15t:"f1:it must-Uaveoeen centuries. Though, tlierefore, we may 
Cfespair of-finding a~y ·architectural buildings older than the 
time of Asoka, it is by no .means improbable that we may find 
images or bas-reliefs, and inscriptions of a much earlier date, 
and for the history of India and her arts they would be as useful 
as ~he larger examples. 

/.. For the present we must be content with the knowledge 
.-· that we now know perfectly what the state of the arts was 

in India when the Greeks first visited it. Neither the Bodh
Gay~ n<Jr the Bharaut rails were, it is true, m existenff:_ in 
1\."fexanoer'stlme; out bOth were erected withm the li_mits of 
tile century in wliiCh~Megastlienes visited the_co_untr_y,.,~s 
'affibliSs'lidBrfromSeleu~?ndwitis principally from him that 
we know wliat India was at that time. If he did not see these 
monuments he may have seen others like them, and at all 
•events saw carvings executed in the same style, and wooden 
chaityas and temples similar to those depicted in·. these 
sculptures. But one of the curious points they bring out is, 
that the religious observances he witnessed at the courts of the 
Brahmariical king, Chandragupta, are not those he would ~ave 
witnessed had he. been deputed to his Buddhist grandson the 
great Asoka. Here, as everything else at this age, everything 
is Budd~ist, but it is Buddhism without Buddha. He nowhere 
appeah, either as a heavenly person to be 'Yorshipped, or even 
as an ascetic. The nearest indication of his presence is in a 
scene where Ajatasatru-the king in whose reign he attained 
Nirvana-kneels before an altar in front of which are impressions 
of his feet. His feet, too, seem impressed on the step of the 
triple ladder, by which he descended from Heaven at Sankis~ ; 
Max:~'s dream, and the descent of the white eleQhant, can be 
recognised, and otlier indications sufficient to convince. an 
experCtiiat'~uddrusm istlie rerigion indicated. · .1?J!!_,2Lat 
·~:m:n<:nrix: far tile most numerous oojects to which worshif> is 

?~CITe'SSeCl in t'fiese . sculQtufe~ are • frees, one ofwfi'iclf, the 
/~~pHon tells us, ist?eB.P'dni;..tr:e.e_g1~~[~ye!!luJ1i. Besides 

tfiis, Hie Bo-trees of six or seven of his predecessors are 
represented iri these s~ulptures, and both by their foliage and 
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their inscriptions we can easily recognise them as those known 
at the present day as ascribed to these previous Buddhas.1 

.~ . Naga people, and kings with their five-headed serpent-hoods, 
·are common; but only one instance has y<"J: been brought to 
light in which the serpent can be said to be worshipped. 
Making love and drinking are not represented here as at 
Sanchi-nor are females represented nude as they are on. the 
J aina sculptures at Mathura. All are decently clothed, froOtn the 
waist downwards at least, and altogether the manners and 
customs at Bharaut are as much purer as the art is better th_ap_it 
is in the example o( Sanchi. • 

MATHURA (MUTTRA). 

When excavating at Mathura, General Cunningham fownd 
several pillars of a rail, which, judging from the style, is pro
bably later than that at Bharaut, but still certainly anterior to 
the Christian Era. The pillars, however, are only 4! ft. high,l 
and few traces of the top rail or of the intermediate discs have

1 been found. Each pillar is adorned _by a figure of a nude 
female in high' relteCsingularly well executed, richly adornedl 
with necklaces and bangles, and a bead belt or truss around 
their middles. Each stands on a crouching dwarf or demon, 
and above each, in a separate compartment, are the busts of two 1 

figures, a male and female, on a somewhat smaller scale, either• 
making love to each other, or drinking something stronger than 
water.2 • • 

Though the sculptures at Sanchi and Katak have made us 
familiar with some strange scenes, of what might be supposed 
an anti-Buddhistic tendency, this rail, we cannot now doubt, 
belonged to a group of J aina tern pies and monastic buildings of a 
very early age. We do not, indeed, know if the rail was straight 
or circular, or to what class of building it was attached'; l'mt it 
is pretty certain that these pillars belonged to one or more Jaina 
stupas such as that of which the remains were excavated by 
Dr. Fuhrer in 1888-89. Jaina tradition had always claimed 
Mathura as one of the centres of their sect, and an inscription 
found there and dated in the year 79 of the Kushan kings, records 
the consecration of a statue to the stupa of Suparsva.8 This 
confirms what had previously been anticipated-that the J ains, 
as well as the Buddhists, erected stf1pas in hoaJ.our of their 

------~----- ~---- . 
1 Tumour's 'Mah&wansa,' Introd. p. Reports,' vol. iii. •plate 6; also in 

32 ; Griinwedel, 'Buddhist Art in India' FUhrer's plates 60-64, in V. A. Smith's 
(Eng. tr.), p. 74· 'Jaina Stupa, etc., at Mathurii.' 

2 Outlines of these sculptures are given 3 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. ii. pp. 204, 
in Gen. Cunningham's 'Archreological 321f. 
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pr~phets, and 
of the latter.1 

RAIL AT SANCHI. I I L 

that their art did not differ materially from that 

LSA K~ A A 
~• · ANCHI- ANAKHEDA. 

?. Though the ra,}! sur:Ot~nding_!he to2es at _§anc_hi are not, 
Aw tfiern"selves~so 1nterestmg as tnose · at Bo,P_h_,;_,G_aza and 

Bnaraut";"StiUrney a:xe usefUl--in exhibiting the various steps 
oy which the 'modes of decorating rails were arrived at, and 
the torans or gateways of the great rail are quite unequalled 
by any other examp~s known 
to exist in India. The rail 
that· surrounds the greattope 
may beoescribe"d as a circular 
en,losure 140 ft.· in diameter, 

lout not quite regular, being 
oval on one side, to aaffiir of 
I~P or statj:'Sleacli9g to 
tfie bet:!! "~~1.,.-. .. path 
~Qrrounaing tlie mon umen_t . 
. As will be seen from the 
annexed woodcut (No. 34), it ~~·____L___.;.___!____l____L__L__, ___ , 

:1 fz 0 .I :: 3 ;i' :i fS '/ 6 ·'I 'lYJ·~ef 

,cQn~!gs • .£f octq,gonal Qillars 8 34. Rail at Sanchi. (From a Drawing by 
ft. in height, and spaced 2 ft. Gen. Cunningham.). · 

•apart. . Jhese are joined to-
gether at the top by a rai,I"2[.,} in. dee_E, he~ its eosition by~a 
'!~.t1PX1~'f on~flk19P of t~;.pill<!ts"as at Stonehenge; ...l;>etween 
..tP-e .... pjl!E,rs are three intermediate rails,_~hich are slip,.eed into 
lens- shaped hole.s.,_Q!l-cith~~he ~whole_;;_b_o).¥,fug~h.R~ 
~ially_wood.~.Q.tP~$0.11§.,t!'.JJ£ti2n ... i~,· The pillars, for instance, 
could not have been put up first, and the rails added afterwards. 

·They must have been inserted into the right or left hand posts, 
and .!ur'ported while the next pillar was pushed laterally, so 
as to take their ends, and when the top rail was shut down 
the whole became mortised together as a piece of carpentry, 
but not as any stone- work was done eith~r before . or 
afterwards. 

The rail of.J.h_e~o_z_SJ.ll..Ra at Sanchi is of special interest as 
being rnor~O.l-!!ilmente.d with scl!lP-tur.e_s_which, with many of the 
inscriptions, appear to belong to a period distinctly antecedent 
to those of tlje gateways of the great stupa (Woodcut No. 35); 
there ci[cular discs ace_a_dded-.:iu_t_ill!..;..g:ntre_of-!=~Rillar, 
r • - ·.·. --

I BUhler, 'Legend of the Jaina Stupa 
at Mathura' ; and ' Epigraphia !ndica,' 
vol. ii. pp. JI I et seqq. and plates; see 
also the curious tale about Kanishka and I 

a Jaina sttlpa that he worshipped by 
mistake.-' Journal Asiatique,' IX• ser. 
tome viii. (I896), pp. 458ff.- Conf. Arite, 
p. 54, note I. • 
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and semicircular plates at top and bottom.1 In carpentry the 
clrCiila.r ones would represent a great nail meant to keep the 
centre bar in its place; the half discs top and bottom, metal 

plctt:es to strengthen 
the junctions -and 
this it seems most 
probably may really 
have been the" origin 
of these forms. 

L If from this we 
~ attempt to follow the 

progress made in the 
ornamentation of 
these rails, it seems to 
have been arrived•at 
J~y pladl1g_.a c.ircular 
disc in each of the 
intermediate rails, as 
shown in the'\voodcut 
(No. 36), copied from 
a representation of 
the outer face of. the 

35· • Rail, No.2 Tope, S.tnchi. Amaravatl rail, carved 
(From a Drawing by Col. Maisey.) upon it. In the actual 

rail the pillars are • 
proportionally taller and the spaces somewhat wider, but in all 
other respects it is the same-it has the same zoophorus below, 
and the same conventional figures bearing a roll above, both of 
w,hich features are met with almost everywhere. 

36. Representation of Rail, (From a Bas-relief at Amanl.vat~) 

• 
A fourth stage was reached in that showl1 in the next 

woo~ {No. 3i), ·from a representation of a rail in the 

1 The scnlptnres on this rail have not I drawn by Col. Maisey. See his' Sanchi,' 
been fully illustrated; some of them were plates 29-31, and pp. 67-70. 
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Gautamiputra cave at Nasik, cir. A.D. r6o to 175, ~.r_e_they_l!, 
are .1hr~.e (ulLdiscs on the r.illars as well as on the_~ails_, and 
no doubt other variations may yet be found; but tl:iese are 
sufficient to show 'how the discs were multiplied till the pillars 
almost become evanescent quantities in the composition. 

·o D 0_ 
-<,;--

Rail in Gautamiputra Cave, Nasik. 

_ ~_g.rea-t€St_itluo~~.ot:J, however, that took place, was the 
.. •substitution of figure- s<2!!,pture _for -the lotus or water leaves 

§the__:discs, if that can be called an innovation, which certainly 
-took pface'in the wooden age of architecture, before it was 
thought of translating these things into stone. The earliest 
rails we know, those at Bodh-Gaya and :Bharaut, show these 

-changes already completed in the manner above described. 
The plainness of the _rail, or the absence of figure-sculpture, is 
consegu_wntly no test of its g:reater or less antiquity, though 
the ~xtre111e multiplication of discs, as showJ?- in the last 
example,- seems only to have taken place just- before th~ir 
discontinuance. 

To return, however, from this digression. The rail that 
surrounds th&great tor.e at Sanchi via!L.Hro_bably_c_o_mmenceo
·mmeaiately after its erection, which, as exr.lained above, was 
@b"E8vn-AToka.'sHme, ... B_._c.~-S,Q,;Jil1t as each rail, as shown 
oy tlie inscription on it, was the gift of a different individual,1 

,. 
""i Gen. Cunning~ain collected and 
translated 196 inscriptions from this 
tope, in his work on the Bhilsa Topes, 
pp. 235 et seqq., plates 16-19; but the 
more accurate versions of a larger co11ec-

VOL. I. 

"-.t . 

tion of 378 from this rail and 78 from 
that of Stupa No. z, are those by 
Professor BUhler, published in 'Epi· 
graphia Indica,' vol.. ii. pp. 87 et seqq., 
and 366 et seqq. 

H 
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it may have taken a hundred years to erect. The age of the 
,/ torans is more easily ascertained. There is an inscription on 

the south gateway, which is certainly integral, which states that 
the gateway was erected ~urit;K~e __ rci_g!2,!<?-f__K_ing_ Sataka:ni 
of the Andhra dynasty, an It IS nearly certam that this applies 
to a king of that name who reigned about B.C. I 55· If we 
assume that this gateway-which leads to the stepSby which 
the berm is ascended-is probably the oldest of the four,• it gives 
us a starting-point from which to determine the age of the 
others. The next to be erected would be the northern. That 
may have been followed by the eastern-lhe one of which there 
is a cast at South Kensington-and.the last erected was perhaps 
the western.1 The style and details of all these show a succes
sion and a progress that could hardly have taken place in much 
less than a century, and, with other reasons, enable us to a~sert 

~ without much hesitation, that the four gate~ay~ .lY~- Cl.d_d_~ 
to the rail of the great tope duri'ng tne 2nd ~_ent.uJ:Y..ll~ore th~ 
Ch_d~tial! E_@.:.: The northern gateway ~own in the general 
view of the building (Woodcut No. I 2 ), but more il1' detail in 
the cut (No. 38) on the following page. 

In design and dimensions these four gateways are all 
very similar to one another. The northern is th~ fj_n~s!} as 
wep as somewhat larger than the 9th~~s. Its pillars, to_ the 
underside oTtne- lower beam, measure I 8 ft., including the 
elephant capitals, and the total height to the top of the 
emblem is 35 ft. The extreme width across the lower b_eam 
is 20 ft. The other gateways are somewhat less in•dimen
sions, the eastern being only 33 ft. in height. The other 
two having fallen, and-though re-erected by Government
we cannot be sure what their exact dimensions may originally 
~ave been. 
\ All these four gateways, or torans as they are properly 

;'called, were covered with the most c;laborate sculptJ!re~ both 
'in front and rear-wherever, in fact, their surface was not 
hidden by being attached to the rail behind them. Generally 
the sculptures represent scenes from the life or legend of 

1 In later stupas, the west side seems 
to have been frequently regarded as the 
front ; but generally it was on the side 
facing the monastic buildings. 

2 The details from which these de
terminations are arrived at will be found 
in 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' pp. 98 
et seqq. Since that work was published, 
however, the discovery of Satakarni's 
name in the Hathigumpha inscription, at ' 
Khandagiri, the re. adjustment of the 

chronology of the Andhras, and other 
epigraphical results, have considerably 
altered the actual dates ascribed to 
monuments of this early period ; their 
relative ages, howevea-, are not materially 
affected by this. • 

3 It is very mucl0 to be regretted that 
when Lieut. Cole had the opportunity he 
did not take a cast of tbis one instead of 
the eastern gateway. It is far more com
plete, and its sculptures more interesting. 



Northern Gateway of Tope at Sanchi. (From a Photograph.) 
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Buddha,1 but nowhere is he represented in the conventional 
forms either standing or seated cross-legged, which afterwards 
became universal. In addition to these are scenes from the 

"jatakas or legends, narrating_ events or acti<1ns that took )lace 
during the five hundred births through which Sakyamuni had 
passed before he became so purified as to reach perfect Buddha
hood. One of these, the Wessantara, or "alms-giving Jataka," 
occupies the whole of the lower beam of the northern gateway, 
and reproduces all the events of that wonderful tale, exactly as 
it is narrated in Sinhalese and Pali boo~s at the present day. 
Besides these legendary scenes, the worship of trees is repre
sented at least seventy-six times ; t>f dagabas or relic shrines, 
thirty-eight times; of the chakra, or wheel, the emblem of 
Dharma- the law- ten times; and of Sri, the goddess of 
fortune, who afterwards, in the Hindu Pantheon, bec~me 
Lakshmi the consort of Vishnu, ten times. The Triratna or 
trident emblem which crowns the gateways may, and I am 
inclined to believe does, represent the Buddhist creed. On 
the left-hand pillar of the north gateway it crowns• a pillar, 
hung with wreaths and emblems, at the bottom of which 
are the sacred feet (Woodcut No. 39) :-the whole looking like 
a mystic emblem of a divinity, it was forbidden to repr~sent 
under a human form. The corresponding face of the opposite 
pillar is adorned with architectural scrolls, wholly without any 
esoteric meaning so far as can be detected, but of great beauty 
of design (Woodcut No. 40 ). 

• Other sculptures represent sieges and fighting, a~d con-
; .• ~· .. ,o sequent triumphs. Others portray men and women eating and 

> ; -J drinking and making love, and otherwise occupied, in a mann~r 
as unlike---anything we have been accustomed to connect with 
Buddhism as can well be imagined. Be this as it may, the 

?
-sculptures of these gateways JornLa perfect pi.<:ture.Bible of 
]3.u.d.dhi.s.uL as it existed in India in the 2nd century before the 
Christian Era, and as such are as important historically as they 
are interesting artistically.2 

JA_e__?gl~lT:_j<?p~, (No. 3) on the same platform, and about 
40 yards north-north-east from the great tope at Sanchi, was 
surrounded by a rail which has now almost entirely disappeared. 
It had, however, at least one to ran, the pillars and one beam of 

1 See GrUnwedel's 'Buddhist Art in 
India,' Eng. trans!., pp. 58·74· 

2 For details of these sculptures and 
references, the reader must be referred 
to 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' where 
a great number of them are represented 
and described in great detail. Sculptures 
do not, strictly speaking, belong to this 

work, and, except for. historical purposes, 
are not generally alluded to. 

The sculptures 'iere all photographed 
to scale some years ago by 1\Ir. H. Cousens 
of the Archreological Survey, but as yet 
there is no prospect of their publication. 
-'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 
1902, PP· 29"45· 
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which were still standing twenty years ago, when the upper two 
beams were also ·pieced 
together and replaced. 
olt is only about half the 
size of those of the great 
tope, measuring about 
17 ft. to the top of the 
upper beam, and I 3 ft. 
across its lower beam. It 
is apparently somewhat 
more modern than the 
great ga,J:eways, and its 

· sculptures may have re
ference to the acts of 
Sariputra and Mogga
lana, whose relics, as 
above mentioned, were 
deposited in it. 

This tope was only 
40 ft. in diameter, which 
is about the same dimen
sion as No.2 Tope, con
taining the relics of 
some of the apostles 
who "took part in the 
third convocation under 
Asoka, and afterwards 
in the diffusion of the 
Buddhist·religion in the 
countries bordering on 
India. 

As above .Rointed 
out, the rails af'"BOdli-· 
~Y.T.u:id' Bharaut afford 
a similar picture of 
BUddhism at a time 
pe~gs.a century ~arl!er .. 
Tfie alfference lS . not 
striking, close 

• 40. 
Ornament on right-hand 

Pillar, 
.• Northern Gateway. 
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Joxe-,ma~irg do not occur in wha~ remains of the sculptures-they 
do, however, occur at Bodh-Gaya-to anything like the extent 
they do at San chi. There is no instance at Bharaut of any figure 

, entirely nude; at Sanchi apparent nudity among the females 
is rather the rule than the exception. The objects of worship 
are nearly the same in both instances, but are better expressed 
in the earlier than in the later examples. We may, however, 
make some allowance for differences of material and ;ace or 
locality- possibly also to peculiarities in the different sects 
for which the two monuments were exec~ted.l The Mathura 
sculptures may suggest that the Digambara J ains regarded 
female as well as male nudity' as <J.• mark of sanctity. · 

Before leaving these torans, it may be well to draw attention 
again to the fact of their being, even more evidently than the rails, 
so little removed from the wooden originals out of which tney 
were elaborated, No one can look at them, however carelessly, 
without perceiving that their forms are such as a carpenter 
would imagine, and could construct, but which could not be 
invented by any process of stone or brick masonry wfth which 
we are familiar. The real wonder is that, when the new fashion 
was introduced of repeating in stone what ha~ previously been 
executed only in wood, any one had the hardihood to atte.mpt 
such an erection in stone ; and still more wonderful is it that, 
having been done, three of them should have stood during 
eighteen centuries, till one was knocked down by some clumsy • 
Englishmen, and that only one-probably the earlie~, and 
consequently the slightest and most wooden-should have 
fallen from natural causes. 

Although these Sanchi torans are not the earliest specimens 
of their class executed wholly in stone, neither are they the 
last. 'vVe have, it is true, no means of knowing whether those 
represented at Amaravati 2 were in stone or in wood, l:~ut,.from 
their different appearances, some of them most probably were 
in the more permanent material. At all events, in China and 
Japan their descendants are counted by thousands. The "p'ai-Jus". 
in the former country, and the "tori-is" in the latter, are copies 
more or less correct of these Sanchi gateways, and like their 

1 The difference of style may be com
pared with that which prevails among 
l\1 usalman monuments in different parts 
of India in the I 5th and 16th centuries. 

2 They mtlSt certainly have been very 
common in India, for, though only one 
representation of them has been detected 
among the sculptures at Stinchi ('Tree 
and Serpent Worship,' plate 27, fig. 2), 
at least ten repre'sentations of them are 

found at Amartlvatt, plates 59 (fig. 2), 
6o (fig. I), 63 (fig. 3), 64 (fig. I) 69, 83 
(fig. 2), 85 (figs. I a~d 2), 96 (fig. 3), 
98 (fig. 2), and no doubt many more may 
yet be found. In ~ave 10 at Ajanta, 
containing the oldest paintings there, 
two were represented on the left wall. 
'Notes on the Bauddha Rock-Temples 
of Ajanta,' p. 51, and plate r I. 
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Indian p;ototypes are sometimes in stone, sometimes in wood 
and frequently compounded of both materials, in varying pro- · 
portions. What is still more curious, a toran with five bars 
was erected in froot of the Temple at Jerusalem, to bear the 

• sacred golden vine. It, however, was partly in wood, partly in 
stone, and was erected to replace one that adorned Solomon's 
Temple, which was wholly in bronze, and supported by the 
celebra"ted pillars Jachin and Boaz.l 

• AMARAVATi. 

Although the rail at Eharaut is the most interesting and 
important in India in an historical sense, it is far from being 
equal to that at Amaravati, either in elaboration or in artistic 
me"rit..- Indeed, in these respects, the Amaravati rail is probably 
'the most remarkable monument in India. In the first place, ,it. 
js_more_tba~e-<ii.!.rl~n~ioo.s_Q[Jhe-rail-at-Bharagt the 
great rail being 192 ft. in diameter, the base 162~ ft.,2 or almost 
exactly twice the dimensions of that at Bharaut ; between these 
two-was the procession-path-13 ft. wide. The inner wall of 
sculptures was the facing of the ~f!se that supported the plat
foroo on which the dome stood. Externally, the total height 
of the great rail was about 14 ft.; internally, it was 2 ft. less, 

• while the sculptured facing of the base was, perhaps, only 6 ft. 
in height, with a frieze and cornice over it. 

~,}- The external appearance of the great rail may be judged 
hb'.t9f frcnn- the annexed woodcut (No. 4.1 ), representing a small 

section of it. The lower part, or plinth, was ornamented by 
a frieze of animals -and boys or dwarfs, generally in ludicrous 
and comic attitudes. The pillars, as usual, were rectangular 
with the corners splayed off, ornamented with full discs in the 
cenh;e, eand half discs top ·and bottom, between which were 
figure sculptures of more or less importance. On the three 
rail~h._ars .. v.ce_r~.Jtill., gj~q,-~Jl mqst elaborately carved, and all 

• different. Above runs the usual undulating roll moulding, 
which was universal in ·all ages,3 but is here richly inter
spersed with figures ar,id- emblems. The inside of the rail 
was very much more-..~dchly ornamented than the outside 

1 'Tree and S~pent Worship,' Appen· 
dix I. p .• 270; 'Temples of the Jews,' 
PP· 152, I55· • 

2 From some misunderstanding of the 
first ac.counts, it was supposed the Amara-· 
vatl stttpa had an inner rail ; this was a 
mistake-the inner circle of sculptures 
was the facing of the base of the stupa. 

3 In Burma at the present day a roll 
preciselysimilar to this, formed of coloured 
muslin, distended by light bamboo hoops, :. 
is borne on men's shoulders in the same 
manner as shown here, on each side of 
the procession that accompanies a high 
priest or other ecclesiastical dignitary to· 
the grave. · 
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shown in the woodcut. All the central range of discs, both 
on the pillars and on the rails, were carved with figured 

External Elevation of Great Rail at Amaravatl. 

• 

subjects, generally of very great elaboration and bect'uty of 
detail ; and the coping was one continuous bas-relief upwards 
of 6oo ft. in length. At the returns of the gateways another 
system was adopted, as shown in next woodcut (No. 42 ). The • 
pillars being narrower, and the discs smaller, the principal 
sculpture was on the intermediate space: in this instance a 
king on his throne receives a messenger, while his army in 
front defends the walls; lower down the infantry, cavalry, and 
elephants sally forth in battle array, while one of the enemy 
sues for peace, which is probably the information • being com-
municated to the king. • 

The sculptured base, though, perhaps, lower than the rail, 
was even more richly ornamented than it, generally with 
figures of dagabas- apparently twelve in each quadrant-
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'most elaborately carved with scenes from the life of Buddha 
or from the legends.. One of 
these dagabas. has already been 
given (Woodcut No. ,20, page 

• 8r).1 Between these were pillars 

42. Angle pillar at "-mara vat!. 

and slabs ornamented, either as 
shown in Woodcuts Nos. 43 
and 44, or with other Buddhist 

43· Slab from Base of the Stitpa, Amaravatl. 

designs or emblems, but all as rich, at least, as. 'these·; whilst 

1 For other examples, see 'Amaritvatl and Jaggayyapeta Stlipas,' plates i., xxxi. 
figs. 6, 7, and xxxiii. xxxix, 
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over these slabs was an architrave, carved like ivory, with 
scenes from the life of Buddha; the whole making up a series 
of pictures of Buddhism, as it was understood in the 1st and 

·H· Dagaba (from a Slab), Amaravatl. 

2nd centurie~, unsurpassed by 
anything now known to exist 
in India. The slab represented 
in Woodcut No. 43 (p. 121), 
though now much ruirfed, is 
interesting as showing the three 
great objects of Buddhist 
worship at once. At the top 
is the dagaba with its rail, 
but with the five-headed Naga 
in the place usually occupied 
by Buddha. In the cen~ral 
compartment is the chakra or 
wheel, now generally acknow
ledged to be the emblem of 
Dharma, the second 0 member 
of the Buddhist Triad ; below 
that the tree, possibly repre
senting the Sangha or the con
gregation ; and in front of all 
a throne, on which is placed 
what I believe to be a relic,• 
wrapt up in a silken cloth. 

This combination is repeated 
again and again in the earlier 

of these sculptures, and may be almost designated as the 
shorter Buddhist catechism, or rather the creed - Buddha, 
Dharma, Sangha. The last woodcut (No. 44) is also interest
ing, as showing, besides the three emblems, the Jorm of 
pillars with double animal capitals so common in stru~tures 
of this and an earlier period. 

The age of this monument can hardly be fixed with 
~~- certainty; the sculptures on the rail and on some of the slabs" 

~~",~ that probably belonged to the stupa itself, are sufficiently 
// analogous in general style to those left of the Bharaut stupa 

to suggest that they may be of scarcely more than a century 
·> later. It must have been commenced at least before figures 

of Buddha were represented in sculpture-the r<llic casket and 
pair of footmarks being the symbols employed to represent 
him. But among the figures that appear to h<tve belonged to 
the base of the stupa, there are many that can hardly be earlier 
than the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. From an inscrip
tion of the reign of Pulumavi Vasishthlputra, it would seem 
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that the stupa- called a "great chaitya ''-belonged to the 
Chaitika or Purvasaila school, and. must have undergone a 
great restoration about A.D; I 50; 1 but we find pieces of very 
ancient sculpture, ~orne of which have been reworked on the 
back to fit into new places ; and at least one inscription was 
found that is engraved in pure Maurya characters of about 
B.C. 200. It seems probable then tha-t an early stupa existed 
here, ot which only a few archaic sculptures have survived. 

·This was restored-perhaps reconstructed ·and much enlarged 
-a century or more .-n.c., the sculptures of the rail repr~sent
ing the veneration of relics, the Trir<J.tna, domestic and. other 
scenes, etc., but without t'be figure of Buddha. Then, in the 
2nd century A.D., the stupa itself seems to have been restored 
when the sculptures wainscotting its base were added, picturing 
sce!"'es from. the legend of Buddha.2 

When Hiuen Tsiang visited this place in the year 639 it had 
already been deserted for more than a century, but he speaks 
of its ma;;nificence and the beauty of its site in more glowing 
terms than he applies to almost any other monument in India. 
Among other expressions, he uses one not easily understood 
at first sight, for he says, "it was ornamented with· all the 
~ific;,ence of the 2alaces of~a " 3 (Tahi!!,).,, Now, how
ever, that we know wliat Hie native art of India was_ from 
the sculptures at Bharaut and Sanchi, and as we also know 
•nearly what the art of Baktria was from those dug up 
near P.eshawar, especially at Jamalgarhi, we see at once that 
it was by a marriage of these two arts that the Amarayati 
school of sculpture was produced, but with a stronger classical 
influence than anything of its kind found elsewhere in lndia.4 

With this, which is cer_tainly the most splendid specimen of 
its class, we must conclude our history of Buddhist rails. No 
later .e~mple is known to exist ; and the Gandhara topes, • 
which generally seem to be of this age or later, have all 

· their rails attached to their sides in the shape of a row 
of pilasters. If they had any figured illustrations, they were 

·either in the form of paintings on plaster on the panels or 

1 There is no record of the positions of 
the sculptures belonging to the basement; 
and the Government excavation of the 
whole area in 1~1 destroyed the last 
chance of any further determination. 

2 For a full accownt of the Amaravatl 
stupa, see the volume of the Archzeological 
Survey, 'The Buddhist Stlipasof Amara· 
vat! and J aggayyapeta,' 1887. 

3 ' Histoire de Hiouen Thsang traduite 
par Julien,' vol. i. p. 188; Beal, 'Life of 

J 

Hiuen Tsiang,' pp. 136f. 
4 In some of the technical details of the 

sculptures, notably in the treatment of 
drapery, the influence of classic art is 
perceptible; and it is perhaps here alone 
in India Proper that this foreign impress is 
seen. The age of the later sculptures 

.nearly coinciding with the same influence 
in Gandhara may account for this. Conf. 
Dr. Le Bon, ' Les Monuments de l'Inde,' 
P· 14. 
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rilievos between the pilasters ; for we cannot understand any 
Buddhist monument existing anywhere, without the jatakas 
or legends being portrayed on its walls in some shape or other. 

At Sarnath all reminiscences of a rai~ had disappeared, 
and a new mode of ornamentation introduced, which bore no 
resemblance to anything found on the earlier topes. 

Although, therefore, our history of the rails may finish about 
A.D. 200, it by no means follows that examples may dot yet 
be brought to light belonging to the five centuries that elapsed 
between that date and the age of Asoka .• As they all certainly 
were sculptured to a greater or less extent, when they are 
examined and published, we may .hope to have an ancient 
pictorial history of India for those ages nearly as complete 
as that possessed by any other country in the world. At 
present, however, we only know of ten or twelve examples, 
but they are so easily thrown down and buried that we may 
hope to find more whenever they are looked for, and from 
them to learn the whole story of Buddhist art. 

0 ---------- ----

NOTE.-The central crowning orna- the intermediate blocks, Sri and the 
ment in Woodcut No. 38, page II5, is chakra again. The lower beam is wholly 
a chakra or wheel in the centre, with occupied by the early scenes in the 
Triratna emblems right and left. These Wessantara ji\taka, which is contin~d in 
triratna symbols represent the three the rear. The subjects on the pillars have 
"Jewels" of Buddhism, - Buddha, been described in 'Tree and Serpent 
the Dharma and Sangha. On the upper Worship,' but are on too small a scale. 
beam five dagabas and two trees are to be distinguishable in the woodcut. 
worshipped ; on the intermediate blocks, See also Griinwedel's ' Buddhist Art in 
Sri and a chakra; on the middle beam India,' Eng. trans., pp I9, 74, I~5· The 
are seven sacred trees, with altars ; on Triratna is also a J aina symbol. 

45· Triratna Emblem. (From a sculpture at 
Amaril.vat!,) 

Triratna Symbol from 
Sil.nchi. 
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ALTHOUGH, if looked at from a merely artistic point of view, 
it will probably be found that the rails are the most interesting 
Buddhist remains that have ·come down to our time, still, in 
an historical or architectural sense, they are certainly surpassed 
by the \!haitya halls. These are the temples of the religion, 
properly so called, and the exact counterpart of the chur<::hes 
of the Christians, not only in form, but in use. ·-.,, 

Some twenty or thirty of these are known still ·to exist 
in ~ state of greater or less preservation, but-with very few 
exceptions-all cut in the rock. In so far as the interior is 

-concerned this is of little or no consequence, but, were it not 
for one or two recent discoveries, we should not have been 
able t" judge of their external form or effect,1 and, what is 
worse, we should nof have known: how _their roofs were con
structed .. · We know that, generally at least,fux were formed 
with semicircular ribs of timber, and it is also nearlY. certain 
thatontliese ri~Iari]{sil1tWO or three thicknesses weretaid, 
but we coufa.,--liardly have guessed what covered the planks 
extefnafly. . 
. Till recently the only structural one knowJ)_w.as_thaLat 
Sanchi •. which is shown in plan in the accompanying woodcut 

•(No. 47). It did not, however, suffice to show us how the 
roofs of the aisles were supported externally. What it does 
show, which the caves do not, is that when the aisle which 

. l It had previously been considered 
probable that a tolerably correct idea of 

.. the general extefior appearance of the 
buildings from which these caves were 
copied may be obt:fined from the Raths 
(as they are called) of Miimallapuram 
or Mahavellipore (described further on). 
These are monuments of a later date, 
and belonging to a different religion, but 

they correspond so nearly .in all their 
parts with the temples and monasteries 
now under consideration, that ·we· cotild 
scarcely doubt their being, in most re· 
spects, clo~e copies· of them, ·as we now 
discover. that they realfy a·re.- Curiously 
enough, the best illustrations ·of some of 
them are to be found amongthe sculptures 
of the Bharaut Rail. · · · 
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surrounded the apse could be lighted from the exterior, the 
apse was carried up solid. In all the caves the pillars sur
rounding the dagaba are of different -form and 
plainer than those of the nave. They are, in fact, 
kept as subdued as possible, as if it was thought ~ • 
they had no business there, but were necessary 
to admit light into the circumambient aisle of 
the apse. .~ 

The discovery of two old s!J:uctural chaityas a .. 

enables us now to realise the formation of their • " 
roofs. One of these, at Ter in the N aldrug : Q:::::::n : 

district of Haidarabad? has been appropriated 
to V:aishnava worship, ~nd to some e·xtent altered, 47. PI~ Chaitya 
but tts arrangements wtll be understood from the Hall, Sanchi .. 
accompanying view and plan (Woodcuts Nos. 48 Scale 3oft. to.r m. 

and 49). The mandap· on the east may possibly have been an 
addition, but if so,of an early 
date, as the mouldings and 
pilasters testify. Ofhe doors 
of this and of the shrine 
have been altered: that on 
the north side has been 
cut out, and the part"ition 
wall across the apse added, 

• 

+9· Plan of Ancient Buddhist Chaitya 
at Tcr. Scale so ft. to r in. 

· (From a Plan by H. Cousens.) 

whilst the daga~a.!._pro
bably of marble-has been 
removed to make room for 
two V aishna va images~ 
The shrine or chaitya is 

4s. Ancient Buddhist Chaitya at Ter. • wholly built of brick~ of 
(From a photograph by H. Cousens.) large siie, measuring 17 in. 

by 9, and 3 in. thick, care
fully laid in a cement of clay. This apartment 111easures 26 ft. _ ..... - . - -_-__ . _-----~-----

I Ter was indentitied· by Dr. Fleet as 
the site of the ancient Tagara ('Journal 
of the Royal Asiatic Society,' I 90 I, 
pp. 537ff.) ; and, led by this, Mr. H. 
Cousens visited the place in November 

I90I, and discovlred this interesting 
monument. The plan (Illustration No. 
49) and the substance of this account is 
based on his paper in the 'Archreological 
Survey Annual, 1902·03,' pp. I95f. 

• 
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in length by I 2 ft. wide, the apsidal end and barrel-vault~ 

.,_-·~rising_ about 30. ft. from the floor; it i_s. of oriel{ .;.a. ~ully 
corbelled mwards to fGrm the vault, and nsmg to a nage, all 

1 carefully plastered. The mandap in front is about I 3 ·ft. 'high 
inside, and has a flat roof of \vooden beams supported by wooden 

· pillars, and-over-laid by brick and plastered outside. Slender 
'pilasters are formed on the outside walls, supporting thick roll 
moulc~ngs of an early form. The fac;ade of the chaitya rises 
about I 8 ft. above the hall roof (Woodcut No. 48), and is of 
special interest: the recess in· the middle of it now contains 
a Hindu image in pfaster, but originally it must have been a 
window· to admit light into the chaitya. And if we compare 
,tb._Ls fac;ade with that of the 'Buddhist rock-cut ch~t.Y-<J. .at 
R:t.l)!i:tlieCiose'i'es'E!lhblance in style, and even in details,_ger,i\'.ed 
Jiom ~arlier woodconstrucficmS,TS'Very apparent .. 

The early cnai'fya, aiscovereaal:iOtif eighteen years ago at 
_Chezarla, in the Kistna district of the Ma,dr~s_pr:esidency, has 
been preserved, like the pre
ceding, ~ being appropri
ated as a Saiva temple of 
Kap6tesvara-" the pigeon 
god " ; for the legend of 
Sivf-Us1nara,-who offered 
his own flesh to feed a hawk 

-rather than surrender a so. Plan of an ancient Chaitya at Chezarla. Scale 
25ft. tor in. (From a Plan by Mr. A. Rea.) 

dove (kapota) that had fled . 
to him•for protection-is well known from the Mahabbarata and. 

sr. Elevation of Chezarla Chaitya Temple. 52. Section on A B, 
of No, so. Scale 25 ft. to r in. ' 

other works ; 1 the story has also Buddhist forms in the J a taka 
. book.2 ' }ik0e T~~a!I)._P;l~. this chaitya is builL£f._!>rick~ 

1 Benfey's 'Pan~atant~;,• vol. i. p. 
388; 'Kathil.saritsil.gara,' ch. 7 ; 1 Mahil.· 
bhil.rata,' Vana-parva, sect. 197. 

2 'The 'Kapota Jil.taka,' is No. 42, and 
the Sivi Jil.taka, No. 499; see also Beal's 

1 Buddhist Record~,' vol. ii. pp. 182-183, 
and 1 Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' p. 125; 
Burgess, 1 Notes on the Bauddha Rock 
Temples of Ajanta: their Paintings, etc,' 
pp. 47, and 7 5-76. 
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of the same large size, and a mandapa 25 ft. in length by 9ft. 
9 in. wide has been added at some later date, at the east or front 
end of it. The original chapel is about 23 ft. in length inside 
and 8 ft. 9 in. wide in front and somewhat le~ at the apse. The 
walls are 3 ft. 6 in. thick, but inside pilasters have been built up 
to support a flat roof about 7! ft. from the floor, hiding entirely 
the inside of the vaulting; outside it is identical with tha~t Ter .. 
The illustrations Nos. so, 51, and 52, will enable the rlader to 
form a fairly distinct conception of this interesting monument. 

These two examples, though of so SJ11all dimensions, fully 
confirm the inductions arrived at before their discovery, of the 
form of roof and arrangement of these chapels. They must at 
one time have been very numerous all over India, and further 
important discoveries may still reward careful research. At 
Guntypalle in the Godavari district is the ruin of one, meastPring 
53 ft. 6 in. in length by I4 ft. 6 in. wide; but only a few feet of 
the walls remain. And at Vidyadharapuram, near Bezwada, 
the foundations have been traced by Mr. Rea of still another. 

0 

As so much of our information regarding the chaityas, as 
well as the viharas, which form the next group to be described, 
was first derived from the rock-cut examples in western India, 
it would be convenient, if it were possible, to present something 
like a statistical account of the number and distribution of the 
groups of caves found there. From what we know of thei"t 
numbers and distribution we are warranted in assuming that 
there are at least fifty groups of'caves in India proper. 40 

· 

Some of these groups contain as many as roo different and 
distinct excavations, many not more than ten or a dozen ; but 
altogether we may fairly assume that not less than r zoo distinct 
specimens are to be found. Of these probably 300 may be of 
Brahmanical or J aina origin ; the rema:iping 900 are B~ddhist
either monasteries or temples, the former being incomparably 
the more numerous class ; for of the latter not more than 
twenty or thirty are known to exist. This difference arose, no 
doubt, from the greater number of the viharas being grouped 
around structural topes, as was always the case in Afghanistan 
and Ceylon ; and, consequently, they did not require any rock-· 
cut place of worship while possessed of the more usual and 
appropriate edifice. 

The fa<;:ades of the caves are g_enerally perfe<Ot, and form an 
exception to what has been said of our ignorance of the external 
appearance of Indian temples and monasterie~, since they are 
executed in the rock with all the detail that could have graced 
the buildings of which they are copies. In the investigation of 
these objects, the perfect immutability of a temple once hewn 
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out of the living rock is a very important advantage. No repair 
can add to, or indeed scarcely alter, the general· features of what 
is once so executed; and there can be no doubt that we see 
them now, in all es5"entials, exactly as originally designed. This 
advantage will easily be appreciated by any one who has tried to 
grope for the evidence of a date in the design, afforded by our 
m!Jch-~tered and often reconstructed cathedrals of the Mi_ddle 
Ages, . ; , 

The geographical distribution of the caves· is somewhat 
singular, more than nine-tenths of those now known being 
found within the limits of the Bombay Presidency. The 
remainder consist of two gmups in Bengal-those of Bihar and 
Katak, neither of which is important in extent ; those of 
Dhamnar, Kholvi, Besnagar, and Bagh in Rajputana ; in Madras, 
the ~ro"ups at Mamallapuram, Bezwada and Guntupalle ; and 

• two or three small groups in the Panjab and Afghanistan.1 

This remarkable local distribution may be accounted for by 
the. greatlfr prevalence in western than ~n. ·eastern India of 
rocks perfectly adapted to such works. The great cave district 
of western India is composed of horizontaF strata of amygdaloid 
and otlier cognate trap formations, geqerally speaking of very 
consWerable thickness and great uniformity of texture, and 
possessing besides the advantage that. their edges are generally 
exposed in nearly perpendicular cl~ffs. No rqck in any part 
or the world could either be more st;ited for the purpose or more 
favouratlJy situated than these fo,tmations. They were easily 
accessibie and easily worked. In the rarest possible instances 
are there any flaws or faults to . disturb the uniformity of the 
design; and, when complete, they afford a perfectly dry temple 
or abode, singularly uniform in temperature, and more durable 
than any class of temple found in any other part of the world. 

Fr~m .the time of Asoka, B.C. zso,when the first cave was . 
exc_avated ·at Rajagriha, till about the 8th century, or later, the 
series is uninterrupted; and, if completely examined and drawn, 
tl)e caves would furnish us with a complete religious and artistic 

· history of the greater part of India during ten or eleven centuries, 
the darkest and most perplexing of her existence. But, although 
during this long period the practice was common to Buddhists, 
Hindus, and Jains, it ceased before the Muhammadan conquest. 
Hardly any excavations have been· made or attempted since 
that period, exc_ept, perhaps, some rude J aina monoliths in the 
rock at Gw3Jiar; jnd three in southern India. 

I For the Afg~a.nistan cav~s, see vV.I N.S., .. r89r, pp. 254ff, 
Simpson's paper m 'TransactiOns of the vol. vn. p. 244. 
Royal Institute of British Architects,' 

VOL. I.' 

and 'Journal,' 

1 
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BIHAR CAVES. 

As might be expected from what we know of the history of 
the localities, the oldest caves in India are ~ituated in Bihar, in 
the neighbourhood of Rajagriha-now Rajgir-which was the 
capital of Bengal at the time of the advent of Buddha. Bihar, 
however, was also one of the earliest provinces in which tlut J aina 
doctrines were propagated, and their great Tirthankara Mahavira 
was a native ofVaisali,I and a contemporary of Gautama Buddha. 
He preached in Tirhut, Bihar, and neighbouring districts, and is 
said to have died at Pawapuri, about ro' miles to the north-east 
of Rajgir, where his samosaran or stupa stands, marking one of 
the most sacred places of pilgrimage of the sect.2 They have 
several temples about Rajgir, and in early times they would 
have bhz"kshugrilzas or residences for their ascetics hewn oot in 
the rocks-just as other sects had. And on the wall of the 
Sonbhandar cave is an inscription dating perhaps from about A.D. 
200, ascribing it to a Muni Vairadeva and as "fit for th; residence 
of Arahants "--indicating that it then belonged to the J ains.a 

The most interesting group is situated at a place called 
Barabar:, _ r6. miles north of Gaya. One there, called the 
Karna Chaupar, bears an inscription which records the e~cava
tion of the cave in the nineteenth year after the coronation of 
Asoka (B.C. 244).4 It is simply a rectangular hall measuring 
33 ft. 6 in. by 14, and except in ~- _?.f~!J.~~ roof rising 4 ft. 8 in. 
above walls, 6 ft. r in. in hc::ight, it has no arcli.itectur'l) feature 

of importance. At the right, or west end, 

1
_ f'n T~•,; __ ~ ' is a low platform as if for an image, and 

, { • ,; 
1 

: , \ , the walls are polished quite smooth. A 
L:;~f~-; £i');\;r::' ',~_-,-,'i.: 1 second, called the Sudama or Nyagrodha 

l 
r 
• 

------,. cave (Woodcut No. 53), bears an inscrip-
.:.<'""'-'--__:."'~.,.,, tion of Asoka's twelfth year 10 th~ same 

year: in which most of his edicts are dated, 
B.C. 250, and, consequently, is the oldest 
architectural example in India. It dedi
cates the cave to the mendicants of the 
Ajivika sect.5 The cave consists of two 

apartments: an outer, 32 ft. 9 in. in le-ngth, and 19 ft. 6 in. in 

1 Near Chapra and Cherand, on the I 4 'Indian Antiquary,' ,-o!. xx. pp. r68ff. 
north bank of the Ganges, some 20 to 25 ' and 361ff. 
milesabovePatna.-'JournaloftheAsiatic I 5 The Ajivikas \\ere followers of 
Society of Bengal,' vol. l~ix. pp. 77ff. I :'lfakhali Gosala, a> contemporary and 

2 BUhler 'On the Ind1an Sect of the ' opponent of :\Iah!h-ira and of Buddha. 
Jainas,' Eng. trans., PP· 25ff. ; Cunning- I They were naked recluse de\'Otees and 
ham, 'Archreo!ogical Survey Reports,' fatalists, and were often ranked with the 
vol. xi. pp. I 7of. ; mzte, p. 54, ?Zote I. I Digam bara J ains. The Visva cave here 

a Cunningham, 'Archreological Survey i and the three caves in Nagarjuni bill' 
Reports,' vol i. p. 25, and plate 13. , excavated in the reign of Dasaratha: 

.. 

• 
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breadth, and g~yond this a nearlx..,.dr.c.L~J.ar apartment 19 ft. I 1 
iri. by i9 ft, in the place usually oc;:;pfeo-l)y'"'the' solid 
dagaba; 1 _in front oLwhi_ch the\ roof hangs' down and projects~ 
in a manner very' much as· if it were inten'ded to represent 
thatch. The most interesting of the group is that called 

. .k_mas Rishi, which, though beariqg no contemporary in
scri~tainly ,bel.Q!2gs to the sam!'! age. The fronti~i~~ 
~g~ar!y jnt~esting as represelft@g:iJLilie_r.oGk-thf!. form_g_f 
the structural chaityasof1lie age. Thes~d,J.S will b~~~n-fmm. 
~w_QOClcTit-m235),.,.-ven!""app~ently_con_sJructf:..L'ICL~!Jg,... 

(,,_·-~ 

55· Fa~ade of Lomas Rishi Cave. (From a Photograph by iVIr Peppe,C.E.) . . ' : 

JYQ,qde~n-R~, ylopi ng_iligbtly: in war.9.§,_.§.!:!£P.Orting_aJongitudinal 
.P.urlin .!llorticed into ·tll~h_eads,~:y~~ree_smaller_pur;lin~-2E_ 
~.'!.ch stde are ~mploy~_d.Jo~_keep~~b!!S.92i...1J! _ _form. ~Between !h~ 

_piflars was a framework of wood,_~e which:ar.e.sh~w.n-five_ 

were all made for ·the- Ajivika ascetics. 
'Indian Antiquary,' vol. XX. P· 362; 
'Epigraphia Indi~a,' vol. ii, pp, 272, 
274; BUhler, 'Sect of the Jainas,' 
(English version) p. 39· 

1 At Kondivt@, , in Salsette, near 
Bombay, 'there is ;w,chaitya cave of 
more modern date, which possesses a 
circular chamber like this, except that it 
is sunk perpimdiculaily into the hill side. 
In the older examples it is probable a 
relic or some sacred symbol occupied t,he 

! 

cell ; in the later it may 'have been an 

54· .. Kondivte Cave, Salsette. 
Scale, so ft. to 1 in.· 

ip1age-though we 'know too little of the 
Ajivikas to say of whom or what. • · 
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smaller purlins. Over these lies the roof, apparently formed of 
three thicknesses of plank, or probably two of timber planks 
Jaid reverse ways, and one of metal or some other substance 
externally. The form of the roof is something of a pointed 
arch, with a slight ogee point on the summit to form a weather
ing. The door, like all those of this series, has sloping jambs 1 

-a peculiarity arising, as we shall afterwards see, fr~ the 
lines of the openings following, as in this instance, those of 
the supports of the roof. 

The interior, as will be seen from the .annexed plan (No 56), 
is quite plain in form, and does not seem to have been ever 
[, '" ··· · . . . quite Completed. Jt C?nsi~ts of a hall 33 
i w· \ ; ft. by 19ft., beyond wh1ch IS an apartment 
t.. '! ............ : ... ': ......... ; 1 of ~early circ;xlar form, forming a shrine, 
~~~" "'. ··:"'~,.-:- .. ~ 1 as m the Sudama cave. 
1 ~ ' ,. . },~ J Three quarters of a mile to the north-

56. Lomas Rishi Cave. east of these, in a ridge of granite, known 
as the N~garjuni hill, are tftree more 

:::aves, each bearing an inscription of Dasaratha, the supposed 
grandson and succe~sor of Asoka, about B.C. 220, dedicating 
them also to the Ajfvikas. The largest is the Gopik~ or 
"Milkmaid's Cave," which is a hall 46 ft. 5 in. long, with cir~ular 
ends, and 19 ft. 2 in. wide, with one door in the centre of 
the south side. The walls are 6! ft. high, and the vault ~f 
the roof rises to 10~ ft. in the middle. The whole interior IS 

polished, but quite ~plain, and we can only conjectur• that it 
was formed for a refectory or Dharmasala. 

The remaining two, called the Vahiyald 2 and the V adathika 
-~~s, are so small as hardly to deserve notice. They are on 
the north side of the ridge. The first is entered from the end, 
and consists of a singl~h_?.J].~r I 6 ft. 9 in. in length by I I ft. 
3 in:"' wide, and rot ft. high at the middle of the mul., with 
highly polished walls. The Vadathika cave is also entered 
from the end, and is of about the same size.3 

Judging from the inscriptions on these caves, the whole 

1 Gen. Cunningham (' Archreological : 
Reports,'. vol. i. p. 4?) and others ~a-:e ' 
called tlus an Egyptian form. This It ' 
certainly is not, as no Egyptian doorway 
had sloping jambs. Nor can it properly 
be called Pelasgic. The Pelasgi did use 
that form but derived it from stone con· 
structions. The Indians only obtained it 
from wood.- Conf. Foucher, 'L'Art 
Greco-Bouddhique du Gandh&ra,' tome i. 
pp. 107, 108, 130; Simps~:m, in 'Tr.a?s· 
actions of the Royal Inslltute of Bnl!sh 

Architects,' vol. XXX. (I879·I88o), P· s6. 
2 By an error in reading the inscription, 

this cave was formerly called Vapiyaka 
or" Well Cave"; but the epigraph reads 
"Vahiyaka."-' Indian Antiquary,' vol. 
xx. p. 364 note. • 

3 Gen. Cunningham, 'Archreological 
Reports,' vol. i. p. 50, states the width 
of this cave as 4 ft. 3 in., but the small 
drawing on plate 19 measures about 
10~ ft. ; it is 11 ft. 3 in.-' Jour. Asiat. 
Soc. Bengal,' vol. xvi., plate at p. 408. 
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were excavated between the date of the Sudama and that of. 
the "Milkmaid's Cave," so called (whiCh was excavated by· 
Dasaratha), probably within forty years of that date. They 
appear to range, therefore, /rom B.C. 250 to about 220, and 
the Lomas Rishi . is probablytbe ~l:ornci-a-e~rn-tt certainly 
is the most richly ornamented. No grea.t am'Ount of elabora
tion, })owever, is found in' these examples, inasmuch as the 
materi!ll in which they are exc'avated is the hardest and 
most close-grained granite ; and 'if was hardly to be expected 
that a people, who so recently had been using chiefly wood 
as a building material," would have patiepce sufficient for labours 
like these. They have polhhed them like glass in the interior, 
and with that they have been content. 

There is yet another small cave of this class-called~Sita
~.a~out 13 miles s~h of Rajagr~~_,,and 25 miles -east. 
from GaY.[:XtconSiSfS';PT. a.clia.m6~r.r~ctangul<g 
Tn _ plaf!, and measuring I 5 ft. 9 in., by· I I ft. 3 in., 
which is hollowed out of an. isolated granite 
boulder rying detached by itself, and not near 
any rocks. Inside it is as carefully polished as 
any of those at Barabar.1 ~r.rincipJ!Linterest, 
e.ever, i~ in_itu..e..gJp.JL(WooacuLI'fu·-5ZL 
whicllistliat_oLa~pointed~ar:ch rising from the 
floor leveltQ:.. a.height.~of ..6....fJJ.. in .• _witJioiJJ anx.. 
J2erp~naTCliiar-siQ.es,...w.hich.areJ.oun:~Lin-the_otb_eJ; 
~aves h~re~~iii.!!lh_<2f..!!Le gogr.'YllY_a~p~ 
~cg,_as from the.bo~tpfl!.J.Cl .. J.he top, about I in. 
e_ach. From its peculiarities -;emignfinferl:hat 
it is possibly the oldest in the district; but we 
must have a more extended series before we can 
form a reliable sequence in fhis direction. In 57· P:an and Section . . of S1ta-marhi. Scale 
the meajitlme, however, we may feel sure that zo n. tor in; 
this flermitage belongs to the great Mauryan 
age, but whether before or after Asoka's time must be left at 
present undeterm!ned. 2 ;, 

WESTERN CHAITYA HALLS. 

There are in the Western Ghats and elsewhere in tne 
Born bay Presidency six or seven important chaitya caves whose 
dates can be made out, either from inscriptions, or from internal 
evidence, with. very fair approximate certainty, and all of which 
were excavate<t; if I am not very much mistaken, before the 
Christian Era. The oldest of these is situated at a place 

1 Beglar i.n 'Archreological Survey of India Reports,' vol. viii. pp. ro6·I07. 
2 'Cave Temples,' pp. 52· 53· . 
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called Bhaja, 4 miles south of the great Karle cave in the 
Bor Ghat. There is no inscription upon it, but from the 

plan (Woodcut ~ o. 58), it will be 
perceived that it ~ a chaitya hall of 
the usual plan, but of no great dimen
sions, being only 6o ft. from the back 
of the apse to the mortices (a a), in 
which the supports of the '~ooden 
screen once stood. From the wood
cut (Xo. 6o), it.will be perceived that 
the pillars of the interior slope in
wards at a considerable and most un
pleasing angle. The rood -screen 
which closes the front of other c;aves 
of this class is gone, as it is als'l in 

ss. Chaitya Cave, Bhaja. (From the case of the Kondane and Pital-
a Plan by J. Burgess.) kh A 1 d · C N 
Scale 50 ft. tor in. ora examp es, an m ave o. 10 

at Ajanta. In other examP.les it is in 
stone, and consequently remains, but in those instance;, where it 
was originally in wood, it has disappeared, though the holes to 
receive its posts and the mortices by which it was attached to 
:-- ~ =-. --::.::.;:;:_~ r/ ,~~ _ ~~, 1 the walls are still there. .The 
: - · .::·''''' ·;:::~~·· ;r:o :: '""1f,:~'! ogee fronton was covered with 

' ''·V~·~. ~-, ~· ~.·1 r':i'•'i wooden ornaments, which have 
l(i~·?~'S~·'.\ .. ~~.-.':~; disappeared.; though .the pin~ 
'~tp;·~~~ \ ~.{J,, holes remam by wht~h they 

.

1·. \(j, ~~./m'~. ,~· = .. ·~. .~;: . . :..~.'~ .·\ '~;.·1 1 were fastened to the stone. / {'-p .... · ~ 11 ,\ ,.,1 ','~·\, 
1
,, The framework, or truss, that 

· · . " ~"'3.};,· ·'·! \ : L_:.::. -~ .' filled the upper part of the 
: 'i ··r.~· ' \ lrw·c~. ~~~.'~'].'I itc:··· \~<\ :· great front opening, no longer '. l ~~''"1:", . l:~,,~·~~··J ! ~~~~· ·.:. · ;, exists, but wh.at its appearance 
•·\;•i' i .:-o· ., ' · .. 1! (i''J: '' was may be JUdged bl~ ~y the 
i:\~'·'·'\'\'· 1 f1 ··. 1 : ~ .. " .. · . I'·• numerous representatwns of 

'"'' . ~ "//·· . . If . h h' h . . d 
/·-~-r~ ~. t''''~···::!i'·[ ~:~ro;1~h;vr;;re~~~~a~i~~e~~ ~ 

j
' J>Js.,~*~~{~~ ... ,. .,.;·.,: chaitya fa<;ade.from the con: 

, ' · ·· · ~. . . ' .. ' I temporary rall at Bodh
"-"-'-~~~d Gaya (Woodcut No. 59), and 

59· Front of a Chaitya Hall. there are several others on the 
(From a Bas-relief at Bodh-Gaya.) rail at Bharaut, which are not 

only correct elevations of such a fa<;ade as this, but represent the 
wooden carved ornaments which-according to tltat authority
invariably adorned these fa<;ades. The only e~isting example 
of this wooden screen is that at Karle,l but the innumerable 

1 Little more than thirty years ago, the screen in Kondane chaitya cave was also 
tolerably entire.-' Archreological SurYey of\Vestern India,' vol. iv., frontispiece, 
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small repetitions of it, not only here but in all these caves, shows 
· not only its form, but how universal its .employment was. ·The 

rafters of the roof were of wood, and many of them, as may be 
seen in the woodeut, remain to the present day. Everything,! 
in fact, that could be made in wood remained in wood, and 
only the constructive parts necessary for stability were executed 
in the rock. 

• 

.. 

6o. Fa~ade of.the Cave at Bhaja. (From a Photograph. 

It is easy to understand that, the first time men undertook 
to repeat in stone forms they had only been accustomed to 
erect in wood, they should have done so literally. The sloping ., 
inwards of the pillars was requisite to resist the thrust of the 
circular roof .fn,the wooden building, but it must have appeared 
so awkward rn stone that it would hardly be often repeated. 
As, however, it was probably almost universal in structural 
buildings, the doorways and openings naturally followed the 
same lines, hence the sloping jambs. Though these were by 
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!no means so objectionable in practice, they varied with the 
lines of the supports, and, as these became upright, the jambs 
became parallel. In like manner, when it was done, the 
architects could hardly fail to perceive that they had wasted 
both time and labour in cutting away the rock to make way 
for their wooden· screen in front. Had they left it standing, 
with far less expense they could have got a more ornamental 
and more durable feature. This was so self-evident that it 
never, so far as is known, was repeated, but it was some time 
before the pillars of the interior got quite perpendicular, and 
the jambs of the doors quite parallel. • 

There is very little figure sculpture about this cave; none 
in the interior, and what tliere is on the fac;:ade seems to be of 
a very domestic character. But on the pillars in the interior 
at g and h in the plan (Woodcut No. 58), we find two embl~ms, 
and at a, e, andfthree others are found somewhat rudely formed, 
but which occur again so frequently that it may be worth while 
to quote them here (Woodcut No. 61).1 They are known as the 
triratna, or trident-the central point being usually ~ore im
portant than here shown-the shield, and the chakra, or wheel. 
The two first are generally found in combination, as in Woodcuts 
Nos. 39 and 45, and the wheel is frequently found edged with 
triratna ornaments, as in the central compartment of Woockut 
No. 43 from Amanlvatl. The fourth emblem here is the triratna, 

• 
6r. 

'
. 

. 

Triratna. Shield, Chakra. Triratna. 
• • 

in combination with a face, and the fifth is one which is 
fan-shaped and frequently repeated on coins and elsewhere,. 
but to which no name has yet been given. 

At a short distance along the face of the scarp, is an excava
tion of some interest, containing a group of fourteen monolithic 
dagabas of various sizes. All of them have the Buddhist-rail 
pattern cut round the upper margin of the drum. Five under 
the overhanging rock vary in diameter from 4 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft. 
3 in., and the front two have the square box onlf'·on the dome, 
as in the cave, and without the cornice, while the three behind 

! See 'Cave Temples of India,' plate vii, 
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have also the heavy cornice: that upon the largest being con
nected with the roof by the stone shaft of the "chhattra" or 
umbrella, whilst the other 
two had been provit!ed with 
wooden shafts. Of the nine 
in front, the first from the 
north has a handsome 
capitar 3 ft. 8 in. high, very 
elaborately carved (Wood
cut No. 62) ; most o( the 
others have been broken. 
One or more had only the • 
box form without abacus, 
and on four of them are 
hol~s on the top as if for 
reliCs. The names of the 
Theras or priests, still 
legible on several of them, 
indicate •that thev served 
the place of monu~ents in 

62. Capital of a rock-cut D{lgaba at Bhi\j{l. 
(From a Photograph.) 

a cemetery, though they may also have been reverenced as 
altars to saints. · . 

:!\bout w miles north-west from Karle, in a ravine of the 
W~stern . Gha~s,. are th~ .~dan~ ~Y.ffiL, cave an? vihara. 
'fh1s cha1tya 1s mterestmg, masmudi as 1ts fas;ade IS even a 
~!!~!~,Lr~a~rod:t:t~tion of theA .~voodeJ2..-::fill....fi1!; .. _from which 
1t was denved than that at BhaJa. Nru;Wng could be more 
literal than the coQying of the overhangingtorms oftli:e con

. structJve ~_parts of the t;ifclde, wlliclr"strows no trace of stone 
"torrstrliction in any. feature, ?md which it would be hardly 
possible to construct in masonry. Its dimensions differ but 
little frOJU those. of the Bhaja chaitya, being 66! ft. from the 
line ~f the front pilla'rs to the extremity of the apse, 26 ft. 
8 in. wide, and 28 ft. 5 in. high to the crown of the arch ; 
the nave was 14 ft. 8 in. wide,. su~rounded by thirty pillars
most of which have rotted away, but which incline inwards 
as do the side walls of the aisles. The dagaba was ·9 ft. in 
diameter with a capital, like that at Bhaja, of about double 
the usual height. These two chaitx:as may_!L,e_tqnsidered~as 
~e!!!P2!.aEY.~il:r~ Y-1~,-.e:,nQ_they -1lrc:Jhe~fine~t-~Ql'Qng~ 
the four which~are_the_ver.Y. olde~pecimens of_their-class~in 
the west of Iudia.1 

-Pitaifh~f.sa'" ravine among the Indhyadri hills, about 

1 'Cave Temples,' pp. 220-222 and plate 8; '.Archreological Survey of Western 
Jndi~,' vol. iv. pp. 8;IO, andplate I, 
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12 miles south of Chalisgam in Khandesh, where there are 
several caves-Buddhist, Brahmanical, and J aina. Unfortunately 
the chaitya is entirely·ruined by the decay of the rock, the front 
half of the temple having quite disappeared. From the style 
of the viharas, and a few epigraphs, we can only conclude that 
it must have ranked quite as early as the preceding.1 

The fourth of this series will be treated of among the four 
Ajanta chaitya temples. The next group of caves, however, 
that at J3edsa_, IO or I I miles south of Karle, shows con
§iderable progress towards lithic constrlJction. The screen is 
!n stone ; the pillars are more upright though still sloping 
slightly inwards, the jambs more nearly parallel ; and, in fact, 
we have nearly all the features of a \veil-designed chaitya cave. 
The two pillars in front, however, as will be seen from the plan 
(\Voodcut No. 63), are so much too large in proportion ta the 

• 

63. Plan of Cave at Bedsa. (From a Plan by J. Burgess.) Scale so ft. for"'· 

rest, that they are evidently stambhas, and ought to stand free 
instead of suP.porting a verandah. Their capitals (Woodcut No. 
64, next page) are more like the Persepolitan type than almost 
any others in India, and are each surmounted by horses and 
elephants bearing men and women of bold and free execution.2 

From the view (Woodcut Xo. 65 on page 140) it will be seen 

1 'Cave Temples,' pp. 242·246, and 
plate 15 ; ' Archreological Survey of 

1 

Western India,' vol. iv. pp. II-12. · 
2 In the Pitalkhoril vihara, we find the 1 

Persepolitan capital repeated with a 
1 

variety of animals over it ; for the Hindu 
artists, from their natural aptitude for 

modifying and adaptt'ng forms, very soon 
replaced the bicep~ ous bull and ram of 
the Persian columns by a great variety 
of animals, sphinxes, and even human 
figures in the most grotesque attitudes.
Dr. Le Bon, ' Les :\Ionuments de l'Inde,' 
P· 15· 
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.how much the surfac~ covere~tp...:th~_raJ!....fle~~t:J.S!n,_aJ 
repetition on a small scale of the rat!s descnbed m. tfie last 
section, and which it may here be mentioned is a .fair test of 

•·· . 

64. Capital of Pillar in front of Cave at Bedsa (From a Photograph.) 

the age.of any building. It graduapy becomes less _and less
1 used•after the date ·of these two cha1tya caves, and disappears 

wholly in the 4th or 5th centuries; but during that period its 
greater or less prevalence in any building is one of the surest 

·indications we have of the relative age of any two exarpples. 
In this cave, as will be observed, nearly the whole of the 
ornamentation is made up of miniature rails, and repetitions of 
windO);Y_fn:m.ts~cu·_(a~ack!:i,. Tf has also· a semicircular open

\vork moulding, like basket-work, which is only found in the 
very oldest caves; and is evidently so unsuited for stone-work 
that it is no .wonder it was dropped very early. No example 
of it is known• after the Christian Era. There is an inscription 
in this cave in an anciebt form of letters, but without date, and · 
this alone is not su~cient to fix its age absolutely without 
further evidence. 
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65. View on Verandah of Cave at Bedsi\. (From a Photograph.) 

The next of these early caves is the chaitya atNasik. Its 
pillars internally are so nearly perpendicular that their inclina
tion might escape detection, and the door jambs are nearly • parallel. 

The fac;:ade, as seen in the woodcut (No. 66, p. 141), is a 
very perfect and complete design, but all its details are copied 
from wooden forms, and nothing was executed in wood in this 



• 

• 

66. Ch~itya CaYe at Nasik, (From a Photograph.) 
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cave but the rafters of the roof internally, and these have fallen' 
down. 

Outside this cave, over the doorway, there is an inscription, 
stating that "the villagers of Dhambika gave the carving over 
it" ; and another-though imperfect-on the projecting ledge 
over the guardian to the left of the entrance, reads that "the 
rail-pattern and the Yaksha were made by Nadasirl." f.. third 
inscription, on two of the pillars of the nave, ascribes the com
pletion of the "Chaityagriha" to Bhatapalika granddaughter (?) 
of Maha-Hakusiri. The first two are i41 nearly pure Maurya 
characters, and appear to be about coeval with the inscription of 
Krishna-raja in the small vihara close by, \vhich we ascribe to 
about B.C. 160; and the third can hardly be much later.1 

Taking these inscriptions in conjunction with the architecture, 
the age of this cave hardly seems doubtful. We may accept. 
B.C. r6o as approximately the date of its inception, though its 
completion may be a quarter of a century later, and, if this is so, 
it carries back the caves of Bhaja, Bedsa, and the ol;hers, to a 
period considerably before that time, while, on the other hand, 
it as certainly is older than the Karle cave, \vhich appears to 
come after it in age, whilst Cave No. 9 at Ajanta may be 
quite as old. • 

KARLE. • 
The last of the caves mentioned above, known as.that at 

Karle, is situated near the railway between Bombay and Poena, 
and .is the finest of all-the finest, indeed, of its class. It is 
certain~y tp.e largest as well as the most complete chaitya'cave 
known in India, and was excavated at a time when the style 
was in its greatest purity. In it all the architectural defects 
of the previous examples are removed; the pillars of the nave 
are quite perpendicular. The screen is ornamented • with 
sculpture-its first appearance apparently in such a position
and the style had reached a perfection that was never after-. 
wards surpassed. 

In this cave there is ~n inscription in the left end of the 
porch, and another on the lion - pillar in front, which are 
certainly integral, and the first ascribes its completion to" Setthi 
Bhutapala of Vaijayanti" (or Banavasi), whilst the second states 
that the lion-pillar was the gift of the" Maharathi Agnimitranaka 
son of Goti" ; but neither of these, nor others ~1'1 pillars, door
way, and arch, help us to a date. \Ve are thus thrown back 
on style, without any help from examples closely akin in 

I ' Epigraphia Indica,' vol. viii. pp. 91-93; 

• 
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details: we have also later inscriptions, of Ushabhadata, the son
in-law of the Kshatrapa N ahapana,1 and, as the latter belongs .. 
to the beginning of the znd century, Ushabhadata cannot be 
placed earlier thaon about A.D. I 20. But the cave· had been 

• ~ompleted iong before this, and we may pretty safely place 
it il] the centurY. B.c.,_and possibly early in that century . 

• 

. .. 

• 

67-68. Section and Plan of Chaitya Cave at Karle. Scale so ft. to 1 in. 
'• .. 

The building, as will be seen by the annexed woodcuts 
(Nos.•67~ 68, 69), resembles, to a very great extent, an early 
Christian church in its arrangements: ~Qnsisting_of_,a_n.av.«,;! 
~nd_l1ide;aisles.,_terminating. jn . ~~Rse~_ cir_~emidQ.me,..!oun_<J 
~hkh_.the_ajsle_j~_<:<!,fr~~i. The general dimensions of the 
interior are I 24 ft. 3 in. from the entrance to the back wall, by 
45 ft. 6 in. in width. The side-aisles, however, are very .much 
narrower than in -Christian· churcl:les, tbe central one b_eing 
2 5 ft. 7 in.,. so· that the others .are .only 10 ft. wide, including 
the thickness of the pillars. As a scale for comparison, it 
may be mentioned that its arrangement and dimensions are 
very similar td' those of the . choir of Norwich CatP,edral, or 

1 For the Kil.rl~ inscriptions, see' Arch::eological Survey of Western India,' vol. iv •• 
pp. 90·92, I !2-I 13; 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. vii. pp. 47ff. 
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of the Abbaye aux Hommes at Caen, omitting the outer aisles 
in the latter ,buildings. The thickness of the piers at Norwich 

• 
and Caen nearly corresponds to the breadth ~f the aisles in 
the Indian temple. In height, however, Karle is very inferior, 
being only 45 ft. from the floor to the apex. 

Fifteen pillars on each side separate the nave from the 
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aisles; each pillar has a tall base, an octagonal .shaft,~ancl. 
}El2!i·~r~am§lte:-cr]ar~r:oif~ inner~front:of~hich- kneii. 
two elephants, each beanng two figures; generalJy il man and 
i_w.2n1a~-;-_@:t"]2n1eti_m~~- twoJem~l~,. aJL\:iry_~ch_better 

• ~£,Yt~~:g.~sg~li-?rn~~nts~u~gal] Y~'!.r~ .; .behind~are~horses. 
and tigers, each bearing a single figure.1 · The seven pillars 

"behin_(!,pie alt:ar' are _'plai n-octagonal-piers;"wi fhoti'f'eitnerBase 
~ pitru,alld tlie . fourunder' tlie en trartcegalh~rydiff€f'"'Cc>n: 
siaer~y_f.r~<:im:those-....a~nhesides.---The sci.nptures on the 
capitals supply the place usually occupied by frieze and cornice 
in Grecian architecture·; _and· .in other examples plain painted 
surfaces occupy the same :Space. A hove this springs the roof, 
semicircular in general section, but somewhat stilted at the 
sides, so as to make its height greater than the semi-diameter. 
It is.J)rnamented even at· this day by a series of wooden ribs, 
probably coeval with the excavation, which prove beyond the 
shadow of a do'ubt that the roof is not a copy of a masonry 
arch, but of some sort of timber construction which we cannot 
now very ~ell understand. . ' 

!mmedj<J.t~ly~u.nd_~r the semidom.e_oLthe_awe, and nearly 
where the altar stands in Christian churches, is Rlaced the 
Dag9.ba, in this instati,ce_a plain g()li!U~,_,OlULtwo~torey~e:d_drcular 

.orum,the upper margins of each section being carved with rail 
~ents (Woodcut No. 70). Just under the lower of these are 
ho,es or mortices for woodwork, which may have been adorned 
with .han_g:.ings, .whi~h some of the sculptured representati?ns 
would lead us to suppose was the usual mode of ornamentmg _ 
these al.tars. It is surmounted by a capital or Tee; the base of 
which Is similar to the one shown on Woodcut No. r 5, and 
'on this still stand the remains of an umbrel'la in wood, some~ 
what decayed and distorted by age. This canopy was circular 

• and minutely carved on the under surface.2 

OR'12osite this is the entrance, consisting of three doorways 
under~ galleryexac:Ely corresponding witn our rooalof("pi}e);aa::-
l!j.g to the centre,~nd one to each of the side-aisles ;_and over 
the -ga!l~rythe whole-enooftneliallls OP.en, as. Tn ~li"~ ~ 
~ha.ityTiiall5,"10rinin-g one greatwillclow, 1h-rOiigfiWE1chalr 
fl:le~ligl£ i~-:.wmit~..]]j.§_gr~t wiiiliow_is forffied-int111 
shape of a horsesh~~~y_r~,ml:>les.Jhose~used_as 
orname_QtS ~>11~ th~ _fa,<;:ade _Qf_this.(:ay~,_ill>-Well ~a,.LQn_those_of 
)li~j1!-;- Be_dsa, .<l:l'!.9_ai. N~~ik._d~3,crib~d. ab~,~~nd \VhiclL~L~ 
met \Vith everyw~ere at this age., Wtthm the arch is a frame--· .. ·- -·----~ _____ .. _ .. __ -------------

I Dr;wings of some of the pillars are I Western India,' vol. iv. plate 13. 
given in 'Cave Temples of India,' plates .. 2 'Cave Temples of India,' p. 235, and 
12 and 14, and 'Archreological Survey of plate 13. . 

·• VOL. I. . K 
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work or centering of wood standing free (Woodcut No. 69). 
This, so far as we can judge, is, like the ribs of the interior, 
coeval with the building ; 1 at all events, if it has been renewed, 
it is an exact copy of the original form, for •it is found repeated 
in stone in all the niches of the fat;:ade, over the doorways, 
and generally as an ornament everywhere, and, with the 

70. View of Interior of Cave at Karle. (From a Photograph.) 

Buddhist "rail," copied from Sanchi, forms the ~osf' usual 
ornament of the style. 

The sculpture on the screen wall between the doors is mostly 
of much later date than the cave itself. All the figures "of 
Buddha there represented are of late date and belong to the 

1 About 1870 it was reported that this 
screen was in danger of falling outwards, 
and I wrote repeatedly to India begging 
that something might be done to preserve 
it; this was eventually effected, but by 
"restoration'' rather than by judicious 
repair. Only a small portion of the 
original ribbing of the Bhaja cave now 
remains. That of the Bedsa cave was 
destroyed about r86I ('Journal Bombay 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 

vol. viii. p. 223); and it would be a 
thousand pities if this, which is the only 
original screen in India, were allowed to 
perish when a very small outlay would 
save it. Like the Iron pillar at Meharault 
close to Delhi, 'iMch never rusts, teak 
wood that does not decay, though exposed 
to the atmosphere for 2000 years, is a 
phenomenon worth the attention not only 
of antiquaries, but of natural philosphers. 

• 

• 
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Mahayana school ; · the larger pairs of figures, however, are 
earlier and may be original. T4e later inscriptions are of 
the time of the Andhra king Pulumavi (ci'r. A.D. 150). 

I
. The presence ~f the woodwork is an additional proof, if 

, any were wanted, that there were no arches of construction 
in any of these Buddhist buildings.j .There neither were nor 
are any in any Indian. buildjng anterior ~o the Muhammadan 
conqu'bt, and very few indeed in any Hindu building afterwards. 

To return, however, to Karle., ~~er porsb.is considerably 
wider thar: the bqdJ: of the building, bemg 52 ft. wide by I 5 ft-. 
deep, and ts closed m front by a screen composed of two stout 
octagonal pillars, without either bi:ise or capital, supporting what 
is now a plain mass of rock, but which was once ornamented by 
a wooden gallery for.ining the principal ornament of the fa<;:ade. 
Above this a dwarf colonnade or attic of four columns between 
pila~ters admitted light to the great window, and tqis again was 
surmounted by a wooden cornice or ornament of some' sort, 
though we cannot now restore it, since only the· mortices remain 
that attac~ed it to the rock. · 

In advance of this screen stands the lion;Pl!lat:, in this 
instance a. plain shaft with sixteen flutes, or rather faces,. 
surmounted by a capital not unlike that at Kesariya (W oodeut 
No. •7), but at Karle supporting four liqns_ instead of one, anrl, 
for" reasons1 given above (p. 6o), they se'em 'almost certainly 
t~ have supported a chakra or Buddhist wheel (Woodcut 
No. 8). A similar pillar prob,ably stood on the opposite' side, 
but it Tlad either 'fallen .or been removed to make way for 
the little Hindu temple that now occupies its place. 

The absence of the wooden ornaments of the external porch, 
as well as our ignorance of the mode in which this temple. 
was finished laterally; and the porch joined to the main temple, 
prevents us from- judging what the effect of the front would 
have•be~n if belonging to a free-standing building. But the 
proportions of such parts as remain are so good, and' the effect 
of the whole so pleasing, that tliere can be little hesitation 
in ascribing to -'such a design a tolerably high rank among 
architectural compositions .. -. · . 
~ Of the interior' we can judge perfectly, and it certainly 

·is as solemn and grand as any interior can well be, and the 
mode of lighting th_e most perfect - one undivided· volume 
of light coming through a single opening overhead at a very 
favourable angJe.lll an~d-falling directly on the dagaba or principal 
object in the btit!ding, l~aving the rest in comparative obscurity. 
The effect is considerably heightened by the closely set thick 
columns that divide the aisles from th~ nave, as tliey suffice 
to prevent _the boundary walls from ever being seen, and, 
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as there are no openings in the walls, the view between the 
pillars is practically unlimited. 

These peculiarities are found more or less developed in 
all the other caves of the same class in rndia, varying only 
with the age and the gradual change that took place from the 
more purely wooden forms of these caves to the lithic or stone 
architecture of the more modern ones. This is the pr~ncipal 
test by which their relative ages can be determined, and it 
proves incontestably that the Karle cave was excavated not 
so very long after stone came to b~ generally used as a 
building material in India. 

There are caves at Ajanta and probably at Junnar which 
are as old as those just described, and supply details that 
are wanting in the examples just mentioned.1 Meanwhile, how
ever, their forms are sufficient to place the history on a.firm 
basis, and to explain the origin and early progress of the 
style with sufficient distinctness. 

From the inscriptions and literary evidence, it seeJnS hardly 
doubtful that the date of the Karle cave is about n.c. 8o, and 
that at N~sik about B.C. I 50. We have no literary authority 
for the date of the two earlier ones, but the arch<eological 
evidence appears irresistible. The Bhaja and Kondane c:;,aves 
are so absolutely identical in style with the Lomas Rishi cave 
in Bihar (Woodcut No. 55) that they must be of very nearly the 
same age. Their pillars and their doorways slope so nearly ~t 
the same angle, and the essential woodenness-if the e::llJ>ression 
may be used-of each is so exactly the same, that, the one being 
of the age of Asoka, the others cannot be far removed from the 
date of his reign. The Bedsa <:;ave exhibits a degree of progress 
so nearly half-way between the Bhaja and Nasik examples, that 
it may be dated about B.C. I 20. The Pitalkhora cave must also 
range about the same-age, and the whole six, with one6Jr two to 
be described at Ajanta; thus exhibit the progress of the• style 
during nearly two centuries, and form a basis from which we 
may proceed to reason with little hesitation or doubt. 

AJANTA. 

There are four chaitya caves in the Ajanta series which, 
though not so magnificent as some of the four just mentioned, 
are nearly as important for the purposes of our history.2 The 
oldest there is the chaitya, No. 10, which is situated very near 

- "·· - . -. ... -- --------- . 
1 A much fuller account of the Rock· 

Temples of India will be found in ' The 
Cave· Temples of 1ndia,' 188o, and 
'Archreological Survey of 'Vestern 
India,' vols. i\·. and v. 

2 For further particulars regarding the 
Ajantii caves, the reader is referred to 
'Cave Temples,' pp. 280-346, and 
'Archreological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. i\·. pp. 43·59· 

• 

• 
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to the next to be referred to, a little higher up in the rock, 
however, and is of nearly twice its dimensions. It is 96 ft. 6 in . 

• 

7I. • Interior of Chaitya Cave No, ro at Ajant~. (From a Sketch by the Author,) 

in depth by 41 ft. 3 in. in width internally, and 36 ft. high. A.s · 
may be seen from the annexed view (Woodcut No. 7_!),jhe_, 
- • · nav!..Js-~~IJ.C!Iat~rom._tbe. 

aisles bY,3.-r.ange_oLthirtY.
'15i~£lai!_·L.9.£tagonaLshafts,, . 
~ ver.y.sligbtJ.Y. i~ in wards, 
. .Qyt_w..ithout._~pitals orbases~ . 
'l:he triforium oeltisof un
~al~lieiglit, and~vas origin
ally plastered and painted. 
Traces of this can still be 

·seen, though the design cannot 
be made out (Woodcut No. 
72). Like Bhaja and Kondane 
it had only a wooden or 

72. Cross-section of Cave No, IC at Ajantil, brick front; but one of the 
Scale, about z6 ft. tor in. most remarkable characteris-

tics of the cave is that it 
shows what m01.~ be regarded as a sign of transitiQ!l 'from wood 
to stone in its architectural deta~l\:s at Pitalkhora, the ribs 
of'tlie aisle are in stone cut in file rock, but copied from the 
wooden forms of previous examples; but too much stress should 
not be laid on this feature. The vault of the nave was adorned 
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with wooden ribs, the mortices for which are still there, and their 
marks can still be traced in the roof, but the wood itself is gone. 
' There is a short Pali inscription on this cave, at the right 
side of the fa<;ade, which seems to be integraf, but unfortunately 
it does not contain names that can be identified; 1 but from the 
form of the characters a pala:ographist would almost certainly 
place it considerably anterior to the Christian Era. • 

Next to this, the' second chaitya here (No. 9), and probably 
not much later in- point of age)s the lowest down on the cliff, 
and is of the smallest class, being only -4-5 ft. by 22 ft. 9 in. in 
width, and 23 ft. high. All its woodwork has perished, though 
it would not be difficult to restore ito from the mortices left and 
the representations of itself on the fa<;ade. There are several 
inscriptions, but they are not integral: they are painted on the 
walls, and belong, from the form of their characters, to about 
the 6th or 7th century of our era, when the frescoes seem to 
have been renewed, so that the real tests of hs age are,-first, 
its position in the series, which make it, with a neij"hbouring 
vihara (No. I 2 ), undoubtedly one of the oldest there; the other 
test is the architecture of its fa<;ade, which so much resembles 
that of the Nasik chaitya that it cannot be very far off in 
date. It may, however, be somewhat earlier, as the pilla~ in 
the interior slope inwards at an angle somewhere between that 
found at Bhaja and that at Bedsa; and, in so far as that is .a 
test of age, it is in favour of a greater antiquity in the Ajanta 
example. Such a criterion, however, dependent on th,t choice 
of the superintendent of the excavation, is far too delicate to 
use with much confidence as a chronometrical test. 

The fa<;ades of both these caves are so much ruined by the 
rock falling away that it is impossible to assert that there was 
no sculpture on the lower parts. None, certainly, exists in the 
interior, where everything depends on painting; and, it js, to 
say the least of it, very improbable that any figure-sculpture 
adorned No. 9-the figures of Buddha on the sides of the court 
being of much later date-while it seems likely that No. IO 
a.lso depended wholly on conventional architectural forms for 
its adornment.2 

The next chaitya cave in this series (No. rg) is separated 
from these two by a very long interval of time. Unfortunately, 

--------------
I It may be read-" A fa<;ade or 

entrance, the gift of Katahadi Vasishthl
putra." - ' Archreological Survey of 
Western India,' vol. iv. p. II6. 

2 What fragments of painting remain 
in this cave (No. IO) differ markedly in 
the costumes of the figures and their 
physiognomy from what we find in the 

other caves, and are evidently of much 
earlier date.-' N ot<os on the Bauddha 
Rock-cut Temples 8f Ajantfl,' plates 8- I I ; 

' Cave Temples.' plate 29 ; ' Inscriptions 
from the Cave Temples of Western India,' 

•plate 34, p. 67 ; Workman's 'Through 
Town and Jungle,' p. I 59· 
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no inscripti~n exists upon it which would assist in assigning it 
.any precise date; but it belongs to a group of viharas, Nos. 16 

and 17, whose date, as we shall after
wards see, can be fixed with tolerable 
certainty as belonging to the end of the 

,...5th cent~-~~ The cave itself, a~ will 
be see~-from tfie plan (Woodcut No. 73), 
is of the smallest size, nearly the same 
as No. 9, or 46 ft. 4 in. in length, by 
23 ft. 7 in.·wide and ~4 ft. 4 in. high, 
and its arrangements do not differ 
much, but its details belong.to a totally 
different school of art. . All trace of wood
work has disaR~,J:>.l!Lt}.ls: wooden 
brm.ure everxwhere reQeated in~~~ 
like the triglyplis and mutules of tlie 
Doric order, long after their original n Chaitya No. 19 at Ajantil. 
meaning • was lost. More than this; Scale so ft. to 1 in. 

p,..e!_gtingJn_thL!Jt,t}!ryal; .had to .!.great ex ten! ~!_o be the 
chtef means of decoratlql}, botli tfi1:erna:1ly~ai~~lly, and 
scul"pturesiibstituted -.for it in monumental worKs ; b''tit-rne 
greaj:esl~ch·ange"Qf"alriS"tn:at Blicl<:nill, inal(fiis-a:tfifiides;'""iS 
'}_it~~ecl'eve.rx\vhere.. Inthe next ~wOcictCtit 1t\fO':J4):::tne' 
view of the fa~ade-it will _be seen how completely Jigure~ 
s~ulpture had superseded. the plainer ·architecturaL formsof 

Jhe"" ~li~ ~- -.Ill""Crail~ornainent,_tQ.Q,:lias_entir,elTd~ 
aQp_e~..!:_t:!_cl~.;-tlH;: vv;Lndow~s have been dwarfed dow12 to.19~e 
tramings for masks; but, wliat is even more sfgnii'icant than 
]ies~, istnat:"f~:pw:e ajheiscif..l"'~ ~v~~Pi!-S~~~-tg_en~oxer! 
wnelming _ id9latry~ At Karle the eight figures that originally 
adorned the porch are chiefs or donors with their wives, in pairs, 
All ~he .figures of Buddha that appear there now are long 
subsequent additions. None but mortals were sculptured in 
the earlier caves, and among these Sakyamuni nowhere appears .. 
1--Iere, on the contrary, he is Bhagavat-the Holy One-the 
object of worship, and occupies a position in the' front _of the 
dagaba or altar itself (Woodcut No. 75, p. 153), surmounted 
by the triple umbrella and as the N umen of the place. ., 

We may be able, in the near future, to fix more nearly 
the time in which this portentous change took place in· Buddhist 
ritual. For the present it is sufficient to remark that i!Jlages 
of Buddha, and. their worship, were not known in India much 
before the commencement of our era, and that tne revolution 
~as complete by the 4th celiltqr.y,-if not earlier. · · 

~efore leaving this cave, however, it may be well to remark t ~ 
on the cha~ge .that had taken place in the form of the dagaba f'f ~ 

(j 
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during these 500 years. If Woodcut No. 75 is compared 
with the dagabas in Nos. 70 and 71, it will be seen how much 
the low rounded form of the early examples had been conven
tionalised into a tall steeple-like object. The drum had become 
more important than the dome, and was ornamented with archi- • 
tectural features that have no meaning as applied. But more 

74· View of Fa9ade, Cbaitya Cave No. I9 at Ajanta. (From a Photograph.) 
0 • 

fcurious still is the form the triple umbrella had assumed. It 
;had now become a steeple reaching almost to the roof of the 
cave, and its original form and meaning would hardly be suspected 
.by those who were not familiar with the intermediate steps. 

I am not aware of more than three umbrellas being found 
surmounting any dagaba in the caves, but the following repre-

. sentation of a model of one found at Sultzmpur, near J alalabad 
(Woodcut No. 76), probably of about the same age, has six 
such discs ; and in Bihar numerous models ar~ found with 
seven, making with the base and finial nine •storeys/ which 

1 Kittoe in 'Journal of the Asiatic ' No. 20, p. So; and Foucher, 'L'Art 
Society of Bengal,' vol. xvii. (1847), Gnko-Bouddhique du Gandhara,' tome i. 
pp. 172ff., plate 6; conf. ante, Woodcut p. 79· 

• 
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\
afterwards in China. became the conventional number for the 
nine-storeyed towers of that land. 

J:he last chaitya at Ajanta (No. 2~) is of a medium size,~ 
67 ft~ii1:'""l>y 36:"'ft7'"'3in., ana3i"'ft'. 3ii'Lliigl1, anCI~has' a 
long .ills..£dption and three short ones, but, unfortunately,. they 
contain notl}ing to enable us to fix its date with certainty.1 

ntis certainly more modern than the last-named, }ts sculptures 
fare co~rser, and their ·meaning more mythological. We shall 

75· Rock-cut Dagaba at Ajanta. 
(From a Drawing by the Author.) 

· probably not err in assuming 
that it was excavated towards 
the end of the 6th or beginning_ 
of the 7th century_; and · that 

76. Small i\Iodel found in the Tope at Sul
tan pur. (From W'ilson's • Ariana 
Antigua,' plate 3.) · 

the year 600 is not far from its true date.2 An idea of the ---
1 ' Archzeological • S~rvey of Western 

India,' vol. iv. pp. I 32- I 36. In the 
longer inscription, the Arhat or Sthavira 
4chala is mentioned, who is also spoken 
of by IIiuen Tsiang.-Beal, 'Buddhist 

Records,' vol. ii. pp. 2S7·258. • 
2 'Cave Temples,' pp. 341-345, and 

plates 37, 38, 50, and 5 I; ' Archreo-. 
logical Survey ofWestern India,' vol. iv. 
pp. 58, 59, and plates 3 and 36. 
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richness of tqe sculpture on the pillars and triforium of this 
chaitya, and of the style of the interior, will be better conveyed 
by the accompanying woodcut, No. 77, than by any attempt 
at description. The pillars are much in •the same style as 

• 

• 

• 

• 

77· Pillars on the left side of the X ave, in Cave No. 26 at Ajanta. 
(From a Photograph.) 

•• 
those in Cave No. I, but even richer and more minute in 
detail, closely resembling those in No. 25, immediately pre
ceding it in position, if not also in age. The triforium, it will 
be observed, is overloaded with ornament, and thereby loses 

• 

• 
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seriously in architectural dignity and effect. Historically its 
chief interest is in showing how idolatrous Buddhism was 
becoming ·when Brahmanism was about to expel the former 
from the ·country or its .birth. . 

}UNNAR. 

Aro~nd the old to~ri "of) unnar, about 48 miles north fr'om 
Poona, _are ~p~e sep~r~gr.gup,1. __ ()f caves,o con~isting 
altogetner of fully ~~dred_~.n£!_fj.fSy_drf(erent...,.e_:lf~.a.:V..9JJons=
..!h.~-J!@jority of them bemg small. Like other early caves, they 
are moStly-devma-or-figure. ornament, and notwithstanding 
ten· chapel or chaitya caves, scattered among the different 
groups, it might perhaps be questioned whether they should all 
be cl<\ssed as Buddhist, or whether some of them at least did 
not belong to the J ains or other sects. Fuller illustration and 
study of what figure ornament. there is must settle this ; but 
the inscriptions on certain of the caves indicate thatthey were 
for followeh of certain Buddhist schools. These inscriptions, 
seem to range pala!ographically, from about B.C. IOo'ta'A.i?.JQQ."~ 

There are not, it is true, any chaityas among' ffiem so magnifi
cent as that at Karle, nor any probably quite so old as .those 
at Bliaja and Bedsa; but there is, in the Ganesa group, a chaitya, 
both in plan and dimensions, very like that at Nasik, and a 
vil1ara, quite equal to the finest at that pl.ace. The great interest/ 
of the series, however, consists in its possessing examples of forms 
not kno"'n elsewhere.2 There are, for instance, among others, · 
six chaitya caves, with square termin;i.tions, flat roofs ap.d..w.i!~ 
<2utJ.,~.1eri1'3:!-i1lars and one circular cave which was gui,!; uniq!!,. eJ 
!J.Dtll me lScovery of anothe.r_o-v_t. e. sa,rne form at Guntupalle,~ 
near the east coast. · · · .. •1 ·· The g'e'it"~liiTar~ty of the series is .the extrem.e~im.pjir,.iJ¥ 
of· th<! caves composmg rt. They _are too early Jo have any 

1 The J unnar inscriptions have been 
trlnslated by Dr. Kern, 'Indian Anti-. 
quary,' vol. vi. pp. 39f. ; and by Drs. 
BhagwanlfH Indraji and BUhler, 'Cave 
Temple Inscriptions,' pp. 41 -55; 
'Arch::eological Survey of Western India,' 
vol. iv. pp. 92-98, and ro3. 

2 These. caves have long been known 
to antiquarians. In 1833 Colonel Sykes 
published a series of inscriptions copied 
from them, but witfl~t any description 
of the caves themselves ('Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society,' v'ol. iv. pp. 
287-291). In 1847, Dr. Bird noticed 
them in his 'Historical Researches,' 
with some wretched lithographs, so bad

1 

·as to be almost unintelligible; in 1850, 
Dr. Wilson described them in the 
'Bombay .Journal';. and in 1857 Dr. 
Stevenson republished their inscriptions, 
with translations, in the eiglith volume 
of the same journal; and Mr. W. F. 
Sinclair, C. S., wrote a short account of. 
them in the ' Indian Antiquary' vol. iii. 
pp. 33ff. In November 1874, a hurried 
survey was made, the results of which 
are given in 'Cave Temples,' pp. 248-262 
and plates 17, 18; and in· the 'Arch::eo· 
logical Survey" of Western India,' vol. iv. 
pp. 26-36. Photographs, however, are 
needed to make them mor.e clearly in
telligible. 
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figures of Buddha himself/ but there are not even any of those 
figures of men and women which we meet with at Karle and 
elsewhere. Everything at J unnar wears an aspect of simplicity 
and severity, due partly to the antiquity ofi the caves of course, 
but, so far as known, unequalled elsewhere. 

There are evidences in several places that plaster and 
_painting were employed for the decoration of these

0 
caves ; 

and among them we find ten chaityas - some unfinished
mostly without side aisles or the arched fa.:;:ades we find else
where. Only one-that in Manmoda ~ill 2-has any sculpture 
on the fa<;ade : and as will be seen from Woodcut :N" o. 78, 
this is quite unique in style. Iu a fan- shaped sculpture is 
represented the goddess Sri or Gaja Lakshml, standing with 
her two elephants pouring water over her, and behind them, 
on each side are two worshippers in attitudes of ado~;ation. 
Though so ubiquitous and continuous through all ages, it is 
seldom this goddess occupies so important a position as she 
does here; but her history has still to be writteJd. On the 
edge of the small semicircular centre of the sculpture on this 
fa<;ade is an inscription in an alphabet of about the century 
B.C., stating that "the hall-front was the gift of Chanda a 
Yavana." Above the fronton, on each side of the finial, are 
figures :-on the right, of a Nagaraja with a fly flap, and on the 
left a figure with a bird on his shoulders, and behind each is 
a dagaba in high relief. The interior of this cave is 30 ft. •in 
length and 12 ft. 6 in. wide between the pillars of the nave, 
of which three are blocked out on the right side and two just 
commenced on the left ; and the entrance, nearly the width of 
the nave, is destroyed by the breaking of the lintel. The 
dagaba is plain, but, with the whole interior of the cave, it 
has been left quite unfinished, owing apparently to a soft 
stratum of rock being met with by the excavators. 0 

A little to the east of this is a series of four cells \~ith a 
neatly carved fa<;ade; each door has the chaitya-window arch 
over it projecting about I 5 in., and is carved below in tQ.e 
same style as over the doorway of the Nasik chaitya, whilst 
between the arches are sculptured dagabas, rail-pattern and 
smaller arches-indicative of an early date.3 

The Tulja Lena group, about 2 miles west from_junnar, 
consists of some dozen excavations, among which one is a 
vihara with five cells, another was, perhaps a refection hall, 

1 There are some defaced images 
probably of late date in a cell in the 
Mil.nmorla group, that are probably late 
Jaina.-' Cave Temples,' p. 261; 'Archze
ological Survey of Western India,' vol. 
iv. p. 36. 

2 There is a rep~s~ntation of this cave 
in Dr. Bird's book, plate 16, but so badly 
done that it requires being told what is 
intended in order to find it out. 

3 A part of this fa~:1de is represented 
in 'Cave Temples,' plate 17, fig. 5· 

• 

• 
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Manmoda Chaitya Cave at Junnar. 
(From a Photograph.) 
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and a· third is the ~circular chaitya cave. They are all very 
much dilapidated-the fronts having mostly fallen away-but 
the carving that remains on two of the fa<;ades, consisting of 
chaitya-window, rail-pattern and dagaba •ornamentation is so 
like to what we find at Bhaja, Kondane, Bedsa and Nasik, • 
that we cannot be far wrong in ascribing this group to the 
like early period.1 

The plan and section (Woodcuts Nos. 79, 8o) will
0 

explain 

79· Circular Cave, Junnar. So. Section of Circular Cave, Junnar. 
(From a Plan by J. Burgess.) (From a Drawing by]. Bnfgess.) 

Scale so ft. to I in. Scale 25ft. to 1 in. 

the form of the circular cave above alluded to. It is not 
large, only 25 ft. -6 in. across, -while its roof is supported by 
~\\lelve plain ~:>ctagonal pillars which surround the dagaba.2 

The tee has been removed from the dagaba to convert it 
into a lingam of Siva, in which form it is now worshipQed. 
Jhe interest of.the arrangement of this cave will be more 
apparent when we come to describe the dagahas ~ Ceylon, 
~vhich were encircled with pillars in the same manner as this 
one. Meanwhile the following representation (Woodcut No. 8r) 
·of a circular temple from the Buddhist sculptures at Bharaut 
may enable us to realise, to some extent at least, the external 
form of these temples, which perhaps were much more common • 
in ancient times than any remains we now possess • would 
justify us in assuming. , 

Among the other ~Manmoda caves are two small unfinished 
chaityas and a small vihara beside one of them that have 
all octagonal pillars with the water-pot bases and capitals in 
their verandahs,_but with a square block between the abacus 
·and architrave. Near the more southerly is an excavation 
·~vith an inscriptio~ __ by the minister of N ahapana of A.D. 124, 
which mustoeatiout the date of these caves.8 In the-Sivaner 

1 'Cave Temples,' plate 17, fig. 4· 
~ A cave at Guntupa!le, in the Goda· 

vari district, so far resembles this, that 
it is circular, r8 ft. in diameter, with a 
domed roof, but without pillars, and 
contains a dilgaba, now converted into a 
Linga.-bifra, p. 167. 

3 These caves are all pretty fully 
described in 'o(l.ve Temples ' and 
'Arch.-eological Survey \Ve,tern India,' 
,·ol. iv., the two Manmoda chaityas p.re 
~o. 18-' Cave Temples,' p 260, and 
~o. 31 -at pp. 261·262, and plan on 
plate 18, fig. 8. 
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and Ganesa . Lena groups are four .,..QJller.....§mall chaity_a~,'} with 
verartdah pillars of Hie·. same N asik type; 1 and in the latter 

=-
• 

• 

• 

Sr. Round Temple and part of Palace or Monas! en•. 
(From a bas-relief at Bharaut.) · . " 

• 
series is one that may justly be regarded as the best exampl~ 
wa have of the chaitya of the 1st or 2nd ceritury of our era.2 
Its proportions are good, and all the details well understood 
and properly applied. The vihara 3 near it, now converted into 
a Hindu shrine of Ganesa, measures sot ft. wide by 56t ft. deep, 
without pillars, the fa<;:ade of its verandah being almost a 
complete copy of that of the Gautamlputra cave (No. 3) at 
Nasik, with six pillars and two antce standing on a bench, 
the outside of which is carved with rag;p_gt_tern . 

. • • ELURA. 

The celebrated Visw~karma cave at . Elura is a chaitya 
· of tlie . first cl~~;-intermeOia.f~!_Ee;~in age Detwee.nJh~ 
"'f'W()last descnoea caves at AJanta, or tt may be as modern 

I The chaityas in the scarp of Sivaner 
are No. 3-' Cave Temple,' p. 249, and 
pillar in' Cave Temple Inscriptions,' plate 
17 ; No. 51-' Cave Temples,' p. 251, 
plan and section, plate IS, figs. 1, 2, Jtnd 
pillar in ' 'Cave 'J;emple Inscriptions,~ 

• · plate 19; and No. ~-' Archreological 
Survey,' vol. iv. p. 30. The Ganesa Lena 
example is No. 15-' Cave TeJpples,' 
pp. 256-257 and plan and section, plate 
IS, figs. 6, 7 ; and 'Archreological Survey 

Vir estern India,' vol. iv. p. 32, No. 15. 
2 No. 6 - for details see ' Cave 

Temples,;pp. 254-256, plan, pla~e IS, fig. 
9 to scale25 ft. to 1 in., and section, fig •. 
10, to double that scale; pillars in 'Cave 
Temple Inscriptions,' plate 29, p. 54; 
'Archreological Survey Western India' 
vol. iv. p. 31. The other, also a vaulted 
chaitya here, is No. 32-' Cave Temples,' 
pp. 257·2sS. . 

3 No. 7, 'Cave Temples,' p. 256. 
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as the last. There are unfortunately no inscriptions nor any 
traditions that would assist in fixing its age, which must 
consequently depend wholly on its position in the series and 
its architectural peculiarities. • 

The dimensions of this cave are considerable, 85 ft. TO in. • 
by 43 ft., and 34 ft. high ; the inner end is entirely blocked 
up by the c!_a_gaba which, instead of being circular ~ in all - - -

• 

.. 

• 
82. Interior of Viswakarma Buddhist Cave at Elura. (From a Photograph.) 

the older examples, has a frontispiece attached to it larger 
than that in Cave No. 19 at Ajanta, which, as shown in Woodcut 
No. 73, makes it square in front. On this addition is a figure' 
of Buddha seated with his feet down, and surrounded by 
attendants and flying figures in the later style of Mahayana 
Buddhist art (Woodcut No. 82 ). In the roof, all the ribs and 
ornaments are cut in the rock, though still co.~i(jd from wooden 
prototypes, and the triforium is sculptured with groups, as in Nos. 
19 and 26 of Ajanta. Its most marked characteristic, however, 
is the fac;ade, where for the first time we miss the great horse
shoe opening, which is the most marked feature in all previous 

• 
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83. Fas:ade of the Viswakarma Cave at Elura. (From a Photograph.) 
.... 

this was the-~-~;....- At Bedsa, Karle, Kanheri, and elsewhere,\ 
there was a verandah or porch with a screen in front of the 
great window, which prevented the direct rays of the sun from 

-reaching it, and all th~e older_ caves had wooden screens~ as 
at.Karle from which curtains could be hung so as to modify 

• VOL, I. L 
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the light to any desired extent. At Elura, no screen could 
ever have existed in front, and wooden additions had long 
ceased to be used, so that it consequently became necessary 
to reduce the size of the opening. In th•e two later chaityas 
at Ajanta, this is effected by simply reducing their size. At • 

. Elura it was done by dividing it. If we had the structural 
examples in which this change was probably first int;oduced, 
we might trace its progress ; 1 but, as this one is the only rock 

;'example we have of a divided window, we must accept it as 
i one of the latest modifications of the fou;:ades of these chaityas. 
1 
Practically, it may be an improvement, as it is still sufficiently 
large to light the interior in a sat-isfactory manner; but artisti

: cally it seems rather to be regretted. There is a character 
: and a grandeur about the older design which we miss in this 
more domestic-looking arrangement, though it is still a form 
of opening not destitute of beauty. 

Owing to the sloping nature of the ground in which it 
is excavated this cave possesses a forecourt of ~nsiderable 
extent and of great elegance of design, which gives its fa<;ade 
an importance it is not entitled to from any intrinsic merit 
of its own.2 

KANHERI. • 

One of the best known and most frequently descril;>ed 
chaityas in India, is that on the island of Salsette, about 
16 miles north of Bombay, and 6 north-west fro&n Thana, 
known as !h~ great Kanheri_ cave. In dimensions it belongs 
to the first rank, being 86 ft. 6 in. in length by 39 ft. 10 in. 
wide, and about 38 ft. high. In the verandah there is 
an inscription recording that a monk named Buddhaghosha 
dedicated one of the middle-sized statues in the porch to the 
honour of Bhagavat, z".e. Buddha.3 This does not fi« tbe age • 
of the cave, but on the two front pillars of the same porch 
are inscriptions-or rather fragments of such-from which it 
is gathered that the chaitya was begun by two brothers, "ihe 
merchants Gajasena and Gajamitra," in the reign of Gautami
putra Siriyafia Satakarni, that is, about A.D. 18o._: This fixes 
its date some centuries before Nos. 19 and 26 at Ajanta, but 
much later than the great _Karle chaitya, of which it is a 
literal copy, but in so inferior a style of art that the architecture 

1 See the chaitya at T~r, altte, p. 126. 
2 'Cave Temples,' pp: 377-379, and 

plates 62, 63 ; 'Archaeological Survey 
of Western India,' vol. v. pp. 9-13, and 
plates 3, and 16- rS. 

3 This and three other short inscrip
tions on the same verandah are in 

characters of about ~e 4th or sth century 
A. D.-' ArchreolJ'gical Survey of Western 
India,' vol. v. p. 77- . . 

4 Loc. cit. pp. 7 5, 76 ; other inscrip
tions of the later Andhra kings occur 
at Kanheri in caves Nos. 5, 36, and Sr, 
with more of the same age. 
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of this cave can only be looked u2on as an exceptional anomaly, 
the principles or~wliose desfgn-"are unliireanytliing e15e-io~ 
be found in India, emanating probably from some individual 
caprice, the origin• of which we may nev.er now be able to 
recover. The fact, however, that it was undertaken by two 
laymen, who may have found the undertaking more expensive 
than l;Jley had anticipated, or who may have died before it was 
finished, may account for its degraded style: • the inferior 

. quality of the rock, and the- inexperience of the workmen 
of the period, under <iirection of " the reverend Bodhika" as 
·overseer, may also have contributed to the result. 

~ternally the roof wa~ ornamented ·wJ.!:]!_tii?ber-raft~r~.~l 
nd tliougli these have fallen away, the wooden ptns by whtch 
hey were fastened to the rock still remain ; arid the screen 

in fri>nt has all the mortices and other ·indications, as at Karle, 
proving that it was intended to be covered with wooden galleries 
and framework. What is still more curious, the figures of the 
donors w~th their wives, which adorn the front of the screen 
at Karle, are here · repeated with necessary variations ; and 
the rock at this spot being pretty close~grained, they are the 
best carved figures in these caves .. They are probably also 
the 4)nly sculptures of the age of the cave. The occurrence 
of such figures here is the more strange as it belonged to an 
ag.e when their plate was reserved for figures of Buddha, and 
wlien, perhaps at Karle itself, they were cutting away the old 
sculptur<e<> and old inscriptions, to introduce figures of Buddha, 

84. Rail in front of the Chaitya Cave, Kanheri. (From a Drawing by Mr. H. Cousens.) 

either· seated cross-legged, or borne on the lotus, supported{' 
by Naga figute~ at its base.I ..-

1 A tolerably correct representation of 
these sculptures is engraved in Langles's 
'Monuments anciens et modernes de 
l'Hindostan,'tom. ii. p. 81, after Niebuhr. 
The curious part of the thing is, that the 

Buddhis~ figures of the Kilrl~ fa9ade are 
not cop1ed here also.-' Archreological 
Survey of Western India,' vol. iv., plates 
4, and 39·4h 

.. 
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In front of this cave is a dwarf rail (Woodcut No. 84); 
unfortunately it is so weather-worn that it is difficult to make 
out all its details ; but comparing it with the Gautamlputra 

rail (Woodcut No. 37) and 
the Amaravatl rail (Wood- 0 

cut No. 41), it will be seen 
that it contains all those 
complications that were in-
troduced in the rst and 2nd 
centuries, but which were 
discontinued in the 4th and 

• sth, when the rail in any 
shape fell into disuse as an 
architectural ornament. 

If again we compare the 
annexed woodcut No. 8 5, 
representing one of the capi
tals in this cave~ with those 
in the Karle chaitya, we 
find the same degradation 
of style as is exhibited in 
woodcuts Nos. 103 a11d 104 
(p. r 8 5) illustrating the styles 
of the N ahapana and Gauta
m!putra viharas at Nasik. 

The evidenc<o in fact 
seems complete that this 
cave was excavated in the 
last years of the 2nd centt1ry i 
but, admitting this, it re-

s5. Capital of a Pillar from the Chaitya Cave mains an anomaly, the like 
at Kanheri. of which only oscur~ once 0 

again so far as I know in the 
history of Indian architecture, and that in a vihara at Nasik of 
the same age, to be described hereafter.1 

DHAMNAR. 

Near the village of Chandwas, about half-way between Kota 
and Ujjain, and 48 miles south-west from Jhalrapathan, in 
Rajputana, there exists a series of caves at a place called Dhamnar 
which are of considerable extent, but the irctocest that might 

I For further particulars regarding this I 350-353, and plate 53; and to 'Archreo· 
cave the reader is referred to Fergusson's · logical Survey of Western India,' vol. iv. 
'Rock.cut Temples, of India,' plates II I pp. 6If. 
and I2; to •Cave Temples oflndia,' pp. 
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be felt in them is considerably diminished, by their being cut 
in a coarse laterite conglomerate, so coarse that all the finer 
architectural details had to be worked out in plaster, and tliat, 
having perished wi'th time, only t~eir plans and outlines can . 

• now be recognised. Among the si~ty_gx ~eventy.,.excavations 
here found, one in tne ptititipa1group, which is entered from 
the east end of a broad terrace that still exists tolerably 
entire, 'tas a dagaba in front-92 ft. in diameter and 14 ft. 3 in. • 
high-standing in the centre of a small court, in the open air. 
Immediately behind it.is the cell or sanctuary, in which is a 
large figure of Buddha seated cross-legged, and on each side 
of the entrance are two large.dwarpals, as at Aurangabad. The 
cell is isolated by a covered passage running round it, on the 

• ~ 

86. tCav~ at Dhamnar. (Corrected from a Plan by Gen. Cunningham.) 
Scale so f(. to I in. 

eat>t side of which is a recumbent figure of the dying Buddha, 
about I 5 ft. long ; in the passage behind the cdl are three 
seated figures of Buddhas with smaller standing figures betwee'n; 
and three more stand in the west passage with a sitting one 
(Woodcut No. 86). 

The next is an excavation 25 ft. wide with a curved inner-end 
-the whole length being 26} ft.-and containing a circular dagaba 
8} ft. in diameter.and 16 ft. 3 in. high, which supports the roof. 
To the west of it is another chaitya cave of some extent; and 
presenting peculiarities of plan not found elsewhere. It is , 
practically a chaitya cella situated in the midst of a vihara. 
The cell in which the dagaba is situated is only 3 I- ft. 8 in. 

~ 
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by I3 ft. 6 in., but to this must be added the porch or ante
chapel that extended about 20 ft. further, making the whole 
about 52 ft. On two sides, and on half the third, it is sur
rounded by a verandah leading to cells. 'Lhe third side never 
was finished, but in one of the side cells, measuring I 5 ft. 8 in. • 
by IO ft. Io in., is a sma11er dagaba; at the back are four cells
one of them, 17 ft. 4 in. by II ft. 9 in., with an arched and 
ribbed roof; and on the west side are six cells, of whfch the 
third measures IO! ft. by 8 ft. 4 in., and has two statues on the 
back wall,-the whole making a confqsed mass of chambers 
and chaityas in which all the original parts are confounded, 
and all the primitive simplicity of design and arrangement is 
lost, to such an extent that, without previous knowledge, they 
would hardly be recognisable.! 

There are no exact data for determining the age o[ this 
cave, but like all of the series it is late, probably _!:>etween A.D. 
_600 and 790, and its great interest is that, on comparing it with 
the chaitya and vihara at Bhaja or Bedsa (Woodcuts Nos. 58 
and 63), we are enabled to realise the progress and changes that 
took place in designing these monuments during the eight or 
nine centuries that elapsed between them.2 

• 
KHOLVI. 

Twenty-two miles south-east from Dhamnar is another 
series of caves not so extensive, but interesting .as being 
probably the most modern group of Buddhist caves in India. 
No complete account of them has yet been published,3 but 
enough is known to enable us to feel sure how modern they are. 
There are between forty and fifty excavations here, mostly 
small, and in three groups on the south, east, and north sides 
of the hill-the principal caves being on the south @ce .• !h~ 
most marked feature about them is the presence of some seven 
stupas or dagabas with square bases, in all the larger of which 
shrines have been hollowed out for images. One, called Arjun's 
House, is a highly ornamented dagaba, originally apparently 
some 20 ft. in height, but the upper part being in masonry has 

1 In Gen. Cunningham's 'Archreo
logical Reports,' vol. ii. the plates 78-83, 
for Dhamnilr, and 84 for Kholvi, are on 
too small a scale to be of much use. There 
are errors also in the plan, as in repre
senting nine cells on the west of the larger 
chaitya instead of six ; the fa~ade on 
plate So belongs, not to "Bhim's hazar," 
but to the "Great Kacheri," as on plate 
79 ; the pill:trs of the verandah in No. II 

! (p. 273) are not " 3 ft." in height, but 
' about 5 ft. 8 in. .. 
1 2 A complete survey of the Phamnar 

I 
and Kholvi excavations has not been 
published, and tlse}'"present peculiarities 
that only a fully detailed survey would 

'1 enable us to understand. 
3 'Journal of Bombay Branch Royal 

1 Asiatic Society,' vol. v. pp. 336-349. 

• 
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fallen away. Inside this is a cell open to the front, in which is 
a cross-legged seated figure of Buddha, showing an approach to 
the Hindu mode of treating images in their temples, whi~h looks 
as if Buddhism was <>n the verge of disappearing. 

• The same arrangement is repeated in the only excavation 
here which can be called a chaitya hall. It is only 26 ft. by 
r 3 ft. internally ; but the whole of the dagaba, which is 8 ft. in 
diamet~r, has been hollowed out to make a cell, in which an 
image of Buddha is enshrined. The dagabas, in fact,-here 
there are three standing- by themselves-have become"temples, 
and only distinguishable from those of the Hindus by their 
circular forms.l 

It is probably hardly nec"essary to say more on this subject 
now, as most of the questions, both of art and chronology, will 
be a~ain touched upon in the next chapter when describing 
the viharas which were attached to the ·chaityas, and were, in 
fact, parts of the same establishments. As mere residences, the 
viharas may be deficient in that dignity and unity which 
characteri~es the chaityas, but their number and variety make 
up to a great extent for their other deficiencies; and altogether 
their description forms one of the most interesting chapters in 
our history . 

• 
GUNTUPALLE. . ' . 

At Jilligerigudem near Guntupalle in the Godavari district, 
about 2!iiJ miles north from Elor, are a dozen or more 
buried stupas, and there are caves at five or six different 
places. These were surveyed by Mr A. Rea in 1887, when 
he partly excavated one of the mounds which contained a 
stone stupa having a drum r8 ft. in diameter and about 7 ft. 

•. high, with a dome of about I 5 ft. diameter, of which the upper 
part .pnlJJ seemed to have been disturbed. Near by were 
the broken shafts of what probably had been a large pillared 
hall or mandapa. · 

• Two groups of the caves here have been destroyed by hewingc· 
away the partition walls between them. Of the others the · 

· Jar.g~§Lgroup contains a number of cells, of qmte ·limited 
'dimensions=:::s to 5-ff.-oy 7 or 8 ft. Tney face south-east, 
and at the south- west end are four cells opening from a . 

~verandah with a vaulted roof, one ~cell being at the left end 
and three behind-the central one being set 4l ft.· farther 
back than the·~her two. Close to these is another verandah 
with a vaulted roof and two cells. opening off it and a vaulted. 

1 The particulars of the architeceure of these caves are taken from Gen, CumiinJi:· 
ham's report above alluded to, voL ii. pp. 280-288, . 
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passage between them leading to the third cell. Next are 
three more cells grouped by the sides of a vaulted room 
about 8 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft. 6 in.; but beyond this most of the 
cells are almost destroyed. ' 

The only ornamentation on these caves is the "chaitya 
window" over the doors and some of the windows as we 
find it in the verandah at Bedsa (Woodcut No. 65), wi~ three 
curved lattices, and the terminal above is a circular knob. But 
the door Jambs, curiously enough, splay outward;; or make 

Jhe openings widest above; they ap{)'!ar also to have been 
fitted with wooden posts and lintels. Over the windows and 
inside doorways only, the projecting horseshoe arch was carved, 
whilst two of the principal doors had arched heads. 

About a hundred yards south from these monks' cells, 
on the brow of the hill in which they are excavated,. is a 
circular cave, like that at Junnar (Woodcut So, p. 158), con-

87. Fa9ade of Chaitya Cave at Guntupalle. (From a 
Drawing by Mr. A. Rea.) Scale 10 ft. to I in. 

• 

• 

• 

taining a dagaba. This cave is 18 ft. in diameter and 14 ft. 
9 in. high, and the drum of the dagaba is 3 ft. 9 in. high 
with a diameter of 12 ft. at the floor; its dome is hemispherical 
and of 4 ft. 7 in. radius. Upon it is left a knob, as if part 
of the staff of an umbrella, but, perhaps, it is only a fragment 
of the original capital which has been hewn away to convert 
it into the Saiva Lingam for which it is mow worshipped. 
The dome of the roof is elliptical, rising 7 ft. 3 in. in the 
centre, and is carved with sixteen radiating curved ribs on 
which four concentric circular rafters are represented as resting. 
At Junnar these were probably of wood, and have long ago 
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disappeared. In front of the cave is a vestibule about four 
yards long with vaulted roof-a thin wall separating it from 
the shrine, and in this a drip or representation of part of the 
roof of the cave c~mes down above as in the Sudama cave 
(Woodcut No. 53). The entrance of the vestibule is S"ft. 6 in. 
wide below and quite a foot more at the arched head, whilst 
the fa<;jde over it as will be seen in the woodcut (No. 87) 
is carved with a horse-shoe arch, bearing a rude resemblance 
to that of the Lomas Rishi cave, and projecting about 14 in.1 

The structural stllpiS and remains of Buddhist sculptures 
found about them warrant us in attributing these rock excava
tions to that religious body; and the style qf the apartments 
and of the chaitya cave, compared with the similar remains 
at Junnar, seem to refer us to an early period, before large 
vihara halls were required. Such considerations lead us to 
ascribe these remains to a date about 200 B.C. 

1 The edit~ owes to Mr Rea the use I G. 0., Nos. 181 and 457 of1888.-Sketch 
of the drawings he made of these Guntu· plans and sections were published in the 
palle or Jilligerigudem caves. The above 'Journal of the R. Asiatic Society.' New 
account is based on his reports in Madras ser. vol. xix., pp. 508·511 . 

• 

• 

• 

88. Sphinxes from Buddhist Vihi'tra at PitalkhoriL 
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CHAPTER VI. 
0 

VIHARAS, OR MON AST_ERIES. 

CONTEN;t'S. 

Structural Viharas-Bengal Caves-Western Vibara Caves-Nasik, Ajanta, 
Bagh, Dhamnar and Kholvi, Elftra, Aurangabad and Kuda Viharas. 

STRUCTURAL VIHARAS. 
• A VIHARA,l properly speaking is a residence or dwelling, 

whether for a monk or an image; and a group of apartments 
for a community of monks is, strictly speaking a Sangharama 
or monastery. The word Vihara, however, like Dagaba, .came 
from Ceylon, where it was used to designate not only a cell but 
also any monastic establishment,2 and this extended application 
has come to be generally understood by us; and with this 
explanation we employ it. • 

We are almost more dependent on rock-cut examples for 
our knowledge of the Viharas or monasteries of the Buddhists 
than we are for that of their Chaityas or churches; a circum
stance more to be regretted in this instance than in the other. 

• 

In a chaitya hall the interior is naturally the principal object, 
and where the art of the architect would be principaller lavished. • 
Next would come the fac;:ade. The sides and apse an; com
paratively insignificant and incapable of ornament. The fac;:ades 
and the interior can be as well expressed in the rock as when 

1 As immediately to be explained, 
'' Vibilras "is applied only to monasteries, 
the abodes of monks or hermits. It was 
not, however, used in former times 
in that restricted sense only. Hiuen 
Tsiang calls the Great Tower at Bodh
Gayil a vibilra, and describes similar 
towers at Nillanda, 200 and 300ft. high, 
as vihilras. The 'Mahilwansa' also 
applies the term indiscriminately to 
temples of a certain class, and to resi
dences. The . name was used to dis
tinguish them from stupas or towers, 

which were relic shrines, or erected as 
memorials of persons or events, and never 
were residences or simulated to be such, 
or contained images, till the last gasp of 
the style as at Kholvi. Strictly speak
ing, the monasteries ought to be called 
Sanghilrilmas, but, to avoid multiplica
tion of terms, vi~ra is used in this work 
as the synonym of monastery. 

2 So also in Nepal it is applied to 
monasteries.-Oldfield's 'Sketches from 
Nepal,' vol. ii. pp. 275ff. 
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standing free ; but the case is different with the viharas. A ~ .. ..._ d}
court .or hall surrounded with cells is not an imposing archi-~1........vv( 
tectural object. Where the court has galleries two or three /li:J...zt..\.G....:. 
storeys in height, an~ the pillars that support these ·are richly · _ ' 

• carved, it may attain an amount of picturesqueness we find in ~ 
our old hostelries, or of that class of beauty that prevails in the I · ~ · 
courts of Spanish monasteries. ·Such was, I believe, the form 
many df the Indian structural viharas may have taken, but 
which could hardly be repeated in the rock ; and, unless _some 
representations are discovered among the paintings or sculptures, 
we shall probably never • know, though we may guess, what the 
original appearances may have been. --

There.wa~~-ho~ev~,J .... ltdl~nother'form of Vihara ~ve~ .2 ";I~ ~. 
less capable of bemg~~-C!t~,i.m tfie r9_ck-::-It was pyramtdal, a 
'an"d:rs:~rigip~lJ>Lall the te~f':soutllern~Iiidia:-Tatre, 
for instance, a description of'tlie ~ang~!Ea men!l2n~~ 
by Fah Hian and I}iuen_.Jsiang,1 tliougn neitfier of them, it must 
be contessea, ever saw i~wliich accounts in part for some 
absurdities•in the description:-" The building," says Fah-Hian, 
"has altogether five storeys. The lowest · is shaped with 
elephant figures, and has 500 stone cells in it ; the second is 
made with lion shapes, and has 400 chambers; the tqird is 
made• with horse shapes, and has · 300 chambers; the 'fourth 
is made with ox shapes, and has 200 chambers; and the fifth 
is ftlade with dove shapes, and has 100 chambers in it "-and 
the account given of it by Hiuen Tsiang is practically the 
same. At _first sight, and especially in the earlier translations, 
this . looks wild enough ; but if we understand by it that the 
several storeys were adorned with elephants, lions, horses, etc., 
we get a mode of decoration which began at Karle where ·a 

__ range of elephants adorns the lower storey, and was continued 
• with variations to Halebid, where, as we shall_see further on, 

all. t..~~~e •five animals are, in the I 3th century, superimposed 
upon one another exactly as here recounted. . 

Jhe woodcut (No. 89) on next page, taken from one of the 
raths at Mamallapuram or "Seven Pagodas," probably correctly 
represents such a structure, and I believe also the form of a 
great many ancient viharas in India. The diagram (No. 90) 
is intended to explain what probably were the internal arrange
ments of such a structure. As far as it can be understood 
from the rock-cut examples we have, the centre was occupied 
by halls of varyillg dimensions according to height, supported 

. 1 Beal's ' Buddhist Records,' vol. i.l Sri Sailam, on the Krishnil river. The 
Introd. p. 69, and vol. ii. pp. 214f. ; present Hindu temple will be noticed at 
~:onf. Julien's 'Memoires,' tome ii. the end of Book III., chapter iv., p. 408. 
p. 102. This monastery was probably at 
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• 

Dharmarija Rath at Mamallapuram. (From a Photograph.) • 

90. 
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by wooden posts above the ground - floor, and used as the 
common day - rooms of the monks. The sleeping - cells 
(Woodcuts Nos. 91, 92) were apparently on the terraces, 
and may have beet'!. such as 

• are frequently represented in 
the bas-reliefs at Bharaut and 

/

from Gjndhara. Alternately 1 

they seem to have been square 
and oblong, and with smaller 
apartments between. Of 
course we must not take too 
literally a representation of a. 
monastery, carried out solidly 
in the rock for a different pur- 91. 92 • · 

Square and oblong Cells from a Bas-relief 
pose, as an absolutely correct at Bharaut. 

representation of its original. 
The importance, however, . ·of this form, as explaining the 
peculiaritites of subsequent Buddhist and Dravidian· archi
tecture, is so grea~ that it is well· worth quoting here;· though 
this will be more evident in the· sequel tha:n it can be at 
present. In construction the breadth, in a structural building, 
would probably have been greater iri proportion to the height 
than in this example, but that is of little consequence. for, 
our present purposes. 

•It is, of course, ll:lways difficult, sometimes impossible, to 
realise th& form of buildings from verbal descriptions only, and 
the Chinese Pilgrims were not adepts at architectural defini
tions. Still Hiuen Tsiang's description of the great Nalanda 
monastery is important, and so germane to our present 1sUbjecf 
that it cannot well be passed over. 

This celebrated monastery, which was the Monte Casino 
· • of Inclia f~t~r the first five centuries of our era, was situated at 

the modern Baragaon, 34 miles south-south-west of Patna, and 
7 miles north of the old capital of Rajagriha. If not founded 
under the auspices of the celebrat~d Nagarjuna about the 
rst century A.D., he at all events resided there, introducing the 
Mahayana or "great translation," and making it the seat of 
that school for Central India. After his time six successive 
kings had built as many viharas on this spot, when one of 
them surrounded the whole with _a high wall, which can still 
be traced, measuring r6oo ft. north and south, by 400 ft., 
and enclosing eight separate courts. Externally to this en
closure were numerous ·stupas or tower-like· viharas, ten or 
twelve of which are easily recognised, and have been identified, 
with more or less certainty, by General Cunningham, from 
the Pilgrim's description. Jbe_g!'!n~.ml. .. i!EJ~earance of ~ 
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place may be gathered from the following:-" In the different 
courts the houses of the monks were each four storeys in 
height. The pavilions had pillars ornamented with dragons, 
and had beams resplendent with all the colours of the rainbow 
-rafters richly carved-columns ornamented with jade, painted • 
red and richly chiselled, and balustrades of carved open work. 
The lintels of the doors were decorated with elega.nce, and 
the roofs covered with glazed tiles of brilliant colours, which 
multiplied themselves by reflection, and varied the effect at 
every moment in a thousand manner~." Or as he enthusiasti
cally sums up:-" The Sangha.ramas of India are counted by 
thousands, but there are none ·equal to this in majesty or 
richness, or the height of their construction." 1 

From what we know of the effects of Burmese monasteries at 
the present day this is probably no exaggeration; and with its 
groves of Mango-trees, and its immense tanks, which still remain, 
it must have been, as he says, "an enchanting abode." Here 
there resided in his time-within and without •he walls
ro,ooo priests and neophytes, and religion and philosophy were 
taught from a hundred chairs, and here consequently our Pilgrim 
sojourned for five years, imbibing the doctrines of the Law 
of Buddha. What Cluny and Clairvaux were to Frat~ce in 
the Middle Ages, Nalanda was to Central India, the depository 
of all true learning, and the foundation from which it Sp{ead 
over all the other Buddhist lands ; but still, as in all instances 
connected with that strange parallelism which exist&d between 
the two religions, the Buddhists kept five centuries in advance 
of the Roman Church in the invention and use of all the 
ceremonies and forms common to both religions. 

It would indeed be satisfactory if the architecture of this 
celebrated monastery could be restored and its arrangements • 
made clear. Something has been done by Cusniagham 2 

towards this, and excavations were made by Mr. Broadley 
and Captain Marshall. The former, it is feared, destroyed 
more than he restored, and his drawings are so imperfect as 
to be utterly unintelligible. The latter did not publish his 
discoveries. Nothing, however, would probably better repay 
a systematic exploration than this celebrated spot, if under
taken by some one experienced in such researches, and qualified 
to make detailed architectural drawings of what is found. 

If, however, it should turn out, as hinted above, that the 
whole of the superstructure of these vihatas was in wood, 
either fire or natural decay may have made such havoc among 

1 'Hiouen Thsang,' tome i. p. 151; or I 2 'Archreological Reports,' voL i. pp. 
Beal's 'Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' p. rrr. 28-36, plate 16. 
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all that remains of them, as to leave little to reward the labburs 
,of the ex-plorer. What has been done in this direction certainly 
affords no great encouragement to hope for much. At Sultan-

_ganj, hear Monghyt, a large vihara was cut through by the 
• railway, but except one remarkable bronze statue of Buddha 1 

nothing was found of importance. The monastery apparently 
consisted of two large courtyards surrounded by cells. What 
was found, however, could only have been the foundations, 
as there were no doorways to the apartments or means of 
communication between. each other or with the exterior.2 

- The vihara excavated by Captain Kittoe and Mr. Thomas, 
at Sarnath, seems certainly. to have been destroyed by fire. 
All that remained was a series of some twenty cells and four 
larger halls surrounding a pillared court 50 ft. square. On 

• one side were three cells evidently forming a sanctuary, as 
is frequently found in the later rock-cut examples.3 

_ .. •· The excavations conducted by General Cunningham, at the 
; _same place. were hardly more satisfactory in their result. The 

.. two buildings he explored seem to bear the relation to one 
another of a vihara 6o ft. square over all, and the temple of 
little more than half these dimensions with a projecting porch 
on each face.4 Only the foundation of these buildings now 
remains, and nothing to indicate how they were originally 
finished. The like is doubtless the condition of the extensive 
exc~vations made by the Archceologic'al Survey during the 'last 
four years at Kasia in Gorakhpur district as well as at Sarnath. 
But no detailed account of the results has yet been made avail-_ 
able, and short notices, without plans, are very unsatisfactory, 
if not occasionally unintelligible. Foundations of numerous 
temples, stupas and other buildings, we learn, were laid bare, 

• 
and interesting sculptures and inscriptions discovered.5 

We m\Y eventually hit on some representation which may 
enable • us to form definite ideas on this subject, but till' we 
do this we probably must be content with the interiors as seen 
in t,lle rock-cut examples. 

BENGAL GA VES. 

None of the Bihar caves can, properly speaking, be called' 
viharas, in the sense in which the word is generally used, except 
perhaps the Son-bhandar cave, which was probably a Jain~ or 

1 In private hands int Birmingham in 
!876. 

~ 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. xxxiii. pp. 36 I et seqq, 

3 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. xxiii. pp. 469 et seqq. 

~ <c::aw:*' 

4 For this and the other Silrnil:th re
mains see Cunningham's 'Arch~ological 
Reports,' vol. i. pp. II4 et seqq., plates 
32·34· 

5 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 
1907, pp. 995ff. See Note below, p. 207. 
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,Ajivika excavation. Jt is a plain rectangular cave, 33 ft. 9 in. 
long by 17 ft. wide, and I I ft. 7 in. ,to the springing of the curved 
.roof (Woodcuts N"os. 93 and 94). It has one door and one 

93· Plan of Son-bhandar Caves. 
Scale so ft. to I in. 

9-l· Section of Son-bhandar Cave, 
Scale 25 ft. to I in. 

window, but both-like the rest of the cave-without mouldings 
or any architectural features that would assist in determining its 
age. The jambs of the doorway slope slightly inwards, but not 
sufficiently to give an idea of great antiquty. In front there was 

95· Front of Son-bhandar Cave. (From a Photograph.) 0 o 

a wooden verandah, the mortice holes for which are still visible 
ti:i the front wall, as shown in the woodcut No. 95· ~uch 
woooeii verandahs were probably common, as they were attached 
to many of the caves at Kanheri. As mentioned above, if the 
inscription is as early as the excavation, it may be several 
centuries later than the Barabar caves; the cave may, however, 
be earlier 'than the inscription. 1 

The other Son- bhandar cave is about 30 ft. to the right 

I A detailed account of these Bengal 'I 
caves is given in Gen. Sir A. Cunningham's 
• Archreological Reports,' vol. i. PP· 2 5-27, i 
40-53, and vol. iii. pp. 140-144; but his , 

drawings are on too small a scale, how
ever, and too rough to show all that is 
wanted.-' Cave Temples of India,' pp. 
37·46. 

• 

• 
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of the larger. one, and is in all respects similar, except that 
its dimensions are only 22 ft. by 17 ft., and the roof has fallen. 
in. Between the two a mass of rock is left in order to admit 
of -a stair being cu.t• in it leading to the surface of the rock 

• above; but what stood on the platform there has not been 
investigated. 

The other caves, ~at ~ar.?J?ar and Nag!!juni, if not exactly 
chaityas ~n the sense in. which that term . is applied to the 
western caves, were at least oratorie~, places of prayer and 
worship, rather than resi1ences. One Aj1vika ascetic may have 
resided in them, but for the purpose of performing the necessary 
services. There are no separate cells in them, nor any division 
that can be considered as separating the ceremonial from the 
domestic uses of the cave, and they must consequently, for the 
present.at least, be classed as chaityas rather than viharas. · 

The case is widely different when we turn to the caves in 
Orissa, which are among the most interesting, though at the 
same· time .the most anomalous, of all the caves in India. 
With possibly one or two exceptions belonging to other sects, 
they were evidently excavated for the Jains. ·Till comparatively 
recently, however, they were mistaken for Buddhist, but this· 
they clearly never were ; hence they must be described in a 
subsequent section of this work (Book V. chapter ii., in Vol. ii.). 

.. .. 
WESTERN VIHARA CAVES. 

Jhe olcTest G_~in~~ .. Jl~bably a~~ELall...Yihara. 
to the west of the Bhaja group, wn1cli is unique ofits kind. It 

'faces norfli ana consists of a . 
verandah I7! ft. in length 
by 7 ft. wide at the east end 

• and 9~ ft. ~t the west, with a 
· hall,a!S"o of~omewhat irregular 

form; 16 ft. deep by 16ft. 7 in. 
acn;?.ss, exclusive of a bench 
2 I m .. broad along the· east 

. side. The accompanying plan 
(Woodcut No. 96) will show 
the: arrangement of the jo.ur 
~ entering from the liall 
and one from the verandah, 
in three of which• are stone 
beds ; oesides, there are three 

96. Plan of smali Vihara at Bhaja. 
(From a plan by Mr. H. Cousens.) 

Scale 25 ft. to 1 in. 

cells, or cubicles, with a separate entrance outside the verandah 
to the left, each with its stone bed-usually an in<;lk11tipn_oC 
early date-"- .-

VOL I, M 
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The notable feature, however, are the sculptures of the cave: 
a pillar and pilaster in the east end of the verandah have the 
bell-shaped quasi-Persepolitan capitals we find on some of the 
Asoka lats, and which became more Indianised in detail at 
Bedsa, Karl~, and elsewhere ; the figures that surmount these • 
are here of exceptional form, being human female busts on 
bovine bodies (Woodcut No. 97). The jambs of the cell 
doorways slope inwards, and the walls above and0 between 
them are ornamented With the chaitya window pattern. On 

·each wall are three deep niches roofed. by three chaitya arches ; 
and between those on the east side, corresponding to the cell 
doors opposite, are two panels containing standing figures or 

guards, each with a staff or spear and 
peculiar head-dresses. In the verandah 
are three others in very unusual and. elabo
rate costumes and head-dresses ; one hold
ing two arrows and another a bow. And 
on the west end of the verandah is a large 
sculpture, divided by the cell• door. On 
one side we have Surya and his two wives, 
in his chariot drawn (as in the Greek 
mythology) by four horses, and apparently 
accompanied by two guards on horseback, 
with what may be meant for demons of 
darkness below the horses ; the other" half 
represents two large figures on an elephant, 
with many smaller ones below c!nd around, 

97. Capital of Pilaster at and two sacred trees. In the verandah of 
BMjft. Scale about r/r6th. the Ananta Gumpha at Khandagiri and at 

Bodh-Gaya are also found representations 
of Surya, and on the Lahul Iota both parts of this sculpture 
are represented with but slight differences.1 Are these traces of • 
the Suryopasakas or Saurapatas, the sun-worshipper~, wt;o were 
long an influential sect in India,2 or how are we to account for 
such sculptures? • 

Besides this, among the Buddhist caves of western India 
there are at least six or seven viharas which we know for 
certain were excavated before the Christian Era. There are 

1 This cave has been pretty fully 
illustrated in 'Cave Temples,' pp. 513· 
5 I 7, and plates g6-g8 ; ' Archreological 
Survey of Western India,' vel. iv. pp. 3-6, 
and plate 6; and in LeBon's ' Les Monu
ments de l'Inde,' p. 42. 

2 The five orthodox divisions of Hindus 
are the Saivas, Vaishnavas, Sftktis, 
Saurapittas, and Gftnapatyas, but the 

last two are of very limited extent, though 
sun-worship is still found among the 
Kftthis and other tribes in Gujarftt.
' ArchreologicaP Survey Western India,' 

1 vol. ix. pp. 72ff; Beal, ' Buddhist 
Records,' vol. i. p. 223; vol. ii. pp. r88, 
274; Al-Beruni's 'India,' Sachau's trans. 
vol. i. pp. 1 r6, 121, 298; and 'Bombay 
Gazetteer,' vol. ix. part i. pp. 257, 393· 
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possibly forty, but the evidences are not so clear as to enable 
us to feel confident in affixing dates to them. The few that 
are known are those attached to the chaityas at J3h~j~ and 
~~~.(Woodcuts Nt>s. 58, 63), the two oldest at,Aj~Ji!a~Nos. 12 

• and 13, and those atji!s_ik.t Pitalkhpr~, and Kondane.: Those 
at Karle also, but they have 6een altered and enlarged, and are 
mucndestroyed by the rock falling away, so that it would be 
difficult,o describe them; 1 they are excavated in two or three 
storeys, and . the earlier portions are without ornamentation, 
but almost certainly co~al with the chaitya itsel£ At Junnar 
there are several, which are very old, and at Sana, Junagadh and. 
Talaja, in Gujarat, there are numbers of very ancient date; 
pn~e oldest oLili-~~~-is_that-atta~e£!..., tp_th_e,chait}'A.~C!t 

Bhaja (ante, WO:oae[f.N().~S8)., ,Jtjsj!v~c$!ll.e£.;.t]lr~f~~ 
~y~~iggl§tone bed~Jhe!p1 onejsJ!?.t1~E~~g • ..e.nQ..Q.~ 
without tliat uncomfortable P.Iece of furmfure. In front of these 
are two iOii:gStone b~nche~teither~endof'aha1133 ft. in length. 
It is notcfearwllether this hall was always open as at present, 
but, if it was closed, it was by .a ~ooden screen like the 
chaitya beside it, which is undoubtedly of the same age. 
They are"' indeed parts of one design. J'he same may be said 
of the Bedsa vihara, though placed a little further apart. In 
this ca5e,ho';;ever, there are three cells with 'stone beds-in the 
verandah of the chaitya, and~ a fouttli was commenced;\Vhei1 

Lappctrentlyil was aetermined to remove the residence a little 
further o~ and no instance, I believe, occurs afterwards in 
which they were so conjojnesi,. till at least a very late date, 
as, perhaps, at DhamnariW oocl·cut No. 86), all the parts got 
again confounded together. As will be seen from the plan 
(Woodcut No. 63) it is· excc:~ptiQI1_aUn~furm,.,J~~ing~apsjc@IJike 
the c~yuts,ejf ... It is not clear whether this is a copy of any 

• existin~ wooden erection, or whether it was that, being the first 
attempt at• an independent vihara in the rock, they thought it 
ought to resemble a chaitya in plan. My impression is that the 
latt~ is the true explanation ; such an arrangement in a free
standing structure intended for a residence would be absurd, 
but we are here assisting at the "incunabula " of the style; and 
must not be surprised at anomalies. ., · . 

No. 12 at Ajanta is a sg!l~I.chall, measuring 36 ft. 8 in. each \ · 
way-:--'Itlias noptllar1;, and its only ornament consists of horse- J 

.-.... .-..IWfll':-· -~ 

1 For a detailed account and 'plans of 
these viMras, see '<!ave Temples,' 
pp. 240f., and plate 9 ; and ' Archreo· 
logical Survey of Western India,' vol. iv. 
p. 25, anrl plate 13. 

2 At Sftnft, about 20 miles north·east 
of Diu, are _sixty·two caves, of which 

three_ are chaitya templ~s; and·at Tftlftj~, 
30 miles south of Gogha, are about thirty 
more. They are all very plain, with 
scarcely any sculpture, and are probably 
as early as any in western India. 
-' Archreological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. ii. pp. 147·150. 
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shoe arches over the doors of the twelve cells, with a band of 
connecting rail-pattern and pairs of smaller arches over recesses 
between. The cells have each two stone beds, and altogether 
this vihara bears so close a resemblance to-the one at Bhaja, as 
also to the smaller one, No. 14 at Nasik, and to that at Kondane • 
as to assign it to a very early place among those here, and 
coeval with the chaitya No. 10. Unfortunately, the rock over 
its front has given way, and carried with it the fa<;a<!e, which 
probably was the most ornamental part of the design. 

Close to No. 12 is cave 1~ which mity be as old as anything 
at Ajanta, but its front also has fallen away, and we have left 
only a hall IJ~- ft. wide by 16! ft. ~urrounded by seven cells-in 
all of which are the stone couches or beds characteristic of the 
cells of an early age. No decorative feature appears on its walls. 

• · The most marked characteristic of the early viharas on the 
western side of India-if we except the Surya cave at Bha.ja, 
which is not Buddhist- is that, unlike their eastern J aina 
contemporaries, they are wholly devoid of figure-sculpture: no 
bassi-rilievi, not' even an emblem, relieves the seve~ity of their 
simplicity. Over the doorways of the cells there are the usual 
horse-shoe arches, copied from the windows of the great chaityas, 
and the invariable Buddhist rail repeated everywhere as a 
stringcourse, with an-occasional pillar or pilaster to relieve the 
monotony. 

The curious difference between the exuberance of fi~ure
sculpture in the east and its total absence in the west in the 
pre-Christian Era caves, can only be ascribed to die different 
religions to which they respectively belong. Looking, however, 
at the progress made of late years in these subjects, there may 
possibly be further reasons for this difference which, when 
analysed, will throw fresh light on the early history of J ainism 
and Buddhism. Meanwhile, it may be worthy of remark, that • 
the f>nly living representation that is common to b~th ·sides of 
India, is the presence of the three-headed Naga on the fa<;ade 
'of the Nasik chaitya (Woodcut No. 66), and its appearanc~in a 
'similar position on the Chulakama or Sarpa and Ananta caves 
at Udayagiri in Orissa. It points to a prominent feature in early 
Buddhist and Jaina mythology, which was probably encouraged 
by cognate or identical legends respecting Sakyamuni and 
Parsvanath. Besides this the three, five, or seven-headed Naga 
occurs so frequently at Bharaut, Sanchi and elsewhere, that his 
presence here cannot be called a distinctive w::culiarity. 

Cave No. II at Ajanta is much in advance of Nos. 12 and 
13, there being four pillars in its centre (Woodcut No. 98). It 
has seven cells inside, but the sanctuary is so arranged as to 
suggest that a cell in the back ha.d been <;:ut through to make 
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room for it -and thus it may be of much later date than the 
cave; the sculptures iri the verandah also are not of an early 
age. A small cell is excavated high 
up in the side walr of the shrine-an 

• arrangement not found in any other of 
the caves here. The hall is 37 ft. by 
28, and .,;.o ft. high; the four octagonal 

_£olumns are of unusi'iaiJXCl,Style, 
from whiclilthas been inferrecnanOis 
was one of"tlie earliest e~amples oft~ 
introduct:Tonofpillars mto vi11aras; and 

98. Cave II at Ajanta. 
Scale so ft. to I in. 

· 'fheclose proximitytc1tneearly chaitya 
No. 10 was thought to countenance this. 
On further consideration, however, it 
appears that this cave, in its present 
form, must be placed considerably later 
than caves 12 and I 3, and dating after 
the Christi•m .• Era . 
.,.....:fhe"'.~,t_§~~after_the .introd.uction of fol.!r-Rill~t::>-tQ~ 
.!_Uppo~~e r.oof,l as in cave N.9· I I at Aj_::~._n_tg (.W'.9PQ,C_t,ItJ~to.~g~)e. 
was to mtroduce twelve· P.Illars 
tortli\s RUrp~,. tliere oeing-n; 
illtermealate number. which would 

- divide by four, and admit of an 
opening in the centre of every 
side. Thii arrangement is shown 
in the Woodcut (No. 99), repre-

-senting the plan of the C.il,VJ(J;,{~.2,. 
at Ajanta. Before .thit5tage .of 
cave architecr11re had been reached, . 
the worship had degenerated con-

• sideral.ly {rom its original form; 
and these larger caves always 
cP.ossess a sanctua.~y-cgntaining. 
!l!!:tm.ag~u~;fali~. There are 99. Cave 2 at Ajanta. 
·sometimes, besides this, .as :in the (From a Plan by the A_uthor.) 
. d 'd . Scale so ft. to I m. mstance un er cons! eratwn, two 
,li_<!~c~p·~'· like. those· in Catholic churches, ~~g i~g~ 
.2f.l>.~bordmate7samts, .. 2X.Pmlm.JJ.lY-2L®~11-ors or Benefactors. 

J;lie ne~.t..w.ci most extensive arratJ._gement of_these sgliar~ 
monaster,Y.-caves is that~in~which twenty_giLl'!,~ ar&..,plac~in~the 
~'so .aLto S.!;!Rf~o..rt~the~ropf,~six on £.a0 ~,..£_ou_n_ting_thD 
corner p1llars twice .. There are several of tnese large caves at 

1 Among the very early caves (prob- I pillar supporting the roof. - 'Archreo
ably Jaina) at Junagadh are examples of logical Survey of Western India,' vol.· ii. 
a.cave with four, and of another with one pp. 139-140, and plate 17. 

. '"""' . ' 

.. 
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Ajanta and elsewhere; one at Bagh, in Malwa, measuring 82 ft. 
by So, represented in the woodcut (No. 100 ), has, besides the 

ordinary comple
"ment1four additional 
pillars in the centre .i • 
·these were intro
duced evid.ntly in 
consequence of the 
rock not being 
sufficiently homo
geneous and perfect 
to support itself 
without this addi
tional precaution ; 
and there is a Jaina 
cave at Dharasimva 
in the Dekhan, which 
has, in t~e centre, a 
square of twelve 
additional pillars.1 

. . ~::; 
• 
• 
• 
• 

.. , . 
• 
• 
• 
• . ::: .... 

These - which 
might be cLassed, 
according to the 

roo. Cave 3 at Bag h. (From a Plan by the Editor.) terms used in Greek 
Scale so ft. to I in. architecture, • as 

a style, when having no pillars; distyle, when with ~wo pillars 

101. Darbar Cave, Salsette. (From a Plan by 
~fr. A. A. West.) Scale so ft. to I in. 

in each face; tetrastyle, 
with four; and hexastyle 
with six-form the lead
ing and most character
istic division of these 
excavations, .anQ. with • 
slight modification are 
to be found in all the 
later series. ., 

The forms, however, 
of many are so various 
and so abnormal that it 
would require a far more 
extended classification 
to enable us to describe 
and ~elude them all. 
In many instances the 

great depth of the cave which this _square arrangement required 
1 'Cave Temples,' pp. 503ff. and plate 93; 'Archreological Survey of Western 

India,' vol. iii. pp. 4-9, and plate 2. 
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was felt to be inconvenient; a~d a more o]?lo11g_form was 
adopted, as in the so-called Darb~r cav$_at Kanheri (Woodcut 
No. 101), where, besides, the Sai1'Ci:uary is projected forward, and 
assists, with the pillArs, to support the roof. In some examples 

• this is carried even further, and the sanctUary, standing boldly 
forward to the centre of the hall,. forms in reality the . only 

·support. This, however, is a late and Brahman~tal arrange
ment, arid must b"e considered more as an economical than an 
architectural improvement. Indeed by it the dignity and beauty 
of the whole composition are almost entirely destroyed. 

N AsrK VIHARAS. 

The two most interesting series of caves for the investigation ~.t« 
of the history of the later developments of the Vihara system,~~)~'.. 
are those at Nasi,Yn<:LAjal!!!:.. ~latter. is by far the most~yc:Jy 
extensive, COri'Sisting of ,!;Y.~y:-six first-class ~~._fQ!J.r of~~ 
which are chaityas. The former group numbers, it is true, ~ r. 
seventeen excavations:-outonlysix. or- seven of t}l,ese_can be~ ..... l'k 
callecrfirst=--dass, and-it possesses only-onecl:lai~ The others~ 
aresmalr excavations of no~parficiiHir merit or interest. fuanta · j 

has also the advantage of retaining a considerable portion of 
the .ri!n.ti_qg~ which once adorned the walls of all viharas erected 
subsequently to' the Christian Era, while these. have almost 
entlt-ely disappeared at Nasik, though there see-ms very little 
doubt that the walls of all the greater viharas there were once 
so ornamented. This indeed was one of the great distinctions 
between them and the eadier primitive cells of the monks before 
the Christian Era. The Buodhist church between Asoka · an.d 

· Kanishka was in the same position as that of Christianity 
between Constantine and Gregory the Great. It was the last-

• name~ pontiff who inaugurated the pomp and ceremonial 
of the Mi<!dle Ages. It might, therefore, under certain cii'cum
stances be expedient to describe the Ajanta vibaras first; out 
the.y are singularly deficient in well-preserved inscriptions con
taining recognisable names. Nasik, on the other hand, is 
peculiarly rich in this respect, and the history of the series can 
be made out with very tolerable approximative certainty.1 

1 These inscriptions were first copied 
by Lieut. Brett, and published with 
translations by Dr. Stevenson, in the fifth 
volume of the 'Journal Bombay Branch 
of the R. Asiatic Sociery ,' pp. 39 et seqq., 
plates I to 16. They were afterwards 
revised by Messrs E. W. and A. A. West, 
in the seventh volume of the same .journal, 

· pp. 37,et seqq.,and translated by Professor 
Bhandarkar in the ' Transactions of the 

International Congress of Orientalists,' 
1874. A revised translation was made 
by Professor G. J. Biihler, and published 
in the 'Archreological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. iv. pp. 98-116; and they 
have lastly. been revised by Mons. E. 
Senart in ' Epigraphia Indica,' vol. viii. 
(1905), pp. 59-96, in which, however, 
he has adopted a different numeration 
of the caves from that in common use. 
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The chaitya cave was, as above stated, commenced about 
.160 years before Christ, and the vihara of the same age attached 
to it, is the small one (No. 14) close to it, and on a lower level 
than those now on. each side of it, and consequently more likely 
to be what we are looking for than they are. It is a simple square 1 • 

hall measuring 14 ft. each way, with two square cells in three of 
its sides, the fourth opening on a verandah with two.,octagon 
pillars in front. The only ornament of the interior is a horse
shoe arch over each cell door, connected by a simple Buddhist rail. 
In every detail it is in fact identical with the two old viharas 
NOS. 13 and I 2 at Ajanta, ana it bears an inscription of Krishna 
Rafa, who seems almost certainly to be the second of the 
Andhrabhritya race, and who probably ascended the throne about 
B.C. 170, and ruled for r8 years. The architectural details accord 
perfectly with those of the chaitya, and the age ascribed to it. 

Turning from these, which practically belong to the last 
chapter rather than to this, the interest is centred in three great 
viharas, the oldest of which (No. 8) bears the name ofeN ahapana 

;., 

102. Nahapil_na Vihara, Nasik. 
(From a Plan by J. Burgess.) 

Scale so ft. to 1 in. 

(Woodcut No. 102 ), the second 
(No. 3) that of 9autamtputra, and 
the third (No. I 5) that of Sri Yajna, 

'\: -if our chronology is Clilrrect, 
l their dates are thus fixed as about 

A.D. roo, 130, and I8o. • 
The two principal viharas at 

N asik, NOS. 3 and 8, are f;O similar 
in dimensions and in all their 
arrangements, that it is almost 
impossible to distinguish between 
their plans on paper. They are 
both square halls measuring more 
than 40 ft. each side, witho~t any • 
pillars in the centre, and are sur

rounded on three sides by sixteen cells of nearly the same dimen
sions. On the fourth or front side is a six-pillared veranda~ in 
the one case with a cell at each end, in the other with only one 
cell, which is the most marked distinction between the two plans. 
The architecture, too, is in some respects so similar that we can 
hardly hesitate in assuming that the one is an intentional copy of 
the other. It is in fact the problem of the great cave at Kanheri, 
being a copy of that at Karle repeated here.1 Only the differ
ence in age between the two chaityas being grefl.ter, the degrada
tion in style is much greater than here, where it appears to be 

1 Ante, p. 162. See also plate II of my folio work on the 'Rock-cut Temples,' 
where the pillars of the two caves are contrasted as here. 
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little more than a generation, and may be largely due to work
men from a different province. 

The pillars in the verandah of cave_No. 8 (Woodcut No. ·103), !YrJ<; ~ 
are so similar to those in the great"-:Kirle chaitya, that we ~ 
might hesitate to ascribe any very lengthened interval between ,...,. e.J. 
them; indeed we find inscriptions at Karle of the same V....\J. 
Ushav<!Qata and his wife Dakhamitra, the daughter of Nahapana, 

103. Pillar in Nahapana Cave, Nasik. 
(From a Photograph.) 

104. Pillar in Gautamiputra Cave, Nasik .. 
(From a .Photograph.) 

who give two cells in the verandah of this cave in the years 
A.D. 119-123; 1 and as the inscriptions chiefly record endowments, 
this cave may have been excavated, for aught we know, a century 
or more before threse donations were made and recorded. There 

1 The dates in Ushavadftta's inscriptions 
are 41, 42, and 45; and as Nahapftna, 
in a] unnarinscription, gives the date 46, 
the latter must have be\!n alive at the I 

earlier dates ; and as the Kshatrapas use 
the Saka era, the Nftsik dates correspond 
to A.D. II9, 120 and 123. 
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are also minor differences in the proportions of the pillars and 
the execution of the figure sculptures, that may be indications of 
some difference of age. On the other hand, no vihara on this 
side of India has a fa<;:ade more richly orn·amented than this. 
Those at Bhaja and Bedsa are quite plain, and those around • 
Karle, though richer, are inferior to this, so that on the whole 
the architectural evidence tends to confirm the date .flS sub
sequent to the Christian Era; and if so, then Karle may be of 
somewhat later date than had been previously ascribed to it. 

The pillars of the Gautamlputra ca~ No. 3, as will be seen 
from the last woodcut (No. 104), have lost much of the elegance 
of those last described. How far this difference is to be 
ascribed to the first cave having been constructed under a 
Malwa architect, whilst the latter was probably executed by a 
Telugu or Dakhani, it is hard to say. Instead of the graceful 
bell-shaped Persian capitals, we have the puclding forms that 
afterward-L~~came so prevalent. The shafts are straight posts, 
~nd have no bas-es; aii<rthe"whole shows an "i~tferiorit)O not to be 
mistaken: The carved and sculptured doorway also belongs 
to a much less elegant style. Besides this, there are three things 
here which prove almost incontestably that it belongs to the 
same age as the Amaravatl tope erected in the znd century.-the 
rail in front, already given (Woodcut No. 37, p. I 1 3), the pilaster 
at the end of the verandah, and the bas-relief of a dagaba, 
which occupies the same position on the back wall in this ;ave 
that the Bhairava with the club now occupies in No. ~1 It has 
the same attendants, and the same superfluity of umbrellas, as 
are found there, so that altogether the age of the excavation 
can hardly be considered doubtful. 

Cave No. 12 is a small vihara, the central hall being 32 ft. by 
23 ft., and with only four cells on one side. It had never been 
finished, and considerable alterations have been atterrwted in its • 
interior at some date long subsequent to its first excavation, 
apparently to adapt it to Hindu worship. Its verandah, however, 
consisting of two attached and two free-standing column», is 
apparently of the same age as the Nahapana cave No. 8. 
An inscription upon it states that it was excavated by 
" Indragnidatta, the Yavana, a northerner from Dattamitrt." 2 

None of these names can be recognised, but they point to 
an age when foreigners, possibly of the Panjab or Arakhosia, 
visited the Dekhan. 

The great vihara (No. 15) beyond the chaitoya cave, and 12ft. 
above its level, is one of the mos! important of the series, not 

1 This is not original, but is a , in cave 3.-' Cave Temples,' p. 270, and 
figure of Bhairava formed out of what ' plates 19-23. 
was originally a dagaba similar to that 2 ' Epigraphia Indica,' vol. viii. p. 91. 
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only from its size, but from it~ ordinance and date (Woodcut No. 
105). The hall is 61 ft. in depth by 37-! ft. wide at the outer end, 
increasing to 44 ft. at the 
inner, and with eigh't cells on 

• each side. Originally it seems 
as if it had been only 40ft. in 
depth, b~t at a later period 
was extended- perhaps by . 
the lady Vasu, mentioned in 
the inscription in the \ieran-

., dab. The addition forms its 
most marked peculiarity, 
which is that it has a regular 
sanctuary at its inner end, 

• with two richly carved pillars 
in front (Woodcut No. 106), 
and within, a colossal figure 
of Buddha.,seated, with flying 
and standing attendants; 
d • 1 d r. d 11 h roy Sri Yajna CaYe, No. 15 at Nasik. warpa s, war1s, an a t e (From a Plan by J. Burgess.) 
accompaniments usuallyfound Scale so ft. to 1 in. 

in th~ third and subsequent 
centuries belonging to the Mahayana school of Buddhism. 

Fortunately we have in this cave an ~iptipn_ containing a 
weir-known name. It is said to have been completed by Vasu, 
wife of t~e commander-in-chief of the king Srlyajna Satakarni, 
in that king's seventh year, after it had been excavated many 
years before by Vopaki, an ascetic, but h~d remained unfinished. 
Vve are not able to fix the exact year to which this date refers, 
but it does not seem doubtful that this king reigned in the last · 
quarter of the 2nd century, and we consequently have in this 

• cave ~. fiied point (aJ;>out A.D..;d]:?) ?n· which to base our 
calculatwhs for the penod abou1 tliat time. Further, over the 
doorway oCthe first cell on the left side is a short inscription, in 
letters of the sth or 6th century, intimating the gift of a cave
perhaps only the cell-by a lay devotee Mamma.1-

Beyoild this there is still another excavation, No. I 7-it 
can hardly be called a vihara-of very irregular SHape, and 
covered with sculpture of a _date_p~aps four centuries more 
modern than that of the caveta'St aescnoed:- Bu3ul:fcliS1here 
represented in allliisattitudes, sf:rt1'Ctiffglrr-sitting, accompanied 
by chauri bearer~, flying figures, dwarfs, etc. On one side ·is 
a colossal recumbent figure of him attaining Nirvana, which is a 
sign of a comparatively modern date. Besides thes~ there are 

1 'Archreological Survey of West~rn India,' vol. iv. pp. II4 and II6; ~ Epi
graphia Indica,' vol. viii: pp. 93, 94· 
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Dnyani Buddhas, Bodhisattwas, and all the modern pantheon 
of Buddhism, arranged in admired confusion, as in most 

of the modern caves. 
Then~ is no inscription, 
but from its sculpture • 
and the form of its pillars 
we may safely a.icribe it 
to the last age of Buddhist 
art, say about the year 
6oo or later. The pillars 
approximate closely in 
style to those found at 
Elephanta, and in the 
Brahmanical caves at 
Elura, which, from other 
evidence, have been 
assigned to dates varying 
from 6oo to 8QO years of 
our era. 

More has perhaps 
been said about the Nasik 
caves than their ,ilrchi
tectural importance would 
seem at first sight to 
justify, but they are ·one 
of the most ii11Jlortant of 
the purely Buddhist 

roo. groups.1 Their great 
merit, however, is that· 

they belong to one of the most important of the older Indian 
dynasties, known as the Andhrabhrityas, Satakarnis, or Sata
vahanas. Owing to their coinage being mostly of.leaQ, this • 
dynasty was for long overlooked by numismatists and others, 
and could only be rehabilitated by their inscriptions and their 
architectural work, on which these are found inscribed. And 
labour on these materials has been rewarded by very important 
chronological results.2 

AJANTA VIHARAS 

As before mentioned, the central group of the four oldest 
caves at Ajanta forms the nucleus from which the caves radiate 
south-east and south-west-eight in one direction, and fourteen 

I For further details, see 'Cave · India,' vol. iv. pp. 98-II4; Bhandarkar, 
Temples,' pp. 263 to 279,. and plates. I 'Early history of the Dekkan,' pp. 

2 'Archoeological Survey of Western 14·44· 
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". · in the other, It seems, however,· that there was a pause in 
the_· excavation ·of caves after the first great .effort, and' that 
th~y.!Ve!~ tlien extended, for some time at least, in a south-west 
direction. Thus ca~s· Nos. I4 to 20 form a tolerably consecutive 

• series, without any violent break. · After that, or tt may be 
contemporaneously with the last named, may be grouped Nos. 
8, 7, and 6; and, lastly, Nos. 2 I to 26 at one· end of the series, 
and No~ 1 to 5 at the other, form the latest and most ornate 
group ofthe whole series.1 

. As above e~plained, four in the centre are certainly anter~Qr 
. to the Christian Era. One, No .. io, is ·certainly the oldest 
hei:e, and may consequently tie contemporary with the gateways 
.at Sanchi; and with it are asso(;iated Nos. I2 a~d I3. After 
_this'' first effort, however, came the pause just alluded to, for 

·'Nos. II, q, and IS, which 
are the only caves we can 
safely assign to the next 
three 1::en1Jlries, are com
paratively insignificant, 

to either in extent or in rich
. ·ness of detail. 

Leaving these,·we come 
to · two_,1 yiharas, Nos. I6 
and I 7./which are the most 
oeatftifiilliere, ana, taken 
in conJunctiOnwifl:i" their_.. 

. -paimmgs;~-prt>oaoly-the 
m<5St-iifteresfii1g'Vffirrasin 

· Inoia:...r · 

SHAL.A OR HALL 

VERANDA 
.--No. 16 is a twentx

.. pillared cavevmeasuring 
• 'about 65 ft~ each way IO'J. Plan of Cave No. x6 atAja,nta. (From a 

(w. •d • N · h Plan by J. Burgess.) Scale so ft. to · oo cut o. 107), w1t 1 m. 

sixteen cells and a regular 
sanctuary, in which is a figure, of Buddha, seated, with his feet 
do;n, The general appearance of the interior inay be judged 
of·by the. following woodcut (No. 108) in outline, but only a 
coloured representation in much greater detail could give an 
idea of the richness of effect produced by its decoration.2 All .. 

1 The caves run in a semicirCle along 
the north side of the Waghoril torrent, 
which, after falling ot'er the cliff here, 

·makes a bend to the north. They were 
numbered consecutively, like houses in a 
street, beginning at the south-east end, 
the first cave there being No. r, the last 
accessible cave at the western end being 

No. 26. For a plan of the group, see 
'Archreological Survey of Western India,' 
vol. iv. plate 21. . 

2 In Mr. Griffiths's ' Paintings in the 
Buddhist Cave Temples of Ajanta,' plate 
92, he gives a coloured view of the interior 
also of cave r, 

I 
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the walls are covered with frescoes representing scenes from the 
Buddhist jatakas, or from the legends of Buddha's life, and the 
roof and pillars by arabesques and ornaments, generally of great 
beauty of outline, heightened by the most h~rmonious colouring . 

108. View of Interior of Vihara No. r6, at Ajanti'L (From a Sketch by the Author.) 

No. 17, which is very similar in plan, was long known as 
the Zodiac cave, from the figure of a Buddhist Bhava-chakra 
or 'wheel of life' painted at the left end of its verandah, which 
was mistaken by early visitors for a celest~l emblem.1 The 
general effect of its architecture internally may be gathered 

1 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 1894, p. 370 and plate; 'Man' for 
January I9QI. Dr. Bird peeled off many of the figures.-' Cave Temples,' pp. 309ffg. 

• 

• 
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from Woodcut No. 109 (frorh a photograph), or from the 
next woodcut (No. IIO) representing one of its pillars to 
a larger scale, from which the curiously wooden construction 
of the roof will be better observed than from the photograph. 

• It is, in fact, the usual mode of forming flat or terraced roofs 
at the present day throughout India, and which consequently 

• 

• 

• • 

ICJ9. View in Cave No 17, at Ajantii.. (From a Photograph.) 

does not seem to have va'ried from the sth century at all 
events. As may be gathered from these illustrations, the pilla;s 
in these caves are almost indefinitely varied, generally in pairs, 
but nd pillars in. any one cave are at all like those in any 
other. In each cave, however, there is a general harmony ot/. 
design and of form, which prevents their. variety from being 
unpleasing. The effect, on the contrary, is singularly harmoni.ous\ 

_.,and satisfactory. The great interest of these two caves lies, 
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however, m their frescoes, which represent Buddhist legends 
on a scale and with 
a distinctness found 
'howhere else in 
India. The sculp- • 
tures of Amaravatl 
- which must be 
considerably earlier 
- are what most 

• nearly approach 
them; but, as in 
most cases, painting 
admits of greater 
freedom and greater 
variety of incident 
than sculpture ever 
does, and certainly 
in this_ instance 
vindicates its claim 
to greater phonetic 
power. Many of the 
frets and architec
tural details painted 
on the roofs and 
pillars of these 
viharas :ve also of 
great elegance and 
appropriateness, 1 

and, when combined 
with the architec
ture, make up a 
whole u~rivaiJ.ed in • 
India for its ethno
graphic as well as 
for its architectural 
beauty. 

Fortunately the 
age of these two 

-=--........_ ___ caves is not altoge-

no, Pillar in Vihara No. r7, at Ajantii. 
(From a Sketch by the Author.) 

ther doubtful; there 
is a long inscription 
oo each, much muti-
lated, it must be con
fessed, but of which 

-------
1 For excellent illustrations of these, mostly in colour, see ~fr. Griffiths's 'Paintings 

in the Buddhist Ca,·e Temples at Ajanta,' vol. ii. 

• 
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enough can be made out to show that they were excavated 
under kings of the Vindhyasakti race, one of whom, Pravarasena, 
whose name appear! in the)!l_s~c;rip.tiRQ ort No. !~married a 
daughter of a Maharaja Devagupta. And tliough; as yet, we 

• cannot fix a definite ~date for these princes, we may place the 
inscriptions epigraphically about A.D.· 500, or possibly a little 
earlier.1 .Hence we may approximately date these ~-~ 
the_end of the 5th century. They are thus considerably more 
modemthan the-Sri Yajna cave, No. IS, at Nasik, which is the 
result we would expect to arrive at from their architecture and 
the form of their sanctuaries. 

Their great interest, therefore, from a historical point of view, 
consists in their being· almost unique specimens of the 
architecture and arts of India during the great Gupta period. 

Nos. 18, I9, and 20 succeed this group, both in position 
and in style, and probably occupied the first half of the 6th 
century in construction, bringing down our history to about 
A.D. 550. • 

Before proceeging further in this direction, the cave-diggers 
seem to have turned back and excavated Nos. 8, 7, and 
6. The last named is the only two-storeyed cave at £\jf!J:l.!A,, 
and ~ould be very interestmg-if~ifW'ere not so fearfully 
ruined by damp and decay, owing to the faulty nature of the 
rock.in which it is excavated. No. 7 has a singularlyelegant 
verandah, broken by two projecting pavilions. Internally, it 
is small, ~d occupied by a whole pantheon of Buddhas.2 It 
resembles somewhat No. IS at Nasik, with which it is perhaps 
nearly contemporary. · 

There still remain the first five caves at the south- east 
end, and the six last at the western : one of these is a chaitya, 
the other ten are viharas of greater or less dimensions. Some 

• are o~y c~mmenced-and two-Nos. 4 and 24-which were 
intended to have been the finest of the series, are left in a very 
incomplete state: interesting, however, as showing the whole 
proc~ss of an excavation from its commencement to its com
pletion. No.4 is a 28-pillared cave, of/ which the hall is about 
87 ft. square, ana e:X'Cept tlie cellSit is nearly finished; but 
No. 24, though tJ;s_nexLJarges,!, is Rlanned with 20 Rillars 
and a hall 73rft. wide by 7 5 ft. deep:=bllflnsme, only the 
front aisle has been advanced towards completion, the pillars 
in the back and sides being only roughly blocked -out. The 
verandah, howeve~ had been. sculptured i_n a style showing 

1 'Arch::eological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. iv. pp. 53, 128. 

2 'Rock-cut Temples,' plate 8. For a 
fuller account and illustrations, see 'Cave 

VOL, I, 

Temples of India,' pp. 299- 300, and 
plate 31 ; 'Archreologii:al Survey ·of 
Western India,' vol. iv. p. 52, and plates 
27 and 28, fig. I. 

N 
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that it was intended to be one of the most highly finished 
monasteries in the group. The pillars of the fa<;ade, with one 
exception, are all destroyed: only the capitals, still attached 
to the roof, testify to the beauty of design and life and finish 
of the work. The woodcut No. I I I represents one of these 0 

bracket capitals, carved in much the same pattern as the others. 
The true capital having overhanging leaves, analograus to the 
Ionic volutes, and which forms. so marked a feature in subse
quent Indian architecture, seems first to have been perfected 
about the time this cave was excavatetl. It is so like in details 

to those in cave No.3 at 
Aurangabad 1 that there 
can be little hesitation 
in assigning them to the 
same age. The capitals, 
pillars, and pilasters in 
this and Nos. I, 2, and 
2I to 26,~th the very 
similar ones at Auranga
bad rna y be taken as the 
types of the last and 
most elaborate ~base of 
Buddhist architectural 
decoration in W &stern 
India. 

Caves N~s. I and 2 
are among the most 
richly sculptured of the 
caves. The fa<;ade, in
deed, of No. I is the 
most elaborate and beau
tiful of its cJ..,s alDAjanta,• 

III, Capital from Verandah ot Gave 24. d · h h 
(From a Photograph.) an , .wtt t e corre-

spondmg caves at the 
opposite end, conveys a higher idea of the perfection to lVhich 
decorative sculpture had attained at that age than anything else 
at Ajanta.2 ' 

1 'Archreological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. iii. pp. 66, 69, and plates 
44•47· 

2 Curiously enough, on the roof of cave 
1, there are four square compartments 
representing the same scene in different 
manners- a king, or very important 
personage, drinking out of a cup, with 
male and female attendants. What the 
story is, is not known, but the persons 
represented are not Indians, but Persians, 

and the costumes those of the Sassanian 
period.- See Mr. Fergusson ' On the 
Identification of the Portrait of Chosroes 
II. among the Paintings in the Caves at 
Ajanta,' in '~ur. R. Asiatic Society,' 
vol. xi. (N.S.), pp. I55-I70. Copies of 
these pictures by Mr Griffiths were among 
those destroyed by fire in the India 
Museum at Kensington. - Griffiths' 
'Ajanta Paintings,' vol. ii. plates 94, 95· 
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~The wood_cut No. II2, from a photograph of one of the 
·pillars of the v~anClah-of Cave I, may. help. to illustrate 
the mode in wh~ch qecoration is applied to them. !.h.e:..tq1!-.~~ 

• base changes mto an octagon, but the passage from the ______ :;:.,.------...::..-~ - -· 

• 

n2. Pillar in thlt Verandah of Caver, Ajanta. (From a Photograph.) 

29~ to the other is broke£. Q_y_fo,w_li,ttly dwarf figures, wh~ 
r_eappear on tf1e"Capital-for the same 2urpose. A6ove · tfie 
"Octag:<m: the. shaft is aoorned with. spiralfl'utes: of singularly 
-pleastng destgn, hound together wtth bands of Jewelled orna-

~~- . 
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ments of great beauty. The capital is ornamented with an 
oblong bas-relief in the centre, containing a religious scene, as 
is the case with most of those in the cave• and is supported by 
flying figures on the brackets, as is also the case in many of the 
later caves. On the right front corner pillar in the hall the fluting 0 

is also spiral, but the twist is reversed in the upper section.1 

With the la.st c.baitya, which belongs to this grraup, these 
caves carry our history down <:ertainly into the 7th century 
The work in the unfinished caves, I fancy, must have been 
arrested by the troubles which took" place in Central India 
about the year 650, or shortly afterwards, and after which it 
is hardly probable that any Buddhist community would have 
leisure or means to carry out works, on such a scale at least, 
as these Ajanta viharas. 

It is, of course, impossible, without a much greater amount 
of illustration than is compatible with the nature of this work, 
to convey to those who have not seen them any idea of the 
various points of interest found in these caves; bul the general 
reader will find a more detailed account in the volume on the 
'Cave Temples of India,' supplemented in the 4th volume of 
the 'Archceological Survey of Western India.' 

The fairly complete series of illustrations of the Piintings 
as well as the architecture of these caves which we now 
possess, forms a valuable contribution to our knowJedge, 
affording examples of Buddhist art, without admixture from 
any other religion, extending from the second cenbliry B.C. till 
the seventh, after our era; and besides illustrating the arts 
and feelings of those ages, they form a chronometric scale by 
which to judge of and synchronise other known series, with 
which, however, they differ in several important particulars. 
For instance, at Ajanta, there is no single example of those 
bell- shaped Persian capitals to pillars, with waterpot. bases ;• 
nor is there any example of animals with riders crowning the 
capitals, such as are found at Bedsa, Karle, Nasik, Salsette, 
Pitalkhora, and elsewhere. 

The earlier copies of the paintings were lost when the dis
astrous fire at the Crystal Palace, in December 1866, destroyed 
Major Gill's facsimiles of the paintings-some twenty-five of them 
-many of large size.2 Between 1872 and 1885 a serious effort, 

1 'Archa=ological Survey of 'Western 
India,' vol. iv. p. 49, and plate 18, fig. 2. 

1 The fate of these very remarkable 
remains of early Indian art has been most 
unfortunate. The Royal Asiatic Society 
memorialised the Court of Directors in 
1844, that an artist might be engaged to 
make accurate copies of the ancient 

frescoes referred to in Mr. Fergusson's 
account of th10 Ajanta Caves. This was 
promptly and generously approved by the 
Court, and Major Robert Gill spent about _ 
twelve years making copies of them ; 
these were sent home from time to time, 
and were exhibited in the Sydenham 
Crystal Palace, where they were unfor-
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however, was made by the Bombay Government to recover,-as 
far as possible, this loss, and the publication of Mr Griffiths' 
work on a portion of the results is a· splendid addition to 
our materials. • • 

BAGH. 

At a ~istance of about I 50 miles a little west of north from 
Ajanta, and 30 miles west of Mandl\, near· a village of the 
name of ~h, in Malwa, there exists a series of viharas 
only little less interesting than_ the later series at Aja~ta 
They are situated in a secluded ravine in the side of the range 
of hills that bounds the valley of the N arbada on the rtorth 
and were first visited or at least first described by Lieutenant 
Dangerfield, in the second volume of the 'Transactions of the 
Literary Society of Bombay' (1818). They have since been 
described more in detail by Dr. Impey in the fifth volume 
of the 'Jou~nal Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society' ~ 
(1854). Unfortunately_ the plates that were to accompany 
that paper were not published with it, but from them and from 
his paper the principal details that follow have been gleaned. 

t 
The series consists of eight or nine viharas, some of them 

of the l~rgest class, but no chaitya hall_, nor does any exca-vation • 
of that class seem ever to have been attempted here. On the· 
other• hand, the larger viharas seem to have had a Sala...or 
schoolroom attached to them, which may also have · b\{en 

·employed, ~s Dr. lmpey suggested, for religious service; but, 
like the Darbar cave at Kanheri, it was more probably· a 
Dharmasala or refectory. The fact, however, that the sanctu
aries of the viharas generally have a dagaba in them, instead 
of an image of Buddha, points to a distinction which may 

•hereafter prove of value: possibly they belonged to a Hinayana . . . 

tunately destroyed by fire in r866-no 
photographs or coloured copies of them 
having been secured. Mr. Fergusson 
and th~ editor then called· the attention 
of Government to the urgency of recopy
ing what still remained-for visitors and 
the bats had destroyed much during the 
previous twenty or thirty years. Finally 
in 1872 a modest subsidy was provided 
to employ Mr. John Griffiths, of the 
Bombay Art School, with ,some of his 
students, to copy what w~ left. With a 
break of three years, this grant was re-. 

. newed. till r885, after which the publica
tion of the results was urged, but delayed; 

· ·-and again, out of 335 copies, 163 were 
· destroyed and others damaged by a fire in 

South K:nsington Museum, where they 

had been placed. Mr. Griffiths subse
quently edited for Government a selection 
of the results,-' The Paintings in the 
Buddhist Cave Temples at Ajanta,' 1896, 
in two large folio volumes containing I 56 • 
plates, besides illustrations in the text. 

A somewhat detailed account of the 
paintings was first published in 'Notes_ 
on the Bauddha Rock-Temples of Ajanta: 
their Paintings and Sculptures' by the 
editor (Bombay, 1879), which was repro
'duced with some trifling verbal changes, 
in the 'Bombay Gazetteer of Khandesh"' 
(r88o), pp. 496-574; and appeared again, 
rearranged, in the 'Aurangabad Gazetteer' 
(r884), pp. 430-506. See also 'Cave 
Temples,' pp. 284-288, 291, 306 • 307, 
310-3I5,and 326-336, and plates 29-43· 

·• 
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sect. On the whole, they are purer and simpler than the latest 
at Ajanta, though most probably of a slightly earlier age. 

The plan of one has already been given (p. 182), but it 
is neither so large nor architecturally so important as the 
great vihara, shown in plan, Woodcut No. 113. Its great • 
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Great \'ihara Cave at Bilgh. (From a Plan by Dr. Impey.) 
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hall is about 96 ft. square, and would at Ajanta rank • as a 
twenty-eight pillared cave,lik~ No. 4 there, but ins~e this are 
eight pillars ranged octagonally; ·ana at a later age, apparently 
in consequence of some failure of the roof, the damaged portion 
was hewn out, making the central area higher than the rest 
of the hall, §tnd four structural pillars-shaded lighter-were 
introduced. The architraves forming the inner sides of the 
octagon on the roof are carved with a double row

0 
of ~haitya • 

window ornaments . 
. The sala connected with this vihara measures 94 ft. by 

44 ft., and the two are joined together by a verandah meas~ring 
220 ft. in length, adorned by twenty free-standing pillars. At 
one time the whole of the back wall of this gallery and the 
inner walls of the vihara were adorned with a series of frescoes, 
equalling in beauty and in interest those of Ajanta. As in 
those at Ajanta, the uninitiated would fail to trace among 
them any symptoms of Buddhism as generally understood. 
The principal subjects are processions one horseback, or on 
elephants. In the latter the number of women exceeds that of 
the men. Dancing and love-making are, as usual, prominently 
introduced, and only one small picture, containing two men, 
can be said to be appropriated to worship. 
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With one exception, no man or woman. has any covering 
on their heads, and the men generally have the hair cropped 
short; and with only very small moustaches oh the face. Some 
half-dozen are as dark· as the Hindus of the present day. 

• The rest are very much fairer, many as fair as Spaniards, and ' 
nearly alLwear coloured dresses.1 , · 

We are not at present in a position to say, and may not 
for a lo~· time be able to feel sure, who the races are .that 
are represented in these frescoes or in those at Ajanta. Certain 
of the figures are doub.tless imaginary superhuman beings---' 
Rakshasas, Yakshas, and the like, and the scenes are·. more 
or less ideal. The style of art, especially at Bagh, is .very 
similar to that of Persia at about the same date. ' 

So far as the materials yet available indicate, the earliest · 
of this group of caves could not well have been commenced· 
much before A.D. 500; the date of the latest, if our chronology 
is correct, coiiidnOt-well be carried down much beyond 6oo, 
but a complete survey of them is required before we can.decide ·. 
with confidence. · 

SALSETTE . 

. One of the most extensive of all the groups of Indian caves 
is that. generally known as the Kanheri Caves on the Island of 
Salsette between Bombay and Thani'l. The great chaitya cave 
tiler¥, as mentioned above, is only a bad ·copy of the Karle 

. cave, and wa~ excava!ed in the end of the 2nd century, and none 
of.the vih~ras seem to be much earlier. It may hav.e been be
cause it was an island that it remained undisturbed by the 
troubles of the mainland, and that the practice of excavating 
caves lasted longer. here than in any series above described. 
Be this as it may,~~]l=e~go straggling on till thex fad-e 
by almost. imP.~ceptible,degrees in.to~tllose :Q'f,I.fle,B1Q"a(veligion. 

• 'TheF.lindT"caves of Montpezir or Mandapesvar and Jogesvar, 
and other Buddhist caves at' Magathana and Kondivte, are so 
like them, and the change takes place so gradually, that it is 
somdimes difficult to draw the line between the two religions. 

Although, therefore, we have not at Salsette any viharas 
that can compare with those of Nasik, Ajanta, or Bagh, yet 
because they range from the 2nd century: to far into the~9th,,and 
fade so gra'duallyiiltO'Hienex(pliase, are tney worthy of con
siderable attention. 

As these caves are' so near Bombay and Bassein, and so 
easily . accessible,• they early attracted attention, and were 
'.J 

· 
1 It is much to be regretted that no I 

atte.mpt has yet been made to secure 
faithfulcopies of these interesting wall
paintings, which are fast perishing. 

Some notes respecting them are given 
in ' Notes on the Bauddha Rock· Temples 
of Ajanta,' etc. (Bombay, 1879) pp. 94, 
95· ' 
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described by Portuguese visitors of the 16th century and by 
numerous travellers during the r8th.1 Daniell's assistants made 
a large number of drawings for him in 1795-1796, that were 
never published. Careful measured drawiflgs were made of 
all of them by the brothers West in 1853-1859; but except • 
the inscriptions and an account of excavations at cave 12, 
scarcely any of their work was published.2 

A plan of one has already been given _(Woodcut No. 101). 
It is a two-storeyed vihara, and one of the finest here, though 
it would not be considered remarkable anywhere else. Another, 
of which a representation is given in my 'Illustrations of the 
Rock-cut Temples,' plate 14, represents Avalokiteswara with 
eleven heads-the only instance I know of in India, though 
it is common in Tibet in modern times.3 The others are 
generally cells, though a monograph of these caves would be 
a most valuable addition to our stock of knowledge of the 
development of Mahayana mythology, which is largely illus
trated in their sculptures. Traces of painting have also been 
found in some of them. 

DHAMNAR AND KHOLVI. 

There are no viharas at either of these places, which can 
at all compare, either in dimensions or in interest, with those 
already described. The largest, at Dhamnar, is that already 
given in combination with the chaitya, Woodcut No. 86, p. !65, 
and, though important, is evidently transitional to another state 
of matters. •Next to this is one called the' Great KacH'eri'; but 
it is only a six-celled vihara, with a hall about 25 ft. square, 
encumbered by four pillars on its floor; and near the chaitya 
above alluded to is a similar hall, but smaller and without 
cells. _At Kholvi 4 there is nothing that can correctly be called 
a vihara at all. There is, indeed, one large hall, called 'Bhlm's 
house,' measuring 42 ft. by 22 ft.; but it has no cells, ant'! is much 
more like what would be called a Sala at Bagh than a vihara. 
The others are mere cells, of no architectural importance.5 . 

1 Niebuhr, 'Voyage en Arabie et 
d'autres pays circonvoisins,' r776-I78o. 
Most of the plates referring to these 
caves were reproduced by Langles in his 
'Monuments d'Hindostan,' vol. ii. plates 
77, et seqq. 

2 Plates 53 and 54 in the volume upon 
the 'Cave Temples' are from this collec
tion, which is now in the editor's posses
sion, and might be published For some 
account of the caves, see' Cave Temples,' 
pp. 34R-J6o, and plates ; also 'Archreo
logical Survey of Western India,' vol. iv. 
pp. 70, 71, and plates 42, 43· 

1 'Cave Temples,' plate 55, fig. 2, 
and p. 357; Schlagentweit, 'Buddh· 

ismus in Thibet,' plate 3 ; Grlinwedel, 
' Mythologie des Buddhism in Tibet u. 
Mongolei,' S. 65. 

4 The Kholvi group is situated more 
than 6o miles north of Ujjain, that of 
Dhamn!ir about 22 further north, and 
deeper into the Central Indian jungles. 

5 Plans of these caves, with descrip
tions and some architectural details, will 
be found in Gen. Cunningham's 'Archreo
logical Reports,' vol. ii. pp. 270-288, 
plates 77-84. But till those of Kholvi are 
photographed we shall not be able to 
speak positively regarding them ; the 
General's drawings are on too small a 

1 scale for that purpose. 

• 
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EU:mA.. 
At Elura thet:e are numerous viharas at the extreme south 
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of the group and attached to· the Viswakarma, or the great 
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chaitya above described (p. r6o). Like it, however, they are 
!J.ll modern, but on that very account interesting, as showing 
more clearly than elsewhere the steps by which Buddhist cave
architecture faded, through devotion to the •Mahayana idolatry, 
into something very like that of the Hindus. Every step of • 
the process can be clearly traced here, though the precise 
date at which the change took place cannot yet be fixed with 
certainty. The caves at the extremity of the series, a~ will be 
seen from the Woodcut No. I 14 are very much ruined. 

The great vihara, which is also evidently contemporary 
with the chaitya, is known as the Maharwara (No. 5), seen 
near the left in w ooacut No. I 14, arid, as will appear from 
the plan (Woodcut No. IIS), it differs considerably from any 
of those illustrated above. Its dimensions are considerable, 

being I IO ft. in depth 
by 70 ft. across the 
central recesses, _its 
great defect being 
the- -lowness of its 
roo£ Its form, too, 
is exceptional. J t 
looks more like a 
-~at·- roofed cltaitya, 
·with its three aisles, 
than an ordiflary 
vihara ; and such it 
possibly wa~ intended 
to be, and, if so, it 
is curious to observe 
that at Bedsa (Wood
cut No. 63, p. I38) we 
had one of the earliest • 
complete • viharas, 
looking like a chaitya 
in plan ; and here we 
have one of the latest, 
showing the same 
confusion of ideas : 
a thing very common 
in architectural his-

us. Plan of Maharwilra Cave, Ell1ril. tory, where a new 
Scale so ft. to x in. style or a new ar-

rangement generally hampers itself with copying some 
incongruous form, which it casts off during its vigorous man
hood, but to which it returns in its decrepitude-a sure sign 
that it is passing away. But the form of this cave is, perhaps, 

• 
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otherwise to be explained by the probability that,_ like the 
so-called Darbar cave at Kanheri; this was a refectory, whkh 
inay account for its arrangements. . . . _ 

Close to the Vis~akarma (No. 10 ); is a small and very pretty. 
• vihara {,NQ._a), in which the sanctuary stands free, with a passage 

~11 round it, as in some of the Buddhist caves at Aurangabad and· 
in Saiva caves further on; and the appearance of the Mahayana 
warders ~n each side of the door would lead one rather to 
expect ari image of Siva inside than the Buddha which actually 
occupies it. The details,· however, of its architecture are the 
same as in the great cave. 

Communicating with this one is ~small ~square _yihara 
~J.! the roof of which has been supporteCl~by four pillar.s . 
of the s'ame detail as in the Dukhya-garh, which is the cave 
next the chaitya on the north; but though surrounded by cells 
it has no sanctuary or images. 

· Higher tip the hill than these are two others (Nos. 6 and 9)-L. 
containing numerous cells, and one with a very fianosome nail;· . 
the outer half of which has unfortunately fallen in.; enough, 
however, remains to show not only its plan; but all the details, 
which very much resemble those of the last group of viharasat 
Ajanta. ... __ 

In• the sanctuaries of both_ of these caves are figures of 
Buddhas sitting with their feet down. On each side" of the 
image in the principal one are nihe figures of Buddhas, or rather 
Bodhisatt~as, seated cross-legged, and below them three -and 
three figures, s0fue cross-legged, and others standing, probably. 
devotees, and- one of them a female- the Tara of later. 
Buddliism. Neither of these caves have been entirely finished.: 

There is stilr another group of these small viharas (Nos,2,_. 
3, 4)~Jur-ther to the south, at the right in Woodcut 1 14; called < 

• tile Djlerwara or 'low caste's' quarter.l The first is square, with 
twe~p]!ars _on the ~~~plan_as,.those~atAjan_t_~,~h_g~g!!..J_h.~ 

.. .'~ill_ars are ~f'tli~ ~cusliio!J.foLm .. o..f ~£~-M~ ~~ _ t~ ~r:Y~r~~ -
l::iut.the capttals are much l::ietter formed tlian m.the last example; 
and more ornamented; the lateral galleries here contain'ngures· 
of Buddha, all like the one in the sanctuary, sitting with their 
feet down, and there are only two cells on each side .Of the. 
sanctuary. The next cave is simil:ar in plan, though the d~::tail· 
is more like that of the Viswakarma. There are eleven cells;· 
and in the sanctuary Buddha sitting with the feet down; j( 
never has beep inished, and is nmv much ruined; The last 
is a small plain vihara with cells, but with two pillar!) in front 
ofth_e shrine and cells, and much ruined. 

1 'Cave Temples of India;' plates 5.7 and 58. 
of Therawitra or' ascetics' quarter.' 

Possibly' Dherwitrit1 is· a corruption . . 
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The whole of the caves in this group resemble one another 
Mso much in detail and execution that it is difficult to make out 
l'lany succession among them, and it is probable that they were 
' all excavated within the same century as th<! Viswakarma. 
' The two temples, north of the Viswakarma, are particularly • 
interesting to the antiquarian, as pointing out the successive 
steps by which the Buddhistical caves merged into the forms of 
the Brahmanical. • 

The first is No. I I\ the Don Tal or Dukhya-garh, a Buddhist 
vihara of which the lower storey was long completely silted up 
-hence its name of the 'two storeyed'; but in r 877 the ground 
floor was excavated, consisting of a verandah 90 ft. in length, 
with a shrine and the commencement of two cells. Most of its 
details are so similar to those above described that it may be 
assumed to be, most probably, of the same age. It is strictly 
Buddhist in all its details, and shows no more tendency 
towards Brahmanism than what was pointed out in speaking 
of the Viswakarma. All its three storeys have been left 
unfinished. -

The next, or Tin Tal (No. I2), is very similar to the last in 
arrangement, but on a greatly enlarged scale, and its numerous 
sculptures are all Buddhist, though deviating from the usual 
forms by a large representation of the female divinities ;f the 
Mahayana pantheon. Of its class, this cave is one of the most 
important and interesting in India; !lOw here else do we finci a 
three-storeyed cave temple-adapted for worship rath~rr than as 
a monastery-executed with the same consistency of design and 
the like magnificence, so that there is a grandeur and propriety 
in its conception that it would be difficult to surpass in cave 
architecture. Its sculptures are of extreme interest, and the 
delineation or photographing of the whole would be of the 
greatest value to the antiquary as illustrative of 

0
Buddhist • 

iconography.1 

It is not easy, in the present state of our knowledge, to 
determine whether the ElC1ra Buddhist group is later or eadier 
than those of Dhamnar and Kholvi. It is certainly finer than 
either, and conforms more closely with the traditions of the 
style in its palmiest days; but that may be owing to local 
circumstances, of which we have no precise knowledge. The 
manner, however, in which it fades into the Hindu group is in 
itself sufficient to prove how late it is. If we take A.D. 6oo as 
_the medium date for the Viswakarma and its surroundings, and 
A.D. 750 as a time when Buddhism began to wane in Western 
India, we shall probably not err to any great extent; but we 

1 'Cave Temples,' pp. 381-384, and plates 64, 65 ; 'Archreological Survey of 
Western India,' vol. v. pp. 16-22, and plates 14 fig. 2; 18 fig. 3; 19; and 20. 
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must wait for some inscriptions OF more precise data befor~ 
attempting to speak with precision on the subject. 

A great deal more requires to be done before this great, 
cartoon can be fille~ up with anything like completeness ; but 

• in the meanwhile it is satisfactory to know that in these 
" rock-cut temples," eked out by the few structural examples 
that exist, we have a complete history of the arts and liturgies 
of the f3uddhists for the thousand years that ranged from 
B.C. 250 to A.D. 750; and that, when any one with zeal and 
intelligence enough for the purpose will devote himself to the 
task, he will be able to give us a more vivid and authentic 
account of this remarkable form of worship· than can be gathered 
from the books known to us. · 

"' 
AURANGABAD, KUDA, AND OTHER CAVES. 

Besides the caves at J unnar, already noticed, there is a small 
but important _:'3~ies _p~ar_Aptat1ga,Q..<tcl.,,· forming three smalL · 
groups in the scarp of a range of hills to the north of- the city, __ ,. 
and consisting of twelve or thirteen excavations. The third or 
most easterly group consists of three unfinished caves without 
sculpture; but, except a chaitya cave in the first group-nearly 
half of which has fallen away-most of the others are very rich 
in sculpture, and tbe~rillars_....are~elaborateJ.x carved in the styJ<::. 

,.oUhe .. lat$!r-Ajanta YiMra~, Two in the first group, and two 
'larger in the second, are planned on a purely Hindu arrange
ment, there being a passage for circumambulation quite round 
the shrine, with cells off this. The. attendant figures in the 
shrines, the dwarpals at the entrances, and numerous female 
figures sculptured in these caves, indicate that they belonged to 

' ·a Mabayana·or ritualistic sect of Buddhists. No inscription has 
been fom!d to help us in determining their date, but their 
whole style indicates that they can hardly be placed earlier 
tha:g. the.J.th century of our era, and perhaps towards the erid 
of it. -Since;"nowever, they have been described and illustrated, 
with numerous examples of their richly carved pillars and 
remarkable sculptures, in the third volume of the ' Archceo
logical Survey of Western India Reports,' reference may be 
made to that volume for further details~ 

The Kuda caves in the Konkan, south from Bombay, form 
a group 'on:W'ent,-two excavations, mostly plain and of small 
..limensions; but though they are rich in inscriptions, these 

fford us no key to the date of the caves further than that 
1e alphabet of the inscriptions is closely .allied to that used 
1 Karle, Nasik, and Kanheri inscriptions of Andhrabhr'itya 
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times.1 The architectural style is plain, and the sculptures 
comparatively few; and as they have been described else
where they need not occupy us here. And.for the twenty-eight 
excavations at Mahad, about sixty at Karhad, and other smaller 
groups in the Konkan and Dekhan, as they present no special • 
features, we must also refer to the detailed accounts in the 
same works. o 

No important Buddhist remains have yet been discovered 
in the south of the peninsula, and the rapid manner in which 
Hiuen Tsiang passes through these countries, and the slight 
mention he makes of Buddhist establishments render it some
what uncertain what important establishments belonging to 
that sect then existed in Dravida-desa. Yet we gather from 
him that Buddhists as well as J ains must, at one time, have 
been very numerous there, though the former had probably 
lost much of their influence by the 7th century. Their viharas 
and temples, being usually of brick, would become the spoil 

· of neighbouring towns and 
villages for building materials 
wherever the Buddhists ceased 
to frequent them,and all traces 
of them have long sitYCe dis
appeared. 

~ egapattam, on the C!oast, 
r70 miles south from Madras, 
was the great port' of Tanjor 
and the Kaverl· delta, and was 
noted as a seat of Buddhist 
worship. We learn that a 
Buddhist temple here was 
endowed by Rajendra Chola I. • 
in 1006 A.D., and cthat•it had 
been built by one "Chula
manavaram King of Kidaram 
or Kataha" -possibly in ~outh 
Burma or Siam. And in a 
later grant Kulottunga Chola 
I., in 1090, made gifts to at 

"'"" "· least two Buddhist temples 
n6. Ancient Buddhist Tower at Negapattam. h h"l B • 

(From a sketch by Sir Walter Elliot.) ere, W I st a Urmese ln-

scription oj the I 5th century 
mentions a visit to Negapattam by some Buddhist priests from J 
Pegu. 

1 'Inscriptions from the Cave Temples I and plate 7, fig. I; 'Archreological Surve 
of'Vestern India,' etc. pp. 3-22; 'Indian of Western India,' vol. iv. pp. 12-1~ 
A11tiquary,' vol. vii. pp. 253-257; 'Cave and plate 8, and the inscriptions at pf 
Temples,' pp. 204-209, and plate 5, fig. r, 84-88. 
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9ne ·remarkable fragment survived till 1867, about- a: mile 
north-west of Negapattam,1 Jn ~iue_d bri<;_k toJ£___eLQ~ 
~rey~_about 70 feet high, locally known as Puduveli-gopura, 

• and to Europeans as_ the "China" ~g9.9.~::., ThetFifep"iCit"was 
open to the top, but showed marks of a floor about 20 ft.- from 
the ground. The brickwork was described as good and closely 
fitted to~ther without cement, and the storeys were- marked off 
by outside cornices of stepped brickwork, with an opening for a 
door or window in the middle of each side. Its general appear
ance in I846 is presented by the accompanying woodcut (No. 
I I6). This str~cture had probably formed part of one of the 
temples mentioned in the I Ith ceritury. With the consent 
of the Madras Government, it was pulled down by the Jesuit 
priests who had been expelled from the French territory of 
Pondicherry in_ I845, and in its demolition several images of 
Buddha were found~the pedestal of one of them bearing an 
old Tamil jnscription.2 

1 Ante, P· 33· 
1 In 1859 the Jesuit missionaries asked 

permission to pull it down and use the 
materials for their college, and the 
district @ngineer, reporting upon it as 
not deserving the name of an ancient 
monument, recommended that an esti· 
mate tf Rs. 400, sanctioned for its con· 
servation, should be cancelled, and the 
tower demolislted. Sir W. Elliot opposed 

this, and the building would have been 
preserved, but the Jesuit priests threw 
obstructions in the way, and nothing was 
done. In 1867 they, presented a fresh 
petition for permission to demolish it, 
which was granted.-' Indian Antiquary,' 
vol. vii. pp. 224 et :seqq. vol xii. p. 3II, 
and vol. xxii. p. 45·- The cut is taken 
from Yule's 'Marco Polo' (3rd ed). vol. ii. 
p. 326. 

-NOTE. (Ante, p. 175).-Among the sculptures mentioned in the 'Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, 1907,' p. 997, 
as discovered in the excavations 

• made i~ recent years at Sarnath,
besides a fint!ecapital and piut of 
the shaft of an inscribed Asoka -Lat, 
was an interesting flat capital which, 
though differing from the usual 
classic• forms, bears a distinct re· 
semblance to the capitals of the 
pilasters of the temple of Apollo 
Didym~os at Miletos. Conf. Durm, 
'Die Baustile des Hdbuches. der 
Architectur,' Bd. i. S. 189; Texier 
and Pullan, 'Principal Ruins of Asia 
Minor,' plates 6-8. It is of the 
same style as the larg~:or example 
previously discovered by IJr. Waddell
at Patna-the ancient Pataliputra. 
The abacus of the latter is 49 in. rr7. Capital found at Patna. 
long and 33i in. in height, an~ is _ 
represented in the accompanymg 
cut, No. II7. The Sarnath.one is only_I3 in. high and, when entire, was about 25 in. 
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across the top, having its frieze sculptured with a horseman at the gallop, parts of a 
large plant being shown as beyond the horse (represented in 'Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society' 1907, plate 3, fig. 4). In the Patna example a honeysuckle or similar 
plant occupies the area, and the whole form is more ele~ant and classical in feeling. 
(Waddell, 'Report on Excavations at Pataliputra,' p. 40 and plate 2.) Both capitals 
belong to the same order and must be of about the same age; but they differ so • 
essentially from anything we know to be of the age of Asoka, and are so refined and 
classical in taste that, viewed in connection with the remains found at J amalgarhl and 
elsewhere, they seem, more probably, to belong to the period about the commencement 
of our era, when Hellenic influence in architecture was strongest.-Ittrrl!, p. 215. 

uS. Capital in Side Chapel ofCa\'e xix., at 
Ajanta. 

• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER VII. 

GANDHARA MONASTERIES. 

CONTENTS. 

Monastertes at: J amalgarhi,-Takht-i-Bahai and SMh-Dheri,-Greek 
influence. -

FEW of the later discoveries in India have been more fruitful 
of important r~sults for the elucidation _of the arch<eology 
of India than those obtained from the excavations of rufned 
monasteries in the neighbourhood of Peshawar.- They supply 
us with the materials for settling not only the question of the 
amount of influence classical art -exercised on that _of India, 
but al~o for solving many, problems of Buddhist arch<eology 
and art. - - - - - - - --

·• As mentioned ibove, it is_ from th~ir· c;ins, -and- from them 
only,•that the names of most ,of the kings of Baktria and their 
successors. have been recovered; but we· have not- yet· found 
a vestige of a building that can be said to have been erected 
by them or in their age, nor one piece of sculpture that, so far 
as we now know, could have been executed before their down-

. fall, about B.C. 130. -.This, however, may be owing to the {act 
that Baktria proper has long been inhabited by fanatic Moslims, 

• w~10 d~tro~ any repre.sentations. of the- human form they meet 
w1th, and no excavat10ns for h1dden examples have yet been 
undertaken in their country ; while it is still uncertain how far 
the ipfluence of the true Baktrians extended eastward, and 
whether, in fact, they ever really possessed the valley- of 
Peshawar, where so many of the sculptures have been found. 
No. one, in fact, suspected their existence in our own territory 
till Lieutenants Lumsden and Stokes, in 1852, partially explored 
the half-buried monastery at -J amalgarhl, which had been 
_discovered by General Cunningham in 1848. It is situated 
about 36 miles n~rth-east from Peshawar, and from it these 
officers excavated a considerable number of sculptures, which 
afterwarqs came into the possession of the Han. K Clive Bayley. 
He, published a short account of them in the 'Journal of the 
Bengal Asiatic Society,' in 1853, and, brought the collection 

VOL. I. 0 
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itself to this country. Unfortunately, they were utterly 
destroyed in the disastrous fire that occurred in December 1866 
at the Crystal Palace, where they were being exhibited, and 
this before they had been photographed, or· any serious attempt 
made to compare them with other sculptures. • 

Since that time other collections have been dug out of 
another monastery eight miles further westward, at, Takht-1-
Bahai, and by Dr. Bellew at a third locality, 10 mi1es south
ward, called Shahr-1-Bahlol, some of which have found their 
way to this country. In 1874 Dr. Leitner brought home an 
extensive collection, principally from Takht-1-Bahai, which have 
now gone to Berlin.1 Again, since the extension of British rule 
over the North- West Frontier Province during the last few 
years, numerous fresh sites have been discovered and excavated.~ 
But since they were first discovered, numerous sites have been 
rifled, at least once; "mostly without definite plan and with 
motives not altogether disinterested. The history of these 
depredations would be long and lamentable-from the exploit 
of the Colonel who, as Cunningham tells us, carried off the 
statues from J amalgarh1 on twelve camels, to those 'irresponsible 
diggings,' the ravages of which in the recently opened district 
of Swat, Sir H. Deane so justly deplores." 3 Of the. earlier 
official excavations, the worst thing is that they '>Vere so 
unsystematically carried on that it is i.mpossible to asc~rtain 
where hundreds of the sculptures now m the Labor Museum 
came from, and in almost no instance can the position of any 
one piece of sculpture be fixed with anything like certainty.4 

1 Quite recently the splendid collection 
of Mr. M. L. Dames, has also gone to 
Berlin, because the British i\I useum 
would not, or could not, purchase it. 

2 As an example of how such remains 
were too often treated, we learn that in 
1896 the contractors of the Military 
Works Department, to obtain readily 
stones for a culvert near Chakdarra, 
destroyed a little vihara of great arch(eo· 
logical interest.-Foucher, ' L' Art Greco· 
Bouddhique du Gandhara,' tome i. 
P· w&. 

~ Foucher, /oc. cit. tome i. p. 14; 
Cunningham, 'Archreological Survey 
Report,' vol. v. p. 46 ; 'Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society,' 1896, p. 664. 
M. Foucher adds : "Hardly anywhere 
were the excavators at the trouble to 
unearth the buildings to the foundations, 1 

in order to determine their plans or 
restore the scheme of their decoration ; 
their only care was to lay hands on the 
sculptures ; and they took no trouble to 
put aside or protect pieces that were 

thought too heavy or too fragmentary for 
removal. In many places, headless 
trunks and mutilated reliefs strew the 
clearings and testify to the ignorance and 
brutalit! with which the excavations were • 
conducted, if we may use~e w<ltd-for it 
is somewhat ironical to employ that term 
-since they were mostly left, without 
European supervision, to the direction 
of some native subaltern, or eve111. to the 
discretion of the coolies of the nearest 
village." 

4 The mode in which the excavations 
were conducted by Government was to 
send out a party of sappers in the cold 
weather to dig, but the officer in charge 
of the party · was the subaltern who 
happened to be in command of the com· 
pany at the tllme. A new officer was 
consequently appointed every year, and 
no one was ever selected because be bad 
any experience in such matters or any 
taste for such pursuits ; and the result 
was, as might be expected, painfully 
disappointing. 

• 
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The sculptures discovered have been partly collected in the 
Indian Museums-those of Labor and Calcutta.having between 
them 1700 or more specimens of this class of art, and small 
collections were senf' to Madras, Rangoon, and Bombay in 1884; 

• there is a large and fine collection at Berlin, and over a hundred 
pieces at the Louvre, whilst the small collection in the British 
Museum is due almost entirely to private donors.1 

These remarkable sculptures have attracted more attention on 
the continent than in India or England, and the encouragement 
given by continental governments has conduced in a marked 
degree to their study and the solution of some of the problems 
they present 2 

;fhe~?.s~~a1-elemenj:~of a .ll!t9fl~t~ monastery were the· 
stupa ana sangharama or qu·arters for tlie monks ; the vihara 
proper, or shrines for the images,· might be arranged to form a 
court round the stupa, or they ·might surround a separate court, 
between the stupa and sangharama-and, as in the Mahayana
schools the images were very ·numerous, the pantheon must 
often have overflowed the capacity of the stupa courts. 

The following plans (Woodcuts Nos. 119, 120), of the two 
principal monasteries which have been excavated in the vicinity 
of Peshawar, will explain· their arrangements in so far as they . 
have been made out. As will be seen at a glance, they are 
very similar to each other, or at least consist of the same parts . 

. First• a. circul~r_or_s.qu?-re_coug,_A.~A, surrounded by cells, 
evidently i"IJtended to contain images, though none were found 
in situ. In the centre of each stands a circular or square 
platform, being the basement of a stUpa, approached by steps.a 
The circular one at J amalgarht was 22ft. in diameter and adorned 
with cross-legged, conventional, seated figures of Buddha, the 
smaller one, at Takht-1:-Bahai, was r 5 ft. square and ornamented 

• by two. rowi of pilasters one over the other. Beyond this is an 
oblong court, BB, called the "pantheon," from the number of 
images, small models of .topes, and other votive offerings of all 
sorts,.that were found in it. 1 t, like the last court, is surrounded 
by niches for im?-ges, and was the "vihara" properly so called. 

l Foucher, 'L' Art Greco-Bouddhique 
du Gandhiira,' tome i. pp. 23-30. • 

2 In 1893 Prof. A.· Griinwedel, in a 
handbook of the Gandhara sculptures at 
Berlin, discussed the origin of 'Buddhist 
Art in India,' elucidati~ the subject 
frqrn the bas · reliefs in the Royal 
Museum there. An enlarged edition was 
issued in 1900, and an English transla
tion revised and greatly extended was 
published (by Quaritch) in 1901. Dr. 

A. Foucher's Mission to the North:West 
Frontier, etc., has already been referred 
to, ante, p .. 8g. 

3 All the stfipas of the Panjil.b and 
Gandhara had steps up to the level of the 
basement, and usually on the side facing 
the mon~stery; thus, at J amil.lgarhl they 
were a little to the east of south, whilst 
at Takht-i-Bahai, they were on the north 
side. Some had steps on two, and others 
on all four sides. • · 
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Beyond this again was the sangM.rama or residence, CC, with the 
usual residential cells. At Takht-1-Bahai there is, at the north-
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but more like Roman. than Greek in the form of their volutes 
and general design. Perhaps it would be correct to say they are 
Indian copies or adaptations of classical capitals of the style 
of the Christian E~. 

Not one of these was found in situ, nor, apparently, one quite 
entire, so that their use or position is not at first sight apparent. 
Some of them were square, and it is consequently not difficult 
to see tl~ey may have formed the caps of the ant<e on each 
side of the cells, and are so represented in General Cunningham's 
plate (15). If" this is so, the circular ones must have been 
placed on short circular pillars, one on each side, forming a 
porch to the cells. One at least seems to have stood free
like a stambha-and, as the General represents it (on plate 48), 
may have carried a group of elephants on its head, 

All these capitals were apparently originally richly gilt, 
and most of them, as well as some of the best of the sculptures, 
show traces of gilding/ and, as others show traces of colour, 
the effect of the whole must have been gorgeous in the extreme. 
From the analogy of what we find in the caves at Ajanta and 
Bagh, as well as elsewhere, there can be little doubt that fresco~ 
painting was also employed : but no gilding, as far as I know, 
has been found in India, nor indeed, with one or two exceptions, 
any analogue to the Corinthian capital.2 The capitals found in 
India are either such as grew out of the necessities of their own 
woo~en construction, or were copi_ed from bell-shaped ,forms we 
are famili(\r with at Persepolis, where alone in Central Asia they 
seem to have been carried out in stone; 3 and they may have 
been so employed down to the· time :Of Alexander, if not later. 
Certain it is, at all events, that this was the earliest form we 
know of employed in lithic architecture in India, and the 
one that retained its footing there certainly till_ after the 

' Chris~an .Era, and also among the Gandhara sculptures to 
a still later date. 

In the .decorative sculptures of these monasteries, archi
tectljral elements are largely employed in the representation 
of buildings in which scenes are pourtrayed, and in pillars 
separati[Jg the. panels. These present forms of Perso-Indian 
pillars employed 'side by side, sometimes on the same slab, 
with columns having classical capitals and bases. The capitals 
of the old Perso-Indian type have new forms given to them
the animal figures being changed, whilst the pillars themselves 
are placed on theebacks of crouching figures with wings. It is 
the same absurd composition as is found in Assyrian and even 

1 'Archreological Reports,' vol. v.1 3 'The Palaces of Nineveh and Per-
pp. 49 and I 96. sepolis Restored.' By the Author. Part 

2 Attie, p. 207, 110/e, II. sect. i., et passi111. 
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, Lombard architecture, where pillars were placed on animals 
! and monsters; and a similar practice was also long prevalent in 

Dravidian architecture.! Structuraiiy the architecture of the age, 
we may suppose, would share in the mixed character of these 
sculptured representations. But the evidence may not be quite • 

decisive; a stupa, such as 
the best preserved at 'All 
Masjid,for examP'te, affords 
but little aid in recovering 
the style of temples or 
other structures. What 
we see represented in the 
sculptures, together with 
such structural fragments 
as remain to us must be 
our chief guides. 

It is not difficult to 
restore, approximately, the 
front of the ceiis in these 
monasteries, from the 
numerous representations 
of them found among the 
ruins, where they are used 
as conventional frames for 
sculptures. It pror>ably 
was owing to the fact that 
their fronts may•have been 
adorned with paintings 
representing scenes from 
the life of Buddha, or 
emblems of various sorts, 
that these miniature.repre- • 
sentations of them were 
used to convey the same 

. design in sculpture. \hese 
123. Conventional Elevation of the Fa<;ade of a ~able- end shaped panels 

Cell from Jamil.lgarhl. '\Vere fixed on four s1des of 
the <lomes of the smaiier 

stupas at least, and whilst they may present the general features 
ofthe fac;:ades of the more highly decorated ceiis, it is not to be 
supposed that any of them were so richly sculptured (Woodcut 
No. 123).2 o 

The form of the wooden framework which fiiied the upper 
1 Fergusson, 'Ancient and Medireval I (Eng. trans!.), p. 156, fig. 107: Foucher's 

Architecture,' 3rd ed., pp. r88, 593, 594· ' L' Art Greco-Bouddhique du Gandhitra,' 
2 Conf, 'Buddhist Art in India' pp. r83·I85, figs. 70-72. 
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part of all the great windows of the chaitya halls, from the 
earliest known examples, is also used for the same purpose 
in these Gandhara monasteries. Few things among these 
sculptures are more common than these semicircular frames, 

• filled with sculpture of the most varied design. They are in fact 
the counterparts of what would have been carried out in painted 
glass had they possessed such a material. . 

It is t~ be feared that it is hardly likely we shall now recover 
one of these cells or chapels in so perfect a state as to feel sure 
of its form and ornamentation. It would, however, be an 
immense gain to our knowledge of the subject if one were found, 
for .it is hardly safe to depend on restorations made from · 
conventional representations. 

Meanwhile there is one monument in India which-mutatis 
mutandts-reproduces them with considerable exactness. Tfie 
small detached rath at Mamallaeuram is both in plan and 
dimensions, as ~1 as iiidesign,-analmost~~t rep.J,9,.dq,s:tiqn 
2l,_t!~~s~ J amalgar:ht...sells., ~ts· lower front is entirely open, 
flani{eCl by two detached ptllars. Above this are two roofs, 
with a narrow waist between· them - somewhat differently 
_arranged it must be confessed, but still extremely similar. 
In the J amalgarhi representations of these cells everything 
is simplified to admit of the display of sculpture. At Miimalla
puram all_ the architectural features are retained, btit they are 
still marvellously alike, so much so, that there seems no doubt 
this little rath (Woodcut No. 185, page 329), with its circular "/J· 
termination, is as exact a copy of what a Buddhist chaitya ~ 
hall was at the time it was carved, as that the great rath 
(Woodcut No. 89, p. 172) is a correct reproduction ofa Buddhist 
vihara at the same period. · 

If this is so, these Gandhara sculptures and these raths 
• repres~nt the chaitya hall of the Buddhists in a much more 
complicate~ and elaborate form than we find it in the simple 
but majestic examples . at Karle, Nasik, or Ajanta, The 
J amfl,lgarhl cells are not at all so modern as the rath at 
Mamallapuram, but they are certainly approaching to it in form.1 

· General Cunningham dug out a small vihara at Shah-Dhet)'_._ 
the ancient Taxila, which seems more ancient· than these~ 
Peshawar monasteries. As will be seen · from .the plan 

, 
1 One curious peculj,jtrity .of' these 

Gandhiira sculptures is tbat they gener· 
ally retain the sloping jamb on each 
side of their openings. In India and in ' 
a struCtural building this peeuliarity 
would certainly fix their age as anterior 
to the Christian Era. In Gandhiira it 

is found chiefly in decorative sculpture, 
but it seems· also to have been occasion
ally employed structurally, as in the 
small vihiira near Chakdarra fort in 
Swiit, destroyed in 1896 by the Military 
Works Department.- Ante, p, zro, 
note 2, 
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(Woodcut No. I 24), it is not only small in dimensions, but 
simple in its arrangements-as simple, indeed, as any of those at · 

Katak or in the western .. 0,y/Z; 1t .. :{J~ J 
.------------L-;.;__~;A Ghfits. Like some of 

:"1 them it has a raised • 
,...d 
v? bench, not, however, 
'"l~ divided into beds as 

there, but mo~e like a 
1 continuous seat.1 It no 

doubt, however, was 
used for both purposes. 
Its most remarkable 
peculiarity, however, is 
its Ionic order. As will 
be seen, the bases of the 

124. Plan of Ionic Monastery, Shil.h-Dheri. (From a pillars are of the usual 
Plan by General Cunningham.) Scale so ft. form and as correct as 
to 

1 
in. any that could be found 

in Greece or Rome, from before the Christian Era to the age of 
Constantine, and, though the capital is not fully 
made out, there can be little doubt what was 
intended (Woodcut No. 125). Twelve coins of 
Azes were found close by, from which •it may 
be inferred the building was not of earlier date 
than his age, or the Ist century B.C.,2 and.there 
is nothing in the architecture to mili1ate against 
this idea. It seems the oldest thing yet found 
in this province. 

The extraordinary classical character and 
the beauty of the sculptures found in these 

125. Gandhara monasteries is of such
0 
sur~assing • 

Ionic r;~:;i·. Shah- ~nterest for the h.istory of India_n art, that it 
(From a Drawing by IS of the utmost Importance their age should 

General Cunningham.) be determined, if it is possible to do so. At 
present, sufficient materials do not exist in this 

country to enable the general public to form a correct opinion 
on any argument that may be brought forward on the subject; 
nor will they be in a position to do so till the Government can 
be induced to bring some of them home. They are quite thrown 
away where they now are; here, they would hardly be surpassed 
in interest by any recent discoveries of the•same class. Quite 

1 Compare the plan of the Rftmgarh 
cave, 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. ii. p. 245 ; 
or Cunningham's 'Archreological Re
ports,' vol. xiii. p. 39 and plate ro, 

2 Assuming that his age has been 
correctly ascertained : Conf. ' Buddhist 
Art in India,' p. 78. 
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recently, however, the solution of most of the questions relating 
to these sculptures has been taken out of our hands by the 
French mission to India to study the materials on the spot; 
and M. Foucher has arranged and illustrated them. with such 

• acumen that his work becomes a standard one on the subject.1 

L. Among Indian antiquaries different views have been held/ 
as to the ige of these sculptures, General Cunningham's opinion 
was that the Baktrian Greeks carried with them into Asia the 
principles of Grecian sculpture and the forms of Grecian 
architecture, and either during their supremacy or after their 
expulsion from Baktria established a school of classical art in 
the Peshawar valley. This view further assumed that, when 
Buddhism was established there under Kanishka and hls 

· successors, it bloomed into that rich and varied development 
we find exhibited in these Gandhara monasteries. He admitted, 
however, that,~ as all the sculptures are Buddhist, the earliest 
must be limfted to the age of Kanishka, which he assumed 
to be about B.C. 40,2 and that they extend to A.D. roo, or 
thereabouts. 

/ Another theory equally admitted the presence of the 
classical element, derived from the previous existence of the 
Baktrian Greeks, but spread the development of the classical 
feeling· through Buddhist art over the whole period during 
which it existed in the valley, or from the Ist to the jth or 
8th century of our era, and ascribed its peculiar forms as 
much, if n<;~t more, to constant communication with the West, 
from the age of Augustus to that of Justinian, rather- than 
to the original seed planted there by the Baktrians.:__ 

/ Neither, view salisf~ily met the conditions, and, in 1890,4 

Monsieur Emile Senart reviewed the question afresh and argued 
that the priestly type of Buddha with the nimbus-a veritable 

• mark <Jf th~ Greece-Buddhist school-first appearing on the coins 
of Kanishka, supplies one limit. And next, the regular appearance 
of this same type among the Amara vat! sculptures, testifies that, 
when they were carved, the art of the north-west of I~dia had 
a fixed type, and had extended its influence to the south-east 
of the penipsula; and since the Andhra ins'criptions engraved 
on them cannot be assigned to a .later date than the 2nd cen,tury 

1 The English reader will find an 
account of these sculptures generally 
and of their origin in 'Buddhist Art 
in India,' with 154 illust¥Jtions (London, 
1901). 

2 'Archa:ological Reports,' vol. v., 
Introduction, p. vi., and Appendix pp. 
193-194. The date of Kanishka has long 
been a matter of controversy, the principal 
views respecting his era, being that of 

. ~· 

lVIr. Fergusson, placing its epoch in A. D. 
78; and the other, ably supported by Dr. 
J. F. Fleet and already·referred to, throw
ing it back to B.c .. S7, a~tte, p. 29. 

3 'Journal R. Institute Brit. Architects,' 
3rd ser. vol. i., 1894, pp. 93ff. 

4 . 'Journal Asiatique' VIlle serie, tome 
xv. pp . I 39-163. See also the remarks of 
Count Goblet D' Alviella, 'Ce que l'Inde 
doit a Ia Grece,' pp. 58, 63ff. 
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of. our era, it follows that " the zenith of the art and period of 
its greatest expansion falls before the second half of the 2nd 
century." Such an argument must have much weight in 
deciding tpis question.1 • 

_,::- About the beginning of our era Greek art had become • 
a matter of commerce and export, and Gr<l!culi travelled in 
all directions with their wares and models, ready to employ 
their skill in the service of Gaul, Skythian, or fndian to 
provide images for their pantheons by imitations from their 
own patterns. They could also represent for their employers 
the different classical orders of architecture, and would teach 
their· pupils how to carve them ; but, with or without models, 
the copy would be modified to suit the Indian taste ; and so, 
for the acanthus of the Greek capital, were introduced the 
palms with which the Indian workmen were familiar; and the 
figures of Nike-we see in the Corinthian capitals of ant<l! 
in the temple of Augustus erected about A.D. IO at Ancyra, 
or in those of Priene, were reproduced in Gandhara as little 
figures of Buddha.2 It is an imitation of Greek forms with 
divergencies-not a copy-but the suggestion must have come 
from those travelling Greek artists- probably Ionians- who 
were the agents by whom the Gandhara sculptures were 
inspired, and Greek statuary was the model from whrch the 
Mahayana pantheon was evolved.3 

Further, it is at least approximately correct to state that no 
statue of Buddha, in any of his conventional attitud~, has been 
found in India executed earlier than about the Christian Era. 
·Those on the fac;ade at Karle and in the western caves are 
avowedly insertions of the 2nd or 3rd centuries or later. There 
are none found at Bodh- Gaya, Bharaut, or Sanchl; nor do I 
know of any one in India that can be dated before the Ist 
century. In these Gandhara monasteries they are vejy fr~quent, • 
and of a type which in India would be assumed to be as late 
as the 2nd or 3rd century ; some of them even later. 

It is true Buddhist books tell us frequently of stat\lt!S of 
Buddha having been made at much earlier dates.4 But Indian 
books have this fatal defect, that they represent facts and beliefs 
at the time they were written, or acquired the forms in which 
we now find them, without much reference to facts at the time 
at which they are supposed to have happened. The actual 
remains and the period to which they belong are our surest 

1 Foucher, 'L'Art Greco-Bouddhique 1 
du Gandhara,' tome i. pp. 40ff. i 

2 'Buddhist Art in India,' p. 153. j 
There is also a capital at Siah, in Syria, , 
on which a bust is introduced, which l 
may be as early as the Christian Era. : 

• 
-De Vogue, 'Syrie Centrale,' plate 3· 

3 It may be accepted that Greek art 
furnished India with the images. that 
served for the beliefs.-Goblet D'Aiviella, 
'Ce que l'Inde doit a !a Grece,' p. 152. 

4 'Buddhist Art in India,' pp. 171ff. 
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guides, and we have now sufficient evidence to interpret these 
sculptures with 'reasonable confidence. . 

Besides the figures of Buddha, there are a great number of 
figures which have all got nimbuses or glories at the back of 

• their heads. All have the tilaka on their foreheads, as Buddha 
has, and none have any kingly attributes, but all wear the same 
ornamepts and amulets. These are recognised as representa
tions of the Bodhisattwa or of Bodhisattwas. Until Gautama 
assumed Buddhahood, he was the Bodhisattwa of that <tge; and 
as such is represented with necklaces and ornaments. But the 
Mahayana school introduced many others into their iconography 
~mythical beings who· are ultimately to be manifested as th~ 
Buddhas of future ages.1 · _ 

· A more important point than the mere presence- of these 
conventional figures of Buddha or of saints in these mqnasteries; 
is their excessive reduplication ; to consecrate. one was evidently, 
as among the J ains, a work of religious merit. - . · .. 
. In India, no building or cave is known with a date anteriOr 

to, say, A.D. roo, in which more thari ·one such figure is repre
sented. Even at Amaravati they do not occur on the great rail 
which was erected at latest about the beginning of the Christian 
Era (a!fte, p. 122) but appear first on 'the basement, which was 
constructed in the 2nd century ; and they occur in such cases as 
N os.;g and 26 at Ajanta, and are numerous in the _later caves 
at Kanherl, Elura, and Aurangabad, none of which seem to be 
earlier thaQ A.D. 200, and most of them much later. . 

In the Gandhara monasteries they exist literally in hundreds 
-on the base of the stu pas, on the walls, and in the cells. The 
latter - is, indeed, the rnost remarkable peculiarity of any. 
Among the J ains, it is the practice to surround the courts of 
their temples with cells which are small shrines; and here we 

• find a~o ~umerous small cells surrounding the .. courts of the 
stu pas all consecrated as shrines· for images of Buddha and 

·saints, the monastery being quite separate from the structures 
for· worship. And further, here are even separate courts con
str.ticted for secondary stupas. and numerous additional image 
chapels. This wealth of imagery, however, is accounte<;l ~for-by 
the fact that the Mahayana or Greater· Translation 1\'as· much 
more prevalent in the 'north of India· than in· the peninsu\a, and 
was considerably in advance of the Hinayana school of Central 
India in all complications ofritualobservances: . · . 

__ The few inscrip,ions found on Gandhara sculptures oronthe 
same sites, are dated in an unnamed era, and range from 78 to 
384. One is dated ·in the twenty-sixth year Of King Guduphara 

1 Among these the chief are Maitreya - who is expected to '~ppear firsf·,::· 
Avalokitesvara or Padmapani, Manjusrl, Samantabhadra, Vajrapani, etC. . 
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or Gondophernes of Takshasila or Taxila, and in the year 103 of 
this era. Now early Christian tradition mentions this king in 
connection with the mission of St. Thomas, which would fall in 
the Ist century; and the only Indian era we know of about that 
time is the Samvat commencing B.C. 57, which makes the twenty- • 
sixth year of Guduphara coincident with A.D. 46, and places his 
accession in A.D. 20-2 I. This is quite in ,agreement• not only 
with the tradition, but with the place assigned to the coinage 
of Guduphara; and we can hardly suppose that the other 
inscriptions should be dated in a different era.1 Among these 
there are known three or four of the 1st century A.D., one each 
of the 2nd and 3rd century, and that of Hashtnagar is dated 
in 384, that is A.D. 327.2 The last is not later than might be 
expected, for when Fah Hian passed through Gandhara at the 
commencement of the 5th century, the monasteries were still 
in a flourishing condition. It was only a century later that the 
Buddhists were persecuted by the Hfrnas under Toramana and 
his son Mihirakula, and by that time the art had probably 
declined ; these dates, however, are sufficient to substantiate the 
conclusion that the Gandhara sculptures belong to the early 
centuries of our era, and that its most flourishing period may 
be assigned to about B.C. 50 to A.D. 200. • 

From what has been said above regarding the sculptures of 
Bharaut and San chi, it appears evident that the Indians had a 
school of art of their own before they knew anything of th•e arts 
of the Western world ; but that native art seems t~ have had 
very little influence on the arts of Gandhara. The Western arts, 
on the contrary, acting through that country, seem to have had 
considerable influence on those of India at periods about and 
subsequent to the Christian Era. It seems at least almost 
impossible to escape the conviction that the arts of Amaravatl 
and the later caves, say of the Andhra period, bey-ay a1arked • 
evidence of Western influence; and it seems that it is only 
through Gandhara that it can have reached them. 

So strongly marked is all this that it may become a Stlbject 
of an interesting investigation to enquire whether the Greeks 
were not the first who taught the Indians idolatry. There is no 
trace of images in the Vedas or in the laws of Manu, or any of 
the older books of the Hindus. As repeatedly mentioned, there 
is as little trace of any image of Buddha or Buddhist figures 
being set up for worship much before the Christian Era. But 
the earliest, the finest, and the most essenti<flly classical figures 
of Buddha are to be found in Gandhara, and, so far as we 

1 Dr. Vogel (' Archa::ological SurYey · the end of Asoka's reign, and Guduphara 
Annual,' 1903-1904, pp. 259ff.), proposes 1 not long after! Conf. 'Journal of the 
the Seleukidan era of B.C. 3r2, for these ' Royal Asiatic Society,' 1906, pp. 706-711. 
dates, which would place Mogas about 2 'Buddhist Art in India,' p. 84. 
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,;; ~~· ~ .. ~ 
Besides the intrinsic interest of Sinhalese architecture, if it 

were possible to compare this unbroken series with its ascer- r 

tajned dates with the- fragmentary groups on the continent of 
India, its parallelisms might throw much light on many questions 

• t~at are obscure ·and uncertain, and the whole acquire a con
s'istency ~that is now only too evidently wanting.l 

The s~rvey of the Ceylon monuments owed its first inception 
to Sir Hercules Robinson, then Governor, and in 1871 a series 
of photOgraphs of the principal remains at Anuradhapura and 
PoloJ1naruwa . was taken by the la~e Mr. Lawton, under the 
personal direction of Mr J. G. Smither, Government Architect, 

·an(Lsuppleniented a little later by asecond series, by Captain 
Hogg, . RE. · These threw some light on the matter; but 
photographs alone-without plans or dimensions or descriptions 
-are most deceptive guides, and, for the time, they added little 
to our ~eientific knowledge. In 1873, however, under directions 
fro~ the Governor, Sir William H. Gregory, a survey was made 
by Mr.· Smither of what was then known at Anuradhapura, 
and detailed plans and other architectural drawings 'of the more 
important ruins were eventually completed in accordance with 
recommendations by the late Mr. James Fergusson.2 In 1894, 
howev~r, Mr. Smither's most valuable work on Anuradhapura, 
was published; the plates of drawings in it are excellent, 
and t~e collotype photographs add materially to its interest and 
value.' If·we had delineations of the other remains in Ceylon 
e~cavated -~nd surveyed since 1890, prepared and described 
with like ~kill and accuracy, they would be of the very highest 
value for the history of Sinhalese architecture. 

Meanwhile, much progress has been made, for in 1884 the 
Governor, Sir Arthur H. Gordon, now Lord Stanmore, intrusted 

.Mr. S. M. Burrows of the Civil Servke, under the supervision 
• • 

1 Sir Emerson Tennent's book, pub· 
lished in 1859, was one of the best works 
on theosubject. He had, however, no 
special qualifications for the task, beyond 
what were to be expected from any well
educated gentleman of talent, and his 
description of the buildings is only meant 
for popular reading. 

The two papers by Captain Chapman, 
in the third volume of ·the 'Transac
tions' (1832), ·and thirteenth volume of 
the 'Journal of the A~atic Society,' 
were for 'long the best account of the 
ruins of Anuradhapura, and beyond these 
a few. occasional notices were nearly all 
the printed. matter we .. ·had to depend 

· upon. .Of )ate several 'Guide Books' 
have appeared : Burrows's ' Buried Cities 

VOL. I. 

of Ceylon' (4th ed: 1906) ; H. W. Cave;s 
'Ruined Cities of Ceylon' (8vo. ed. 1900); 
and J. Still's 'Ancient Capitals of Ceylon' 
(1907)- . 

2 Nothing was generally known in 
England of this survey till I 888, when • 
a paper by Mr. John Capper on the 
Anuril.dhapura dagabas appeared in the 
'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 
N.S., vol. xx., pp. r65-r8o. His son, 
Mr. G. Capper, had been employed 
in ilie survey under Mr. Smither, 
F.R.I.B.A., whose work-' Architec
tural Remains : Anuradhapura, Ceylon, 
comprising the dagabas and certain 
other ancient ruined structures wiili fifty
seven plates' (Atlas fol. )-contains the 
results of the surveys made in 1873-77. 

p 

.. ~ .... 

... -

•· . 
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of the late Mr. R. W. levers, with the work of survey and 
excavation at Anuradhapura, including the partial conservation 
of the crumbling remains, and clearing them of vegetation. 
This he carried on for a year and a half.1 In 1890 a general 
survey was organised, and Mr. H. C. P. Bell of the same• 
service was appointed Archceological Commissioner. He has 
supplied Government from time to time with progr&ss reports 
on his work, especially at Anuradhapura; 2 but no systematic 
account with architectural .drawings has yet been published • 
to which the student can apply for connected and detailed 
information. 

One of the most striking peculiarities of Ceylonese art, as 
compared with that of the continent, was the almost total 
absence of sculpture known to us previous to the excavations 
made within the last thirty-five years. Now, however, there have 
been brought to light, besides carved capitals, string courses, 
friezes, and the like - a number of statues of Buddha, his 
disciples and other personages. The Tamil invaders, who often 
ravaged the richest provinces of the island, were Brahmanical 
Hindus, and had no respect for Buddhist idols ; whilst the 
reported wealth of the shrines was a strong temptation to their 
destruction in search of treasure. The Sinhalese, fllOreover, 
were chiefly adherents of the Hlnayana school, and had no 
pantheon to compare with that of the northern schooJs, and 
their principal figures would be those of the Buddha with his 

' attendants. Further, as is the case in Burma, where is an 
, unlimited amount of painting and carving, but little sculpture 
properly so called, something similar may have occurred in 

, Ceylon. So far as we can now see, all the great topes were 
' covered with chunam, which may have been painted to any 
extent, and .all.the viharas, as in Burma, were in wood olio 

'brick, and consequently unfitted for permanent scijlptuPe. But 
·there are evidences to show that most of the religious struc
tures were ornamented with figures in chunam, in more or 
less relief; and brick cores are met with on which reprasenta

. tions of men and animals were moulded. Besides this, such 
l information as we have would lead us to suppose that painting 
; was a more favoured art with the islanders than sculpture. 

I Between 1875 and 188o the Ceylon 
Government had employed first Dr. P. 
Goldschmidt, and after his death, Dr. 
Edward MUller, to copy the inscriptions; 
and in 1883 a thin volume of texts and 
translations, with an accompanying series 
of jlates, was issued by the latter scholar. 

These reports are printed by the 
Ceylon Government as 'Sessional Papers,' 

and the earlier ones are accompanied by 
rough lithographs of plans and sketches 
in pen and inKI. Mr. Bell, however, issues 
his reports for I goo on wards, with " half 
tone" block illustrations. 

It is to be hoped the Ceylon Govern· 
ment, after having incurred the expense 
of the survey, will not fail to make the 
results available by adequate publication. 
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When Fah Hian, for instance, visited the island in A.D. 412-413, 
he describes an accompaniment to the procession of the Tooth 

' relic as follows: "The king· next causes to be placed on both 
sides of the road reJ!resentations of the 500 bodily forms which 

• the Bodhisattwa assumed during his successive births "-the 
jiltakas in fact. "These figures," he adds, "are all beautifully 
painted \p divers colours, and have a very life-like· appear
ance." 1 Tt was not that they could not sculpture in stone, for, 
as we shatrpresently see, some of their carvings are of great 
delicacy and cleverness of execution, but they seem to have 
p~reierred colour to the more permanent forms of representa
tion. Early figures of the Buddha are comparatively few: 
possi~ly they were destroyed by the Tamil invaders; still the 
excavations of the last thirty years have brought to liglit 
quife a considerable number of various ages. On· the embank-· 
ments of many tanks there are slabs carved with five or seven 
headed serpents, which may be of any age, and at the foot of 
every important flight of steps there are two dwarpals or door
keepers with this strange appendage, and attached to each of 
the chapels of the Abhayagiri dagaba are figures of a great 

,. Naga. These may be regarded as an evidence of the early 
prevalence of the worship of serpents in the island . 

.ful~e.s..p_~lili.m.!x ... .2.Lt~ C~y_!£!2.e.2.<;...El~!l tt m eq ts )s_their, 
,situation in t!l~ two cap,~~-2£... the is.L~!l.St for, it will have 
1:ieen observed, none of the remains of Buddhist architecture 
described in the 'previous chapters are found in the great 
capital cities of the Empire. They are det~ched monuments, 
spared by accident in some distant corner of. the land, or 
rock -cut examples found in remote and secluded valleys. 
The Buddhist Palibothra has entirely perished-so has Sravastl 
and Vaisall; and it is with difficulty we can identify Kapila-

• vastu, .Kus~ara, and other famous cities, whose magnificent 
monasteries and stupas are described by the Chinese travellers 
in the 5th or 7th century of our era. In a great measure 
this Jtlay be owing to their having been built of brick and 
wood ; and, in that climate, vegetation is singularly destructive 
of the first, and insects and decay of the second. But much 
is also dqe to the country having been densely peopled ever 
since the disappearance of the Buddhists. It may also be 
remarked that the people inhabitip.g the plains of Bengal 
since the extinction of Buddhism were either followers of the 
Brahmanical or Mt.ftlammadan religions-both inimical to them, 
or, at least, liaving no respect for their remains. 

1 Beal, 'Buddhist Pilgrims,' p. 157; or 'Buddhist Records,' vol. i., introd. pp. 
lxxv., lxxvi. · • • 
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In Ceylon the case is different. Though the great capitals 
were early deserted, the mass of the people are still Buddhists, as 
they have been for the last zooo years, and there, consequently, 
cities are still found adorned with monut11ents, which, though 
in ruins, convey a sufficient impression of what those of India • 
must have been in the days of her glory. 

Anuradhapura seems to have become the capital of Ceylon 
about 370 years before Christ, or about a century after the 
death of Buddha, and the fabled introduction of his religion • 
into the island. It was not, however, till about B.C. 240, that 
it became a sacred city, and one of the principal capitals 
of Buddhism in the East, which it continued to be till the 
9th century. Then, owing to the repeated and destructive 
invasions of the Malabars, an alternative capital was formed 
at Polonnaruwa, which gradually supplanted Anuradhapura, 
and became the sole capital till the 13th century. That 
city reached its period of greatest prosperity and extension, 
apparently in the reign of Parakrama Bahu 1., 1 I 5 3-86, and 
then sank during a long and disastrous period into decay. 
The seat of Government, after 1236, was moved hither and 
thither, till the country fell into the hands of the Portuguese 
and Dutch, and finally succumbed to our power. 

• 
ANURADHAPURA. • 

The city of Anuradhapura until within quite recent years 
stood almost deserted in the midst of dense ahd sparsely 
inhabited jungle. Its public buildings must have suffered 
severely from the circumstances under which it perished, 
exposed for centuries to the attacks of foreign enemies. Besides 
this, the rank vegetation of Ceylon had been at work for 
1000 years, stripping off all traces of plaster orname14ts, and
splitting the masonry in many places. Now, h~wever, it is 
a prosperous town of about 4000 inhabitants, the capital of 
the North-Central Province, and on the railway from Colombo 
to Jaffna. • 

The very desolation, however, of its situation has preserved 
the ancient monuments from other and greater dangers. No 
bigoted Moslim has pulled them down to build mosques and 
monuments of his own faith ; no indolent Hindu has allowed 
their materials to be used for private purposes or appropriated 
as private plunder; and onJy to a limited @xtent have English 
officials rendered them available for mending station roads 
and bridges.1 \Ve may be sure, however, that these ruins 

1 As in India, the ruins in C~ylon have I thus we learn that "countless pillars 31nd 
suftered at the hands of the Pubhc Works: steps have been broken up to go mto 
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deserve the greatest attention from the student of Buddhist 
architecture, and that a vast fund of information may' be 
drawn from them when they have been sufficiently explored 
and fully delineated" and described. ,_.. :- · 

• The peculiar fortune of Anuradhapura is that it continued 
the capital of Ceylon for about ten centuries; and, alone 
of all Bllddhist cities, it retains something like a complete 
series of the remains of its greatness during that period. We 
possess, moreover, in the 'Mahawansa' and other Ceylonese 
chronicles, a tolerably authentic account of ·the building of 
these monuments, and of the purposes to which they were 
dedicated. Among the vestiges of its former grandeur still 
to be found, are the ruins of half- a- dozen or more large 
dorpe•shaped sfupas or dagabas, and many smaller ones of 
·numerous monasteries and of a terraced enclosure erected 
·to contain the sacred Bo-tree, besides numerous other ruins and 
antiquities. Among these is the great mound usually called Elala 
Sohona, or the tomb of the usurper Elala; but this traditional 
name is incorrect, for recent excavation has shown that it 
covers the remains of a large stupa about r8o ft. in di_ameter 
possibly the Dakshina stupa referred to in the chronic_les, · \ 
• · Tw~ of the dagabas are of the largest size known : 'of 
one; the Abhayagiri,l the dome, cQntinued.down~to_the~gmund, 
h. ~~,.~11VneffiisRilei-i'qiJ::an<Ci1as a diameter of abou~t vs-rC 
being ~tl:ius more than rooo ft. in circumference, and with the base 
and spire must have made up ·a total elevation of about 260ft., 
which is not far short of the traditional height of r 20 cubits 
assigned ~o it in the 'Mahawansa.' 2 It is ascribed to King 
Walagam:bah-q or Vattagamani-Abhaya, who reconquered his 
kingdom late in the first century B.C. from foreign usurpers 
who · had deposed him and occupied his throne for about 

• fifteen • yeaes ; and to commemorate the event he built a 
vihara on the site of a Jaina temple. Nothing is said about 
his erecting the dagaba or chaitya, though there must have . . . 
culverts on a road not traversed by a cart 
once in six months," and the ruins at 
Puliyan-kulama were "sadly destroyed 
for ashlar to build three or four large 
culverts on a branch road." Besides 
later damages caused by reckless blast
ing elsewhere;.minor ruins also about 
Anud.dhapura disappeared on lands sold 
to natives prior to 18go. 'the restorations 
most to be feared are those by the priests, 
who·" are erecting at Ruwanveli diigaba 
a series of shrines in a modern style 
absolutely frightful."- General L. de · 
Beylie, 'L' Architecture Hindoue en 
Extr@me-Orient,' p. 364. 

1 Until the accuracy, or otherwise of 
the current identifications are fully in
vestigated, we can only follow the tradi
tional account which, in the case of the 
more notable diigabas can hardly be in 
error. The capital and pinnacle of the 
Abhayagiri were restored by prison labour 
in 18go. 

2 The cubit of Ceylon is nearly 2 ft. 
3 inc ; it has sometimes been taken as 
2 ft. 3~ in. The present total height 
from the platform to the top of the 
ruined spire is 232 ft.-Smither, 'Archi, 
tectural Remains : Anurildhapura,' p. 
47-
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been one in connection with the vihara. It seems to be 
referred to about a century later; 1 and by Gajabahu 1., in 
the 2nd century A.D. we are told "it was constructed of 
a greater elevation, and he caused arches to be built at the 
four gates." Such casing of smaller dagabas to enlarge them • 
was not infrequent. _The stupa stands on a stone-paved 
platform 590 ft. square, raised about 9t ft. above tjw.e ground 
level, and ascended on each side by a flight of steps 27 ft. 
wide. The excavations here and at the other large dagabas • 
have shown that, as with the Nepal and Indian chaityas, 
at each cardinal point there were richly carved, oblong 
projections from the circle of the lower pasadas or terraced 
basement, which were, doubtless, the chapels or thrones for 
the Dhyani Buddhas. We have a similar arrangement also 
at Sanchi and in the Kalinga stupas.2 

:rhe second tope is the Jetawanarama, begun by King 
Mahasena in the 4th century, and finished by his successor, 
Kittis-Siri Meghavanna. In form and dimensions it is almost 
identical with the last described, though somewhat more perfect 
in outline, owing probably to its being more modern than its 
rival.3 Its chapels seem to have been quite ruined. 

Next to these, but far more important from its sactedness, 
is the ,Ruwanveli dagab_a, erected by King Dutthagamani, 
between the years B.C. 102 and 78, over a very imposing fOllec
tion of relics, of which a full account is given in the 28th to 
3 rst chapters of the 'Mahawansa.' Its dimensiol)ls are very 
similar to those of the last two described; but it has been so 
much defaced, that except the remains of the circular plinths 
round its base, it has, like the rest, become only a huge shape
less mound of solid brickwork. The excavations, however, 
have made it plain that the dome had a diameter of 252 ft. 
8 in., that, like all the others, it stood upon a basetQent fif three• 
plinths called pasadas, or procession terraces, -together 1 5 ft. 
high, and rose from a stilted drum to a greater height than a 
hemisphere. The' Mahawansa' says it was 120 cubits high, or 
about 270ft., but the present mound stands only about 179 ft. 
above the paved platform, which is 5 ft. 7 in. above the ground 

1 Mahawansa, ch. 35· 
2 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 

1902, p. 32 ; 'Buddhist Art in India,' 
p. I95· The iisana, or seat for Vairochana, 
is in the relic chamber. At the l\1irisa
veti dagaba at Anuradhapura, and at 
Rankot and Kiri dagabas at Polonnaruwa, 
Mr. Bell has found several detached cells 
or chapels-probably of late date. That 
the:Mahilyiina ritual had found acceptance 
in Ceylon by the gth century or earlier, 

' is evidenced by Mr. Bell's discovery at 
the Vijayarama monastery of copper 
plaques bearing invocations to Akasa
garbha, Vairochana, Tara, etc. -
'Sessional l'apers,' 1896, pp. 460, 
464-467. 

s Its dome is 310ft. in diameter and its 
height to .the top of the square cap~tal, 
I 87 ft. 6 in., and to the top of the rumed 
spire 245 ft.-Smither's 'Anuradhaptlra,' 
plate 47· 
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level, and measures 47-5· ft. from north to south by 473 ft./ 
across, the retaining wall being carved with elephants. The 
four thrones or chapels are found facing the cardinal poin~s · 
-that on the sout:b being the least ruined. 1, 

• The same king""' had' previously e·rected another smaller 

• 

dagaba, about 133 ft. in diameter at the rise of the dome. 
It is known as the Mirisavetix~!gaba,, and like the last 
describe~ it is very much~d:--··Likethe other dagabas it 
had three low pasadas or terraces rouilclthetiase frorre's to 

'75-ff-iiloreaath,- togetner project1ilg'I6-ft:-y'ill."fiomthe bell 
of the dagaba, and rising to 13-ft. s" in. from t?e pavement.1 

127.
0 
View of the north side of the west chapel, Ruwanveli Dil.gaba. {From a Photograph.) 

An excavation on the west side, however, revealed a handsome 
. chapel, similar .to those at the other dagabas, but differing in·· 

detail; and in a much· more perfect condition. The whole is 
elaborately carved in horizontal bands with elephants and other 
animals, rosettes, etc., and ·at the ends are richly-carved stela! 
surmounted by .lions. Behind the chapels at the Ruwanveli 
._1 For.full description and drawings, see dftg~ba was "being elaborately restored 
Smither's 'Anuradhapura,' pp. 19-22, by prison labour at the expense of a 
and plates 14-2i. E)(cavation on the Siamese prince."-' Sessional Papers,' 
east side, in search of a "corresponding x8go, p. 43· This restorati~n has been • 
structure proved ·fruitless. In I8go the left unfinished for want of funds. · 

•. <ff/' 
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dagaba are flights of steps by which access was had from the 
first to the second pasada or terrace. The first was reached 
from the pavement by a stair on the east side of the south 
chapel ; whilst behind this chapel there is •Only one stair from 
the second to the third terrace. A somewhat similar arrange- • 

128, Part Elevation \restored\ offrontof the so\\th chapel, Ruwanve\i D·:\.gaba. Scale 1-85th. 

ment of stairs also existed at the Abhayagiri and Miris~vetiya 
dagabas; and it is very probable also at the Jetawanarama 
dagaba, though the published results of the surveys do not ihow. 
The fa9ade of the chapels consists first of a plain base, above 
which is a row of kneeling elephants with pater<e bet¥&een them,l 
very like those used in the metopes of the Roman Doric order ; 
above this are three plain faces divided by ornamental string
courses; then a bracket cornice with pater<e again, and above 
this two more plain faces and string-courses. Over this there 
was probably a frieze of animals and a band simulating a • 
Buddhist rail, with a blocking course over it, as at ~e Mirisa
vetiya dagaba . 

.._At each end of this projecting arrangement were two stel<e 
-the inner covered by foliaged and other patterns, the QUter 
in one instance, at the Ruwanveli, by a seven-headed serpent, 
as will be observed in the Woodcut No. 127; at the Abhayagiri, 
there are serpent figures at all the chapels-each on a separate 
stone-and here the inner stele is adorned with a pattern so 
nearly identical with that on the pillars of the western gateway 
at Sanchi,2 that we may recognise them as belonging to about 

1 At the Mirisaveti these are lotus 
flowers. 

2 'Tree and Serpent Worship,' plate rg. 
In some respects it resembles the Wood
cuts Nos. 39 and 40. Similar stelre were 

also found at Amaravatl.-' Archreolog. 
Survey of Southern India : Amaravatt 
and Jaggayyapeta Stupas,' plate 33, 
fig. 2 ; plate 38, fig. 7 ; plate 40, fig. 3 ; 
plate 44, fig. r ; and plate 54, fig. J. 
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the same age. ,.On the ~ther stele in this tope (Woodcut No. '12,9} 
we recognise the shield, the Swastika, the Triratna, and 'other 
Buddhist emblems with which we are already familiar.l' · ·~ · -~·: 

' .. . 

....~ # A 

r29. Stelre at th~. east end of the north chapel, Abhayagiri Digaba. (From a Photograph;) 

I -All this is architecturally so unlike anything we find ~f 
•the same aie on the continent of Ind\a, while its sculptured 
details are so nearly identicaJ,,. that, when ·we come to know more 
about it, these differences 'and similarities may lead to most 
impor.tant inferences; but we must at present wait for the 
requisite information to enable us to see the bearing of these.· 
peculiarities. - -- · · · 

Besides these four large buildings there are,Jwo small,!';r.=.g_n~s,. 
known as the Thupftrama and Lankarama, very similar to one 
another in size ana arrangement. Tfie first named is represented 
in Woodcut No. 1~0. The dagaba itself, though smalJ._wJ~.~ 
originally of a singularly elegaii't5'ell-shaped outline,2 .As it 

1 For photographic illustrations of the 
stelre, at each of the chapels of this dftgaba. 
-Smither's' Anurftdhapura,' plates 41-43. 

2 Since the drawing was made from 

which this cut is taken, it was thoroughly . 
repaired in 1842, and made as unlike 
what it was as can well be conceived. 
-Smither's 'Anurftdhapura,' plates 2-8, 
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appears since it was restored in I842, is shown on Plate No. II. 
\Its diameter and height are now nearly the same-at the base 
about 55 ft.; and it stands on a platform raised about II ft. from . 

130. ThUparama Dagaba. (From an unpublished Lithograph by the late James Prinsep.) 

• 
'the ground, on which are arranged four rows of tall pillars 
of strikingly slender proportions, which form by far tha most 
important afchitectural ornament of the building. The inner 
circle stands about 3 ft. from the dagaba, and the next two 
about IO ft. from each other. The shafts are monoliths 22 ft. 
IO in. in height in the inner row, and diminish successively 
by about I 8 in. in the next two rows, in each of which the 
lower part, to a third of the height, is left square, each side being 
about I ft. These sustain octagonal capitals of singularly grace. 
ful outlines, 2 ft. I in. in height, and 2 ft. 2 in. aoross the top. 
They are carved with figures and foliage, and under the capitals 
the pillars are ornamented with fringe~ I4 in. deep, depending 
from kirttimukh faces carved in low relief on the angles! The 
sculpture on the capitals of the first and second circles are 
similar, namely squatting or dwarf human figures ; in the third 
row the ornaments differ. The pillars in the fourth or outer 
circle are monoliths, 14 ft. in height including the capitals; they 
are entirely octagonal, and their shafts are IO in. diameter. 
The capitals are very similar to those of ~e inner circles, but 
differ in dimensions and ornamentation. They are 2 I in. in 
height and 18! in. across the abacus, and are sculptured with 
sixteen capering dwarfs (Woodcut No. 131). They have 
octagonal seatings on the tops of 2! in. high and 10 in. diameter, 

• 
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curve inwards to 12 in., broad at the top, whiCh· is flp.t. _ All 
tl}ese capitals are carved with seateg lions. In .the' third ann,... 
outermost 'Circle tlie §liafts a:re-w izl:- in:':dia:rileter". and -.octagonal: 
throughout; their capitals"'iue 251 in. high and at greatest widtb. · 

• 19 in., diminishing to 9! in. at the top, ornamented, like those 
-of the Thuparama, with sixteen dwarf figures instead of lions: 
There WeJe 20 pillars in the. inner' circle, 28 in tl;te second, and 
40 in the third-those in one circle having no relation in 
position to those in the next. • ' · •• · 

b~'Yill be o_bserved,Jh~'"'!}Y.P~laskrn~_Iltio.ned_d~gabas;e,r~~s~nt 
.. ~ith .. <!->rpeculiarity .. not.Jound ... ot1~any_c;:}{a1llp_t~w_b_.~-~5_!:;
~~~e-rnet ... w;i~l1_ .. Qll_tside,.Ce)'lon,...J_nas_!!l}!~l!.-_cl.?..:they_are.~~u.r: 
,ro!!nc!_e£.J?~...._thrf!<;:;..cJ_~le~;..o~~-?le_I1d~....!!1_2-Voli_!hi.sR!lla~s-9J;~y 
· Sl~gan_t_qeslgll., .. <!:~P~P..2~\?J . .!.9£~-Hllla_r_§,..JS som_ew_hat per
plexing : it has been si1ggestea that theX.Jllay.J?..~~hav:e~c"arril:E 
<!-.JQ0[,1 but'they are so slender, and arranged without_ relation of 

those-rn one'"circle to those" in the next, that any roof-'-ofhoweyer 
lightmaterials-c~:mld hardly hav~ been placed on them; and the 
examination of the capitals does. not favour such a hypothesis. 
I,!i~Y,El~her.cor!esp_o.ud to the -rails of lllcl}{!!L§i_Qpas, marking 
out procession paths or praaaksliinas, wqilst they were probably 
also e!Jlploye<:l as stambhas or lats. The tallest of them, in_ the 
two inner circles at the Thuparama, had tenons of·different 
sizes 11nd forms on the capital.~:-:-:hardly two of them being alike 
-which indicate that ~hey n:1ay have-supported various. religious 
symbols aild images, such as Dharmachakras, Trirat!las, etc~ 
The pillars oftheouter-drcles at the Thuparama and Lankarama 
·had also pads or fastenings on their capital_s as if to retain metal 
or other symbols-perhaps of a different type from tJ10se on 
the two inner rows.2 · ••• :-~. ·: • 

There is. still another--:-the_ KujJatis:;aram-*J:>.etter:knQ~ll~ 
• ~the:~acfiaJfiya1I~gal5a-betW~nthe-Rtiwanveli and ~ bhayagiri 

stupa?bi:if· so""rumeClthat its architectural features w.ere undis
tinguishable until excavated in 1895. It was a !flere foound of 
ruin~ brickwork, rising about I 5 ft. above the·.platform. , The 
base has bee~ ab~ut 37 ft. 5 if}:, in diameter, and it Stf!-n~s'on a 
paved platform 46 ft. 9 in. square, rising 7 ft. 6 in .. above the 
ground level; and enclosed by a stone parapet, with entrances 
on the east and south sides. It may perhaps belon~ft~,"th~ 

. reign of LajjLTissa-about 55. B.C.~ . The spot at all events is 
saicj to have 'be~n hallowecrrw ~trie pre~ence. of Kasyapa~,othe 
B ddh d. ' •c-·k . ' . . _ u a prece mg·· ..:>a yamum. - :. . : ... · ·~, .•· _ ;-. _- _ , / . 

... ~ J ..... -r· ... 7 ·"' -... ~~:--~~:-~ 
1 General L. de Beyiie, .' L' Archi-l and· plate 8. . - • ~. _ * ,. ,,. ~ ., 

tecture de Hindoue en Extreme-Orient,' "3 Mr. Bell identifies'it'witli the Sila 
p. 361. _•: . Th(lpa built by that monarch.-:-'Sessional 

2 Smither's 'Anurlidhapura,''pp., S·?, Paper,'.xl. .1904. · , •• -
l 
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Besides these, there are on the hill of Mihintale, eight miles 
to the east of the city, two important relic-shrines; one of the 
first class-~he Mah~s.eya, erected on its summit to cover a hair 
that grew on the forehead of Buddha over his left eyebrow. 
The other-the Ambasthala d~gaba-on a shoulder of the hill • 
immediately below this-is of the same class as the Thup~rama; 
it stands on the traditional spot where.K_ing De.vanam~iy..a-Iissa 
first met the Thera Mahinda, and is said to have been erected 
by that king. The small central building stands on a base • 
29 ft. in diameter and about 3 ft. high; and the dome, where it 
rises from this, is 23 ft. in diameter and about 20ft. high, rather 
.oval in curvatur.e.and surmounted by a square capital support
ing a stunted spire-the total height being about 30 ft. from 
the circular pavement on which it stands. It is surrounded 
by two concentric rows of pillars, which, as appears to have 
been usual when this mode of decoration was employed, rose 
to half the height of the central mound. The inner circle of 
twenty pillars stands 5 ft. from the basement, and the outer, 
of thirty~two shafts, is I2 ft. farther out. They are 12 ft. high 
with octagonal capitals 2 ft. in height. The platform is reached 
on the west side by a granite stair.1 

There are, in addition to these, a great number of dagabas 
of various sorts scattered over the area once covered by \he old 
city, but whether any of them are particularly interesting, either 
from their architecture or their history, has not been ascerrained, •. 
nor will it be till the whole site has been systems-tically and 
carefully surveyed. 

There is another ruin at Anur~dhapura, which, if a little 
more perfect, would be even more interesting than those topes. 
It goes by the name of. Loha Mahapaya, or Great Brazen 
_Monastery. We have a full account in the' Mah~wansa' of its 
erection by the pious _King Dutthag~mani (cz'r. n.c. 1~),2 •ccord~• 
ing to a plan procured from heaven for the purpose-as well 
as a history of its subsequent destruction and rebuildings. 

When first erected it is said to have been roo cubits or 
230 ft. square, and as high as it was broad; the heigh"t was 
divided into nine storeys, each containing roo cells for priests, 
besides halls and other indispensable apartments. Nearly 
200 years after its erection it required considerable repairs, 
but the first great disaster occurred in the reign of Mah~sena 
(4th century), who is said to have destroyed it utterly.3 It was 
re-erected by his son, but with only five stof'eys instead of nine; 
and it never after this regained its pristine magnificence, but 

1 Smither, ' Anuddhapura,' p. I I. 
2 'Mah:iwansa,' Tumour's translation, p. 163, ch. 27. 
3 Loc. cit. p. 235, ch. 37· 
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gradually fell into decay even before the seat of government 
was removed to Polonnaruwa. Since that time it has been com
pletely deserted, and all that now remains are the 1600 Rillars 
which once supported it. .These generally consist"'r'Unhe'wn' 

• blocks of granite about I2 ft. high; some of the central ones 
are sculptured, and many have been split into two, apparently 
at the tiile of the great rebuilding after its destruction by 
Mahasena; as it is, they stand about 6 ft. apart from centre to 
centre in a compact phalanx, forty on each face, and covering 
a space of 250ft. or 260 ft. each way. Upon the pillars must 
have been placed a strong wooden framing from which the 
remaining eight storeys rose, as in the modern Burmese 
monasteries; 

There is only one difficulty in understanding the arrange
ment of the superstructure. of this building, and that is the 
assertion of the 'Maha.wansa' that it consisted· of nine storeys 
----;-afterwards of five-each containing 100 apartments. For 
myself I have no hesitation in rejecting this statement as 
impossible, not only from the difficulty of constructing and 
roofing such a building, but because its form is so utterly 
opposed to all the traditions of Eastern art. If we turn back 
to Fab Hian or Hiuen Tsiang's description of the great 
Dakhani monastery (page 171) cir to the great rath at Mamalla
puraiQ (Woodcut No. 89), or, indeed, to any of the 1001 temples 
of Southern India, all of which simulate three, five, or nine
storied resiilences, we get a distinct idea of what such a build
ing may have been if erected in the Indian style. It would, 
too, be convenient and appropriate to the climate, each storey 
having its terrace for walking or sleeping in the open air, and 
the wh<:>le easily constructed and kept in order. All this will 
be clearer in the sequel, but in the meanwhile it hardly appears 

~ doubtiul t~t the Loha Mahapaya was originally of nine, and 
subsequently of five,storeys, Aach l,ess)E_Qim_ep~_iqn_tl1<!11-tbe 

··one .• behwcoJt. The top one was surmounted as at Mamallapuram 
{by a.-dome, but in this instance composed of bronze-whence 
its name; and, gilt-_and orname-nted as it no doubt was, it must 
have been-one of the most splendid buildings of the East. It 
was as high as the dagabas, and, though not covering quite so 
much ground, was equal, in cubiCal contents, to the largest of 
our English cathedr_als, and the body of the building was higher 
than any of them, i>mitting of course the spires, which are mere 
ornaments. · . -

Besides these there are scattered about the ruins of Anur.a
dliapura ~a,!;:t._g!9.!!,RS of Eillars_~nd_ba?ements~tbat-ev~ently .. 
belonged tg..:_viharas,_rp.onasteries and halls for_various · 

__.....--- _..,._._ ... ~~-- '!" • 

~ d 
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,.e~rposes. They were all raised on platforms or stylobates, 
and ·approached by one or more flights of steps~· of a highly 

134· ViMra with Steps west of Ruwanveli Dagaba. (From a Photograph.) 

• 

I35· Moonstone at Foot of Steps leading to the Platform of the Bo-tree, Anuradhapura. 
(From a Photograph.) • 

ornamental character. One of these, leading to a group of 
pillars attached to the Ruwanveli dagaba, will convey some 
idea of their general character (Woodcut No. 134). At the 
foot of a flight of steps is a richly carved semicircular stone 

• 

• 
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threshold; popularly known -~a ''.moonstone;, 1• (Woodcu·t' 
'No. r35).-:'Mail'f"'orthese-ire found at Anuractnapura, and .. 
as many. probably at Polonnaruwa. Some are large ·and some 
smaller than oth~r.s, ?hut Jhc;!y .. ar~all,E:qa~ly_si_~jJar, •. Jn.,de~i~n. 

• They are not pecuhar; ho\Y.ever, to Ceylon:. m temples, espectally 
in the south of~India!and in the ·cave temples"theyare tisual)y 
found in' jront_.6f"the entrance to the shrine and often at the. 
outer doorways, jaiid -are known as lotus-slabs_,.: the general 

• pattern·resemi5Iing>the 16fus flower. Inside an 1outer ornamental· 
ring, ·in· :Anuradhapura> examples, is ... <! p"rocession of animals, 
divided frorri- the next compartment by_ a richly elaborate sc"roll·; 
within th;;t~ again a· row of birds bearing lotus puds; and )hen 

· a lotus flower with a disc edged with leaves. The '·animals 
are always elephants, horses,.lions, and hull's: the birds-:-hansas 
or sacred geese-.!chakwas.2 These, it will be. recollected, are 

. the animals which Fah. Hian and Hiuen Tsiang describe as 
"'ornamenting the five storeys of the great Dakhani monastery, 

. ' and which, as . we shall afterwards see, were also arranged at 
Haleb!d in. the 13th century in precisely the same manner. 

'For rsoo years they, and they only, seem to have been selected 
·for .architectural purposes, but why this was so we are. ·yet 
unable to explain. . . _ .. . , 

f. Th~ risers of these stairs, though not adorned with storeyed 
'bas-reliefs, like those of the Jamalgarhl monastery in· Gandhara, 

are alf richly ornamented, being divided, at Anuradhapura, into 
two panels l>Y figure:s of dwarfs, and framed by foliaged borders, 
while the jambs or ,flanking stones are also adorned by either 
figures of animals or bas-reliefs. 

These steps .lead to platforms on which stood various 
structures, as witnessed by the; monoliths still standing .. on 
some of them ; and, so far as Information is available, the 
~uildj~s w~re ecclesiastical, surrounpfd. by brick walls,. and 
the roofs supported on them and the piilars. In the cas~ of the· 
so-called -Mahasena's pavilion, and ·many other ruins of. that 
type, .there _was a central and four subsidiary structures in the 
corners of the enclosure, which together constituted the vihara 
-the larger and central building being probably .a temple 

1 In Sinhalese-"Sandakada paha·na," 
in Sanskrit-" padmasilam."-._Tawney's 
'Prabandhacchintamani,' p. 57· They 
are also called " ardhac~ndras "-" of 
half moon form." At the entrance 
to a vihil.ra .north of the Lankiirama 
diigaba; a fine flight of steps was ex: 
cavated about twenty years ago, the 
large threshold stone to which presents 
the lotus only.-Cave's 'Ruined Cities 

VOL. I. 

· of Ceylon' (8vo. ed. ), p. Io6, and plate 
35· One from the Daladii Miiligiiwa at 
the Thupariima is represented in a photo
collotype in Smither's 'Anuriidhapura,' 
plate ·57 1 fig. 3; and another drawn to 
a small scale from the mis-named Maha· 
sena's pavilion, on plate 59 ; and in 
Cave's 'Ruined Cities,' plate 32. 

2 The Polonnaruwaexamples are more' 
crowded with ornament. · · 

Q 
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containing an image of the Buddha.1 In others, such as that 
styled the Vijayarama vihara, there was a small dagaba as 
well as a temple and other structures; and connected with 
each such vihara would be the indispensable Service-hall or __ 
U posathagharam. The "preaching halls" wliiCh Fan -Hi~m • 

·mentions at the head of the four principal streets, where -the 
religious members of the community of all classes J!Ssembled 
on stated days to listen to the preaching of the doctrine or 
"bana," may have been connected with certain of these viharas.2 • 

Besides these there is at Anuradhapura a temple called 
Isurumuniya, partly cut in the rock, partly structural. TiJJ 
within the last forty years the pillars of its porch still carried 
the wooden beams of a roof, but whether it was the original 
one or a subsequent addition is by no means clear. From the 
mortises in the face of the rock I would be inclined to believe 
that it was at least in the original form, but the building has 
been so knocked about and altered in modern times, that it is 
impossible to speak with certainty regarding it. So far as can 
be judged from photographs, I would be inclined to ascribe 
the original excavation to the 6th or ;th century.3 The 
architecture of the steps and the Naga dwarpals are all of the 
old pattern, but coarser and showing unmistakable signs of 
decadence. • 

The excavations directed by Mr. Bell, among other imQortant 
discoveries, have brought to light a regular " Buddhist railing" 
surrounding a rectangular site, near the Abhayawri Dagaba. 
The piJJars of this rail were only 3 ft. 10 in. in height by 8 in. 
square- quite diminutive as compared with Indian examples 
-and standing I ft. apart with three cross- bars, surmounted 
by a coping 8 in. high ; but it stood on a moulded basement 
about 3 ft. 9 in. in height, thus raising the whole to about 8 ft. 
3 in. high. Except a little carving on the jambs of.he entrance~ 
the whole is perfectly plain.4 

' To us these are the most interesting of the remains of the 
ancient city, but to a Buddhist the greatest and most sac;red of 
the vestiges of the past is the celebrated Bo-tree. This was long 
reverenced and worshipped even amidst the desolation in which it 
stood, and has been worshipped on this spot for more than 2000 
years; and thus, if not the oldest, is certainly among the most 
ancient of the idols that still command the adoration of mankind . 

1 Smither's 'Anuradhapura,' pp. 59-60 
and plates 58, 59; and Spence Hardy, 
'Eastern Monachism,' pp. 200-20r. 

2 Fah Hian, chap. 38. 
s "The doorway is fine, and the temple 

is unique in many respects."- Cave's 

• ' Ruined Cities of Ceylon,' p. 63. 
4 

' Second Archreological Survey Re· 
port,' pp. 3, 4· A small fragment of 
Buddhist railing had also been found 
here in 1873.-Smither's 'Anuradha
pura,' p. 50 and plate 44· 
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When A;ok~,-according to tradition, sent hi~ s;~~-Mahlnda 
and his daughter Sangamittft,. t? introduce Buddhism into • 
Ceylon, one of the most precious things wliich they brought .«.,' 

was a branch of the celebrated tree which still grows at ·Bodh- · '' 
• Gaya 1 (Woodcut No. 19). ·,The branch;· ~so says the legeljd, 

spc1ntaneously severed itself from the parent stem, and pl'!-nteo 
itself in '\ golden vase prepared for its reception., According 
to the prophecy, it was to be "always green, never growing .... 

• nor decaying," and certainly present appearance~ ~ould go 
far to confirm such an assertion, for, ·notwithstanding its age, it 
is small, and does not seem to increase. Its being evergreen 
is only a characteristic· of its species, the Ficus religlosa; our 
acquaintance with it, however, must extend over a -longer series 
of years than it yet does, before we can speak with certainty 
as to its stationary qualities. Its branches, however, are already ~ 
propped up to preserve them. · · 

• 

• . .. 
136. View of the Sacred Bo-tree, Anuradhapura. (From Sir E. Tennent's • Ceylon.') 

• 
It grows from the top of a small pyramid, which rises in 

three terraces, each about 12 ft. in height, in the centre of a 
large square enclosure popularly known as "Udamaluwa," but 
by the priests called Maha-Vihara. But though the place is 
large, sacred, and adorned ·with stairs of some pretension none 
of the architectural efeatures which at present surround 'it are 
such as to require notice in a work like the present. 

1 Singularly enough, the natives of I Ceylon. -Buchanan Hamilton's 'Stat-
Bihar ascribe the planting· of their Bo- istics of Bihar,' Montgomery Martin's 
tree to Dutthagamani, the pious king of : •edition, vol. i. p. 76. - . -• "' .. ,. .. . 
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POLONNARUWA.1 

Although very much more modern in date, and consequently 
less pure in style, the ruins at Polonnaruwa are scarcely less 
interesting than those of the northern capital to which it suc
ceeded. They form a link between the ancient and modern • 
styles at a time when the Buddhists had ceased to exist, d'l:' at 
least to build, on the continent of India, and, wh~ properly 
illustrated, will enable us to speak with confidence of much 
that we find beyond the Ganges. Much of what we know of • 
these ruins is due to the publications of Sir Emerson Tennent,2 

which, though most valuable contributions, were far from 
exhausting the subject. According to. this authority, the 
principal ruins extend in a line nearly north and south for 
about a mile and a half from the palace to the Gal Vihara, 
and comprise two dagabas, besides a number of smaller edifices. 
The greater part seems to have been erected during the reign 
of Parakrama Bahu I.,, I I 53-86, though, as the city became the 
capital of the kingdom in the gth century, it is probable that 
investigation may yet reveal some of earlier date; while, as it 
was not finally deserted till 1293, some of them may also be 
more modern. 

If not the oldest, certainly the most interesting g;oup at 
Polonnaruwa is that of the rock-cut sculptures known as the 
§-al Vihara. They are not rock- cut temples in the s~nse in 1 

which the term is understood in India, being neither residences 
nor chaitya halls. On the left, on the face of tlee rock, is a 
figure of Buddha, seated in the usual cross-legged conventional 
attitude, I 5 ft. in height, and backed by a throne of exceeding 
richness : perhaps the most elaborat_e specimen of its class 
known to exist anywhere. Next to this is a cell, with two 
pillars in front, on the back wall of which is another seated 
figure of Buddha, but certainly of a more moder9 aspt!Ct than 
that last described. Beyond this is a figure standing in the open 
air, now supposed to represent Ananda-the cousin of Buddha; 3 

1 In inscriptions the city is called 
Pulastipura and Kalingapura, and its 
modern name is Topawfewa or Topawa. 
As, however, that here given is the only 
one by which it is known in English 
literature, it is retained. 

2 'Christianity in Ceylon,' Murray, 
1850; 'An Account of the Island of 1 
Ceylon,' 2 vols., Longmans, 1859· Mr. 
Lawton's and Captain Hogg's photo· 
graphs added considerably to the pre· 
cision but not to the extent of our 
knowledge. Mr. Smither's volume on 
Anuradhapura is by far the most im· 

portant addition yet made to the archi· 
tecture of Ceylon. Mr. Bell's ' Progress 
Reports' are a mine of information, but 
require to be digested and arranged with 
fuller and better architectural illustrations. 
As yet the survey of Polonnaruwa is not 
published, but Mr. Bell has very kindly 
supplied meovith a proof of his 'Annual 
Report' for 1903, which, with three 
preceding, is devoted chiefly to the • 
remains at that place. 

3 This is a modern local designation : 
except perhaps in China, Ananda scarcely 
appears in Buddhist iconography. 
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and still further to the right another of Buddha, lying ,down 
in the conventional attitude of his attaining Nirvana.· This 
figure is 46 ft. long, while the standing one is· only 23 ft. high.1 

These Nirvana figures are rare in India, but there is one· in· 
• the most inodern cave at Ajanta, No. 26, 23 ft 3 in. long (Wood~ 

cufNo. 29 on page 101), and others. in the latest caves at Nasik 
and Sals~te. None of these, however, so far as I ,know, ever 
attained in India such dimensions as this. ' 

· Not far south of the Gal Vihara stands one of the pr:incjpal 
religious groups of the city, consisting first of the leJ:.ruY.'!·naram~~

.Temple, built of brick, 170 ft. long by 70 ft,;-wide, with walls 
i2-ft. inti1ick'rie~s ccwe;:ed with chunam, and still about 70 ft. 
high. It was divided into two hall!?, .. the inner or shrine·b.eing /' 
wider tl1an tne outer or eastern one, and containing an erect statue 
of Buddha built of brick, 58 ft. in hdght, much injured .. The · .. 
entrance is flanked by two polygonal turrets, on the bases of 
which were dwarpalas or yakshas in high relief, and .the highly. 
carved stone steps at the entrance were each 20 ft. long. : On: 
the north side·of it is the Kiri Dagaba-about 70ft. in diameter , 
and nearly 100ft. in heig~maller topes, standing oii 
raised platforms; the whole space, measuring 577 ft. by 500 ft., 
was aQparently at one . time entirely filled with. objects of . 
religious adoration. The whole certainly belongs to the age' 
of Pa,akrama Baliu I. · It was, however,~ built of brick, and ' . 
plastered, whkh gives ·it an appearance of inferiority even ~: 
beyond what is due to the inferior style of that age. ·' 

Next in importance to this is the .],gnJ.wJ:_D-agaha, about 
500 yards south of the Jetawanarama, r86 ft. in diameter, and 
of about the same in height. . This, though only half that -of 
some of those in the 'Older capital, is still larger than any 
known .to exist on the continent of. India. It is ascribed to 
'k!rtl Nissagka Malla, a Kalinga prince, at the end of the ...: 
...u~entury, and is in fair preservation. _Its base is surrounded, 
']ike those in Burma, by eight small brick shnnes-two at--eacti 
. .2f. the cardinal pomts-Tia~ng conical roofs,anaoefween .... ; 

each pair is an dsana, or seattora-Dnyam-BliOCllia. • 
""--1\:t some five-fui1ongs s0ufh-froi'ii1Ki.sstai1ds1lie -sat Mahal) 
·Prasada (Woodcut No. 137), which is one of the'inostinterest
irlg'l)uilOings of the place, as it is one of the most perfect 
representations existing o:the seven-storeyed temples of Assyria. 

~ ~ . 
1 There are two colossal statues of 

Buddha, one at Sreseruwa, in the North
Western Province, 39 ft. 3 in. high, the 
other at a place called Aukana, to the 
east of the Kalilwrewa tank, in the North · 
Central Province, 39 ft. high. They are 

extremely similar to one another, and
except in dimensions and position of the 
arms - to that at the Gal · ViMra. -
'Sessional papers,' xi., 1904"pp. 6 and 12. 

A descriptive inventory cif the monu- .; 
ments'of Ceylon is a great desideratum,_-, .. ' 

·. 

-· 
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It is also interesting as affording a hint as to the appearance 
of the five or nine-storeyed monasteries mentioned in a previous 

I37· Sat Mahal Prasfida and Galpota, trom the south. (From a Photogr~h.) 

page (239). This one, however, never was a re!idence, nor 
does it simulate one, like the raths at Mamallapuram or other 
buildings in the Dravidian style, which will be described in a 
subsequent chapter. Its base is 28 ft. 6 in. square, each storey 
diminishes in size and height-the uppermost being ruined-but 
the total height is still 53 ft. Statues of stucco, in hig~ relief:' 
ornamented each storey; and there is a flight of•steps, but it 
reaches only to the top of the first storey.1 The style of this 
peculiar tower suggests a comparison with those structures 
known in Camb'odia as "Prasats," from which it seems "to be 
copied; and about the time when this one was erected by 
Nissanka Malia at the end of the 12th century, Ceylon was 
in pretty close intercourse with Camoodia:2 - · 

In front of it lies a splendid stone table 26 ft. 10 in. long, 
4 ft. 7 in. broad, and from 16 to 26 in. thick. It is known 
as the. Galpota or stone book, and bears- a long inscription 

1 Cave's ' Ruined Cities of Ceylon,' 
p. 154; Mr. Bell's 'Report for 1903.' I 

2 Compare illustrations of Prasats in i 
Lajonquiere, ' Inventaire Descriptif des i 

Monuments du Cambodge,' tome i. pp. 
xx., xxii., 199, 201, 218; Aymonier, 
'Le Cambodge,' tome ii. p. 427, etc. ; 
'Mahawansa,' ch. 76, vv. :n, 22, 

• 
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recording the acts and virtues of King Kirti Nissanka .Malia 
(II87-1 196). The carving on its border represents a double 
row of hansas or sacred geese-always a favourite ·subject of 
the Buddhist sculptors.1 At each end of this stone is engraved 

• a representation of ~ri with her -two elephants with their water-
p~s (Woodcut No.~)t'- -, • ·- , 

Besid; the Sat Mahal Prasada is the Wata-Da-ge, a 
circular building, which, so far as is at presentkn'owri; is' '!Ir 
~~---~-,. .&o ..... ~~- ~ -·· ~ • 

But ·unique.2 ~It is a circular enclosure, ope~ to tQ£,~ky.,.58_..ft. 
2 .in. in diamcter,'ana-surroundea~l::iy"a ·wa114ft. high, once 
decorated with paintings (Plate No. III.). Inside were found the 
remains of a small brick dagaba and broken figures of Buddhas 
at the cardinal points, as also the broken shafts of pillars of 
two circles that had surrounded the dagaoa. Round the outer 
circumference of the wall is a narrow passage, enclosed by a 
highly ornamental screen about 3 ft. high, adorned with a 
range of thirty-two slender pillar shafts, 6 ft. in height with. 
highly carved capitals, like those of the outermost circle ~a.t 
the Thuparama dagaba (Woodcut No. 130). Below this is a 
richly carved styfobate, about 4 ft. 6 in. high, standing ·on_ a 
circular platform· 120 ft. in diameter, about 20 ft. broad and 
4 ft. 6 in. above the ground level. The principal entrance is 
froni •the north side, but at the other cardinal points' also .are 
flights of steps leading up to the enclosure, more e~aborate_ !han 
any others that have yet been discovered in. Ceylon. ~"".They 
all have highly carved thresholds or moonstones to start :from. 
Their risers are each adorned with twelve figures o£ dwarfs, 
and their side pieces;or jambs, are of exceptional richness; and 
each has a pair of Naga-headed dwarpals at the sides of its steps.8 

Altogether thi~ is one of the most interesting buildings in Ceylon; 
as well as one of the richest in sculptural decorations.~ 

• Glose to the Wata-Da-ge, on its south-west side, is the 
ThQparam~ tempJg~arge,~ohlong-brkk--sJ;~ture, built by 
Farakrama~Ba:hu 1., the walls of which are full 5 fCin thickness 
(Pla~e No. IV.). The principal entrance is on the east side and 
a smaller one on the north, and it has four narrow windows 
divided by round mullions. The temple consists of a vestibule r 
and inner hall, vaulted in the Hindu method by corbelling 
inwards the successive layers of brick. Over this is a low, square 
tower. Round the base of. the building runs a low dado of 
lions somewhat boldly worked in stucco. · • ""· • 

·-----------~ 
1 They occur also on Asoka's pillars in 

the earliest . known sculptures· in India 
(Woodcut No. 6). 

2 Mr. Bell mentions the ruins of a very 
similar "Circular Relic-shrine" at Mediri

. giriya, 20 miles north of Polonnaruwa.-

'Annual Report, 1903.' . • 
3 This is probably the Dalada Mali: 

gawa, erected by Padkrama Bahu in the 
second half of the 12th century.
' Mahawansa,' ch. 73 and 78 . 

4 Smither's 'Anurftdhapura,' p. 12. 

'. 

... 
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Besides these, there are at Polonnaruwa several of those 
groups of pillars, without roofs or walls, which we tried to 
describe in speaking of Anuradhapura. One, called the 
Audience Hall,! seems to be very similar to those of the 
northern capital; a vihara, the so- called Heta- Da- ge, close • 
to the Sat Mahal Prasada, is more extensive, and has bet:n 
profusely ornamented; 2 but no mere description is .,of much 
use, and till we see the plans and more details it is needless 
speculating on what they may or may not have been. 

Polonnaruwa likewise possesses another point of interest 
of considerable importance, though hardly germane to our 
present subject. Among its ruins are several buildings in 
th~_DravkJ.iaJ.l ..s.ty.le_of architecture; one of these, miscalled the 
.Dalada Maligawa, is really a Saiva temple, erected probably 
by Nissanka Malla, about A.D •• 1190. It is built of granite 
and, ·except the roof and outer mandapa, is in fair preservation.3 

Another building, though called the Vishnu Dewala, was also 
dedicated to the worship of Siva, as is testified by the presence 
of the bull alongside of it, and also apparently on its roof 
(Plate No. V. ). It is the lowest and flattest of those buildings I 
have yet met with, and whilst in general style and carving 
resembling the preceding, it is more like a direct literal. copy 
from a constructive vihara than even the raths at Mamalla~ 
puram (Woodcut No. 185, p. 329). This may arise fjfither 
from its being a copy of an actual viMra existing at the time. 
it was built, or to its being very old. Those at Mamallapuram, 
even if older than this one, may have gone through certain 
stages towards their present conventional forms before they 
were cut in the rock.4 

It is unfortunate for the history of architecture in Ceylon • 
that the oldest and finest of her rock-cut temple~as t"hose, 
for instance, at Dambulla-are only natural caverns, slightly 
improved by art; and those mentioned above, as the lsuru
muniya at Anuradhapura, and Gal Vihara rock temple at 
Polonnaruwa, with a recumbent figure of Buddha entering 
Nirvana hewn on the rock, besides being comparatively 
modern, have little architecture about them, and that little by 

1 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. ii. p. 247; 
Mr. Bell's 'Annual Report, rgoo,' p. g. 

2 The proof of Mr. Bell's 'Annual 
Report, 1903,' contains a description of 
this vihara, but no plan or section is 
there given. 

s Nissanka Malia was of a Kalinga 
family, and would naturally incline to 
the Hindu style of architecture. There 

are remains also of a group of Hindu 
temples, chiefly of brick, but too much 
ruined to be of a'chitectural importance. 

' The Editor is indebted to Lord Stan· 
more, G.C.M.G., Mr. James G. Smither, 
F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. H. C. P. Bell, 
Archreological Commissioner in Ceylon, 
for much valued assistance in the revision 
of this chapter. 
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no means of a good class. Generally speaking, what archi~ 
tecture these Sinhalese caves do possess is developed on applied 
fa<;ades of masonry, never of the same age as the caves them
selves, and generally more remarkable for grotesqueness than 

• beauty. Besides, the form of these caves being accidental, theY; 
wa~t that interest which attaches so strongly to those of India, 
as illust'r.-ing the religious forms and ceremonies of the early 
Buddhists. Indeed, their only point of interest seems to consist 
in their beipg still used for the celebration of the __ same rites to 
which they were originally dediCated 2000 years ago. 

There are some interesting _Cl.ndw-bridgese formed on 
upright stone pillars, over which stone lintels are placed, and 
on these other stone beams, about 5~ feet in length from 
one lintel to another, to form the road ; but these have no _ 
architectural features worth attention.1 

·-

CONCLUSION. 

Although the above sketch cannot pretend to be anything 
like a complete and exhaustive treatise on the subject, it 
may probably be accepted, as _far as it goes, as a fairly 
correct• and intelligible description of Buddhist architecture 
in India. We certainly know the beginning of the style, 
and a; certainly its end. The succession of the buildings 
hardly admJts of doubt, and their- dates are generally ascer
tained within narrow limits of error. Much has been done, 
during the last fifty years, to delineate the numerous examples 
of Buddhist architecture known in India, and all that is most 
essential to complete the history is now available for the 
purpose. It is hardly probable that anything will be now 
aiscov•red in India which will materially alter the views put 
forward in t11e preceding pages. Another discovery like that 
at Bharaut _ may reward the industry of explorers; but even 
that, tj10ugh it has given breadth and precision to our enquiries, 
and added so much to our stores of knowledge, has altered 
little that was known before. It is difficult, however, to form 
an opinion on the chances of any such discoveries being now 
made. 

But even such a sketch as that contained in the preceding 
pages is sufficient to _prove that it is almost impossible to 
overrate the impor,ance of architecture and its associated 
arts in elucidating and giving precision to oor knowledge 
of Buddhist history and mythology, from the time when it 

1 'Third Archreological Report,' p. 7· 
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became the religion of the state till it perished in so far as 
India wa~ concerned. In the rails at Bodh-Gaya and Bharaut, 
we have a complete picture of Buddhism as it existed during 
the great Mauryan dynasty (B.c. 320 to B.C. 180). At Sanchi 
and the western caves we have as complete a representation • 
of the form it took from the znd century before our era to~he 
3rd after it. At Amara vat!, and from the Gandhara ~nasteries, 
we learn what modifications had been introduced between our 
era and the 3rd century; and from the Ajanta and later caves 
we trace its history downward through its period of decay till 
it faded away altogether. 

During the first half of this thousand years we have no 
contemporary records except those written in stone, and during 
the latter we have no books we can depend upon; but the 
architecture, with its sculptures and paintings, remain, and 
bear the indelible impress of the thoughts, the feelings, and 
the aspirations of those who executed them, and supply us 
with a vast amount of exact knowledge on the subject which 
is not attainable by any other means now known to us . 

• 

138. Capital of a Pilaster, Pitalkhora. 
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ALTHOUGH .netther; ~o ,beautiful m ttself, nor so mterest~ng1 

. either from_an·artistic or,historical point of view as many others,'-· 
the ar.chit.ecture o( th.( valley of Kashmir has attracte£1 n:lore ' 
attention m modern tlmes than that of almost any other sty!~' 
in India, and a greater. number of special treatises have 'been~· 
written regarding it 'than',are devoted to all the other ,styles ptit 
together. This arises partly from the beauty of. the valley in 

•whiclJ the. Kashiniri temples are situated. The beauty of its· 
scenery has•at all times .attracted tourists to its verdant snow-· 
encircled plains; ~nd the perfection of its climate has induced , 
them. to linger there; and'. devote their leisure to the investiga- , 
tion of its treasures', natural and artistic. In this respect, their ' 
fate is widely different from tliat of temples situated on the~ho~ 
and dusty' plains· of India, where ·every official is too/" busy to : 
devote himself to such.· a task, and travellers too hurried to 
linger for a leisurely and'loving survey of their beauties. 

Apart, however, from this adventitious advantage, the 
temples of Kashmi~ do form a group well worthy of attention. 
When one ~r two spu~ious examples :~re got rid of, they form _ 
L complete· and homogen·eous group, extendif!g through about 
ive centuries .. (1:~:-.fu2 t~; .. ,!\.Jf..:J~).L ~ipg~rlY..unifor.mJnrtheir 
~~~p~n.(an~Lvery_local,J;?_emg~!lnb~~~ny oth_er style knqwn 
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_in India. They have besides this a certain classical element, 
which can hardly be mistaken, and is sufficient in itself to 
attract the attention of Europeans who are interested in detect
ing their own familiar forms in this remote valley in the 
Himalayas. 

The earliest of the modern investigators of the subject ~re 
Messrs. Moorcroft and Trebeck, who visited the p.,ley in 
1819-1825.1 They were both acute and intelligent observers, but 
having no special knowledge of the subject, their observations 
on the architecture of the valley do not add much to our know
ledge of its history. 

They were followed by G. T. Vigne in 1833, who being an 
artist drew the buildings with wonderful correctness, so as to 
bring out the peculiarities of the style, and also to approximate 
their history with very tolerable exactness.2 About the same 
time Baron Hugel gave his impressions on the subject to the 
public, but in a manner much Jess critical than his predecessors.3 

In 1848, Captain (afterwards General Sir) A. Cunningham 
published in the ' Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society,' an 
essay on what he called the" Aryan Order of Architecture," but 
which was wholly devoted to that of Kashmlr.4 It was 
illustrated by seventeen folding plates, containing map, plans, 
elevations, and views, and in fact all that was required for 
settling the history of the style, and, but for one o' two 
unfortunate mistakes, would have left little to be done by his 
successors in this field of enquiry. o 

In 1866, the Rev. W. C. Cowie published in the same 
journal an essay on the same subject, as a supplement to 
General Cunningham's paper, describing several temples he 
had not visited, and adding considerably to our knowledge 
of those he had described. This paper was also extensively 
illustrated.6 

0 • 
0 

In consequence of all this wealth of literature, very little 
remained to be done, when in 1868 Lieutenant Cole, R.E., 
obtained an appointment as superintendent in the ArchreolQgical 
Survey of India, and proceeded to Kashmir with a staff quite 
sufficient to settle all the remaining outstanding questions.6 

Unfortunately, however, Lieutenant Cole had no previous know-

1 'Travels in the Himalayan Provinces 
and in Ladakh and Kashmir,' London, 
Murray, 1841. 

2 ' Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, Iskardo, 
etc.,' two vols. 8vo., London, Colburn, 
1842; 2nd ed. 1844. 

1 ' Travels in Kashmir and the Punjab.' 
Translated by Major Jervis, London, 
1845· 

4 Loc. cit. vol. xvii. part ii. pp. 241-
327. 

~'Journal of t~e Bengal Asiatic Society,' 
vol. xxxv. pp. 91-123. 

6 'Illustrations of the Ancient Build
ings in Kashmir, etc., prepared, undt 
the authority of the Secretary of Stat 
for India in Council,' by Lieut. H. IJ 
Cole, R. E., quarto, London, 
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ledge of Indian antiquities in general, and had not qualified 
himself by any special study for the investigation he was 
deputed to undertake. . All, therefore, he could do was to adopt 
blindly General Cunningham's dates, and in this there would 

• have been no great harm, but, when he came across a temple 
wl1ich had escaped his predecessor's attention, he arbitrarily 
interpoJ.~d it into the General's series with a date of his own. 
As all these dates are given as if. perfectly ascertained, without 
any of the reasoning on which they are based, they would, if 
accepted, lead to the most erroneous conclusions. Putting 
these, however, aside, Lieutenant Cole's plans and architectural 
details were a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the 
subject, ·and with his pho~ographs and those now available by 
others, enable those who have not had an opportunity of visiting 
the valley to form an opinion of their own, and with all these 
lights there seems little difficulty in ascertaining all the really 
important facts connected with this style. . -

The first and most misleading mistake that has been made 
with reference to Kashmiri architecture, was the assumption 

· by General Cunningham that the enclosure to Zainu-l-'A!Jidin's
,_tomJd1!_Srinag~t:..#.rigi!!~ly.Jlelong~g~t<>:"an~ien!_ Kashmiri 
_!~mpie,_ Lieutenant Cole boldly printed on his plates "probable 
aate 1.D. 400 to 500," a mistake as nearly as may be of 1000 
ye~rs.·as it is hardly_ doubtful that it ~as erected for or by t~e 
pnnce whose name 1t bears, and who m A.D. 1417 succeeded hts 
brother-tijeir father being Sikandar, who bore the ill-omened 
nickname of Bhutshikan, the idol-breaker.1 As will be seen from 
the woodcut (No. 139), it consists of a series of small pointed 
arches in rectangular frames, such as are very frequently found 
in Muhammadan art, and, though it occupies 
the site of an early temple, and parts may 

•be nmch older, the peculiarities of the 
gateway atfd other parts are just such as 
are found in all contempqrary Moslim art 
in In.dia. All the mosques and tombs for · 
instance at Ahmadabad, A.D. 1400-1572, are '3

9
· TombofZainu-l-'Abid!n. 

made up of details borrowed from the archi- Elevation of Arches. 
tecture of the Hindus and J ains, and the (From a Drawing by Lieut. Col;·> 

bases of their minarets and their internal pillars can only be 
distinguished from those of the heathen by their position, and 
by the substitution of foliage for human figures in the niches or 
places where the IfindCis would have introduced images of their 
~d~ . 

1 He boasted of having demolished all I with materials of Hindu shrines.
the temples in Kashmir. The tomb of 'Calcutta Review,' vol. liv: (1872), 
his queen is constructed on a base, and p. 27. , 
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In this instance, however, there is no incongruity, no 
borrowed features ; every stone was carved for the place where 
it is found. There are niches, it is true, on each side of the 
gateway, like those found at Martand and other pagan temples; 
but like those at Ahmadabad they are without images, and the • 
arch in brick which surmounts this gateway is a radiating afch, 
which appears certainly to be integral, but, if so,,.uld not 
possibly be erected by a Hindu.1 With the knowledge we now 
possess, it is not likely that any one can mistake the fact, that 
this enclosure was erected in its present form, by the prince 
whose name it bears, to surround his tomb, in the Muhammadan 
cemetery of the city in which it is found. 

Assuming this for the present, it gives us a hint as to the 
age of the other anomalous building in Kashmir-the temple 
that crowns the hill, called the Takht-i-Sulaiman, near the 
capital. Inside the octagonal enclosure that surrounds the 

platform on which the temple stands is a 
range of arches (Woodcut No. I40), similar 
to those of the tomb of Zainu-1-'Abid!n 
(Woodcut No. 139), not so distinctly pointed, 

~· nor so Saracenic in detail, but still very 
140. Takht-i-Sulaim:l.n. nearly resembling them, only a little more 
Elevation of Arches. d b d · 1 A h b f h• 

(From a Drawing by e ase m sty e. t t e ottom o t e steps 
Lieut. Cole.) is a round-headed doorway, not, it i~ true, 

surmounted by a true arch, but by a curved lintel of one stone, 
such as are universal in the Hindu imitations of M~ehammadan 
architecture in the I 7th and I 8th centuries. The same is the 
case in the small temples alongside, which are evidently of the 
same age.2 The temple too, itself, is far from having an 
ancient look. The one most like it, that I am acquainted with, 
is that erected by Chait Singh of Benares (I770-IJ8I) at 
Ramnagar, at the end of the I 8th century. I ~now t>f no • 
straight-lined pyramid of a much older date than that, and no 
temple with a polygonal plan, combined with a circular cell, as 
is the case here, that is of ancient date.3 The cell itself. with 
the Linga is undoubtedly quite modern ; and the four pillars in 
the cell, with the Persian inscriptions upon them, are avowedly 
of the I 7th century. It is suggested, moreover, that they belong 
to a repair; my conviction, however, is, from a review of the 
whole evidence, that the temple, as it now stands, was 

------------------- . 
1 I cannot make out the span of this 3 The polygonal basement, however, is 

arch. According to the rods laid across constructed of remarkably massive blocks 
the photograph (No. 4) it appears to be and without mortar, and must thus be 
IS ft. ; according to the scale on the relegated to an earlier period.-Stein's 
plan, only half that amount. ' Rajatarangin!,' vol. ii. p. 290. 

2 Lieut. Cole's plates, r-4. 
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commenced l:>y some . ~ameless ··Hindt1s, ·.i~•:hJn"our of Siva, ' 
during the tolerant reign of.] ahftngir, and: that-· ~he building
was stopped at the date engraved on the stairi:ase,:.A.H.•t 1069 
(A.D. 1659), the first year of the reign of the bigot Aurangzeb; 

• It was then unfinished, and has consequently remained a ruin 
ev~ since, which may give it an ancient look, but not such as to 
justify a~ one putting it 1879 years before what seems to be 
its true date. ·· . 

If we may thus get rid of these two anomalous and 
exceptional examples, the history of all the remaining ~emples . 
in the valley is more than usually homogeneous and easily 
intelligible. The date of the principal example-the temple at 
Martand-is hardly doubtful (A.D. 750); and of the others, 
some may be slightly older, but none can be carried further 

"'back than the reign of Ranaditya, in the 6th century, if the 
temple founded by him at Simharotsika still exist.1 Nor can 
any one be brought down below, say 1000, which is the latest 
date we can possibly assign to that of Payer.2 Between these 
dates, with a very little local knowledge, the whole might easily 
be arranged. Such a classification is, however, by no means 
necessary at present. The style during these six centuries is so 
uniform that it may be taken as one, for the purposes of a 
generar history . 

• TEMPLES. 

Before J'roceeding to speak of the temples themselves, it 
may add to the clearness of what follows if we first explain 
what the peculiarities of the style are. This we are able to 
do from '·a. small model in stone of a Kashmiri temple 
(Woodcut No. 141), which was drawn by General Cunning
liam ; such miniature temples being common throughout India, 
and copies CJJf their larger prototypes. 

The temple in this instance is surmounted by four roofs ·~ 
(in the built examples, so far as they are known, there are 
only two or three), which are obviously copied from the 
usual wooden roofs common _to most buildings in. Kashmir, 
where the upper pyramid covers the central part ,of the 
bullding, and the lower a verandah, separated from the centre 
either by walls or merely by a range of pillars.3 In, the{ 

1 Stein's 'R!ijatarangin~ bk. iii. v. 
462, and note; also note on vv. 453·454· 

2 Vigne regarded this temple as more 
modern than any 'Of the others, whilst* 
Cunningham ascribed it to the end of the 
5th century. Vigne called the village 
Payech, which has been followed. by 

~ 

subsequent writers; the real name is 
P!iyer,.--it is in the pargana•of Si\vur.-
Loc. ci!. vol. ii. p. 473· ,.,;, • 

3 See drawing of mosque by:>,Yigne, 
vol. i. p. 269; and also 'Jouinal)of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal,' veil .. xvii .. 
( 1848) pt. _ii. p. 253, con~ainin.g General 

-·.,,. .. 
·:·J~~ij· . .. 
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wooden examples the interval between the two roofs seems to 
have been left open for light and air; in the 

r·············· stone buildings it is closed with ornaments. 
I Besides this, however, all these roofs are 
! relieved by dormer windows, of a pattern • 
/ very similar to those found in medi~vai 

I
. buildings in Europe ; and the s~ . steep, 

sloping lines are used also to cover door-
i ways and porches, these being virtually a • 
• section of the main roof itself, and evidently 
!:_ a copy of the same wooden construction. 

The pillars which support the porticoes, 
j and the one on which the model stands, are 

.!3! by far the most striking peculiarity of this 
~ \ style, their shafts being ·so distinctly like 
., !,_':: those of the Grecian Doric, and unlike any

thing of the class found in other parts of 
India. Generally they are from three to four 

:':::;:. diameters in height, diminishing slightly 
towards the capital, and adorned with sixteen 
flutes, rather shallower than those of the 

. Grecian order. Both the bases and capitals -r ... · .. ::~~~~·:;~;~---·· · are, it is true, far more complicat~d than 
! would have been tolerated in Greec~ but at 
! P.estum and in Rome we find, with the Doric 
i order, a complexity of moulc1ings by no 
"·:. ........ •·· •-l" ......... ~ means unlike that found here. These 

x. Model of Temple peculiarities are still more evident in the 
in I<:ashmtr. annexed representations of two pillars, one 

found in Srlnagar (Woodcut No. 142), 
which is a far more highly ornamented example than the last, 
but equally classical in its details, and, if a11jthin~ mot'e 
unlike any known examples of true Hindu architecture. 
The other (Woodcut No. 143) is from Shadipur, and is 
perhaps more modern ; the diameter of the pillar is l3l in., 
and the upper fillet of the abacus is zot in. square. 
Nowhere in Kashmir do we find any trace of the bracket 
~apital of the Hindus, nor of the changes from square to 

Cunningham's paper on the subject, from 
which this woodcut is taken. These 
miniature models of temples occur here 
and there throughout Kashmir : on the 
Pir-PanjiU road between Supiyan and 
Rilmuh, is one ; another is at Kohil near 
Pilyer ; a third is built into the embank
ment of the Nali Mar canal; two in the 
Srinagar lake that are often submerged; 

and one photographed by Major Cole 
(' Illustratio'~ of Ancient Buildings,' No. 
44}, near die Jiimi Masjid. In these 
there is an interior cell scarcely a foot 
square ; but near the village of Pattan are 
two such models which are not hollowed 
out, the place of the doorway being 
represented by a small carved panel.
' Calcutta Review,' vol. liv. p. 26, 
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where prevalent in Kashmir. Or, if we refer to Woodcut 
No. 6o or to 72,1 the section of the cave at Ajanta, which it 
represents, affords a similar outline; and, as in Kashmir and 
everywhere else in India, !!J.hitectura~~~~tion j~-m~£e_!;!P.. 

eof small mq,<;lei~ . ..2fJe.rg~.2_uiJam~~P-ltea .as aec~~t~ featur~s 
Wli!!:.eY,_et-r,eqmreci,, It IS 1:5y no means Improl:5al::ile tliat the 
~trefoiled.-:~ade may have been adopted in Kashmir as curren~ly 
as the. simple horse-shoe form was throughout the Buddhist 

• buildings of India Proper. All these features, however, mark 
a local style differing from anything else in India. 

MART AND. 

By far the finest and most.typical example of the Kashmiri 
style is the temple of l\Urtand, situated about 5 miles east 
of Islamabad, the old capital 
of the valley. It is the archi
tectural lion of Kashmir, and 
all tourists think it necessary to 
go into .raptures about its beauty 
and magnificence, comparing 
it to Palmyra••or Thebes, or 
other '¥onderful groups of rl1ins 
of the old world. Great part, 
however, of .the admiration it 
excites is due to its situation. 
It stands well on an elevated 
plateau, from which a most ex
tensive view is obtained, over 
a great part of the valley. No 
t~ee OJ house interferes with 
its solitary grandeur, and its 
ruins-shaken down apparently 
by' an ~arthquake-lie scattered 
as · they fell, and, unobscured 
by vegetation, they are the 145. Temple of M&rt&nd. (From a Draw· 
most impressive remains of early ing byGen. A. Cunningham.) 

Kashmir architecture ; nor are 
Scale 100ft. to r in. 

they vulgarised. by any modern accretions. Add to this the 
mystery that hangs JWer their origin, and a W esterp impress 
on its details-unusual in the East-but which calls back the 

1 See also Woodcut No. So. On the 
Toran attached to the rail at Bharaut 
are elevations of chaitya halls, shown 

#<' 

in section, which represent this trefoil 
form with great exactness. -Cunningham 
'Stilpa of Bharhut,' plates 6 and g. ' 
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memory of familiar forms and suggests memories that throw 
a veil of poetry over its history more than sufficient to excite 
admiration in the most prosaic spectators. When, however, we 
come to reduce its dimensions to scale (Woodcut No. 145), 
and to examine its pretensions to rank among the great • 
examples of architectural art, the rhapsodies of which it•has 
been the theme seem a little out of place. ~~ 

The temple itself (Woodcut No. 146) is a very small build-

146. View of Temple at Martilnd, from the East. (From a Photograph.) 

• 
ing, being only 6o ft. in length by 36 ft. in width. The width of 
the west fa<;ade, however, is eked out by two wings or adjuncts, 
which make it about 6o ft., thus making its length and breadth 
about equal. General Cunningham also estimated its height, 
when complete, at 6o ft.-making the three extreme dimensions 
equal; but this is only conjectural. • 

The roof of the temple has so entirely disappeared that 
Baron Hi.igel doubted if it ever possessed one. General 
Cunningham, on the other hand, had no doubts on the subject,l 

1 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. xvii., Sept. 1848, p. 267. 

• 
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and restored it in stone on his plate No. 14· The absence, 
however, of· any fragments on the floor of the temple that 
could have belonged to the roof, militates seriously against 
this view ; and, looking at the tenuity of the walls and the 

• large voids they include, I doubt extremely if they ever could 
ha~ supported a stone roof of the usual design. When, too, 
the pla'l\·~ carefully examined, it will be seen that none of 

147• Central Cell of Court at Martand. (From a Drawing by Gen. A. Cunningham.) 
• • Scale, 10ft. to I in . 

• the masses are square;' and it is very difficult to see how the 
roof of the porch could, if in stone, be fitted to that over the 
cella. • Taking all these things into consideration, my impres
sion is, that its roof-it certainly had one-was in wood ; and 
knowing how extensively the Buddhists used wooden roofs for 
their chaitya halls, I see no improbability of this being the 
case here at the time this temple was erected. . 

The courtyard that surrounds and enclo~es this temple is, 
in its state of ruin, at more remarkable object than the temple 
itself. Its internal dimensions are 220 ft. by 142 ft.,1 which 
are respectable, though not excessive; they are not much 

1 Cunningham in the 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. xvii. 
(I 848), pt. ii. p. 269. 
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more than those of the temple of Neminath at Girnar (Wood
cut No. 280), which are 165 ft. and 105 ft., though that is by 
no means a large J aina tern pie. Qn _<::ach face is a central cell, 
)arger and higher than the colonnadetri whkh it is placed 
"(Woci"dcut No. 147), buf even then only jo ft. in height to • 
the summit of the roof, supposing it to be completed, 0and 
the pillars on each side of it are only I 5 ft. high,r.:'~ich are 
not dimensions to go wild about, though their strongly-impressed , 
Grecian aspect is certainly curious and interesting. 

General Cunningham broached "a suspicion that the whole 
of the interior of the quadrangle was originally filled with water 
to a level within one foot of the bases of the columns, and that 
access to the temple was gained by a raised pathway of slabs, 
supported on solid blocks at short intervals, which connected 
the gateway flight of steps with that leading to the temple. 
The same kind of pathway must have stretched right across 
the quadrangle from one side doorway to the other. Similar 
pathways still exist in the Shalimar gardens, as passages across 
the different reservoirs and canals. On the outside of the 
quadrangle, and close by the northern side of the gateway, 
there is a drain by which the surplus water found its exit, 
thus keeping the surface always at the same level. The temples 
at Pandrethan Ledari, and in the Baramula Pass, are still 
standing in the midst of water. A constant supply <'£ fresh 
water was kept up by a canal or watercourse from the River 
Lambadari, which was conducted alongside of ttle mountain 
for the service of the neighbouring village of Simharotsika," etc. 
"The only object," the General goes on to remark, "of erecting 
temples in the midst of water must have been to place them 
more immediately under the protection of the Nagas, or human
bodied and snake-tailed gods, who were zealously worshippee 
for ages throughout Kashmir." 1 But for this hy~thesis there 
is no sufficient basis, for there are no springs on the arid plateau 
where the temple stands, and the old irrigation canal from the 
Lidar could not have served the purpose. Moreover, the 'temple 
was undoubtedly dedicated to Surya-Narayan or Vishnu-Surya; 
and the polycephalous snake=hoods over some of the abraded 
figures on the walls are only indicative of Surya or Vishnu.2 

The 'Rajataranginl' distinctly states that the "wonderful 
temple of Martanda with its massive walls of stone within a 

0 

1 Loc. cit. p. 273. Temples were very 
frequently placed beside springs (Niigas), 
which were enclosed in separate walled 
basins. - Stein, in ' Vienna Oriental 
Journal,' vol. v. p. 347· The Pil.ndrethan 
and BlhiimlUa temples have been flooded 

by the rise of their surroundings. 
2 As an example we may refer to the 

figure of Vishnu in Cave III. at Badami.
' Archreological Survey of Western India,' 
val. i. plates 25 and 30; or Le Bon, 
'Les l\Ionuments de I'Inde,' p. I49· 
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lofty enclosure" was built by King Lalitaditya-Muktaplda,1 

who ruled about A.D. zzs to z~o.2, Jonaraja, a Kashmir 
chronicler of the fiTst ·half 
of the I 5th century, tells 

• us that Sikandar Shah 
Bhlftshikan (1393- 1416) 
destroy8d'o.the image, ·and 
probably he wrecked the 

.. temple itself. The court, 
however, had been used as 
a fortification in J aya
simha's reign, A.D. I 128 to 
I 149· 

Unfortunately, the stone 
of which the temple is built 
is of so· friable a nature 
that the sculptures are now 
barely recognisable, but, so 
far as can be made out 
from such photographs as 
exist, the principal figures 
in the niches have snake
hoods, which are recognised 
adjun<ll.:s of certain forms 
of Vishnu (Woodcut No. 
q8). Any ~neon the spot, 
with a compe~ent know
of Hindu mythology, could 
determine the character of r48. Niche with Figure at Martand. 
these sculptures; but no (From a Photograph.) 

~me ha~ yet visited it with 
the pfepara~ion necessary to settle this and other uncertain 
points regarding the architecture and mythology of the place. 
A monograph, however, of this temple would be a work well 
worth.y of any pains that might be bestowed upon it by any 
Indian arch~ologist ; for, besides its historical and mythological 
importance, many of its details are of great beauty, and they 
have never been drawn with the care they so well merit (Wood-

1 Gen. Cunningham, loc. cit. p. 263, 
misinterpreting this passage (' Raja
tarangini,' bk. iv. v. 192, 1nd iii. v. 462), 
ascribed the temple to Ranilditya, and the 
enclosure only to Lalitaditya. Simharot
sika, where R:inaditya built a temple to 
Martanda in the 6th century, cannot now 
be identified. 

~ Stein, 'Rajataranginl,' vol. i. in trod., 

p. 8S, and bk. iv. ver. 192. Lalitil
ditya was a great patron of Vaishnavism, 
but he also countenanced Buddhism, 
which flourished in Kashmir in the 
8th century, and built a vihitra at 
Parihilsapur with a colossal image of 
Buddha, and another vihara and a 
stupa at Hushkapur, bk. iv. verses 188, 
zoo, 203- . 
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cut No. 149). As the 

I49· Soffit of Arch at Martand. 
(From a Sketch by the late 

Mr. Wilson, B.C.S.) 

typical example of a quasi-classical 
style, a perfect knowledge of its 
peculiarities would be a landmark 
in the history of the style both 
before and after its known date. • 

The site of the ancient cit)l of 
Parihasapura, where Jr.aUtaditya 
erected four Vaishnava· temples 
and a Buddhist vihara, was dis- • 
covered by Dr. Stein, in I 8g2, near 
the village of Divar, with the ruins 
of half- a- dozen temples, said to 
have been destroyed by Sikandar 
Shah-the remains of the spacious 
courts that had surrounded them 
being still traceable. In I 896, 
many of the stones, till then z"n 
situ, had been removed and broken 
up by contractors for road-metaJ.l 

AVANTIPUR. 

Next in importance to Martand, among Kashmtri t~ples, 
are those of Avantipur, now Vantipor, on the right bank.of the 
Jehlam, halfway between Sr!nagar and Islamab~d, all erected 
certainly within the limits of the reign of AvantivarQilan, the first 
king of the Utpala dynasty, and who reigned from A.D. 855 to 
A.D. 883. The stone with which they are erected is soiriaoie; 
and the temples themselves are so ruined, that there might be a 
difficulty in ascertaining to what religion they were dedicated if 
the' Rajatarangint' were not so distinct in describing this monarch 
as conducting himself as a follower of Siva, whilst he had. been • 
brought up as a worshipper ofVishnu,2 and naming t~ese temples 
as dedicated, one-built before his accession-to the latter, and 
after that event, the temple of Avantiswara to Siva. • 

The two principal ruins stand in courtyards of nearly the 
same size, about 200 ft. by I6o ft. or IJO ft. internally. One 
has pillars all round, like Martand, and almost identical in 
design and dimensions. The other is astylar, but the temple 
itself was much more important than in the first example.3 

1 Stein's 'Rajatarangint,' vol. ii. pp. 
300·303. 

2 Ibid., bk. v. verses 43·45· 
3 Plans of these temples with details 

are given by Cunningham, plates 17 and 
18, and by Lieut. Cole with photographs, 

• 
plates 20 to 27, and 2 to 5 for details. 
Mr. Cowie also adds considerably to 
our information on the subject. The 
dimensions quoted ·in the text are from 
Lieut. Cole, and are in excess of those 
given by General Cunningham. The 
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The central shrines of both have been reduced to heaps of 
stones, and it is now impossible to determine which was the 
Vaishnava andwhich the Saiva shrine. Of the smaller temple, 
owing to part of the court having been long since silted up, 

• there are more remains than of the other, from which every 
pillt.r has been removed, possibly by Shah J ah~m and other 
Mughar elilperors, for their summer palaces and Shalimar 
gardens near Sr!nagar. Portions of the gateways of both still 

• remain.1 

·1· The characteristic that seems most clearly to distinguish the 
style ofthetemples at Martand from that of those at Avantipur 
is the greater richness of detail which the . 
latter exhibit ; just such a tendency, in fact, 
towards the more elaborate carvings of the 
Hindu style as one might expect from their 
difference in date. Several of these have 
been given by the three authors to whose 
works I have so often had occasion to allude, 
and to which the reader is referred; but the 

·annexed fragment (Woodcut No. 150) of one 
of its columns is as elegant in itself, and 
almost as interesting historically, as the 
Doric ·of the examples quoted above, inas
much ets if it is compared with the pillars 
of the tomb of Mycence 2 it seems difficult 
to escape t~e conviction that the two forms 
were derived from some common source. 

ISO· Pillar at Avanti
pur. (From a Draw
ing by Mr Wilson, 
B.C.S.) 

At all events, there is nothing between the Peloponnesos and 
Kashmir, so far as we now know, that so nearly resembles it . 

. f}t Sao,kar.ag,ura, now Patan, between Srinagar and Baramul~, 
~aravarman (A.D. 883-902) the son and successor of Avanb
varmctn, wit~ his Queen Sugandha, erected two Saiva tern les 
which still exist, though the corridors t at doubtless once 
enclosed their courts have disappeared. Like most other 
15ash!Kliri te,!PEles they consisted only of a Shnne or vtmana, 
w1tliout mand~ recessea porcli€s forming small 
'diapels on three sides. r Sankaravarman is said to have brought 
the materials for his buildings here from Parihasapura, about , 
7 miles off.3 • •• 

latter gives the dimensiqps inside the 
court of the one as 191 ft. by 171 ; and 
of the other as 172 ft. by 146~. The 
second is in the village, and he proposed 
to identify it with the Avantiswiimin 
temple and the first, ·about half a mile 
to the north-west, as the Avantisvara or 
Saiva temple. 

1 Cunningham, loc cit. pp. 276 et seqq., 
and plate 17; Bernier's 'Travels A.D. 
1656-t668' (ed. 1891), p. 400. 

2 ' History of Ancient and Medireval 
Architecture,' vol. i. Woodcut 125, p. 
244· 

3 Gen. Cunningham has given de
scriptions and outline plans of these 
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BHANIYAR OR BONIAR. 

At a place near the remote village of Buniar or Bhaniyar, 
on the road between Or! and Naoshahra, there stands one • 
of the best-preservea temples in the valley. During long ates 
of neglect, silt and mud had so accumulated as to.lurlf bury 
the place. It was, however, excavated a good many years 
ago by orders of the Maharaja, and hence its nearly perfect 

151. \'iew of Court of Tcn1ple at Buniar. {From a Photograpf!.) 

state.1 Its dimensions are less than those of the temples last 
described, the court being only 145 ft. by 120 ft., but, except 
from natural decay of the stone, it is nearly perfect, and gives 
a very fair idea of the style of these buildings. The trefoiled. 
~rch,.__ with its tall ~~imeQ.t. the detached col~n a~d- it"s 
architrave, are as aistinctly shown here as in any other existing 
exam-pTe 'of a: Kashmtri colonnade, and present all those quasi
classical features which we know were inherited fro!Jl the 
neighbouring province of Gandhara. The central temple is 
small, only 26ft. square over all; the cell is I3i ft. square inside 
with walls over 6 ft. thick, supported on a basement 4 ft. high, 
and its roof is now covered with wooden shingles ; but whether 
that was the original covering is not certain. Looking, however, 
at the central side-cell of the colonnade (oW' oodcut No. 15 I), 

temples.-Loc. cit. pp. 282, 283, and 
plate 20 ; Cole, ' Illustrations of Ancient 
Buildings,' plates 28-35; conf. 'Riljatar
anfinl,' bk. v. verses IS6-158, and 161. 

Cole, 'Ancient Buildings,' p. 23, 

and plates 37 and 38. Another ruined 
temple, but far more decayt;_d, is on the 
road between Bilniilr and Uri. -Stein, 
'Riljataranginl,' vol. ii. p. 404. 

• 
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it seems doubtful whether General Cunningham was justified 
in restoring the roof of the temple, or of the central cell at_ _ 
Martand in stone. My impression rather is, as hinted above~f 
that the temple-roof was in wood; that of the side-cell in stone,! 

• but flat. · · · ·· · · 
"-t "'a place called _!Ya.,!liyat or ~gath""""32 miles from 

Srinagar,.41ear the sacrea Haramukh peaks-are t~o groups 
of temples, together about seventeen in all, which were carefully 
examined and described by thrRev. Mr. Cowie,I and plans 
and photographs are found in Lieutenant Cole's book.2 Theyj 
differ somewhat from those we have been describing, inasmuch~ 
as they do not seem to have been enclosed in colonnaded courts,n 
and each group consists of one large and 'several smaller1 
temples, unsy_E}me_td_cally arr~ged. The larger .ones are 30ft. 
and 32 ft. square m plan over all ; the smaller- IO ft. or I 2 ft. • 
They are _of various ages, and the two principal temples are 
most probably those of !!!J.U_t~ in the east group, and ~ha 
in the other.s 

There are no inscriptions, nor any historical indications 
that would enable us to fix the date of the W aniyat temples 
with certainty, and the stone has decayed to such an extent 
that t~e details cannot be defined with the precision necessary 
for comparison with other examples; but whether this decay 
arises .from time or from the nature of the stone there are no 
means of knowing.4 This Tlrtha at Haramukh was famous 
from very ~rly times, and we learn that Lalitaditya-Muktapida/ 
built here a stone temple to J yeshtha in the 8th century, and 
made gifts to the Bhutesa temples. The Jyeshtha shrine is 
thus probably among the earliest. Early in the I Ith century 
the temples were plundered, after which they were probably 

.restor.e9 and modernised by Uchahala (A.D. I IOI-I I I I), and 
again• 'plun~red by hillmen before I I so. They would almost 
certainly suffer also at the hands of Sikandar Shah at the end 
of the 14th century. · 

Among the remaining examples, perhaps ·the one that 
most clearly exhibits the characteristics of the style is that 
at P§.ndrethan, about 3 miles from Sr!nagar (Woodcut No. 152). 
ItStilfisawell:preserved little temple, standing in the middle 
of the village, and is in all probability the Vaishnava temple 
built during the reign of King Parthva (A.D. 906-921,2 by his 

• 
1 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of 

Bengal,'vol. xxxv. (r866), pp. roretseqq. 
2 ' Illustrations of Ancient Buildings in 

Kashmir,' pp. IIff., plates 6 to II. 
s Stein's 'Ril.jataranginl,' bk. v. vv. 5.5· 

59 and note, and bk. i. v. 107, note. 

4 Lieut. Cole, basing his inferences on 
certain similarities he detected between 
them and the temple on the Takht-i
Sulaimil.n, which he believed was erected 
B.c. 220, ascribed their erection to the 
first century after Christ. 
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minister, and named Meruvardhana-swamin.1 It now stands 
· in the water of a 

152. Temple at Piindrethan. 
(From a Drawing by Gen. Cunningham.) 

shallow pool that 
occupies the former 
courtyard. Oriiin- • 
ally, it seems to Have 
had a thircl.storey or 
division to its roof, 
but that has fallen ; 
the lower part of the 
building, however, ex
hibits all the charac
teristic features of the 
style in as much per
fection as almost any 
other known example. 
It consists of a shrine 
only, r I ft. 7 in. square 
inside, with doors on 
all four sides, and 
the inside roof covered 
with sculpture .• 

One last example 
must conclude our 
illustrations of Kash
mlri archi~cture. The 

temple at Payer, though one of the smallest, is among the 
most elegant, and also one of the most entire examples of 
the style (Woodcut No. I 53). Its dimensions are only 8 ft. 
square for the superstructure, with a door on each side, and 
2I ft. high, including the basement; but with even these. 
dimensions it acquires a certain dignity from b,ing efected 
with only six stones - four for the walls and two for the 
roo_f.2 It stands by itself on a knoll, without any court, or any 
of the surroundings of the older temples, and is dedica~d to 
Siva. It would be interesting if its date could be ascertained, 
as it carries with it that of the cave of Bhaumajo or Bumazu, arid 
of several other temples.3 Vigne, from its perfect preservation 

1 'Ritjatarangini,' bk. v., v. 267; 
Moorcroft, 'Travels,' vol. ii. p. 240; 
Hiigel, 'Kaschmir,' Bd. i., S. 260; 
Vigne, 'Travels,' vol. ii. p. 38 ; Cun
ningham, 'Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal,' vol. xvii., pt. ii. pp. 283 et seqq., 
and plate 21; Foucher, 'L'Art Greco· 
Bouddhique,' pp. 143-146. 

2 Cunningham, foe. cit. p. 2 56; Growse 

says ' ten stones,' adding four for the 
tympana over the doors. 

a ' Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal,' vol. xxxv. pp. 100 et seqq.; and 
Stein's' Ritjatarangini,' bk. vi., vv. 177, 
178, note. It is probably the same as 
the temple of Bhimakesava built (950-958 
A.D.) by Bhlma Sithi, King of Kitbul or 
Udabhitnda. 
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regarded it as the _most modern of the series, and Cunningham, 
founding on a mistake,! argued for its being a temple erected 
by Narendraditya, before the end of the 5th century. It is 

• 

.. 

• 

• 

• I 53· Temple at Payer. (From a Photograph.) 

• 
evidently rrftlch later than Martand, and may be ascfibed, 
architecturally, with some confidence to the 1oth century. 

In order to write a complete monography .... of"'the'Rasnmlri 
style, 'we ought to be able to trace it to a much earlier period. 
We know that it was influenced by that of Gandhara, from 
which it was not distant, and from which it was subject to 
invasion. 

~ 
There were among the Gandhara viharas as we now know, 

buildings with sloi;ing stone roofs, and that all along the 
Himalayas, these double and triple roofs, sloping to four sides-

\ 

1 
' Riljataranginl,' bk. iii. ver. 383 ; r·is Saiva ; svamin is the invariable ter- . 

the temple of Narendraswilmin referred mination of the names of Vaishnava. 
to was ~ndoubtedly Vaishnava, and this shrines in Kashmir. ' • 
upsets·his argument, for the Pftyer temple • -< .. 
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known as "for four waters "-have always been in common 
use.1 

We learn from tradition that in the time of Asoka, B.C. 250, 
missionaries were sent to convert the inhabitants of the valley 
to the Buddhist faith, and that, at a later date, the Turushka • 
king Kanishka ruled over Kashmir, and was a patron of0 the 
Buddhist religion; and we know that in the 7th century Hiuen 
Tsiang found Buddhism, if not the only religion, at feast one of 
the dominant cults of the people. The details he mentions, • 
and the fact of his lingering here for two whole years (A.D. 633 
and A.D. 634) to study its forms and scriptures, proves how im
portant this religion then was.2 More than a century later (A.D. 
759), U-k'ong, another Chinese Buddhist, reached Kashmir, and 
spent fully four years in literary study, and visiting the sacred sites 
and monasteries, stating that he found more than three hundred 
convents, and many stupas.3 But scarcely a vestige of a chaitya 
or of a vihara has yet come to light ; and though there are 
mounds which may contain stupas, it is most improbable 
that they will contain any architectural forms that may be 
of use for our purposes.4 All the ancient monasteries seem 
to have been destroyed on the decline of the religion. 

We now know sufficiently the forms and age of the Gandhara 
monasteries (ante, pp. 2 II et seqq.) to supply most t>f the 
missing links connecting the Kashmlri style with that of the 
outer world ; but till the temples in the Salt Range, an~ other 
little-frequented parts of the Pan jab are examined, ~ve shall not 
know all that we desire. Meanwhile the annexed woodcut ' 
(No. 154), representing a temple at Malot, in the Jehlam district, 
shows how nearly the Panjabi style ·resembled that of Kashmlr.5 

T__hex.e_.iJ.re the _ggl~trefoJl-h~C\Q~_d_ op~ning3; _the flute_<! Jilll'!f.s, 
with quasi-classical bases and ca~tals ; and-a generaEimilarity 
of style not to be- mlstak~. hei-e is another tempi~ very• 
similar, but smaller, at Katas, I 2 miles north-west !rom Malot; 

1 Foucher, 'L'Art Greco-Bouddhique 
du Gandhilra,' pp. u6, 131-136. 

2 Beal, 'Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' pp. 
68-72; Julien, 'Vie de Hiouen Thsang,' 
pp. 91·96. 

s Dr. Stein has succeeded in identify
ing the localities referred to by U -k'ong 
in his 'Notes on Ou-k'ong's Account, 
of Kas:mlr' (Wien, 1896). See also 
'L'Itineraire d'Ou-k'ong (751 · 790) 
traduit et annote par MM. Sylvain Levi 
et Ed. Cha' annes' in' Tournai Asiatique,' i 
ix. ser. tome vi. (1895), pp. 341-384. i 

4 NearUshklirthe ancient Hushkapura, I 
on the J ehlam, opposite to Bftrltmi\la was I 

a Buddhist sti\pa-still intact till '1882-
when, under Gen. Cunningham's in
structions, one of his assistants dug into 
it and razed it to the ground. It had 
been constructed along with a vihara, by 
Lalitftditya early in the 8th century.
Lawrence's 'Valley of Kashmir,' p. 163; 
Stein's 'Rftjataranginl,' bk. iv., note on 
v. 188. 0 

5 It appears from Hiuen Tsiang, 
that in the 7th century the northern 
Panjftb was subject to Kashmlr.-Beal, 
'Buddhist Records,' vol. i. pp. 136, 143, 
147, and 163; 'Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' 
P· 192. 
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n both. are near Pind Dad an Khan, and there are others in the 
: neighbourhood, which may form a connecting link between the 
, Ka~hmiri temples and other varieties of style in the Himalaya 
. regwn. 
; So many and so various are the points of interest connected 

• 

witli the style of the ancient buildings in Kashmir, that they 
deserve much fuller illustration than is compatible with the 

0 • 

• 

I 54· Temple at Malot, in the Salt Range. (From a Photograph.) 

scope of the present work. Though not magnificent, they are 
very pleasing and appropriate examples ·of art, and they have 
this advantage over most of the Indian styles, that Kashmir 
possesses, in the 'Rajatarangini,' what may be said to be the 
only Indian histo~ in existence,1 and Dr. A. M. Stein's 
admirable edition and translation of that work has done much 
to fix the dates of many of the buildings, and to supply a basis 
for a scientific and historic treatment of the whole. 

1 See ante,,p. 8. 
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The earliest references to the religious beliefs of Kashmir 
connect them with the worship of N~gas or serpent deities, 
supposed to preside over springs, lakes, and rivers; hence they 
correspond closely with the classical Naiads or Potameids. 
Numerous tern ples were erected to them at all the more famous • 
springs, and to these the earliest and more popular pilgrimtt.ges 
were made, and continue to be even till the present time. Even 
the Muhammadan Kashmirians pay superstitious and hardly 
obscure reverence to them ; the "zi~rats " or shrines of their Ptrs • 
or saints are largely fixed at the old sacred spots, and sometimes 
they seem to have been the native shrines appropriated by the 
ruling caste.1 The N~ga divinities were accepted by the 
Buddhists and worked into the mythology of the Mahay~na 
school. Until the 6th century Buddhism was probably the 
predominant religion of the country. Mihirakula, a White 
Hun-whose coins indicate that he was a Saiva-acquired the 
sovereignty about A.D. 530, and was a bitter persecutor of the 
Buddhists, at the same time fostering the Brahmanical cult. 
When Hiuen Tsiang visited the country in the 7th century, 
Buddhism seems to have considerably revived. The kings of 
the K~rkota and Utpala dyn?sties were tolerant, and, as we 
learn, built Buddhist viharas as well as Hindu temples, and 
U-k'ong, who reached Kashmir in A.D. 759-probably in the reign 
ofLalitaditya-Mukt~pida-speaks of the Buddhist establisbments 
as being numerous and very flourishing.2 By the qth century, 
however, the Hindu rulers had become weak and ;ffete, and a 
military adventurer from the south murdered Kot~ R~nl, the 
widow of the last sovereign, A.D. I 339, and usurped the legal 
power as Shah Mlr. The immigration of foreigners that followed 
rapidly led the way, under the new Moslim dynasty, to the 
general conversion of the people to the Musalm~n religion, and 
by the end of the century this had become an accomplishoo fact 

As Muhammadanism rose in power the old ~mples were 
either destroyed, as under the iconoclastic zeal of Sikandar 
Shah, 1393 to 1416, or they were neglected and fell to, ruin; 
after that we have only the tomb of Zainu-1-'Abidln and the 
temple on the Takht-i-Sulaim~n that can be classed as examples 
of the style, though the latter can hardly even claim a title to 
that affiliation. 

1 It seems not improbable that the 
Ziil.rat of Plr Hil.jl Muhammad Sil.hib at 
Srinag~r, may represent the Rana
swil.min temple of Ran1lditya, erected 
in the 6th century; the Bumazu temple I 
also is now regarded as the Zi1lrat of 
B1lba Bil.madln S11.hib.-' R11.jataranginl.' 
bk. iii., vv. 453-454, note, and bk. 

vi., vv. 177, 178, note. 
2 We read ,pf the iconoclast Harsha 

(1089-IIOI) sparing two colossal images 
of Buddha: one in Srinagar, and the 
other at PariMsapur-probably that 
established by Lalitil.ditya in the 8th 
century.-' R1ljatarangini,' bk. vii., vv. 
1097, sq., and bk. iv., vv. 200. 
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CHAPTER II. 

NEPAL AND TIBET. 

CONTENTS. 

·stupas or Chaitya;-Wooden Temples-Tibet-Temples in Kangra. .. .. ~-

,. 
ANY one looking-at the map, and the map only, would probably 
be inclined to fancy that, from their similarity of situation and 
surroundings, the arts and archa!ology of Nepal must resemble 

. those of Kashmir. It would not, however, be easy to make a 
greater mistake, for there are no two provinces of India which 
are mor~diametrically opposed to one another in these respects 
than the~e two Himalayan states. Partly this is due to local 
peculiarities. The valley of Nepal proper-in which the three 
old capitals, ~atan, Bhatgaon, and Kathmandu, are situated
is only about 15 miles north and south, by 20 ·east and west. 
It is true, the bulk of the population of the Gurkha state live 
in the valleys that surround this central point ; but they are 
sparse and isolated communities, having very little communica-. 
tion with each other. Kashmir, on the other hand, is ohe of 
the mo•t beautiful and fertile valleys in the world, measur-, 
ing more thaff 100 miles in one direction and more than 70 
in another, without any ridges or interruptions of importance, 
and caaable of maintaining a large population on one vast, 
unbroken fertile plain. · 

Another point of difference is, that Kashmir never was a 
thoroughfare. The population who now possess it entered it 
from the south, and have retained possession of it-in all 
historical times, at least-in sufficient numbers to keep back 
any immigration froru the north. In Nepal, on the contrary, 
.the bulk of the population are of Tibetan, or Mongol origin 
ftom the north, left there apparently in their passage southward; 
and, so far as we can gather from such histories as exist, the· 
southern races who are found there entered the valley in the 
beginning of the 14th century, and never in such numbers as 
ro~L s 
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materially to modify the essentially Turanian character of the 
people. 

Nepal also differs from Kashmir from the fact that the 
Muhammadans never had possession of their valley, and never, 
consequently, influenced their arts or their religions. Th~ 
architectural history of the two valleys differs, consequ@ntly, 
in the following particulars :-In Kashmir we havf1. a Buddhist 
period, developing by the 8th century into an original quasi
classical style, that lasted till it, in its turn, was supplanted by• 
that of the Moslim in the 15th century. In Nepal we have no 
succession of styles-no history in fact-for we hardly know 
when any of the three religions was introduced; but what we 
find is the Vaishnava, Saiva, and Buddhist religions existing 
side by side at the present day, and flourishing with a rank 
luxuriance unknown on the plains of Bengal, where probably 
their exuberance was checked by the example of the Moslims, 
who, as just remarked, had no influence in the valley. 

Owing to the principal monuments in Nepal-except the 
older chaityas-being modern, and to the people being too 
poor to indulge in such magnificence as is found on the plains, 
the buildings of Nepal cannot compare, as architectural objects, 
with those found in other parts of India. But, on the other 
hand, the very fact of their being comparatively mod~rn gives 
them an interest of their own, and though it is an ~aggera
tion, it is a characteristic one, when it is said that in Nepal 
there are more temples than houses, and more id~ than men; 1 

it is true to such an extent that there is an unlimited field for 
enquiry, and even if not splendid, the buildings are marvellously 
picturesque. Judging from photographs and such materials as 
are available, I have no hesitation in asserting that there are 
some streets and palaces in Kathmandu and Bhatgaon whi~h 
are more picturesque, and more striking as architecture! com
positions, than are to be found in any other dhes in India.2 

The style may be called barbarous, and the buildings have 
the defect of being principally in wood; but their height, their 
variety of outline, their wealth of carving and richness of colour, 
are such as are not to be found in Benares or any other city 

. of the plains. 
The real point of interest in the architecture of Nepal to 

1 The towns of Kathmandu, Patan and 
Bhatgaon, which are within a short 
distance of one another, are crowded 
with sacred edifices- Buddhist, Saiva, 
and Vaishnava. The number of these 
shrines is estimated at 2000. 

2 We have now further illustrations 

in ' Le N~pal, etude historique d'un 
Royaume Hindou,' par Sylvain Levi, 
3 tomes, Paris, 1905-1908; Dr. G. Le 
Bon, 'Voyage au Nepal' in 'Tour du 
Monde,' 1886, 1er. sem. ; and 'Les 
Monuments de l'Inde,' pp. 2Z3·246, 
and figs. 364-398. 
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the true student· of the art lies in its ethnographic meaning. 
When fully mastered, it presents us with a complete microcosm 
of India as it was in the 7th century, when Hiuen Tsiang 
visited it - when the Buddhist and Brahmanical religions 

.flourished· side by side ; and when the distinctive features of 
the • vari~us races were far more marked than they have 
since become under the powerful solvent of the Muhammadan 
domination~ · · • 

From all these causes I believe that if the materials existed, 
and it were possible to write an exhaustive history of the 
architecture of the valley of Nepal, it would throw more light 
on most of the problems that are now perplexing us than 
that of any 9ther province in India. It only, however, can be 
done by some one on the spot, and perfectly familiar not only 
with the Nepalese buildings, but with all the phases of the 
question ; 1 but even then its value would be more ethno
graphic than a!sthetic. If this were an e.thnographic history 
of architecture, to which the a!sthetic question were subordinate, 
it would be indispensable that it should be: attempted, however 
incomplete the materials ·might be; but the contrary being the 
case, it must suffice here to point out the forms of the archi
tecture, merely indicating the modes in which the various styles 
are div10ed among the different races. 

Lik; that of so many other countries of India, the mythic 
history of ~ epal commences even before the Kaliyug; and 
among its pre-historic visitors are mentioned Vipasyl and the 
other five Buddhas that preceded Sakyamuni, together with 
Manjusri Bodhisattwa, Svayambhtl:-the self-existent, • Siva· as 
Pasupati, Vishnu, and ·other gods of the Hindu Pantheon. 
These do not concern us: tradition adds that Asoka visited 
the vaJ.ley and built five chaityas, one in the· centre _of Patan 
and the oth!rs at the four cardinal points round it, ·which 
are still pointed out. We come to historical fact in the 
5th ce;1tury A.D. when we meet with the earliest inscriptions.2 

They belong to the later kings of the Lichchhavi dynasty; 

1 Nepitl is fortunate in having pos
sessed in the late Mr. Brian H. Hodgson 
one of the most acute observers that 
ever graced the Bengal Civil Service. 
At the time, however, when he was 
Resident in the valley, none of the 
questions mooted in this work can be 
said to have been started; and he was 
mainly engrossed in exploring and 
communicating to others the unsuspected 
wealth of Buddhist learning which he 

found in Nepiil, and the services he 
rendered to this cause a~;e incalculably 
great. Nor did he neglect the archi
tecture, as the numerous drawings in 
his collections bear witness. 

2 The Nepitl inscriptions were first 
copied and translated by Pandit Bbag
wiinliil Indraji.-' indian Antiquary,' 
vol. ix. pp. 163-194• and· commented 
on, vol. xiii. pp. 41I-428. 
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whose ancestors seem to have come from V aisali: and estab
lished themselves in Nepal, and who seem to have been some 
of them Vaishnavas and others Saivas. Their inscriptions 
apparently range from late in the sth century till into the 
7th,l when Amsuvarman founded a new dynasty, and possibly • 
employed a Tibetan era in his inscriptions.2 • 

Buddhism had no doubt got a strong foothold among the 
Newars at an early date- not improbably in the time of 
Asoka; but about the end of the 5th century, or soon after, • 
we hear of the patriarch Vasubandhu in his old age going 
on a mission to Nepal with 500 disciples, and founding 
monasteries and making converts. 

The Newars had entered the country from the north, and 
were undoubtedly of Tibetan origin.s Like most of the 
Himalayan tribes they were snake- worshippers, and the 
Buddhist missionaries who visited them accepted their legends 
and made them part of their system. Hindu emigration into 
the valley must have begun early, and the kings of the long 
dynasty that ended about A.D. 6oo all bear HindC1 names, 
whilst their inscriptions indicate that they worshipped the 
HindC1 gods. The Amsuvarman or Thakur! dynasty were 
Vaisyas like Harshavardhana, and were succeeded by other 
Rajput families. In 1097 Nanyadeva from TirhUt tnvaded 
and subjugated the country, and again in 1324 Ha~isimha, 
of the same race-fearing the invasion of the Muhammadans 
under Ghyasud-d!n Tughlak-moved up from Siwraun in the 
Tirai and, overcoming the petty chiefs, assumed the govern
ment.4 But his dynasty does not appear to have ruled for 
a long period, and the four chief towns-BMtgaon, Banepa, 
Patan, and KathmandC1 ·had each their own princes till the 
year 1768, when a weak sovereign having called in the assist
ance of a neighbouring Gurkha Raja, he seized the ki!igdom, 
and his successors still rule in N epa!. They apf>arently were 
originally of the Magar tribe,5 but having mixed with the 
immigrant Hindus, call themselves Rajputs, and have a(iopted 
the Hindu religion, though in a form very different from that 
known in the plains, and differing in a manner we would 

1 The dates range from 386 to 518 of 
an undefined era. There are difficulties 
in supposing the Saka era to be meant, 
and M. Sylvain Levi assumes a Lichch· 
havi era beginning A.D. I I I. The 
inscriptions a1:c in classical Sanskrit, and 
testify to the literary culture of the 
country at that age.--'' Nepal,' tome ii. 
pp. 112, I14. 

2 l\f. Sylvain Levi supposes he started 

an era of his own from A.D. 595, or 
deven years before Harsha's. 

3 The traditional connection of the 
Newars witl11 the Nayyars 'of Malabar 

, is only a myth of Brahmanical invention 
! in order to get over caste difficulties. 
I 4 Sylvain Levi, 'Nepal,' tome ii. 
~ p. 324f. 
1 5 Buchanan Hamilton, 'Account of 

the Kingdom of Nepal,' p. 22. 
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scarcely be inclined to expect. When the religion bf the 
destroyer was introduced into a country that professed the 
mild religion of Buddha, it might naturally be supposed that 
its most savage features would be toned down, so as to meet, 

•to some extent at least, the prejudices of the followers of 
the •religion it was superseding. So far from this being the 
case in thi~ instance, it is said that when first introduced the 

• gods were propitiated with human sacrifices, till warned in a 
dream to desist and substitute animals.1 Besides this, the 
images of Durga or Kall, though hideous and repulsive enough 
in the plains, are ten times more so in Nepal, where Tantric 
rites and sorcery prevail as in Tibet ; and, in fact, throughout 
there is an exaggeration of all the most hideous features of 
the religion, that would lead to the belief that it found a 
singularly congenial soil in the valley, and blossomed with 
unusual exuberance there. So far, too, as the architecture of 
the Saiva temples in Nepal is concerned, it seems to indicate 
that the worship came into the valley from the north, rather 
than from the plains of Bengal. The architecture of the temples 
of Vishnu, on the contrary, seems evidently to be an offshoot 
of the art of the plains. 

STU PAS OR CHAITY AS . 
• 

The .Buddhist chaityas must be regarded as the oldest 
monuments ;n Nepal. Four of them are ascribed to Asoka, 
who is said to have visited the valley and built one in the centre 
of Patan, and others at the four cardinal points round the city.2 

They were not called stupas, since they contained no relics, but 
are strictly chaityas or monuments intended to call for.th pious 
tboughts. The chaityas of the cardinal points still exist intact 
in theit. grealj, outlines ; and their general appearance, as M. 
Sylvain Levi remarks, does not contradict the tradition :---.a) 
hemispherical mound of earth, covered by a. revetment of brick, 
surrourtded by a plinth also of brick which serves as a circular 
path. Four chapels perhaps of later date are placed round the, 
dome at the four points of the compass and joined to it-eac~ 
containing the image of one of the four "cardinal" Buddhas.1 
These chaityas still preserve the form of the earliest Buddhistl\ 
monuments. The plinth is the only feature of an architectu~al 

1 Buchanan Hamilton, f Account of are : Amitabha on the west ; Arnogha· 
the Kingdom of Nepal,' pp. 35 and 21 I. siddha on the north; Akshobhya on the 

2 Oldfield's 'Sketches from Nepal,' east; and Ratnasambhava on the south. 
vol. ii. p. 246; D. Wright's 'History The Asoka chaityas and all the largest 
of Nepal,' p. I r6; and Sylvain Levi, temples have also a shrine for Vairochana 
'Nepal,' tome i. pp. 263 and 331. to the right of Akshobhya's: his proper 

3 See ante, p. 230 note. The Buddhas place is in the centre of the chaitya. 
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kind, but still rudimentary, which modified the rough outline 
of the primitive stupa; but the lofty spire of brick and masonry, 
with its thirteen discs representing clzhatras or umbrellas, is a 
development of much later date, which has even been changed 
into a solid cone or pyramid.! • 

After these, the two most important Buddhist monu~ents 
in the valley of Nepal are those of .Swayambhuflath and of 

I 55· Temple of Swayambhi\nath, Nepal. (From a Drawing in the Hodgson Collection.) 

Bodhnath ;2 the former beautifully situated on a gentle eminence 
about half a mile from Kathmandu, the latter at Bodhnath 
about three and a half miles east from it; it is greatly reverenced 
by the Tibetans under the name of the M<P-gu-ta chorten. 

I Sylvain Levi, 'K~pal,' tome ii. 
pp. 1 1 2. 

2 A view of this chaitya forms the 
frontispiece of Buchanan Hamilton's 
volume; it also figures in Wright's 

'History of Kepal,' plate ix. p. roo; 
Oldfield's 'Sketches from Nepal,' vol. ii. 
p. 260; and in Sylvain Levi's 'Nepal,' 
tome i. p. 151, from a photograph. 

• 
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No very precise information is to be had about the date of 
either, but, in their present form at least, they are not the oldest 
in the valley. According to Brian H. Hodgson, there are 
several low, flat, tumuli -like chaityas, with very moderate 

• chhattravalls or finials, which are older, and may be of ariy age; 
bu~ as will be 'seen from the previous woodcut (No. ISS), 
that at ~.Jl.¥_a_robhO.n_ath-is of an irregular clumsy form, and 
chiefly remarkable for the exaggerated form of its tee or finial.l 

• This is, in fact, the most marked characteristic of the modern 
Tibetan chaitya, whieh in China is carried frequ.ently to such an 
extent that the stO.pa becomes evanescent, and the chhattravalt 
or spire · changes into a nine or thirteen storeyed tower. 
This chaitya stands on a narrow plinth_pr.oj.ecting.....about 2 ft. 
from the face oftneoome;. and the five shrines of the Dnyani 
Buddhas.,,.built partly into this plinth, were constructecfoy Raja 
Pratapa Mallaifithe 17th centu~ ,. 

The great Bodhnath chaitya is ascribed to King Manadeva 
of the 6th century, as also to a Tibetan Lama, named Khasa, of 
later date.3 It is raised on three successive pl<!J:fqr_~~rraces, 
together aboot 4St£11igll,Oi1'Wliich stands_the_gr_e~q1..d_~ 90 ft. 
in diameter and rising another 45 ft.,,!nd over this ~ill:._pyramidal 

_bx.ick., ~pire, reconstructed in 182$-1826, and of about the same 
height. Tllese chaityas are so subject to periodical repairs and 
"restQrations" that it is hard to say how much of them is original. 

In .Mr. Hodgson's collection there are nearly one hundred 
drawings c:X chaityas in Nepal, all different, most of them small, 
and generally highly ornamented ; but none of them grand, 
and none exhibiting that elegance of form or beauty of detail 
whiCh characterises the buildings of the plains. From a low,_ 
flat mound, one-tenth of its-diam~er in height, they rise to such 

.~allollifdiQg-1l?~this~ which is_a_c.QIP_!!!Q!1 form, bearing tfie_ 
l19-ll1~ of K.osthakar_(W_Q.Qdc.ut-N.o . ..LS6~,_in...w.hich the chai_ty~ 
only the crowning_g_rnam~m. and betw:~~!1 these there is everY.: 
~ceivaole_\T<!r.iety-oLshaR-e ~_J.Ld_detail.~ Among others, there 
is a fOur-faced lingam of Siva, with a corresponding emblem with 
four Buddhas ; and altogether such a confusion of the two 
religions as is scarcely conceivable. 

By far the most characteristic and beautiful temples of the 

1 For a detailed account of this chaitya 
and its surrounding shrines, see Oldfield's 
'Sketches from Nepal,'•vol. ii. pp. 219-

246. 
2 In an upper room of a small temple 

on the west of it is preserved a perpetual 
flame as a symbol of Adi-Buddha, which 
is believed to have been derived from 
heaven. It is tended by a family of 

Tibetan lamas, in two cauldrons half
filled with ghi, on which the lighted wicks, 
float. If by any mischance it should be, 
extinguished, it must be renewed from 
another similar flame preserved at the 
temple of KMs:l. Bodhn:l.th. 

3 The legend of its erection is given in 
Wad1e~l'~ 'Lam~ism1 • pp. 3~5·317; conf. 
S. Lev1, Le Nepal, tome 1. p. rsr. 
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Nepalese are those possessing many storeys divided with sloping 
roofs. They are un
like anything found 
in Bengal, and all 
their affinities seem • 
with those in Butma 
or China.. Usually, 
they seem to be 
dedicated either to • 
Vaishnava or to Saiva 
worship, but in the 
temple of Maha· 
buddha at Patan, 
Sakyamuni occupies 

~~~~-~--~ ~ the basal floor, Ami-
~::x;:< ~"~'~ tabha the second r-'>-or, ~ ~ - "' storey, a small stone 
II \ II r {; chaitya the third, a t _ I< _) I, J f Dharmadha~u M~n-
E~----_ c- =--- -~=0: dala or rehc shnne 

[ ~~r:;;;____ the fourth and a 

U~l ' 
~ I --===-=-~~ Vajra-dhatu M~ndala 
- __ ~ the fifth or apex of 

~rl u ?>l the building, .which 
externally con~ists of 

~~--- __ _ __ ~ a small childamani, or 
rs6. Nepalese Kosthakar. No scale. jewel-headed chaitya. 

This tern ple is 
perhaps the most elaborately carved in the valley. It is about 
75 feet high, and of unusual shape in Nepal. It was built about 
the close of the ]6th century, by a Buddhist Newar, named. 
Abhaya-raja, who in the reign of Amara Malia had go11e on 
pilgrimage to Bodh-Gaya, and brought back plans 0or a model 
of the Mahabodhi temple, and, with his family, began to 
construct this model of it.1 • 

One of the most elegant of the sloping roofed class is the 
Bhawani temple at Bhatgaon, represented in the woodcut 
(No. 157). It was built in _1_]93 by Bhfipat!ndra Malia to 
enshrine a secret Tantric gdddess, which to this day is not 
allowed to be seen. It is five storeys in height, but stands 
particularly well on a 'pyra:mid -of five- stepj, which gives it a 
greater dignity than many of its congeners.2 - Another at Patan, 

1 Wright 'History of Nepal,' p. 204; 
Oldfield, 'Sketches from N epa!,' vol. i., 
plate at p. 272, and vol. ii. p. 269. 

2 The stair up these five stages is 
guarded by pairs of colossal figures ; 

below are two athletes, above them 
two elephants, then two lions, two tigers, 
and at the top the goddesses or demons 
-Singhini and Vyftghrinl. The temple 

1 itself is mostly of wood. 
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IS7· Dev! Bhawftn! Temple, Bhfttgfton. (~rom a Photograph.) 
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dedicated to Mabadeva, is seen in the centre of the wood
cut (No. 158). It is only !~o _storeys in height, but has the 

158. Temples of Mahll.deva and Krishna, Patan. (From a Photograph.) 

• 

. . 
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e chara£JE:istic form..,..9f roof,~ which is nearly universal in all 
Cfings, civil or ecclesiastical, which have any pretension 
Lrchitectural design. The temple on the left of the last 
is dedicated to Krishna, and will be easily recognised by 
one familiar with the architecture of the plains from its 

ara or spire, with the curvilinear outline, and its clustering 
lions, enot arranged quite like the ordinary types, but still 
s to be unmistakably Bengali. . . 
About 3 miles east from Kathmandu, on the right bank of 
Bagmat! stream, is the sacred _yjllag~_of_:P,(!sJ!p.!!i-the 

ares of the Nepalese worshippers of Siva. The place consists 
ost entirely of temples and chapels of stone and wood, and 
:~.cred to Pasupati or Siva as the god of beasts. A general 
r of .the village is given in the woodcut (No. 159). On 
right is prominent the ·double roof of the great temple of 
llpatinath-the most venerated Linga shrine of the Saivas . 
[epal. Its doors are overlaid with silver carved in the style 
h.ose ih the palace at Bhatgaon and at Patan. The trisula 
h.e god may be seen to the right of the temple as well as <:;m 
mmmit ; but the great Nandi or bull that rests in front of 
shrine is hid by the surrounding buildings. Close by it is 
pl,p.ce where widows are burnt as Satts along with the bodies 
beir dead husbands; and the little chapels along the side of 
ri-.er are commemorative of the more notable. None of the 
pl~s here are of any antiquity, most of them-if not all
ng sin~ the beginning ~..17.!:h~y.=: . 
One ot~er, example must complete our tllustration of 
architecture of Nepal. It is a .2£.olJ.Yay_1eading~to_the 

)ar at Bhatgaon, and is a singularly characteristic specimen 
be style, but partaking much more of China than of India 
be style of its ornaments (Woodcut No. 160, p. i85). It is 
!ed so like an archway in the Nankau Pass, near Pekin
:n further on-that I was at first inclined to ascribe them 
he same age. The Chinese example, however, is dated in 
5"2; this one, according to Mr Hodgson, was erected as late 
W.~ y~t their ornamentation is the same. In t~e centre is 
uaa:,. wtth a seven-headed snake-hood ; and on etther hand 
Nagas, with seven-headed hoods also; and the general 

racter of the foliaged ornaments is so similar that it is 
cult to believe in so great a lapse of time between them; 
I cannot que~ion Mr Hodgson's evidence. Since he was 

Nepal the building on the left-hand side of the cut has 

:ylvain Levi's 'Le Nepal,' tome i.l 2 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
,57-366. The illustration (No. 159) is Society' (N.S.), vol. v. p. 18. 
G. Le Bon's 'Monuments,' p. 245. 
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r6o. Doorway of Dar bar, Bh:\Jgaon. (From a Photograph.) 
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been "improved." His drawings show it to have been one 
of the most picturesque buildings in the valley. It certainly 
is not so now. 

In speaking of the architecture of Kanara (vol. ii., pp. 76, 77, 
83), the similarity that existed between that of that remote • 
province and the style that is found in this Himalayan v~ley 
will be remarked ; and scarcely any one can look at the illus
trations referred to, especially Woodcuts Nos. 303 an~ 306, and 
not perceive the similarity between them and the Nepalese • 
examples, though it might require a familiarity with all the 
photographs to make it evident, without its being pointed out. 

WOODEN TEMPLES. 

In the Himalayan districts between Kashmir and Nepal, in 
Kullu, Chamba, Kangra, and Kumaon, there are a vast number 
of temples, regarding which it would be extremely interesting to 
have more information than we now possess. They are all in 
.wood, generally Deodar pine, and, like most builaing-s in that 
material, more fantastic in shape, but at the same time more 
picturesque and more richly carved than buildings in more 
permanent and more intractable materials. What \Vte now 
know of them, however, is mainly derived from photographs, 
taken without any system, only as pictures, because th~ build
ings were either picturesque in themselves or so situat~d as to 
improve the landscape. No one yet has thought o,. measuring 
them, nor of enquiring into their age or traditions ; and till this 
is done it is impossible to treat of them in anything like a 
satisfactory manner. 

General Sir A. Cunningham in his Report for 1878-1879 made 
some mention of the temples he visited at Barmawar, ChaJtra.r~ 
and Chamba; but beyond stating to what divinit~s they were 
severally dedicated, and the inscriptions found, his remarks on 
the architecture are of the briefest.1 In 1902 and in I9Q3, the 
provincial archreological surveyor visited the same places, but 
in search of epigraphical materials, and the chief addition of an 
architectural nature was a number of photographs, which, with
out plans and descriptions made on the spot, do not help us. 

In 1883 the late Mr. Wm. Simpson read to the Royal 
Institute of British Architects a paper on 'Architecture in the 
Himalayas,' in which he brought to notic~ that most of the 
houses in the hill country between the Satlaj and the Ganges 
valley are built of wood and stone; timber being used in 

1 'Arch<eological Survey Reports,' vol. xi\'. pp. IIO·II4· 
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but its most remarkable features are. two rows-one of s·ixteen, 
the other of seventeen monoliths-standing in front of this. · The 
tallest is I 5 ft., the smallest 8 ft. 5 in., the general range being 
from I 2 to i 3 ft. in height, and I 8 to I 9 ft. in circumference . .,. 

eNo two are exactly alike, though all have a general similarity~ 
of <!esign to' those reixesented in the preceding woodcut 

. (No. I62),ewhich may be corisidered as typical of the style. 
Another similar monolith was found a small distance off, 

• measuring· 16 ft.. 8 in. in height, and 23 ft. in circumference. 
The .natives were quite unable to give any account of these 

curi<:ms monuments, nor is it easy to guess why they were placed 
where they are: So far as I know, no similar monument exists 
anywhere, for the.pillars seem perfectly useless, though attached 
to two rows o.f·"Stones that may have borne a roof; otherwise 
they look like those rows of rude stone monuments which we 
are familiar with in this country and in Brittany, but which a 
more artistic people may have adorned with rude carvings, . 
instead ofJeaving them quite plain, as our forefathers did. As· 
for· their carving, the only things the least like them, so far as 
I know, in India, are the pillars in the temple at Mudabidri 
(Woodcut No. 305), 1and in other places in Kanara, but there 
the pillars are actual supports of roofs; t_bese are roimd:h~acicl. 
and evKlently· never were intendea for any. utilltarian purpose; 

Jud~ng from the gateway and other remains of the town'of 
.Dimap~ ·in which these pillars are . found,. they cannot be. of 
any great <fge. The gateway is of the Gaur type,· with a 
pointed arch, probably of the .. L.6th or I 7th ·century ; ·and, if 
Major Austeq's observation is' correct, !fiat the sandstone .of 
which they· are composed is of a friable and perishable nature, 
they 'cannot' be of.any remote antiquity., 
• It would be very in,teresting if a few more similar monuments 
could be fou11d; and Asam is one of the most promising fields 
in India for SlJch discoveries. When Hiuen Tsiang visited it, 
in the 7th century, it was known as the kingdom of..-Kamrup, 
one of•the three principal states of Northern India, and con
tinued populous and important. till the Pathan sovereigns of 
Delhi attempted its conquest in the I 5th century. Owirig to 
the physical difficulties of the .country, they never' were able 
to succeed in this' <j.tt'~mpt; but they blockaded the ·country 
for many. years, an~, cut off from the rest of the world, 
the savage hil~ tri'e~s on either hand, aided by famine, so 
depopulated th,e country that the jm1gle overpowered th~ feeble 
remnant that survive-d, and one of the richest. valleys in the 

- world became one of the 1,110st sparsely inhabited. When ·the· 
jungle has again been cleared, and rendered fit for human 
population, there can be little doubt but that the remains of 

VOL. I. T 
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many ancient cities will be found. Captain Dalton has 
given an account of the ruins of Gauhati, which was almost 
certainly the ancient capital of the province. "Its former 
importance," he says," is well attested by the immense extent 
of its fortifications, and the profusion of carved stones which• 
every excavation of the modern town brings to light. •The 
remains of stone gateways and old stone bridge~ are found 
both within and without the old city walls." 1 Captain Hannay 
gives a view of one of these bridges. Like all the rest, it is • 
constructed without arches, on the horizontal principle,2 but it 
may be as old as the time of the Chinese Pilgrims. Besides 
these, other ruins have been found and described, in more or 
less detail, in the pages of the 'Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal.' When more fully known they will certainly be of 
considerable historic and ethnographic value, though they hardly 
can compare with the vast monuments of such provinces as 
Orissa or Gujarat, and other parts of India Proper. 

TIBET. 

It would be extremely interesting if, before leaving this part 
of the world, it were possible to compile anything like a satis
factory account of the Buddhist style in Tibet, for it !s there 
that Buddhism exists at the present moment, in inexplicaele com
bination with Saivism and demon worship as the onlyveligion, 
and there only is it entirely and essentially a part df the system 
of the people. We would gladly, therefore, compare the exist
ing state of things in Tibet with our accounts' of India in the 
days of the supremacy of the same religion. The jealousy of the 
Chinese, however, who are supreme over that nation of priests, 
long prevented free access to the country, and it was only by th~ 
expedition of 1903-1904, that Lhasa was reached and its m)"steries 
made known to the public with abundance of photographic 
illustrations.3 But the reported architectural results are un
important and present little that is novel. Relic worshitl, as an 
essential element in Buddhism, is evidenced by the " chortens" 
·g_r_~1Q-pas 4 everywhere met with, especially near the monasteries, 
and the splendid tombs of the Grand Lamas at Tashi-lhunpo, 

1 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of I the subject of our present enquiry. 
Bengal,' vol. xxiv. pp. I et seqq. 4 Chorten, 4ie. Tibetan mChhod-rten-

2 Ibid. vol. xx. pp. 291 et seqq. ) "relic receptacle," is equivalent to 
3 Capt. Turner, it is true, who was dagaba, chaitya or stupa; they are of the 

sent to Tashi • lhunpo by Warren 1 usual characters of shrines enclosing 
Hastings, published with his interesting j relics, cenotaphs, and symbols of the 
narrative a number of very faithful views . religion, and receive formal worship 
of what he saw, but they are not selected i from the priests and people. 
from that class of monuments which is 1 
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Gandan, and in the Potala palace are special objects of worship. 
But as no country in the world possesses a larger body of 
priests in proportion to its population, and as these are vowed 
to celibacy and live together, their monasteries are more 

• extensive than any we know of elsewhere-some containing 
2obe . or 3000 lamas, and, if we may trust the.· information 
supplied oo Mr. Rockhill, Debung Lamasery contains 9000, 

._~e-ra 700?, and Gandan .4000.1 
. • • . • • · . . 

./: The T!betan monastenes are not bmlt wtth any regulanty;nor 
1 grouped into combinations of any architectural pretension, but 

consist of long streets of cells, mostly surrounding small court
yards, three or four on each side. They are generally placed on 
sites chosen with taste-;:-either on the tops of hills with a-wide 
view round them, or in fertile valleys sheltered from the colder 

• winds. They occupy.'large areas in order to accommodate the 
numerous population, and have the appearance of towns, consist
ing, as they do, of a large aggregation of separate dwellings for :..· 
the monks, and surrounded by a high wall having four _gates 
towards the cardinal points. Outside are the houses.and shops. 
of the tradesmen and shopkeepers. The houses are in . the 
usual style of the country-the walls often with more or less 
batter-having the 'Kitchen and storerooms on the ground 'floor 

· and the living ,rooms _on the upper s.torey, which has ·a flat roof. 
formin~ a terrace. )n the centre of the monastery is a large 
square ior assemblies, in the middle of which stand the temple, 
library, m~ting'-hall of the authorities and mansign- of the 
.superior or abbot,' distinguished by a painted band or frieze of 
reddish brown running round it under the eaves. The temples 
are rectangular 'stone buildings, commonly constructed ~ol) a 
general model, the walls often rough-cast in white with a broad 
oband 'of red or yellow colour under the eaves. The roofs are f · 
formal of b'aten clay 6r with tiles, on the middle of which is \a~ 
raised a sort of pavilion with a Chinese roof decorated· with little 

.gilt pyramids at the angles and apex. These temples have no · 
·windctws, the only daylight being admitted by the doors. Inside 
they are ~ivided longitudinally by two ranges of pillars into a 
nave and side aisles, as in the chaitya caves in India. The 
pillars and joists are painted yellow or bright red, and painted 
silks are:hung from the roof.. At the inner end of the nave is the 
rltar or shr~ne with ~~ three large images under the chhattra, and 
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scenes, divinities, etc. Attached to the temple and scattered · 
among the residences are numerous little chapels to the inferior 1 

gods, goddesses, and demons. 
The introduction of Buddhism into Tibet is ascribed to King 

Sron-btsang-gam-po (62g-650 A.D.), who married a Chinese and o 
a Nepalese princess-both of them Buddhists. He is sai~ to 
have built the monastery of Labrang in the centrtJJ of Lhasa 
(A.D. 644), with perhaps the largest temple, as it is the most 
ancient in the country. His Chinese queen had brought with • 
her a famous sandal-wood image of Sakyamuni and another of 
Ananda, and for these was erected, about 650, the Ramoche 
temple, a little to the north-east of Labrang. 

The monastery of Potala 1 (Plate VI.) outside the city of 
Lhasa, where the Dalai Lama resides, seems to be of more 
magnificence than all the rest-the centre being occupied by a 
great block, dominating the others, which contains the temples, 
audience halls and chaityas of the Dalai Lamas. It is known 
as the Red Palace, and on its roof are the gilded pavilions of 
Chinese style that render it so conspicuous in the landscape. 
It was built by the first Dalai Lama, between 1642 and x6so, 
on the ruins of the ancient fortress of Sron-btsang~gam-po, on· a 
hill in the west of Lhasa rising about 300 feet above the plain. 
It is a great edifice of heavy though imposing aspect '~ith its 
gilded roofs and bells surmounting the chortens or chait,-as that 
enshrine the relics of the Dalai Lamas since the middle of the 
17th century. Inside it is richly decorated, and, 4besides the 
reception and state rooms and sanctuaries, it is said to contain 
about xo,ooo chambers for its myriad occupants. Around this 
central palace are grouped a number of smaller ones, where 
the inferior members of this great ecclesiastical order reside; 
but of all this it is difficult to form a distinct idea without-
some better drawings than are at present availabJe. • 

The Dalai Lama, who resides in this palace, is believed by 
the Tibetans to be the living incarnation of the Bodhisattwa 
A valokitesvara, and, in consequence, is the principal obJ'ect of 
worship in Lhasa. There are, however, four or five subordinate 
incarnations in different parts of Tibet and Mongolia, who, 



• 

• 
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though. inferior to this one, are still objects of worship in th_e 
places where they reside, and ·by particular sects of :Buddhists.1 

It is this worship of a living, rather than of a dead deity, that 
marks the difference of the forms of Buddhism in India and 

• Tibet. ln the countries we have hitherto been describing no 
actt!al incarnation of a Buddha is believed to have taken place 
since the ttleath of Sakyamuni though there have been many 
saints and holy men; in India, therefore, they have .been· 
content to worship images of the departed, or relics which 
recall his presence. In Tibet, where their divinity is still 
present among them, continually transmigrating, but never 
dying, of course such a form of worship is absurd ; no relic of 
a still living ·god can logically exist, though this has probably 
never been thought of, and the chaityas of the Great Lamas 
are honoured, and worshipped in the palace or monastery 
occupied by their successors. 

The earliest monastery founded in Tibet is that of ?am-~ ... 
about 35 miles south-east from Lhasa, near the Sang-po river. 
It was established by a famous teacher, Padma Sambhava, who• 
went from Bihar with other Buddhist teachers, about the middle 
of tht:?,. 8th centurx:. He is said to have modelh_;:d. it after tJ:e ' 
great temple monastery of Otantapurl, near Nalanda, and tt 
became the metropolis of the Red-cap order.2 The monastery, 
with it~ large temple and four separate colleges, is enclosed by 
a circurar wall about a mile and a half in circuit, and contains 
a>~notable 'ibrary and the State treasury. Another Indian 
Pandit, named Atlsha, came from the Vikramaslla monastery 
about 1.038 and .restored the Lamaism of his time, establishing 
what afterwards became the Yell ow- cap or Gelugpa order 
of Lamas, which became the State church when its chiefs, the 
-Dalai Lamas, usurped the temporal power. 

The · moaastery of Sakya, about 50 miles west-south-west 
frorrtShigatse;-wasTounaea-in 1071. Its Grand Lama was 
acknowledged by Khubilai Khiffi'" Tri 1270 as head of the 
church, and made tributary prince·of Tibet. This posit-ion his 
successors maintained for a century, and the sect played an 
important role in the history of Tibet till the Gelugpas super
seded it early in the I 5th century. The establishment is said 
to contain the largest single building in Tibet: it is seven 

1 The heads of the Prot-chhen Rin-po
ches of Tashi-lhunpo are regarded as 
perpetual incarnations of Amit:ibha. The 
T1ir1in1itha Dalai Limas have their seat 
at Urga in Mongolia, whither the late 
Liima Pope fled. 

2 Otantapurl and Vikramasll:i monas
teries were most probably among those 

destroyed by Muhammad Bakhtiyar 
Khaljl about II94·-' Jour. Asiat. Soc. 
Bengal,' vol. !vi. pt. i. p. 19, and voL iii. 
(1907), p. 221; Grilnwedel, 'Mythologie 
des Buddhismus in Tibet,' etc., p. 55; 
L. de Milloue, 'Bod-You! ou Tibet,' pp. 
281ff.; Elliot, 'History of India,' vol. ii. 
pp. 305f. 
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storeys high, and has a spacious assembly hall. Its library is 
famous for its collection of Sanskrit and Tibetan manuscripts-· 
probably all Buddhist.1 

About the beginning of the I 5th century Tsong-Khapa, a 
Lama of Kumbum, re-organised the sect founded by Atlsha • 
and re-named it the Gelugpa. His first monastery was 'hat 
of Gandan, founded in 1409, about 30 miles east frorl\ Lhasa, of 
which he was abbot till his death in 1417. The chief object 
of veneration here is the lofty mausoleum of the founder, built • 
of marble and ornamented with malachite and with a gilded 
roof. It encloses a chorten or stupa said to be all of gold, in 
which is deposited the embalmed remains of the sage. One of 
Tsong-khapa's disciples founded Sera monastery about 2 miles 
north of Lhasa in 1417, in which are about 5500 monks. 
:Q<:_pung, 3 or 4 miles west from Lhasa, is also a monastery of 
the Gelugpas, and contains fully 7000 inmates, mostly devoted 
to exorcism and magic. It was founded in 1414, and is said to 
be named or modelled after the early Indian monastery of 
Dhanyakataka or AmaravatJ.2 Within the enclosure is a large 
temple surrounded by four chapels, and a palace of the Lhasa 
Lama. Out of scores of other such establishments, we may 
mention Tashi-lhunpo, visited by Boyle and Turner in t.lle end 
of the 18th century. It is in western Tibet, near Shigatse, 
about 140 miles west of Lhasa, was founded by Tsong-khapa 
in 1445, and contains about 3500 monks. It is the sea't: of the 
Pan~chhen Grand Lftma, who is next to the Lhas~ pontiff in 
dignity and influence. Here is the tomb erected by the Chinese 
emperor Kiu-long for the Lftma Erdeni who died on a visit to 
Pekin in 1779. It is figured by Turner as is also the Go-ku-pea 
-some nine storeys high for the display of religious pictures.3 

Lastly, at Gyan-tse 4 on the route followed by our troop~ 
in 1904, is -a-large Tortified monastery, itself forening a• little 
town on the southern slope of a hill to the north of the fort. 
Its buildings, standing on the edge of the plain, rise ill tiers, 
like a ·large amphitheatre round the great temple at their base. 
This temple, shown in Plate VII., is of interest from its 
form.5 It is locally known as Gandho-la-a name usually 
applied to the great temple at Bodh- Gayft, of which local 
tradition names this as being a model. (It is about IOO ft. high, 

1 Waddell's ' Lamaism,' p. 274. I I and I2; '•tission of Geo. Bogle to 
~ As Amaravatl and its monastic estab- ' Tibet,' etc., pp. 96ffg. 

lishment had been deserted and dis- 4 Gyan-tse lies about 106 miles west
appeared a thousand years before this, the , south-west from Lhasa, in latitude 28° 53' 
connection between the two is imaginary, II N., and longitude 89o 34' E. 
as in the cases of Sam-yas and Gyan-tse. 5 This form reminds us of the Jaina 

3 Turner, 'Account of an Embassy to samosaranas at Girnar and Satrunjaya. 
the Court of Teshoo Lama' ( I8oo), plates · 



• 
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PLATE VII . 

GOLDEN TEMPLE AT GYAN-TSE, (From a Photograph by Lieut. F. M. Bailey.) 
[To face page 294, Vol. I. 
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with a circumference of 6oo ft. at the base, and is built in five 
stepped terraces with recessed angles, on the plan of the 
vimanas of Indian temples. Above these is a circular drum of 
one storey, and over- it a smaller square one surmounted by a 

• spire of thirteen great rings of gilt copper crowp.ed by -a 
chltattra canopy of the same material. In the different storeys 
are num$rous shrines to the different Buddhas, which· are 
reached by inside stairs, and the terrace roofs of the successive 
storeys form a series of chaz'tydnganas 1 for the circumambulation 

• 

of the different groups of cells) -

From Sikhim, which is overrun by Lamas, and has-borrowed 
its architt<:ture from Tibet, we may gain further acquaintance 
with the characteristic features of the style. The view (Wood
cut No. 163). of the doorway_of !.,~ temr:>leatTashiding._is ~ 

• 
• 

-Doorway in the Temple at Tashiding. (From Dr. Hooker's 'Himalayan 
. Journals,' vol. i. p. 3r9.) 

curious as showing a perseverance_ in the emploxment__of sloping 
j~Ds,Wfitcli "~~lo not mee,Lw.iiii in t:lie J)lains of]~~[ 
-is usual in Ti.E~.2 It will be recollected that this feature is 
nearl"yurliversafintfiei31~de'a'rlY, western caves (WoodCuts 
'Nos. 55, s8-;-afi""do4)-:-l:lut there we lose it. ItiTia'fliave con-

1 This term is used among Buddhists for 
the pradakshina path or terrace. Waddell's 
'Lhasa and its Mystedes,'pp. 217,229-232. 

2 E. . Schlagintweit's ' Buddhism in 
Tibet,' pp. r88ffg., and Milloue, 'Bod· 
Y oul ou Tibet,' pp. 279ffg. 
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tinued to be employed during the Mi<:ldle Ages, though the 

examples have perished; but it is curious to find it cropping 
up here again after a lapse of 2000 years.1 

1 It is found currently employed in I feature. See Foucher, 'L' Art Greco-
the decorative sculpture of the Gandhilra Bouddhique du Gandhara,' tome i. pp. 
monasteries, but rarely as a constructive I07·I08. 
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(Another view in the porch of the temple~ at Pemiongchi 
is also interesting, as showing the form of roof which we are 
familiar with in the rock examples, ,and also as illustrating 
the extent to· which the bracket capital of India may be 

• carried under the influence of wooden architecture (Woodcut 
No.•164). It hardly seems doubtful that the idea was origin
ally derivoo from wooden construction, but was equally appro
priate to masonic forms, and is used in masonry so judiciously 

• by Indian architects that we lose sight of its origin in most 
instances altogether) · ~ 

Interesting as (hese minor styles undoubtedly are from 
their variety, and valuable though they may be for the hints 
they afford ~s in understanding the history of the other styles, 
they never can be\so important as the greater architectural 
groups that are found on the plains of India itself. A mono
graph of the styles of Kashmir or N epa!, or of the intermediate 
valleys, would be an invaluable addition to our knowledge ; 
but hardly more is required in a general history than that 
their places should be indicated, and their general character
istics so defined as to render them recognisable. Even these 
minor styles, however, will become more intelligible when 
studied in· connection with the Dravidian and northern styles, 
which are those it is next proposed to define and describe .. : . . 

• 
• 

• TE:t.IPLES AT KANGRA . 
..,. . ' . .... 

Though a little out Of their place in. the series, there are ;Y 
two small temples in· one of the Himalayan valleys which 
it may be expedient to describe here before leaving this part 
~f ·the subject, as their peculiarities will assist us in under
standing much that has just been said, or that will be presently 
advanced. ~esides this, they do not exactly fit into any other 
series, but they can. hardly be passed over, as they possess what 
is so mre in Indian temples-an ascertained date.~. • 

The temples are situated in the village of Klragrama or 
Baijnath, abou~ 25 miles east of Kangra, and two inscriptions 
in the larger of the two principal shrines record that it was 
built by two brothers, Manyuka and Ahuka, wealthy merchants, 
under Lakshmanachandra lord of Klragrama, and apparently 
brother-in-law of J ayachchandra, king of J alandhara or Trigarta. 
The date is partly obliterated, but in all probability it was 
equivalent to A.D. 1204. This temple was dedicated to .Siva
Vaig;yanatha; and 'C'o'i1Sists of a mandap or hall, 20 ff. square 
1nsi e, with four round pillars supporting the roof, .and a .shrine 
(purt) for the •Linga, 8 ft. square-separated from the hall by . 
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a small antechamber.1 Over all this temple measures 51 ft. by 
31, and stands in a walled enclosure about 120 ft. long and 
6o ft. wide at the east end, and 7 5 at the west. This contains 
some rooms for the priests with small temples along the north 
side. But in 1786 it underwent a thorough repair at the hands• 
of Raja Sansarachandra II., which has obliterated marty of 
its features; and to this repair it probably owes the•porch with 
its four pillars in. front; but with the exception of the 
balcony windows on each side, the walls were not, perhaps, • 
materially meddled with. The roof and spire, however, were 
either rebuilt or so overlaid with plaster as to hide the original 
work. The woodcut (No. 165) shows only the pillars of the 
portico of the temple, with the Nandi kiosk in front and 
a small temple of J amadagni beyond. This latter, though 
ruinous, is more interesting, because it has escaped the hand 
of the spoiler. As will be seen from the woodcut, it has all 
the features of a very old temple- great simplicity of out
line, no repetitions of itself, and the whole surface of the 
upper part covered with that peculiar _E_orse-s~oe diaper which 
was so fashionable in those early days. It too"ks 1iei:e as if 
it must be copied from some brick or terra-cotta construction; 
otherwise its repetition over a whole surface seems unaccount
able. The amalaka stringcourses are subdued and in good 
taste, and the crowning ornament well proportioned. • 

There is little doubt that the sikhara of the larget' temple 
was similarly adorned, but all its details are s(j completely 
obliterated by the coating of plaster it has received that it 
has lost its interest. The pillars, however, of its porch retain 
their forms up to their capitals, at least. The architraves, as 
,may be seen from the woodcut, belong to the repair in 1786. 
\The shafts of the pillars are plain cylinders, of very classic•! 
proportions, and the bases also show that they ar~ only siightly 
removed from classical design. The square pfinth, the two 
toruses, the cavetto or hollow moulding between, are all classical, 
but Rftrtially hidden by Hindu ornamentation, of great elT=gance, 
but unlike anything found afterwards. The capitals are, how
ever, the most interesting parts, though their details are con
siderably obliterated by whitewash. They belong to what may 
be styled the Hindu-Corinthian order, though the principles on 
which they are designed is diametrically opposed to those of 
the classical order of the same name. Th<9 object of both-as 
is well known-is to convert a circular shaft into a square 

1 The inscriptions are in the mandap, lated in 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. i. pp. 
high up in the side walls, right and left 97-rr8; vol. ii. p. 482; vol. v. App. 
from the entrance,-a most unusual posi- 1 p. 78, and 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. X}\. 

tion for such records. They are trans- · p. 154-
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. 165. Temples at Kiragrama, Kangra District. (From a Photograph.) 
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architrave-bearing capital in a graceful and pleasing manner. 
We all know the manner in which the Ionic and Corinthian 
capitals effect this; pleasingly, it is true, but not without effort 
and some little clumsiness, which it required all the skill and 
taste of classical architects to conquer. To effect this object,• 
the Hindus placed a vase on the top of their column, the tt)owl 
of which was about the same diameter as that of t~e pillar on 
which it was placed, or rather larger; but such an arrangement 
was weak, because the neck and base of the vase were necessarily • 
smaller than the shaft of the pillar, and both were still circular. 
To remedy these defects, they designed a very beautiful class 
of foliaged ornament, which appears to grow out of the vase, 
on each of its four faces, and, falling downwards, strengthens 
the hollows of the neck and foot of the vase, so as to give them 
all the strength they require, and at the same time to convert 
the circular form of the shaft into the required square for the 
abacus of the capital. The Hindus, of course, never had 
sufficient ability or constructive skill to enable them to produce 
so perfect a form as the Corinthian or Ionic capitals of the 
Greeks or Romans; but it is probable that if this form were 
taken up at the present day, a capital as beautiful as either of 
these might even now be produced. It is, indeed, alm_ost the 
only suggestion that Indian architecture seems to offer for 
European use. • 
. (It is by n6 means clear when ~hi~ for~ of capital f.ras first 
mtroduced. It first appears, but tlmtdly 1t must b~. confessed, 
in such Buddhist caves as were excavated after the end of the 
2nd century :-as, for instance, in the Sri Yajna cave at Nasik 
(Woodcut No. 105); in the courtyard of the Viswakarma, at 
Elura (Woodcut No. 83); and in some of the later caves at 
Ajanta-the twenty-fourth for instance. It is found at Era~ 
(Woodcut No. 166), among some fragments that IJ_lelieve•to be 
of the age of the Guptas, about A.D. 400, and it is currently 
employed in the middle group of Hindu caves at Elura, such 
as the.Ravana-ka Khai, and other caves of that age, say•about 
A.D. 6oo. It afterwards became frequent, almost universal, with 
the Jains, down to the time of the Muhammadan conquest. 
The following representation of one (Woodcut No. 167), from 
a half column of a temple in Orissa, shows it in a skeleton form, 
and therefore more suited to explain its construction than a 
fuller capital would do. On its introductior?, the bell-shaped or 
Persepolitan capital seems to 4ave gone out of fashion, and does 
not again appear in Indian art.) 

To return from this digression: there can be no doubt that 
the temple of Vaidyanatha is dedicated to Siva, not only from 
the presence of the bullin front of it, in a pavilion of the same 
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architecture as. the porch, but also because Ganesa appears 
among its integral sculptures. In the niche in the back 

• 

• 

166, Pillar in porch of a 
Temple at Eran, of the 

• Gupta age. 

• 

167. Capital of Half Column from a Temple in 
Orissa. (From a Lithograph.) 

however• is the . base of what has been a marble image of 
Mahavira, \Wth an inscription in two .Jines telling th"at it was 
consecrated Jn A.D. 1240. This base must have been transferred. 
to the Siva temple after the destruction of the original Jaina 

· shrine, and probably owes its preservation and that of a figure 
placed over it, to the ignorance of the priests of Vaidyanatha.1 

• The temple second in interest is that of Siddhanath at the 
west ~mdonne town. It consists of a fout-pillare<rnalC and a 
shrine, meas~ring 33 ft. by 20 ft. over all, and with a sikhara 
about 35 ft. in height. It faced to the east, and had doorways 
on eat:h side of the. shrine leading into a pradakshina or 
circumambulatory passage.2 In a niche in the south walr there 
had been an inscription, long since illegible; but in the back or 
west wall was a figure of Surya; and the terriple was most 
probably dedicated to the sun. 

--------------------1 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. i. pp. g8 
and II8·II9, and compa~ p. 120. On 
it was placed a sandstone figure of Slirya 
-perhaps from the Siddhanfith temple. 
A similar transference has occurred at 
Kot Kfingrfi, where an image of Pfirs· 

wanfith was found in the porch of a small 
Hindu temple-Ibid. p. 120. 

2 The drawings of this temple in 
Cunningham's 'Archreological Reports,' 
vol. v. plate 44 are not correct. 
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BOOK III. 

DRAVIDIAN STYLE. 

-0-

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

THE limits within which the Dravidian style of architecture 
prevailed in India are not difficult to define or understand. 
Practically they are those of the Madras Presidency, or, to 
speak more correctly, they are identical with the spread of 
the people speaking Tamil, or the cognate tongues. Dr. 
Caldwell, in his 'Grammar,' estimated these, in 1874, at forty
five or forty- six millions,! but he includes among .them a 
number of tribes, such as the Tudas and Gond~ who, it is 
true, speak dialects closely allied to the Tamil tongues, but 
unless we know their history, language is only a poor test 
of race, and in this instance architecture does not come to 
our aid. And, so far as we at present know, these tribes 
are in too rude a state to have any architecture of their ow11 
in a sufficiently advanced state for our purposes. P.utting 
them aside, therefore, for the present, we still h!ve, according 
to the census of 1901, over fifty-two millions of people speaking 
Tamil, Telugu, Kanarese, and Malayalam,2 whom we h.ave no 
reaso~ for doubting are practically of the same race, and who, 
in so far as they are Hindfis-not J ains, but followers of Siva 
and Vishnu-practise one style of architecture, and that known 
as the Dravidian. On the east coast the boundaries of the 

1 'Comparative Grammar of the 
Dravidian Languages,' London, 2nd 
edition, 187 5, p. 42. 

2 This total includes the Madras 
Presidency, Mysore, Travankor, part of 
the Bombay Presidency and Haidarabad. 
In the last named there are 5, 148,ooo 
Telugu people and r,s6z,ooo Kanarese. 

I The totals intf!ach language are:-
Tamil . r6,zgg,ooo 
l\1alayillam 5,278,ooo 
Telugu . 20,409,000 
Kanarese 10,234,000 

52,220,000 
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~style extend a~_far-north~the mduth o.f.. the_Krishna,_and, 
it penetrates sporadically and irregularly_into_the .... Nizam's, 
territories,Diit cliieflytnroughineTelugu s12eaking distrjcj:s._ 
;onffie west coasCifSnatiiral""boundary nortliwards is the 
•Krishna to the Dharwar district, and thence south-east, past 
Vija~anagar and to the east of Sravana-Belgola and north of 
Mysore ci~ westwards to the coast. Much of the Kanarese 
country lies to the north and west of this, and a large· 

• part of the Telugu area is to the north of it; but, of course, 
examples of the style are to be found beyond this line, and 
of other styles within it. At Elura in latitude 20° N. we have 

'it, but this is most probably due to tpe Rashtrakuta kings 
having employed architects from their capital of Malkhed, 
200 miles to the south. It took no permanent root there, 
however, while the reflex wave brought the northern styles into 
Mysore or other southern countries, where their presence was 
as little to be expected as that of the Dravidian so far north. 

Although considerable progress has lately been made in 
the right direction, no satisfactory solution has yet been 
arrived at of the problem of the origin of the Dravidians. So 
far as history is concerned, in such glimmerings of tradition 
as we. possess, at the earliest time at which we find any 
mention ·of them the most civilised and important of their 

.commu!'l.ities occupied the extreme southern point of the 
peninsu,a.1 North of them all was forest, but between the 

.Christian l!ra and the Muhammadan invasion we find the 
jungle gradually disappearing, and the southern races pushing 
northwards, till, in the 14th century, they were checked and 
driven back by the Moslim. 

Till we know more about the origin of these Dravidian 
faces, however, it ~eems expedient for the present to assume 
that the Taj1il-speaking races are practically aboriginal. As 
far back as their traditions reach, we find the Drarida Desa, 
or southern part of India, divided into kingdoms or states, 
of wliich three are frequently mentioned-the Pandyis, the 
Cholas, and the Cheras,2 forming a little triarchy of powers, 
not often interfered with by the other nations of the peninsula, 
nor interfering with those' beyond their limits. During ·the 
greater part of their existency their relations of war . and 

• 
1 See H. H. Wilson's historical sketch 

in the 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society,' vol. iii. (1836), p. 199 et seqq. 

z In Asoka's second edict reference is 
made to Chola, Pandya, Satiyaputra, 
Keralaputra and Ceylon ; and, as Kerala 
is well known as the name of the Chera 

country, we have here mention of all 
three states together with 'Satiyaputra,' 
which may possibly be that of the 
Satakarnis · of Banavasi. . The Ascika 
inscriptions discovered in 1892 in Mysore 
are indicative of the wide influence of 
that emperor. · ' 
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peace have been chiefly among themselves, and they have 
grown up a separate people, as unlike the rest of the world 
as can well be conceived. · 

Of the three the most southern was the Pandya kingdom, 
which occupied the extreme south of the peninsula from • 
Cape Comorin to the VelLlr river 1 in the Pudukottai !!tate 
on the east coast, and to Achchankovil Pass 2 on. the west, 
including the southern part of Travankor. It seems to have 
been of sufficient importance about the time of the Christian • 
Era to have attracted the special attention of Greek and 
Roman geographers and merchants. How much earlier it 
became a state, or had a regular succession of rulers, we 
know not,3 but it seems to have attained to some consistency 
as early as five or six centuries before the Christian Era, 
for we find its princes referred to in the earliest Singhalese 
traditions of the 'Mahawansa.' 4 Their early capital was 
probably Korkai or Kolkai, at the mouth of the Tamraparni 
close to Kayal, and known to the early geographers as the 
seat of the pearl fishery; but the Pandya princes, at an early 
date, either removed to Madura, or possibly they had another 
capital there. This continued to be the seat of government 
of the later rulers of the country from some time in the I zth 
century till its absorption in the middle of the 18th. • 

During the long period of their rule, the Pand.)lfts had 
several epochs of great brilliancy and power, foll~ed by 
long intervening periods of depression owing to frequent 
invasions from their neighbours the Chola kings of 
Trichinopoly. The 1st century, and afterwards the 5th 
or 6th, seem to have been those in which they especially 
distinguished themselves. The large number of gold, silver 
and copper coins, chiefly of the Roman emperors fro~ 
Augustus to Nero, that have been found at different !'laces 
in the region, indicate a considerable commerce wrih the West 
at that age. We have lists of kings, but how far mythical 
we kn~w not, the times at which any of them lived •being 
quite unknown before the 9th or 1oth century, and such as 
have been approximately ascertained between the 9th and 
13th century are those mentioned in Chola inscriptions. If 
buildings of the first ten or twelve centuries exist, which is by 

1 It falls into Palks Strait in !0° 8' N. 
latitude. 

2 In N. latitude 9o 6'. 
3 See Bishop Caldwell's 'Political and 

General History of the District of Tinne
velly' (Madras, 1881); and 'Indian 
Antiquary,' vol. xxii. (1893), pp. 57ffg. 

0 
4 Vijaya sends to the Pandya king for 

his daughter.-' Mahil.wansa,' ch. vii. 
And the second and fourth Sinhalese 
princes are named Pil.ndu - visa and 
Piindukiibhaya, as being of Piindya 
descent. 
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no means imp?ob~ble; .they are still unknown to us, and must 
.t.:emain so till the fulJ results Of the Arch::eological Surveys··· 
are adequately published. In the early ages of their history the 
Pandya kings are believed to have been Buddhists, but one of 
them. perhaps in the I 2th century, became a Saiva, and 
persecuted the heterodox sec! mercilessly. ' · 

The Muh~mmadans, led by Malik Kafur, conquered Madura 
.i':l ·13~ I, and f01: ~bout.half ~ centur~ they h~ld the country, 

. ttl! _ d1~possesse~ by a new !me of Pandya pnnces, who were 
probably more or less under the supremacy of Vijayanagar. 
· Abo!Jt ·I 525, however, *tlie 'Nayyaks-officers of Vijayanagar...!.,.~ 
usurped ·s'iipreme power'; ·at Madura, and ruled there till 1736.· 
By far the most distinguished prince of t4_e Nayyak dynasty 
was'Tirumalai Nayyak, who ruled from 1623 -till 1659. This 
prince adorned the capital 'city of Madura with many splendid 
edifices, some oFwliich have been drawn by Daniell and others. 
~What .more a'n.cient remains there are will not be known :till 
they have been carefully and scientifically surveyed, and the 
res\}lts py.blished. . 

Th'e Chola kingdom extended northward· from the borper 
of the Pandya country and the_ valley of the Kavert and~ 
Koleru~ rivers, whose banks seem always to• have been its · 
principal seat, to the Palar river or nearly to Madras, all 

··along tJi ,easte_rn coast, called after them C4olamandalam or 
Coromahdel. • Westwards their kingdom extended into Mysore, 
but the boundaries varied · at different periods, and, ;after the 
fall of the Pallavas of. Kanchl, they advanced northwards to 
the· limits oPt:he Eastern Chalukyas of Vengi. The date~·of · 

'the origin of their kingdom is not known, but the mention of 
. Chola as· a state in the Asoka edicts is proof of its antiquity. 
T~eir early capital was Uraiyur, now a suburb of Trichinopoly. 
T-he ~arliest .princes of the dynasty, whose position w~· ca_n 
assign, belong to the gth century, but it is only with Rajaraja- r.: 
who ~jcame king Jn 983, ·that any connected chr~molpgy 
commences. Their epoch of greatest glory. was. between 'the 
·I oth and I zth 'centuries, when. they seem to have co~quefed ·" 
not only' ~heir neighbou_r~ the Palla vas, Pandyas and Cheras, 
but 'even to have surpassed the bounds of the triarchy, and 
carried their arms into Ceylon, and to. have maintained an equal 
struggle with the Cp<j;lukyas in the north. Their capital during 
thi~ _period ~vas :at Kanchl, now Conjivaram, which ~t,hey:,had 
wrested from the Pa)lavas. · By the middle of the 13th century, 
however, their power had waned, and they sank''step b'y step,. ' 
first· ).Inder. the Muhammadans, from whom it passed to the · 
Nayyaks of Madura;~ and then to the Mad.thas.:~~ · l~'·~:- . , 

The Cheras occupied the c~mntry .northward of the ~andya· 
VOL. 1: , , ~ • ' ... 
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kingdom, and westward of the Chela, stretching along the west 
or Malabar coast to Honawar: whether they ever occupied 
any considerable portion of Mysore or of Koimbatur is not so 
certain. The capital was Karur or Vanji, probably adjacen~ 
to Cranganor in the Cochin state.l Tradition assigns ~ the 
state a series of kings styled Perumal, who seem Jo have been 
elective, and are mentioned as Pandyas and Cholas, but the 
list ended with Cheruman Perumal, in the 9th century, who is. 
said to have become a Moslim. No Chera inscriptions have 
as yet come to light to help us to unravel their history, and the 
territory was probably divided into principalities, whose main 
defence was the mountain range, separating their country from 
their eastern neighbours. 

But however this may be, the old Chera region is best 
defined by its architecture, for the style of Hindu temple, 
Jaina basti, and Moslim mosque, is distinctly one throughout 
the country from the north of Kanara to the south of Travankor. 
J ainism probably penetrated into the country at an early date, 
and till late in the 16th century the Tuluva rajas were Jains, 
whilst the colossal statues at Karkala and Venur in South 
Kanara and at Sravan- Belgola in Mysore, with the bastis at 
Mudabidri, Bhatkal and elsewhere testify to their zeal. • On the 
other hand, the Malayalis are snake worshippers to ~e present 
day; in their gardens the Hindus usually provide i "Naga-
kotta" or snake shrine.2 • 

A fourth dynasty, already mentioned, appears at an early 
date in the history of the Dekhan; the Palla vas 3 possibly rose 
to power on the decay of the Andhra power in the third century, 
and they seem to have secured much of the Chola country, 
probably before the 5th. About A.D. 400 Samudragupta, am~n~ 
other princes, claimed to have overthrown Vishnugopa of Kanch1, 
who was doubtless a Pallava king, and recent epigrajlhical research 
has now brought to light details respecting this dynasty which 
ruled the country called Dravida from their capital at .Kanchl, 
now Conjivaram. In the 7th century they were at war with 
the Ch!ilukyas of Badami, and N arasimhavarman I. claimed to 
have destroyed Badami during the reign of the Chalukya king 
Pulikesin II. (A.D. 609-642), whilst his father Mahendravarman 
had, at an earlier date, defeated the same king near Kanchi when 

1 Ptolemy(' Geographia,' vii. 86) men
tions Karoura as the capital of 1\bo
bothras, probably intended for Keraput
ran, 'King of Chera.'- 'Indian Anti
quary,' voL xxxi., pp. 343-344; Logan's 
'Malabar,' vol. i. pp. 252, 253· 

2 Ante, p. 43, note 3· 
• The 'MaMbhihata,' 'Vishnu Pur~na,' 

and 'Var~h~ 11ihira' (in the 6th century), 
frequently mention the Pahlavas among 
the tribes in the north-west, and some 
scholars have tried to identify them with 
the Pallavas, who were in the south-east 
of India as early as the 2nd century, but 
the similarity of names alone will hardly 
justify the assumption of identity. 
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he invaded Dr~vida.1 Probably about this period the Pallavas 
extended their rule over the Bell~ri district and parts of M ysore ; 
but in the following century we learn that Vikram~ditya II., the 
Chalukya king, about 740, defeated Nandivarman Pallava and 
~nter&d Kanchl', bestowing gifts on the shrine of Rajasimhesvara 
-now the Kailasanatha temple-built by Narasimhavarman II. 
A century la!er they were attacked by the R~shtrakutas, and their 

.power seems to have been broken, and they gradually succumbed 
to the Cholas, who re-asserted their power in the 10th century. 

Par~ntaka or V!ranarayana (dr. A.D. 907-946) advanced the 
Chola power and boasts of taking Madura from the P~ndya 
king and the invasion of Ceylon,2 as also of gilding the "Golden 
Hall" at Chidambaram, the then famed temple of his race. His 
son Rajaditya was killed in battle by the Rashtrakuta king 
Krishna I I 1., and a period of civil war followed till 98 5, when 
Rajaraja secured the throne and carried his conquests as far 
as Kalinga on the north, to Kallam or Quilon on the west, and 
to Ceylon in the south.3 Though a Saiva, we have a long 
copperplate grant of the 21st year of his reign granting a 
village to a Buddhist temple at Negapattam built by a king 
of Kataha-apparently" in the eastern peninsula 4 ; but his great 
architec•ural monument was the Tanjor temple. For a century 
after Rajaraja I. the Cholas maintained the commanding position 
he had ~~ined for his dyna,sty, but from the time of Vikrama 
Chola (rrr8-V35), their power gradually waned, and after this 
the rise of the Ballalas in Mysore, and the revival of the Pandyas 
in the south, seem to have checked them to such an extent that 
they never regained their previous position. 

Although, politically, these states always remained distinct, 
and generally an~agonistic, the people belonged to the same 
ra<!e. Their architecture is different from any other found in 
India~ but urWted in itself, and has gone through a process of 
gradual change from the earliest times at which we become 
ai::quai~ed with it, until we lose sight of it altogether in the 
last century. This change is invariably for the worse, the earlie~ 
specimens being in all instances the most perfect, and th~ degree 
of degradation forming, as mentioned above, a tolerably exact 

. chronometric scale, by which we may measure the age of th . • 
buildings .. 
· Buddhism does.n~t seem to have ever gained such a footing 

1 Hultzsch, ! South Indian Inscrip
tions,' vol. iii. pp. 340ffg.; and Fleet, 
'Bombay Gazetteer,' vol. i. pt. ii. pp. 
316ffg. . 

· 2 The ' Mahiiwansa' seems to place this 
invasion in the time of pdaya III., 

A. D. 964-972 ; but the flight of the 
Pandu king from Madurii to Ceylon is 
mentioned under Kiisyapa IV., A.D. 
929-939, 'MaMwansa,' chh. Iii., !iii. 

3 'Mahiiwansa,' ch. lv. 
·4 1nte, p. '2o6. 
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among the Dravidian races generally as it did in northern and 
western India; yet, in the ;th century, when Hiuen Tsiang 
visited Kanchlpuram, most probably when N arasimhavarman I. 
was the Pallava sovereign, he reckoned "some hundred of 
sangharamas with ten thousand priests " in the Dravida coyntry~ 
all belonging to the Sthavira school of the Mahayana, with 
eighty Hindu temples and many J aina heretics.1 ~n Malakuta 
or the Pandya country he reports from hearsay that the. 
monasteries were mostly ruinous, whilst Jains were numerous; 
and for the Chola province, which he probably passed through, 
he makes a like statement. Like their temples at Negapattam, 
Buddhist monasteries would mostly be of brick, and when the 
sect disappeared, whether from persecution-as tradition asserts 
-or through absorption into Vaishnava or other sects, their 
buildings would be pulled down or altered for other purposes. 

The J aina religion long continued to flourish at Conjivaram 
and in Mysore; but, though influential from their intelligence, 
the J ains never formed more than a small numerical fraction of 
the people among whom they were located. 

The Hindu religion, which was probably always supreme 
in the Dravidian districts, now commonly designated the 
Brahmanical, is divided into the worshippers of Stva and 
Vishnu, which are quite distinct and almost antagonistic; 
but both are so overloaded with apsurd fables and 'q;tonstrous 
superstitions that it is very difficult to ascertaJn wnat they 
really are or ever were. Nor are we yet in a position to speak 
confidently of their origin. 

Both these religions have borrowed an immense amount of 
nomenclature from the more abstract religions of the Aryan 
races, and both profess to venerate the Vedas and other scriptures 
in the Sanskrit language. Indeed it is all but impossible tfiaf 
the intellectual superiority of that race should nQt makt! itself 
felt on the inferior tribes, but it is most important always to 
bear in mind that the Sanskrit-speaking Aryan was a •tranger 
in India. It cannot indeed be too often repeated that all that 
is intefiectually great in that country-all, indeed, which is 
written-belongs to them ; but all that is built-all, indeed, 
which is artistic- belongs to other races, who were either 
aboriginal or immigrated into India at earlier or subsequent 
periods, and from other sources than tho~e .which supplied the 
Aryan stock. 

There does not seem to be any essential difference either in 
plan or form between the Saiva and Vaishnava temples in the 

1 Beal, ' Buddhist Records,' vol. ii. p. 229. 
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south of India. It is only by observing the images or emb.lems 
worshipped, or by reading the stories represented in the 
numerous sculptures with which a temple is adorned, that we 
find out the god to whom it is dedicated. Whoever he may 
~e, tQe temples consist-almost invariably of the four following·~ 
parts, arranged in various manners, as afterwards to be explained, 
but differing-in themselves only according to the age in which 

• they were executed:-
I. The principal part, the actual temple itself, is called the 

Vimdna.1 It is always square in plan, and surmounted by a 
pyram1aal roof of on.e or more storeys ; an~ it contains the cell 
in which the image of the god or his emblem is placed. 

z. The porches or Mantapams,2 which -·always cover and 
precede the door leadingtoih-e--cetl. 

3· Gate-pyramids, Gopurams,3 which are the principal features 
in the quadrangular enclosures that surround the more notable 
temples. 

4· Pillared halls or Chaultris- properly Chdwadts 4 - used 
for various purposes, anowfiicn are the invariable accompani
ments of these temples.-. · 

Besides these, a temple always contains tanks or wells for 
water-lobe used-either for sacred purposes or the convenience 
of the priests-dwellings for all the various grades of the priest-· 
hood are .~t!ached to it, and. numerous other buildings for state 
or conv~1enc;. 

1 Vimana is .generally used to designate 
" a chariot" or vehicle of the gods, a 
moving palace; hence it includes the 
shrine and spire. 

2 In Sanskrit-Mandapa, a pavilion or 
opl!tl porch, thence a hall, and a temple. 

3 Gop~e.ra means a town gate, hence an 
entrance, applied .o the lofty tow:rs over 

the entries to southern temples. The 
later style· of gopurams dates from the 
16th century, and do not properly belong 
to the original Dravidian temples. They 
were probably intended for purposes of 
defence against invasion and plunder. 

4 Chi/watt or Chi/wad£ is a public lodging 
place, a shelter for travellers. 

• 
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CHAPTER II. 0 

HINDLr CONSTRUCTION. 

CONTENTS. 

Arches-Domes-Plans-Sikharas. 

ARCHES. 

BEFORE proceeding to describe the arrangements of Hindu or 
Jaina temples, it may add to the clearness of what follows on 
~he various styles if we first explain the peculiar modes of 
constructing arches and domes which they invariably employed. 

As remarked above, although we cannot assert that the 
Buddhists never employed a true arch, this at least is certain
that, except in the roofs of one or two small chaitya~ recently 
discovered, no structural example has been found in I!ldia, and 
that all the arched or circular forms found in the caves are 
without exception copies of wooden forms, and nowhere even 
simulate stone construction. With the Hindus and J ains the 
case is different: they use stone arches and stone domes which 
are not copied from wooden forms at all ; but these are 
invariably horizontal arches, never formed or intended to ebe 
formed with radiating voussoirs. • 

It has been explained, in speaking of Pela&tic art,I how 
prevalent these forms were in ancient Greece and Asia Minor, 
and how long they continued to be employed even aTter the 
principles of the true arch were perfectly understood. In India, 
however, the adherence to this form of construction is even more 
remarkable. As the Hindus quaintly express it, "an arch never 
sleeps"; and it is true that a radiating arch does contain in 
itself a vz's vz'va which is always tending to thrust its haunches 
outwards, and goes far to insure the ul~mate destruction of 
every building where it is employed: while the horizontal forms 
employed by the Hindus are in stable equilibrium, and, unless 
disturbed by violence, might remain so for ever. 

1 Fergusson's 'Ancient and Medireval Architecture' (3rd ed. ), vol. i. pp. 243 
e/ seqq. 
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There can be no doubt that the Hindus carried their horror 
of an arch to an excess which frequently led them to worse 
faults on the other side. In city walls: for instance, where there 
is a superabundant abutment on either hand to counteract any 

•thrust, the horizontal principle is entirely misplaced. If we take, 
for iflstance, one of the city gates at Vijayanagar (Woodcut No. 
168), we ca~not help perceiving that with much sma)ler stones 

x68. View of City Gateway, Vijayanagar. (From a Photograph.) 

.. ~d less trouble a far more stable construction could have been 
obtained, so long as the wall on either hand remained entire. 
What the }iindu feared was that if the wall were shattered, as 
we now find it, the arch would have fallen, though the horizontal 
layers-still remain in their places. . 

Instead of a continuous bracket like that shown in the last 
example, a more usual form, in modern times at least, ~s that of 
several detached brackets placed a little distance apart the one 
from the other. When used in moderation this is the more 
pleasing form of the two, and in southern India it is generally 
used with great s~ccess. In the north they are liable to 
exaggerate it, as in the .. g~.\Y~L:fr.9~m Jhinj~wa~ in Gujarat 
(Woodcut No. 169, p. 312), when it oecbmes unpleasing, though 
singularly characteristic of the style.1 

1 Other examples of the same style may be seen in the gateways of Dabhoi.
Burgess and Cousens, 'The Antiquities of Dabhoi in Gujaritt,' plates 10, 13, and 16. 
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It is this horizontal or bracket mode of construction that is 
the formative principle of the Dravidian or Southern style of 

Hindu architecture, 
every form and every 

-~==-<t_.---

ornament depending 
almost wholly up~n it. 
In the nofth, however, 
another development of 
the same principle is• 
found in the horizontal 
dome, which is scarcely 
known in the south, but 
which has given a new 
character to the style, 
and, as one of its most 
beautiful features, de
mands a somewhat de
tailed explanation. 

DOMES. 

It is to be r~gretted 
that, while so much has 
been written • on the 
history of the• pointed 
arch, so Tittle should 
have been said regarding 

169. Gateway, Jhinjhuwildit. the history of domes : 
(From Kinloch Forbes' Ras :\1.11.\.) the one being a mere 

. constructive peculiarity 
that might very well have been dispensed with; the other beiftg · 
the noblest feature in the styles in which it prevails, and pe»haps 
the most important acquisition with which sciencelbas enriched 
the art of architecture. 

The so-called Treasuries of Mycen;e and Orchomeiws, as 
well as ~he chambers in Etruscan tombs, prove that as early 
as ten or twelve centuries before Christ the Pelasgic races had 
learned the art of roofing circular chambers with stone vaults, 
not constructed, as we construct them, with radiating vaults, 
on the principle of the common arch, but by successive layers 
of st~~§. converging to a point, and dosed by one large stone 
artlie apex. 
' Whoever invented the true or radiating arch, the Romans 
were the first who applied it as a regular and essential archi
tectural feature, and who at the same time introduced its com
plement, the radiating dome, into architectural construction; 
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at what period it is not now known.. The earliest example, the 
Pantheon, is also the finest and largest ; but we have lost 
entirely the innumerable steps by which the architects ·must 
have slowly progressed to so daring an experiment. · . 

• There is, however, a vast difference between these two classes 
of d~mes, which it is necessary to bear in mind in order to 
understand «rhat follows. 

The Roman arch and Roman dome are always constructed 
•(Woodcut No. 170) on the principle cif voussoirs, or trun.catest 
wedges, radiating from a centre. Tfiisena15led1he Romans to 
~r-riiti'Cnlarger spaces wiU1their domes than perhaps was 
possible on the horizontal principle; but it involved the incon
venience of great lateral thrusts, continually tending to split the 
dome and tear the building in pieces, and requiring immense 
and massive abutments to counteract their destructive ~nergy. 

170, • Radiating Arch. 171. Horizontal Arch . 

• 
Jhe :Lndian or horizontal dome never can be made circular 

in section, ex<tept when used on the smallest scale, but almost 
always takes a form more or less pointed (Woodcut No. 171). 
From the time of the building of the Treasury of Mycen;:e 1 to 
the birth of Christ, we have a tolerably complete series of arches ' 

· and vaults constructed on this principle, but few domes properly 
~o ~alled. After the Christian Era the first example is found 
in a ~ingular tomb at Mylassa,2 near Halicarnassus in Caria,3 

where the d(J(Jle exhibits all the peculiarities of construction 
found in the Jaina temples of India. After this we almost lose 
the thr~d of its history till the form reappears in porches like 
those of the I Ith century on Mount AbU, where it is a p;rfectly 
established architectural feature, that must have been practised . 
long before it could be used as we find it in that building. · 
Whether we shall ever be able to recover the lost links in this 
chain is more than doubtful, but it would be deeply interesting 
to the history of art i' it could be done. In the meantime, there 
is no difficulty in explaining the constructive steps by which the 

.object is now attained in India. These may also throw some 

1 'History of Ancient and Medireval 
Architecture,' vol. i. p. 243. 

2 Ibid. p. 371 ; and ante, p. 209. 

a Fully illustrated in vol. ii. of the 
Dilettanti Society's ' Antiquities of 
Ionia.' ' 
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light on the history of the invention, though this is not, of 
course, capable of direct proof .. 

The simplest mode of roofing a small square space supported 
by four pillars is merely to run an architrave or stone beam from 
each pillar, and cover the intermediate opening by a plain stone 
slab. Unless, however, slabs of great dimensions are avaT!able, 
this mode of construction has a limit very soon arriVed at. The 
next step therefore is to reduce the extent of the central space 
to be covered by cutting off its corners; this is done by 

···~ . = "= square, as in Woodcut No. 172, thus employ-
~t."',.:'•'wTY''·'~'"'''> .. ' _ triangular stones placed in each angle of the 

ing five stones instead of one. By this means, 
the size of the central stone remaining the 
same, the side of the square space so roofed 
is increased in the ratio of ten to seven, the 
actual area being doubled. The next step 
in the process (Woodcut No. 173) is by em
ploying three tiers and nine stones, instead 
of two tiers and five stones, which quadruples 

n· 1 7lR. fi the area roofed. Thus, if the central stone 
'agram 

0 00 
ng. is 4 ft., by the second process the space roofed 

will be about 5 ft. 8 in. ; by the third 8 ft. square ; by .a fourth 
process (Woodcut No. 174)-with four tiers and thirteen stones 

• 

~s=r'J; 
• 

_j\ u-
~····;r • 

173· Diagrams of Roofing. 

-the extent roofed may be 9 ft. or IO ft., always assuming the 
central stone to remain 4 ft. square. All' these forms are still 
currently used in India, but with four pillars the process is 
seldom carried further than this; with another tier, however, 
and eight pillars (as shown in Woodcut No. 175), it may be 
carried a step further-exactly the extent to which it is carried 
in the tomb at Mylassa above referred to. In this, however, as 
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in all instances of octagonal domes in this style, instead of the 
octagonal form being left as such; there are always four external 
pillars at the angles, so thaf the 

. square shape is retained, with twelve 
tJillar;, of which the eight internal 
pillars may be taken as mere inser
tions to supl>ort the long architrave 

.between the four angular pillars. · . 
It is evident that' here again we 

come to a limit beyond which we 
cannot progress without using large 
and long stones. This was sometimes 
met by cutting off the angles of the 
octagon, and making the lower course 
of sixteen sides., When this has been 
done an awkwardness arises in getting 
back to the square form .. This was 
escaped from, in all the .. instances I 
am acquainted with, by adopting cir- I75- Diagram of Roofing. 

cular courses for all above that with 
sixteen sides. In many instances the lower course with sixteen 
sides is.altogether omitted, and the circles placed immediately 

Diagram of Indian Construction. 
B. Form of bracket capital in the angle of an octagonal dome. 

on the octagon, as in the temple of Vimala at AbU (Woodcut 
No. 284, vol. ii. p. 39). It is difficult to say how far this system 
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might· be carried constructively without danger of weakness. 
The Indian domes seldom exceed 30 ft. in diameter, but this 
may have arisen more from the difficulty of getting architraves 
above 12 ft. or 1 3 ft. in length to support the sides, than from 
any inability to construct domes of larger diameter in them! 
selves. This last difficulty was to some extent got over by a 
system of bracketing, by which more than half tlie bearing of 
the architrave was thrown on the capital of the column, as. 
shown in Woodcut No. 176. Of course this method might have 
been carried to any extent, so that a very short architrave 
would suffice for a large dome; but whether this could be done 
with elegance is another matter. The Indians seem to have 
thought not; at least, as far so I know, they never carried it to 
any extent. Instead of bracketing, however, they sometimes 
used struts, as shown in Woodcut No. 176, but it is questionable 
whether that could ever be made a really serviceable con
structive expedient in stone architecture. 

The great advantage to be derived from the mode ot 
constructing domes just described was the power it gave 
of placing them on pillars without having anything to fear 
from the lateral thrust of the vault. The Romans never 
even attempted this, but always, so to speak, brought their 
vaults down to the ground, or at least could only erect them 
on great cylinders, which confined the space on e~ery side. 
The Byzantine architects cut away a great deal of

0
the sub

structure, but nevertheless could never get rid • of the great 
heavy piers they were forced to employ to support their domes; 
and in all ages were forced to use either heavy abutments 
externally, or to crowd their interiors with masses of masonry, • 
so as in a great measure to sacrifice either the external effect 
or the internal convenience of their buildings to the constructrve 
exigencies of their domes. This in India never ifaS the ~ase ; 
all the pressure was vertical, and to ensure sta5ility it only 
required sufficient strength in the support to bear th~ down
ward pressure of the mass-an advantage the importance of 
which i~ not easily over-estimated. 

One of the consequences of this mode of construction was, 
that all the decoration of the Indian domes was horizontal, 
or, in other words, the ornaments were ranged in concentric 
rings, one above the other, instead of bein~ disposed in vertical 
ribs, as in Roman or Gothic vaults.! This arrangement allows 
of far more variety without any offence to good taste, and 
practically has rendered some of the Indian domes the most 

1 The tendency uf the Indian con· , each course or ring of sloue, after the 
struction, however, was to make the I first two or three, had about the same 
section of the dome nearly conical as amount of projection inwards. 
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exquisite specimens of elaborate roofing that can anywhere be 
seen. Another consequence of this mode of construction was 
the employment of pendant~ from the centres of the domes, 
which are used to 'an extent that would have surprised even 
the "J;udor architects of our own country: With them, however, 
the pendant was an architectural tour de force, requiring great 
constructive ~ngenuity and large masses to counterbalance it, 
.and is always tending to destroy the building it ornaments"; 
while the Indian pendant, on the contrary, only adds its own 
weight to that of the dome, and has no other prejudicial 
tendency.- Its forms, too, generally have a lightness and 
elegance never even imagined in Gothic art ; it hangs from 
the centre of a dome more like a lustre of crystal drops than 
a solid mass of marble or of stone. / - . 

As before remarked, the eight pillars that support the dome 
are almost never left by themselves, the base b~ing made square. 
by the addition of four others at the angles. There are many 
small buildings so constructed with only twelve pillars, as shown 
in the annexed diagram (No. 177), 
but two more are oftener added on 

each face, making 
twenty altogether, 

/ • as shown on the 
upper side of the • annexed diagram 
(No 178); or four 
on each face, mak-

177· ing twenty-eight; 
, Diagram of the arrange- or again two in 

ment of the ptllars of a ' . 178, 
Jaina Dome. front of these four, Diagram Plan ofJaina Porch. 

• or six on each face, 
so as• to ma~e thirty-six; and the same system of aggregation 
is carried on till the number of pillars reaches fifty-six (Wood
cut No .• 179), which is the largest number I ever saw surrounding 
one dome; but any number of these domes may surround one 
temple, or central dome, and the number consequently ~ multi
plied almost ad infinitum. When so great a number of pillars 
is introduced as in the last instance, it is usual to make the 
outmost compartment on each face square, and surmount it with 
a smaller dome. This is occasionally though. _rarely done even 
with the smallest number. · 

The first result of this arrangement is, that the Hindus
obtained singularly varied outl~ne in plan, producing the 
happiest effects of light and shade with every change in the 
sun's position. Another result wa:s, that by the accentuation of 
the salient and re-entering angles, they produced those strongly-
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marked vertical lines which give such an appearance of height 
to Gothic designs. To accomplish this, however, the Western 

architects were obliged to 
employ buttresses, pinnacles, 
and other constructive. ex! 
pedients. The Hindus obtained 
it by a new disp~sition of the 
plan without anywhere inter-. 
rupting the composition. This 
form of outline also expresses 
the internal arrangements of 
the porch better than could be 
done by the simpler outline of 
either a square or circle, such 
as is usually employed in 
Europe. Its greatest merit, 
however, is, that the length of 

179. Diagram of Jaina Porch. the greater aisles is exactly 
proportioned to their relative 

width as compared with that of the subordinate a-isles. The en
trance being in the angle, the great aisle forms the diagonal, 
and is consequently in the ratio of 10 to 7, as ct>mpared 
to what it would be if the entrance were in the centre of 
the side, where we usually place it. From the in~joduction 
of the octagonal dome in the centre the sarye proportion 
(correctly 1000 to 707) prevails between the central and side 
aisles, and this again is perhaps the most pleasing that has yet 
been introduced anywhere. In Gothic churches the principal 
aisles are generally twice as wide as the side ones, but they are • 
also twice as high, which restores the proportion. Here, where 
the height of all is the same, or, nearly so, this gradation J'ttst 
suffices to give variety, and to mark the relatiY.e impoftance 
of the parts, without the one overpowering the other: and 
neither has the appearance of being too broad nor too.narrow. 

It is, of course, difficult for those who have never seen a 
building of the class just described to judge of the effect of these 
arrangements; and they have seldom been practised in Europe. 
There is, however, one building in which they have accidentally 
been employed to a considerable extent, and which owes its 
whole beauty to the manner in which it follows the arrangement 
above described. That building is Sir° Christopher Wren's 
church of St. Stephens, Walbrook. Internally its principal 
feature is a dome supported on eight pillars, with four more in 
the angles, and two principal aisles crossing the building at right 
angles, with smaller square compartments on each side. This 
church is the great architect's masterpiece, but it would have 
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been greatly improved had its resemblance to a HindQ porch 
been more complete. The necessity of confining the _dome and 
aisles within four walls greatly injures the_ effect as compared 
with the Indian examples., Even the Indian plan of roofing, 
e•xplajped above, might be used in such a building ~ith ~nuch 
less expense and less constructive danger . than a Gothic vault 
of the same e~teht. .. 
• 

PLANS. 

Till the discovery of the small Buddhist chaitya halls at Ter 
and Chezarla and elsewhere, already described (p. 126), there was 
only one· temple in India which gave us any hint of how the 
plans of such halls were related to those of Hindu and J aina 
temples. Fortunately, however, its evidence is so distinct that 
there could be very little doubt about the matter. The temple in 
question is situated in the village of Aihole, in Bijapur district, 
in .western India, not far. from the place wliere theorigihal 

\ capital of the. ~halukyan sovereigns was situated, and near the 
caves of Badami on the one hand and the temples of Pattadakal 
on the other. Its ·date is uncertain to some extent, since an 
inscripti~n on its outer gateway recording a grant to the temple, 
during the.ieign of Vikramaditya-Satyasraya, is undated ; 1 and 
there wer~ two·Chalukya kings of this name-one ruling between 
A.D. 655 and ~o, and the other between 733 and 746. But the 
grant was to a temple already established, and even if made in 
the 8th ce'ntury the fane might well be of fifty or eighty years 
earlier date, ascits architecture would indicate. It is thus not 

• only one of the 'oldest structural temples known to exist in 
we~ern India, but in fact .one of the only three yet discovered 
that c~n with any certainty be said to have been erected before 
the beginning~[ the 8th century. 

This . temp~e, as the sculptures testify,· was dedicated to 
Vishnu_!_the _special divinity of the Chalukyas; but the words 
carved in Kanarese on the basement-~' the holy J aina te~ple "
seems to indiCate that at one time it had been claimed or 
appropriated by the J ains, and this, with some misconception as 
to the charaCter of the sculptures, has led to the mistake of 
its being supposed t_hat~it was originally Jaina. ·Its original 
dedication is f6'itunately, however, of very little importance for 
our present purposes. The age when this temple was erected 
was the age of toleration in India. The Chinese traveller 
Hiuen Tsiang has left us a most vivid description of a great 

I 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. viii. pp. 285-286; and 'Archreological Survey of , 
Western India,' vol. i. pp. 40 et seqq. 
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quinquennial festival, at which he was present at Allahabad in 
A.D. 643, at which the great King Siladitya presided, and dis
tributed alms and honours, on alternate days, to Buddhists, 
Brahmans, and heretics of all classes, who were assembled there 
in tens of thousands, and seem to have felt no jealousy cJ eacTt 
other, or rivalry that. led, at least, to any disturbance.1 It was 

.. _. on the eve of a disruption that le~ to the most 
.tf-.:---... ~·,._~ violent contests, but up to that time we have nQ 
fi!J 0 reason to believe that they did not all use 

.
1 

, similar edifices for their religious purposes, with 
' • =· • ~ only such slight modifications as their different 

• H formulc:e may have required (Woodcut No. 180). 
' Be this as it may, any one who will compare 

the plan of the chaitya at Sanchl (Woodcut 
No. 47), which is certainly Buddhist, with that of 
this temple at Aihole, which is Vaishnava, can 
hardly fail to perceive how nearly identical they 
must have been when complete. In both in-

' stances, it will be observed, the apse is solid, 
r8o. . and it appears that this always was the case in 

Old!empleatAihole. structural free-standing chaityas At least in 
(From a Plan by J. · ' 
Burgess.) Scale so all the rock-cut examples, so far as it; known, 
ft. to 1 in. the pillars round the apse are different from 

those that separate the nave from •tJ.le aisles ; 
they never have capitals or bases, and are mere plain makeshifts. 
From the nature of their situation in the rock, light could not 
be admitted to the aisle behind the apse from the outside, but 
must be borrowed from the front, and a solid apse was con
sequently inadmissible; but in free-standing examples, as at
Aihole, it was easy to introduce windows there or anywhere. 
Another change was necessary when, from an apse shelteri~g a 
relic-shrine, it became a cell containing an im<We of a ~od ; a 
door was then indispensable, and also a thickenmg of the wall 
when it was necessary it should bear a tower or sikhara to mark 
the position of the cella on the outside. Omitting the verandah, 
the otl1er changes introduced between the erection of these two 
examples are only such as were required to adapt the points of 
support in the temple to carry a heavy stone roof, instead of the 
light wooden superstructure of the primitive Buddhist chaitya 
(Woodcut No. 181). 

It may be a question, and one not • easy to settle in the 
present state of our knowledge, whether the Buddhist chaityas 
had or had not verandahs, like the Aihole example. The rock-

----······--------------

1 Hiouen Thsang, 'Memoires sur les Contrees Orientales,' tome i. pp. 253 et seqq. ; 
or Beal, 'Buddhist Records,' vol. i. pp. 214 et seqq. 
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cut exaili'ples naturally give us no information on this subject, 
but the ·~presumption certainly is, looking at their extreme 
appr~priateness in that climate, that they had this appendage, 
sometimes at least, though not perhaps usually. 
• If from this temple at Aihole we pass to the neighbouring • 
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Saiva one of Papanarha at Pattadakal, built probably not very 
much later, we find that we have passed the boundary line that 
separates the ancient from the mediceval architecture of India, 
in so far at least as plans are concerned (Woodcut No. 182 ). 
The Circular forms of the Buddhists have entirely disappeared, 
and the cell has become the base of a square tower, as it 

VOL. I. X 
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remained ever afterwards. The nave of the chaitya has become 

182. Plan of Papa
natha Temple at 
Pattadakal. Scale 

a well defined mandapa or porch in front of, but 
distinct from, the cell, and these two features in 
an infinite variety of forms, and with various 
subordinate adjuncts, are the essential ele!Jlent~ 
of the plans of the J aina and Hindu temples of 
all the subsequent ages. • 

The procession-path round the cell-called. 
pradakshina-as that round the apse, remained 
for some centuries as a common but not a uni
versal feature. The verandah disappeared. 
Round a windowless cell it was useless, and the 
pillared porches contained in themselves all the 
elements of shelter or of shadow that were 
required. 

SIKHARAS. 

so ft. to 1 in. There is one other peculiarity common to 
both Hindu and J aina architecture in the north of India that 
requires notice, before proceeding to describe particular ex
amples. It is the form of the towers or spires called Sikharas 
or Vimanas, which invariably surmount the cells in wjlich the 
images are placed. It is probably correct to assert that the 
images of the Tl:rthankaras are invariably placed ctn oblong 
or square cells, and those of Hindu deities in squa~-gener
ally cubical cells, of no great dimension, and tlTat these cells 
receive their light from the doorway only. It seems also an 
invariable rule that the presence and position. of the cell 
should be indicated externally by a tower or spire, and that • 
these towers, though square or nearly so in plan, should 
have a curvilinear outline in elevation. If the tower at Botlh
Gaya (ante, p. 78) retains unaltered the origiQal form •given 
to it when erected about the 5th or 6th centur~, this dictum 
would not apply to Buddhist architecture. As it is, vowever, 
the only Buddhist sikhara yet discovered it is hardly fair 
to dra>¥ any decided inference from one single example, while 
with J aina or Hindu towers I know of no exception. Take, 
for instance, the tower represented in the following woodcut 
(No. 183), which purports to be an elevation of the celebrated 
Black Pagoda at Kanarak in Orissa, and may be looked 
upon as a typical example of the style, •and of which it may 
be considered of a fair medium example. The upper part\· 
of the tower).. to some extent, overhangs its base. It bends 
ln"ward toward's -the su-mmit, and is surmounted by what is 
called an Amalaka- a massive circular coping stone which 
supports a vase called amrt'takalasa or amrz'takaraka, i.e. "dew 
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vessel." 1 Its peculiar corrugated form occurs frequently in old 
examples as a sort of blocking course dividing the sikharas 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

horizontally into numerous 
small compartments; and it 
seems as if what is ~sed there 
in a straight-lined form was 
employed as a circular orna
ment at the summit. It is 
a very beautiful architectural 
device, and was, as far as 
I can see, adopted only 
because it was so, and con
trasted brilliantly ·with the 
flat ornaments with which 
it was employed. At present 

Restored Elevation of the Sun-temple at,Kanarak. 
(From a Drawing by the Author.) No Scale. • 

we do not seem to be in a position to explain its origin, or 
that of a great many other details that are frequently met with 
in Hindu architecture. 

1 The "amalaka" has been popularly 
supposed to be derived from dmalaka-the 
Phyllanthus emblica, Emblica officina/is 
or Emb!ica myrobalan; but, though an 
article of Hindu materia medica, it is so 
insignificant a berry that it could hardly 

May it not be from ama!a -"pure," 
"spotless"? Amalasilil.-" pun! stone," is 
applied to this crowning member.-Beal, 
'Buddhist Records,' vol. ii. pp. 136-137; 
Foucher, 'L' Art Greco-Bouddhique du 
Gandhara,' tome i. p. g6n. 

f be thought ,of as an architectural model. 
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Whatever its origin, this amalaka is generally surmounted 
by a flat dome of reverse curvature, in the centre of which stands 
the ka!asa, karka, or pinnacle, in the form of a vase, generally of 
very beautiful and graceful design. 

The great and at first sight puzzling question is, from.whaf 
original is this curious combina
tion of forms derrved ? It is 
like nothing found anywhere out. 
of India, and like no utilitarian 
form in India, that we now 
know of. It cannot be derived 
from the dome - like forms of 
the topes. They are circular •. :__-::_.±.._\ 

• 

--, 

\ .,. ___ - -·--

Diagram Plan and Section of the Temple at Kanarak, designed to 
explain the construction of Hindu Temples. 

• 
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both in plan and elevation. The Sikharas are straight~lined in 
plan, and their section is never a segment of a circle; it is not 
derived from any many-storeyed buildings, as the sikharas or 
¥imanas of the Dravidian architecture of the south of India, 
whicli seem certainly to have been copied from the many 
storeyed ·vi~aras of the Buddhists, and we cannot fancy any 
class of domestic building which could have formed a model 
.out of which they could have been elaborated. One curious 
thing we do know, which is that all the ancient roofs in In-dia, 
whether represented in the bas-reliefs or copied in the caves, 
were invariably curvilinear-generally circul?-r or rather agee
having a ridge added externally to throw off the rain from 
that weakesf part; but nothing on any bas-relief or painting 
gives us a hint of any building like !hese sikharas. 

Another curious and perplexing circumstance regarding 
the sikharas is that when we first meet them, at Bhuvaneswar, for 
instance, on the Bay of Bengal, or at Pattadakal in the 7th 
century, near the west coast of India; the style is complete 
and settled in all its parts7. There was no hesitation then, 
nor has there been any since. During the twelve or thirteen 
centuries that have elapsed since the erection of these earliest 
known 6:amples, they have gone on becoming more and more ~ 
attenuate~ till they are almost as pointed as Gothic spires, 
and theiJe degree of· attenuation 'is no bad test of their age; 
but they neve.- changed in any essential feature of the design. 
All the parts found in the oldest examples are retained in 
the most recent, and are easily recognisable in the buildings 
of the present time. 

• The one hypothesis that occurs to me as sufficient to 
acc;punt for this peculiarity is to assume that it was a con
structive necessity. If we take for instance an assumed 
section of th~ diagram (WoodcJt No. I 84, p. 3 24 ), it will be 
seen how easily a very tall pointed horizontal arch, like that 
of the Treasury at Myceme referred to above, p. 3 I 2, would 
fit its external form. In that case we might assume that 
the tower at Bodh-Gaya took a straight-lined form like the· 
doorway at Missolonghi and the 'Gate of Lions' at Mycence, 
while the Hindus took the more graceful curvilinear shape, which 
certainly was more common in remote classical antiquity,! and 
as it is found in Per•ia may have reached India at a remote 
period. 

This hypothesis does not account for the change from 

1 See Woodcuts 'Nos. 102, II4, 124, 
126, 129, 172, 177 and 178 of vol. i. of 
the author's 'History of Ancient and 
Medireval Architecture,' 3rd edn.; and 

I 
for the Missolonghi doorway and Mycenre 
Gate of Lyons,-lbid,, Nos. 130 and 131 

on F· 247. 
I 
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the square to the circular form in the upper part, nor for 
its peculiar ornamentation; but that may be owing to our 
having none of the earlier examples. \Vhen we first meet 
with the form, either in Dharwar or Orissa, it is complete ill 
all its parts, and had evidently reached that state ofe per
fection through long stages of tentative experien~e. The dis
covery of some earlier examples than we now know may one 
day tell us by what steps that degree of perfection was reached,. 
but in the meanwhile I fear we must rest content with the 
theory just explained, which, on the whole, may be considered 
sufficient for present purposes at least.1 

1 In his work on the 'Antiquities of l sort, but if his diagram were all that is 
Orissa,' vol. i., Bitbu RitjendraliU Mitra to be said in favour of the hypothesis, I 
'uggests at page 31 something of this would feel inclined to reject it. 
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CHAPTER III. 

DRAVIDIAN ROCK-CUT TEMPLES. 

CONTENTS. 

Mamallapuram-Kaihl.s, Elura. 

ALTHOUGH it may not be possible to point out the origin of 
the Dravidian style, and trace its early history with the. same 
precision as we can that of Bud<jhist architecture, there is nothing 
so mysterious about it as there is regarding the styles of northern 
India, nor does it burst on us full blown at once as is the case 
witn the architecture of the Chalukyas. Hitherto, the great 
difficur.y in the case has been, that the temples of southern India 
have almost all been found to be of so modern a date. The great 
buildin~•age there was the 16th and 17th centuries of our era. 
Some structural buildings, it is true, could be traced back to the 
I Ith or 12th• with certainty, but beyond that all was to a great 
extent conjecture; and if it were not for rock-cut examples, we 
could hardly go back much further with anything like certainty. 

• Recent investigations, however, combined with improved kno.w
ledge and greater familiarity with the subject, have now altered 
tll.is state of affairs to a great extent. It seems hardly doubtful 
noW"that the Kailas at Elura, and the great temples at Pattadakal, 
are anterior !o the roth century.1 In fact; it has been ascertained ( 
that tlley date from the 8th, and the" raths," as they are called,/ 
at Mamallapuram or the " Seven Pagodas" on the Madras coast, 
are as early as the 7th century, and are in reality t'he oldest 
examples of their class known, and the prototypes of the style. f 

One circumstance which prevented the age of the Mamalla
puram raths being before detected is, that being_all cut in granite 
~l}d__jp._singl~Jock13..J~y shm~~sign of we~~
which is so frequently a test"Of age in structuralTuildings, and 
being all in the same material produces a family likeness among 
them, which makes it at first sight difficult to discriminate 
between what is old and what new. More than this, they all 

1 Burgess, 'Report on Belgam and Kaladgi,' 1875, plates 39, 40. 
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possess the curious peculiarity of being unfinished, whether 
standing free, as the raths, or cut in the rock, as caves, or on 
its face, as the great bas-relief; they are all left with one-third 
or one-fourth merely blocked out, and in some instances with 
the intention merely indicated. It looks as if the workmew hacT 
been suddenly called off while the whole was in ~rogress, and 
native traditions, which always are framed to account for what 
is otherwise most unintelligible, have seized on this peculiarity,. 
and make it the prominent feature in their myths. Add to this 
that it is only of late we have acquired that knowledge of the 
subject and familiarity with its details, which enable us to check 
the vagaries of Indian speculation. From all these causes it is 
not difficult to understand how easily mistakes may be made in 
treating of such mysterious objects. 

If we do not know all we would wisn about the antiquities 
of Mamallapuram,1 it is not because attempts have not been 
made to supply the information. Situated on an open beach, 
within 32 miles of Madras, it has been more visited and oftener 
described than any other place in India. The first volume of 
the 'Asiatic Researches' (1788) contained an exhaustive paper 
on them by Wm. Chambers. This was followed in the fifth 
(1798) by another by Mr Goldingham. In the second -volume 
of the 'Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society ' ( r ~30) there 
appeared what was then considered a most successful.attempt 
to decipher the inscriptions there, by Dr. Guj{ Babington, 
accompanied by views of most of the sculptures. Before this, 
however, in r8r6, Colonel Colin Mackenzie had employed .. his 
staff to make detailed drawings of all the sculptures and 
aR:hitectural details, and he left a collection of about forty • 
drawings, which are now, in manuscript, in the India Offi11e. 
Like all such collections, without descriptive text, they: are 
nearly useless for scientific purposes. The 'Madrq.<; Journal,' in 
1844, contained a guide to the place by Lieutenant J. Braddock, 
with notes by the Rev. G. W. Mahon, the Rev. W. 'faylor, 
and Sir Walter Elliot; 2 and almost every journal of every 
traveller•in these parts contains some hint regarding them, or 
some attempt to describe and explain their peculiarities or 
beauties. With the exception of the Mackenzie MS.-the 

1 The name of this place, among 
English writers, has been subject to 
various changes; a century ago it 
usually figured as Maha Balipuram, as 
in Southey's ' Curse of Kehama ' ; Dr. 
Babington stated that in the inscrip
tions it was called MaMmallaipur ; the 
Rev. W. Taylor made it I\famallapuram, 
which is now accepted ; other forms 

were Mavali'ij.ram, Mahilvallipur, etc. 
2 ' A Guide to the Sculptures, Excava

tions and other remarkable subjects 
at Milmallaipur, generally known to 
Europeans as " the Seven Pagodas " 
by the late Lieut. John Braddock, etc.' 
in ' Madras Journal of Literature and 
Science,' vol. xiii. (June, 1844) pp. r- 56. 
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most of these were collected in a volume in I 869 by a 
Lieutenant Carr, and published at the expense of the Madras 
Government,1 but, unfortunately, as too ·often happens, the 
editor selected had no general knowledge of the subject, nor 
T!ad ite apparently much local familiarity with the place. His 
work in consequence added nothing to our previous store~.2 

_ In I 883 • the editor ·called attEmtiop to the·· temple of 
.K;ailasanathaswamin at Conjiva~am as a Pallava temple of 
probably about the 7th century, containing .a number oCearly 
inscriptions.3 On examination by Dr. H ultzsch, these were 
found partly to belong to the same period as those df the 
raths at Mamallapuram. ' The temple, ·now seemingly- a 
Vaishnava sl).rine, was' erected. by the Pallava king Rajasimha 

r85. Raths, M:l.mallapuram. (From a Sketch by the Author.) 

. alias Narasimhavarman II., towards the end of the Jtltcentury 
and dedicated to Iswara or Siva; and the names on the 
Dharmard.ja rath agree with those on this temple, confirming 
the date arrived .at 'in TI88o for these w6rks.4 - ~ - • ' 

1 It included also a short account of 
the place written in Kanarese for Col. 
Mackenzie in 1803, with a translation. 
The publication was issued in two 
forms-in atlas folio, g6 pp., and also in 
octavo, 246 pp., with folding plates, and· 
with the same errata. 

2 A survey of the monuments at 
l\H.mallapuram was made a considerable 
time ago,. by the Archaeological Survey 
of Madras. 

3 Hultzsch, ' South Indian Inscrip· 
tions,' vol. i. • pp. Sff. 

4 'Cave Temples of India,' p. uo. 
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The oldest and most interesting group of these monuments 
are the so-called five" Raths " 1 or monolithic temples standing 
on the seashore to the south of the other rock excavations. 
One of these, having an apsidal termination, appears in the 
centre of the preceding woodcut (No. T8'5) a little de~chec'! 
from the rest. The other four stand in a line running from 
north-north-east to south-south-west, and look as• if they had 
been carved out of a single stone or rock, which originally, i' 
that were so, must have been between 35 ft. and 40 ft. high 
at its southern end, sinking to half that height at its northern 
extremity, and its width diminishing in like proportion. 

The first on the north is the Draupadl Rath-a mere pansala 
or cell I I ft. 
square externally, 
and with a curvi
linear roof rising 
to about r8 ft. 
high (Woodcut 
No. r86). Appar
ently it was once 
crowned by a 
finial <Jf some 
sort, b~t its form 
cannot • now be 
as~rtained. This 
rath is the most 
completely -fin
ished of the five, 
and is now unique • 
of its kind, .but 
must have be
lo~ed to ~n ex
tensive class of 
building~ when it 
was executed, and 
their form conse
quently becomes 

r86. Draupadl's Rath. (From a Photograph.) important in the 
history of the 

style. The cell inside measures 6 ft. 6 in.jn depth by 4 ft. 6 in. 
across, on the back wall of which is a four-armed Sakti or female 
-divinity, probably Lakshml, with some attendants: the dwarpalas 
also are females, as are the figures on the north, east, and south 
sides. 

1 Ratha has much the same meaning as Vimana-a chariot or covered car. 
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The nextA~s, known as.Jl!j~'?~~,£-b-and is a small cop~ 
..Q.f_DharmaraJa s- the last to tne-soutfiwaras- tne only 
difference oeiri'irthat Arjuna's is very much smaller than the · 
other, measuring I I ft. 6 in. by I6 ft. in plan, and 20 ft. in 

.1l.eig~t. A cell has been excavated inside, only 4ft. 6 in. by 5 ft., 
but it contains no image; the figures on the outside walls, 
however, se~m to show that it was dedicated to Siva. It is 

.cracked from top to bottom, and part of the finial has fallen 
off. .;Lh~ roofs QLt.h~ lower and firsJ_sto_ti!!..§....,.<:J.r.e_ornamented~~~ 

_with those ranges of little simulated ~ells which became tpg ~ 
disHngti'isliliig BdiaracterisJks_Qf.J2.ravidia:nar2hitecture,,..?-Dd~it · • • 
'iS"'Surriiounled--l:iY. an octagonal dome which is an equall}i 
'universal feature of the style. ~ 
-Thetnird==Blmr1a'Sf:q.±h. -seen partially in the Woodcut 
No. ISS, is very re
markable : it is an 
oblong buildillg:na;.
·ing a ..£1l_r~iJin.ea_r_ 
sliar.ea rogf_~iJh_a 
s~gh!_..ri.dg~.· Its 
oimensions are nearly 
48 ft. loflg, 2 5 ft. wide, 
and 25 ft•high. Ex
ternally,. it seems to 
have been coJtlpletely 
carved, but internally ,.............. ······" •r ·· ..... ·--- · --··---·--------, 

on"'j partially exca- 187. Plan of Bhima'sRath. (From a Plan by Mr. 
vated, the works R. F. Chisholm.) Scale 20ft. tor in. 1 

• being apparently 
. st~pped by some accident. It is cracked completely through, 
so that daylight can be seen through it, and several masses of 
the lock ha~ fallen to the ground-this has been ascribed to 
an earthquake and other causes. My impression is, the explana
tion is l'lot far to seek, but arose from unskilfulness on the part 
of workmen employed in a first attempt. Having completed 
the exterior, they set to work to excavate the intedor so as 
to make it resemble a structural building of the same class, 
leaving only such pillars and supports as were sufficient to 
support a wooden roof of the ordinary construction (Woodcut 
No. I 87). In this .instance it was a mass of solid granite 
which, had the excavation been completed, would certainly 
have crushed the lower storey to powder. As it was, the 
builders seem to have taken the hint of the crack and stopped 
.the further progress of the works. 

1 The dotted hatching on this plan represents a suggested mode in which the rath 
might have been completeGl. if finished as intended. 
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It is a little difficult to say how it was intended to have 
been completed. The centre was occupied by a hall about 

I•'' I 

9 or I o ft. wide by 30 ft. 
open on one or probably both 
sides, and intended ~ b~ 
closed at both ends. This 
central hall wa~ surrounded 
by a verandah measuring 5 ft.. 

1 _ 3 in. in the clear on the sides, 
but only 3 ft. at the ends. 
There would then have been 
ten or twelve pillars in the 
centre and two at each end. 
One of these is represented 
in the annexed woodcut (No 
I 88), and they are all of the 
same pattern, which, in fact, 
with very slight modifications, 
is universal at l\'Iamallapuram. 
They all have bases repre-.1 
senting VyiU!s or conven
tional lions, with sl'feading 
capitals, and of pj;oportions 
perfect! y suited to a. building· 
of the dimensio6)s of this one, 
if executed in wood. 

The fourth and ~st 
southerly, however- Dhar
maraja's rath:-is the finest 0 

r88. Pillar in Bhima's Rath. (From a _and most interesting of tJle. 
Drawing by Mr. R. F. Chisholm.) group. A view of it has already 

been given (Wo~rdcut No. 89) 
and it is shown on the right hand of Woodcut No. 185. As will 
be seen from the annexed plan (No. I 89), its dimensions ate 26ft. 
9 in., by 28 ft. 8 in., and its height is rather more than 35 ft. It 
is conse~uently much larger than Arjuna's rath, but even with 
these dimensions it can only be considered as a model. The' 
three upper storeys are ornamented with those little simulated 
cells mentioned above, and which are so universal in the south of

1 India ; the front of each of these cells with tgeir connecting links,/ 
is adorned with a representation of one of those semi-circular 
dormer windows which are so usual in Buddhist architecture. 
Here-each -has a human head looking outwards. Behind these 
cells the walls are divided by slender pilasters into narrow com
partments, and in each is placed the statue of a deity of thel 
Hindu Pantheon, among which are found representations of 
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Siva, Brahma, and Vishnu in various characters as Arddhanari. 
N arasimha, Varaha, etc.- none of them with more than four 
arms.1 Over these figures are seven
teen shorf epigraphs containing 
t!:pith;ts that were long misunder
stood; but from a comparison of 
them with tfle very similar series 

.round the inside of the enclosure 
of the Kailasanatha temple at 
Kanchlpuram, a clue is obtained 
that enables us to fix the date of 
these monuments. Stated briefly, 
it stands thus :-On the east side 
of the~ third storey of this _rath is 
the epigraph-" The temple of the ·······•·•····--·---··------~ 

holy Atyantakama- Pallavesvara: r89. Plan <;>f Dharmaraja Rath .. 

R • " d th' At t k' (FromaDrawmgbyMr.R.F.Ch1sholm.) anaJaya, an IS yan a am a, Scale 2oft. tor in. 
in the other storeys is styled N ara-
simha Srlnidhi, Sribhara, etc. On the monolithic temple of 
Ganesa, fo be noticed below, and in the Dharmaraja. Man tapa 
cave are identical inscriptions ofthe same Atyarttakama-Sr!nidhi
Srlbhar&; and at Saluva:nkuppam cave is an inscription of 
King Atiranachanda with the names of Atyantakama, Sribhara, 
Ranajaya~ Kalakala, etc.-which are also epithets of Rajasimha 
in the ~ancbl inscriptions. Now we learn from copperplate 
grants that the Pallava king, Rajasimha, bore the names of 
K;mkala, Narasimhavishnu and Narasimhavarman, and must 
have reigned about the last quarter of the 7th century. 'Ne 

• can hardly escape the conclusion; then; that Rajasimha, 
A~ani:akama, Atiranachanda, etc., are all names (or birudas) of 
one king, the son and successor· of Ugradanda- Lokaditya or 
Pararnesvaravarman.2 His dedications are all Saiva, and 
their occurretce on so many of the Mamallapuram shrines 
suppor~ the testimony, previously founded on the style alone, 
that they belong to one time, and were all excavated within 
a short period ?bout .P-·rLEJO to 7.00 .. , · • 

As stated above, we have on this rath many of the gods of 
the Hindu Pantheon, but in forms more subdued than are to 
be found elsewhere. The one extravagance is that they gener
ally have four arms-never more-to distinguish them from 
mortals; but none of those combinations or extravagances we 
find in the caves at Elura, Elephanta, and elsewhere. It is the 

l 'Transactions of the· Royal Asiatic I 2 Hultzsch,'Southindianinscriptions,' 
Society,' vol. ii. plates r6, 17; or Carr's vol. i. pp. r-24,; and Fleet, in 'Bombay 
compilation. · Gazetteer,' val i. pt. i. pp. 322~326. 
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soberest and most reasonable version of the Pantheon yet dis
covered, and, consequently, one of the most interesting, as well 
prooably, as the earliest.1 

The upper three storeys are entirely finished externally with 
• • 

• 

-
• 

"-----"L e 
190. Elevation of Dharmaraja Rath. Scale 13ft. to I in. (From a Drawing by 

Mr. R. F. Chisholm.) 
• 

• 

Jheir sculptures, the lower one merely blocked out; and it is 
difficult to say how far it was intended to excavate the interior. 
A cell was excavated to a depth of 5 ft. in the third storey, 
and it may have been intended to enlarge it. A similar attempt 
has been made in the second storey, but only to the depth of 
4 ft. From there being six pilasters on the outside of the 
third storey, we may gather that in a structural building its roof 

1 These figures, properly drawn or photographed, would be almost indispensable 
for the illustration of Hindu mythology. 

• 
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. would have 'been supported by thirty-six wooden: posts, and in 
like manner that the second storey would have had sixty-four 
supports, but, of course, with some of these omitted in the centre . 
From its extreme irregularity it is not easy to suggest what may 

• 

. . 

• 
• 

• 

191. Section of Dharmanl.ja Rath (through A.B. fig. 189), with the suggested internal 
arrangements dotted in. Scale 10ft. to I in. 

have been the intended arrangement of the lowest storey; but, 
from the wider spaci?!g of the pillars externally, it is evident· 
that in a structural building stone, and not wood, would have 
been employed. From the arrangement of the exterior we 
gather that there would have been four free-standing pillars in 
the centre, as shown in dotted lines in the plan and section 
(Nos. 189 and 191). It is not clear, however, how many of the 
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eight piers that surrounded these four were free-standing or 
attached as pilasters to thick external walls. What stopped the 
completion of this and the other raths, we shall never learn. 
They are certainly very like Buddhist buildings, as we learn to 
know them from the early caves, and it seems hardly to adtmt 
of doubt that we have here petrifactions of the later fo!'ms of 
Buddhist architecture/ and of the first forms Cfif that of the 
Dravidians. 

The want of interiors in these raths makes it sometime"$ 
difficult to make this so clear as it might be. We cannot, for 
instance, tell whether the apsidal rath, called Sahad<;!va and 

Nakula's, to the west of the line of the others, and 
fi::i~~:; forming the fifth of the group, was intended to 
; :(< \1\ reproduce a chaity~ hall or a vihara like that in 
iii \I( Woodcut No. 63. Though small, it is one of the 
f-

1
:i ...,..,.,...,. II most interesting of the whole ; but like the others, 

, I r_4···--=' .· . • ~ , -~ ,1; I, it is very unfinished, especially on the east side. Its 
-"1~''"-H·"'-- . , dimensions are I 8 ft. in length-north and south, 

1 C~J,,·-: ~ by I I ft. across, and about r6 ft. in height. 
c:_. It faces north, on which side there is a small pro-

rg2. , jecting portico (Woodcut No. 193)1 supported by 
Plan of Sahadeva s two pillars and within is a small empty Cl"'ll E -Rath. (From a ~ ' . . . .-- · X 

Drawing _by Mr. ternally the back end lS apstdal, and so perhaps, 
R. F. Chisholm.) if on a larger scale its interior mio-ht ttave been· 
Scale 20 ft. to I ' b ' 
in. as it is, it is too small, and the squafe form is 

more convenient in such an apar!ment. 
The interest of this rath lies in the fact that it repre54M'Pted, 

on a small scale, the exterior of one of those chaitya halls, which 
form so important a feature in the western groups of Buddhist. 
caves, of which, until the discovery of the Chezarla and Ter 
structures, we had no other instance from which to jud~ of 
what the external appearance may have been of the stntctural 
chaityas, from which the cave-temple example~ w!'!re copied. 
But this rath being in several storeys, and the whol~ so con
ventionalised by the different uses to which they are applied 
for thej>urposes of a different religion, that we must not stretch 
analogies too far. 2 

1 Among the remains found at Bharaut 
is a bas-relief representing a building so 1 

exactly like the long rath here, that there 
can be no doubt that such buildings were 
used in the north of India two centuries 
at least before Christ, but to what 
purpose they were applied is not so clear. 
The one at Bharaut seems to have con
tainerl the thrones or altars of the four 
last Buddhas. 

2 Among the sculptures of the Gan-

dhil.ra monasteries are several representing 
fa~ades of buildings. They may be cells 
or chaitya halls, but, at all events, they 
are almostoexact reproductions of the 
fa~ade of this rath (see Woodcut No. 
123, page 216). Being used as frame
works for sculpture, the northern 
examples are, of course, conventional
ised ; but it is impossible to mistake 
the identity of intention. 
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The sixth-the Ganesa rath-sitmited at a distance of three-
~"=-.;;.;.;;=._=--=,-·---- - ' -'- "-

I93· View of Sahadeva's Rath. (From a Photograph.) 
J 

quarters of a mile n~rth of the others-is represented in the 
woodcut (No. I94), which, strange to say, is the most nearly 
finished of any, and gives a fair idea of the form these oblong 
temples took. Though small, it is a singularly elegant little 
temple. In plan, its dimensions are I9 ft. by I I ft. 3 in., and 
28 ft.· ~n height. It is in three_s~~)'~with very elegant details, 
and of ~rrl_! Y.e~y_common ~fter.wardsJn..D.ra:v.idian_a_rcbite£!.ll[(L · 

vOi. r. Y 
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for gopurams or gateways. The roof has a straight r:idge, 
adorned at the ends by Saiva trisulas, and similar emblems 

~- -~ ---

• 
-:::- .-._ --.,... 

- ~ 

194- Ganesa Rath, Mamallapuram. (From a Photograph.)O 
0 

crowned the dormer windows. _The ridge was ornament~ by 
'nine small pinnacles, which also continue to be employed. 
Though entering in the side, this temple was never intended • 
to be pierced through. 

On the back wall of the verandah is an inscription in•old 
and very florid characters, dedicating the shrine to Si-va by 
King Atyantakama- Ranajaya,I now identified ~th Rajas.imha 
Pallava of the end of the 7th century. • 

What interests us most here, however, is that the square 
· raths a.-e the originals from which all the vimanas in southern 
India were copied, and continued to be copied nearly unchanged 

(to a very late period. Woodcut No. 195, for instance, repre
sents one from Madura, erected in the 18th century. It is 
changed, it is true, and the cells and some of the earlier 
features are hardly recognisable; but the 

0
wonder rather is that 

eleven centuries should not have more completely obliterated all 
traces of the original. There is nothing, however, in it which 
cannot be easily recognised in intermediate examples, and 

I Hultzsch's ' South Indian Inscriptions,' vo!. i. pp. 4-8. 
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their gradual transformation deteCted by any one fam. iliar with~
the subject. On the other hand, the oblong raths wererhalls 
or po.rticos with. the Buddhists, and became the gateways . 
or gopurams which are frequently- indeed generally- more . 
fmportant parts of later Dravidian temples than the vimanas 
them~elves. • They, too, like the vimanas, retain their original~ 

... 

• 

1 95· 
• 

Perumal Temple at Madura. (From a MS. Drawing in the possession of 
the late General Monteith, Madras Engineers.) No scale: 

features very little changed to the present day, as may be seen 
· from the annexed e•xample from a modern Tamil temple on 

the opposite shore of the Gulf of Manar (Woodcut No. 196). 
To all this, however, we shall have frequent opportunities of 
referring in the sequel, and it will become much plainer as we 
proceed. 

The other antiquities at Mamallap.pram,_ ·though very 
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interesting in themselves, are not nearly so important for our 
history as the raths just described. The caves are generally 
small, and fail architecturally, from the feebleness and tenuity 
of their supports. The southern cave-diggers had evidently 

• 
0 

r96. Entrance to a Hindu Temple, Colombo. ·(From Sir J. E. Tennent II 'Ceylon.') 

• 
not been grounded in the art, like their north~rn compeers, 
by the Buddhists. The long experience of the latter il!"' the 
art taught them that ponderous masses were not only necessary 
to support their roofs, but for architectural effect ; and neither • 
they nor the Hindus who succeeded them in the north ever 
hesitated to use pillars of two or three diameters in heig'bt, 
or to crowd them together to any required extent. 11\ the 
south, on the contrary, the cave-diggers tried to ~opy literally 
the structural pillars used to support wooden roofs. • Hence, 
I believe, the accident to the long rath, and hence certainly 
the pooe and modern look of these southern caves, which 
has long proved such a stumbling-block to all who have tried 
to guess their age. Their sculpture is better, and some of 
their best designs rank with those of Elura and Elephanta, 
to which they were anterior. The Badami sculptures, executed 
in the 6th century (A.D. 579), are so simifar in style with the 
best examples in the Mamallapuram caves, that we had con
cluded they could not be far distant in date, and must be placed 
in the preceding century; and this has since been supported 
by the contents of the inscriptions in the Dharmaraja mantapam 
at the Saluvankuppam cave. 



• 
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The great bas-relief on the rock, 90 ft. by 30 ft., is perhaps 
the most remarkable thing of its class in India. It is close to 
the Ganesa ratha, and is locally known 
as 'Arjuna's Penance,' but what it was 
~ea~t to represent is still a puzzle. 
It is in two sections divided by a 
crack or sp,.it in the rock, in which 

.,.are placed a great N aga wearing a 
crown surrounded by a seven -fold 
hood (Woodcut No. 197); under him is 
a Naginf with the usual triple hood; 

, and below this a large cobra's head. 
The figures on both sides are directed 
towards this recess. On the left there 
is a small shrine below and a devotee 
worshipping at it, whilst behind are 
several wild beasts; above the shrine 
is a yogi standing on one foot before 
a deva, four armed, with a sort of 197. Head of the Naga figure at 
sceptre and attendants, and behind Mamallapuram. 

and above him all the figures are in 
rairs-!nale and female-with only two arms each. On the 

198. Cave !t Saluvankuppam. (From a Photograph_.) 

rock to the right, there are.two large and some smaller elephants, 
and above them three tiers of figures, represented as floating 
through the air, all two-armed, mostly in pairs, some with birds' 
legs and wings (Gandharvas), and wild beasts behind. There 
seems nothing to enable us to fix its age with absolute certain.ty; 
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it can hardly, however, be doubted that it belongs to about the 
8th century. 

There is one other antiquity at a place called Saluvan
kuppam, half a mile north of Mamallapuram village, which 
deserves notice as a descendant of the tiger cave at lJd8.f'agir, 
near Katak (Woodcut No. 272). Here, not one, J:mt a dozen 
tiger or lion heads welcome the anchorite to his abode, or rather, 
the devotee to his shrine (Woodcut No. 198). Here, too, the)i
are conventionalised as we always find them in Chalukyan art ; 
and this example serves, like every other, to show how the Hindu 
imagination in art runs wild when once freed from the trammels 
of sober imitation of natural things, which we found to be its 
characteristic in the early stages of Buddhist art. 

Here is an inscription in two different alphabets of King 
Atiranachanda, who has also the birudas or epithets of Atyanta
kama, etc., from which he appears to be identical with the 
R<ijasimha-Narasimha who executed the Dharmaraja rath and 
probably most of the excavated shrines at Mamallapuram. 

KAlLAS, ELORA. 

From the raths at Mamallapuram to the Kailas t.t Elura 
the transition is easy, but the step considerable. A~ the first
named place we have manifest copies of structures. intended 
originally for other purposes and used at Mafilallapuram in 
a fragmentary and disjointed manner. At Elura, o~ .the 
contrary, the whole is welded together, and we have a perfect 
Dravidian temple, as complete in all its parts as at any future 
period, and so far advanced that we might have some difficulty • 
in tracing the parts back to their originals without the fortm~ate 

, possession of the examples on the Madras shore. 
Independently, however, of its historical or &thnogra•phical 

value, the Kailas is itself one of the most singular and interesting 
monuments of architectural art in India. Its beauty afld singu
larity always excited the astonishment of travellers, and, in 
consequ•ence, it is better known than almost any other structure 
in that country, from the numerous views and sketches of it that 
have been published. Unlike the Buddhist excavations we have 
hitherto been describing, it is not a mere interior chamber cut in 
the rock, but is a model of a complete t&mple, such as might • ~ 
have been erected on the plain. In other words, the rock has 
been cut away, externally as well as internally. The older caves 
are of a much more natural and rational design than this temple, 
because, in cutting away the rock around it to provide an 
exterior, the whole has necessarily been placed in a pit. In the 
cognate temples at Mamallapuram (Woodcut No. 185) this diffi-
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culty has be~n escaped by the fact that the boulders of granite 
out of which they are hewn were found lying free on the shore ; 
but at E!Ura,no insulated 
rock being available, a 

•pit was dug around the 
temple in the sloping 
side of the hill, about 

· 106 ft. deep at its in-
.. most side, and half that 

height at the entrance 
or gopuram, the floor of 
the pit being 160ft. wide 
and 280 ft. in length. ~ 
the centre of this rect-

. angular court stanoSfhe 
·teriipre,ass1iown~ii11lie 

1feo IT1Y- a~yi n g~P. Ian 
(Woodcut No. 199); con
sisting ofavimalia, 96ft. 
l!LJ.iligfu,_erecea_~a:hy_ 
a large . square eorch, 
suppo,tea-by si~teeD,. 
column~~O~J:Q.b.-: 
ably to• the immense 
weig~s.Ll5e ~.; 
·5efore this• s.ta.nds_a_ 
det~ched P.Or.c_h_for_the 
Bull~Nandi, reacbed_by_ 
£Qri_cig_e.;~~ ir:Lfr..Qn t. 199. Kail~s at Elura. (From 'Cave Temples ot 
_9f_.!!.!_ st_ands tlie g,<!.t~ India.') Scale roo ft. to r in. I 

~ay, :wliich is in like 
ma~ner connected with the last porch by a bridge, the whole 
being cut oi!t of the native· rock. Besides these there are two 
pillars, or dhwajastambhas (literally banner staves) left standing 
on each side of the detached porch, and two elephants about the 
size of life. Round the court there is a peristylar cl~ister with 
cells, and above are some halls (not shown in the plan), which 
give to-the whole a complexity, and at the same time a complete
ness, which never fail to strike. the beholder with astonishment 
and awe.) · · · 

As will be see~ from the view (Woodcut No. 200 ), the out- r 
line of the vimana or sikhara is at first sight very similar to that 

1 This plan represents the temple and I upper level on the" north side is the 
surrounding shrines at the level of their , Lankesvara temple, the hall of which is 
upper floors, but the surrounding court at about 75ft. long by 50 ft. wide, exclusiv~ 
tl;le lower level of the entrai)ce. · At the of th~ shrine, .• -
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·of the raths at M~mallapuram, but on closer inspection we find 
everything so modified at Elur~ as to make up a perfect and 

- --- -- -·-

~--~~--~-=-;--:_~-;_?_~~~~ -~= 0 

• 

200. Kailil.s Eluril.. (From a Sketch by the Author.) 

well-understood design. The vim~na with its five surrounding 
cells and the porch in front of it, with its side balconies, Illilke 
a complete Hindu temple, such as are found in ~undreds in 
India, and instead of the simulated cells that surround the 
upper storey in the Madras example, they become realiti~s, but 
used for widely different purposes. Instead of being simulated 
residence~ the five cells that surround the central temple, on 
the same platform, are each devoted to a separate divinity, and 
complete the whole as a Sivalaya or "abode of Siva," whilst 
they group most pleasingly with the central vimana.1 Here, 
too, they are independent, and separated from the temple itself. 

1 These shrines are now empty, but 
their purposes are thus explained : North 
and south of the shrine are doorways 
leading out upon the platform, on which 
they stand, and which forms a pra· 
dakshina round the Linga shrine; and 

passing out by the south door the first 
shrine on the south was appropriated to 
the Matris or seven mothers, arranged 
along the back wall with IGrtikaswamin 
or Siva at the left end, and Ganesa with 
Bhringi at the right; the next-at the 

.. 
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In the west corner of the north side of the court is a small 
chapel (Woodcut No. 201) that is probably of an early date. 
The guards or dwarpals, at the door of the cella inside the 

• 

• 
20r. Shrine of the River Goddesses. (From a Photograph.) 

• 
principal temple, were the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna; 
and this chapel was dedicated to the trio- Sarasvati, Ganga, 
and Varni or Yamuna- the first, on the left, standing on a 

south-east corner-was dedicated to the 
disgusting Chanda, to whom the refuse 
of the offerings are thrown~ on the east 

~ is the shrine of Pil.rvati, wl'lose place is 
just behind her lord's; that on the north· 
east belongs to Bhairava or Rudra, 
"the terrible" ; and the fifth, on the 
north side, opposite to the Somasutra, 
or outlet for the washings of the Linga
which it is unlawful to pass in performing 
the pradakshina ritual-is the shrine of 

Ganesa. The Mil.tris are often repre· 
sented in Saiva sculpture. They occur at 
E!Uril. again in cave temples 14, 21, and 
22, as also under the bridge leading to 
the Nandi shrine here ; and are found at 
Elephanta, Gulwil.dil., and elsewhere.-· 
'Cave Temples of India,' pp. 428, 434, 
453, and plate 72; 'Archa=ological Survey 
of Western India,' vol. v. pp. 39, 40, 
and plate 34· 
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lotus flower, with foliage and birds behind her; the central one 
on a makara or conventionalised alligator; and the third on a 
tortoise, with water plants represented behind them, and richly

carved torans above. All three 
are in almost entire relief. These 
figures are scarcely found in~ later 
sculptures, whilst the.)Pare frequent 
in cave temples of the 5th and later 
centuries. The apartment is abouf 
23~ ft. long by 9 deep, and I I ft. 
hig-h, and has two free - standing 
pillars and two in antis, of a pattern 
differing entirely from those of the 
temple, but of a much earlier type 
than those in the Lankeswara. 
They have low bases and shafts of 
sixteen sides, with cushion capitals 
and bracket abaci. The frieze 
above has been divided into small 
compartments, with seven small 
groups of figures in them. The 
excavation above has Qllly the 
front of its balcony completed:\ 

Though much da&aged -by 
Moslim violence, the lcfwer part 
of the entrance to tlfe court shows 
a considerable advance on• any
thing found at Mamallapuram, and 
an approach to what the gopurams • 
afterwards became, in so far at 
least, as the perpendicular rfct.rts 
are concerned ; instead, ho"ever, 
of the tall pyrami8s which were 
so universal in later times, the 
entrance to the Kailas exhibits 
only what may be called the germ 
of such an arrangement. It is · 

. , , , the upper member of a gopuram 
zoz. DhwaJastambha at Elura. (From placed on the flat roof of the gate-

a Drawmg by H. Cousens.) 
Scale ro ft. tor in. way, and so small as not to be 

visible except from above.1 

On each side of the Nandi Mandap stands a square pillar or 
dhwajastambha, bearing the trisula or ensign of Siva, now much 

1 In Daniell's 'Oriental Scenery' ( it. Being cut in the rock, no addition or 
(r8r6), pt. iv. plate 12, the gateway is alteration could afterwards have been 
shown, and in plate r 5 the upper part of intended, 
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defaced (Woodcut No. 202). They are 49 feet high, inclusive 
of the trident on the top and of very elegant proportions.1 

Their analogy to the lion pillars of the Buddhists (Woodcut 
No. 7) and the Chaumukh pillars of the Jains must be at 
~nce.recognised, each bearing a symbol of the creed. · 

In the south of India, among the J ains, as mentioned in a · 
later chapt~r, such pillars are very common, usually standing .. 

• 

• 

203. Dipdan in Dhilrwilr. (Fron1 a Photograph.) 

singly in front of the temples, and were apparently intended to 
carry quadruple fig~res of Tirthankaras-known as Chaumukhs,_ 

\
They generally cQnsist of a single block of granife, square at 
base, changing to an octagon, and again to a figure of sixteen 

1 There must have been an inscription 
just above the base of this one, but it 
has long since disappeared. For a fuller 
account of Kailils and its accessories see 

'The CaYe Temples of India,' pp. 448· 
462, and plates So-84 ; and 'Arch reo
logical Survey of Western India,' vol. v. 
pp. 26-37, and plates r, 4, 24-JI· 
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sides, with a capital of very elegant shape. Some, however, are 
circular, and, indeed, their variety is great. They range from 
30 ft. to 40 ft. and even 50 ft. in height, and, whatever their 
dimensions, are among the most elegant specimens of art ilJ 
southern India. Typical Jaina examples of these exi:st at 
Sravana-Belgola and Venur in Mysore and at Gurl\,vayankeri in 
South Kanara (Woodcut, vol. ii., No. 308). 

One class of the Stambhas at Hindu temples was intendeti· 
to carry lamps at festivals, of which Woodcut No. 203 represents 
a specimen; but another class-the dhwaja-stambhas-like the 
above at Elura, are frequently in pairs, and bear the symbol of 
the sect-the trisula or Garuda. Besides the well-known pillar 
at Eran, a fine example of a Vaishnava Stambha, consisting of 
a very lofty square tapering monolith, carved with a creeper 
pattern up each face and standing on an elaborately carved 
base, is found at Sompalle in South Arkat district. At 
Balagami is one 35 ft. high, erected by Somesvara I. 
Chalukya, about 1047, crowned by a human figure having 
two birds' heads, called a Gandabherunda,-a form of Garuda. 
There is a well- known example also at Jajpur (Woodcut, 
vol. ii., No. 321), and another, removed from the Kan<''trak 
temple, stands in front of the great Puri temple. • 

Fortunately we have now the means of detern:if!ing the 
age of the Kailil.? with some precision. Kirtiv0rman I I. of 
the Western Chalukyas was overthrown by Dantidurga the 
Rashtraklita king of Malkhed before A.D. 754, and soon •after 
the subjugation was completed by his successor Krishna I. 
who ruled from about 7 57 till 783. One of the achievements 0 

ascribed to this latter king is the construction of a wonderful 
Saiva temple in "the hill Elapura," which is to be identified w~th 
this Kailas temple.1 

0 
• 

After the temple itself was finished fresh additions appear 
to have been made from time to time in the rock "-'ails of 
the surrounding court. The large cave temple, known as 
}:-qpk~~,, cut in the scarp on the north side of the court, 
differs so markedly from the style of the central temple, that 
it must be ascribed to fully one if not two centuries later.2 

Some excavations, too, are quite unfinished, and works may 
have gone on till the 12th century. 0 

Considerable misconception exists on the subject of cutting 

1 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. xii. p. 229. 
Thirty years ago, on the remains of paint
ing on the roof of the small porch, was 
a fragment of an inscription in which the 
name "Kannara," i.e. Krishna, was still 

legible in old characters. 
2 For a view of the interior of Lank

esvara, see Fergusson's 'Illustrations of 
the Rock·cut Temples of India,' 17th 
plate. 
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temples in the rock. Almost every one who sees these temples 
is struck with the apparently prodigious amount of labour 
bestowed on their excavation, and there is no doubt that their 
monolithic character is the principal source of. th.e awe and 
wonder with which they have been regarded, and that, had the 
Kaila~ been an edifice of masonry situated on the plain, it would 
scarcely hav~attracted the attention of European travellers. In 
reality, however, it is considerably easier and less expensive to 
e•xcavate a temple than to build one. Take, for instance, the 
Kailas, the most wonderful of all this class. To excavate 
the area mi. which it stands would require the removal 
of about Ioo,ooo. cubic yards of rock, but, as the base of the 
temple is solid and the superstructure massive, it occupies in 
round numbers about one-half of the excavated area, so that 
the question is ,simply this-whether it is easier to chip away 
50,000 yards of rock, and shoot it to spoil (to borrow a railway 
term) down a hillside, or to quarry so,ooo cubic yards of stone, 
remove it,. probably a mile at least to the place where the temple 
is to be built, and then to raise and set it. The excavating 
process would probably cost about one-tenth of the other. The 
sculpture and ornament would be the same in both instances, 
more especially in India, where buildings are always set up in 
block, and the carving executed in situ. Nevertheless, the 
impression• produced on all spectators by these monolithic 
masses, t~eir unalterable character, and appearance of eternal 
durability, poi;_t ·to the process as one meriting more attention 
than it has hitherto received ·in modem times; and if any rock 
were found as uniform and as easily worked as the Indian 

•amygdaloidal traps, we might hand down to posterity some 
more durable monument than many we are now erecting at far 
gre<fter cost. 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DRAVIDIAN TEMPLES. 

CONTENTS. 

Pattadakal and Dharwar Temples- Conjivaram- Tanjor -- Tiruv:Uur
Srirangam- Chidambaram- Ramesvaram- ivladura- Tinnevelly
Kumbakonam-Vellor and Perur-\lijayanagar. 

\VHEN we turn from these few scattered rock-cut examples 
to the great structural temples of the style, we find their 
number is so great, their extent so vast, and their variety 
so perplexing, that it is extremely difficult to formulate any 
distinct ideas regarding them, and still more so, as a matter 
of course, to convey to others any clear idea on the•subject. 
To any one at all familiar with the present statJ,lS of the 
population of the province, the greatest wonder is l;J.ow such 
a people could ever have conceived, much les~ carried out, 
such vast undertakings as these, and that so recently that 
some of the greatest and boldest were only interrupted by 
our wars with the French scarcely a hundred and fifty years 
ago. The cause of this, however, is not far to seek. Ever 0 

since we took possession of the country, our countrywen 
have been actuated by the most beneficent intentions of 
protecting the poor against the oppression of Jhe rich~ By 
every means we have sought to secure the ryot in his holding, 
and that he should not be called on to pay more than his 
fair share of the produce of his land ; while to the landowner 
we ha"e offered a secure title to what belonged to him, 
and a fixed income in money in lieu of his portion of the 
produce. To a people, however, in the state of civilisation 
to which India has reached, a secure title and a fixed income ~ 
only means the power of borrowing oro the occasion of a 
marriage, a funeral, or some great family festival, ten times 

1 more than the borrower can ever pay, and our courts as 
inevitably give the lender the power of fore~losing his mortgage 
and selling the property. During the century in which this 
process has been going on, the landed aristocracy have gradually 
disappeared, and the wealth of the country has passed into the 
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hands of the money-lenders of the cities. The aim of the 
government t'nay have been beneficent, and may produce the 
greatest happiness to the greatest number; but in such a 
community neither science, nor literature, nor art, have any 
place• and religion itself becomes degraded by the status 
of its votaries. · 

. Before ~e interfered, the practical propr~etorship of the 
.. .land ·was in the hands of a few princes or feudal lords, who 

derived from it immense revenues they had no means of 
spending, ex_cept in works of ostentation, which in certain 
stages of civilisation are as necessary ·for the employment 
of the masses as for their own glorification. In such a country 
as India the employment of one-half of the population in 
agriculture is sufficient to produce food for the whole, while 
the other half are free for any employment that may be 
available. A . similar state of affairs prevailed apparently 

·in Egypt in the time of the Pharaohs, but with very different 
results. The Egyptians had great and lofty ideas, and a 
hankering after immortality, that impressed itself on all 
their works: The southern Indians had no such aspirations ; 
t~ey had no history to which they could look back with pride, 
and the!r religion was an impure and degrading fetishism. It is 
impossible that anything very grand or imposing should come 
out of SIJ~h a state of things. What they had to offer to their 
gods was a vibute of labour, and that was bestowed without 
stint. To cut a chain of fifty links out of a block ofgranite and 
susp~nd it bet\veen two pillars, was with them a triumph of art. 
To hollow deep cornices out of the hardest basalt, and to leave 

• all the framings, as if of the ~ost delicate woodwork, standing 
free, was with them a worthy object of ambition, and their 
~ct!lptures are still inexplicable mysteries, from our ignorance 
of how it wa-s possible to execute them. All that millions 

,of hands working through centuries could do, has been done, 
but wit+t hardly any higher motive than to employ labour 
and to conquer difficulties, so as to astonish by the amount 

· of the first and the cleverness with which the sec~nd was 
overcome-and astonished we are; but without some higher 
motive true architecture cannot exist. The Dravidians had 
not even the constructive difficulties to overcome which enabled 
the media!val archit~cts to produce such noble fabrics as our 
cathedrals. 

The aim of architects in the Middle Ages_ was to design 
halls which should at the same time be vast, but stable, and 
suited for the accommodation o( great multitudes to witness 
a lofty ritual. In their struggle to accomplish this they 
developed intellectual powers which impress us still through 
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their works. No such lofty aims exercised the intellectual 
faculties of the Hindu. His altar and the statue of his god 
were placed in a dark cubical cell wholly without ornament, 
and the porch that preceded that was not necessarily either 
lofty or spacious. What the Hindu architect craved for, was ~ 
place to display his powers of ornamentation1 and he th~ught 
he had accomplished all his art demanded whert he covered 
every part of his building with the most elaborate and most. 
difficult designs he could invent. Much of this omamentatiori, 
it is true, is very elegant, and evidences of power and labour do 
impress the human imagination, often even in defiance of our 
better judgment, and nowhere is this more apparent than in 
these Dravidian temples. It is in vain, however, we look among 
them for any manifestation of those lofty aims and noble results 
which constitute the merit and the greatness of true architectural 
art, and which generally characterise the best works in the true 
styles of the western world. 

Turning from these generalities to the temples themselves, 
the first great difficulty hitherto experienced in attempting 
either to classify or describe them was that so very few plans of 
them had been published. There are probably upwards of thirty 
great Dravidian temples, or groups of temples, any one of which 
must have cost as much to build as an English cathe~ral, some 
a great deal more; but of all these there were fe"t, of ~hich, till 
lately, trustworthy plans were available. This is, of course, 
irrespective of some early examples of village temples, <l'lld, it 
may be, of some groups which have been overlooked. If these 
temples had been built like those of the Greeks, or even as the 4 

Christian churches in the Middle Ages, on one uniform plan, 
changing only with ,the progress of time, one or two pl~ns 
might have sufficed ;tbut the fact is that, in nine cases out of ten, \ 
the larger Dravidian temples are a fortuitous cfggregation of ' 
parts, arranged without plan, as accident dictated at ~e time · 
of their erection ; and, without plans, no adequate idea could ' 
be conveyed to those who have not seen them, 

In the south of the Bombay Presidency are some of the 
earlier examples of this style. Among these the great temple 
at Pattadakal, now known as Virupaksha, we learn from in
scriptions upon it, was built by Lokam~hadevl, one of the 
queens of the Chalukya king Vikramad1tya II., who ruled 
from 733 to 747· It belongs, therefore, to the date formerly 
assigned to it on archa=ological grounds, as having been erected 
during the 8th century.1 In plan it i~ almost exactly a duplicate 

I 'Archreological Survey of Western India,' vol. i. (1874) pp. 31 et seqq., and plates 
38-40; 'Cave Temples oflndia,' pp. 450, 451; 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. x. pp. 162-169. 
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of the Kaila's', as may be gathered from the annexed wood-
~(No. 204).1 Antecedently to the 
discovery of their relative dates we could 
readily believe the southern temple to be the 
~ldet:.of the two, but certainly not distant 
in date, and this has been fully confirmed 
by the resun:s of more recent research. 

t
' Though not the oldest, this is the most 
tmportant as w. ell as the largest temple of 
this style in the Kanarese districts. It is 
the only one, now in use in Pattadakal ; 
the other~, mostly of great age and interest, 
are· used as dwellings or cattle- sheds. 
Four of the larger are all of the same 
style-the si~haras being all square pyra- r.o:~. 
~:nids, ~nto distinct storeys, ana· ~ 
'eacliStorey ornamentea with imttation 

. cells, 'alternately oblong and square. Their 
ornamentation is coarser or more archaic 
than that of the later Chalukyan style, and 
the' domical termination of the spires is 
less .·grateful. They are wanting, too, in 204· Plan of Great Temple at Pattadakal. 
that gen<;ral eJegance of form and detail Scale roo ft. to r in. 

which arw so characteristic of the latter, but 
are not wit~ut a purpose-like boldness of form, expression of 
ktability, and a certain amount of grandeur, though this is more 
readlTy observable in the larger temples in the south of India 

• ~han in those of Pattadakal. If we compare it with the more 
modern temples, however, it will be seen how much the latter 
lost by the gradually growing steepness of outline and ath~nua
tio~ of details. The more modern forms are not without a · 

. ~ertain degre; of elegance which is wanting in the more ancient, 
but in all·the higher characteristics of design, the older are by 
[ar the ~nest examples. . · 

(The Virupaksha temple stands in an enclosure 224 ft. in 
leJgth from east to west, and varying in width from ~OS ft. in 
front with a large gateway on the east and a smaller one on 
the west (Woodcut No. 204). This court has been surrounded 
by small shrines ·or cells, ·s-ome of which remain. The temp~e 
itself faces the east ~nd has entrance porches also on the north 
and south sides .• The hall or mandap measures so ft. 8 in. 
from north to south by 45 ft. IO in. from east to west, and its 
roof is supported by sixteen massive .pillars, each of one block 

1 There are four ph~tographs of this temple in the ' Architectural Antiquities of 
Dharwar and Mysore,' plates 54· 57; and one in 'Archreological Survey of Western 
India,' vol. i. plate 38. • 

VOL. ,I. . Z 
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2 ft. 5 in. square and 7 ft. 5 in. high, crowned by deep bracket 
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capitals. These piers are arranged in fours, as in Kailas temple 
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with pilasters against the walls. The lintels qver tl~em and the 
slabs of the roof, as well as the faces of the pillars', are covered 
with archaic sculptures, and the central square of the roof is 
filled by a great coiled Nagaraja with five hoods, protected by a 

•chhattra, and two Nagin1s with triple hoods are intertwined with 
his fail. This mandapa is lighted by twelve ..£_erforated stoiLe 
windoJV.s~four in each wall,-an arrangement not found in 

. ~odern temples. On the inner side of the hall stand two more 
• square ·piers before the shrine, the doorway of which projects 
forward, forming a passage 10 ft.. in length, into the cella 
which is ·I2 ft. square,and contains the Saiva altar. A·circum-~ 
ambulatory passage goes round this, lighted by two perforated 
windows in each outside wal9 . 

Like all.the early Dravidtan shrines, it is built of vezy,;.ll!re~ 
,E!o'Gl~(st'O!feC!_Osel~_J§intea~andwiffiou!_3ny cement. The 
representation o( the soutli elevafi0nii1Woodcut No. 205, will 
convey a be~t~r idea than any description of the style and 
appeararyce. Of th~ structure. which, though dilapidated, is still 
a striking .and imposing example of the class. The base is 
elabor~tely carved; 'in large panels in the walls are numerous. 
represent~tions of· ~iva _in various forms, and of other gods; 
and the horseshoe arch is as abundantly represented as ·in a . · 
Buddnisf"''"femple. · · · . , . • 

A little to the not:th-west of this is the temple of Sangamesvir 
-now ~uc~ dilapidated, but quite. similar -- ' ' 
in plan and detail, if sqmewhat smaller and 
not '!;o carefully finished, the mandapa is 
much ruined, as shown in Woodcut No. 206. 
Its interest lies in the fact that it is older 
by perhaps thirty or forty years than the 
pr~ceding, having been erected in the reign 
of \fijayadit~a· (697-733). A third large 
Dravidian temple stands somewhat to the 11 11 • • 

east of.i north from this last, and is still 11 • • • 

plainer-probably 'unfinishcrd in its sculp- • • 
tured ornamentation ; and to the north- ~ .• 
\vest of it is Ot'le·Of ~everal deseite_d tem·pl~s ,• !I~ 
here built in the rforthern Hindu styj~; 2o6. · Sangamesvar Temple 

Th 1 - d- ''xr·......-;d · at Pattadakal. ese ast two are represente on •v oo cut ·Scale so ft.-to 1 in. 
No. 309 (vol. ii.), whi~h places the two forms · .t--

in vivid contrast. The _b,l,!~lding there shown on the left is this 
~11gamesvar temple-a storeyed pyramid of Drax_idia~rchi, 
tectu_re;-andtfiaf on tne nght a towe"fl.nthe northern style. 
~th the base is generally of a cubical form, but in" the 
northern with a slight projection on each face. · 

In a field outside the same village is an ancient Jaina temQle 
-..... - co ··- *1 

.. 
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also in this style, and probably belonging also to the 8th 
century. On the east it has an open portico, 19ft. wide by 
20 ft. 3 in., the roof of which is supported on eight pillars 
standing on a low screen wall with four on the floor. The 
mandap or hall is 32 ft. 3 in. wide and 30 ft. 8 in. frol"ll, easf 
to west, having four square pillars on the floor and half pillars 
against the walls, with two round columns at the ~ntrance to 
the lobby or ante-chamber of the shrine- all about equallY. 
spaced apart. The shrine is 8 ft. I I in. wide by 9 ft. 9 in~ 
deep, and is surrounded by a pradakshina passage. A peculiar 
feature is a stone ladder in the north aisle of the mandap leading 
to the roof, in the tower on which_is an upper sh~!_neJ a common 
feature in most of the Jaina temples.1 

Though the temple of Malegitti Sivalaya, 
outside the town of Badami is but small, it is a 
characteristic example of the early Dravidian 
style, and is probably one of the earliest, if 
not the only one, now existing in so com
plete preservation. On this account it seems 
deserving of representation (Plate VIII.). The 
storeyed character of the sikhara is well defined, 
its whole style is that of the MamaUapuram 

2o7. Malegitti Temple raths, with a few sculptures in the panels, 
Scal~t 5~ag~r;:,\ in. w?ilst the mandap. is lighted by. gerforated 

wmdows on each s1de; and, as 0wllfoe seen 
from the plan\_WOoacut"No. 207, it has a porch in front, facing 

east, supported on four very massive s"quare 
pillars:'\ The type of these latter indicates very 
distinctly that in age it is not far removed from 
the period when the caves were executed, 
whilst the similarity of pattern to those of lhe 
Vin1paksha temple at Pattadaksl indica\es a 
date about the JJ:h_.cent~ry-perfiaps a century 
~ar!Je~ than that of the great temple tht:re. 

~ •• • ~h._ihQle,Jhe ojd J aina temple known. as 
~ the Meguti temple, has lost its sikhara, but is 
[ : : one of the oldest shrines in the Dravidian style 

t 1~ for which we have a date, since it was com-
208. Meguti Temple pleted in the reign of Pulikesin I I. by Raviklrti, 

at Aihole. a Jain, in A.D. 634-635·! The arrangement 
Scale 5° ft. to 1 in. shown in the plan, woodcut No. 208, is some-

what peculiar, .the shrine being surrounded by 
eight small rooms, 8 ft: wide, in place of a pradakshina passage.3 

India ' vol. 1. p. 35, and plate 45· of the shnne might be regarded as one 
1 'Archre?logical Survey of Western 'I s Perhaps the. three divisions in front 

2 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. viii. p. 237. apartment, 
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There is' an. antarala, ~r vestibule, between the shrine and· the 
Maha;=inandapa; andtne roofof~the latter was supported by 
sixteen square piers. It faces north, and has hao an_ UJ2pet " 
.~rine,_..E mat:y_J aina· temple~hav.e:: These three exampleS--< 
illustrate th-eGifferent styles of e~rly southern temple,_ 

• • CONJIVAR.AM. · -

• Conjivaram, or Kanchlpuram, is a city where tradition would 
lead us to expect more of antiquity than in almost any other 
city of the south.· .About the middle of the 4th century, or soon• . 
after, Samudragupta claims to have overcome Vishnugopa,. the . ,.f.· 
Pallava king of Kanch!; and about A.D. 640 Hiuen Tsiang visited 
Kanchlpura, the capital of Dravida, which he describes as a large 
city with ruins near it ascribed to Asoka. In the kingdom he 
speaks of "some hundred sangharamas and ro,ooo priests of the · 
Sthavira school" of the Mahayana, and there were some eighty 
Hindu temples and many Jaina heretics.1 Epigraphical research, 
as stated above (page 306), has brought to light the names of 
the Pallava sov~reigns ruling here about the 7th century, and 
their contests with the Chalukyas of Badami and other powers. 
Pulikeiin I I. of Badami had invaded .the Pallava kingdom about : 
A.D. 630; Vikramaditya II., fully a century later, took Kanchl, 
and has• left an inscription in the Kailasanatha temple; and . 
again, at>out "870, it was taken by Krishna Ill., the Rashtrakuta 
sovereign.2 -when. the .rule finally passed out of the hands of 
the J>allavas into those of the Cholas, probably about the end •: 
of the 12th century, Kanchlpuram became the capital of the 

, latter dynasty. Be this as it may, the two towns, Great and 
Little Conjivaram, possess 'groups of temples as picturesque 
at!d nearly as vast as any to be found elsewhere. 

:But by far the most interesting of the Conjivaram tem-ples 
is a very e:trly one known as Kailasanatha standing in the 
fields to the west of the town)3 From its stvle when first 
seen by the editor in 1883, he at once placed it ;s about coeval 
with the "Seven Pagodas." Fortunately it contai11s several 
original inscriptions, the translation of which has established 
the fact that it was erected by the Pallava king Rajasimha or 
N arasimhavishnu, the son of U gradanda- Lo-kaditya, who was 
a contemporary of Vikramaditya I. of Badami (A.D. 655-68o),, 
so that Rajasimha•must have' r!!led at Kanchl '1n the second 

1 Beal's 'Buddhist Records,' vol. ii. 
pp. 228-230, and 'Life of Hiuen Tsiang,' 
pp. I 38- I 39· 

2 ' Epigraphia Indica,' vol. iii. pp. 36off, 
and vol. iv. pp. z8o-z8r. · 

3 Mr Sewell did not notice this temple 
in his 'Lists of Antiquities' (p. I78). 

Indeed the notice there given of the Con
jivaram antiquities is unusually meagre. 
From Sir Walter Elliot's MS. copies of 
inscriptions, four are noted (Ibid. p. r8o) 
but without mention ·of the many earlier, 
ones. · · 
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half of the 7th century. The temple is a Saiva shrine originally 
styled Ra.'jasimhesvara, consisting of a vimana and separate 

mantapam in a court sur
rounded by small cells, as0 

shown in the plan, Wootlcut 
No 209. At a laie date the 
mantapam has been joined to 
the vimana by an ardhaman-• 
tapam1 roofed on six pillars 
with the entrance on the 
south side, and the east face 
of the old manta pam is shut 
off by a wall with only a 
window through it. Further, 
an additional shrine has been 
inserted in the east wall of 
the court with a small porch 
and surrounding court ; but 
this is evidently a very early 
addition, as are also, prob
ably, the eight small ~brines 
in front of the enclosure. 
The vimana canteens the 
usual Linga cell su~ounded 
by a pradakshitea passage ; 
and round it are seven small 
attached shrines-with large 
Nand is between them- the 
three on the back facing 

209. Plan of Kailasanatha Temple, ConjiYaram. west, and the otherS facil'lg 
(From Mr A. Rea's survey.} east. There are also .two 

Scale so ft. to 1 m. • 
somewhat largete m front, by 

the sides of the entrance to the main cell. All th(ise are 
occupied inside and sculptured outside by forms of Siva, 
Parvatl, and other devatas of the same cult, and form the 
temple into a complete Sivalaya-differing mainly in details 
of arrangement from what we have met with in the Kailas 
temple at Elura.1 At the latter, too, the east end of the 
court is surrounded by a gallery or corridor containing fully 
forty Saiva sculptures, which are here rep~sented by a series 
of small shrines quite round the court-all, except those on 
the east side, facing to the east and covered inside and out 
with Saiva imagery-mostly of Siva and Parvatl. The little 
shrines had all sikharas over them appearing over· the walls 

1 Ante, pp. 342ff. 

• 
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of the court, and with a bull or Nandi and an elephant placed 
alternately between the spires. On the fronts next the court 
these cells have each two pillars supported by rampant Vyalis 
or horned lions in varied attitudes. The attached pillars at 
\he iOrners of the cells round the main shrine are similarly 
supported;. and the outer walls are ornamented by scores of 
pilasters, supported by the same conventionalised animals with 
J"iders on them. On the west side is ~ gopuram or gateway with 
a tower over it, but the entrance is blocked up~that on the 
east being alone used now. The roof of the old mantapam 
has been destroyed, but the style of the temple may be under
stood from the Plate No. IX., which, as was to be expected, is 
the same as that of the Mamallapuram Raths, already described, 
and gives us a typical exa!lJ_Rle of t_he_Drav:idian ..•. s,tyl_e_~b2!!! 
A.D. 680. -. , ... 
-A second example of ~his early Dravidian style is pre
sented i_n the Vaishnava temple to the east of Conjivaram, 

• 

-- . 

>- ... .... ..... "' ,., --- . 
..., ;,.#~-~WI. 

210. Section of Vaikuntha Perumal Temple, Conjivaram. (From a D':-awing by 
Mr. A. Rea.) Scale 25ft. to I in. 

known as the Vai_kuntha Perumal temple.l It stands in a 
• court 79 ft. 2 ii1:""Wiae ano1o8-ft-.--from east to west, but at 

29 ft. from the east end it is contracted to 63 ft. 3 in. wide. 
To this is attached an entrance hall or portico 44 ft. 4 in. 
by 50 ft.-more modern than the rest, and roofed on ~enty
~a,_t:S.- ~pillared verandah runs quite round the inside 
~ .. -~----·. ~ ---

1 Vaikuntha is the heaven of Vishnu, who is usually styled Perumlil (the great 
one) in the Tamil country. 
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.g£. !h~ fQUrt,.the walls of which are covered with sculpture. 
Tlie outsides of the court. walls are divided by pilasters on 
rampant VyaHs into bays in which are niches with sculptured 

·pediments. The vimana in the centre of the west portion 
of the court measures 47 ft. square over the walls, wkth l 
mandapam in front, having. tw:.o~ rows of four ~illars each 
across the floor. .The shrine is oCuntisuararrangement, being 

-of three storeys (Woodcut -No. 21 o) ; round the lower _are tw~ 
passages, in the inner of which is a stair leading to the upper 

"'floor, and the outer has a door and two windows on each of 
the three exterior sides. On the first floor is a somewhat larger 
shrine with one covered passage or pradakshina, round it, and 
an open balcony on the roof over the outer passage of the 
ground floor. In the third storey is also a shrine with an 
open balcony round it over the roof of the first passage below. 
In the fourth storey there is again a chamber under the large 
octagonal dome that crowns the sikhara. The walls of the 
lower storey of the temple are divided by pilasters into panels 
filled with Vaishnava sculptures. 

There are three or four other old temples of the same 
style at Conjivaram, but they are small and considerably 
ruined, and hardly come under our notice here.1 • 

The more modern g.,:eat .S:.,aiy~ t.emple_oLE.!.:?!llt<w~tha-9-~ 
,Great Conjivaram possesses some first-class gopurams. though 
no commanding vimana~ The largest gopuram is em the south 

"side of the outer enclosure, and has ten storeys and a large top; 
it was built by Krishnadeva Raya of Vijayanagar (1509-t530) 
and is 188 ft. high.2 It has, too, a hall of about 54.0 columns, 
several large and fine ri1a0tapas, large.taiik!l wfth flights of stone 
steps, and all the requisites of a first-class Dravidian temple, b.llt 
all thrown together as if by accident. No two gopurams are 
opposite one another, no two walls parallel, and th&re is hardly 
a right angle about the place. All this creates a picturesque
ness of effect seldom surpassed in these temples, but &prives 
it of that dignity we might expect from such parts if properly 
arranged.• 

In Little Conjivaram is the Vaishnava temple of Varada
r~£sW~m1 qr-Arulala-Peru mal, which-though smaller than the 
Saiva shrine-is the wealthier, being the principal seat of the 
Visishtadwaitya school of Ramanuja. _The.principal gopuram 

1 The editor is indebted to Mr. A. Rea 
of the Archreological Survey, who, with 
the consent of the Government, has 
favoured him with a proof of his volume 
on Pallava Architecture now in the press, 
on which the above remarks are based. 

2 "The like model of these lofty towers 

elsewhere introduced, procured for them 
the designation of Rayer gobaram, or a 
tower after the Rayer's fashion-that is, 
a large and lofty tower."-W. Taylor's 
'Oriental Historical Manuscripts,' vol. ii. 
p. 125; Campbell's 'Teluga Grammar,' 
introd. p. xii, 

• 
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of seven storexs arid about 100 ft. high is plain in style~and 
,J}Qt ... PJ~~r£.~.C~er like so many others. Within, to the left, 
is a hall of pillars, carved in the style of the V ell or a!:fd other 
temples, with figures riding on horses or l~ippogriffs. North 
~f tiis is the usual Tepf>a-kulam or· sacr.e_d_tank and other 
buildings. Inscriptionsoftl.le."beginning of the- 13th century 
show that 'tLe temple'Wa'S then in existence, and rr is ·probably 
~f still earlier date., " · ' · · · ' · 

The Kama~hi2 .... !~!EJ~le,_ by its architectural style, sug~ests 

'l 

• 

• 

• 
' . 

/ .. 
zn. The Shore Te~le at Ma~Jallapuram, (From a Plan by Mr. A. Rea.) 

Scale 50 ft. to I ip. . .. 

. ' 
that it is of considerable age, and an inscription of Harihara II. 
of Vijayanagar mentions the gift of ?- coppe!' ·qoor for the 

- 1 IG!mflkshl is a name of Durgfl or Pflrvatl, in the character of Manmatha or l\1 uruga : 
in some parts of southern India the worship is connected with the Holi festival. 
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shrine in 1393, but till a survey with sufficient illustrations 
is published we cannot speculate cin its age. Two miles 
south, in the hamlet of Tiruppadikunram, is a J aina temple, 
dedicated to V ardhamana, of which the shrine has an apsida~ 
back-:-which is covered with sculptures of a somewhat su~rior 
~character. It probably dates from the .r Ith centu!jf, and con
tains inscriptions of Chola and early Vijayanagar kings-one 
commemorates a grant to it by the general of Bukka I I. in I 387• 

Another structure of some interest in connection with these 
early Dravidian temples is what is known to Europeans as the 
"Shore temple" at the "Seven Pagodas." Standing on a point 
of land that juts out into the sea, it has suffered much from 
high tides and sea air, and is seriously damaged. The surround
ing walls of the court have been much ruined, but excavations 
made in I 884 revealed the lines of these where they had fallen, 
and of other buildings in the west half of the court. The plan 
(Woodcut No. 21 r) will show the disposition of the whole, and 
the photograph of the temple itself from the north-west (Plate 
No. X., Frontispiece) gives a view that makes the style intelligible. 
It may be somewhat later than the two earliest temples at 
Conjivaram, described above, but if so it can hardly be ascribed 
to a later date than the_gth century A.D. At present, it <!ontains 
two shrines unsymmetrically disposed-the smaller, fe.cing the 
west, being dedicated to Vishnu, and the larger, entC~red from 
the east, now contains the Saiva Lingam.1 o 

• 
TANJOR. 

One great exception to the rule that the larger Dravidian 
temples are arranged as accident dictated is to be foun<:r at 
Tanjor. The great Pagoda there was commenced on a well
defined and stately plan, which was persever~d in till its 
completion. As will be seen from the annexed eliagram 
(Woodcut No. 2 I 2) it consists of two courts,2 one a square of 
about 25~ ft., originalfy devoted to minor shrines and residences; 
but when the temple was fortified by the French in 1777 3 it was 
converted into an arsenal, and has not" been re-appropriated to 
sacred purposes. The temple itself stands in a courtyard 
extremely well proportioned to receive it, being about soo ft. 
long by half that in width, the distance b~tween the gateway 

1 The temple is sometimes called 
Sthalasayanaswitml, perhaps because in a 
chamber about 12 ft. long, behind the 
larger shrine, but accessible from it, is 
a gigantic figure of Vishnu lying on the 
floor. 

2 As the plan is only an eye-sketch, 
and the dimensions obtained by pacing, 
it must not be too much relied on. It 
is sufficient to explain the text, and that 
is all that is at present required. 

3 Inscription on gateway. 

0 
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and the temple being broken by the shrine of the Bull Nandi,! 
which is sufficiently important for its purpose, but not so much 
so as to interfere with the effect of the 
weat vimana; which stands near the inner 
end ai the court. The perpendicular part 
of its base Wleasures 82 ft. square, and is 
two storeys in height, of simple outline, 
~ut sufficiently relieved by niches and 
pilasters. Above this the pyramid rises 
in thirteen storeys to the summit, which 
is crowned by a dome said to consist of a 
single stone, and reaching a height of 
190ft. The porch in front is kept low, 
and as will be seen from the woodcut 
(No. 213) the tower dominates over. the 
gopurams and surrounding objects in a 
manner that imparts great dignity to the 
whole composition. 

The great temple is dedicated to the 
worship of Siva, as Brihatlsvara, in the 
form of an enormous Linga, and every
thing in the inner courtyard belongs to 
the Saiv<P cult. The outer gopuram is of 
much la~r date, and probably belongs to 
the early_ pat'!: of the 16th century, when 
Vaisbnaya ideas were more prevalent, 
and •the mythological representations had 

• become mixed ; the smaller shrines in the 
court also belong to later dates. But, as 
omt of the oldest and best preserved 
exa!llples- of Dravidian art, its date is 
of much arch~ological interest. Strange 
to say_ however, this date .was long 
obscured by assertions that had no 

212. 
Diagram Plan of Tanjor 

Temple. (From a Sketch 
by the Author.) Scale 
200 ft. to 1 in. 

scientific basis. Thanks to Dr.:Hultzsch's careful translations of 
the long inscriptions, in old Tamil, that cover the ba~e of the 
central shrine, this. is no longer doubtful. The inscriptions 
enumerate the many gifts of gold images, vessels, and ornaments 
made to the temple by Rajaraja or Ko-Rajakesarivarman, his 
eldest sister Kundifvaiyar and others, in the 25th, 26th, and 

1 The dimensions of this image are 
16 ft. from muzzle to rump, by above 
7. ft. across, 12 ft. 2 in. to top of head, 
10 ft. 4 in. to top of hump, and 7 ft. 5 in. 
to top of back. It is composed of a 
single block of stone, I believe granite, 
but it has been so frequently and so 

thoroughly coated with oil, which is 
daily applied to it, that it looks like 
bronze. I tried to remove a portion of 
this epidermis in order to ascertain what 
was beneath, but was not successful. No 
other kind of stone, however, is used in· 
any other part of the temple. 

.. 
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29th years of his reign ; and these gifts were presented to "the 
stone temple of Rajarajesvara" which, we are told, he "caused 
to be built at Tanjor." 1 Now Rajarajadeva Chola, the son of 

213. View of the Great Temple at Tanjor. (From a Photograph by Middleton 
Rayne, Esq., C.E.) 

• 

Parantaka II., became king in A.D. 985, and must have completed 
the temple some time before IOI2_i as it would take some years 
to build, we may safely assume that it was begun about the 
end of the roth century, and completed about ror 2.2 

1 Hultzsch's 'South Indian Inscrip- ~· 2 It is only within the last few years 
tions,' vol. ii. pp. 8 and 68. Conf. that we have been able to obtain any-
' Archreology in India,' p. 25. thing like a correct list of the Chola 

• 
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Besides the great temple and the Nandi porch there are 
several other smaller shrines in the enclosure, one· of which, 
dedicated to _Subrahmanya or Karttikeya, a son of Siva's, is as 
exquisite a piece of decorative .architecture as is to be found 

• lh t~ south of India, and. though small, almost divides our 
admiration with the temple itself (Woodcut No. 2 14). It is 
built behinJan older shrine, which may be coeval with the great 
t;tmple as originally designed. But this is evidently of more 

.. 
zt4 Te~ple of Subrahmanya, Tanjor. (From a Photograph.) . 

recent •date,- probably two centuries more modern than 
the principal ~emple. · The woodcut No. 215 of one of the 
piers iri the, verandah in ·front of the temple, when oompared 
with that given below (P· 387), from Tirumal Nayyak's chaultri, 
shows at a glance that they belong to about the same period, 

kings ; the researches of the late Professor 
~ Kielhorn, C. I.E., of Gotti~egen, based on 

the epigraphicallabours of Dr. Hultzsch 
. and Mr. B. L. Rice, C.I.E., supply the 
following list of the principal ruler~:-

1018 Rfijildhirilja I. 
1052 Riljendradeva. 
1063 Virariljendra . 
1070 Kulottunga Chola I. 
II 18 Vikrama Chola. 

A. D. 907 P~~~n!aka I.,~·<\ . 
Rajad!tya Muvad1 Chola. 
Parilntaka II. 

985 ~iljarilja I., 
1012 Riljendra Chola I. 

,· 

Kulottunga Chola II. 
I I46 Riljarilja II. 
II78 Kulottunga Chola III. 
I 2 I 6 Riljarilja III. 

1246-1267 Riljendra Chola III. 
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and this may be assigned with confidence to the _lJth century. 
The central pillar is alternately square and octagon, with shafts 

attached on· the two 
side faces, and the 
whole very richly 
ornamented. 

0 

The 'rtnjor temple 
in I 7 58 was besiege.d 
in vain by Lally from 

~~~~~__j where now the district 
Court stands, and in 
1771 the English be
sieged and took it. 
Many of the sculp
tures show traces of 
these sieges, and after 
the last the temple 
was turned into a 
camp for thirty years. 
In 18or- 18oz Raja 
Sarfoji had it purified 
and re-conse~ated. 1 

There i~ another 
temple at t~e village 
of GaQ,gaikonda
puram, 38 miles to 
the north - ea~t of 
Tanjor, and 20 miles 
south-west from 
Chidambaram, that, 

2r5. Pier in Subrahmanya Temple, Tanjor.2 SO far as is yet known, 
must be at lea~t as 

old as that at Tanjor, if not older, and of whict it would be 
very desiraJ:>fe to have a complete survey, as it is said fo retain 
even more of its original purity of design than the latter.3 

• TIRuvAL(m. 
The temple at Tiruvalur in Tanjor district/ about 15 miles 

west of Negapattam, contrasts curiously with that at Tanjor 
in the principles on which it was desiWJed, and serves to 
exemplify the mode in which, unfortunately, most Dravidian 
temples were aggregated. 

' 1 Dr. A. Burnell in an article, rzth Bengal,' vol. xlix. (188o) pp. 1-4. 
November 1877. 4 At Tiruvallur, in Chingalpat district, 

2 From 'Technical Art Series,' 1894. 1 is a Vaishnava temple dedicated to Vlra
a 'Journal of the Asiatic Society of - raghava. 
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The nucleus here was a small village temple (Woodcut No. 
216), drawn to the same scale as the plan of Tanjor in Woodcut 
No. 212. It is a double shrine, dedicated to 
Valmikes'vara or Siva and his consort, standing 
in a cloistered court which measures 191 ft. by 
156 ft:. over all, and has one gopuram in front. 
On the soath is a shrine of Tyagaraja-swami. 
The central shrine is said to belong to the early 
·rears of the r 5th century; but there are some 

. defaced inscriptions of Rajaraja I. and Rajendra 
Chola (A.D. 98 5- IO I 8) on the small shrine of 216. Inner Temple 
Achalesvara, which may be the oldest portion at Tiruval1'tr .. 

' . h . . h . h' Scale 200 ft. to r m. now exrstmg ; ot erwrse t ere 1s not mg to 
aistinguish it from the ordinary temples found in every village. 
It, however, at some subsequent period became sacred or rich, 
and a second court was added, measuring about 470 ft. each way, 
with twq gopurams, higher than the original one, and containing 
within its walls numberless little shrines and porches. Additions 

217. Temple at.Tiruvalur. · (From a Drawing in Ram Raz's ' Hindu Architecture.') 
. 

were again made at~_some subsequent date, the whole being 
enclosed in a court 957 ft. by 726 ft.-this time with. five 
gopurams, of which those on the west and. east _or front are 
respectively 101 and I r8 feet high, and containjng several 

.. 
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subordinate shrines. When the last addition was made, it was 
intended to endow the temple with one of those great halls 
which were considered indispensable in temples of the first 
class. Generally they had-or were intended to have-rooo 
columns; this one has only 807, and almost one-half of the~ 
mere posts, not fitted to carry a roof of any sort. Thert: can, 
however, be very little doubt that, had time and Cfnoney been 
available, it would have been completed to the typical extent. 

The general effect of such a design as this may be gatherea 
from the bird's-eye view (Woodcut No. 217). As an artistic 
design, nothing can be worse. The gateways, irregularly spaced 
in a great blank wall, lose half their dignity from their posi
tions ; and the bathQs, of their decreasing in size and elaboration, 

. as tl_ley approach the sanctu.ary, !sa mistake which nothing can 
' redeem. We may admire beauty of detail, and be astonished at 

the elaboration and evidence of labour, if they are found in such 
; aj temple as this, but as an architectural design it is altogether 

detestable. 
SRIRANGAM OR SERINGAM. 

The temple which has been most completely marred by 
this false system of design is the great Vaishnava temple at 
Srlrangam, 2! miles north of Trichinopoly, which is <!ertainly 
the largest, and, if its principle of design could be. reversed, 
would be one of the finest temples in the south of Indm (Wood
cut No. 219, p. 371). Here the central enclosu~~e is quite as 
small and as insignificant as that at Tiruvalur, and excepS that 
its dome is gilt has nothing to distinguish it from an ordinary 
village temple. The plan (Woodcut No. 218) of the inner four • 
courts will explain its arrangements. Jhe fourth enclosure, 
however, is the most magnificent. It encloses the hall of I.eQ.Q 
cob.tmJ1s (S), which measures some 500 ft. by 138 ft .• ""The 
number of columns is eighteen in front by sixty-ihree in depth, 
and 953 altogether.l They consequently are not spac~d more 
than ro ft. apart from centre to centre; and as at one end the· 
hall is hardly over ro ft. high, and in the loftiest place only 
20 ft., a!!d most of the pillars being spaced nearly evenly over , 

1 The plan is from Capt. Cole's, re
produced in 'India : Photographs and 
Drawings of Historical Buildings' (Griggs, 
1896}, plate 53· References to the plan, 
Woodcut No. 218 :-A, South, or Kurat 
Alwar Gopuram; B, East, or Vellai 
Gopuram; and C, North, or Nachiyar
sanadi Gopuram, of the fourth court ; 
D Vaikuntha Gopuram of the second 
co'urt. E, the shrine, which, curiously 
enough, is circular; F, Chandan man
tapam; G, Yajna SiUil.; H, Garuda 

mantapam; I, Sri-pandilra mantapam; 
J, Surya- pushkarani; K, Ramasvi\mi 
temple; L, Vaikunth temple; M, Chandra
pushkarilni ;oN, Dhanvantari temple; ,.. 
0, 0, Vasudeva Perumal temples; P, 
Narasimha Perumal temple; Q, Q, 
Granaries ; R, Ranganayaki temple; 
S, The Thousand l'illar mantapam; T, 
Seshagiri-rao mantapam; U, Ranga
vilasam manta pam ; V, Kurat- Alwar 
temple; W, W, Krishna temples; X, 
Elephant stables; Y, Kada-kili mantapam. 
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218. Plan of Srlrangam Temple-the four inner courts. Scale 200 ft. to I in. 
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the floor, it will be easily understood how little effect such a 
building really produces.1 They are, however, each of a single 
block of granite, and all carved more or less elaborately. A 
much finer portico stretches across the third court of the 
Jambukesvara temple from gopuram to gopuram; the ~illafl:i 
in it are much more widely spaced, and the central a1sle is 
double that of those on the sides, and crosses tlfe portico in 
the centre, making a transept; its height, too, is double thilt 
of the side aisles. It is a pleasing and graceful architectural 
design ; the other is only an evidence of misapplied labour. 
The Seshagiri-rao Mantapam (T), to the south of the preceding, 
is the most elaborately carved hall in the temple. It is 
supported by pillars with rearing horses and other figures in 
front, similar to _those in the Madura temple, and is probably 
of about the same age-or the middle of the I 7th cent11ry. 
The Gopuram (B), on the east side of this court is 146! feet 
in height, and is one of the finest in the temple. 

The three outer enclosures have nothing very remarkable in 
them, being generally occupied by the Brahmans and persons 
connected with the temple. Each, however, has, or was intended 
to have, four gopurams, one on each face, ,the superstructures 
.~re of_ br!~!s and some of these are ornamented in -pJilaster of 
considerable magnificence. The outer enclosure is, RfaCtically, 
a bazaar, filled with shops, where pilgrims are lo\!,ged, and 
fed, and fleeced. The wall that encloses it mea$Jres 2,521 ft. 
by 2,865 ft.,2 and, had its gopurams been finished, they 
would have surpassed all others in the south to the ·same 
extent as these dimensions exceed those of any other known 
temple. The unfinished southern gopuram, leading to the 
river and Trichinopoly, measures r 30 ft. in width by roo ft. 
in depth; the opening through it measures 21 ft. 6 in., ~nd 
twice that in height. The four jambs or gateBosts are "each 
of a single slab of granite, more than 40 ft. in height, and 
the roofing-slabs throughout measure from 23 ft. to 24 ft. Had 
the ordinary brick pyramid of the usual proportion been added 
to this, (he whole would have risen to a height of nearly 300 
ft. Even as it is, it is one of the most imposing masses in 
southern India, and probably- perhaps because it never was 

1 A plan and section of the Thousand- I second 426ft. by 295 ft.; the third 767 ft. 
pillared mantapam and six plates of by 503ft.; t!Q! fourth r,235 ft. by 849ft.; 
pillars are given in the 'Journal of the fifth which, with the remaining two, 
Indian Art and Industry,' vol. viii. is occupied by houses, measures r,653 ft. 
(1899}, plates 89-95, and the same with by 1,270; the sixth 2,108 ft. by r,846 ft.; 
two others, in' India: Photographs,' etc. and the seventh is 2,521 ft. over all at the 
ut supra, plates 54-62. south end and about 2,485 at the north, by 

2 The innermost court, enclosing the 2,865 ft. in length.-' Madras Manual of 
temple, measures 240 ft. from north to Administration,' vol. iii. p. 833; and 
south by I8I ft. from east to west; the 1 Major Cole's plan. 
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View of the eastern halfof the Great Temple at Srirangam. (From a Photograph.) 
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quite finished-it is in severe and good taste throughout.l Its 
date, fortunately, is perfectly well known, as its progress was 
stopped by its being occupied and fortified by the French 
during our ten years' struggle with them for the possession of 
Trichinopoly ; and if we allow fifty years for its progress, eveJ11 
this would bring the whole within the limits of the I 8th cerrtury. 
The other three gopurams of this enclosure are ir! the same 
style, and were commenced on the same scale, but not bein~ 
so far advanced when the work was stopped, their gateposts 
project above their walls in a manner that gives them a very 
singular appearance, and has led to. some strange theories as 
to their design. 

Looked at from a distance, or in any direction where the 
whole can be grasped at once, these fourteen or fifteen great 
gate towers cannot fail to produce a certain effect, as may be 
gathered from the view in Woodcut No. 219; but even then it 
can only be by considering them as separate buildings. As 
parts of one whole, their arrangement is exactly that which 
enables them to produce the least possible effect that can be 
obtained either from their mass or ornament. Had the four 
great outer gopurams formed the sides of a central hall or court, 
and the others gone on diminishing, in three or four dir~ctions, 
to the exterior, the effect of the whole would have been increased 
in a surprising degree. To accomplish this, however, 6'ne other 
defect must have been remedied: a gateway even.I so• ft. wide 
in a wall nearly 2000 ft. in extent is a solecism nothing can 
redeem ; but had the walls been broken in plan or star-sh:tped, 
like the plans of Chalukyan temples, light and shade would 
have been obtained, and due proportions of parts, without • 
anv inconvenience. But if the Dravidians ever had it in them 
to 'think of such things, it was not during the 17th and I~th 
centuries, to which most things in this temple seem to beltmg. 

·The shrines and inner prakaras, however, must•be of much 
earlier date,· for we find J atavarman Sundara Pan dyer, about 
1254, making large gifts and additions to the temple; and in 
'1371 Kampana Udaiyar of Vijayanagar was engaged repair
ing it.2 

As mentioned above, the great Vaishnava temple of Srlrangam 
owes all its magnificence to buildings erected during the reign of 
theN ayyak dynasty, whose second capital WcflS Trichinopoly, and 
where they often resided. 'Within a mile to the east, however, 
of that much-lauded temple is another, dedicated to Siva, under 

I A d.-awing of it was published in : 2 See the inscriptions from the temple 
my ' Picturesque Illustrations of Indian : in 'Epigraphia Indica,' vol. iii. pp. 7ff. ; 
Architecture.' It has since been frequently I vol. vi. pp. 324, 330; and vol. vii. pp. 
photographed. 176, 177. 
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the _title of Jumbukeswar;, which, though n~t ~o large as that 
dedtcated to~natha, far surpasses 1t m beauty as an. 
architectural_ object. The east gateway of the outer enclosure 
js not large, but it leads direct to the centre of a hall containing 
som~ 250 pillars. On the right these open on a tank fed by a 
perpetual jpring, which is one of the wonders of the place.1 

The corresponding space on the left is _occupied by. about 
470 columns: these together form the Thousand- pillared 
mantapam. Between the gopurams of the second enclosure 
is a very beautiful portico of cruciform shape, leading to the 
door of the sanctuary, which, however, makes no show externally, 
and access to its interior is not vouchsafed to the profane. The 

. age of the courts of this temple is somewhat earlier than that of 
its great rival, and being all of one design, they probably were 
begun and completed at once, and from the simplicity of its 
parts and details must be earlier than the great buildings of 
Tirumalai Nayyak. In fact an inscription on the south wall of 
the second prakaram is dated in the tenth year of Jatavarman 
Sundara Pandya, who began to reign in 1251; 2 and, though 
the outer enclosures were subsequently added- probably as 
late as A.D. 16oo-the nucleus of the buildings must be about as 
old as rhe....r 2th centurJ'..J, and possibly even two centuries earlier.3 

One t:>Tthe great charms of this temple, when I visited it, 
was its j)Urity. Neither whitewash nor red nor yellow paint had 
then sullied it, and the time-stain on the warm-coloured granite 
was ~11 that relieved its monotony; but it sufficed, and it was a 
relief to contemplate it thus after some of the vulgarities I had 

• seen. Now all this is altered. Like the pagodas at Ramesvaram, 
and more so those at Madura, barbarous vulgarity has done its 
worst, and the traveller is only too fully justified in the contempt 
with which he speaks of these works of. a great people which 
have fallen inio the hands of such unworthy successors . 

• 
CHIDAMBARAM. 

The Saiva tem2le at_Chi.dambaram in South Ark~t district 
is one oftlie most Ve'tler'atecf, attd!ias"'also the reputation of 
being one of the most ancient temples in southern India. It 
was there, therefore, if anywhere, that I at one time hoped to 
find some remains that would help to elucidate the history of 
the style. It was, ~esides, so far removed.----from ·any capital 
city or frequented haunt of man that one might hope to find 
its original form unaltered. 

1 The view in this temple in my ' Pic· 
turesque Illustrations of Indian Archi
tecture,' No. 21, is taken from the corner 
of this 14\nk. 

and val. xxii. p. 221. 

I 

2 'Indian Antiquary,' val. xxi. p. Iii 

3 Hultzsch's 'South Indian Inscrip
. tions,' vol. ii. p. 253. 
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It is old, but, probably, not older than the Tanjor and 
Gangaikondapuram temples. The Kongadesa Rajakal relates 
a legend of V!ra Chola Rayar who "one day saw on the sea
shore the Sabhapati of Chidambara (Siva), attended by Parvatl• 
dancing and beating the damaraka (a kind of drum); he tihere
fore expended great sums of money in building tbe Kanaka, 
or Golden Sabha." 1 A little further on, it is said, "Arivari
deva (A.D. 985) observing that his grandfather had built only 
a Kanaka-Sabha to the Chidambara deity, he built gopurams, 
maddals (enclosures), madapanas (image-houses), sabhas (holy 
places or apartments), and granted many jewels to the deity." 
Though this work is not at all trustworthy, yet from an inscrip
tion we learn that Viranarayana or Parantaka 1., early in the 
10th century, covered the hall with gold, or erected the 
Kanaka-sabha. There is also in the temple an inscription of 
Rajadhiraja I. (roi8 to 1052) which may be regarded as 
evidence that the two inner enclosures, BB, at the west end 
of the tank (Woodcut No. 220) were in existence in the 10th 
century.2 They, indeed, measuring about 320ft. square, appear 
to have been the whole of the original temple, at least in the 
roth and I Ith centuries. On the whole, I am inclined to 
believe that this inner temple is really the one referre•d to in 
the above extract as far as supported by the inscription. The 
temple of Parvatl, C, on the north of the tank, WoilS added 
afterwards, most probably in the 14th or 15th ctentury, and 
to that age the great gopurams and the second enclosure also 
belong. The north gopuram, 140 feet high, is ascribed to 
Krishnadeva, about I 5 20, whilst that on the east has inscriptions • 
of Sundara Pandya about I250. The hall of woo columns, 
E, was almost certainly erected between 1595 and 1685_--af 
which time, we learn from the Mackenzie MSS., the kings of 
the locality made many donations to the fane.3 • It was then, 
also, in all probability, the outer enclosure was comwenced ; 
but it never was carried out, being in most places only a few 
feet above the foundation. 

The t>ldest thing now existing here is a little shrine in the 
inmost enclosure (opposite A in the plan). A porch of fifty
six pillars about 8 ft. high, and most delicately carved, resting 

... 

1 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' \ 
vol. viii. p. 7· The Chidambaram temple I 
is dedicated to one of the Pancha-lingams 
or five notable symbols of Siva in southern 
India. These are-(r) at Conjivaram, 
the "prithvi-lingam," made of earth,
claimed also by the Tiruvil.H\r temple ; 

1 
(2) at Jambukesvaram, the "apa-lingam," 
exuding water; (3) at Tiruvannil.malai in 1 

S. Arkat, the "tejo-lingam," sparkling I 

with light; (4) at Kil.lahasti inN. Arkat, • 
the "vayu-li~gam," of which the lamp 
vibrates with the wind ; and (5) this at 
Chidambaram is the "il.kil.sa-lingam," of 
ether-having no material representation. 

2 ' Epigraphia Indica,' vol. iii. pp. 
z8o-z8r. 

3 'Madras Journal,' vol. viii. (r838}, 
No. 20, p. 15. 
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on a stylobate, ornamented with dancing figures, more graceful 
and more elegantly executed than any others of their class, so 

• . . 
• 
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Scale t?f Jlrrt 260ft. to I in. 

220. Plan of Temple of Chidambaram. 
(From a Plan by Admiral Paris, in' Tour du Monde,' vol. xvi. p. 35-) 

far as I know, in Siuthern India. At the sides are wheels and 
horses, the whole being intended to represent a car, as is 
frequently the case in these temples. Whitewash and modern 
alterations have sadly disfigured this gem, but enough remains 
to show how exquisite, and consequently liow ancient, it was. 
It is the Nritya or Nritta Sabha, the hall of the dance, in 
allusion, probably, to the circumstance above mentioned as ... 
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leading to the foundation of the temple,1 as well as to the 
chief idol of the temple-Natesa. 

In front of the central shrine is one of very unusual 
architecture, with a tall copper roof, which, I have no doubt, 

• 

221. View of Porch of Chidambaram. (From Drawings by the Author.) 

0 

represents or is the golden or Kanaka-sabha above referred 
to, and in front of this is a gopuram and pillared porch, making 
up what seems to have been the original temple. The central 

1 The Nathuk6ttai Chettis, who manage (or mismanage) the temples, propose to 
move this Nritya Sabha to make room for the extension of a new cloister they are now 
making. 

• 
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temple is dedicated to N atesa · or Siva as god of the dance, 
and is a plain wooden building standing on a stone pavement; 
but behind it an apartment of polishep black stone has recently 
been added, part of the roof of which is formed of gilt plates. 
The .outer enclosure, with the buildings it cont~ins, are, it 
appears, of later date. 

The ten1ple of Parvatl, C, is principally remarkable for its 
p,prch, which is of singular elegance. The preceding woodcut 
(N9. 221) gives some idea of its ~resent appearance, and the 
section (W.,oqdcut No. 222) explains its construction. ·The 

222. Section of!'orch of Temple at Chidambaram. (From a Sketch by the Author.) 
No Scale . 

• 
outer aisles are 6 ft. in width, the next 8 ft., but the architect 

• reserved all his power for the central aisle, which measures 
21 !t. 6 in. in width, making the whole 50 ft .or thereabouts. 
In order to roof this without employing stones of such dimen
sions as woulc:l. crush the supports, recourse was had to vaulting, 
or rather bracketing, shafts, and these brackets were again tied 
togethe~ by transverse purlins.,_itll in stone, and the system 
was continutdtlll the width was reduced to a dimension that 
could easily be spanned. As the whole is enclo~d in a 

- court surrounded by galleri~s two storeys in height, the effect 
of the whole is singularly pleasing. 

Opposite to this, across the Sivaganga tank, is the Raja-
• sabha or hall of IO<iO columns, E, similar in many respects to 

that at Srlrangam, above described, but probably slightly more 
modern. It is about 197 ft. wide by 338 ft. in length. Here 
the pillars are arranged twenty-four in front by forty-one iri 
depth, making 984; but in order to get a central space, four in 
the porch, then twenty-eight, then two, and again twenty-four, 
have been omitted, altogether fifty-eight; but, on the other .. 



I ' 
Ruined Te~ple or Pagoda at Chidambaram. {From a Photograph.) 

' 
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hand, those of the external portico must be added, which nearly 
balances the loss, and makes up the 1000. It must be confessed 
this forest of granite pillars, each of a single stone, and all more 
or less carved and ornamented, does produce a certain grandeur 
;f eiect, but the want of design in the ~rrang~fllyJ}J:~nd of . 

· ~ordinatlft10f Rar.t~ detract paififullyfi'Oill the effect that 
migmnave been produced. Leaving out the pillars in the 
aentre is the one redeeming feature, and that could easily have 
been effected without the brick vaults, formed of .,.radiating 
arches, which are employed here-another certain proof of tlie 

mooem age of the building. These vaults are certainly integral, 
and as certainly could not have been employed till after the 
Muhammadans had settled in the south, and taught the Hindus 
how to use them. 

Although this temple has been aggregated at different ages,,. 
and grown by accident rather than design, like those at 
Tiruvalur and Srtrangam just described, it avoids the great 
defect of these temples, for though like tl]em it has no talL · 
central object to give dignity to the whole from the outside~ 
internally the centre of its great court is 'occupied by a tank)! 
round which the various objects are grouped without at all\ 
interfe~ing with one another. The temple itself is one 
importalit object, to the eastward of it: the Parvatl temple, 
anothereon the north, and forms a pleasing pendant to the 
1000-columaed chauari on the south. On the north side of 
the Parvatl another temple (D) was commenced (Woodcut 
No. • 220), called the Pandyanayaka-kovil, with a portico of 

• square pillars, four in front, and all most elaborately ornamented, 
but in such a manner as not to interfere with their outline 
or. solidity. For long it stood in an unfinished and ruined 
state, but has of late been restored. This temple was dedicated 
to Sbanmu~a or Stibrahmanya; but we cannot feel sure of 
its age. From its position, however, and the character of its 
ornamentation, there seems little doubt that it belongs to the 
end of the 17th and first half of the 18th century. From its 

_ style, however, I would be inclined to ascribe it to tile earlier 
date. The main buildings are enclosed within high walls 
of dressed granite; outside· are four "car streets," 6o feet 
wide; and the whole area belonging to the temple is about 

• 39 acres: • 
A large portion of the innermost area, which is historically 

the most important, has of recent years been undergoing 
elaborate restoration and important additions at the hands 
ofthe!N athukottai Chettis, tha(unfortunately will quite obliterate 
much that is most important for archceology. They are adding 
a ~e cloister intended to run all round the enclosure, but the 
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Vaishnava Amman temple stands in the way of this, and the 
Chettis have been interdicted from removing it. This court 
contains also the Chita-sabha or central shrine-a plain wooden 
building, as already mentioned, on a stone platform. In it Siv~ t1 
is represented as Nataraja or Natesa. Behind is the bedroom 
for the idol-a new structure of polished black sts,me. 

A The special Lingam of the temple is supposed to be the 
Akasa or " ether " lingam, which is said to stand behind the id<il 
with a curtain and string of Bilva leaves suspended in front of it. 
In front of the Chita-sabha is the Kanaka-sabha, also of wood, 
where the daily worship of the N ataraja is performed. Almost 
adjoining is the temple of Vishnu or· Ranganatha. Besides 
these and the Nritta-sabha already mentioned, is the Deva 
Sabha used as an office, and near it a small building or old 
shrine, believed to be the original structure, round which the rest 
of the temple has grown.1 

RAMESV ARAM. 

If it were proposed to select one temple which should 
exhibit all the beauties of the Dravidian style iA their 
greatest perfection, ancf at the same time exemplifY all its 
characteristic defects of design, the choice would' almost 
'inevitably fall on that at Ramesvaram, in the i~and of 
Pambam 2 (Woodcut No. 224). In no other te~ple has the 
same amount of patient industry been exhibited as her~ and 
in none, unfortunately, has that labour been so thrown away 
for want of a design appropriate for its display. It is not 0 

that this temple has grown by successive increments like 
those last described; for. it _v.ra§_ finjshed on a settled pfan, 
as undeviatingly carried out as that at Tanjor, but ofl a 
principle so opposed to it, that while the temp!e at Tanjor 
produces an effect greater than is due to its mass or 0 detail, 
this one, with double its dimensions and ten times its elabora
tion, pro~uces no effect externally, and internally can only be 

1 Francis, 'Gazetteer of South Arcot,' 
vol. i. pp. 270, 2 7 r. 

2 Strictly speaking-the temple that 
till recently was here-for, like Chid
ambaram and other Saiva temples in 
southern India, the Nathukottai Chettis 
(one of their number having got the 
management into his hands), have set 
about demolishing it, and it is reported 
that already almost the whole of the 
interior or oldest portions have been 
pulled down, and are to be replaced by 

erections in a nondescript style of build
ing. Mr A. R. Gopalaiyar manfully 
opposed the manager in the Courts, but 
in vain ; theyowould not interfere with 
the manager's plans, though he leased 
out the temple property to his own rela
tives, or destroyed the statues of former 
patrons and benefactors of the temple to 

: substitute those of his wealthy caste 
I fellows, that they may have the merits 

accruing to temple building hereafter. 

~ 

-
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224. Plan of the Great Temple at Ramesvaram, before 1905. Scale 168ft. to 1 in. 

A Gandhamadana old temple. 
B Great Gopuram and entry to the second Prakaram. 
·t Small Gopuram for the Amman shrine. 

_... N North, S, South, and W, West %opurams. 
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seen in detail, so that the parts hardly in any instance aid one 
another in producing the effect aimed at. 

The only part of the temple, outside the central prakaram, at 
least, which is of a different age from the rest, is a small 
vimana, known as Gandhamadhanesvara (A), of very elegarJI: 
proportions, that stands in the garden, on the right ~and 
of the visitor as he enters from the west. It h~, however, 
been so long exposed - like the temple on the shore at 
Mamallapuram-to the action of the sea-air, that its detai!s 
are so corroded they cannot now be made out, and its age 
cannot consequently be ascertained from them. It is safe, 
however, to assert that possibly it may be of the 1 rth or 
12th century. Its dimensions may be roughly 50 ft. in 
height, by 34 ft. in plan, so that it hardly forms a feature in 
so large a temple. From the bulls that occupy the platform 
in front, and from its name, it is evident it was originally 
dedicated to Siva, as the central temple apparently is, though 
the scene of Rama's most celebrated exploit, and bearing his 
name.1 

Externally the temple is enclosed by a wall 20ft. in height, 
and possessing four .gopurams, one on each face, which have this 
peculiarity, that they alone, of all those I know in Int!ia, .are 
b_uHt ~h_9Uy .oi stone fr()m the base to the summit. Th~ western 
one (W) alone, however, is finished, and owing apparently to 
the accident of its being in stone, it is devoid of fig_ure-~culpture 
-the plaster casts that now adorn it having been added in 
recent times : it is 78 ft. in height. Those on the north and 
south (N and S) are hardly higher than the wall in which 
they stand, and are consequently called the ruined gateways. • 
They are, however, of comparatively modern date, and, in 
fact, have never been raised higher, and their progress ~as 
probably stopped in the beginning of the last century, "'hen 
Muhammadan, Maratha, and other foreign invader'!; checked the 
prosperity of the land, and destroyed the wealth of the•priest
hood. The eastern fac;ade of the second prakaram has two 
entrancei and two gopurams, the smaller, C, to the south of the 
large one and leading into the Parvatl temple, is finished. The -
larger one (B in the plan) is ascribed to Sadayaka Tevar 
Dalavay, who was the Setupati about 1640, but it never was 

1 In the north, the affix swftmin to the 
names would indicate a Vaishnava cult, 
but not so here where the chief images 
-Rilmilling€svaraswilmin and Pilrvata· 
vardhinl in the central temples, and 
Visvanilthaswil.min and Visil.lil.kshl in the 
secondary shrines, are all essentially 

Saiva, and the Linga occupies the chief 
cell. The shrine of Sabhilpati-a name 
given to Siva at Chidambaram - is 
ascribed to Dalavil.y Setupati. For an 
account of the ritual of the Ril.m€svaram 
temple, see ' Indian Antiquary,' vol. xii. 
( r883), pp. 3!5·326. 

.. 
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carried higher than we now see it. Had it been finished,1 it 
would have been one of the largest of its class, and being wholly 
in stone, and consequently without its outline being broken by 
sculpture, it would have reproduced more nearly the effect of an 
f<:.gyutian propylon than any other example of its class in India. 

· The glory, however, of this temple resides in its corridors. 
·These, as ~ill be seen by the plan, extend to nearly 4000 ft. 
ip length.: The breadth varies from 17 ft. to 2 1 ft. of free 
floor space, and their height is apparently about 30 ft. from 
the floor to the centre of the roof. Each pillar or pier is 

..,. ~ . ~ 

. ... ·~ 

comppund,_I2 ft. in height, standing on a platform $eff. ·from>~~·
- the floor, and richer and more elaborate in design~than 'those'':<'~· 

of the Parvatl porch at Chidambaram (Woodcut No. 221), and 
are certainly more modern in date. · · 

, The general app;arance of those corridors may be gathered 
from the annexed woodcut (No. 225), but no engraving, even 

~ on a much more extended scale, can convey the impression 
produced by such a display of labour when extended to an 
uninterrupted length of 690 ft. None of our cathedrals are 

1 There is a view of it in the Atlas of plates that accompanies Lord Valentia's 
trave~ot very correct, but conveying a fair idea of its proportions. 
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more than 500 ft., and even the nave of St Peter's is only 6oo 
ft. from the door to the apse. Here the side corridors are 
almost 700 ft. long, and open into transverse galleries as rich 
in detail as themselves. These, with the varied devices and 
modes of lighting, produce an effect that is not equalled cer.ainly 
anywhere in India. The side corridors are generally free from 
figure-sculpture, and consequently, from much of the vulgarity 
of the age to which they belong, and, though narrower, prodw,;e 
a more pleasing effect. The central corridor leading from the 
inner enclosure is adorned on one side by portraits of the 
Setupati rajas of Ramnad in the 17th century, and opposite 
them, of their ministers. Even they, however, would be 
tolerable, were it not that within the last few years they have 
been painted with a vulgarity that is inconceivable on the part 
of the descendants of those who built this fane. Not only they, 
however, but the whole of the architecture has first been dosed 
with repeated coats of whitewash, so as to take off all the 
sharpness of detail, and then painted with blue, green, red, and 
yellow washes, so as to disfigure and destroy its effect to an 
extent that must be seen to be believed. Nothing can more 
painfully prove the degradation to which the population is 
reduced than this profanity. No upper class, and no refi!lement, 
now remains, and the priesthood are sunk into a. state of 
debasement. • 

Assuming, however, for the nonce, that this painting never 
had been perpetrated still the art displayed here would be very 
inferior to that of such a temple as, for instance, Haleb!d in 
Mysore, to be described further on. The perimeter, however, of • 
that temple is only 700 ft.; here we have corridors extending 
to 4000 ft., carved on both sides. It is the immensity of .the 
labour here displayed that impresses us, much more tha11 its 
quality, and that, combined with a certain pictur11squeness and 
mystery, does produce an effect which is not surpassed ,Py any 
other temple in India, and by very few elsewhere. 

But for the wilful destruction of the inscriptions (less than 
fifty yea!'s ago), we might have had the whole history of this_ 
temple.1 The central shrines are built of a dark hard lime-

I The Pandaram or manager of the 
temple raised a suit against the Zamind~r 
of R~mn&d to deprive him of the 
hereditary right of patronage and super
vision of the temple. It was conducted 
on the Pand~ram's part by one Apparu 
Pillai, who destroyed the old inscriptions 
and forged others, inserting them in the 
walls, and then produced copies and 
translations of them as evidence against 

the claims of the Ramnad Setupatis. ._ 
The suit w~ appealed to the Privy 
Council, but, on such evidence, was given 
in favour of the forgers, and the 
Zamindars were deprived of their right to 
appoint the Dharmakartas or have any 
share in the management of the temple 
which their ancestors built and had so 
richly endowed. 
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stone, differing from that employed in th.e rest of the building, 
and are ascribed to a Setupati named Udaiyan, early in the 
I sth century.1 To him also is ascribed the west gopuram and 

• surrounding walls,2 but they probably belong to the time of 
Sada~aka Tevar Ud;:tiyan, early in the 17th century. The 
first prakaw:tm or enclosure, containing the older shrines, 
measures about 190 ft. by 307. ft., and outside this-excepting 
the old vimana:._the style is so uniform and unaltered that its 
erection could hardly have lasted beyond· a hundred years; 
and if so, it must have J?een during the 17th century, when 
the Ramnad rajas were at the height of their prosperity, and 
when their ally or master, Tirumalai Nayyak, was erecting 
buildings in the same identical style at Madura, that the 
second prakaram, measuring 386 ft. by 314 ft., was completed 
by Raghunath Tirumalai, about 1658, the south half of it 
having been built by his predecessor. Vijaya Raghunath Teva:r 
(1709-1723), erected some buildings in the Amman temple, 
with the mandapa in front, in which are statues of hitns~lf and 
of his father Kadamba Tevar; and in 1740 Muttu Raghunatha 
began the third prakaram, 6go ft. in length by 435 ft. from east 
to west, which was completed by Muttu Ramalinga Tevar in 1769. 
The ce~tral shrine may probably belong to the rsth or r6th 
century, J.ut all the enclosing courts had been erected within 
170 yeant after the end of the r6th century, and endowed 
exclusively ~ the family of the Setupati chiefs of .Ramnad: 
It is OJ1e of the last great works of Hindus, and the last addition 
to it is the finest-of all. 

MADURA . 
• If the native authorities consulted by the late Professor 

Wils~n in co~piling his Historical Sketch of the Kingdom of 
Pandya.could be relied upon, it would seem that the founda
tion of the dynasty ought to be placed some centuries before 
the Christian Era.3 Even, however, if this is disputed, the fact 
of the southern part of the Peninsula being describedt as the 
:, Regio Pandionis" by classical authorities, is sufficient to prove· 
that a kingdom bearing that name did exist there in the early 
centuries· of the Christian Era. Their first capital, however, · 
seems to have been •Korkai,· near Cape Comorin.4 The story 
of Kulasekhara founding the dynasty, and the fabulous incidents 

1 It is said he was aided in the work 1 this work by a rich merchant and his 
by a Singhalese king or chief named [ wife from Nilgil.r, whose statues surmount 
Pararilja Sekhara, under whose super· the eastern wall. · 
vision the stones were hewn and fitted l .3 'JournaloftheRoya!AsiaticSociety,' 
at Trinkonamalai. . vol. iii. p. 202. 

2 He-aid to have been assisted in 4 Ante, p. 304. • 
VOL. I. 2 B 
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with which the tale is adorned, is one of the favourite legends of 
the south, and is abundantly illustrated in sculptures ofTirumalai 
Nayyak's chaultri and in other buildings of the capital. 

For our present purposes it is not worth while to attempt to 
investigate the succession of the dates of the seventy-thre~kings 
who are said to have succeeded one another before t,he accession 
of the Nayyak dynasty, in 1559, inasmuch as no bunding is now 
known to exist in the kingdom that can claim, even on the mQst 
shadowy grounds, to have been erected by any of these kings. 
It may have been that, anterior to the rise of the great Chola 
dynasty, in the roth and I Ith century, that of Madura may have 
had a long period of prosperity and power; but whatever they 
did build has been destroyed or so altered that its existence 
cannot now be identified. After that, for a while they seem 
to have been subjected to the Ballala dynasty of Mysore, and 
the same Muhammadan invasion that destroyed that power in 
1310 spread its baneful influence as far as Ramnad, and for two 
centuries their raids and oppressions kept the whole of southern 
India in a state of anarchy and confusion. Their power for 
evil was first checked by the rise of the great Hindu state of 
Vijayanagar, on the Tungabhadra, in the 14th century, and by 
the establishment, under its protection, of the N ayyak •dynasty 
by Viswanath Nayyak, in the r6th. After lasting o77 years, 
Mlnakshl, the last sovereign of the race-a queen--vwas first 
aided, and then betrayed, by Chanda Sahib the N awab of the 
Karnatik, who plays so important a part in our wars with the 
French in these parts. • 

It may be-indeed, probably is the case-that there are 0 

temples in the provinces that were erected before the rise of 
the Nayyak dynasty, but all those in the capital, with the great 
temple at Sr!rangam, described above, were erected or extey1ded 
during the two centuries of their supremacy, and ef those in the 
capital nine-tenths at least were erected during the lQng and 
prosperous reign of the seventh king of this dynasty, JiruJ:lla:!ai 
Nayyak, or as he is more popularly known, Trimal Nayyak, who 
~eigned'from 1623 t9 1659.1 _ 

Of his buifdings, the most important, for our purposes at 
least, is the celebrated Vasanta or Pudu Mantapam,2 known as 
'~iruma~ai's ch~l!lt~i,' which he built for the reception of the • 

1 ' Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' 
vol. iii. pp. 2 30 et seqq. 

2 Fortunately this chaultri is also one . 
of the best known oi Indian buildings. i 
It was drawn by Daniell in the end of i 
the 18th century, and his drawings have 
been repeated by Langles and others. · 
It was described by Mr. Blackadder in 

the 'Archreologia,' vol. x. p. 457 ; and 
by Wilson, 'Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society,' vol. iii. p. 232. Volumes of 
native drawings exist in some collections 
containing representations of every pillar. 
A model in bronze of a porch exists at 
South Kensington Museum, and it has 
been abundantly photograph~ 
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presiding deity of the place, who consented to leave his dark 
cell in the temple and pay the king an annual visit of ten 
days' duration in the hot month of May,'6n- condition of his 
building a hall worthy of his dignity, and where he could 
fecei~e in a suitable manner the homage of, the king and his 
subjects. As will be seen from the plan (Woodcut No. 226) 

• 
• 

I ;o,~" "';(;"i':·-~ ~'" "~' F 

I : ;~~~-;. : 
61 -.:,, 

<:::-": c: 

226. 
Plan of Tirumalai Nayyak's 

Chaultri. (From a Draw
_ing in the possession of 

the Royal Asiatic Society.) 
Scale roo ft. to r in. 

22J. • 

Pillar in Tirumalai Nayyak's Chaultri. 
(From a Drawing in the possession of the Royal 

Asiatic Society.) 

~ the hall is 333 ft. loog by I05 ft. in width, measured o:;flie J stylobate, and consists of four ranges of columns, all of which 
1 are different, and all most elaborately sculptured. An elevation 
1 of one is given (Woodcut No. 227), but is not so rich as those 
1' of the centre, which have life-sized figures attached to them, I 

and are even more elaborate in their details.. In 'this instance. 
it will be observed that the detached bracketing shaft at - '· 
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Chidambaram has become attached to the square central pier, 
and instead of the light elegance that characterised that 
example, has become a solid pier, 5 or 6 ft. in depth -
richer certainly, but far from being either so elegant or s~ 
appropriate as the earlier example. 0 

The view of the interior (Woodcut No. 228) giv<os some, but 
only a faint, idea of the effect. The sides are now closed with 
screens ; but in effect, as in detail, it is identical with tile 
corridors at Ramesvaram, where the light is abundant. 

As the date of this hall is known- it took twenty- two 
years to erect it, 1623 to 1645- it becomes a fixed point in 
our chronology of the style.1 We can, for instance, assert 
with perfect certainty that the porch to Parvati's shrine at 
Chidambaram (Woodcut :N"o. 221) is certainly anterior to this, 
probably by a couple of centuries, and, with equal certainty 
that the corridors at Ramesvaram are contemporary. 

From the history of the period we learn that the rajas of 
Ramnad were at times independent, at others at war with the 
Nayyaks; but in Tirumalai Nayyak's time they were either his 
allies or dependants; and the style and design of the two 
buildings are so absolutely identical that they must belong to 
the same age. If the king of Madura had indeed been ~llowed 
any share in making the original design, that temp:le would 
probably have been a nobler building than it is ; for, though the 
details are the same, his three aisled hall leaging to the 
sanctuary would have been a far grander feature architect~rally 
than the single- aisled corridors that lead nowhere. The 
expense of one of the single-aisled corridors at Ramesvaram, 0 

almost 700 ft. long, would have been about the same as the 
triple- aisled chaultri at Madura, which is half their len§"th. 
Consequently the temple must have cost between three. and 
four times as much as the chaultri; and the act:ual cost must 
have been immense when we consider the amount of.labour 
expended on it, and that the material in both is the hardest 
granite. r 

, The_fa<;:ade of this hall, like that of almost all the great halls 

l
in the soUfllciT"India, !s~nJ.~d-~i~h_er _with Vyalis-monsters 
of the lion type trampling on an elephant-or, even more 

,generally, by a group consisting of a warrior sitting on a rearing 
'horse, whose feet are supported on the shil:':lds of foot soldiers, 
sometimes slaying men, sometimes tigers. These groups are 

I According to Wilson the mantapam ' Oriental Historical Manuscripts states 
was begun in the second year of the cost of it at a Hl.kh of Pons or 
Tirumalai's reign, and completed in £zo,ooo, and that it was finished in 
twenty-two years, at a cost of upwards seven years, r6z6-I633· 
of a million sterline-. But one of the c:oo. 
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228. ~ -- Viewin"l'iruniala"i-N:iyyak;sChaultri,jMaduriL (From a Photograph.) · 
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found literally in hundreds in southern India, and, as works 
exhibiting difficulties overcome by patient labour, they are un
rivalled, so far as I know, by anything found elsewhere. As 
works of art, they are the most barbarous, it may be said the most • 
vulgar, to be found in India, and do more to shake one'&afaitl! 
in the civilisation of the people who produced therq than any
thing they did in any other department of art. Where these 
monstrosities are not introduced, the pillars of entrances alie 
only enriched a little more than those of the interior, when the 
ornamentation is in better taste, and generally quite sufficiently 
rich for its purpose. 

Immediately in front of his chaultri, Tirumalai Nayyak com
menced his Raya gopuram, which, had he lived to complete 
it, would probably have been the finest edifice of its class in 
southern India. It measures 174 ft. from north to south, and 
117 feet in depth. The entrance through it is 21 ft. 9 in. wide; 
and if it be true that its gateposts are 57 ft. in height, that would 
have been the height of the opening.1 It will thus be seen that1 
it was designed on even a larger scale than that at Srlrangam,i 
described above, and it certainly far surpasses that celebrated 
edifice in the beauty of its details. Its doorposts alone are, 
single blocks of granite, carved with the most exquisite scroll 
patterns of elaborate foliage, and all the other carwings are 
equally beautiful. Being unfinished, and consequenWy never 
consecrated, it has escaped whitewash, and alo~, of all the 
buildings of Madura, its beauties can still be admired in. their 
original perfection. 

Th_!!._gxeaL1e.mpJe at :t\iac:!ura_ is a larger and far more • 
important building than the Vasanta mantapam or Chawadi. 
It possesses all the characteristics of a first-class Dravicl,ian 

:temple, and, as its date is well known, it forms a landma~;k of 
1the utmost value in enabling us to fix the relJ!tive date of 
lather temples (Woodcut No. 229). • 

The sanctuary (A) is dedicated to Siva, under the name of 
Sundaresvara, and this clearly points to its having been founded 
by one <1f the Pandya princes who bore the name of Sundara, of .. 
whom there were four during the thirteenth century. The 
shrine of the goddess (B) is consecrated to Mlna'ksni.2 

The city and temple fell to the Muhammadans in 1324, who 
' plundered it mercilessly, and it was on!' recovered by the 

Vijayanagar sovereign in 1372 when Hindu worship was 

1 Most of"these particulars, regarding 
the temples, are taken from Capt. Lyon's 
description of his photographs of the 
places. He devoted twenty-four photos 
to this temple, of which the negatives 
are now in the India Office. 

2 Mlnakshl means "fish-eyed" ; but, 
with the first vowel short, it would mean 
"bright-eyed." Traditionally she was the 
wife of Sundara, but as a goddess is the 
same as Parvati, the goddess wife of 
Sh·a. - • 
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- 229. Plan of Madura Temple. Scale 200ft. to r in.t i 
1 Key to the platz :-A Temple of Sundaresvar; AA Pudu manta pam; B Shride ot 
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restored. The temple itself certainly owes all its magnificence 
to Tirumalai Nayyak, A.D. 1623-1659, or to his elder brother, 
Muttu Virappa, who preceded him, and who built the Minakshi 
Nayyak mantapam, said to be the oldest thing now existing, 
outside the shrines. The Kalyana mantapam is said to have• 
been built in A.D.'1707, and the Tatta Suddhi in 1770. Trfese, 
however, are insignificant parts compared with t~se which 
owe their origin to Tirumalai ~ayyak. 

The temple itself is a nearly regular rectangle, two of its 
sides measuring 720 ft. and 729 ft., the other two 8 34 ft. and 
8 52 ft. It possessed four gopurams of the first class (I. I I. II I. 
IV.), and six smaller ones (VI. to XI.); a very beautiful tank (L), 
surrounded by arcades; and a hall of 1000 columns (Q), whose 
sculptures surpass those of any other hall of its class I am 
acquainted with. There is a small shrine (J), dedicated to the 
god Sabhapati, which occupies the space of fifteen columns, so 
the real number is only 985; but it is not their number but 
their marvellous elaboration that makes it the wonder of the 
place, and renders it, in some respects, more remarkable than 
the chaultri about which so much has been said and written. 
I do not feel sure that this hall alone is not a greater work 
than the chaultri; taken in conjunction with the other bui~dings 
of the temple, it certainly forms a far more imposing group . • 

• 
TINNEVELLY. 0 

Though neither among the largest nor the most sple~did 
temples of southern India, that at Tinnevelly will serve to give 
a good general idea of the arrangement of these edifices, and 
.has the advantage of having been built on one plan, and at OJle 
time, without subsequent alteration or change. Like the little 
cell in the Tiruvalur temple (Woodcut No. 216~ it has tne 
singularity of being a double temple, the great square being 
divided into equal portions, of which the north one is dedicated 
to the god Siva, the south half to his consort Parvatl. The 
following p>lan (Woodcut No. 230) represents one of the halves, • 

Midkshfiievl ; C Small shrine of Ganesa, 
and D of Subrahmanya; E Vedi or Altar; 
F Nandi Pavilion; G Javandisvara man
tapam; H Navagraha or nine planets; 
I Large Ganesa; JJ Shrines of Natesvar; 
K Poet's College ; L Tank of Golden i 
Lillies; !11 Mudali Pillai mantapam; 0 ' 
Ashta Lakshmi hall; P r6 pillar man- i 
tapam; Q Thousand pillar manta pam; I; 

R Vtravasantarftya mantapam; S Katyana 
Sundara mantapam; T Servaikaran man- , 

tapam; U Lingam ; V Tiruvachi Gopu
ram ; W Chitra mantapam; Y Ellam
vatta-siddha; Z •radura l'\ltyyak temple; 
I, II, III, IV, Four outer Gopurams; 
VI, VIII, IX, Three Gopurams of 
the second Prakaram; X, XI, Gates 
to the Minflkshi prflkaram; VII, Gate 
between the temples ; XII, Ashta-Sakti 
mantapam ; The plan is reduced from 
one in Francis's 'Madura Gazetteer,' 
vol. i. -

• 

• 
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H~·plan of Temple at Tinnevelly. (From a Plan in the possession of the Royal ; 
Asiatic Society.) Scale roo ft. to I in . 
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which, though differing in arrangement from the other, is still 
so like it as to make the representation and description of one 
sufficient for both. 

The general dimensions of the whole enclosure are 580 ft. 
by 756 ft., the larger dimension being divided into two equa:P 
portions of 378 ft. each. There are three gateways to •each 
half, and one in the wall dividing the two; the prifkipal gate
way faces the east entrance to the temple, and the lateral ones 
are opposite each other. An outer portico precedes the great 
gateway, leading internally to a very splendid porch, which, 
before reaching the gateway of the inner enclosure, branches 
off on the right to the intermediate gateway, and on the left 
to the great hall of 1000 columns-63 ft. in width by about 
5 20 ft. in depth. 

The inner enclosure is not concentric with the outer, and, as 
usual, has only one gateway. The temple itself consists of a 
cubical cell, surmounted by a vimana or spire, preceded by two 
mandapas, and surrounded by triple colonnades. In other 
parts of the enclosure are smaller temples, tanks of water, 
gardens, colonnades, etc., but neither so numerous nor so 
various as are generally found in Indian temples of this class. 
The inscriptions go back to the first half of the I 3th ~ntury. 

The great woo-pillared portico in the temple-Tsope-oT 1he 
least poetic of its class in India. It consists of a regiment of 
pillars IO deep and extending to 100 in length, 8witfiout any 
break or any open space or arrangement. Such a forest of 
pillars does, no doubt, produce a certain effect ; but half that 
number, if arranged as in some of the Chalukyan or Jaina 
temples, would produce a far nobler impression. The aim of • 
the Dravidians seems to have been to force admiration by the 
mere exhibition of inordinate patient toil. • 

• 
KUMBAKONAM. • 

If the traditions of the natives could be trusted, Kumbakonam 
-one oft the old capitals of the Chola dynasty-is one of the 
places where we might hope to find something very ancient. • 
There are fragments of older temples, indeed, to be found 
everywhere, but none in situ. All the older buildings seem to 
have been at some time ruined and reb11ilt, probably on the • 
same site, but with that total disregard to antiquity which is 
characteristic of the Hindus in all ages as it is of our modern 
"restorers." One portico, in a temple dedicated to Sri-Rama, 
is very like that leading from the second to the third gopuram 
in the temple of ] umbukeswara, described above, but, if any
thing, it is slightly more modern. There is also one fine .. 

• 
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23r. Gopuram at Kumbakonam. (From a Photograph.) 
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gopuram in the town, represented in the woodcut (No. 23I). 
It is small, however, in comparison with those we have just 
been describing, being only 84 ft. across and about I 30 ft. in 
height. Those of Srlrangam and Madura have, or were 
intended to have, at least double these dimensions. • • 

It is, however, a richly-ornamented example of its class, and 
the preceding woodcut conveys a fair impression of t~e effect of 
these buildings generally. It is not old enough to be quite of:. 
the best age, but it is still not so modern as to have lost all 
the character and expression of the earlier examples. 

VELLOR AND PERUR. 

Although the temples at Vellor and at Perur, near Koimbatur, 
can only rank among the second class as regards size, they 
possess porticos of extreme interest to architectural history, 
and are consequently worthy of more attention than has been 
bestowed upon them. That at Vellor, however, is unfortunately 
situated in the fort occupied by the British, and has consequently 
been utilised as a store. Walls have been built between its 
piers, and whitewash and fittings have reduced it to that con
dition which we think appropriate for the noblest works of 
art in India. Enough, however, still remains to enabl• us to 
see that the Kalyana mantapam here, though not one.of the 
most elegant, is one of the oldest porches in the ~outh. As 1 
will be seen from the woodcut (No. 232), the Vyalls and reating'. 
horsemen are clearly and sharply cut, and far from being so 
extravagant as they sometimes are. The great cornice, too, 
~vith its double flc::xure~ a_nd it~litt}._e _trellis: :war~- Qf supports, .

1 1s not only very elegant ur-rorm,out one of those marvels lif, 
patient industry, such as are to be found hardly anywheye 
else. There are many such cornices, however, ino the south :1 
one at Avadaiyar-k6vil, in Tanjor district, is deeper and .more 
elaborate than even this one. The outer facing there is said 
to be only about an inch in thickness, and its network of 
supports i~ more elaborate and more delicate than those at • 
Vellor, though it is difficult to understand how either was ever 
executed in so hard a material. The traditions of the place 
assign the erection of the Vellor mantapam variously to the 
year I 350, and according to other accounts to about 1485. 
The bracket shafts (Woodcut No. 233) are similar but even 
more elegant than -mose in Parvatl's porch at Chidambaram ; 
but they are-some of them at least-attached to the pier 
by very elegant open-work, such as is found in Pratapa Rudra's 
temple at Worangal (Woodcut No. 252), or in the windows at 
Halebid. As both these examples are earlier than I3QO, it 

• 
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might seem that this one was so also, but it- is difficult to 
feel certain when comparing buildings so distant in locality, 
and belonging to different styles of art. 

232. Portico of Temple at Vellor. 

~- The date of the porch at PerO.r (3 miles south-west of 
Koimbatur) is ascertained within .narrow limits by the figure · 
of a ~poy loading a musket being carved on the base of one: 

' "i ~ 
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of its pillars, and his costume and the shape of his arm are 
exactly those we find in contemporary pictures of the wars 
of Aurangzib, or the early Marathas in the beginning of the 
18th century. As shown in Woodcut No. 234, the bracket 
shafts are there attached to the piers as in Tirumalai Nay~ak'~ 
buildings, and though the general character of the architecture 
is the same, there is a coarseness in the details, anB a marked 
inferiority in the figure-sculpture, that betrays the distanct;: 
of date between these two examples. 

Slight as the difference may appear to the unpractised 
eye, it is within the four centuries that include the dates of 
these two buildings (1350 to 1750) that practically the whole 
history of the later Dravidian temple architecture is included. 
For it is safe to assert that nine-tenths, at least, or more, of 
those which are now found south of the Tungabhadra, were 
erected or largely extended and rebuilt between these dates. 

I The earlier works of the seven centuries that elapsed 
'between the carving of the rocks at Mamallapuram and the 
erection of the Vellor pagoda have almost totally perished. 
But during that period, a style was elaborated and so fixed 
that it should endure for five centuries afterwards, with so 
little change, and with only that degradation in detail, •which 
is the fatal characteristic of art in India. 0 

It seems impossible that the horsemen, the VyfWis, and 
above all, the great cornice of double curvatur~ shown in 
the woodcut (No. 232), could have been brought to these 
fixed forms without long experience, and the difficulty Ts to 
understand how they could ever have been elaborated in stone 
at all, as they are so unlike lithic forms found anywhere else ; 
yet they are not wooden, nor is there any trace in them .of 
any of their details being derived from wooden architectqre, 
as is so evidently the case with the Buddhist at;fhitecture of 
the north. One suggestion that occurs to me is that they 
might be derived from terra-cotta forms. Frequently, at the 

· present day, figures of men on horseback larger than life, or 
of giants oan foot, are seen near the village temples made of 
pottery, their hollow forms of burnt clay, and so burnt as to • 
form a perfect terra- cotta substance. Most of the figures 
also on the gopurams are not in plaster as is generally said, 
but are also formed of clay burnt. The• art has certainly 
been long practised in the south, and if we adopt the theory 
that it was used for many ornamental purposes along with wood 
or stone, it will account for m11ch that is otherwise unintelligible 
in the arts of the south. But we may further suppose that 
the broad sloping slabs of the earlier temples having no level 
bed to rest on the wall head, and being apt to slide 

0
down, 

.. _ 
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233• Compound Pillar at Vellor. 
(From a Photograph.) • 

234• Compound Pillar at P~rilr .. ' 
(From a Photograph.) 
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the curved form was devised to secure a flat rest on the wall 
and at the same time that the wall or roof above might 
have a flat plate on which to rest: and besides the outward 
curve afforded a better opportunity for supporting it upo~ " 
brackets. o 

The loss of the earlier structures that would bave made 
all this clear is largely due to the Muhammadan raids in the 
beginning of the 14th century, when these iconoclasts spared 
no shrine they found on their marches. What escaped them 
was either "restored" beyond recognition by zealous Hindu 
princes and temple builders, or is now in the innermost 
enclosures, inaccessible to any European capable of judging 
of their style and age. The few old shrines at Conjivaram, 
noticed above, and some scattered and neglected ruins do 
remain, and are very instructive; the desideratum is that 
adequate surveys of them are so slow in being published. 

VIJAYANAGAR. 

The dates above quoted will no doubt sound strange and 
prosaic to those who are accustomed to listen to the ~ildish 
exaggerations of the Brahmans in speaking of the age of their 
temples. There is, however, luckily a test besides the «evidence 
above quoted, which, if it could be perfectly applied, would 
settle the question at once. o 

When in the beginning of the 14th century the Mujlam
madans from Delhi first made their power seriously felt in the 
south, they struck down the kingdom of the Hoysala Ballalas o 
in 1310, and destroyed their capital of Halebld; and in 1322 
Orangal or W orangal, which had been previously attack-ed, 
was finally destroyed, and it is said they then carried tbeir 
victorious arms as far as Ramnad. The Muhammadans did not, 
however, at that time make any permanent settlement.in the 
south, and the consequence was, that as soon as the Hindus 
were able to recover from the panic, Bukka and Harihara 
princes i~ is said of the deposed house of Orangal, gathered • 
around them the remnants of the destroyed states, and founded 
a new state in the town of Vijayanagar on the Tungabhadra. 
An earlier city it is said had been founded there about the • 
beginning of the I 2th century, but only ~s a dependency of 
the Mysore Raj, and there is consequently no reason for 
suppooing that any of the buildings in the city (unless it be 
some of the small Jaina temples), belong to that period, nor 
indeed till the new dynasty founded by Bukka had consolidated 
its power, which was certainly not before the middle of the 
14th century. 0 
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The city was finally de;troyed by the Muhammadiris in 
1565: but during the. two~previ<?US centurjes it maintain~d a 
gallant stfuggle against the_ Bahmanl and ..i).dil Shahi ?ynasties 
jlf Kulbarga. and. Bijapur, and . was in fact the barrier that 
prevt:nted the Moslims from "taking possession :of the . wh9le 
country a,_far as ·cape Comorin·. · · ~ 
· Its time of greatest prosperity:was bet wee!). the accessio~ of~ 

I{rishna Deva, 1508, and the 9eath of 'Achyuta.Raya, 1542, il:Pd 
it is to 'their reigns that the finest monuments in the city m'ust 
be ascribed. There is, perhaps, no other city in all' India', in 
which ruins exist in such''.profusjon 'or in sty;:h variety. as 'dn 
Vijayanaga!-", and as they are all~certainly 6omprised within 
the century and a half, or-at the .utmost-'-the two centuries 
that preceded the destruction of the city, their analogies 'affo~d 
us dates that hardly admit of dispute. · · · 

Among those in the. City' 'the most remarkable is tha,t 
dedicated to Vithoba, or Vitthalaswaminr·a loc_al manifestation 
of Vishnu.· It was apparently begi:i'il- by Krishna, Deva, a.~ 
least as early as· A.D. I5I3,.and continued by Achyuta Raya, 
I 529-1542, and never was finished ; and as inscriptions 'in it are 
dated ~ · 1561 and r564, recording grants of Sadasiva, we might' 
fairly infer that the. works were stopped by the1fall of the 
kingdorrfin I 56s: The temple stands in a rectangular enclosure', 
538 ft. ~ ':Ji~with gopu'r.ams on the east, north, and -south'~ 
sides. · Out~de the east ·entr~nce; stands a lofty Dipdan pillar,·, 
and. tbere are tw? ~avilions of archit~ctural. merit iri tRe court, \ 
besldes other bUildmgs. Round nea:tly the whole. sourt ta~ a .I 

• deep verandah or' corridor with three rows of piers; ·but" most 
of it is now ruined. ·':·The principal part of the temple consists 
of~ porch or mantapam, represented in the W09dcut;'No. 2J6, 
pag@ 403. 'It is wholly in granite, and carved with a boldness 
and expressi~, of power nowhen!"'suq~assed in the buildin'gs of 
its cla~s. .f2,s will p~ observ~d, __ jt_has_all-the.,....c __ ha,r~~ist-i~· 
peculiarities of the Dravidian st~: the bold cornice of double · 
'f!e'3:rnre-;-the-Qetacfi@ shafts, the Vyalls, the rich!~.- carved 

.stylobate, etc. But what·interests··us most here is that •. it forms 
an exact half-way house in style between such porches as thos · 

• at Vellor and Chidambaram, and that of Tirumalai Nayyak af 
• Madura. The bracket shafts are detached here, it is true, but 

they are· mere' orna~entS,-' and hav~. lost 'their meaning. The 
corni_ce is as bold as any, but has lost its characteristic supports, 
and other changes have beet1 made which 'would inevitably 
have led in-a short time to the new style of"the Nayyak dynasty. 

The little building· on the right· is the car: of~th.\':_god, ·the 
base and principal storey being formecl":Of-a"7ingle block of 
granite,•with movable wheels, but th~y:.are ·the on'ly parts that 
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235· Plan of Vitthalaswil.min Temple at Vijayanagar. {From a plan by l\fr A. Rea.) 

Scale 100 ft. to 1 in. • 
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STO:"E CAR, AT TilE TW1!PLE OF YITTHALA, YIJAYAXAGAR, 1881 
(:\OW ImSTROYED). 
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move.I It is shown in Plate XI. as it appeared before 
its brick tower was taken down. There. are, besides, either 

236. View of Porch of Temple of Vitthalasvamin at Vijayanagar. (From a Photograph 
• by Mr Neill.) 

one or •two pavilions, smaller, but similar in design to that 
represented• in the woodcut, a gopunim, and other adjuncts, 
whick would be interesting, if we had the means of comparing 
and describing them.2 

• Although the temple of Vitthala is certainly one of the 
most remarkable ruins in India, and_ there are other temples of 
gr~at beauty and extent in the capital, if is not quite clear that 
it i~ there the che.fs-d' a:uvre of this dynasty are to be found, but 
rather at a I'lace called TadRatri,-about one hundred miles a 
little ~uth of east from ~-~ita!. There are two temples 
there : the one now in use-the Chintala_TiruveQkataswamin 
~-dedicated to Vishnu, is- sligfitlythe later of;; the two, 
•llaVii1g been built in the time of Timma Nayudu, the- local 

governor, and son (or grandson) of Ramalinga Nayudu, governor 
in the early part of Krishna Deva's reign, who began the 

• .Ramesvara temple. here.3 The wonders of the place are· two 
1 The upper portion was of brick, but 

about twenty years ago, after an elaborate 
repair under the direction of Major H. 
Cole, the collector had it pulled down, 
lest it should crush the base, which had 
been cracked by fire. Similar stone cars 
exist at Tildpatri and other temples in 
southern iJndia. 

2 As Dr G. !e Bon remarks, Vijayanagar 
is well worthy of a complete monograph 
on its architecture, as the culmination of 
the style. 'Les Monuments de l'Inde,' 
pp. r6r-r6z. 

3 Inscriptions belonging to this Rilmes
vara tern pie are dated from I 507 to 
1531-
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gopurams belonging to the second, which is now a deserted 
temple on the banks of the river, about a quarter of a mile 
from the other. One of these was apparently quite finished, 
the other on the north never carried higher than the perpen
dicular part. In almost all the gopurams of India this p<Vt is • 
comparatively plain, all the figure-sculpture and 

8
ornament 

being reserved for the upper or pyramidal part. In this 
instance, however, the whole of the perpendicular part i10 
covered with the most elaborate sculpture, cut with exquisite 
sharpness and precision, in a fine close-grained hornblende (?) 
stone, and produces an effect richer, and on the whole perhaps 
in better taste, than anything else in this style (Woodcuts 
Nos. 237, 238). It is difficult, of course, to institute a comparison 
between these gopurams and such works as Tirumalai Nayyak's 
chaultri, or the corridors at Ramesvaram ; they are so different 
that there is no common basis of comparison but the vulgar 
one of cost; but if compared with Haleb!d or Belur, these 
Tadpatri gopurams stand that test better than any other works 
of the Vijayanagar Rajas. They are inferior, but not so much 
so as one would expect from the two centuries of decadence 
that elapsed between them, and they certainly show a rparked 
superiority over the great unfinished gopuram of Tirumalai 
Nayyak, which was commenced, as nearly as may ebe, one 
century afterwards. o 

About fifty miles still further east, at a place ca+led Diguva 
)ihobalam, in Karnal district, there is a large urifin~shed 

,mantapam· in plan and design very like that of the temple 
of Vithoba at Vijayanagar, but its style and details are 
much more like those of the Nayyaks, though local tradition 
assigns it to Pratapa Rudra about I 300. Traditions, howev~r, 
usually refer to the original shrine, and if we are guided. by 
style, it could hardly have been erected before the jestruction of 
that capital in A.D. I s6s. The dynasty, however, continued 
t,) exist for one or two centuries after that time, till the country 
was finally conquered by Tipu Sultan. The ii1scriptions have 
not yet ~een examined, but seem mostly to belong to the • 
latter part of the r6th century.! Whoever may have built it, 
it is a fine bold specimen of architecture, and if the history 
of the art in the south of India is ever seriously taken up, it 
will worthily take a place in the series <ts one of the best 
specimens of its age, wanting the delicacy and elegance of 
the earlier examples, but full of character and merit.2 

1 Among the Mackenzie MSS. at 
Madras there are copies of the inscrip· 
tions and other notices of the Ahobalam 
temples. 

2 For long the temple of Vishnu on the 
hill of Tripetty or Tirupati, in North 
Arkat district, was reputed to be the 
richest, the most magnificent, ._s it was 
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237· Entrance through Gopurartt>at Tadpatri. (From a Photograph.) 
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Portion of Gopuram at Tadpatri. (From a Photograph.) 
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CHAP. IV. CONCLUSION. 

CONCLUSION. 

The buildings mentioned, and more or less perfectly 
• described, in the preceding pages are in number rather less 

thin one-third of tlie''great Dravidian temples known to exist 
in the ~ovince. In importance and extent they certainly 
are, however, more than one- half. Of the remainder, none 

•have vimanas like that of Tanjor, nor corridors like those 0f 
Rainesvaram ; but several have gopurams quite equal to ~r 
_exceeding those mentioned above, and many have mantapams of 
great beauty and extent. Several-such as Avadaiyar-Kt>vp, 
Virinjlpuram near Vellor, Taramangalam in Salem distriCt, 
Kurugodu in Bellari, and others-possess features unsurpassed 
by any in the south, especially the first named, which' i:nay, 
perhaps, be considered as one of the most elegant of its class, 
as well as one of the oldest. It would, however, be only tedious 
to attempt to describe them without plans to refer to, or more 
extensive illustrations than are compatible with a work of tHis . 
class. They are, however, worthy of more attention than hks 
yet been paid to them, al)d of more complete illustration than 
has +Iitherto been bestowed. upon them. Taken altogether, 
they certainly do form as extensive, and in· some respects 
as rertarkable, a group of buildings as are to be found in 
proviJ!ces of similar extent in' any part of the world-Egypt, 
perhaps ~one excepted ; but they equal even the Egyptian in 
extent, and though at. first sight so different, in some respects 
present similarit£es which are startling. Without attempting ;to ' 
enumerate the whole, it may be mentioned that the gopurams . 
both in form and purpose, resemble the pylons of the Egypti~n 1 

temples. The courts wfth pillars and cloisters are common :to 
b"oth, and very similar in arrangement and extent. The great 
mantap·am~ and halls of 1000 columns reproduce the hypostyle. 
hall~, both in purpose and effect, with· almost minute accuracy. 

certainly the most sacred of all those in 
the Presidency. So sacred, indeed, was 
jt declared, that no unbelieving foreigner 
bad ever been allowed to climb the holy 
hill (2,500 ft. high) or profane its sacred 
-precincts. In 1870, a party of police 
forced their way in~ in pursuit of a 

. murderer who had taken refuge there, 
and Mr J. D. B. Gribble, who a£com
panied · them, published an account of 
what they saw in. the 'Calcutta Review' 
in 1875 (vol. lxi. pp. 142-156). As 
he exclaims, '"Another of the illusions· 
of my youth destroyed:". The temple 
is neither remarlmble for its size nor its 

magnificence. In these respects it is 
inferior to Conjivaram, !i'rlrangam, and 
many others ; and whatever may be done 
with its immense revenues, they certainly 
are not applied to its adornment. It is a 
fair specimen of a Dravidian temple of the 
second class, but in a sad state of dilapida
tion and disrepair. It was originally a 
Saiva temple, but was converted to the 
wor,hip of Vishnu,- by RamanujacMrya, 
in the rzth century. For views of "the 
Tirupati temples in the village below, see 
Dr G. Le Bon's 'Les Monuments de 
l'Inde,' figs. 199-204:. 
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frhe absence of any central tower or vimana over the sanctuary 
Is universal in Egypt, and only conspicuously violated in one 
tnstance in India. Their mode of aggregation, and the amount 
of labour bestowed upon them for labour's sake, is only too 
characteristic of both styles. There ar~, besides, many simi- •. • 
larities that will occur to any one familiar with both stylh. 

Is all this accidental? It seems strange that• so many 
coincidences should be fortuitous, but, so far as history affords 
us any information, or as any direct communication can be• 
traced, we must for the present answer that it is so. The 
interval of time is so great, and the mode in which we fancy 
we can trace the native growth of most of the features in India 
seem to negative the idea of an importation ; but there certainly 
was intercourse between Egypt and India in remote ages, and 
seed may then have been sown which possibly had fructified 
long afterwards. 

A digression may be made in conclusion with reference to 
the famous monastery referred to (p. I 7 I), as spoken of from 
hearsay, both by Fah Hian and Hiuen Tsiang. Its situation has 
long been a puzzle. The second pilgrim says it was built by 
one of the Andhra kings as a monastery for Nagarjum!.1 It 
had lofty halls in five tiers, each with four courts and ~emples 
containing golden images of Buddha. But after a time the 
Brahmans had ousted the Buddhists and, he adds." t~e way 
of access to it was no longer known." The Tibetan works state 
that Nagarjuna died at the great monastery of dPal-gyi-f'i, a 
translation of Sri-Sailam or Sr!-Parvata, both names of a very 
old place of pilgrimage on a rocky hill overlooking a gorge of 
the Krishna river, and which is one of the twelve Jyotir-lingas 
or great Saiva shrines of the Hindus. The place is difficult ~f 
access, but was visited by Colonel Colin Mackenzie in IJ94} 
and perhaps by four or five Europeans before I 8~, when the 
editor made a hurried excursion to it. Mackenzie had mentioned 
the animals carved on the surrounding walls in a way that 
seemed to

8 
follow the arrangement described by Fah- Hian. 

Though beyond the limits of the Kosala kingdom, with which 
Hiuen Tsiang seemed to connect it, it was most probably 
within the early Andhra dominions"' 

The reports made to the pilgrims were evi<kntly exaggerated 
or vague and misunderstood ; and if Sr!-Sailam were the site of 

1 The Chinese syllabus by which Hiuen J mallai," the name of the hills on the 
Tsiang represents its name may be trans- south of the Krishnil r. iver, to the west and 
!iterated as Bhramara-giri-" black bee south of Sr!-Sailam in Karnal district. 
mountain." He says it meant "black 2 'Asiatic Researches,' vol. v. pp. 303-
peak," which is equivalent to "Nalla- 314, ~ 

• 

• 
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this wonderful monastery, there are no traces of Buddhism there 
now. The earliest structures were possibly of wood, and the 
place has been often destroyed. It was near Chandraguptapur, 
the capital of an early kingdom of Sr!-Sailam, occasionally 

• . •mentioned in inscriptions. . : 
,.he present temples stand within a rectangular enclosure 

about 63oeft. from north to south by 5 IO ft. from east to west~ 

s 

• 
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239. . Plan of the Temples at Srl-Sailam. 1 

Scale ISO ft. to I in. ·, 
. • I 

-with a slight extension on the west side and gopurams on the 
Qther three, all in the style of the 16th and 17th centuries, having 
the lower storeys in stone and the upper in brick-though stone 

• is more easily proc~rable in such a locality. The temples are 
now dedicated to Mallikarjuna, a form of Siva, and to Bhrat 
marambha or Madhava and Parvatl. The sculptures on th~. 
walls of the court are irregularly disposed in blocks in the upper 
four courses on the outer face. They are almost a counterpart of 
those on the walls of the Hazara-Rama temple at Vijayanagar, 
and belong to the same period. Indeed, one is led to suppos~ 
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. that they were carved for the construction of a shrine rather 
than for the enclosure wall, into the upper courses of which they 
are now built in an irregular way. 

From the plan (Woodcut No. 239), it may be inferred that 
when this wall was erected the court was considerably enl<ij'ged• 
to the north and west. The temples inside are all mean and 
insignificant, and, though older than the outer enclosucr-e, they are 
not of earlier qate than the 16th century, and probably represell,t 
the shrines hurriedly restored after some raid of iconoclastic 
Muhammadans.1 The court is partly occupied by rows of 
corridors for the accommodation of pilgrims; but most of the 
buildings are in a state of decay and ruin. 

1 So late as 1855 a band of Rohillas 
crossed from the .Haidarabad territory 
and robbed the temple of jewels valued 

at Rs. zo,ooo, dug up the floors of the 
shrines, and destroyed the ancient 
images. 

• 
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CHAPTER V. 

• • CIVIL ARCHITECTURE . 

CONTENTS. 
I 

Palaces at Madura and Tanjor-Garden Pavilion at Vijayanagar;-Palace 
at Chandragiri. - · ... 

ALTHOUGH the Dravidians were extensive and enthusiastic 
builders, it is- somewhat singular that till they came in! contact 
with the Muhammadans all their efforts in this direction should 
have been devoted to the service of religion. No trace of any 
civil or municipal building is to be found anywhere, though from 
the stage of civilisation that they had attained it might be 
expected that such must have existed. What is, however, even 
mori remarkable is, that kingdoms always at war whh one 
another, and contending for supremacy within a limited area, 
mighttt have been. expected to develop some sort of ·m'ilitary 
archi~cture. So far, however, as is now known, no castle or 
fortificati~n of any sort dates from the Pandya, Chera, o~';Chola 
d~s. What is still more singular is that they have no, tombs. 
They seem always to have burnt their dead, and never to have 
collected their ashes or raised any mounds or menwrials to their 
departed friends or.great men. There are, it is true; numberless 
M Rude stone monuments" all over the south of .India,_ but, till 
t~ey are more thoroughly investigat~d, it is impossible 'to say 
whether t!.y belong to the Dravidians when in a lower stage of 
civii'isation than when they became temple builders, or w

1
hether 

they belong to other underlying races who still exist, in scattered 
fragments, all ovet: the south of India.1 Whoever these Dolmens 

• or stone circles may have belonged to, we know, :ft least, that 
_they never were developed .into architectu~al objects, such as 

lwould bring them within the scope of this work No Dra!_vidian 
tomb or cenotaph is known to exist anywhere. ' 

When, howe~er, the Dravidians came in contact· with the 
M usalmans this state 9f affairs· was entirely altered, in ~o far, 
at least, as civil buildings were concerned. The palaces, the 
kacher!s, the elephant- stables, and the dependencies of the 

• . I 

1 What I know on this subject I have already said in my w()rk on 'Rude Stone 
Monuments,' pp. 455 et seqq. Conf; ''Archreological Survey of Western India;' vol. i. 
p. S,•and plate; 'In~l.ian Antiquary,' vol, iii. PP· 53·54,· and 3o6-3o8; voll.v. pp, 
159, 255; and vol. .vi. p. 230. 
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abodes of the rajas at Vijayanagar and Madura, rival in extent 
and in splendour the temples themselves, and are not surpassed 
in magnificence by the Muhammadan palaces of Bijapur or Bidar. 

1 One of the most interesting peculiarities of these civil • 
buildings is, that they are all in a new and different styll9 of 
~architecture from that employed in the temples, and t~ distinc-
1 tion between the civil and religious art is kept up to the present 
day. The civiLQ.lljlcJing~ ~a_r<:: .all in what we would call a• 
_22inted-arched M:ooris.h style- picturesque in effect, if not 
always in the best taste,~d using the arch everywhere and 
for every purpose. Jn the temples the arch is never used as 
an architectural feature. In some places, in modern times, when 
they wanted a larger internal space than could be obtained by 
bracketing without great expense, a brick vault was introduced 
-it may be said surreptitiously-for it is always concealed. 
Even now, in building gopurams, they employ wooden beams, 
supported by pillars, as lintels, to cover the central openings 
in the upper pyramidal part, and these having decayed, many 
of the most modern exhibit symptoms of decay which are not 
observable in the older examples, where a stone lintel always 
was employed. But it is not only in construction tha,t the 
Dravidians adhere to their old forms in temples. There are, 
especially, some gopurams erected within the limits ~f last 
century, which it requires a practised eye to distinguisll! from 
older examples; but with the civil buildings the ca~e is quite 
different. It is not, indeed, clear how a convenient palace cQllld 
be erected in the trabeate style of the temples, unless, indeed, 
wood was very extensively employed, both in the supports and 
the roofs. My conviction is that this really was the case, and 
its being so, to a great extent at least, accounts for their di~ 
appearance. 

The principal apartments in what is called_ thtt palace at 
Madura are situated round a courtyard which measures ~tbout 
·i6ort.east and west by roo ft. north and south, surrounded on all 
sides by arcades of very great beauty. The pillars which support 
the arches ~re of stone, 40ft. in height, and are joined by foliated 
brick arcades of great elegance of design, carrying a cornice and 
entablature rising to upwards of 6o ft. in height. The whole of 
the ornamentation is worked out in the exquisitely fine stucco 
called "chunnam" or shell lime, which is a clfaracteristic of the 
Madras Presidency.1 On the west side of the court stands the 

1 For a fuller account of the palace, see 
a paper by Mr R. F. Chisholm in the 
'Transactions of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects,' vol. xxvi. ( r875·r876), 
pp. I 59ff. with plan and sections, from 

which the ground plan (fig. 240) is 
reduced, and the measurements have 
been taken from it. Details of the orna· 
mentation are given by Dr G. Le Bon, 
'Les Monuments de l'Inde,' figs. 2f3·235· 
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Swarga Vilasam or Celestial Pavilion, now used as the High 
Court of Justic~. It measures 235 ft. from north to south by 

• 

• 

• 

• 

w . 

E. 

Plan of Tirumalai Nayyak's Palace at Madura. 
(From a Plan by Mr R. F. Chisholm.) 

• Scale roo ft. to I in . 

., 

• 

105 ft. across, and is arranged very much on the plan of a great 
mosque with three domes-in fact, the whole structure, if not first 
erected as a splendid mosque, is marvellously like one. The large 
central dome is supported by twelve columns enclosing a square 
64ft. across. These columns are first linked together by massive 
Sarac~ic arches. Four similar arches are then thrown across 
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the corners, and the octagonal drum rises from these, pierced by 
a clerestory. Above this, at the cornice, 45! ft. up, the octagon 
is changed to a circle and the dome rises, in the centre, to 7 5 ft. 
from the floor. At the north-west corner of the main building 
is placed the splendid hall shown in the annexed woodcut • 
(No. 241 ),~ the two corresponding with the Dlwan-i-Khass :nd 
Dlwan-i-'Amm of Muhammadan palaces. This one, in•its glory, 

• 

2-tr. Hall in Palace, Madura. (From Daniell's 'Views in Hindostan '). 

must hav~ been as fine as any, barring the material: most of. 
the connected buildings, however, have long since disappeared. 
This hall itself is 125ft. long by 69 ft. wide, and its height to the 
centre of the roof is 56 ft. ; but, what is more important than 
its dimensions, it possesses all the structu•ral propriety and 
character of a Gothic building. It is evident that if the Hindus 
had persevered a little longer in this direction they might have 

1 In this view "a more decidedly l paper, ttt sup. p. 161. The dimensions 
Saracenic character is given to the work appearmuchexaggeratedifwe take the two 
than it actually posseSses." Mr Chisholm's small human figures as supplyin~a scale. 

• 

• 
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accomplished something that would have surpassed the w6rks of 
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their masters in this form of art. In the meanwhile it is curious 
to observe that the same king who built the chaultris (Wood
cuts Nos. 226, 227, and 228), built also this hall. The style of· 
the one is as different from that of the other as Classic Italian. 
from Medi;:eval Gothic ; the one as much over ornamented agthe 
other is too plain for the purposes of a palace, but breth among 
the best things of their class which have been built in the' 
country where they are found. • 

The last dynasty of Tanjor was founded by Ekojl or 
Venkajl, a half brother of Sivaji, the great Maratha chief, 
during the decline of the Madura dynasty in 1674-1675· _The 

.Palace was probably commenced shortly afterwards, but the 
greater part of its buildings belong to the __r8th century, and 
some extend even into the 19th. -

It is not unlike the Madura palace in arrangement-is, 
indeed, evidently copied from it-nor very different in style; 
but the ornamentation is coarser and in more vulgar taste, as 
might be expected from our knowledge of the people who 
erected it (Woodcut No. 242). In some of the apartments 
this is carried so far as to become almost offensive. One of 
the most striking peculiarities of the palace is the roof e::>f the 
great hall externally. As you approach Tanjor, you see two 
great vimanas, not unlike each other in dimensions or~utline, 
and at a distance can hardly distinguish which belong! to the 
great temple. On closer inspection, however, that of the palace 
turns out to be made up of dumpy pilasters and fat balusters, 
and ill-designed mouldings of Italian architecture, mixed up 
with a few details of Indian art! A more curious and tasteless • 
jumble can hardly be found in Calcutta or Lucknow. 

The palace buildings at Vijayanagar are much m~e 
detached and scattered than those either at Tanjor or Madura, 
but they are older, and probably represent only~ome of the 
detached and less important buildings of what existed p~vious 
to the sack of the city in I 565, when the Musalmans rased the 
chief buildings to the ground.1 What still remains reproduces 
more neat'ly the style of a Hibdu prince's civil buildings, before• 
they fell completely under the sway of Moslim influence. 
The remains of the palace consists of a number of detached 
pavilions, baths, harems, and other buildi~gs, that certainly • 
were situated in gardens, and may, consequently, have had a 
unity we miss in their present state of desolation. One of 
these pavilions is represented in the next woodcut (No. 243). 
It is a tair specimen of that picturesque mixed style which 
arose from the mixture of the Saracenic and Hindu styles. 

1 Briggs's translation of Ferishta's 'Mahomedan Power in India,' vol. iii. f'. 131. 
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Examples of Indian civil architecture are so few in the 
south, that some notice may be 0 included' here of th<;: old R.~lace 
at Chandragiri, aboutt-30 miles N:N;E. from Chiitli"r.it: North 

243· Garden Pavilion at Vijayanagar. (From a PhotograP.h.) 
~ ..-: ~-..... ~ ~ ... 

Arkot district. It was "from Chandragiri -in .,._!;8,19,. that Srt 
Rangaraya, the last representative of the Vijayanagar dynasty, 
graflfed the British permission to erect the fort at Madras: six 
years later fte was ·overthrown by J arnsh!d Qutb Shah of 
GolkonCia.1 ·, 

The principal building now left, as shown in .Woodcuts 
Nos.· 244 and 245, presents a well-balanced fa<;:ade .~f tbree 
storeys surmounted oy tu-rrets whidh pleasingly break the sky
line. Each floor 'consists mainly of a pillared hall-the piers 
arched across both ways, c"orbelled at the angles and closed 

• with flat domes. 'fhe floors have projections .of 6 ··or 7 ft. 
beyond the face of the outer pillars and rest .on ~stone corbels: 
On the north side the walls pierced by the arches are built of 
brick; but the vaults, espeCially in the 19wer storey, are work~d 

I ~~ • 

1 After the battle of Ta.likot,in 1565, ·1 ~~pita! till 1592, when Venkatapati· 
the representatives of the dynasty made- Raya ··removed to Chandragiri, where . 
Pennakonda in Anantapur 'district their the family resided till 1645. • 

'ror.~~ I. .-:., 2 D 
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in stone from stone corbels. No ornament now appears above 
the basement, and how the exterior of the building was first 

• 

South Elevation of Chandragiri Palace. 

245· Plan of the ground floor of Chandragiri Palace. 
(From Drawings by R. F. Chisholm, F. R.I. B.A.) Scale so ft. to I in. 

• 

• 

finished it would be hard to say: we may be certain that it 
was originally much finer than it now exists.1 • 

• 

Even the mixed style above mentioned, however, died out 
wherever the Europeans settled, or their influence extended. 
The modern palaces of the N awabs of the Karnatik, of the R.ajas 
of Ram11ad and Travankor, are all in the bastard Italian styl~ 
adopted by the N awabs of Lucknb-w and the Babus of Calcutta. 
Sometimes, it must be confessed, the buildings are imposing 
from their mass, and picturesque from theif variety of outline, • 
but the details are always detestable; first, from being bad 
copies of a style that was not understood or appreciated, but 
also, generally, from their being unsuited for the use to which 

1 Fuller details will be found in a • F.R.I.B.A., in the 'Indian Antiquary,' 
paper illustrated by plans, elevations 

1

. vol xii. (1883), pp. 295-296. 
0 and sections, by Mr R. F. Chisholm, 

• 

-
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they were applied. To these defects, it must be added, that 
the whole style is generally characterised by a vulgarity it is 
difficult to understand in a people who have generally shown 
themselves capable of so much refinement in former times. 

• ln some parts of the north of India matters have not sunk 
so low as in the Madras Presidency, but in the south native 
civil arch,tecture as a fine art is quite extinct, and though 
iacred architecture still survives in a certain queer, quaint form 
of temple-building, it is of so low a type that, as exemplified 
especially in the temples which the Nathukottai Chettis are 
engaged in renovating or reconstructing, it would be no matter 
of regret if it, too, ceased to exist, and the curtain dropped 
over the graves of both, as they are arts that practically have 
become· extinct. · 
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BOOK IV. 

CHALUKYAN STYLE. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

CONTENTS. 

Chalukyan Architecture-Dharwar temples- I ttagi- Gadag- Kuruvatti 
-Dambal-Hanamkonda-Kirtti Stambhas at Worangal-Myoore
Temples at Somnathpur and Belur-t.e.!lll2I~-LaLH!ilebid. • 

• 
OF the three styles into which Hindu architecture tfaturally 
divides itself, the Chalukyan is. neither the lea~ extensive 
nor the least beautiful, but till about sixty years ago, it certe.inly 
was the least known. The very name of the people was 
hardly recognised by early writers on Indian subjects, and • 
the first clear ideas regarding them were put forward, in 1836, 
in a paper by Sir Walter Elliot, in the fourth volume of !he 
'Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.' To this he added 
another paper, in the twentieth volume of •he 'Madras 
Journal' : and since then numerous inscriptions of this dynasty 
and of its allied families have been found and translated, 
largely by Dr. ]. F. Fleet, in the 'Indian Antiquary'. and 
'Journal• of the Bombay Asiatic Society.' • 

,;. From all this we gather that early in the 6th century 

1!, of our era, this family rose into importance at Badami, about 
'VS miles south of Bijapur in the BombaY. Presidency 1-and • 
spread eastwards as far as the shores of the Bay of Bengal 
between the mouths of the Krishna and Godavari, establishing 
the capital of an eastern kingdom at Vengi' early in the 7th 

1 It is sometimes incorrectly stated 

1 

so before the middle of the roth century, 
that Kalyan, in the Nizam's territory, and under the later CM!ukyas.-'Indian 
was their early capital ; but it was not Antiquary,' vol. v. p. 318. • 
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. teJ:!!ury. T)l~¥-e*teN.ded,_.in_fa!;t,Jro_m_sl!Qrw£-~hor:e,,.rjg!!,t 
~.cr.oss-the_pepi_nsql8,, a,nd-.QE£'!RLed_a...£_o~r~ P..?..r!iOE of 

,the country .now ~no~n as.Mysore,.,...and· north,\f~lil-'l>-~-~J~Qded 
.as far, at least, as N asik ,and . Dau-latabad.. . 

i l'he first prince of whom we know more than the name 
is .P,ulike.J4t! .•• L ~_o_began ,to Jl!le_"at .. !3J<iallli,;~£<?!!t ... ~~550, 
under whose two sons in succession the kingdom .was largely 
l!xtended, .t~wards the :v:st a.t the ex§~nsj o~ t?Ma~~ 
of Banawas1, and- pus11mg nortSwar s mto ~UJarat, where 
'tlity were-cnecked by sm.ditya I. of Valabhi. Ear!y in 
the next century P~IiJ<es!n ... li~~(6o~;2_42)_ further extended his 
dominions, held at J)aytlieOf~es-oft:lfegreat Harshavardhana 
of Kanauj, invaded. the Chola and Pallava territories, ·and 
placed his brother ~~'U.~Jill~\.- oy~r.::-_t!,l<:: c~untry 
a.bQ.gt the_deltas of t'lie~o avan ana Knshna nvers, who
about 6~7-established.-tli';;:easfern.Cbalufya· dyn~sty atYengl. 
About 6z6 Pulikesin II. seems-To-have received ari..- embassy 

7from·Khosru II. of_Persia ;1 and in 640 or 641;-Hiueq.,..Tsiang 
"t[!lversed his.J<ingqoiE ~_l)_dappar~pj;Jy .. yisited~_~i~':.t~~porary 

capital-'probal:>Jy,. .a.t~~~sik.2 But very soon after, towards 
theClq.c;e of his reign; his "rule was i.J.pset~by .. the~Fallava..King 
Narasimhavarm'an;.who- took and "plundered Badami or Vafapi, 
as it w~ then called." .• By 655 Vikra0aditya· I. had recovered 

_,the Ch<Aukya dominions and even.entered-Kanch!;3 . 
(._ The.,....fa~ily=_reli':''o -ofc ,t~e-~ear!Y.,.,:_..~i,P?"S~Bs;: VaWID.ava, J 

out ~ex s~~m..to .}J:~e-~be~.n,__\:..~IYJ.Ql~r'ln;t~~9t. eclectli and J 
m-m~HtTftr:li15eralfji1~~i-va;caita;J~ifta'O;_t~m~!'!~~'fras 

, to .~Vaishnava. ones. _. -
Like all the dynasties. of central and northern India, the 

Chtl.lukyas suffered eclipse in the 8th century. T~ey _ were 
oveythrown by the R~shtrakutas...,of:;.cMallgl~d.,.,._about. 756, and 
it was· not tiij 973 that a descendant recovered "the kingdom 

~and}U~~hi_?.capitalat Kalyani)n the_Dekha,n. ~t.§mpl_e.s ' 
~~ 4~2l,"'#l}d attadak~l de · ~d ~bo'{t::_ (Woodcu~i 81 . ; 
a~d ~05) li,~ong::..tQ..1fC:;_~,~ge, <J.n- .,.we,.,k-now.:they;::~~r~ctedr 
by, early_kings. o(this.r,ac;:~;.J:~ut they do not belong•to thlli ' 
style~:-Their sikliaras,~·or towers, either sh0w the curvilinear 
outline or the- northern style, or the st~ 

" 1 'Journal of the Royallsiatic Society,' 
~N.S., vol. xi. p 165. · · 
~, Hiuen,Tsiang-does.nQ1-'!cp,Pear (o have 

visited Badami. -From;Kai1chlpifram he 
~!.!!Qr!!J-west (according to the 'Life') 
to Kong-kin=na:pu-l~theposiiion of 
which is not known. From that he 
went .to. the, chief city of Mahiiriishtra, 
which heJl.oes not name, but_being.not 

'v<' 

more than I so miles from _]3_haroc[l, Dr. 
J ;.F."Fieet has,poliited:-'OOt;iilat;":Niisik 
best • suits ~the ."conditions . .;.~ ' Indian 
AniiquarJ;' \-;ol.~·xxii. pp.- n 3fi. • 

nrndian Antiquary,' vol. xix. pp. IS If.; 
or for a detailed outline of the historical 
materials, by Dr. J. F. Fleet, see 
'Bombay Gazetteer,' vol. i. pt. ii. pp. 
335·381. . 
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Dravidi~ .... It is as if this intrusive race adopted hesitatingly 
the earlier styles of the country, but that it was not till they 
had consolidated their power, and developed peculiar insti
tutions of their own, that they expressed them in the style 
to which their name has been affixed. • • 

The materials doubtless exist for settling these .flUd most 
other questions connected with this style; but, unfortunately, 
much of them are locked up in the offices of the Arch;:eologica4 
Survey ; and probably more are to be found in the Kizam's 
territory, which is still almost a terra incognita to us in so 
far as architecture is concerned. No extended survey has 
yet been made of such remains as may exist there by any 
one having a knowledge of the art or of the interest attaching 
to the forms and age of the buildings. 

The Muhammadan invaders from the beginning of the 
14th century spared no temples that came in their way on any 
of their raids, and doubtless the largest were the greater 
sufferers. But after the final conquest and the rise of the 
Musalman dynasties- the line of their capitals - Bijapfir, 
Kulbarga, Bidar, and Haidarabad-which have long occupied 
the native country of the Chalukyas, is painfully suggesJ:iv~ of 
the destruction of Hindu temples; and the ruins and broken 
sculptures that lie all round the neighbourhood of Kal1ani-at 
Narayanpur, Sitapur, Tiprad, etc., bear abundant testimony to 
the iconoclastic zeal of the conquerors.1 But stilJ.Othe wealth 
of remains that exists in Dharwar and Mysore on the soutQ. and 
west, and in the Berars on the north of the Nizam's territories, 
is so great that all certainly cannot have perished, and many • 
will probably yet be found to solve the historical enigmas, 
though they may not be sufficient to restore the style in eits 
integrity. • 

- • Th_e Chalukyan style was naturally evolvid from the 
Dravidiari, -arid_ the. ,ea.i-liest temples. within its area ~tre not 
~UY~.cl<;a.rl)lmarked off from that type: it was only by de~rees 
that it acquired its distinctive character. Unfortunately,Jnost 
of the e<frlier and the finer examples perished during the earl)O 
Moslim invasions and under the later rule of the various 
Muhammadan dynasties of the Dekhan. T..be.a.r.ea.cv..er which 
the style extended includes Mysore and all the Kanarese • 
country-its birthplace-in th~ . wes~; eastwards its southern 
limit was the Tungabhadra and Krishna rivers ~ and on the 
north it perhaps extended to a line drawn from the south end 
of the Chilka lake towards Nagpur, and thence westwards and 
south-westwards to the coast. But we know too little as yet of 

1 'Archreological Survey of Western India,' vol. iii. pp. 20, 23, 38·~· 
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the remains ·in the Haidarabad districts to' define the northen1 
boundary with any certainty. 

I From _the remains that have escaped entire destruct.ion in.· 
this area, we gather t at the earlier Chaluk .. ~~~i,.,,~!e-

• s,g.:ed PI1-th!'r,..W,W2~ ... tb~,.,.g.~~b9~ ,k.,,..,t;il-.¥!~...-,~lm.,I}~S, 
but the corners were made more. prominent by flat increments 
placed 0~ them, whilst the projections on the walls were' but 

.slight, the central one on each face of the shrine being made . 
much broader and important. The sikhata ~and roof soon l9st 
the distinctively southern storeyed fonn' an·d-:became stepped; · 
forming pyramids of different heights,;with break~ ce>rresponding .. 
to those ofthe~walls, and with'broad bands.up'the sides of the 
sikhara answering to th~ larger face in the· middle o~ each side 
of the shrine. Lats:r: _the plan often became star:shaped, the pro
jecting angles ~rn"'f}n Circles whose centres were in tlie m_iddle of 
the shrine and mandap respeCtively'.1 The broader faces on the 
sides, however, were retained for the. principa! images of the cult: 
The pillars supporting the roof of the halls or mandaps were 
arranged in sq';lares; the de_v!ce of placing twelv~. pillars so 
disposed in a square that eight of them •Could be connected'by 
li!11:els to support a roof or dome of larger dimensions was almost . 
unkn•own to the style.2 · : • 

A iavourite arrangement in the later temples was the. group
ing o' three shrines round -a: central mandapa or hall. The 
pillars ar~markedly different from the Dravi,dian type; ·they are 
massive, often circular, richly carved and highly polished. They 
are usually in pairs or fours of t_he same pattern, the whole effect 

· being singularly elegant. Their capitals are wide with numero'u_s 
thin mouldings immediately below the abacus; and under these 
i,:; a square block, whilst the middle of the shafHs carved with 
circular mouldings. Frequently the capitals and shafts -have 

·Deen actually turned in a sort of lathe in which the shaft was · 
. , held. vertic~lly. · • _ ". .. . . : 

else;;rrere, ptercea st.onewwd'i'tlows are not unfrequent, but the ' I 
• !.lt~r~_dJ!JJ. ~~'?£!~;.,-~t -~~,,.P..,~W,~J~~~pd 1 

• m~st richly carved examples of these belong specij.lly to the' 
Chalukyan style. Generally the· temples stand on a terrace,;' 
sometimes ro .to I 5 ft. wide, quite surrounding. them, and from:· 

1 'Arth<eological ~rvey of Western 
India,' vol. iii. p. 21 and plate r8. • The 
star-shaped plan is obtained by the over· 
lapping of equal squares having a common 
centre with their corners all equidistant ; 
and as projecting angles must always 
correspond to the corners of the cella and 
mandapa, the number of angles between 
\he wider faces on two adjacent sides are . . -

usually three or~-The re·entran~ 
angles will thim always be larger tha!1 
right angles. :With unequal projections 
the corners, in a plan similar to that in 
the Northern style, rna y also lie in a circje. 

2 In the _outer mandapa of the great 
temple at Bangal, however, it was intro-
duced. · · 
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3 to 6 feet in height-a feature which adds considerably to 
the architectural effect. The structures were erected without 
~o~~ tht! joint~ ve;y ca_r<:~lly fi!ted. Tps._ w.hole oute'r 

surface was covered with great variety of sculpture, of floral and 
geometric patterns intermixed with mythological figures; ~nd • 
generally the mouldings of the base were carved with the 
succession of animal patterns prescribe4 in the.' .S:ilpa Sastras' 

"Oi" architectural treatises. • 
~ The DMrwar district may be regarded as the cradle of the 

/ style, and it may help to make its features better understood, if 
before describing the remains farther east and south, we first 
notice some of the larger temples near and in that district. 

At Ittagi,a small village in the Haidarabad districts, lying 
some 2 I miles east-north-east from Gadag, is a large. Saiva 

v.-fero~le surr.ounded by the ruins o£ smaller shrines, etc .• belonging 
""'7" •at latest to the e.arly half of the J rth century, which, though 

deserted and partly ruinous, must be regarded as one of the 
most highly finished and architecturally perfect of the Chalukyan 
shrines tnat have come down to us. In the opinion of the late 
Meadows Taylor, the principal temple is perhaps superior in 
decorative art even to the Gadag temples. In it "the carviflg 
on some of the pillars and of the lintels and architraves of the 
doors is quite beyond description. No chased work in sijver or 
gold could possibly be finer .... By what tools this ver:li hard, 
tough stone could have been wrought and polished •s it is, is 
not at all intelligible at the present day; nor indeed fr~m 
whence the large blocks of greenstone rock were brought." 1 

A plan of the group is given on Woodcut No. 246, and it may 
be noted that the plan of the shrine is not star-shaped, but 
follows the old Dravidian form. The outer walls of the sma]J 
·shrines have been stripped for building stone by the villagers. 

The temple, shown in Plate No. XII., consists •of an open' 
mandap and a closed hall with antechamber and hnga sijrine. 1 

The square dome that once crowned the sikhara and the sup~~tr
structures on the roofs of the mandapas, with most of the screen 
wall round. the outer one, are now lost, as well as much of the • 
projecting cornice round the latter and over the entrance porches. 

' The form of these cornices, it may be remarked, indicates to 
some extent the age of individual structures, as it is probable 
the flat sloping form preceded the more orn<ttmental one with 
double flexure. The inner hall is 27 ft. square, and besides the 

'entrance from the front mandap, has also doorways on the north 
and south sides, with pillared porches. The jambs and lintels 
of all the entrances, as is usual in temples from the earliest 

1 'Architecture of Dharwar and Mysore,' pp. 47·48. 
hard," however, as Meadows Taylor had supposed. 

The stone is not so " very 

• 
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period and in the cav.es, are very .elaborately ca:'rved; -arid their 
porches have ribbed roofs of beautiful and ingenious designs . 

• 

• 
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• 
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246. Plan of the Ittagl Temples, {From ·a Drawing by Mr. H. Cousens.) 
Scale 100ft. to r in, 

The central niches on the outsides of the shrine walls here 
ar!!' larger and more prominent than in most other temples, and 
have a half sikhara minutely carved over each., The niches 
themselves, ence occupi@ oy characteristic Saiva images, are 
no"' qtJ.ite empty. Above each of these is a succession of highly 
~rnamental carved frontons, rising one above another, in decreas
-ing ~izes to the summ1t. The pillars in the open man<tap are of 
'Varied patterns, richly carved, the central four being star-shaped 
in plan, as are also the two outer pillars of each side porch,-a 
form that was a favourite one, as it occurs in various temples of. 
this period afld ~ter, as in the Dambal temple of Dodda .• 
Basavanna. T~e central panel in the roof, 8 ft. 5 in. square, is/ 
also richly sculptured, with a figure of Natesa in the middle 
and, in the corners, are artistic arabesques in high relief roun~ 
kirttiinukh faces.1 · 

1 For a drawing and section of this I 
·panel, which is in five stages, fully 4ft. 
in totaliepth, the uppermost being 3 ft. 
I I in. square, with descriptive note, see 

'Technical Art Series of Illustrations ,of 
Indian· Architectural Pecorative Work,'· 
I888, plate 6, " ,· 
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At Kukkan~r, within 4 miles northwards from lttagi is a 
notable group of temples, indicating that at an early period the 
place must have been of considerable note. Most of them stand 
together in a walled enclosure inside the village, about 82 yds. in 
length from north to south, and 7 5 yds. from east to west. pn • 
the east side is a massive gateway of perhaps the 16th century, 
and the temples are arranged as in the plan (Woodcut~o. 247). 
The larger temple opposite the entrance is in use, and is. 

mJ -~~~-! 

fi-

• • 
• 
• • 

• 

247· Plan of Temples at Kukkanf1r. Scale roo ft. to I in. 

• perhaps, in its present form, of about the age of the enclosure. 
But on the west side of it is an interesting con~eries of ni'ne 
shrines, now containing lingas, of an earlier date-p~ssibly 
going back to the 9th century. The sikharas of these are IilOre ' 
Dravidian in contour than Chalukyan ; but the pillars inside 
·with rou•d shafts and spreading capitals, and the tenden~y to 
reduce and render less emphatic the storeys of the spires, mark 
them as indicating an early advance towards the latter style. 
The outer surfaces of the walls also are overlaid with carving 
after the Chalukyan fashion; but the red !and~tone of which 
they are built has decayed considerably from exposure and 
obliterated much of the detail. 

There are other temples here of which some are probably 
of about the same age as these. To the south-west of the~ 
village is one, in tolerably good preservation, which is quite 
Dravidian in outline with indications of a tendency to the more • 
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1 
elegant p~oportions of th~ Chalukyan_ forms, ~n~ wi.th gablets 
on the middle of each tier· of the s1khara, md1cahve of the 
beginning of the continuous band up each face ·that is so 

• prominent a feature in t~~~rles. 
~ eArug,ug;.,J;h~@~lt}~~mples _at .£ii~~g!Jba.t.,p~ 
§o~es~~·nnow agp~ated as a sclwaJ.,JJ.w~tn 
noltce. Except the upper por- · -

.rron. of't'Ii'esikhara and the outer 
open mandap that stood on the 
east, it is still fairly entire.· From 
the plan (Woodcut No. 248) and 
the photograph (Plate XIII.), 
it appears to be _..e. tY..PJfaL~~=
ample ofthe,sty:le. The mandap 
1S2iT( {o ~square inside with 
four round pillars, 9 ft. 4 in. 
between centres, supporting the 
roof; the antarala or ante
chamber to the shrine is here 
cut off from the mandap by a 
sc'e~ with a door of its _own, 
and is 9 ft. square with a narrow 
wind<:M on each side. v The 
shrintJ itself is 9 ft. 3-· in. square, z48. ·Plan af Somesvar Temple, Gadag. 

Scale 25 ft. to I in. 
and, as is~ommon in Chaluk,Y.an (From a Plan by Mr. H. Cousens.) 

~IJ!£1.t;;.§,)t:has no .m~cl-~., . , 
The doorways andatFtlte outs1ae walls are very nchly decorated 

• with carving. The whole temple, however, seems to be silted up 
to the levelv of t}le top of the raised basemen.t on which these 
~mples usually stand; and whiCli gave the riCh wall sculptures 
that elevation at which they could be seen to advantage. As in
other insta~Jces, the materials of the basement had pr.ooably been, 
at leflst_ partly, removed befor.e the ground level was raised to its 
p~sent height.1 J · · . 

• Of quite as much int~rest is the temple of_Triklit<:§.Y_arj_ILthe 
• fort of Gad_ag,:_ As the name may imply, it is a tr~le~shrin~d 

temple with two mandapas in line with the east andwest sh'rines, 
·'ana-me third cei!aDuiltoff at a later date from between the 

mandapas Of the north side. The carving has been exceedingly 
good, but the fiiures have been much defaced by violence, and 
the whole overlaid by successive coats of whitewa:sh. Round the 

1 Close to this temple is another known 
as that of Ramesvara, of the same plan and 
style, but much plainer, having scarcely 
any sculpture on its walls, and is more 
dilaj¥dated. 

2 Triktttesvara - 'lord of the three
crested mountain.' Trikuta • is the 
mountain in Ceylon on which Rilvana's 
capital stood, also a range on the south 
of the fabled Mount Meru. 
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mandapas the perforated screen work is well worth attention. 
The original sikhara had been ruined, and is replaced by a 
modern brick tower, altogether unworthy of the rest of the 
building, which otherwise may be compared with the Belur • 
temple mentioned below. An inscription records the restc.-a
tion, or perhaps reconstruction, of this temple in the wtJecentury, 
to which period it possibly belongs; but there were later repairs 
at least, as under some of the images on the exterior are tablet • 
inscriptions of A.D. II92, II99, and 1213. 

Close to this, on its south side, is.~ small temple dedicated 
_to Sarasvat!, the goddess of learning and consort of Brahma, 
and is one of the most remarkable for elaborate sculpture 
even among those of this style. It is sadly dilapidated, but 
the pillars are of the most varied patterns, and carved in the 
minutest detail, as are also the screen walls, the roof, and 
doorway of the shrine.l 

As already noted, the doorways of Indian temples have always 
be{!n objects of sculptural decoration. Panels in the roofs, as in 
the instance cited at Ittagi, have also been treated with like care, 
a favourite device being the division into nine compartments in 
each of which was represented the mythological guar<iiat.s, 
regents, or Dikpalas of the eight points of the compass, the 
central panel being appropriated to the presiding divir1'ity of 
the temple.2 The rich sculptures on the Muhammadan M+hrabs 
may be, and probably are largely due to the taste ~f Hindu 
workmen, who applied to them the decorative style they had b~n 
accustomed to employ on the doorways of their own shrines. 

The subject cannot be adequately illustrated in a work of 
this compass, but a single example (Plate No. XIV.),3 may 
help to convey some idea of the character of the doorwayt~ 
of Chalukyan temples. This is from one of the many ver3' 
interesting old temples at Lakkundi, a village 7 .miles east
south-east from Gadag. These temples are mostly fall<:m to 
ruin, having suffered severely from the Chola invasion in t~e 
1 rth century, when those at Lakshmesvar were also destroyid. 
And, at a l?J.uch later date, in the feuds between the Brahmans • 
and Lingayats, they further suffered. The finest and one of 
the largest of these temples is that of Kasivisvesvar, which is a 
double one, a western temple consisting of a shrt1e, hall and 
porch, and a smaller eastern shrine with anfarala, connected 
with the porch to the west by a raised platform. 

}'he doorways on the south and east of the hall are beautiful 

1 For a fuller description of the temples 
at Gadag by the editor, see 'Bombay 
Gazetteer,' vol. xxii. (Dharwar) pp. 713ff. 

2 A good example of this, from 

Ganginkatti in DhUrwar, is given in 
'Technical Art Series,' r888, plate 1. 

3 From 'Technical Art Series,' 1887, 
plate 3· • · 
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:PLATE XIV . 

DOORWAY OF THE SHRINE lN KASIVIS\'ESVAR TEMPLE AT L\KKUNDI, 

Scale 1-zsth. 
[To faa ,vag-e 428, Vol. I. 
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examples of intricate and delicate chiselling; but the shrine 
doorway, here represented, rivals the others in design and 
workmanship. This doorway, though small-the entrance being 
only 2 ft. 9 in. wide by 5 ft. 8 in. high~is of good proportions . 

. • Th¥ variety of ornamental detail on the three fascias within the 
pilasters may be studied on the illustration. It is so delicately 
chiselled !J.nd in parts so undercut as to be almost detached from 
J:he stone .. The pilasters support a cornice over the door frame, 
and from its centre depends a shield presenting Gaja-Lakshmt 
or Sri, the goddess of success, bathed by elephants. On the 
upper side of the cornice are elephants fighting, soldiers and 
other figures, spiritedly executed, but now much damaged. 
Above is a frieze divided into five panels by carved uprights, 
and containing figures of Siva and Parvatl with attendants in 
the central one, Brahma and Vishnu in those to left and right, 
and devotees in the end panels. This is surmounted by a 
projecting moulding carved with a leaf ornament that appears 
in all ages of Hindu art. In the recesses between the mouldings 
of the doorway and the pilasters, supporting the roof, a single 
figu.re is inserted and a rod or stalk with leaf tracery branching 
off~ut stopping below the capitals of the door pilasters. The 
three tascias of the architrave are also very richly and beautifully 
scul pt1.4red. · 

• 

~·91CWP.e.2~~P~,., th;: .T.~~a,2r.?:.,,&hEM!"h~.!n}!es 
nortli frol1il tlie ratlwaY,: at Rarubennur, ts a fin,e=bold temple 
6t~m:cfr~~fi~~}rgiQ~ffi71i'\)1:_~-hl'I[y;';";iW1:~fl. its 
detlils-inorecornplet~y-finisheat'h'ai1in"" some others, As will 
be noticed in the photograph (Plate XV.), its defects in design 
are the form of its dome and the insignificance of its crowning 
~ember or finial, which latter, however, is probably not the 
oyiginal Kalas . 

• • KURUVATTI. 

• 
At Kuruvatti on the right bank of the Tungabhadra, 17 miles 

• wett from Harpanahalli, and about 3 miles from Chau~adampur, 
is a temple now dedicated to Malika.rJ.una (Woodcut No. 249). 
It is on the same general plan as that of Somesvar at Gadag, 
but with a aorch and doorway on the north as well as the 
south side or the•mandap. In the shrine are three recesses in 
the walls, either for so many important images, where the 
temple had only one shrine, or for the vessels used in the worship.1 

1 In the Kesava temple at Huvinaha-~-Rea's 'Chalukyan Architecture,' p. 21 
dagalli, in the old Chalukya temple at and plate 92 ; H. Stone, 'The Nizam's 
Nagai, 25 miles south-east from Kulbarga, State Railway,' plan at p. rg8. 
and inj)thers, are similar deep recesses. 
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The square antechamber has two narrow 
windows and a richly-carved doorstep
the "moonstone"',..'of Ceylon-in front of 
the cell door. As may be seen from the 
plan, the mandap is small-only aQout • 
19 ft. square, with the usual f~ur pillars 
supporting the roof. They have square 
bases, highly carved on each face, and. 
round shafts broken into numerous 
members. As will be seen from the 
south elevation (Woodcut No. 25o),l the 
roof of the mandap has been destroyed, 
but the sikhar is entire-except the finial 
which is a modern restoration. The pro .. 
jecting porches to the north and south 
entrances have three pillars on each side 
-square in plan with the corners slightly 
recessed. The panels in the walls, 

249, Plan of Kuruvatti Temple. formedd bby very attenua.tehd _Pi~ast~rs, aref 
Scale soft, toxin, carve a ove, some wtt tmttattons o 

sikharas and others- with a sorte of 
festoon issuing from the mouths of makaras on each side. In 

• 

zso. Kuruvatti Temple, south elevation, Scale 1-2ooth. 

the south door stands a loose slab over 6 ft. high by 4 ft. 

1 From Rea's 'Chalukyan Architecture.' • 

• 

• 
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broad, carved with a male figure with two arms and attended 
by four females. All the details are sharp and the carving so 
good that even at Halebld it would be difficult to point out 
any individual piece showing more complete mastery over the 

•mat;rial than the brackets representing female figures with 
encircling wreaths on the fronts and inner sides of the capitals 
at the ea'h entrance.1 The temple is probably of somewhat 
l.ater date than the preceding. 

_Dambal, some I 3 r_niles south-east from Gadag, and 16 miles 
. south-west from lttagt, must have been, in early days, a seat of 

• Buddhism, for we find that in A.D. 1095 a Buddhist inscription 
there makes mention of a vihara built by sixteen Settis, and of 
another vihara of Taradevl at Lakkundi.2 It has still three old 
Saiva temples-all much injured. That of Doddq. Basam~a or 
~saY.anna,_' outside the town to the ncirth7ast7rl"i'lfers'"fn prall 
from any of the known temples in Dharwar districts (Woodcut 
No. 251). It presents us with what appears to be a late form of 

.the Chalttk,YcCJ.n~ha,ra, 'Yithout the broad faces on the north, 
west and south sides: '!:.he_p]an.Js_s.t.ar.:s.P.~_ped-onJ:he_o_u.tsiEle;-
being formed of numerous rectangular points, which represent 
thee corners of six squares whose diagonals vary round a 
common centre by I 5 degrees each. The plan of the mandap 
is simi~rly formed with eight squares at equal angles. The 
angles e~.re carried up the walls and roofs of shrine and hall. 
The smalle£ string-courses of the roof beirg-left in block, may 
indicate that the work was not entirely· 
finislJ.ed, though the effect is as sparkling 

• as if they had been completed to the 
extent originally intended. But even as . 
it.stands it would not be easy to point 
to a more graceful form of roof for the 
slirine. At• first sight it may appear 
some~at strange and outrl, but its form 

• gaiws with familiarity on the judgment 
of the architectural critic. 

• tthe hall measures 23t ft. square 
inside, and, like the Somesvar temple at 
Gadag and other? of the same class, it 
has an entrapce from the south as well 

• as from the · easP. A long porch has · 
been roughly built at some late date 25L PlanofDambalTemple 

• • ' of Dodda Basavanna. 
proJecting from the front to cover a Scale so ft. to 1 in. 

gigantic Nandi or bull of Siva. The 
two pillars of the south porch and the doorway have been 

1 Rea's 'Chalukyan Architecture,' pp. 2 'Indian Antiquary,' vol. x. pp. 185-
21-24 f¥1d plates 56-68. 190. 
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elaborately carved ; and the dome of the mandap is supported 
by four pillars also equally richly chiselled. Spanning the two 
slender pillars in front of the antechamber or antarala is a 
frieze, 8 ft. in length and between 3 and 4 ft. in height, richly 
carved with unrivalled care though now damaged. And at the• 
entrance of the shrine is a doorstep-perhaps the most beautiful 
in design in any temple in Western India. This t~mple was 
perhaps one of the latest, designed late in the 12th century. 
before the Muhammadan raids put an end to temple building. 

Lastly, about 9 miles north from Chaudadampur, at the 
sacred junction of the Varada with the Tungabhadra, in the 
small village of Galagana th is another Chal ukya tern pie, dedicated 
to fialagesvara (Plate XVI.). It is built of black granite, and its 
appearance is striking owing to the base of the shrine or vimana 
being entirely surrounded by a peculiar stepped abutment that 
looks somewhat like an afterthought, and is quite out of place as 
an architectural feature1 Had it been b-elow the shrine walls it 
might have been contrived to add dignity to the tower; but as 
it is it gives the whole spire a much more pyramidal form than 
in other temples, and it is not elegant. It may be, however, that, 
to prevent the sinking of the foundations in deep sandy soil,athe 
base was extended, at a later date, to great thickness to sflpport 
the superincumbent weight of the sikhara. Otherwise,.though 
of no great dimensions-about So ft. by 40 over all-this_ temple 
is a good example of the period when it was erected, !Or about the 
first half of the _I I th century. 

• 
HANAMKONDA AND WORANGAL. 

When the Haidarabad or l\izam's territory has been 
examined and completely surveyed,. we shall probably .be 
able to trace all the steps by which earlier examples develop~d 
into the metropolitan temple of Anamkond or :ijanamkonda, 
the old capital, 4 miles north-west of Orangal· or Worangal 
fort. According to an inscription on it, this temple was ere~ted • 
in A.D. I 162,1 by Pratapa Rudra, who, though not a Chaluk)ifl in 
blood, fnft a Ganapatiya or Kakatlya, had succeeded to their. 
possessions and their style. 

The temple itself is triple, having three shrines of very 
considerable dimensions, dedicated to Siva, Visoou, and Surya, 
arranged round a central hall. In front of thTs temple is a great 
mandapa or portico, supported on pillars, of which one hundred 
and thirty-two are free standing, disposed in a varied pattern, 
but without any sign of the octagonal arrangement for a dome. 
Between this portico and the temple was the pavilion for the 

1 ' Indian Antiquary,' vol. xi. pp. 9ff. 
• 
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• 
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Nandi which has fallen within the last twenty-five years, and the 
huge granite bull still remains among the fallen pillars and .lintels· 
This Nandi pavilion and the great pillared hall were all of granite 

252. Doon'i'Y of. Great Temple at Hanamkonda. (From a Photograph.) 

and comparatively• plain and devoid of ornament. . The temple 
itself measures outside 102 ft. from east to west, by 83 ft; 8 in. 
from north to south, and stands on a raised basement or podil11n· 
IO ft. wide ali round it.1 Like others of these late temples, this 
one was never finished. It was too extensive for one king's reign, 

1 Views of the hall or mantapam and the temple are given in Workman's 
'Throlll!;h Town and Jungle,' pp. 127 and 129. 
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even for one so powerful as he was who undertook it, and before 
it was heartily taken up again the Muhammadans were upon 
them (in A.D. 1310), and there was an end of Hindu greatness 
and of Hindu art. 

I Some of its details, however, are of great beauty, especi~ly • 
the entrances to the shrines, which are objects on '¥hich the 

/ architects, as usual, lavished their utmost skill. The preceding 
. woodcut (No. 252) will explain the form of those of the great. 

temple, as well as the general ordinances of the _pillars of the 

253· Kirtti Stambha at OrangaL (From a Photograph.) 

!·"::: great mandapa. ·~~ oth.in~ i.l;1 f!in<!9. a!:!,js more pleasing than_ 
'1_h~ _.l?ierced slabs ~ell the Cha1J.ikya_s jJsed _fQ.t)>creens and. 
_wjndows. They are not, so far as I recollect, used extensively 
in other styles, but as used by them are highly ornan.ental 
and appropriate, both externally and internally. 

• 
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The pillars, too, are rich, without being overdone; 1 and as/ 
the central four in the main hall are of the same design and 
beautifully carved, the effect of_the whole is singularly varied, 

• but at the same time pl~asing and elegant. The roof also is\ 
co.-ered by great slabs .nchly sculptured. 

In Oeangal or Worangal fort there are four Kirtti Stambhas, 
as they are called ... (Woo&ut No. 253), ofon~attern, ._facfng 

•one another, which have formed the gateways to a large temple 
that once oc~upied the centre of the area, but of which only 
a group of pillars and lintels belonging to its south~west corner 
now remains. The distance between the north and south gate
ways is 480ft., and betw~~n those on the east and west 433 ft., 
leaving ample space for a tem'ple of unusual size and splendour.2 

It cannot be said they are - particularly elegant specimens 
of art. Their _main interest lies in their heing_the_lineq,l 
descendants=b'f1hefour gatewaxs at Sanchi (}Voodcut No. 38), 
and•tney are curiousas exemplifying how, in the course of a 
thousand years or thereabouts, a wooden style of building 
may lose all traces of its origin as clearly as they do ; for it 
seems- most unlikely that any such form could have been 
invented by any one ·using stone constructions, and that only. 

There are also in the Orangal fort a great number of smaller 
tempi~ and shrines, in the: same style as the great temple, and, 
like ,it,~pparently mostly 9edicated to Siva, from the presence 
of his bul!' almost everywhere. Most are ruined; and, judging 
frofll appearances, I am .inclined to believe this is owing to 
Moslim violence. The mode of building is without_ mortar, 
and the joints are by no means well· fitted. The styleisafso 
remarkably ..free frorp. ..frg~e:s~lp_tur~, which is generally the 
tt.ing that most easily-ex'Citec; the7 iconoclastic feelings of the 
followers of the Prophet. / · 

Lastly • simple example of the style in a village temple 
•has ~en citCcl-at a place-calle<rB~hhanapalli, not. far from 
Ha,darabad 3 (Woodcut No. 254). There are four principal 
faces on the walls of the shrine, larger than the others : three 

1 'fhe most elaborately chased pillars 
o~ihis style are to be seen in the temple 
of Ramappa --nea~ Palampet; about 30 
miles north-east from Henamkonda. 

2 Cousens' ' Lists of Antiquarian Re
mains in the Nizam's Territory,' pp. 46f. 
To Mr Cousens is due the materials 
for the revision of this account of the 
Worangal and IIanamkonda remains. 

3 ' Buchropully' was placed on Mr 
Fergusson's map 50 miles west from 
Haidarilbild, and in that position (Lat. 
17<> 31e N., Long. 77<> 4~' E.) is the 

village of Buchhanapalli, 14 miles north 
frot11 Dhar(\r railway station. ~1r Cousens 
(' Lists of Antiquarian Remains in the 
Nizam's Territories,' p. 2) conjectured that 
it might be 'Bachropully,' 12 miles north
west of Secundarabad. In 'Glimpses of 
the Nizam's Dominions' by A. Claude 
Campbell' (1898), pp. 452 and 459, are 
two views of the shrine of a Hind(\ 
temple at 'Bichpalli.' This place is 
ro miles south-east from Indur; and the 
temple, which is of unusual plan and 
considerable merit, stands on a rocky 
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occupied by niches, the fourth by the entrance. Jhe roof is 
_in steps, and with a flat band on each face in continuation 
of the larger face below. The summit ornament is a vase, 
in this instance apparently incomplete. The porch is simple, • 
consisting only of sixteen pillars, disposed equidistantly, with<tut 
any attempt at the octagonal dome of the J ains or the varied 

• 

254. Temple at Buchhanapalli. (From a Photograph.} 

arrangements subsequently attempted. The sikhara is a straight-' 
lined con~ and its decorations in steps is as unlike th~ Dr~idian. 
spire in storeys as it is to the curvilinear outline of the J aina e.nd 
northern temples. The porch too, is open, and consists of· 
columns spaced equidistantly over its floor, without either the. 
bracketing arrangements of the southern or the domical form.'> of 

~the norther. n styles./ .Situat~~ it was locally~half-way between 
/ ·:::-the Dra:v.idian and northern stjl'es, the Chalukyin retained or 

~rrowed occasionally a feature or form froth one or from the 
other, but not to such an extent as to obliterate its individuality; 
or to P.~ev~nt its being recognised as a separate and distinct style

1
, 

of architecture. ·. 
knoll near the village. It consists of 
shrine, hall, and porch, but the sikhara 
and roof are ruined. Round the shrine 
is an open pradakshina, in which are 

inserted short circular pillars surmounted 
by rampant Vyiilis.-Cousens, 'Lists of 
Antiquarian Remains : Nizam's Terri-
tory,' p. 63. • 

• 
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. .. .. . MYSORE. 

;::;{ \Us ~e,grovir:c~ _o~JW.1~~~.1J.9,;-'~~P~t ... t£~<;.l!_.~~yan 
~'Y~~;:~ll~G:rl~unest;G~v~~~~~t;t~~J¥?.!\~~~"~I~.!:,ez~f 

• ge~~~111£!!W.J.li~ . tlip;~~···fe.,£tJl.~1;@§~~~h~P •• ?~u•~~£O~~ 
;lf_,w,lil<:l1~tli~.:..Ji~~~~]i:'B~!!~!g.s,.Jl~~qm;,~~~~):'~~=!.~at 
f~~.rtr.f. . Several temples, or ratlier groups of temples, were 

• e:ected by them-Qne. at a place ca11;,2...&omn1Jr.P..¥~, a small 
v.l)J(lg~ _oi)._th.t;;n~JtM>J?..a.P.!i...i?~~}.~§.< .. m t o M ysore, 
built by Soma, the general of N arasimha Ball ala I I 1., and was 
completed in I 270 ; 1 ~r~- in the centre of the 
province, owed its origin apparentl)' to Vishnuvardhana, in or 
about A.D .. I I 17; t~.J;...aud...g~U..PJ.%e3'Jbe;r..-.caJ!ed 
~am~:._: ll2FAikr!\?.1Y·!J.~~~bJq!,,,} .• Q~J.!!lLY~~~Qrth 
from the last-named, from whtcn the capttal was removed by 
Vishhuvardhana about I I 35· It continued to be the metropolis 
of the kingdom, till it was destroyed, and the building of 
the great temple stopped by the 

., Muhamma:dan invasion in A.D. 
I3IO-I3II. 

Like the great temple at 
HarTamkonda~ t~e.,.,!t&_~~BIJ: 
~~"'~w.r~t!J: ur:.ts tnr_~~· 
wtth •netr stk: aras, efii~Cattachea 
to a sq~re pillared hall, to the 
fourth side of which a portico is 
attached, in this ipstance of very 
moderate dimensions (Woodcut 
No. 255). The whole stands in a 
square cloistered court, measuring . . -· 210 ft. by I72 ft. over all, and 
·has the us1,1al accompaniments of 

• entrance-~orch, stambha, etc. ·. 
• the following woodcut (No. 

256) will give an ·idea-an im-
perfect one, it must be confessed 255. Plan of the Kesava Temple 

· d at Somnathpur. 
-of the elegance of outline· an Scale roo ft. to , in.2 

.Tiarvellous elaboration of detail 
that charac~erises these shrines. Its height seems to be only 
about 30 ft, whi•h, if it stood in the open, would be almost too 
small for architectural effect ; but in the centre of an enclosed 
court, and where there are no larger objects to contrast with 
it, it is sufficient, when judiciously treated, to produce a 

1 Rice's' Mysore Gazetteer,' val. i. p. 514· 
~From a lithographed plan in Rice's ' Epigraphia Carnatica,' vol. iii: pt. i. 
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considerable impression of grandeur, and apparently does so in 
this instance. 

Temple at Somnftthpftr. (From a Photograph.) 
\_-..,..-~ ~ 

The temple at Somnathpur is a single but complete whole; 
that at Belur, on the other hand, consists of one principal 

I e 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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temple, surro!!!!~ed by four or five others ~!H!m~~s. 
'Suooroificft'e-buildifi'gS';enCloseCl-in a court by a high wall-. 

measuring 380 ft. by 425 ft., and having two very fine gate
ways or gopurams in its eastern front.1 As will be seen from 

• th; plan (Woodcut No. 257), the great temple consists of a 
very solid vimana, with an antatala, or vestibule; and in front of 
this a porch or mahamantapam of the usual star-like form, 

., measuring 90 ft. across. The entire length of the temple, from· 
the east door to the back of the cell, 
is I I 5 ft., and the whole stands on · 
a terrace about 3 ft. high, an:d from . 
10 ft. to I5 ft. wide. This is one ~ 
of the characteristic features of 
Chalukyan design, and 'adds very 
considerably to the effect of their . 
temples. 

The arrangements of the pillars 
have much of that pleasing subor-

• dination and variety of spacing 
which is found in . those of the 
J ains, but we miss here the octa
gonai dome, which· gives such _ 
poetr¥ and meaning to the arrange• 
mente they adopted. Instead of 
that, we eave only an exaggerated 
compartment in the centre, which 
fit~ nothing, and; though it 'does ~ 
giye dignity to the centre, it does 257. Plan ofChenna Kesava Temple at 
it so clumsily as -to be almost BWrr. Scale roo ft. tor in. (From 

a · · h' 1 Rice's 'Epigraphia Carnatica ' 
~uenstve m Q.n arc 1tectura sense. vol. v.) ' 

It- is not, however, either to 
its dimensions, or the disposition of its plan, that this temple 

• owe~ its ptre-eminence among others of its class, but to the 
~~~ratio.n_a,n9 beautY. of ~ts . details ..• Tl\e effect of 
these, tt ts true, has been, m modern times, constaerably marred 

• by the repeated coats of whitewash which the present low order 
o( priests consider the most appropriate way of adding to the 
!leauty of the most delicate sculptures. Notwithstanding this, 
however, th&ir outline can always be traced, and where the 
whitewash has lfot been applied, or has been worn off, their 
beauty comes out with wonderful sharpness. 

The following woodcut (No. 258) will convey some idea 
of the richness and variety of pattern displayed in the windows 

1 By the plan in Mr Rice's 'Epigraphia Carnatica,' vol. v. pt. i., the court is about 
404•ft. long on the north side, and 4:!6 on the south. 
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of the porch. These are twenty-eight in number, and all are 
different. Some are pierced with merely conventional patterns, 
generally star-shaped, and with foliaged bands between ; others 

are interspersed with figures and mythological subjects, the 
nearest one, for instance, on the left, in the woodcut, represents 
the N arasimha Ava tara, and other different sceries connecte~ 
with the worship of Vishnu, to whom the temple is dedicated. 
The pierced slabs themselves, however, are hardly~o remark- • 
able as thti richly-carved base on which they rest, and the• d~p. 
cornice which overshadows and protects them. The amount of 
labour, indeed, which each facet of this porch displays is such 
as, I believe, never was bestowed on any surface of equal extent • 
in any building in the world ; and though the design is not fif 
the highest order of art, it is elegant and appropriate, and never 
offends against good taste. • • 

The sculptures of the base of the vimana, which have not 
been whitewashed, are as elaborate as those of the porch, in 
some places more so; and the mode in which the undersides 
of the cornices have been elaborated and adorned is such as is 
only to be found in temples of this class. The upper part of 
the tower is anomalous. It may be that it has been white-

• 

• 

• 
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washed,and repaired till it h~s assumed its present discordant 
appearance, which renders it certainly a blot on the whole· 
design. My own impression rather is, that, like others of its 
class, it was at first left unfinished, and the upper part added 

• at ;;ubseq).lent periods. Its original form most probably was. 
that C>f the little pavilions that adorns its portals, one of which 
is repres~nted in the following woodcut (No: 259), which has 

.all the peculiar features of th~ style-the flat band on eachl 
face, the three star-like projections between, anci the peculiar 
crowning ornament of the style. The plan. of the great tower, 
and the presence of the. pavilions 
where they stand, seems to prove 
almost beyond doubt that this 
was the original design;· but the 
design may have been altered as 
it progressed, or it may, as I suspect, 
have been changed afterwards. 

There seems to be little or no 
• doubt about the date of this temple. 

It was erected by Vishnuvardhana, 
the fourth king of the race, to com
mem;rate his conversion by the 
celebr-.ted Ramanujya from the 
Jaina eto the Hindu faith. He 
ascended -'he throne, A.D. I 1 q, and 
his conversion. took place about 
I I t1 ; and it. is probable that the 

• temple was finished before his death 
in !I<f.I, but as the capital was re
~oved'oy the. same king to Halebld, 
it is just possible that the vimana·of 
the great temple, and the erection 

• of SOJlle al least of the smaller 
shtlltnes, ·may belong to a subsequent 

259. Pavilion at Behlr. (From a 
period. Photograph.) 

• MY29Je <;t)?2~?q~.~~f 
ttU$,..sJz4J.~~-~f~~~~-~-oeen ad~qu~tely surv~y_ed.1 In_the 
n~rtli-we·st of tne-provmce'"'~ Balag~m1 or Belagav1, an anc1ent 
site, there an~ some five ruinea tempres-whose rich sculptureis 
equal in taste ancl-perfection of.workmanship to any of the class. 
Among these, the temple ofKed~,r,.~.svara is perhaps the oldest, 
and a view of it from the north-east is given in Plate No. XVII. 

1 A number of lithographed ground 
plans, to small scales, are published in 
Rice's 'Epigraphia Carnatica,' but with
out d.scriptions. In Workman's 'Through 

Town and. Jungle' (1904) are some well
selected photographic views of Somnlith
pur, Koravangula and other Mysore 
temples. 
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In plan it bears a general resemblance to the Somnathpur 
temple, having three shrines round a hall (Woodcut No. 255), 
but, as in the Bi%r temple (No. 257), with projecting entrances 
to the mandap or porch on both sides as well as on the east 
front.1 The roof of the mandap is quite destroyed, probjbly• 
by Moslim violence, and a miserable covering of tiles replaces 
it; but the three vimanas or sikharas are fairly entir~, with the 
Syala or leogriff emblem of the Hoysala kings seen over thi 
block on the roof, projecting in front of the central spire. 
Beyond, to the west, is seen part of a ruined temple; and to 
the south is the old Nandi pavilion, now also covered with tiles; 
and the base of a dhwaja-stambha near the corner of it. These 
Balagami temples are ascribed to Jakanacharya, the celebrated 
architect and sculptor of the Hoysala kings, to whom is ascribed 
also the Haleb!d, Somnathpur, Mulbagal and, by tradition, 
many other temples in this region. 

There are also at Kubbatur, near Balagami, and at 
Haranhalli, Arasikere, Koravangula, Naglapur, Turuvekere, and 
other places in Mysore, monuments that await and deserve, • 
more than almost any others, to be fully illustrated.2 

• 
HALE BID. 
't-. _.. •. • 

The earliesi i;eJ:nple. known to exist at Hale bid wasea small 
1 detached shrine dedicated to Siva as Kedaresvar!,a and was 
e~cted by: Vira _Ba~l~la_.~J:?.d one of his queens, probably ~out 
_I2I9, Its genera! appeanmce, nearly forty years ago, w1ll be 
understood from the next woodcut (No. 260). It was star- • 
shaped in plan, with sixteen points, and had a porch, so entirely 
ruined and covered up with vegetation that it was difficult.to 
make out its plan. Its roof was conical, and from the base
ment to the summit it was covered with sculptur~ of the very 
best class of Indian art, ann these so arranged as not maieriall)" 
to intertere with the outlines of the building, while theyeim
parted to it an amount of richness only to be found among 
specimens of Hindu art. If this little temple had been illus. 
trated in anything like completeness, there was prooobly 
nothing in India which would have conveyed a better idea•of 
what its architects were capable of accomJilishing. But, alas, 

1 There is a plan of this Balag;lmi 
temple and some details in ' Epigraphia 
Carnatica,' vol. vii. 

2 Dr. G. Le Bon remarks : 'Si jamais 
il m'arrive de retourner dans l'Inde, je 
ferai certainement une etude Speciale du 
Mysore. Cette region, presque vierge, 

offrira surement une abondanle moisson 
au explorateurs.' -' Les Monuments de 
l'Inde,' p. 17 3· 

3 This has been erroneously called 
Kaitesvar and Kaitabhesvara by some 
writers. -' l\I ysore Gazetteer,' vol. i. 
P· 5I4ll. • 
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this cannot be : this gem of Indian architecture 1s no more; 

• 

260. K~daresvara, Halebid. (From a Photograp~J:,Cap.t. Tripe.) 

vegetation ;; i;~ ;ele~~f"~J~ed~~nd the pile 1s 
long ago a shapeless mound.1 · 

. The Kedaresvara temple was, however, surpassed in· size 

1 In 1876 Mr. Fergusson wrote:-" In I entirely destroyed by the· trees, which 
a very• few years this building will be have fastened their roots in the joints 
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and magnificence by its neighbour, the Hoysalesvara temple at 
.Haleb!d, which, had it been completed, is one of the buildings 
on which the advocate of Hindu architecture would desire to 
take his stand. Unfortunately, it never was finished, the works 
having probably been stopped by the Muhammadan conQ_ue~ 
in I 3 I I A.D.1 

The general arrangements of the building are gfven on the 
annexed plan (Woodcut No. 26I), from which it will be perceive.P 

that it is a double temple. If 
it were cut into halves, each 
part would be complete with a 
pillared mantapamofthe same 
type as that at Belur above 
referred to, an antarala or 
intermediate vestibule, and a 
sanctuary containing a ling am, 
the emblem of Siva. Besides 
this, each half would have in 
front of it a detached, pillared• 
porch as a shrine for the Bull 
Nandi, which, of course, 
would not be require

0
d in a 

Vaishnava temple,. Such 
double temples a{fe quite 
common in India, but the 

261. Plan of Hoysalesvara Temple at Halebid· 
Scale roo ft. to r in. two sanctuaries usually. face 

each other, and have the porch 
between them. Its dimensions may roughly be stated as 200 ft. • 
square over all, including all the detached pavilions. The 

of the stones. In a drawing in the 1 

1\Iackenzie collection in the India Office, 
made in the early part of this century, 
the buildijg is shown entire. Twenty 
years ago It was as shown at p. 443· A 
subsequent photograph shows it almost 
hidden ; a few years more, if some steps 
are not taken to save it, it will have 
perished entirely. A very small sum 
would save it ; and, as the country is in 
our charge, it is hoped that the expendi
ture will not be grudged." But no 
attention was paid to this warning, and 
as i\Ir. L. Rice says:-" ·with shame be it 
written-Mr. Fergusson'sgloomy anticipa
tions have been completely fulfilled .... 
Some of the most perfect figures have 
been conveyed to Bangalor, and set up 
in the Museum, but divorced from their 
artistic setting they have lost their 
1n_eaning. A proposal has been made, 

• I believe, to convey the ruins to l\Iysore, 
and erect the restored temple there as 
a memorial to the Jete Mahild.ja."
' l\Iysore Gazetteer' ( £897), vol!'i . .P. 51~. 
Mr. Rice has preserved for us two.,hoto
graphs of the temple in 1866, and 1886 
in 'Epigraphia Carnatica,' vol. v. pt. i. 
Later, in 1907, the Mysore Governme•t 
tried to restore the temple, but th<:,result 
is reported as not very success£~ as 
empty spaces had to be filled in with 
plain slabs. But tltese are much better 
than the cru~ attempts made in other 
cases to imitate the old work. 

1 The date of its foundation is not 
known, but as Halebld or Dorasamudra 
became the capital only in the middle of 
the 12th century, it was probably begun 
somewhat later, and possibly well into 
the next century. 

• 
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temple itself is 160 ft. north and south by 122 ft. east and west. 
Its height, as it now remains, to the cornice is about 2 5 ft. from 
the terrace on which it stands. It cannot, therefore, be considered 

• J>y any means as a large building, though large enough for effect. 
Thirt, however, can hardly be judged of as it now stands, for 
there is qp doubt but that it was intended to raise two great 
pyramida,l spires over the sanctuaries, four lower cines in front 
<!f these, and two · more, as roofs--one over each of the two 
central pavilions. Thus completed, the temple would have 

• Restored view of .Temple at Halebid . 

a9iiumed something like the outline shown in the woodcut 
(No. 262 ),1 and if carried out with the richness of detail 
exhibited j1 the Kedaresvara (Woodcut No. z6o), would 

-have <made up a whole which it would be difficult to rival 
an1\vhere. ·· • 

The material out of which this temple is erected is an 
. ,:i!ld umt~C!_'_eotstone of volcanic ..£!igin1 found in the neighbour
ho~d. This stone 'is said. to be soft when first quarried, and 
e/sily cut in that state, though hardening on exposure to the 
atmosphere. •Even this, however, will not diminish our admira
tion of the amount of labour bestowed on the temple, for, from 
the number of parts still unfinished, it is evident that, like most 
others of its class, it was built in block, and carved after the 
stone had become hard. . As we now see it, the stone is of a 

1 The. finials on the two principal I supported on' a small dome is to be 
.rikharas, by some mistakeoftheengraver, understood.-G. Le Bon, 'Les Monu-
haveebeen wrongly presented. A vase ments de l'Inde,' fig. 265. 

• 
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pleasing creamy colour, and so close-grained as to take a polish 
like marble. The pillars of the great Nandi pavilion, which look 
as if they had been turned in a lathe,1 are so polished as to 
exhibit what the natives call a double reflection-in other words111 0 
to reflect light from each other. The enduring qualities o" the 
stone seem to be unrivalled, for, though neglected an~ exposed 
to all the vicissitudes of a tropical climate for seven centuries, 
the minutest details are as clear and sharp as the day they were 
finished. Except from the splitting of the stone arising from 
bad masonry, the building is as perfect as when its erection was 
stopped by the Muhammadan conquest. 

It is, of course, impossible here to illustrate completely so 
complicated and so varied a design; but the following woodcut 
(No. 263) will suffice to explain the general ordonnance of its 
elevation. The building stands on a terrace ranging from 5 ft. 
to 6 ft. in height, and paved with large slabs. On this stands a 
frieze of elephants, following all the sinuosities of the plan and 
extending to some 710 ft. in length, and containing not less 
than 2000 elephants, most of them with riders and trappings, • 
sculptured as only an Oriental can represent the wisest of brutes. 
Above these is a frieze of "sardulas," vyalas, or conve~etional 
lions or tigers-the emblems of the Hoysala Ballalas who built 
the temple. Then comes a scroll of infinite beauty andevariety 

• 

of design; over this a frieze of horsemen and another sen~!; over 
which is a bas-relief of scenes from the Ramayana~ represent
ing the conquest of Ceylon and all the varied incidents of i:hat 
epic. This, like the other, is about 700 ft. long. (The frieze of 
the Parthenon is less than 550 ft.) Then come celestial or • 
conventional beasts and birds, and all along the east front a 
frieze of groups from human life, and then a corni-ce, with a rail, 
divided into panels, each containing two figures. Over this are 
windows of pierced slabs, like those of Belur, thougi not so rich 
or varied. These windows will be observed on the rigl\t and• 
left of th; woodcut. In the centre, in place of the windo~, is 
first a scroll, and then a frieze of gods and heavenly apsarasas
dancing girls and other objects of Hindu mythology. This• 
frieze, which is about 5 ft. 6 in. in height, is continued all ro!!nd 
the western front of the building, and extends to some 400 ft.~n 
length. Siva, with his consort Parvat1 seatid dh his knee, is 
repeated at least fourteen times ; Vishnu in h1s various A vataras 
even oftener. Brahma occurs several times, and every great 
god of the Hindu Pantheon finds his place. Some of these are 

1 They were, in fact, set vertically in a I chasing out the very fine mouldings with 
sort of pit and turned, probably in water, an accuracy and uniformity that could 
giving them. a very smooth surface and : hardly have been otherwise attainerJ,. 
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Central Pavilion; Halebid, East Front. (From a Photograph.) .. 
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carved with a minute elaboration of detail which can only be 
reproduced by photography, and may probably be considered as 
one of the most marvellous exhibitions of human labour to be 
found even in the patient East. 

. It n;tust not, howe:er, ~e. con.sidered that it is on!~ fo! 
patient mdustry that this bmldmg lS remarkable. The moae in 
which the eastern face is broken up by the larger m:sses, so as 
to giye height and play of light and shade, is a better way ~f 
accomplishing what the Gothic architects attempted by their 
transepts and projections. This, however, is surpassed by the 
western front, where the variety of outline, and the arrangement 
and subordination of the various facets in which it is disposed, 
must be considered as a masterpiece of design in its class. If 
the frieze of gods were spread along a plain surface it would lose 
more than half its effect, while the vertical angles, without 
interfering with the continuity of the frieze, give height and 
strength to the whole composition. The disposition of the 
horizontal lines of the lower friezes is equally effective. Here_ 
again the artistic combination of horizontal with vertical lines, 
and the play of outline and of light and shade, far surpass 
anything in Gothic art. The effects are just what the rnedi;eval 
architects were often aiming at, but which they never attained 
so perfectly as was done at Halebld. 0 

Before leaving Halebld, it may be well again to call atten
tion to the order of superposition of the different animal friezes, 
alluded to already, when speaking of the rock-cut monastery 
described by the Chinese Pilgrims (ante, p. I? I). There, as here, 
the lowest were the elephants; then the lions; above these 

0 
carne the horses; then the oxen ; and the fifth storey was made 
with shapes of pigeons. The oxen here is replac~d by a com;tn
tional animal, and the pigeon also by a bird of a species that 
would puzzle a naturalist. The succession, howev~ is the same, 
and, as tnentioned above, the same five genera of"livin~ thing·s 
form the ornaments of the" moonstone" thresholds of the v<ttious 
monuments in Ceylon. Sometimes in modern Hindu temples 
only two or three animal friezes are _found, but the succession i~ 
always the same, the elephants bemg the 10\rest, next aJ:>ove 
them are the lions, and then the horses, etc. When we k~w 
the cause of it, it seems as if this curious selectioro and succession 
might lead to some very suggestive conclusi8ns. At present we 
can only call attention to it in hopes that further investigation 
may afford the means of solving the mystery. 

If it were possible to illustrate the Hale bid temple to such 
an extent as to render its peculiarities familiar, there would be 
few things more interesting or more instructive than to institute · 
a comparison between it and the Parthenon at Athens. Not 

• • 

• 

• 

• 
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that the two buildings are at all like one another ; on the 
contrary; they form the two opposite poles- the alpha and 
omega of architectural design; but they are the best examples 
of their class, and between these two extremes lies the whole 

• range of the art. The Parthenon is the best example we know 
of pure refined intellectual power applied to the production of 
an arcl1ltectural design. Every part and every defect is calculated 

• with mathematical exactness, and executed with a mechanical 
precision that never was equalled. All the curves are hyperbolas, 
parabolas, or other developments of the highest mathematical 
forms-every· optical defect is foreseen and provided for, and 
every part has a relation to every other part in so recondite a 
proportion that we feel inclined to· call it fanciful, because we 
can hardly rise to its appreciation. The .sculpture is exquisitely 
designed to aid the perfection of the masonry- severe and 
godlike, but with no condescension to the lower feelings of 
humanity. 

• The Haleb!d temple is the opposite of all this. It is regular, 
but ;rr~~a'f'i:etj26f""t''nf'l'ffie&i~4'J&p1•aot¥,aatrd~ve-rr· greater 
variety in detail. All the pillars of the Parthenon are identical, 
while no two facets of the Indian temple are the same; every 
corfvolution of every scroll is different. No two canopies in 
the JVhole building are alike, and~.:v4r-¥-P¥b.~~!,libjl?s~oy,ous 
""~;x!i~!-ce~r._,J.c~f~Y'I!i*~SQfllli£.aJ..cU:~J~~;>M··,All 
·!]a!~IJ~!?- hum~g,,f~l~»2t:vW~:f;In.,,ln-..:~U1nar:J,~~~1tngyg;::-fGgnd 
~e$J~~Y<~.cl"'QJ!,.li:hese_~~'!l:l!>:;-hll!~~[...,pure~!nt~l~!¢ .. thg.~Js,Uttle
ryss ,than there is Gf .human~feeling...i~h_!;!g~r.tl:lenon. 

\It would be possible to arrange all the buildings of the 
world between these two extremes, as they tended toward the 
severe inte1Jectual eurity of the one~to .. th~Fw~ exuberant 

• ~_ncy ~£!fie,?~~ pgfectioQ, _it .It exist; .... ~~ofl!e
wnere,.,!1!'!.at •• t-~-w~an._ My own ImpressiOn IS, that If the 

• s'o~lle(JtGothic architects had been able to mai~tain for two 
«- three hundred years more the rate of progress they achieved 
between the 1 Ith and the 14th century, they might have hit upon 
that happy mean between severe constructive propriety and 
pl~y.lli~P~?.rP.ti;v,e.JJn .... 2giU!.Qg~-..Which would have combined into 

• sometlimg more perfect than the world has yet seen. The 
system, however, as I have endeavoured to point out elsewhere, 
broke down ~fore it had acquired the requisite degree of 

.,...~T.efinement, and that hope was blighted never to be revived . ..J.f 
Aq:hitt!-c.tuxe...e:vcer-again.assumes._.a.J1..,Qnward .... path,.it~wil1~n~t.be 

~:zleaning_tpo_§l_rqgglr,. ,_t?w .. er4~~,eJther,..of ... th,e:'!!"'~x-tcemes_just 
named,?but.,.by:~grg.sping"somewhere~the:tc.happy.<;imeq.·I1r:bet_:veen 
tP.S!-.t~2· 
• For~our. preseont-pur.p~~~!S~L~all!s..of-!he~H.SY,..,..of 

yOL. I. • 2 F 
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• 
these Indian examples is that it widens so immensely our basis 
for architectural_c!iticis.m. It is only by becoming familiar with 
forms_s_o utterly dissimilar from those we have hitherto been 
conversant with, that we perceive how narrow is the purview 
that is content with one form or one passing fashion. By risi1~ • • 
to this wider range w~ shall perceive that architecture is as 
many-sided as human nature itself, and learn how few feelings 
and how few aspirations of the human heart and brain there are • 
that cannot be expressed by its means. On the other hand, 
it is only by taking this wide survey that ~.appreciate how 
wort_Q.less any product of architectural art becomes which does 
nQfhonestly represent the thoughts and feelings of those who 
built it, or the height of their loftiest aspirations. 

• 
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